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How Winnie Hatch ecf the Little Rooks
As told by Queen Crosspateh

By Frances Hodgson Burnett
Author of " Little Lord Fauntleroy," " Sara Crewe." " Editha's Burglar." etc., etc.

With Illustrations by Harrison Cady

JVo7C' please to remember that it is a Fairy

who wrote this story—a real Fairy^iist as real

as you are yourself-—because if you don't re-

member it will make me scold like anything.

chain and the ugly little Imp caught sight of

it and you should have seen him kick up his

heels and shout:

I AM a little cross to begin with but I believe

I shal* get better as I go on with my story about
Winnie and the little rooks, because it is such
a nice story. You will scarcely believe what a

nice story it is. But I feel cross because just as

I was passing through the Crystal Hall in my
palace to go to Rose Garden and begin to write

I suddenly caught sight of a tiny little ragged
black creature hiding behind one of the glitter-

ing crystal chairs and kicking its legs about and
dancing and gigghng in the most impudent
way, and I heard it cackle at me as it peeped
in and out.

" He-he-he—kee-e-e-e ! She thinks she is

going to write a book."

And I saw it was nothing more or less than
my little Temper, the one I lost out of my sil-

ver cage, and he looked so tatteredy and raggedy
and black and ugly and saucy that I am sure

I should have begun to scream and stamp my
feet but that I remembered quickly, that I had
made up my mind to keep myself quite quiet until

some day I could pounce upon him and catch

him when he was n't expecting it and just snip

him into his silver cage again and shut the

door. I had the silver cage with me that min-
ute, swinging at my waist by a tiny diamond

Copyright, igo6, by The Century Co.
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Oh J minkcry—tinkery—winkery wee
She's got her cage and she thinks she 'II

get me J

Well, minkery—tinkery. IVe shall see."

T cto,i,,f.j[
3^ moment and almost stamped but

,aered again and clinched my teeth and
flouiiv.ed past him, and I am glad to say that he

was so frightened that he tumbled over and lay

sprawling and kicking on his back.

Then I went to the Rose Garden and found

the Respectable person waiting forme and I sat

down and ordered her to Spell what I told her

about Winnie.

And this is it:

Winnie was one of the nicest little girls I ever

knew. She was only five and she was a round
Httle thing. She had a round httle face and
round very blue eyes, and round red curls all

over her head, and she had a round rosy button

of a mouth, and round fat legs, and a round
little body as plump as a robin redbreast's.

She lived in a big castle and her nursery was
in a tower and her nurse Binny lived in it with

her. She had no papa and mamma and the

castle really belonged to her but she was not

old enough to care about that, because she had

so many other things to care about. She cared

All rights reserved.
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about Binny who was fat and had a comfortable

lap and could sing songs and tell stories, and

she cared about the thousands and thousands

of primroses and bluebells which grew in the

park round the castle, and she cared about the

deer with horns and their wives who had no

horns and the little fawn children who skipped

about under the trees. But most of all she

cared about the birds and was always asking

Binny questions about them. One day when
Winnie and Binny were walking together Binny

stopped by a hedge and said :

" There is a thrush's nest with four eggs in it,

in that hedge."
" Oh ! Binny !

" said Winnie, " do lift me up

and let me look at it."

" No," said Binny. "If the eggs' mother saw

us do it, she would go away and never sit on

the eggs again, and they would starve to death."

Then Winnie dragged her away by the hand
and ran as fast as her round little legs would
carry her. When she stopped running, her very

blue eyes were rounder than ever.

" If the eggs' father was flying about and saw

" Winnie was one of the Nicest Little Girls
I EVER Knew."

US, would he tell the mother ? " she said, all out

of breath with running.
" I daresay he would," answered Bmny.
' And if the eggs' aunt saw us, or their uncles

or cousins, would they tell the mother and
would she never sit on the eggs again and
would they starve to death ?

"

" That's just what would happen," said Binny.

So from that time, when Winnie went walking
with Binnv, she always turned her face quite

away from the hedges for fear a mother bird

would think she was looking at her eggs and
would go away and leave them to starve to

death.

She was always watching birds, but I think

she watched the rooks most. That was be-

cause she could look out of her window in the

tower and see the Rookery where they lived.

Rooks are big black birds who always fly in

flocks and build their nests near each other in

the tops of tall trees. A great many rooks

built their nests in some trees Winnie could see

from her window and she used to sit and watch
them every day. In the morning when she

heard them begin to say " Caw-w ! Ca-aw

!

Cawl" She would run to the window and call out:

"Binny! Binny! the rooks are getting up
and going to breakfast."

Then she would watch and see first one
glossy black rook come out of his nest and
stand among the green leaves and shake his

wings and preen his glossy black feathers with

his beak. And then he would " Caw ! Caw !

"

to his wife until s/ie came out and sat among
the leaves and smoothed out her glossy black

feathers, and then they would Ca-aw 1 Ca-aw !

Caw ! to their neighbors in the other branches

and then they would Caw to the rooks in the

next tree, and the next and the next, and the

rooks \vould keep getting up and answering, un-

til all the trees in the Rookery were full of

rooks, all Cawing as if they were talking about
the weather. But Binny told ^\'innie they were
saying things like this :

" / know where there 's lots to eat

Caw, Ca-aw, Caw .'

I k>io7i< where there 's a Jield of wlieat
Caw, Ca-aw, Caw .'

Thefanner sojos that he may reap

But the Scarecrow 's nodding andfast
asleep.

Who cares for the Scarecroic .'"

And at last they would all rise together flap-

ping their wings and fly away over the tree tops

like a black cloud, and Binny said they were

laughing at the idea of being frightened of the

Scarecrow the farmer put in the field to keep

them from stealing his wheat.

^^'innie always watched them until they were

out of sight and she could hear them cawing

no more.
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Then about sunset she hked to be at the

window to watch them come home to sleep.

First she would see a little black cloud in the

sky and then it would come nearer and nearer,

until she saw it was made of rooks all flying to-

gether, back to their nests in the high, high old

trees. Then Binny told Winnie they were say-

ing things like this

:

" Flying andfun andfood all day,

Caii', Ca-aw, Cazv,

Flying andfun arid meat andplay,
Caw, Ca-aw, Caw,

We 've sat on the backs offat old sheep.

High up in our free tops."

And oh I what fun it was to see them settle

down for the night. What a fuss they made
cawing and talking and flapping their wings.

When the last of them had got into his nest

with his wife, and the cawing had stopped,

everything seemed so quiet that Winnie was
quite ready to get into her nest and sleep as

they did. She loved the rooks because there

were so many of them, and they seemed to live

so near her. She used to feel as if they knew
she was watching them from the tower window.

At last one day Binny said to her.

" The mother rooks are beginning to sit on
their eggs."

Winnie gave a little jump and scrambled
down from the window seat.

"Then I must n't look at them," she said, " I

must n't look at them."
" Yes, you can look at them from here,"

Binny answered. " They can't see you. Get up
in your seat again. There 's a mother on the

nest in the top of that nearest tree."

Winnie scrambled back full of joy. There
was a nest in the nearest tree and she could see

a bit of it and Mr. Rook was sitting near it and
talking to his wife.

And he said this : (I told Binny and Binny
told Winnie.)

" Spread out my dear, tuck in your legs,

Caw, Ca-a7L', Caw ;
Attend to your business—eggs is eggs,

Caiv, Ca-aw, Caw ;
It 's not thefirst timeyou 've been told

That ifyou letyour eggs get cold.

We shall have to send for the doctor."

For the next two days Winnie sat and watched
and watched. She wanted to sit in the window
seat all day and she asked Binny questions and
questions.

Because I was so fond of her I sent some of

my Fairies to push the leaves aside near Mrs.

Rook's nest so that she could see better. She
began to feel as if she was the eggs' mother her-

self and was (|uite an.xious when Mrs. Rook
went awav for a minute.

" Binny s.\id they were L.\ughing at the
Idea of being Frightened of a Scarecrow."

One day when she was watching from her

window she suddenly saw a boy standing be-

neath the tree and looking up. All at once he

began to scramble up it and he scrambled very

fast.

" He will frighten Mrs. Rook," cried Winnie
to Binny.

" He is going to steal the eggs," said Binny.
" Run as fast as you can," Winnie said. " and

tell him he must n't—he must n't."

Binny ran as fast as she could, but by the

time she got to the foot of the tree the boy was
at the top of it. AVinnie saw him put out his

hand and she gave a little scream as Mrs. Rook
flew up with a loud cry, and sailed away to

find Mr. Rook and tell him what had hap-

pened.
" Come down ! come down !

" Binny called

up from the foot of the tree. "How dare you

touch the rook's eggs !

"

The boy looked down and was very fright-

ened when he saw the fat nurse from the castle
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scolding him. He thought she might send for

the village policeman and he put the eggs back

and scrambled down faster than he had scram-

bled u|). And Binny caught him and boxed

his ears before he ran away.

When she went back to the nursery in the

tower Winnie was crying.
" Mrs. Mother Rook will never come back

and the eggs will starve to death," she said.

And she sat and watched and watched, and

"Mr. Rook was Sitting near the Nest and
Talking to his Wife."

Binny sat and watched and watched. Mrs.
Rook and Mr. Rook came and flew about and
cawed and talked to the other rooks and every-
body cawed and scolded, but go back to that

nest Mrs. Rook would not.

" When the sun goes down they will get cold,"

wept Winnie. " Oh ! I wish I could go and
keep them warm myself" She covered her
very blue eyes with her very fat hands.

" If a Fairy would only come and help me,"
she cried. " Nobody but a Fairy could help
me."
The very minute 1 heard her say that I

flew on to her window ledge and let her see

me.
" Just look at me," I said.

" Oh ! you are a Fairy !
" she gasped, and

then she called out, " Binny, Binny I here is a

Fairy !
" But Binny had gone out of the room.

I did not want her interfering.

" I am glad )-ou know a Fairy when you see

one," I said. " Would you really like to sit on
the nest and keep the eggs warm."

In the nest on the top of the tree ?
'' said

Winnie, all in a flutter.

" Yes, I answered. ' Would you like to sit

on them until they change into baby rooks, and
then would you like to teach (hem to fly ?

"

" Yes ! Y'es ! Yes !
" said Winnie. ' But I

can't fly myself. Fairy. And Binny would n't

let me climb up the tree."

I just turned round and blew my tiny golden
trumpet, I blew it once, I blew it twice, I blew
It three times. And suddenly Winnie saw a

flock of lovely green things she thought were
butterflies. They came flying and flying. They
were my Working Fairies, dressed in their green
working-smocks. They all stood in a row be-

fore me on the window ledge and made a bow
and they sang together:

" Fairies are real. Fairies are /rue.

U 'hat shall we do ? What shall ive do ?
"

" Get out your tools," I ordered them, "and
make this young lady small enough to sit on
a rook's nest."

They took their tiny silver hammers out oftheir

tool bags and they began to work. Their taps

were so tiny that Winnie did not feel them and
only laughed as they flew up and down her

and worked and worked, darting about and all

talking at once, so it sounded as if a whole hive

of bees were buzzing.

Winnie held out her hand which was cov-

ered by a swarm of them and she laughed and
laughed.

"Oh! how pretty they are!" she said.

" Binny ! Binny I do come and see ! 1 am
covered with Fairies !

"

" Hush," I said, " and stand still. There is

a great deal to be done."

Presently she began to grow smaller and
smaller and in a few minutes she was quite

small enough to sit on a nest.

"Now," I said, "you are ready to go."

"But what will Binny do when she misses

me ? " she asked.
" Binny will not know," I answered. " I am

going to leave an Imitation Winnie in your
place."

Then her very blue eyes grew rounder and
rounder.

" Oh ! " she said.

But I knew my business and I called to one
of my Working Fairies :
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" Tip, can you turn yourself into a little girl ?
"

He looked ashamed of himself and wriggletl.

" I 'm afraid I've fortcotten liow, Your Ma-

" BiNNY Caught htm and Boxeu his Kars
BEFORE HE Ran away."

jesty," he stuttered. I stamped my foot hard
and called to another one :

' Nip. can you }
"

He liegan to wriggle too and tried to slink

behind the others.

"I— I— never learned, Ma-am," he stam-

mered.
Think how disgraceful. It shows what Fairy-

land is coming to.

" Rip 1 Ski]j 1 Trip !
" I called out, and

they all wriggled and tried to slink because
none of them could do it, and I was just going

to fly into a rage and scream when a very tiny

one called Kip stepped forward looking very

red.
' I 've been practising three hours a day if

you please 'm," he said.

" Then do it this minute." I commanded.
He went and stood in the middle of the room

and began. He puffed and he fluffed and he
puffed and he fluffed until one of his legs

was round and fat like Winnie's. Then
he fluffed and he puffed and he fluffed and
he puffed until the other one was like it.

Then he puftetl and he fluffed until his body
was round and plumj). 'I'hen he pufifled until

his arms were round, and he fluftled until he
had a round rosy face. Then he puffled and
lluffled and huffled all at once until short red
curls came out all over his head, and he had
very lilue eyes and a mouth like a rose button.

And when he liad done he stood there and
looked exactly like ^Vinnie.

" There," he panted out, "but my word, it

was hard."
" If he stays here until I come back, Jiinny

will never know I have been away," said Win-
nie.

" Of course she won't," I said. " What do you
suppose 1 made him do it for! He is the Imi-
tation Winnie. Now we must go or the eggs
will be cold."

I touched her on the shoulder and a lovely

pair of wings sprang out.

" Just try flying around the room a few times,"

I said. She stood on her tip-toes and gave a

One of Qceen Crosspatch's Working' Fairies.

few flaps and sailed up to the ceiling and round

and round.
" How easy it is," she said. " Oh ! how

beautiful
!

"

" Now fly right out of the window and we
will come with you," I said, " and take you to

your nest."
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But when she flew to the window ledge she

stopped a moment to speak to Imitation Winnie.
" Be very nice to Binny," siie said, ' and al-

ways say ' please.'

"

She flew right out of the window and when
she got outside, flying was so delightful that

she felt as if she would like to fly u\> into the

sky. But she flew straight to the rook's nest.

It was high up in a lovely tree and when she

lighted upon the branch among all the waving,
rustling green leaves she laughed for joy. There
were green branches below her and green

branches above her and green branches all round
her, and all the trees in the Rookery touched
each other, and the blue sky was quite close, and
there was the nest with the lovely eggs lying

there waiting for her.

" I hope the\- are not cold, Fairy,'' she said,

and she put her hand on them. They were not
cold but they would have been if the\ had waited

much longer. Then she settled down in the

nest like a mother-bird. She spread out her

little flouncy embroidered frock and fussed and

"Winnie Flew Straight to the Rook's Nest."

fussed until nothing could have been warmer
than the eggs were.

" They won't get cold now," she said. " 1 '11

love them and love them until tiie\ think I am

" Winnie could Hear Two Xighting.vles
Singing."

their real mother." .\11 the Working Fairies

crowded round in their green smocks with their

little hammers and picks over their .shoulders

and looked at her. They kept nudging each
other and smiling delightedly. They had never
seen a little girl sit on a nest before.

" Good-night," I said to her.

Then all the Working Fairies said:
" Good-night. Good-night. Good-night.

Good-night," in low singing silvery voices, and
we all flew away.
The nest was very comfortable and the eggs

grew warmer and warmer, the top of the tree

rocked like a cradle, the wind whispered
through the branches like a nurse saying:

"Sh—sh—sh," and in the park Winnie could

hear two nightingales singing. She lay and
watched the stars twinkhng in the blue sky

above her head until her eyes closed and she

fell fast asleep. When she wakened, the sun
was just getting up out of a rosy cloud, and all

the air seemed full of birds singing. The rooks

were cawing and flapping about, and suddenly

she found she could understand what they were
saying.

I had not told her about it but I had taught

her rook language in her sleep.
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A ver}- handsome, glossy young rook had
alighted upon a branch close to her nest and was
looking and looking at her. When she opened
her eyes he said this:

' J/i' goodness me .' I am surprised

Caw, Ca-aw, Caw,
Till now I never realizeit,

Caiv, Ca-aw. Catc,

That lady Rooks could bepink and 7i<liile,

Willi feathers ofsmno and eyes so bright.

It really sets mcJIuttenng.
Such a lady rook I have never secti,

Ca70, Ca-a2ti. Care,

Such a lady rook sure has never been,

Cazc, Ca-aw, Caw.
I really can think of nothing to say,

I fed so shy I could fly away.
A'fy gracious .' I hope she II admire me."

Winnie sat up and smiled at him.
" Are you my Rook husband ? " she asked
He put his claw up to hide his blushes of

joy and fluttered about on his branch.
" Are you ? " said Winnie, and she pushed

her flouncy little frock aside so that he could
see the eggs.

'• You see I am sitting," she explained,
" and when I hatch, I shall be obliged to have
a Rook husband to go and get things for the
children to eat. Binny says that you 'd be
surprised to see how much they do eat. If

you are not my husband will you be him ?
"

" Oh : Caw 1 May I ? " said the young
gentleman rook.

" I should like to have you very much,"
said Winnie. " You are a beautiful rook. Do
come close and let me stroke you. I have al-

ways wanted to stroke a rook. But they never
will let you."

The young gentleman rook came sidling

along and stood by her with his head on one
side. And you never saw anything like the airs

and graces he put on when Winnie stroked him.

He asked to see the eggs again and Winnie
showed them to him.

• Do you think I ought to wash them every
morning ? " she said. " Or would they take

cold if i did ?
"

" I am afraid, they would," he said. " I never
was washed."

When I came with my Working Fairies to

bring her a Fairy breakfast he was .sailing about
over her head and flapping his wings and caw-
ing and showing oft in a perfectly ridiculous

manner. He actually wanted to fly at my
AVorking Fairies and peck them away.

" (iet away, green butterflies !
" he cawed,

'• Don't bother my wife."

But 1 soon brought him to order.
" Oreen butterflies indeed!" ! scolded.

" They are my Fairies—and what is more you
\vould never have seen this new kind of lady
rook if I had not brought her here. I am
Queen Crosspatch—Queen Silver-bell as urns."

He was frightened then. They all knew me.
" I sent him here to be company for you," I

said to Winnie.
" Oh ! thank you," .she said. " He is so nice.

He lets me stroke him."

"A VERY H.^NDSOME. GlOSSV YOUNG ROOK WAS
LOOKI.NG .\T HER."

He was so pleased and she was so pleased

that I knew I need not trouble myself about
them. Fverv time I went to see Winnie she

talked about her Rook husband, or else I found
him sitting clo.se to her cawing softly while she

stroked him, or sat with her hand on his neck.

He said that none of the other rooks had such

a happy home. I never saw a bird as senti-

mental. He said his one trouble was that he
was not a nightingale, so that he could sing to

her all the night while she was sitting. He
tried it once, though I told him not to do it,

and Winnie had to ask him to stop. She could

not go to sleep herself and it made all the other

rooks in the Rookery so angry, and besides she

was afraid he might waken the eggs. It was
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beautiful sitting on that nest, rocking softly on
the tree tops and looking up at the sky. All

sorts of birds used to stop to talk and sing;

squirrels came scuffling up to call and bring

ready cracked nuts ; and bees came and
hummed and hummed about flowers and hives,

" ^Vhenever you hear the least little tapping

sound, tell me," he said, " because that will

mean one is beginning to break his shell." He
would scarcely go out to get things to eat. He
was so afraid of being away when she hatched.

One beautiful sunny morning he was sitting

Jl A R R'T «,.? N -pAl

"All Sorts of Birds, besides Squirrels and Bees, Came to Call.'

and the lady rooks who were sitting on their

nests in the other branches, told Winnie story

after story about the lovely places they flew to

when they were not busy with families.

She grew fonder and fonder of her rook hus-

band. He loved her so much and was so proud
of her, he would have done anything for her,

and he was so delighted with the eggs.

near her being stroked when she gave a little

jump.
" Oh ! I am sure I heard a tap !

"

Then she gave anotiier little jump and said

:

" Oh ! I am sure I heard a crack !

"

And when she pushed her flouncy little frock

aside there was a baby rook scrambling and
kicking out of his shell, and in a few minutes
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more, another, wlio was perhaps a sister, both
of them with nothing on but pin feathers and
with their mouths wide open. Then tliere

"The Minute they Found Themselves Fall-
ing. THEY BEGAN TO FLUTTER AND FLAP

THEIR Wings."

began to be work for Mr. Rook to do. He had
to fly and fly and fly and bring food to drop

into their mouths, and the more he brought the

more they wanted and the wider their mouths
opened and the more they squawked and cried.

He worked so hard that drops of perspiration

stood on his forehead, but he was so proud that

he never grumbled at all.

" You are a good husband," Winnie said.

" But just think how patiently you have sat

on them," he answered smihng at her with his

head on one side. I can tell you they both had
to work before the baby rooks were fledged.

They were restless, kicking babies, and Winnie
had to fuss and fuss and tuck them in every

few minutes to keep them from falhng out of

the nest and tumbling from the tree top. I

used to send a guard of my Working Fairies to

stand round the nest and help her. Every
morning at six o'clock I used to go to see her

and give her good advice.

" Make Mr. Rook [leck them if they won't

behave themselves," I said to her.

But she spoiled them dreadfully.
" Oh ! no !

" she would say. " They are so

little and they have no feathers yet." And she
would fuss and fuss and spread her flouncy

little frock out and cover them up as if they

had been little golden rooks instead of scpiawky
little things with big mouths and bare backs.

But she was so glad that .she had saved them
from being starved to death that she even
thought they were pretty.

One morning 1 went and found her in a

great flutter. The baby rooks were fledged

and Mr. Rook had told her they must be taught

to fly. But when he made them come out and
stand on the tree they were so frightened that

they would not stir and even tried to scuffle

back into the nest under Winnie's flouncy little

frock.

" Oh ! do you think they are big enough ?
"

\S::'<yUr,..

' binnv could ne\kk i nderstand why so m.\ny
Rooks used to Come .^nd Fly about

THE Nursery Window and Sit
ON THE Window Ledge."

she said. " Suppose they should fall from the

tree top."

"If they fall they will begin to flap their

wings, and if they flap their wings they will
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find out they can fly," said Mr. Rook. " I

think I 'II give the eldest a little push."
'' Oh ! don't !" cried Winnie.

So he talked to them and argued and flew

about to show them how to use their wings and
he said

:

" Come off the tree you silly l/titigs,

Caw, C(7-a7C', Caw.
The only way to useyour wings.

Cart', Ca-aw, Caw,
Is to ktiow tliat voii 'were made to fly
And then flap and sail into the sky.

For thai 's all there is in flying."

But they shivered and squawked and clung to

Winnie until I began to scold them. And
after I had scolded them I just marched up to

the eldest one and gave him a push myself.

He gave a big squawk and tumbled and his

brother tumbled after him, for I gave him a

push too. And of course the minute they

found themselves falling, they began to flutter

and flap their wings, and they found out they

could fly and they just fluttered and flapped

gently to the ground at the foot of their tree,

and there they stood squawking and cauing and
boasting to each other about their cleverness,

and saying they knew they could do it. Mr.
Rook flew down to them of course and Winnie
was left alone.

" Oh !
" she cried. " The nest feels so empty.

Will they never come back ?
"

" They will never come back to stay," I

answered.
" But I will make them come and visit you

on your tower window ledge. And I am sure

Mr. Rook would visit you whether I made
him or not."

" Well I did hatch them, did n't I ? " said

Winnie, '• and they did n't starve to death, and
1 am very fond of Binny—very."

The ne.xt evening after Binny had gone to

bed, I took her back. She kissed Mr. Rook a

good many times and he told her he would
come to see her three times a day.
When we flew into the nurserv window,

Imitation Winnie was in bed waiting for us and
was very glad to see us. She wanted to turn

into Kip again.

But the first thing was to make Winnie the

right size once more—the size Binny was
accustomed to. So my Working Fairies began.
They swarmed all over her like bees and began
to pull and tap and puffle her out—and in a

few minutes there she was standing quite big
enough to put on Imitation ^Vinnie's night-

gown and get into Imitation Winnie's bed, so

that Binny would find her all right when she

came in the next morning.
" Oil ! it has been nice," said Winnie as she

cuddled down into her frilled ])illow. " 1 never
shall forget how lovely it is to rock in a nest in

a tree top."

\Vhen she told Binny about it Binny believed

she had been dreaming. Of course she had
never known she had been away because
Imitation Winnie had looked exactly like her

and had always said " please."

But there was one thing she could never
understand and that was why so many rooks
used to come and fly about the nursery window
and sit on the window ledge. They actually

seemed to love Winnie, particularly one very

glossy handsome young gentleman rook, who
called there three times a day and v/as so tame
that he used to perch on her shoulder or stand

quite still with his head on one side while she

stroked him.

So you see that is the story of one of the

things that would never have happened if

Fairies had not been real and much cleverer

than People.

The ne.xt story Iam going to write is about

two dolls' houses and the doll families who lived

in them—and I know both families well. One
doll's house 7aas a grand one and one was a
shabbyl^iireputable one. And 07ie dollfamily I
liked, and the other doll family I did n't like.

Andyou will have to read the story andfind out

for yourself-—// you have sense enozigh—'which

was the nice one.

Queen Crossmatch

^^T^
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The Crimson Sweater

By Ralph Henry Barbour

With Illustrations by C. M. Relyea

Chapter XXVII

THE GAME WITH HAMMOND

Ferry Hill

Eatox, 2b
Bacon, ss

Thurlow, 3b
Pryok, If

KiRBV, cf

Patten, ib
Cole, c

Welch, rf

Post, p

Hammond
Mullen, 3b
O'Meara, ss

Stone, cf

Young, rf

Hartley, ib
Hyde, 2b
Taft, If

Smith, c

Rollins, p

Post showed his abihty in that first inning.

Not a man reached first. Three strikes and out

was the invariable rule, and Ferry Hill went
wild with joy. If Post could serve Hammond's
best batters in such foshion what hope was there

for her tail-enders ?

But Post was not the only one who could

strike out batsmen. In the second half of the

inning Rollins disposed of Chub, Bacon and
Thurlow in just the same fashion, and so far

the honors were even. Ferry Hill, who had loy-

ally cheered each of the warriors as they stepped

to the plate, looked less elated. The game
speedily resolved itself into a pitchers' battle in

which Rollins had sHghtly the better of it. Two
innings passed without a man getting safely to

first base. Then Sid, who was still rather bulky

in spite of the hard work he had been through,

got in the way of one of Rollins' in-shoots and
trotted to first ruefully rubbing his hip. He
made a valiant effort to profit by Post's scratch

hit to shortstop but was easily thrown out at

second. Not satisfied with this, Hammond
played the double, catching Post a foot from
the base. That was the last of the third. So
far the game had dragged along uninterestingly.

But now things began to happen, and at the

end of fourth inning Hammond had scored

twice while Ferry Hill had piled up another

goose egg.

Again, in the fifth, Hammond scored and an
error went down in Thurlow's column. Ferry

Hill had begun to have listless moments which
boded ill for success. Errors were becoming
too frequent to be merely accidents ; it was a

case of discouragement. Post, however, in

spite of the gradual weakening of most of the

nine, held up his end nobly. And Chub never

for a moment eased his pace. But the rest of

the team, if we except Cole, who was catching

Post steadily and well, was plainly suftering

from a fit of stage-fright. Whether the attack

was to be temporary or permanent remained to

be seen. Ferry Hill's supporters were getting

uneasy ; three runs to nothing seemed a pretty

long lead with the game more than half over

!

Cole got his round of applause when he
stepped to bat in the last of the fifth and it

seemed to hearten him. Rollins was still pitch-

ing the best of ball, but Cole was a weak batter

and the Hammond twirler proposed to rest his

muscles when the chance afforded. So he

started out to dispose of Cole with as little effort

as possible. The first two deliveries went by
and were called balls. Then came a strike

;

then another ball. It was time for Rollins to

get down to work. Cole let the next one pass

him, hoping that it would give him his base, but

the umpire announced strike two. Cole gripped

his bat a little farther toward the end and got

ready. Smith, the Hammond catcher, read

this to mean that he was resolved to strike at

the next ball no matter what it looked like and
signalled for a drop. It came. The umpire
glanced at his tally and waved toward first.

" Four balls !
" he called.

Roy and the other cheer leaders leaped to

their feet as Cole trotted down the line.

" Start it going now !
" cried Roy. '' Regular

cheer and make it good !

"

They made it good. Then they made it bet-

ter. Chub, back of first, was begging Cole to

take a longer lead and assuring him that Rollins

would n't throw. Sid selected his bat and
stepped up to the plate. There was one excel-

lent thing about Sid ; he did n't know what it

was to get really nervous. He had his instruc-

tions to sacrifice and proceeded to do so by
hitting the first ball thrown and trickling it

slowly toward third. Third baseman and
pitcher both made for it with the result that

each interfered with the other and when the ball

reached second Cole had been there for ages.

And Sid, to his own surprise, was safe on first.
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With none out it looked like a score at last, ami
the cheering became continuous. But Post,

although a good pitcher and clever fielder,

was a miserable batter. It took just four balls,

three of them straight over the plate, to send
him back to the bench.

Chub went to the bat looking determined.

With two foul strikes on him and two balls he
found something he liked the looks of and let

go at it. It resolved itself into a long high fly

to deep center. Stone was under it in time to

gather it in, but not in time to field it home to

prevent Cole from scoring. Ferry Hill jumped
and shouted. They had made a run at last

!

Then Bacon tried to bunt Sid home and him-

self to first and only succeeded in rolling the

ball out for a foul. After that he swung at a

drop and missed it. He let the next two go by
and found the fifth delivery for a safe drive in-

to shortstop's territory, a drive so hard and ugly

that it was beyond handling. Sid romped home
like a Percheron colt and Bacon got to first.

Thurlow killed time until Bacon had stolen

second and then in an effort to knock the cover

off the ball merely sent up a pop fly that was
easily pulled down by second baseman. That
ended the fifth inning, but Ferry Hill was vastly

more encouraged. Two to three is n't so

bad ; a run would tie the score.

But they were reckoning without Mr. Right

Fielder Young. Mr. Right Fielder Young
started the sixth in a way that made the Ham-
mond supporters hug themselves and each other

ecstatically. He drove out a three-bagger over

Kirby's head. Then when Hartley found Post's

first delivery for two bases, sending Young home,
the Ferry Hill pitcher went up into the air.

Hyde advanced Hartley and went out himself

at first. Taft waited and trotted to first and
the bases were full. Things looked dark for

the home team just then. But there was some
comfort in the fact that the batters coming up
now were the poorest of the Hammond string.

Smith, Hammond's catcher, knocked a weak
liner which Bacon got on the bound and fielded

home in time to cut off Hartley. Ferry Hill took

heart and cheered. Rollins came to bat, struck

at the first ball pitched and sent a foul far back

of the boards. Post steadied down now
;
pos-

sibly he forgot his nervousness in his desire to

even matters w^th Rollins for the summary way
in which that youth had dealt with him. Post

scored another strike against his rival and then

Rollins let go at an out-shoot.

The ball bounded off the tip end of the bat

and went whirling along the first base line.

Rollins ht out in the track of the ball. To field

it Patten had to run up a few steps directly in

Rollins' path. He got the ball on alow bound

and tried to step aside and tag Rollins as he
passed. He tagged him all right but he did n't

get out of his way in time, and the runner with

heail down collided with him and sent him
sprawling three yards away. The inning was
over, but Patten was in a bad way. Rollins'

head had struck him between chest and shoulder

and as a result his shoulder blade was broken.

It was not serious, said the doctor, but it ended
his playing for that day. Patten begged to have
his shoulder bandaged and be allowed to return

to the game, but the doctor would n't consider

the idea for a moment. And Chub, watching
Patten being led away to the gymnasium for

repairs, felt as though the very bottom had
fallen out of things !

Pryor opened the last of the sixth with a
" Texas Leaguer " behind first that gave him
his base with seconds to s[)are. But Kirby
went out on strikes. Carpenter, a substitute

batting in Patten's place, followed suit and the

inning came to an inglorious end when Cole
sent a liner straight into Rollins' glove.

Chub brought Kirby in from center to first

and placed Carpenter in center. Kirby was
not a wonderful baseman by any means, but he
was the best at Chub's command. Carpenter

was merely a common or garden variety of

player who could n't be depended on to hit the

ball, but could ]}ull down ilies when they came
near him and field them home with some chance
of their reaching the plate in course of time.

Chub was pretty well discouraged by this time;

only Mr. Cobb kept a cheerful countenance.
• It 's never over until the whistle blows," he

said. And Chub was too miserable to notice

that the coach had confused baseball with foot-

ball.

The seventh opened with the score four to

two and ended with it seven to three. For Post

went quite to pieces and the only wonder was
that Hammond did n't score six runs instead of

three. Mullen, the head of the Hammond bat-

ting list, found Post for two bases, O'Meara,
the captain, hit him for two more, scoring Mul-

len, and Stone hit safely to right field. Sid

could n't get under that ball in time, but he did

field it back so as to keep O'Meara on third.

Then Post presented Young with his base, and
the bags were full. Hartley hit to Bacon and
a double resulted, O'Meara scoring. Hyde,
after hitting up six fouls, none of which were

capable of being caught, lined out a hot ball

that escaped Chub by a foot. Stone scored the

third run of the inning. Then Taft obligingly

brought the slaughter to an end by ])utting a

foul into Cole's mitten.

Sid opened the last half of the seventh for

Ferry Hill by a splendid drive into deep left
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field that brought a thmb of hope to the breasts

of the wavers of the brown and white flags.

But stupid coaching by Bacon resulted in his

being caught oft" of first. Post surprised every-

one by hitting to third and reaching his base

ahead of a slowly fielded ball. Chub flied out

to left-fielder. Bacon got his base on balls.

Thurlow hit weakly to second who tried to tag

his base, slipped and fell and only recovered his

footing in time to keej) Post from scoring. Pryor

knocked a high fly back of third which that

baseman allowed to go over his head and Post

came in with Ferry Hill's third tally. Kirby

struck out. Score, 7—3.

Harry had viewed proceedings with a sinking

heart and when Post went to pieces, making it

evident that Kirby would have to be taken

from first and placed in the box if only

to keep the opponents from entirely running

away with the game, she felt desperate. Per-

haps she would have continued to feel that way
with nothing resulting had she not, while glanc-

ing dejectedly about her, spied Horace Burlen

in the throng below her. Post had just reached

first at the moment and in the resulting delight

Harry's departure was not noticed by the Doc-
tor or his wife. She called to Horace over the

heads of the throng surrounding him.
" Horace ! Please come here a minute. I

want to speak to you !

"

When he had made his way out of the crowd
and joined her she led him to a quiet corner

at the back of the stand. Harry's cheeks were
flushed and her eyes were sparkling excitedly.

" Horace," she began breathlessly, " Kirby
will have to pitch and there 's no one to take

his place on first ' We '11 be beaten as sure

as anything if Roy does n't play. You 've

got to tell the truth to Dad, Horace I

"

Horace flushed a little but only laughed care-

lessly.

" You 've just got to, Horace !
" she cried. " If

you don't tell I will. I don't care if I did prom-
ise Roy !

"

" Say, Harry, what 's the matter with you ?
"

Horace asked. " What are you going to tell ?
"

"About this!" She held up the crimson
sweater before him. "You know what I mean,
Horace, and there 's no use in pretending you
don't. You 've got to go to Dad this minute
and tell him I

"

Horace's eyes fell and the blood rushed to

his cheeks. He turned away.
" I can't stay here and talk nonsense with

you," he muttered, " I want to see the game."
But Harry seized him by the arm.
" Why won't you own up, Horace ? " she

pleaded. " You might. Roy saved you and— "

" How did he ? " asked Horace, pausing.
" Why, by not telling. He knew yesterday.

But he would n't tell ; he would n't let us tell;

he said if he did you'd lose your place in the
boat and we 'd get beaten. He made us prom-
ise not to tell Dad, but 1 will, just the same, if

you don't promise this minute to do it yourself !

"

" I don't know anything about the sweater,"

muttered Horace.
" Oh you big fibber ! Jack aind Chub were

"'It 's .\eout this,' Horaqe." s.\!d Hakrv, as
SHE HELD UP THE CRIMSO.X SWEATER

BEFORE HI.M.

under the bed and saw you take it out ot your
trunk and put it under Roy's mattress ! And
we told Roy, and he would n't tell on you -be-

cause he said
—

"

" Oh, I 've heard all that once," he inter-

rupted roughly. " I guess if he did n't tell he
had a mighty good reason for it !

"

" I 've told you why he did n't !
" cried Harry

impatiendy. " Do you suppose he 7vanted not

to play to-day ? He spared you and I think

you might do that much to help him—and me

—

and the school."
" It was just a sort of joke," murmured Hor-

ace, his eyes on the ground. " I did n't know
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it was going to cause so much bother." He
laughed uncertainly. '• What 's the good of
making more rumpus now ? Ro)- can't win the

game ; we 're beaten already."

"You don't know ' " insisted Harry. ' .\ny-

how, it would be only fair and square ; and you
want to be that, don't you, Horace ?

"

"And get fired?" he asked glumlv. "Oh,
sure

!

"

" You won't be fired ! Why, it 's almost the

end of school !

"

Horace was silent a moment, his gaze on the

diamond where the Hammond second baseman
was picking himself up from the ground in a

successful efibrt to head oft" Post at the plate.

" Look here, Harry," he said finally, " do you
really think Roy kept quiet so that 1 could stay

m the race? Honest injun ?
"

" I know he did ! Chub and Jack will tell you
the same thing ! Honest and honest, Horace !

"

There was another moment of hesitation.

Then Horace squared his shoulders, laughed
carelessly and turned away.

" All right, Harry," he said. " Lead me to

the slaughter!"

" You go into the box," said Chub to Kirby,

"and for goodness sake hold 'em down, old

man ! Post, you go out to center, will you ?

Who 've we got for first, sir ?
"

And Chub turned in perplexity to Mr. Cobb.
" Thurlow ; let Reynolds take third."

Chub groaned.
" Maybe I 'd better try it myself, sir. And

let Reynolds take second."

But Mr. Cobb shook his head.
" Won't do," he answered. " You 're needed

where you are."

" All right. Where 's Reynolds ? Hello, Roy !

Is n't this the limit ? If only you had n't been
such an idiot I

"

" Why ? " asked Rov, his face one broad

smile.

"Why? Why! Oh, go to thunder ! Because

if you were playing first we would n't be in such

a hole, that 's why."
" I 'm going to," answered Roy.
" Going to what ?

"

" Play first, if you want me to."

" Want you to! " shouted Chub. " But what
about Emmy ?

"

" He 's given tne permission. Horace has

'fessed up. It 's all right."

Chub hugged him violently and delirioush'.

" Oh, good boy !
" he cried. " It 's all right.

sir !
" he called to Mr. Cobb. " We won't need

Reynolds. Porter 's going to play !

"

Mr. Cobb hurried across from the bench and
nearly wrenched Roy's hand oft".

Vol. XXXIV.— -..

" Doctor willing, is he ? 'i'hat 's good ! That 's

fine : Do your best, Porter, do your best.

Eaton 's a bit discouraged, but I tell him it 's

not over till the whistle—that is, till the umjjire

—

er—Well, good luck !

" And the coach hurried
over to the .scorer to arrange the new batting list.

'• Come on, fellows !

" cried Chub. Let 's win
this old game right here !

"

And Ferry Hill trotted out to the field for the

first of the eighth.

Chapter XX\ III

THE CRl.MSON SWE.VIER DISAPPEARS

" Seven to three," muttered Roy as, drawing
his big leather mitten on. he stepped to the

base and held his hands out toward Kirby.
' That 's four to make up to tie them." Sock
came a ball against the hollow of his mitt. " If

Kirby does his part, though, and they don't get

any more runs, we 've got a chance." Back
went the ball to the new pitcher and once more
it flew across to Roy. " If I was n't surprised

when Emmy sent for me !
' There seems to

have been a mistake Porter,' he said. ' I trust I

have not discovered it too late for the success of

the nine. If you are wanted, take a hand, and
good luck to you. Come and see me after

supper.' What it means— (I beg pardon,

Kirb ; my fault !)— I don't know ; unless

Horace told on himself; he was there looking

kind of down in the mouth. I 'm certain

Harry did n't break her promise !

"

" All right, fellows !
" shouted Chub, throw-

ing the practice ball to the um])ire and trotting

to his position. " After 'em hard now. We're
all back of you, Kirb I

"

Cole settled his mask into place and Kirby
sent three trial balls to him. Then Smith, the

first of the Hammond batsmen, stepped into

the box.
" Hello, you !

" called Chub cheerfully as

Roy edged over toward him. "It 's good to

see you there, old chap. Get after 'em, Roy.
^^'e 're not beaten yet !

"

" Not a bit of it !" answered Roy. " ^\e '11

have them on the run in a minute."

A whole lot depended on Kirby, and every-

one realized that fact. If he could pitch his

best game and hold Hammond down to her

])resent .score there might be a chance of Ferry

Hill's doing something in the next two innings.

But Kirby had had but a few minutes of warm-
ing up work and might prove stiff. He got

one strike on Smith and then sent him four

halls, one after the other, seemingly unable to

find the plate. Smith trotted to first, Chub
called laughingly across to Kirb}'.
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"That 's right, Kirb, give 'em a show."

Kirby smiled and dug his toe into the

ground.

Rollins tapped the plate with his bat and
shot a questioning look toward Smith on first.

Kirby pitched wide, Cole slammed the ball

down to Roy and Roy swung at the runner.

But Smith was full-length in the dust with his

fingers clutching a corner of the bag. Roy
tossed the ball to Kirby. Smith crawled to

his feet, dusted his clothes and took a new lead.

" Strike one !
" droned the umpire.

Smith trotted back to the bag. The coach

sent him off again.
" Take a lead, take a lead !

" he shouted

through his hands. " He won't throw it ! Down
with his arm, no>v 1 Look out !

"

But the warning came too late. Kirby had
turned suddenly and thrown swiftly, and Roy's

downward swinging hand had found Smith a

good six inches away from base.

" Out on first," said the umpire.

From the Ferry Hill side came the sound of

clapping hands and cheering voices. Smith

walked back to the bench and Roy, moistening

his mitten in the inelegant but effective manner
of the ball player, trotted out to his position.

" One gone, Cap ' " he cried. " Let 's have

the next one !

"

" All right, Roy. Next man, fellows !

"

The next man was easy for Kirby. Rollins

already had one strike and one ball on him and

Kirby finished him up in short style, causing

him to strike a full six inches above a deceptive

drop and then putting a swift ball directly over

the center of the plate and catching Rollins

napping.
" Well, well," cried Chub merrily. Only

one more, Kirb. They can't touch you, old

man '

"

But that was n't quite so, for Mullins, the

head of the rival batting list, touched him for

two bases. O'Meara came up plainly resolved

to do as well if not better, but only brought

the first half to a close by popping up a high

foul which Thurlow had no trouble with.

As the teams changed places the cheering

broke out simultaneously from both sides of

the diamond, and flags waved tumultuously.
" Who 's at bat ? " asked Chub as he trotted

to the bench.
" Carpenter," answered the scorer. " No, I

mean Porter."
" All right, Roy," said Chub.
" Take it easy," counseled Mr. Cobb. " All

you want is to reach first. We '11 get you on
from there."

" What 's he like ? " asked Roy of Chub as

he stooped to select his bat.

" ( )h, kind of hard. Look out for slow balls

;

he 's full of 'em and works 'em on you when
you 're least expecting 'em. You can hit

him."
" Hope so," answered Roy as he selected his

stick and walked to the plate. As he faced the

Hammond i)itcher, who grinned at him in prob-

able recollection of the camp adventure, the

Ferry Hill supporters started a cheer.

" Rah, rah, rah ! Rah, rah, rah ! Rah, rah,

rah! Porter!"

Roy felt a little warming tingle in the region

of his heart. Then he was swinging his bat back,

for Rollins had undoubled and shot the ball

forward. Chub staggered back out of its way.
" Ball !

" droned the umpire.

Then came what was seemingly a straight de-

livery and Roy swung at it. But it went down
so suddenly when a few feet from the plate that

his bat traveled several inches above it and
threw Roy off his balance. Hammond jeered

and laughed.
" Don't try to slug, Roy ! " called Chub.

" Easy does it!
"

And so it proved. Rolhns sent a " teaser,"

one of his puzzling slow ones, but Roy had the

good fortune to guess it before it reached the

plate. He met it with an easy swing and made
for first. Third baseman smothered it as it

arose from the ground for the first bound and
threw swiftly. But Roy was like a streak

when it came to running bases, and this fact,

coupled with the fact that first baseman had to

step wide of the bag to get the throw, made
him safe. Chub raced over to coach and seized

the moment while the pitcher was returning to

his box to whisper instructions.

" Don't wait for a hit ; steal on the first ball."

Cole appeared at the plate and Chub re-

treated to the coacher's box and knelt on the

ground.

"Not too far," he counseled anxiousl)'.

" Watch out ! Wait for the hit. Charlie '11

send you down."
Rollins looked over at him, but did n't throw.

The new player was jilainly timid and would n't

give much trouble. So he turned his attention

to Cole. Roy pranced nervously about on his

toes a scant yard from base while the pitcher

doubled himself into a knot. Then, as the arm
began to drop swiftly, Roy leaped forward and
shot for second.

" He 's gone! " cried the infielders.

Cole swung at the ball, which was a drop,

the Hammond catcher found it near the ground,

side-stepped and sent it swiftly down to second.

Unfortunately for success, he delivered it head-

high to shortstop and in the moment that it

took for the latter player to swing down with
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it Roy found safety. Squatting on the hag
he waited for proceedings to resume, dusting

the brown soil from the front of his shirt and
hearkening happily to the cheers which thun-

dered from the Ferry Hill side. Then he was
up and taking a gooil long lead in response to

the appeals of Thuriow back of third. Rollins

evidently felt sore, for Roy had done what few

had succeeded in doing that spring; he ])rided

himself on the fact that runners found it mighty
hard work to steal bases on him ! So he tried

twice to catch Roy napping on second, but

failed each time. Cole sent up a foul and then

fanned out.

Sidney Welch took his place. Sid had made
a good record to-day for a youngster and Roy-

looked for a hit. It came at once. Sid took

a try at the first delivery and sent it speeding
into short center field. Center slammed the

ball down to third, but Roy was up again by
the time it got there. Post came to bat

looking determined. Roy danced along third

base line and once narrowly escaped a put-out

when Rollins slammed the ball over to third.

Then Post let drive a straight one and lifted a

high fly into short left field. He was caught
out and neither Roy nor Sid had a chance to

advance.
" Two gone !

" shouted Cole over at first.

" Everything goes 1

"

" You 've got to score, Roy !
" coached Thur-

iow. " Take a good lead now ! That 's it 1

"

Chub w-as at bat. Rollins sent a strike over.

Chub tapped the plate. Sid edged farther away
from first. Rollins pitched again.

" He 's gone !
" was the cry. " '\\'atch home !

"

Sid was lighting out for second. Shortstop

ran in and catcher threw down to him. Roy
ran a few steps farther toward the home plate

and stayed there, ready to go on or return to

third. Sid doubled back for first. Shortstop

sized up the situation, made as though to throw-

to third and then sent the ball to first. Sid

turned again toward second. Roy was dancing
about a third of the way home.

" Watch home !
" shouted the catcher.

But first baseman did n't hear, or hearing

thought he knew better what to do. Sid was
between him and second baseman now, scram-

bling back and forth like a rat in a trap. First

threw to second and

—

" Home ! Home !

" shrieked the rest of the

players.

Second threw home, but he threw wildly

and the ball struck the ground to the left of the

catcher and went bounding back toward the

fence. Roy picked himself up and, patting

the dust from his clothes, walked panting to

the bench. Sid had reached third. Ferry Hill

shouted and capered and waved brown and
white flags.

The scorer credited Ferry Hill with one more
precious tally and Chub stepped smiling back
into the box.

Rollins was the least bit rattled for the first

time during the game, ('hub found a nice one
and Sid raced home. Out between right fielder

and center fielder the ball fell to earth un-

touched and Chub was on first.

The cheering from the P'erry Hill side was
w-ild and discordant, and it did n't stop for an
instant until Chub w-as caught stealing second
and put out two yards from the bag.

F'erry Hill's supporters were happier than

they had been for an hour and a half. To be
sure, Hammond was still two runs to the good,

but seven to five sounded a whole lot nicer than

seven to three; and, besides. Ferry Hill's best

batsmen were coming up for the last of the

ninth. Hammond went to bat, with Stone,

her center fielder up.

But Kirby had found his ])ace. Stone stood

idle while two strikes and one ball were called

on him. Then he swung at what seemed to be
made for his purpose. Then he went back to

the bench. Young took his place. Young was
a good hand with the stick and even Kirby's

most puzzling balls could n't keep him from
first. He lined out the hottest kuid of a sizzler

over Chub's head and was ready to go to sec-

ond when Post fielded it. But he decided to

stay w-here he was for the present. Perhaps
had he known what was to befall Hartley and
Hyde he would have risked more then. As it

w-as, when he left first base it was not to take

second but to trot out to his position in right

field. For Kirby struck out the ne.\t two bats-

men in a style extremely pleasing to his friends

and w-as the recipient of an embarrassing ova-

tion -ivhen he walked to the bench.
" Here 's our last chance," said Chub, a trifle

nervously, as he ran in. "You 're up. Bacon.

Do something now, for goodness sake !

"

Well, not to prolong the suspense. Bacon did

something. He struck out; struck out as mis-

erably as though his side did n't need two or

three runs the worst way in the world. And he

went back to the bench and Chub and the others

looking ready to cry.

" Hard luck," said Chub, striving to seem
cheerful.

" Rotten batting!" muttered Bacon angrily.

Thuriow brought hope back, however, Ijy

getting to first on second baseman's juggling of

a liner. Pryor went to bat with instructions to

bunt, tried it twice and then went out to third

baseman. There w-ere two out, a man on first

and the tag end of the batting list was in sight.
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On the Hammond side the cheering was loud

and contented. On the opposite side the brown
flags were drooping dejectedly and the stands

were emptying. Clearly, defeat was to be Ferry

Hill's portion to-day.

But Kirby was n't

ready to acknowl-
edge it. At least, he

told himself, he would
have one good bang
at that ball. He
could do no more
than go out. So he
slammed away at two
deliveries, waited

while a third went by
and then hammered
out a clean two-base-

hit that sent Thurlow
ambling across the

plate for the sixth

tally. Somehow, that

seemed to change
the entire aspect of

things. Homeward-
bound spectators

paused and edged
back to the diamond.
Ferry Hill's cheers,

which for the last five

minutes had been
weak and quite evi-

dently " machine
made," now broke
out afresh and the air

became full ofwaving
brown flags.

It was " Porter at

bat!" now, and Chub
was whispering in-

tensely in Roy's ear,

accompanying him to

the plate and parting

from him finally with

a slap on the shoulder
that was heard across

on the stand.

Now, if there 's one
thing in the whole
wide world calculated

to give a chap a fit of nervous prostration, it is to

go to bat in the last half of the ninth inning with
the knowledge that on his ability or inability to

hit .safely hangs victory or defeat. Roy had that

knowledge, and little chillscrept u]) and down his

spine when he considered it. So he tried not to.

He tried to forget everything save that he was
there to hit the ball; everything save that and
what Chub had whispered in his ear at the last.

"
' When you 're up against a bigger man,

Roy, grin as hard as you can grin
!

' Don't for-

get what your brother told you I That 's all, you
dear old chump !

"

Kssiox Began its Maui
TO Tl.\lE-Hu.Nt)RI-.l;

II AUOIND THE
Cl'STOM."

Bases According

So Roy grinned. Perhaps he grinned so

much that he quite disordered his features, for

he found Rollins looking at him curiously as

though wondering as to his sanity. lUit Roy
still grinned—and watched.

Rollins wound himself u)3 and unwound him-

self, and the liall shot forward. Roy judged it

quickly and let it go by. The umpire vindicated

his judgment
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" Ball !
" he said.

Then came something of a different caliber

and Roy stepped down and hit at it. It went

by without a jar.

" Strike !
" said the umpire.

Again Roy tried his luck, spun half around

and recovered himself to find Rollins doing the

grinning. Roy grew angry. To have Rollins

laugh at him was too much. He gripped his

bat and took position again. Then he remem-
bered his grin. It was hard to get it back, but

he did it. Roy has an idea that that grin wor-

ried Rollins ; be that as it may, it is a fact that

the next ball went so wide of the plate that

catcher had to throw himself on the ground to

stop it and Kirby was safe on second.
" Two and two !

" cried the catcher, setting

his mask firm again. " Right after him, Jim.

He 's pretty easy."

Jim undoubtedly meant Roy to strike at the

next one, but Roy did n't because the ball evi-

dently had no intention of coming over the base.

"Three balls." remarked the umpire in a dis-

interested tone, just as though hundreds of hearts

were n't up in hundreds of tiiroats.

For the first time since coming to bat Roy
had a gleam of hope. Rollins had put him-

self in a hole and the next ball would have to

be a good one. And it was.

Roy swung sharply to meet it, dropped his

bat like a hot potato and streaked for first. Out
in left field a cherry and black stockinged youth

was gazing inquiringly toward the afternoon sky.

Home raced Kirby, around the bases streaked

Roy. He had seen the ball now and hope was
dying out within him. Left fielder seemed di-

rectly under it. But he would run as hard as

he knew how, at any rate ; there was no harm
in that ; and you never could tell what would
happen in baseball. So Roy went flying across

second base and headed for third like a small

cyclone in a hurry. And as he did so his heart

leaped, for left fielder had suddenly turned and
was running sideways and backward by turns

out into the field.

He had misjudged it badly. Had he not

done so I should have had a different ending to

narrate. But he did, and when the ball came
to earth he was not quite under it although he

made a frantic effort to get it. And by the

time he had picked it up and relayed it to

short-stop Roy was turning past third. And
by the time shortstop had his hands about it

and had turned, Roy was almost at the plate.

And by the time— But what 's the use in draw-

ing a victorv out in this way ? Roy beat that

ball to the jilate by at least two seconds. And
in one more second he was being literally car-

THE

ried to the bench in the midst of a howling,

shrieking, dancing mob of Ferry Hillites. Per-

haps Ferry Hill would have continued the

game until her third man had been put out had
she had a chance. But when the s])ectators

take it into their heads to have a war-dance in

the middle of the diamond, ball playing is ex-

tremely difficult. So Chub shouted somctliing

to the umpire, the scorer slammed his Ijook

shut on a score of 8— 7 and pandemonium had
everything its own way.
Here and there a Ferry Hill jjlayer tried to

sneak back to the gymnasium undetected, but

in every case he was captured and [jlaced high
up on the shoulders of frantic, joy-crazed friends.

There was no band there to lead that trium-

jihant procession around and around the dia-

mond, but no one felt the necessity for one.

There was noise enough without it.

Roy, swaying unsteadily on the shoulders of

a little group of hatless, red-faced youths,

looked down on the sea of pushing, panting fig-

ures and grinned happily. Chub, clinging

desperately to the heads of two of his bearers,

charged through the throng in Roy's direction.

'•Hello, there!" he bawled. "Use your

spurs and come on !

"

But Roy's bearers needed no spurs. They
charged the crowd and Roy went bobbing
through a little forest of upraised eager hands.

Then the procession took some semblance of

form and began its march around the bases ac-

cording to time-honored custom. .\s Roy, fol-

lowing closely behind Chub, passed third, he

found Doctor Emery and his family beside him.

The Doctor was smiling broadly, Mrs. Emery
was waving a diminutive banner and Harry
was dancing and shrieking, her red hair float-

ing in disordered wisps about her fiice. She

caught sight of Roy and darted toward him.
' Wait ! Wait !

" she commanded slirilly.

Roy's bearers waited, laughing and panting

protestingly.

Harry reached u]) and tossed a crimson

sweater about Roy's shoulders.
" I 'm so glad, Roy," she cried breathlessly.

" And it 's all mended ; I did it myself!
"

Roy nodded, drew the arms of his precious

sweater across his chest and called his thanks.

Then, impatient of the delay, his bearers charged

forward again and Roy clutched wildly to keep

his seat. Thrice around the diamond the pro-

cession went, cheering and singing, and then it

turned across the track and filed through the

gate in the hedge and so through the June twi-

light and under the elms to the gymnasium.

."Ynd in the van of the line, like a vivid stand-

ard of victorv, swayed The Crimson Sweater.

END.



By George Phillips

With Illustrations by W. T. Benda

KiNC, William rode a-hunting in the merry time of year,

When frosts are strong and nights are long and Yule-tide draweth near.

He wound his horn at starting and to the blithesome sound
Full half a hundred gentlemen came trooping close around.

He wound his horn at even when the snow began to fall,

And only one attendant was left to hear the call.

Then laughed King William, cheerily, " A scanty train have I

;

The darkness cometh rapidly, the snow begins to fly
;

The red deer led us such a chase the town is far away.

Seek we some hut where we may bide till ilawning of the dav."

Then rode they many a wearv league all through the darksome wood
Until at last they came to where a little cottage stood.

The forester was far away, the door was barred and fast,

But as the page's voice rang out they heard a sound at last.

The bar was drawn, the door flung wide, there stood a little maid
Who gazed at them wide-eyed until the King cried— "Art afraid?

"

Then gaily laughed the little maid and clapped her hands in glee.

Crying, " Oh! the bonny horses! Wilt give the gray to me?"

The page has put the weary steeds beneath a shelter rude,

The little maid has stirred the blaze and brought the guests some food.

Then, standing close beside the King, she raised her curly head—
" I prithee tell me what 's thy name? " the little maiden said.



THE BAR WAS DRAWN, THE DOOR FLUNG WIDE, THERE STOOD A LITTLE MAID."
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King William laid the flagon clown from whifh he \\ drunk his fill.

" An not afraid uf hunchback forms? Men call me Crooked \\'ill."

(And was it but a straying gleam from out the firelight ?

Or was it truly sudden tears that made her eyes so bright?)

Then softly said she— " Father had a brace of puppies tall

;

But one was lame and might not hunt— I liked him best of all.

How bravely shine thy golden spurs— and what a wondrous ring!

I prithee tell me who thou art? " "Perchance I am the King."

•On, Ckookf.d Will, Wouliist Thou .nut Love Jlst
Once to .See the King?'"

Then gaily laughed the little maid and shook her head in scorn,

"The King would not come riding here at nightfall so forlorn!

The King sits on a golden throne, a scepter in his hand

—

A royal robe about him flung, he judges all the land.

The King is served from golden plates by men on bended knee—
" But thou hast eaten from my plate and shared the food with me.

" On winter nights I hear the wolves when all alone am I,

The hut is cold, the snow is deep, no stars are in the sky.

And Father ranges all the woods to guard the King's red deer,

But sitting by the hearth I feel no shadow of a fear.

I shut my eyes and see the King upon his golden throne,

And if I could not see him then, I 'd dare not .stay alone.

" But in the great white hall I see the courtiers all around—
The ladies fair in jeweled gowns that trail upon the ground.
The pages dressed in silk I see— Oh! everything is fair,

But best of all there stands one form, blue-eyed with golden hair.
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So straight he stands, so tall he seems, he towers o'er everything I

Oh, Crooked Will, wouldst thou not love, just once to see the King?"

At midnight came a snow-clad band to find the missing King,

With stamping hoofs and jingling bits they made the forest ring.

They came into the little hut to search in wild alarm—
And found a little maid asleep against the lame King's arm.

And when they rode away again she rubbed her sleepy eyes.

And standing in the doorway watched them go with many sighs.

And still they heard her calling as they gallojied on their way—
" Come back again, dear Crooked \\'ill, and bring the bonny gray!"

Next morning came a silk-clad page to find the little maid,

And many a rare and royal gift before her feet he laid.

But best of all the gifts he bore, before he went away
He left the steed he rode upon, the gentle, bonny gray.

And through the lonely winter nights she dreamed her fancy still,

And never knew and never guessed the King was Crooked Will.
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Two very different pictures

from the same set

of dots.

By M. J.

** Six little dots on the page, my dears,

You may put them wherever you will,

Double or single, or near or far.

Circle or diamond, square or star.

However, wherever, the Httle dots are.

They shall make you a picture still."

A splendid big Kite,

Witti a wonderful tail,

To float on the breeze

Or to dance with the gale,

Lilie a bird in its frolicsome flight

!

To be sure, far beyond

There 's a little Chinee

Who is running this way,

But 't is easy to see

That this tale is the Tail of a Kite 1

A httle Chinee,

With a beautiful queue

That falls from his cap

V/ith its button of blue,

And a jacliet as fine as can be

!

To bs sure, there 's a Kite

Far away in the sky,

But this tale, it is easy

To sea' with one eye.

Is tho Tail of a little Chinee

!

^
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Three very different pictures

from the same set

of dots.

No. I.

THE
LITTLE DVJTCH

GIKL ^
/1NDTHE ^Zm

By M. J.

Gunning little Dutch girl,

Face so round and sunny,

Sitting on her little stool

Where the air is sweet and cool,

Eating bread and honey.

Great fuzzy brown bear,

Does n't he look funny

!

Tina's bib beneath his chin,

Smiling as he gobbles in

Tina's bread and honey.

Tired little Dutch girl,

Has n't any money.

" Gome and ride with me," says Bear,

" You 've already paid your fare.

Dear, in bread and honey
!

"



Pinkey Perkins: Just a Boy
By Captain Harold Hammond, U. S. A.

Illustrated by George Varian

HOW PINKEY FOILED A PRACTICAL JOKER
"Come on 'Bunny,' let 's hurry, the church

is all lit up and lots o' people are going in

already."

It was the night of the church festival and
fair, and "Pinkey" Perkins, accompanied by
his chum, "Bunny" Morris, was hurrying

churchward. Bunny had "come by" for

Pinkey, who lived somewhat nearer the

church, and they had started as early as per-

mission was granted.

At Pinkey's exclamation, made on coming
in sight of the church, the pair broke into a

run, fearful lest they miss something in the

way of entertainment. They had looked for-

ward with great anticipation to this evenin_g

for a week or more and they were dressed in

their newest and most' uncomfortable Sun-

day attire in honor of the occasion. Each
clutched in his hand three bright new dimes
which their parents had awarded them to meet
the evening's expenses.

Arriving at the church, Pinkey hung his

cap on one of the hooks in the vestibule and
entered the main hall, followed closely by
Bunny. Pinkey's first act was to cast a hur-

ried glance over those already assembled,

searching for a familiar face and figure, with-

out which no function, however brilliant,

could be a success to him. But his search

availed him nothing. His Affinity, Harriet

Warren, had not yet arrived, which fact he

noted with some concern. He had debated,

mentally, sending her a note, "request-

ing the pleasure of her company" on this

occasion, but had finally decided that, owing
to the nature of the entertainment, he would
wait until it was over and then ask to "see

her home."
" Let 's look around and see what they 've

got, and what table we want to sit at when
we eat our ice cream and cake," said Pinkey,
moving toward the center of the room, but
still managing to keep a close watch on the

door. Each table was presided over by two
or more zealous church workers, and all were

anxious, even to the point of soliciting cus-

tomers, to supply ice cream, peaches and
cream, lemonade, cake, and other delicacies,

as well as all sorts of fancy articles which had
been donated for the good of the cause.

Presently, as Pinkey looked for the

fiftieth time toward one of the two
entrance doors he caught sight of a head of
golden curls and a bright laughing face,

which he imagined showed a gleam of recog-

nition when the dancing eyes saw that he was
watching for them. What gave him addi-

tional pleasure was the fact that his Affinity

had come with several girls of her own age
and that Eddie Lewis, his rival for her af-

fections, had not yet put in an appearance.
The attendance grew rapidly now, and the

small rooms adjoining the large one were
thrown open to accommodate the crowd.

Pinkey was not long in maneuvering his

position so as to bring up at his Affinity's side

in the most casual way, and he resented it

deeply that Eddie, who had by this time ar-

rived, should stay so close to them and seem
to consider himself a factor in her entertain-

ment. Also he grew somewhat heavy-hearted

when his Affinity seemed inclined to encour-

age Eddie and to act as though he too were
entitled to notice. He felt sure that he stood

above Eddie in her estimation and he could

not understand why she should not show it

more plainly.

But Pinkey stood manfully by his post and
when opportunity oifered, said to his Affinity

in a low, nervous undertone, while his heart

thumped too loud for comfort :
" Would you

like to have some ice cream after a while?"

He wanted to be sure of his ground and also

to have some valid claim on her company for

the remainder of the evening.

"Yes, I guess so," she replied vaguely,

looking away, and then added tauntingly,

"unless there 's somebody else you 'd rather

ask."

"There 's nobody else in town I 'd think
28
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of asking," asserted Pinkey, stoutly, before

he realized what an open declaration he was
making.

It was not easy to get rid of Eddie, how-
ever, and what bothered Pinkey a great deal

was that every time he had about succeeded
in getting his Affinity well separated from the

crowd, it would suddenly become necessary

for her to hold a whispered conversation with

some girl, which occasioned her returning to

'Do YOU Mean for Both?' Inqcired the Lady." (See next page.)

the crowd again and within the danger zone

of Eddie's perseverance. Then Pinkev would
walk slowly back and wait uneasily until the

conversation was over and seek a good oppor-

tunity to start again. This and the lack of

assistance he received from his Affinity in dis-

couraging Eddie's advances worried him into

a state of despair. But at last, when he had
become about as miserable as the artful ways

of his Affinity could make him, she allowed

herself to be entirely isolated from the others

and in a few moments she had succeeded, by

a few coy glances and an occasional con-

fiding pressure on his arm, as he conducted

her through the more crowded parts of the

room, in raising his drooping spirits.

Pinkey and Bunny were two of a very small

number of the boys who had money enough to

treat their girl-friends and he felt both jiroud

and confused as he escorted his Alhnitv

to an empty table and generously requested

her to order what she desired in the way of re-

freshments. He would have liked to sit at

the table with Bunny and Bess Knapp, where
they would not be so

conspicuous, but his

Affinity and Bess were
still at outs over a re-

cent quarrel and it

would be two or three

days before they were
on speaking terms again.

"I think I '11 have
some strawberry ice

cream," faltered Hat-
tie, blushing as she ob-

served the good-natured

attention she and Pin-

key were receiving

from the older people

on all sides. It was
their first appearance,

together and entirely

alone, in such a public

place and it confused
her as much as it did

Pinkey, if not more.

"I '11 have some
strawberry, too," said

Pinkey, and then turn-

ing to his Affinity he

continued: "What kind

of cake do you like?"
" I don't believe I

care for any cake," she

replied, promptly. It

took all her courage
to decline it, but she remembered that when
Pinkey had invited her in the first place, he
had only mentioned ice cream, and she feared

that his generosity lacked financial backing.

"Ice cream 's no good without cake," said

Pinkey, airily. "Two pieces of chocolate

cake, please, with plenty of frosting on them."
When they had been served and had begun

to enjoy their refreshments, Pinkey noted with

delight that his Affinity had changed her mind
about not caring for cake and that when they

had finally finished there was not even a crumb
to be seen around her plate.

The lady who had served them asked if
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they desired anything more, and this time,

when his Affinity declined, Pinkey did not

urge her to change her decision.

"How much is it?" he inquired carelessly,

as he arose from the table.

"Do you mean for both?" inquired the

lady.

"Yes, indeed, I mean for both," answered

Pinkey, visibly nettled. "Of course I

would n't a.sk a girl to eat ice cream with me
and then expect her to pay for it!"

"Thirty cents," replied the lady without

making any apology for arousing Pinkey's ire.

Pinkey laid the three dimes on the table

and walked away, as though it would have

made no difference to him had it been twice

that amount.

After it seemed that everybody had par-

taken of refreshments and had purchased all

the fancy articles they cared to, the Sunday-

school superintendent mounted the low plat-

form at one end of the room, and announced
that there would be a short program to com-

plete the evening properly and that the first

number would be an organ duet by two young
ladies of the Sunday-school, who then arose

and came forward. After a few necessary

preliminaries, such as arranging music, mov-
ing lamps, and dexterously whirling the tops

of the organ stools round and round, screw-

ing them up and then down again to their

original position, they entered on their selec-

tion, tremulously at first, then vigorously.

One of the girls occasionally added to the

evident difificulty of execution by cro.ssing

her right hand over her left and striking a few

doleful notes on the lower end of the key-

board, while her companion pumped valiantly

at the pedals all the while and ran her fingers

up among the tinkling notes as high as she

could go.

After bowing and blushing properly at the

applause which followed their effort, the pair

resumed their seats and the superintendent

arose and announced that the next treat would
be a recitation by Miss Harriet Warren.

Pinkey feltjhis heart swell almost to bursting

as his AfRnWy slid from her chair beside him
and picked her way starchily through the

well-filled room to the platform. He also

gloated over the fact that all eyes would be'

upon her when she returned to her seat and
would see that it was by his side that she chose

to sit.

So intent was he on her recitation, and the

charming figure she made on the platform,

that he failed to notice the stealthy removal

of the chair beside him, on which his Affinity

had been sitting, and the suppressed titter

behind him as Eddie Lewis, with a great

show of mock importance, seated himself upon
it, folded his arms, and looked about at his

friends for approval of his joke.

Pinkey had not taken his eyes from his

Affinity from the time she left him, and when
he saw her stop on the way back to her seat,

look perplexed for a moment, and then ask

another little girl to share her chair with her,

he could not understand what it meant. Then,
for the first time, he noticed that the chair

was gone and his wrath rose instantly. He
looked around. to see if there was anyone near
who might have done it, but Eddie had wisely

vacated the chair before Pinkey missed it and
had tiptoed his way to another part of the

room, followed by "Putty" Blapk and two or

three others.

Pinkey did not give any further indication

of the anger which was consuming him for

he knew that it would only please all the more
whoever had taken this method of teasing

him. He had a good idea who it was and
made up his mind then and there to settle

with the guilty one as soon as he should find

out to a certainty.

He sat through the remainder of the pro-

gram with a load of anger and despair on
his heart that crushed out his interest in every-

thing. Gloomily he regarded his Affinity,

whose back was toward him, wondering if she

would be so inconsiderate as to blame him for

allowing her chair to be taken away and pos-

sibly to think he did not care to have her re-

turn to him. His misery was doubled when
the last number was ended and, as the people

arose and began preparing to leave the church,

his Affinity left the chair, which her friend

had so kindly shared with her, and without

.so much as a glance in his direction, walked
straight to the little room where several of

the ladies and girls had left their wraps.

But Pinkey resolved not to be too deeply

troubled over it, for it was but a small matter

and one which could be easily explained to

her on their way home. With his burden
somewhat lightened by this reasoning, he

started for the vestibule to get his cap so

that he could get around to the other entrance

and be there waiting for her when she came
out.

To his surprise and perplexity, Pinkey

found that his cap was not where he had

hung it, nor could he see it on any of the

hooks, near-by. At first he did not consider k
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his discovery seriously and expected any mo-
ment to find it under some of tlie coats and
wraps whicli were lianging all about and
folded on chairs in the corners.

When at last it dawned upon him that his

cap must have been taken away purposely and
hidden, he was downright angry. Savagely

he searched everywhere he could thinlj of,

little caring that he needlessly disturbed the

belongings of others in his whirlwind search.

Everybody and everything seemed to be

against him just at present but he got a few

"Overturning Ch.^irs in his Mad Haste."

crumbs of comfort by disarranging these

things, since somebody had so carefully hid-

den his.

He started to leave the church without his

cap and then he realized that it was his Sun-

day one and that it would cripple his ward-

robe very seriously to lose it, and furthermore

it would give too much satisfaction to the

culprit who had hidden it to see him leaving

bareheaded amid the laughing taunts of the

crowd of boys, which he knew would be as-

sembled just outside.

After charging about in the small room
which adjoined the vestibule on one side,

overturning chairs in his mad haste to find

his cap before his Affinity should leave, and

meeting with no result, save the astonished

looks of the more deliberate ones still stand-

ing about, Pinkey decided to look in the dark
room adjoining, wherein was one of the fur-

naces which furnished heat for the building.

He pushed open the door leading into the

furnace room.

Once inside, Pinkey struck a match and
looked all about. At first, the glare of the

match blinded him ; then, as he became more
able to see, his eye caught sight of a white ob-

ject on the floor, near a long wooden bench.

Picking it up, he discovered it to be a handker-

chief, which, on closer inspection, proved to

have Eddie Lewis's initials in one corner.

"Just as I expected," muttered Pinkey;

"two to one my cap 's under that bench,"

and with that he stuffed the handkerchief in

his coat pocket, dropped on his knees, and be-

gan feeling blindly under the bench. In an-

other moment, his search was rewarded by
his drawing forth the cap from beneath the

far corner, soiled and dusty from being

thrown on the floor. But still it was his cap

and its condition did not worry him then.

Madly he rushed from the room, through

the vestibule, and out into the open air, and
it would not have been good for Eddie Lewis

to have encountered him at that moment.
There were still a few boys standing around

the door, and although a large part of the

people had gone by this time, Pinkey hoped
against fate that his Affinity might still be

among those remaining.

As he started for the other entrance, where

he hoped to find her, he heard someone call-

ing to him softly from the shadows beneath

the trees.

Looking in that direction, Pinkey could just

make out the figure of the village fiddler, a

sort of half-witted fellow, known to every-

body as "Liberty Jim." Jim was sitting on

the ground, his back against the fence, and

under his arm was clutched his old violin

which was his constant companion. He was
very fond of children and had recently taken

an especial liking for Pinkey. His chief oc-

cupations were sawing wood, tending gardens

and playing patriotic airs on his violin, which

latter habit had given him his nickname. He
also found time to make sleds and kites for

the boys during the Winter and Spring.

"What is it, Jim?" inquired Pinkey. hur-

riedly, not wishing to ignore his friend and

still desiring to get to the door as soon as

possible.

"She 's gone with that Lewis boy, Pinkey,"
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replied Jim in an undertone. " I saw him ask

to take her home and she went by here with

him just a few miimtes ago." Jim knew of

Pinkey's admiration for Harriet AV'arren and

concluded that it must be for her that he was

looking.

That blow was worse than all others com-

bined, and although it was what Pinkey had

feared would happen, the realization of it

made him thoroughly sick at heart. To think

that his Affinity should now be on her way
home with Eddie, who was the cause of his

not being at the door to meet her and who
had also undoubtedly taken away her chair

and thus caused her vexation and embarrass-

ment, for which he was no doubt held to

blame.

Pinkey's sense of justice could not stand

such a shock without demanding immediate

and urgent protest.

"Thanks, Jim," said Pinkey, evidently very

much in earnest, " I '11 get even with him
yet, though, vou see if I don't," and Pinkey

started off alone in the direction which he

knew his Affinity and Eddie must have taken.

He did not intend to overtake them; he

wanted to meet them face to face, and, to this

end, after he had come in sight of them, he

cut diagonally across a square, and, after

reaching a side street, so timed his steps that

he should meet them at the ne.xt corner, im-

mediately under the street lamp.

When they came along, Pinkey walked up

to the surprised pair and, holding out the

handkerchief he had found, demanded :
" Ed

Lewis, is this your handkerchief?" His eyes

were ablaze with the injustice that had been

done him and he was so intent on settling

with Eddie that for the moment he entirely

ignored the presence of his Affinity.

Eddie was taken completely off his guard.

He started visibly and unconsciously began

feeling, first in one pocket, then in another,

but no word came from him. Harriet stood

by, looking at the queer performance in dumb
amazement.

"^\'ell, is it/" persisted Pinkey, holding

the handkerchief still closer. "Say some-

thing."

Eddie tried to speak, but his voice failed

him and his attempt amounted only to a piti-

ful swallow and a few low, mumbling sounds.

Finally, he managed to admit, by nodding

his head and some more unintelligible sounds

that he was the owner of the hateful object

Pinkey held in his hand.

"U'ell," continued Pinkey, pitilessly, "how
did it come by the bench in the furnace room
where somebody hid my cap?"

No answer came from Eddie. He hung
his head, shifted uneasily from one foot to

the other, and reached mechanically for the

handkerchief.

"No you don't," said Pinkey, drawing it

back. " How did it come there? Did you lose

it when you were hiding my cap?"

There was no use denying the charge; the

evidence was clearly against him, so Eddie,

fearing to deepen his guilt by disowning it,

slowly nodded his head.

"And did you take away the chair from be-

side mine when I was n't watching?" Pinkey

did not intend to leave any doubt in his Affin-

ity's mind as to who was responsible for his

apparent lack of attention to her and was

driving his advantage with dogged persist-

ence to the end.

"I was just fooling," Eddie managed to

answer, almost inaudibly.

"Well, that kind of fooling does n't go with

me," said Pinkey, "and the sooner you find it

out the better. There 's only one thing that

keeps me from licking you, right here and

now," and for the first time he turned his

gaze toward his Affinity, who had retained

her attitude of speechless surprise all the time

Pinkey w'as exposing Eddie's perfidy in such

a heartless way.

After a moment, he moved away a couple

of steps and said to his Harriet, as he looked

frankly up at her: "Now you know just why
the chair was n't there for you when you

came back to sit down, and you know why I

was n't at the door waiting for you when you

started home. I 'm here now, and it 's for you

to say who goes the rest of the way home
with you."

With one glance of mingled scorn and pity

at the dejected figure beside her, Harriet

walked boldly forward to where Pinkey was
standing and placed her arm confidingly in

his. \\'ithout another word to the crushed

and disgraced Eddie, Pinkey dropped the

telltale handkerchief on the sidewalk beside

him and in triumph bore his Affinity away
in the direction of her home.
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The ' Dei.tschlanu."

On the Bridge of an Ocean Liner

By Francis Arnold Collins

Illustrated by photographs taken by the author on the bridge of the " Deutschland."

How many of you boys and girls have ever

been on the Captain's bridge of a trans-atlan-

tic steamship ?

Indeed few mere landsmen ever come to

know the bridge of an ocean liner well.

Throughout the voyage this narrow platform

is a very busy place after its own quiet fash-

ion and visitors are likely to be in the way.

All responsibility in guiding the great ship

and safeguarding the passengers centers here.

The steamer may be more than an eighth of

a mile in length with a population of more
than 3000 people. The powerful engines,

measured by tens of thousands of horse-

power, must tirelessly drive this great mass
through the water almost at the speed of an
ordinary railroad train. The life-saving de-

vices throughout the ship must be always
ready at an instant's notice. So perfect, how-
ever, is the machinery of these great ships,

so sensitive the great system of nerves which
center at the bridge, that a single hand may

control them. The bridge of one of these-

liners may be compared to a great keyboard.

As a rule it is only on the captain's invi-

tation that one is allowed in these upper
regions. When you are so fortunate as to

be invited, you are led up a narrow flight of

steps from the boat deck to the bridge and
thence to the pilot house. The bridge,

especially in fair weather, will be found to

be a very quiet retreat. At this height you
no longer feel the deep throbbing of the

engines ; while the busy decks seem to have

been left far below. There are seldom more
than two persons on duty here ; one, an of-

ficer, paces quietly back and forth across the

bridge, the other, a seaman, stands with his-

hand on -the wheel intently watching the bin-

nacle in which is suspended the compass. No
conversation is allowed on the bridge, and
scarcely an unnecessary word is spoken.

The bridge may be sixty feet or more in

length, probably five feet or more in width
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and with a considerable open space at the

sides of the wheel-house. At sea the front

and sides of the bridge are likely to be built

up with canvas to protect the officers from
the force of the wind which blows "great

guns" in so exposed a position. A row of

mysterious looking instruments called tele-

graph signals and a series of speaking tubes

are grouped at the center of the bridge ; at

either end is a broad low seat. The wheel

house at the center of the bridge, a heavy

structure of polished wood, seems small when
one thinks of the work which must be done
there.

THE WHEEL-HOUSE

On entering the wheel-house a landsman
is likely to be awed by the groups of instru-

ments and masses of complicated machinery

on every hand. Your eye will first be caught

by the wheel, or wheels, for often there are

two or more of them one directly in line

with the other. The first of these is an in-

significant looking affair perhaps a foot or

so in diameter which seems out of all pro-

portion to the work it must accomplish. Di-

rectly in front of it stands the ship's compass
while back of it are massed many compli-

cated wheels and levers which transform the

slightest motion of the wheel into the great

force which guides the ship.

All the great steamers are steered nowa-

days by the aid of steam or electricity. In

the old days half a dozen men at times

would struggle with the wheel in high seas,

and sailors have been killed by the rapid re-

volving of the projecting spoke-handles. The
modern steering-gear makes it possible to

guide these great ships with the slightest

pressure. The rudder weighing many tons

is perhaps five hundred feet astern yet with

a touch of the polished wheel the great 700

foot ship will swing from side to side with

almost the delicacy of a compass needle.

The wheel that the steersman operates merely

governs the steering engine, which, in turn,

moves the great rudder.

The most astonishing thing about the

bridge is to find the wheel-house with all its

curtains tightly drawn, as often happens,

and the man at the helm steering the boat

without seeing ahead at all. At night or

even by day if the light of the binnacle is

confusing the wheel-house is often completely

shut in. The man at the wheel, it is ex-

plained, does not need to look ahead. The
look-out high up in the "crow's nest" and

the officer on watch on the bridge will keep

him informed if any object is sighted. The
duty of the man at the wheel is to keep the

sliij) on her course. 'I'hroughout his watch
of four hours he must keeji his eyes on the

compass and nowhere else.

( )n one side of the wheel-house are posted

the sailing directions which give the wheels-

men explicit orders. The course to be fol-

lowed for the day is placed in a neat little

rack called the compass control. It suggests

the rack in church at the side of the pulpit

which announces the number of the hymns
and psalm for the day's service. The com-
pass control will announce for instance N, 7,

8, W, or some such formula. The wheels-

man glances at this as he takes his watch at

the wheel and holds the great ship exactly

on this course until he is relieved. To show
how compact is the machinery of even the

largest liners the accompanying photographs
were taken on the bridge of the "S. S.

Deutschland" which is one of the largest as

well as the speediest ships afloat.

STEERING THE SHIP

The work of steering a great ship, even
with the aid of all this machinery, is much
more delicate than one would imagine. The
larger and faster the ship the greater is the

difficulty. It is not enough to hold the wheel
in the same position to keep the ship on her

course ; for tlie wind and waves and the cur-

rents of the ocean tend constantly to knock
the ship off her course. The great wall of

steel (for the hull may be 700 feet long and
sixty feet high) offers a broad target for the

wind and waves. The art in steering is to

humor the ship to these forces and when she

is deflected bring her back quickly to her

course. If you could watch the binnacle, es-

pecially in bad weather, you would see the

needle of the compass constantly shifting

from side to side which means that the great

steel prow is not going forward in a per-

fectly straight line.

Nowadays the great liners are built for

speed, and the steamer which regularly makes
the best time in crossing will be intrusted with

the mails and the longest passenger list. So
much depends upon the runs of the great

ships that two continents are constantly watch-

ing them; and should they beat their records

by but a few minutes the news would be

flashed all over the world. No matter what
happens the ship must be kept on her course.

Let the great steel prow be aimed ever so
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little in the wrong direction, the deflection

may be a fraction of an inch on the com-
pass, and a few seconds will be lost in bring-

ing her back to her course. Should this mis-

take occur nian\- times the loss quickly grows
into minutes. But the ship which makes the

if possible visit the bridge at noon when the

sun is "taken" and the chart-room where the

position of the ship is calculated and the

course laid for the day. In the chart-room
are kept the great maps and charts of the

coasts and ports the ship visits or is likely

The Max at tiii; \\'m;i:i. MibT Ki;ei' His Eviis on xiit Cumi'ass and .N'uwiiere Else.

fastest crossing brings credit to herself, her
company and the flag she floats. So the su-

premacy of the seas is very largely determined
by the skill and faithfulness of the man at

the wheel in the dark and silent wheel-house.
Ik'fore the man at the wheel-house in

point of responsibility comes the master of

navigation and before him of course the cap-
tain. To understand their work vou should

to visit if she lose her way. Precisely at noon
on e\-ery clear day the master of navigation,

sextant in luind. takes his jjosition on the

bridge and makes certain measurements of

the position of the sun. He repeats his ob-

servations A\hile an assistant beside him calls

them d(i«n the speaking tube to the chart-

room. With the aid of these readings and
some not very difficult mathematical calcu-
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lations, the exact position of the ship is de-

termined and marked on the map, and the

course is laid for another day. At the same
time in the cabins below the passengers are

gathered to hear the ship's run and to com-
pare it with the distance covered on the pre-

ceding day.

SAFETY DEVICES

It is in its safety devices and the provision

made to meet every possible accident that one
of these great ships is perhaps most remark-
able. All the machinery which may be set

in motion in case of danger is centered on
the bridge and so perfectly has it been ar-

ranged that the entire vessel could be con-

trolled, if the necessity should arise, by means
of a series of levers and push buttons. About
the walls of the wheel-house are ranged
curious-looking indicators much the same as

one sees behind the desk of a great hotel.

About them are hung a surprising variety of

barometers, thermometers, thermostats, wind
and rain gauges and other less familiar look-

ing instruments. There are rows upon rows

of buttons and levers on every hand, all

highly polished and in the most perfect work-

ing order.

The danger of fire at sea for instance is

anticipated by a thermostat connected with

the rframe filled with little squares like the

hotel indicator. There are thermometers in

every part of the ship electrically connected

with this box which are constantly on guard.

If a fire should start in any part of the great

ship the temperature would of course rise, and
the fact would instantly be announced in the

wheel-house by the ringing of a bell while

.1 red light would flash at the same time in

one of the squares of the indicator. The
man at the wheel could tell at a glance the

exact point of danger.

The wheel-house is also the telephone

"central" of the ship and it would be only

the work of a moment to have men at the

point of danger.

The modern ships are divided into many
different compartments by many partitions

each carrying heavy steel doors. A series of

levers will be pointed out to you in the wheel-

house by which these great doors may be

closed in any part of the ship at an instant's

notice. These steel compartments, it will be

explained, are so strong that in case of col-

lision or of fire one or more of them might
be filled with water and yet the rest of the

ship would be unharmed. Should a fire be

discovered an entire compartment might be
flooded in a few seconds. There is a series

of squares in another indicator corresponding
to every one of these steel doors throughout
the ship. In case of danger it is possible

to close all of these doors at the same instant

by touching a single lever on the bridge. And
should any door fail to close, a red light would
instantly appear hi one of the little sejuares

to tell just where the trouble lay. These in-

dicators to be sure look mucii like a hotel

office but one watches them with a curious

interest wlien you know that the lives of

thousands may depend upon them.
Still another safetv device which may be

watched from the bridge is the indicator

connected with the submarine wireless system
which gives warning of the approach of

another ship. This invention, but lately

added to the great ships, consists of a delicate

T.\iciNG Tin-; Sun" at Xoon.

instrument so connected with wires beneath

the water that the presence of a large body of

iron or steel, even at a considerable distance,

is instantly recorded. There is besides of

course the regular wireless apparatus for

sending and receiving signals over hundreds
of miles of water, the great fog horn to give
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warning for several miles in the thickest

weather ; and there is always an alert watch
in the "crow's nest," the little seat high up
on the mainmast. The submarine wireless

system is kept in perfect working order just

as is the thermostat, the automatic contriv-

ance for closing the steel doors and other

safety devices, to meet a demand which it is

likely will never arise. Few ships have ever

used them but this elaborate preparation is

work more quickly than the fire itself. No
fire, it is claimed, could gain headway with-

out being announced by the thermostat ; and
even should it get beyond control an entire

compartment or even a deck could be flooded

with water in a few seconds with the use of
machinery on the bridge. The danger of

collision with an iceberg, a rock or another
vessel is anticipated by the steel compartments
which, as we have seen, are controlled by a

Senium; up a I i.ai Sn.NAI. Ill A I'As
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always made so that if danger ever came
they would .save a few seconds of time.

The Captain surrounded by these banks of
keys and levers is master of almost any situa-

tion. He explains to you that every wreck or
accident of the past has taught tlie builders
of ships some new lesson and that the same
catastrophe is e.xtremely unlikely to ever hap-
pen twice. The greatest peril of the sea is fire,

but even this danger has been met, it is be-
lieved, by supplying machinery which will

SIN<; \'ksm;l wiiuii !, not EyLii'i'i-.u
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single lever shutting out the water from all

parts of the ship except the compartment in

which the hole has been made.

S!i;XALS TO THE ENX.INE ROOM

The telegraph signals on the bridge are

still another safeguard, although they are also

used for the sake of convenience in docking
the steamer. These signals consist of drum-
shaped boxes mounted on stands, each with

a le\x'r. which passes over a dial. By turn-
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ing this lever it is possible to telegraph to the

engine room or the wheel-house at the stern

such directions as start, stop, slow, fast, riglit,

against tlie masts, and endlessly the deep

pulsing of the engines. Outside the lights

at the masthead swing from side to side mark-

ing oft" the roll of the ship in great arcs

against the sky.

If you are so fortunate as to stay until mid-

night you will see perhaps the most curious

sight of the twenty-four hours, when the

ship's officer changes the time. The clock

which sets the time for the life of the ship is

put back about an hour if the vessel be sail-

ing west or an hour ahead if it be pointed

east, and the sleeping hundreds beneath will

wake up in the morning to find their time-

pieces all wrong. The helmsman's "watch"

The Telegraph Signals to the Engine Room.

left, and so on. In starting one of these

great boats, before the great engines are set

in full motion for the long trip and the ship

answers her helm, the machinery may be con-

trolled instantly by this telegraph. In the

event of danger should the steering machinery

in the wheel-house fail to work, should there

be a fire or a collision sinashing in the vessel

amidships the officer on the bridge would
still be in instant control of the great engines

and of the rudder 500 feet astern.

THE BRIDGE AT NIGHT

The bridge is especially impressive at night

when the great ship is asleep. The wheel-

house is completely dark except for the cov-

ered lamps in the binnacle. From time to

time the captain enters the house asks a few

questions in a quiet conversational tone, per-

haps give some order. The marvelous ma-
chinery which lines the walls stands silent

guard. The bridge is quiet except for the

curious singing note of the wind in the rig-

ging and the sharp crack of the halyards

Re-Setting the Clock at Midnight.

comes to an end wdien the call of the lookout

from the "crow's nest" announces another

dav. The beautiful sea cry is taken up and

repeated down the long-deserted deck.

"Eight bells and all 's well."



HE MIGHT HAVE GOT SAFELY AWAY HAD NOT HIS SPUR CAUGHT OX THE FLAG
THAT DRAPED THE FRONT OF THE BOX." (See page 42.)
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The Boys' Life of Abraham Lincoln

By Helen Nicolay

Illustrated by Jay Hambidge

Chapter XIII

THE FOURTEENTH OF APRIL

Refreshed in body by his visit to City Point,

and greatly cheered by the fall of Richmond,
and unmistakable signs that the war was
over, Mr. Lincoln went back to VV^ashington

intent on the new task opening before him—

•

that of restoring the Union, and of bringing

about peace and good will again between the

North and the South. His whole heart was
bent on the work of "binding up the na-

tion's wounds" and doing all which lay in his

power to "achieve a just and lasting peace."

Especially did he desire to avoid the shed-

ding of blood, or anything like acts of de-

liberate punishment. He talked to his cabi-

net in this strain on the morning of April

14, the last day of his life. No one need

e.xpeck that he would take any part in hang-

ing or killing these men, even the worst of

them, he exxlaimed. Enough lives had been

sacrificed already. Anger must be put aside.

The great need now was to begin to act in

the interest of peace. With these words of

clemency and kindness in their ears they left

him, never again to come together under his

wise chairmanship.

It was Good Friday, a day observed by a

portion of the people with fasting and prayer,

but even among the most devout the great

news of the week just ended changed this

time of traditional mourning into a season

of general thanksgiving. For Mr. Lincoln

it was a day of unusual and quiet happiness.

His son Robert had returned from the field

with General Grant, and the President spent

an hour with the young captain in delighted

conversati(Jh over the campaign. He denied

himself generally to visitors, admitting only

a few friends. In the afternoon he went for

a long drive with Mrs. Lincoln. His mood,

as it had been all day, was singularly happy

and tender. He talked much of the past

and future. After four years of trouble and

tumult he looked forward to four years of

quiet and normal work; after that he ex-

Vot. XXXIV.— 6.

pected to go back again to Illinois and prac-

tice law. He was never more simple or more
gentle than on this day of triumph. His
heart overflowed with sentiments of gratitude

to Heaven, which took the shape, usual to

generous natures, of love and kindness to all

men.
From the very beginning there had been

threats to kill him. He was constantly re-

ceiving letters of warning from zealous or

nervous friends. The War Department in-

quired into these when there seemed to be

ground for doing so, 'hut always without re-

sult. Warnings that appeared most definite

proved on examination too vague and con-

fused for further attention. The President

knew that he was in some danger. Madmen
frequently made their way to the very door
of the Executive Office; sometimes into Mr.
Lincoln's presence; but he himself had so

sane a mind, and a heart so kindly even to

his enemies, that it was hard for him to be-

lieve in political hatred deadly enough to

lead to murder.

He therefore went in and out before the

people, always unarmed, generally unat-

tended. He received hundreds of visitors in

a day, his breast bare to pistol or knife. He
walked at midnight, with a single Secretary

or alone, from the Executive Mansion to the

War Department and back. In summer he

rode through lonely roads from the White
House to the Soldiers' Home in the dusk of

the evening, and returned to his work in the

morning before the town was astir. He was
greatly annoyed when it was decided that

there must be a guard at the Executive Man-
sion, and that a squad of cavalry must ac-

company him on his daily drive ; but he was
aUvays reasonable, and yielded to the best

judgment of others.

Four years of threats and boastings that

were unfounded, and of plots that came to

nothing passed away, until precisely at the

time when the triumph of the nation seemed
assured, and a feeling of peace and security

settled over the country, one of the con-

spiracies, seemingly no more important than
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the others, ripened in a sudden heat of hatred

and despair.

A little band of desperate secessionists, of

which John Wilkes Booth, an actor of a

family of famous players, was the head, had

their usual meeting-place at the house of

Mrs. Mary E. Surratt, the mother of one of

the number. Booth was a young man of

twenty-six, strikmgly handsome, with an

ease and grace of manner which came to him
of right from his theatrical ancestors. He
was a fanatical southerner, with a furious

hatred against Lincoln and the Union. After

Lincoln's reelection he went to Canada, and

associated with the Confederate agents there

;

and whether or not with their advice, made
a plan to capture the President and take him

to Richmond. He passed a great part of the

autumn and winter pursuing this fantastic

scheme, but the winter wore away, and noth-

ing was done. On March 4 he was at the

Capitol, and created a disturbance by trying

to force his way through the line of police-

men who guarded the passage through which

the President walked to the East front of

the building to read his Second Inaugural.

His intentions at this time are not known.

He afterward said he lost an excellent chance

of killing the President that day.

After the surrender of Lee, in a rage akin

to madness, he called his fellow-conspirators

together and allotted to each his part in the

new crime which had risen in his mind. It

was as simple as it was horrible. One man
was to kill Secretary Seward, another to make
way with Andrew Johnson, at the same time

that he murdered the President. The final

preparations were made with feverish haste.

It was only about noon of the fourteenth that

Booth learned that Mr. Lincoln meant to go

to Ford's Theater that night to see the play

"Our American Cousin." The President en-

joyed the theater. It was one of his few

means of recreation.

Mrs. Lincoln asked General and Mrs.

Grant to accompany her. They accepted,

and the announcement that they would be

present was made in the evening papers, but

they changed their plans and went north by

an afternoon train. Mrs. Lincoln then in-

vited in their stead Miss Harris and Major
Rathbone, daughter and stepson of Senator

Ira Harris. Being detained by visitors, the

play had made some progress when the Presi-

dent appeared. The band struck up " Hail

to the Chief," the actors ceased playing, the

audience rose and cheered, the President bowed

in acknowledgment, and the play went on
again.

From the moment he learned of the Presi-

dent's intention Booth's actions were alert

and energetic. He and his confederates were
seen in every part of the city. Booth was
perfectly at home in Ford's Theater. He
counted upon audacity to reach the small

passage behind the President's box. Once
there, he guarded against interference by

arranging a wooden bar, to be fastened by a

simple mortice in the angle of the wall and
the door by which he entered, so that once

shut, the door could not be opened from the

outside. He even provided for the chance

of not gaining entrance to the box by boring

a hole in the door, through which he might

either observe the occupants, or take aim and

shoot. He hired at a livery stable a small

fleet horse.

A few moments before ten o'clock, leaving

his horse at the rear of the theater, in charge

of a call-boy, he entered the building, pass-

ing rapidly to the little hallway leading to

the President's box. Showing a card to the

servant in attendance, he was allowed to en-

ter, closed the door noiselessly, and secured

it with the wooden bar he had made ready,

without disturbing gny of the occupants of

the box, between whom and himself yet re-

mained the partition and the door through

which he had bored the hole.

No one, not even the actor who uttered them,

could ever remember the last words of the

piece that were spoken that night—the last

that Abraham Lincoln heard upon earth

;

for the tragedy in the box turned play and

players alike to the most unsubstantial of

phantoms. For weeks hate and brandy had

kept Booth's brain in a morbid state. He
seemed to himself to be taking part in a great

play. Holding a pistol in one hand and a

knife in the other, he opened the box door,

put the pistol to the President's head, and

fired. Major Rathbone sprang to grapple

with him, and received a savage knife wound
in the arm. Then, rushing forward, Booth

placed his hand on the railing of the box and

vaulted to the stage. It was a high leap,

but nothing to such a trained athlete. He
might have got safely away, had not his spur

caught in the flag that draped the front of

the box. He fell, the torn flag trailing on

his spur ; but though the fall had broken his

leg, he rose instantly, brandishing his knife

and shouting, "Sic Semper Tyrannis!" fled

rapidly across the stage and out of sight.
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Major Rathbone shouted, "Stop him!" The
cry, " He has shot the President !" rang through

the theater, and from the audience, stupid at

first with surprise, and wild afterward witli

excitement and horror, men jumped upon the

stage in pursuit of the assassin. But he ran

through the familiar passages, leaped upon
his horse, and escaped into the night.

The President scarcely moved. His head
drooped forward slightly, his eyes closed.

Major Rathbone, not regarding his own griev-

otis hurt, rushed to the door to summon aid.

He found it barred, and someone on the out-

side beating and clamoring to get in. It was

at once seen that the President's wound was
mortal. He was carried across the street to a

house opposite, and laid upon a bed. Mrs.

Lincoln followed, tenderly cared for by Miss

Harris. Rathbone, exhausted by loss of blood,

fainted, and was taken home. Messengers

were sent for the cabinet, for the Surgeon-

General, for Dr. Stone the President's family

physician, and for others whose official or

private relations with Mr. Lincoln gave them
the right to be there. A crowd of people

rushed instinctively to the White House, and
bursting through the doors, shouted the dread-

ful news to Robert Lincoln and Major Hay
who sat together in an upper room.

The President had been shot a few minutes

after ten o'clock. The wound would have

brought instant death to most men. He was
unconscious from the first moment, but he

breathed throughout the night, his gaunt face

scarcely paler than those of the sorrowing men
around him. At twenty-two minutes past

seven in the morning he died. Secretary

Stanton broke the silence by saying, "Now he

belongs to the ages."

Booth had done his work thoroughly. His

principal accomplice had acted with equal

audacity and cruelty, but with less fatal re-

sult. Under pretext of having a package of

medicine to deliver, he forced his way to the

room of the Secretary of State, who lay ill,

and attacked him, inflicting three terrible

knife wounds on his neck and cheek, wound-

ing also the Secretary's two sons, a servant,

and a soldier nurse who tried to overpower

him. Finally breaking away, he ran down-

stairs, reached the door unhurt, and spring-

ing upon his horse rode off. It was feared

that neither Secretary Seward nor his eldest

son would live, but both in time recovered.

Although Booth had been recognized by

dozens of people as he stood before foot-

lights brandishing his dagger, his swift horse

soon carried him beyond any hap-hazard pur-

suit. He crossed the Navy Yard bridge and
rode into Maryland, being joined by one of

his fellow-conspirators. A surgeon named
Mudd set Booth's leg and sent him on his

desolate way. For ten days the two men
lived the lives of hunted animals. On the

night of April 25 they were surrounded as

they lay sleeping in a barn in Caroline

County, Virginia. Booth refused to sur-

render. The barn was fired, and while it

was burning he was shot by Boston Corbett,

a sergeant of cavalry. He lingered for about

three hours in great pain, and died at seven

in the morning. The remaining conspirators

were tried by military commission. Four
w'ere hanged, including the assailant of Sec-

retary Seward, and the others were sentenced

to imprisonment for various lengths of time.

Upon the hearts of a people glowing with

the joy of victory the news of the President's

death fell as a great shock. In the unspeak-

able calamity the country lost sight of the

great army successes of the week before ; and
thus it came to pass that there was never any

organized celebration in the North over the

downfall of the Confederacy. It was unques-

tionably best that it should be so. Lincoln

himself would not have had it otherwise,

for he hated the arrogance of triumph. As
it was, the South could take no offense at a

grief so genuine ; and the people of that sec-

tion even shared, to a certain extent, in the

mourning for one who, in their inmost hearts,

they knew to have wished them well.

Within an hour after Mr. Lincoln's body

was taken to the White House the town was

shrouded in black. Not only the public

buildings, the shops, and the better class of

dwellings were draped in funeral decorations

;

still more touching proof of affection was
shown in the poorest class of homes, where

laboring men of both colors found means in

their poverty to afford some scanty bit of

mourning. The interest and veneration of

the people still centered at the White House,

where, under a tall catafalque in the East

Room the late chief lay in the majesty of

death, rather than in the modest hotel on

Pennsylvania Avenue, where the new Presi-

dent, Andrew Johnson (who as Vice Presi-

dent succeeded Lincoln), had his lodgings,

and where the Chief Justice administered the

oath of office to him at eleven o'clock on the

morning of April 15.

It was determined that the funeral cere-

monies in Washington should be held on
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Wednesday, April 19, and all the churches

throughout the country were invited to join

at the same time in appropriate observances.

The ceremonies in the East Room were simple

and brief, while all the pomp and circum-

stance that the Government could conmiand
were employed to give a fitting escort from
the Executive Mansion to the Capitol, where
the body of the President lay in state. The
procession moved to the booming of minute
guns, and the tolling of all the bells in

Washington, Georgetown and Alexandria

;

while, to associate the pomp of the day with

the greatest work of Lincoln's life, a detach-

ment of colored troops marched at the head
of the line."*'-'

When it was announced that he was to

be buried at Springfield, Illinois, every city

on the way begged that the train might halt

within its limits, to give its people opportu-

nity of showing their grief and reverence.

It was finally arranged that the funeral cor-

tege should follow substantially the same
route over which Lincoln had come in 1861

to take possession of the olfice to which he

added a new dignity and value for all time.

On April 21, accompanied by a guard of

honor, and in a train decked with somber
trappings, the journey was begun. At Bal-

timore, through which, four years before, it

was a question whether the President-elect

could pass with safety to his life, the coffin

was taken with reverent care to the great

dome of the Exchange, where, surrounded

with evergreens and lilies, it lay for several

hours, the people passing by in mournful
throngs. The same demonstration was re-

peated, gaining constantly in depth of feel-

ing and solemn splendor of display in every

city through which the procession passed.

Springfield was reached on the morning of

May 3. The body lay in state in the Capitol,

which was richly draped from roof to base-

ment in black velvet and silver fringe, while

within it was a bower of bloom and fragrance.

For twenty- four hours an unbroken stream

of people passed through, bidding their

friend and neighbor welcome home and fare-

well. At ten o'clock on the morning of May
4 the coffin lid was closed, and a vast pro-

cession moved out to Oak Ridge, where the

town had set apart a lovely spot for his grave.

Here the dead President was committed to the

soil of the State which had so loved and
honored him. The ceremonies at the grave

were simple and touching. Bishop Simpson
delivered a pathetic oration, prayers were

offered, and hymns were sung, but the ,

weightiest and most eloquent words uttered

anywhere that day were those of the Second
Inaugural, which the Committee had wisely

ordained to be read over his grave, as cen-

turies before, the friends of the painter

Raphael chose the incomparable canvas of

"The Transfiguration" to be the chief orna-

ment of his funeral.

Though President Lincoln lived to see the

real end of the war, various bodies of Con-
federate troops continued to hold out for

some time longer. General Johnston faced

Sherman's army in the Carolinas until April

26, while General E. Kirby Smith, west of

the Mississippi River, did not surrender until

May 26.

As rapidly as possible Union volunteer

regiments were disbanded, and soon the

mighty host of 1,000,000 men was reduced to

a peace footing of only 25,000. Before the

great army melted away into the greater

body of citizens its soldiers enjoyed one final

triumph—a march through the capital of the

nation, undisturbed by death or danger, un-

der the eyes of their highest commanders and
the representatives of the people whose
country they had saved. Those who wit-

nessed the solemn yet joyous pageant will

never forget it; and pray that their children

may never see its like. For two days this

formidable host marched the long stretch of

Pennsylvania Avenue, starting from the

shadow of the Capitol and filling the wide
street as far as Georgetown, its serried ranks

moving with the easy yet rapid pace of vet-

erans in cadence step. As a mere spectacle

this march of the mightiest host the conti-

nent has ever seen was grand and imposing,

but it was not as a spectacle alone that it af-

fected the beholder. It was no holiday pa-

rade. It was an army of citizens on their

way home after a long and terrible war.

Their clothes were dingy, and pierced with

bullets, their banners had been torn with shot

and shell, and lashed in the winds of many
battles. The very drums and fifes had called

out the troops to night alarms, and sounded
the onset on historic fields. The whole
country claimed these heroes as part of them-

selves. They were not soldiers by profes-

sion nor from love of fighting; they had
become soldiers only to save their country's

life. Now, done with war, they were going

joyously and peaceably back to their homes

to take up the tasks they had willingly laid

down in the hour of their country's need.
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Friends loaded them with flowers as they

swung down the Avenue—both men and offi-

cers ; some were ahnost hidden under them.

But with all the shouting and the joy there

was, in the minds of all who saw it, one sad

and ever-recurring thought—the memory of

the men who were absent, and who had, never-

theless, so richly earned the right to be there.

The soldiers in their shrunken companies
thought of the brave comrades who had fallen

by the way ; and through the whole vast

army there was passionate, unavailing regret

for their wise, gentle and powerful friend,

Abraham Lincoln, gone forever from the big

white house by the Avenue—who had called

the great host into being, directed the course

of the nation during tlie four years that they

had been battling for its life, and to whom,
more than to any other, this crowning peace-

ful pageant would have been full of deep
and happy meaning.

Why was this man so loved that his death

caused a whole nation to forget its triumph,

and turned its gladness into mourning? Why
has his fame grown with the passing years

until now scarcely a speech is made or a

newspaper printed that does not have within

it somewhere a mention of his name or some
phrase or sentence that fell from his lips?

Let us see if we can, what it was that made
Abraham Lincoln the man that he became.
A child born to an inheritance of want

;

a boy growing into a narrow world of igno-

rance ; a youth taking up the burden of coarse

and heavy labor ; a man entering on the

doubtful struggle of a local backwoods career

—these were the beginnings of Abraham Lin-

coln if we look at them only in the hard, prac-

tical spirit which takes for its motto that

"Nothing succeeds but success." If we
adopt a more generous as well as a truer

view, then we see that it was the brave, hope-

ful spirit, the strong, active mind, and the

grave law of moral growth that accepts the

good and rejects the bad, which Nature gave

this obscure child, that carried him to the

service of mankind and the admiration of

the centuries as certainly as the acorn grows
to be the oak.

Even his privations helped the end. Self-

reliance, the strongest trait of the pioneer,

was his by blood and birth and training, and
was developed by the hardships of his lot to

the mighty power and firmness needed to

guide our country through the bitter four

years' struggle of the Civil War.

The sense of equality was his also, for he

grew from childhood to manhood in a state

of society where there were neither rich to

envy nor poor to despise, and where the gifts

and hardships of the forest were distributed

without favor to each and all alike. In the

forest he learned charity, s5Tnpathy, help-

fulness—in a word neighborliness—for in

that far-off frontier life all the wealth of

India, had a man possessed it, could not have
brought relief from danger or help in time of

need, and neighborliness became of prime im-

portance.

In such settlements, far removed from
courts and jails, men were brought face to

face with questions of natural right. The
pioneers not only understood the American
doctrine of self-government—they lived it.

It was this understanding, this feeling, which
taught Lincoln to write: "When the white

man governs himself that is self-government

;

but when he governs himself and also governs
another man, that is more than self-govern-

ment—that is despotism" ; and also to give

utterance to its twin truth :
" He who would

be no slave must consent to have no slave."

Lincoln was born in the slave state of

Kentucky. He lived there only a short time,

and we have reason to believe that wherever
he might have grown up, his very nature

would have spurned the doctrine and prac-

tice of human slavery. Vet, though he hated

slavery, he never hated the slave-holder. His
feeling of pardon and sympathy for Ken-
tucky and the South played no unimportant
part in his dealings with grave problems of

statesmanship. It is true that he struck slav-

ery its death blow with the hand of K-ar, but at

the same time he offered the slave-owners

golden payment with the hand of peace.

Abraham Lincoln was not an ordinary man.
He was, in truth, in the language of the poet

Lowell, a "new birth of ou? rtew soil." His
greatness did not consist in growing up on
the frontier. An ordinary man would have
found on the frontier exactly what he would
have found elsewhere—a commonplace life,

varying only with the changing ideas and cus-

toms of time and place. But for the man with
extraordinary powers of mind and body

—

for one gifted by Nature as Abraham Lin-

coln was gifted, tlie pioneer life w-ith its

severe training in self-denial, patience and in-

dustry, developed his character, and fitted him
for the great duties of his after life as no
other training could have done.

His advancement in the astonishing career
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that carried him from obscurity to world-

wide fame—from postmaster of New Salem

village to President of the United States,

from captain of a backwoods volunteer com-
pany to Commander-in-chief of the Army
and Navy, was neither sudden nor accidental,

nor easy. He was both ambitious and suc-

cessful, but his ambition was moderate, and
his success was slow. And, because his suc-

cess was slow, it never outgrew either his

judgment or his power. Between the day

when be left his father's cabin and launched

his canoe on the headwaters of the Sanga-

mon River to begin life on his own account,

and the day of his first inauguration, lay full

thirty years of toil, self-denial, patience

;

often of effort baffled, of hope deferred

;

sometimes of bitter disappointment.

Almost every success was balanced—some-

times overbalanced, by a seeming failure.

He went into the Black Hawk war a cap-

tain, and through no fault of his own, came
out a private. He rode to the hostile fron-

tier on horseback, and trudged home on foot.

His store "winkSd out." His surveyor's

compass and chain, with which he was earn-

ing a scanty living, were sold for debt. He
was defeated in his first attempts to be nomi-

nated for the legislature and for Congress

;

defeated in his application to be appointed

Commissioner of the General Land Office

;

defeated for the Senate when he had forty-

five votes to begin with, by a man who had
only five votes to begin with ; defeated again

after his joint debates with Douglas ; de-

feated in the nomination for Vice-President,

when a favorable nod from half a dozen poli-

ticians would have brought him success.

Failures? Not so. Every seeming de-

feat was a slow success. His was the growth
of the oak, and not of Jonah's gourd. He
could not become a master workman until

he had served a tedious apprenticeship. It

was the quarter of a century of reading, think-

ing, speech-making and lawmaking which
fitted him to be the chosen champion of free-

dom in the great Lincoln- Douglas debates

of 1858. It was the great moral victory won
in those debates (although the senatorship

went to Douglas) added to the title "Honest
Old Abe," won by truth and manhood among
his neighbors during a whole lifetime, that

led the people of the United States to trust

him with the Presidency.

And when, at last, after thirty years of en-

deavor, success had beaten down defeat, when
Lincoln had been nominated, elected and in-

augurated, came the crowning trial of his

faith and constancy.

The outlook was indeed grave. There was
treason in Congress, treason in the Supreme
Court, treason in the army and navy. Con-
fusion and discord were everywhere. To
use Mr. Lincoln's forcible figure of speech,

sinners were calling the righteous to repent-

ance. Finally the flag was fired upon, at

Sumter ; and then came the humiliation of

the riot at Baltimore, and the President for

a few days practically a prisoner in the capi-

tal of the nation.

But his apprenticeship had been served, and
there was to be no more failure. With faith

and justice and generosity he conducted for

four long years a war whose frontiers

stretched from the Potomac to the Rio
Grande ; whose soldiers numbered a million

men on each side. The labor, the thought,

the responsibility, the strain of mind and
anguish of soul that he gave to this great

task, who can measure? "Here was place

for no holiday magistrate, no fair weather

sailor," as Emerson justly said of him. "The
new pilot was hurried to the helm in a tor-

nado. In four years—four years of battle

days—his endurance, his fertility of resources,

his magnanimity, were sorely tried and never

found wanting." "By his courage, his

justice, his even temper, . . . his hu-

manity, he stood a heroic figure in the center

of a heroic epoch."

What but a lifetime's schooling in disap-

pointment, what but the pioneer's self-reli-

ance and freedom from prejudice, what but

the clear mind, quick to see natural right and
unswerving in its purpose to follow it ; what
but the steady self-control, the unwarped
sympathy, the unbounded charity of this man
with spirit so humble and soul so great, could

have carried him through the labors he

wrought to the victory he attained ?

With truth it could be written, "His heart

was as great as the world, but there was no

room in it to hold the memory of a wrong."

So, "with malice toward none, with charity

for all, with firmness in the right as God
gave him to see the right" he lived and
died. We, who have never seen him, still

feel daily the influence of his kindly life and
cherish among our most- precious possessions

the heritage of his example.

END.



Miss Fairy: — "Dear ME; I Must Get
Some New Curtains Right Away !

"

A Changeable Little Maid
By Geo. L. Benedict.

I KNOW a little bright-eyed maid,
Whose moods now grave, now gay,

Change like a shifting weather-vane,
In quite a puzzling way.

While those who hear her laughing voice,

Her roguish smile remark,
Are wont with pleased accord to say

" She 's happy as a

—

lark."

Yet oftentimes, I grieve to add.

If vexed by hurt or care.

Transformed at once this maid becomes
As cross as any

—

bear.

And then our tongues in mild reproof

Of conduct bad we loose.

And with a frown address her thus

:

" You silly little

—

goosed"
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Throughout the day her active form

First here, tlien there, we see,

And in amazement say she is

As bus)' as a

—

bee.

At last when evening sliadows fall

And silence rules the house.

In slumberland she rests at ease,

As quiet as a

—

iiioiisc.

How she can be at once a goose,

And on the selfsame day
A mouse, a lark, a bee and bear,

Is more than I can say.

Yet none the less will I maintain,

Nor contradiction fear,

That in addition to all else

She 's just a little

—

di-ar.
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Examination Day at Congo High School.

Teachek :
—" Miss Giraffe, it you continue looking over the shoulders

of the other scholars, 1 shall have to request you to leave the room."



A Question of Coals

By Margaret Johnson

Illustrated by H. Stoner

It was bitterly cold, and Hetty hung shiver-

ing over the hall register.

" I 'm almost sorry we asked the girls to

come to-day," she said. ''We never can make
this old barn comfortable in such weather 1"

The "barn" was the Marvins' big, old-

fashioned country house, heated by a furnace

in the cellar, and by no means proof against

the nipping winds of this dark December
morning.

"What are they coming for?" asked Rob,

going to the closet for his overcoat.

"A Tea," said Hetty, with importance.

"Not a rt'a/ Tea," she answered to his shrug

of masculine scorn at the word. "But just

some of the girls, to sew and talk, and have

a jolly time, and refreshments."

"No use in my coming home early, then,

if it is Saturday," said Rob, in a slightly

embittered tone.

"Not any," assented Hetty, promptly.

"Boys are n't invited. We sha'n't have much
of any dinner, either. For one thing, Jane 's

got the neuralgia, and I know from past ex-

perience that she will retire permanenth-
from view right after lunch. Emily and 1

won't be hungry, anyway, after all the things

we 've had for Tea ; but we '11 have a cold

bite together, late, after it 's all over."

"Cheerful prospect!" murmured Rob to

the hat-rack, rummaging for his gloves.

"Children!" Emily, huddling a shawl

round her shoulders, came out of the dining-

room, with a letter in her hand and tragedy

in her face. "The Tracys are coming to

spend the afternoon,—Mr. and Mrs. George
Tracy, you know, from Portsmouth. To-
day, of all days ! She says they 're so sorry

Father and Mother are not at home, but they

have only a week in the city, and must see

us dear children, anyhow, and—what shall

we do?"
"Telegraph 'em not to come!" said Rob,

with inhospitable energy.

"Never!" cried Emily, scandalized.

"They 're Mother's dear old friends, and we
shall have to be nice to them."

"Get them to chaperone the crowd, then.

I guess they won't mind, if the girls don't."

"There 's one thing," spoke up Hetty,

waking, apparently, out of a trance of dis-

may. "If the Tracys are coming, they 've

got to be kept warm-! I can't have them go-

" He H.\D ,\N EX.-iSPERATING IlAl:ri OK DoiB-
Li.NG UP HIS Long Body in .\ Ch.mk."

ing back to Portsmouth and saying they were
frozen out at the Marvins'. Besides, Mrs.
Tracy is delicate—she feels draughts."

"It 's her heart," said Emil; > "I 've

heard ^Fother say so; and it 's scares she 's

afraid of— not draughts. But I do think

Rob ought to be able to manage tliis furnace
better, if he really tried! Thera is n't a
bit of heat coming up the register now !"
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"He docs n't half shake it," declared

Hetty, shaking her own determined young
head. " I believe 1 could do better myself,

—

and I shall certainly have to try," she added
pointedly, "if he does n't wake uf) and take

a little more interest!"

Rob chuckled. He had an e.xasperating

habit, when family affairs became deranged,

of doubling uj) his long body in a chair, and
shaking with mirth, as if—strictly from an
outside point of view—he were vastly amused.

" Vou may laugh," said Hetty, with rising

spirit. " But I don't believe this house needs

to be so cold ! 1 f Father were at home, it

would n't be. And if you can't or won't do

anything with the furnace, I shall take hold

and see if / can !"

Rob chuckled again, resorting to his favor-

ite method of self-protection. If there were
ever hurt or angry feelings behind this show
of quiet amusement, they were as safely con-

cealed there as pride could wish them, and
no one was the wiser.

"Good-by,—wish you joy!" he said, open-

ing the front door, and letting in a blast of

freezing air.

"We ought n't to have scolded him!"
sighed Hetty. "Now he won't come back

at all ! Well, we '11 manage some way. Let 's

go and make the cake, quick, Emily, before

Jane gives out."

True to the traditions of her past, that

good woman betook herself to her room and
her bottle of Pond's Extract shortly after

lunch. All was then ready for the Tea.

The parlor was dainty and charming, the

table spread with alluring confections, and
only the icy chill which still hovered in the

atmosphere belied the cosy completeness of

the preparations.

"Go and dress, Emily," commanded Hetty,

"while I run down and fix that fire. / 7/

make it burn
!"

She flew down into the cellar, and Emily,
shivering into her clothes upstairs, heard her

rattling and banging away at the furnace,

singing at the top of her blithe young voice.

When she emerged, breathless and begrimed,
she looked still a trifle anxious, though tri-

umphant.

"I 'm not sure about the draughts, but I

guess it 's all right," she said. "There 's

the bell now ! A\'ell. they won't realize that

it 's cold just at first, and the room will

warm up presently. Let them in, Emily, and
light all the lamps ! I '11 be down in a min-
ute and join the reception committee !"

The warmth of the welcome which Emily
bestowed upon Mr. and Mrs. Tracy would
have compensated for much that was lack-

ing in the atmosphere. They were .so dear

and kind,—and their familiar faces made her

tiiink of her own absent mother!

'\\"ell, well!" cried Mrs. Tracy, in her
soft, surprised old voice. "And so you are

keeping house all by yourselves ! Frank, my
dear, think of it,—they are keeping house
all by themselves

!"

."Frank" shook his silvery head in pleas-

ant wonder.

They were childless, these two old people

;

but their hearts were as fresh as the color

in their unwrinkled cheeks. They seemed
never to have lost the simple, wondering atti-

tude of children toward the experiences of

life. Existence offered to them a series of
innocent little surprises, in whose zest they
continually renewed the dew of their youth.

This happy characteristic made the events of

the afternoon nothing Jess than a long de-

light to them. Their kind faces beamed art-

less wonder and enjoyment upon the merry
girls, who, in all the bustle of their work and
chatter, paid a pretty deference to the gray-

haired guests.

Hetty, feeling that all was going well,

and, to her unutterable relief, that the room
was growing warmer, slipped away to look

after her fire. Perhaps something more
ought to be done to it by this time. She
lighted a candle, and went gingerly down
into the cellar, which was quite dark, even
now. The wind, howling around the house,

mingled uncannily with the sounds of merri-

ment from above, coming down hollow and
distorted through the pipes. A vague rust-

ling in a corner startled her. She looked
hastily at her fire, assured herself that it was
all right, and fled away up the stairs again,

slamming and locking the door behind her

with a breath of relief.

Back in the bright room, she gave Emily's

hand a reassuring squeeze as she passed, and
abandoned herself to enjoyment, until, pres-

ently, she caught a look of apprehension on
Mrs. Tracy's face, and moving nearer, saw
that her eyes were fi.xed uneasily upon the

register. The next moment she heard a

singular sound of rapping and scratching on
the pipes below.

"What is that noise, my dear?" asked Mrs.

Tracy, mildly.

"O,—that is—cats!" said Hetty, promptly.

"Yes 'm—thev do get in the cellar some-
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times, in winter. They like the heat, yuu

Know."
The relief afforded by this happy inspira-

tion was sliort-lived. The noise increased,

and was fnUowed bv a rattlintr crash and

' EMn.Y IlKAKli IIRK RATTLING AND BANGING AWAY AT THE FCRNACE

bang, as if somebody had stumbled and fal-

len over some heavy object on the floor.

The girls, absorbed in their fun, did not

notice it, but Mrs. Tracy's eyes grew large.

"What can it be?" she breathed.

•(». lIuilV Hetty smiled brilliantly.

"Tliat must be the—um—ah—O, yes 'm—

•

the girl ! She 's probably down cellar, get-

ting coal."

To herself, with an accusing vision of

jioor Jane, swathed
in Pond's Extract,

up in her chilly

room, she said, with

conviction, "There
is a man in the cel-

lar—somebody has

broken in ! He is

there now—and
Mrs. Tracy must
not know it—the

shock would kill

her!"

Something like a

groan came waver-

ing up through the

register,—then a

sighing, sinister

whisper that froze

i <

.

one's blood.
'4 '

<ffigBt-,
"Crazv!" thought

<t^W 1 Wtk ' Hetty calmly. "Or
ry^., * e ™*^

a tramp. Thank

^fy ^- goodness, the door
." « is locked!"

She dashed gaily

in among the girls.

"Let 's have some
music!" she cried.

"Come, Emily, we
'11 play that new
duet of ours—

I

know Mrs. Tracy
would like to hear

it !"

"Louder!" she

murmured, as they

began the dainty

Kindcrstiick, thun-

dering away at her

bass with an energy

that left the discom-

fited Emily's part

a mere trickle in the

treble. "Play like

mad— I '11 explain

later."

They- played and played, Hetty dashing

wildly from one thing into another, satis-

fied so long as Mrs, Tracy's attention was

diverted, and unruffled peace sat on her gen-

tle brow. When at last she paused, realiz-
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ing that all was tiuiet he'low, sin.' wdiulrred

to find herself in such a heat. Looking
about, she saw that the other girls' faces were

flushed, and that Mr. and Mrs. Tracy's

cheeks glowed like winter apples.

"It 's getting awfully hot here," Emily
whispered in her ear. " Is n't there anything

we can do to the furnace?"

"Nothing!" said Hetty, with fervent em-
phasis. She might nerve herself to go down
and brave the unknown terrors in the cellar,

but who could tell what startling discovery

might ensue, and if anytliing should happen
to Mrs. Tracy's heart—better they should

all perish with the heat than risk the pos-

sibility of that ! If onl^y Rob would come
home

!

The bell rang, and she flew to the door

to find, not Rob, but one of his dearest chums,

Dick Norris.

"Rob has n't come," she said, smiling at

him nervously. "I wish he had! () Dick,

do me a favor
!"

"Of course!" said Dick, heartily. "What
is it?"

" Go to the office, and get Rob ! Tell him
we want him at home right off!"

"I '11 bring him back myself!" cried Dick,

plunging gallantly out into the snow.

Refreshed by her breath of cool air, Hetty
returned hopefully -to the parlor. It was
growing hotter and hotter. The girls were

- fanning themselves with handkerchiefs and
papers, and Mrs. Tracy smiled drowsily in

a corner, while Mr. Tracy w-iped the moisture

from his perspiring brow.

"Somebody will spontaneously combust if

we don't do something !" thought Hetty,

desperately, and opened a window with

stealthy hand. But Mrs. Tracy was in-

stantly conscious of a draught, and it was
closed again.

"Pretty warm here, are n't you?" sug-

gested Dick, easily, coming back with the re-

port that Rob was not at the office—had
probably started for home.

"O, does it seem warm?" wondered Hetty,

politely. "It 's such a cold day, we thought

—Stay with us till Rob comes, won't you?"
she finished, in a different tone. Dick,

catching its eagerness, assented cordially, and
with the added gayety of his presence, the

Tea came to a joyous end.

Mr. and Mrs. Tracy stayed until the last

girl had gone. ".Such a treat, dear!" said

Mrs. Tracy, as Emily bundled her in her

wraps. "Such a happy afternoon,—was n't

it, Frank? There 's only one thing—yuu
won't mind an old woman speaking of it,

dear?— I do think you keep your house a

little too warm—don't you think so, Frank?
—just a little,—for health, you know!"

Hetty fell back on the sofa in a collapsed

heap as the door closed.

"We keep our house too warm!" she cried.

"/Fi', Emily,—what a triumph! Now, lis-

ten both of you, quick—there 's somebody
down in the cellar—a robber or a burglar

or—what 's that
!"

A vigorous pounding on the front door

brought the girls to their feet, and Dick
sprang into the hall with an air of being

equal to a whole army of burglars. "Stay
there!" he cried. "I '11 go!"
The door flew open. There was a shriek,

a scuffle, a shout of laughter, and Dick came
flying back, followed by a familiar, yet

strangely terrifying figure,—white with dust

and cobwebs, black with coal, wet with snow,
breathing threatenings and slaughter from
every feature of his fierce though grimy
countenance,—by all that was incomprehen-
sible—Rob

!

"\\'here have you been?" cried Emily; but

the truth burst upon Hetty even before he
answered.

"Been? In the cellar!" thundered Rob.
"Hetty ought to know—she locked me down
there!"

"I never!" gasped Hetty. " Vou were n't

there
!"

"AX'as n't I, though!" scoffed the victim,

bitterly. "Did n't I sneak in the back way
so as not to disturb you, and go down to

fix the fire, and while I was round the cor-

ner getting coal, did n't you creep dow-n like

a ghost, so that I never knew you were there

till I saw your candle going up the stairs,

and then I rushed after you and almost

])oundecl the door down, but you 'd gone back
to your precious Tea, and never heard."

" But why did n't you"—began Emily.

"I (//(/!" cried her brother. "I signalled

up the register every way I could think of,

but you did n't catch on a bit. I did n't

dare make too much of a row, for fear of

Mrs. Tracy's heart ; and when that racket

on the piano began, I knew it was all up with

me. and just sat down in sackcloth and ashes,

— especially ashes,—and— went to sleep."

Dick doubled himself up on the sofa and
roared, and the girls laughed until even Rob's

injured and indignant countenance relaxed

into a protesting grin.
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"How did you get out?" asked Emily,
through her tears.

"Broke a window, and crawled out over

a coal-heap." answered her brother. "The
slam of the door must have waked me up when

" I 'm not mad—only grieved," said Rob,
with dignity. "Besides, though it was dirty
down there, it was n't cold; and then, I got
used to it after a while. 'My very chains
and T grew friends, So much a long com-

munion tends'—Dick
X orris, if you don't

quit laughing, and
come and help me
brush up, I '11 put
you down there to try

being ' Prisoner of
Chillon' awhile your-
self

!"

"A Familiar, yet Strangely Terrifying Figure."

the people went. I supposed I 'd been there Hetty said, tenderly:
'

all night, probably, and thought I might starve for almost roasting us

to death if I did n't get out somehow, soon." of poor Mr. and Mrs.
"O Bobby dear, don't mind—we can't have n't an ounce of

help itl'' said Hetty, wiping her eyes. "If cause I know now it w
you knew—

"

for Emily and me, and

"But I thought you
were n't coming
home," Emily began,
later, when they were
all gathered about the

table, and Rob,
washed and com-
forted, was being fed

by the repentant

Hetty with bread and
milk and all the left-

over luxuries of the

Tea. "You said
—

"

"You said there

was n't going to be

any dinner 1" retorted

Rob, without bitter-

ness. "But I thought
I 'd come home and
look after things anv-

how— I knew Hetty
could n't do anv-
thing with that fire.

By the way," he
added, looking up in-

nocently. "Were you
warm enough? I did

my best—just fired

up the old caboose,

put all the draughts
on, and let her go, be-

fore I went to sleep.

It seemed to me when
I woke up"—A shout

of laughter stopped
him, astonished. But
I forgive you, Bobby,
alive— to say nothing
Tracy, who think we
sense among us—be-

as just 'coals of fire'

we deserved it
!"



Abbie Ann
By George Madden Martin

Author of the " En Lou" Stories.

Illustrated by C. M. Relyea

Chapter I

Abbie Axn, as she skipped along the plat-

form of the little railroad station by her

father's side, turned

her head to see her new-

sash. Perhaps she was

wishing there was some

one beside herself to

admire it ; but the

tracks, the switches,

the station, made Coal

City, as it was some
twenty years ago. Be-

yond the bend, nearer

the coke ovens, were
the rows of frame houses
occupied by the miners

and their families.

Abbie Ann's father

was tall and close-

bearded and he looked
pre-occupied ; he was
leading her along by
the hand as if he had
forgotten entirely that

she was there, and she

was skipping, not only

because the general

tune of life is one to

skip to. but because he
went so fast.

He paused at the

open door of the sta-

tion, and Mr. Mc-
Ewan, the agent, with-

in, looked up. Next
to her father, Abbie
Ann, who was nine

years old, long ago had
decided she cared for

Mr. McEwanmorethan
for any one else in the

world. Now her world,

beside father and Mr.
McEwan, consisted of Coal City and its

habitants, the miners and their families.

Mr. McEwan, as they darkened the door-

way looked up, and the telegraph instrument

clicked on under his rapid fingers.

"May I leave Abbie with you for an

/

She Tried to See Herself in the Looking-Glass.'

m- hour or more,

father, stepping

Mr. McEwan?" asked her

familiarly into the room.
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Mr. McEwan looked at Abbie Ann. He
wore glasses and when he opened his eyes

wide and blinked them quick, the glasses

winked. They winked at Abbie now.
"Why not?" said he.

Another thing about Mr. McEwan was,

that when he raised his eyebrows interroga-

tively, it lifted his hair too, which was red

and which stood up like a brush. When his

glasses winked and his hair lifted, Abbie had

come, long ago, to know that he was pleased.

This being the case now, and his little

daughter provided for, Abbie Ann's father

turned hastily and w'ent back to the wagonette

where the gentlemen who had come to see the

mine, were waiting. When money is being

sought to further develop a coal mine, would-

be investors are to be given undivided at-

tention. So Abbie Ann was left behind and
Father and the gentleman drove off.

Abbie went over to the desk and stood be-

side Mr. McEwan. Looking up, he surveyed

her with a speculative air. Then he shook

his head dubiously.

"You really don't look it," he said.

"What?" asked Abbie Ann.
"A young barbarian."

Abbie Ann grew violently red. Mr. Mc-
Ewan was quoting. the lady who had gone off

on the evening train the night before last.

She had been engaged to come to Coal City

in the interests of Abbie Ann and her general

welfare and education and had departed after

making a discouragingly short trial of the

situation. Therefore Abbie Ann now grew

red.

But here the telegraph instrument, which
never had stopped, began to click frantically,

and Mr. McEwan transferred his attention

from her to it.

Abbie was used to every one being busy

;

her father was always pre-occupied, being a

part owner, and the superintendent of the

mine; everybody in Coal City was busy, the

miners, their wives, the children, all, it would
seem, but Abbie Ann and the babies.

It was very hot in the telegraph office. The
benches too around the walls were hard, and
Abbie knew the old faded railroad posters

by heart, so she tried to see her new sash in

the cheap little looking-gla.ss which hung,

tilted, opposite the ticket window. She had
bought the sash herself, that morning, at the

store, her father allowing her to choose any-

thing she preferred, for staying behind with

Mr. McEwan. It was a rich magenta and
the great amount of linen in its composition
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gave it a stitf and elegant gloss indeed.

Abbie considered the effect against her pink
gingham dress very fine.

She had a fear that her father had not tied

it right, though it had taken him some time,

but the glass hung too high for her to get a

view of it. She could see her face however
and since it was smiling at her, she smiled

back at it, then tipped her hat a little to ob-

serve the effect that way.

She was obliged to admit that her hair was
red ; Mr. McEwan always told her so, but

then it was not the red of /n's, and "it was not"

straight. Abbie Ann called hers "brown red"

and she called his "red red," and she consoled

herself further with the fact that hers curled.

When Mr. McEwan wanted to tease he
told her that her temper was the color of her

hair, at which for a long time she used to

stamp her foot ; but lately she had stopped,

since he asked if that did not prove what he

said.

The glass tilted on the wall also showed
Abbie's cheeks to be red, and her eyes brown.

She felt she would hate not to be as pretty as

she was, but she felt also, she would feel

worse to have Mr. McEwan know she thought

she w'as pretty. He declared even now that

when she W'ore a new dress or a new hat she

strutted. C)n all such occasions he used to

drawl

:

" How loves the little Abbie Ann
To dress so fine each hour,

And spend her money for a fan

Or artificial flower."

When Abbie Ann found, any way she tip-toed,

that she could not see her sash, she went out

on the platform. She had her new August
St. Nichol.\s, but the platform was reeking

and resinous even in this early morning sun,

so fierce was the day. Across the main tracks

on a switch, upon which the shadow of Black

Diamond Mountain still fell, stood a flat-car.

A few tarpaulins lay together on it. That

Abbie was forbidden to play on the tracks or

to walk on the switches was true enough, but

there are always reasons to apply to the espe-

cial case at hand. It looked cool and shady

and inviting on the flat-car, and the tarpaulins

offered a comfortable nook. It was n't a flat-

car suddenly, as she looked over at it, it was

a house, her own little house in which she

lived and looked out on the rest of the world.

And here Abbie jumped down off the plat-

form and ran across and clambered up on it.

It was snug, and cosy, and far-off, even as

she had pictured, and crouching down on the
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Other side of the tarpaulins she laughed to

think what a hunt Mr. McEwan would have
when he came to look for her.

"

She would not let him hunt too long, be-

cause there was sure to be an apple for her,

or maybe a candy pipe if he had been to the

Junction lately, or perhaps a chocolate mouse.

Once it had been popcorn, and in the box
with it was a ring set with a green diamond.
Mr. McEwan said it was a rare thing, a green

diamond, a rare gem, he called it. Next to

her father, Abbie cared most for him.

While Mr. McEwan had been at College,

he became sick. Later he came to Coal City,

away ofT in the Allegheny Mountains because

he could get a job and get well, too. At first

he used to say he meant to go back to College.

"When?" Abbie Ann had asked him, for

even that long ago she hated to spare him.

"Some time," he always assured her.

"Why some time," Abbie had worried him
to know, "Why not w/iat time?"

"Because time 's money," Mr. McEwan al-

ways said.

But later on he stopped saying he was go-

ing. Abbie asked him why again.

"Because I 'm finding time is n't," said he.

"Is n't what?" queried Abbie.

"Money."
It was very hard to follow Mr. McEwan

sometimes. Abbie did not try to that day.

While she waited for him to come hunting her,

she read her magazine. There was a dis-

couraging number of words she had to spell.

Her father one day said she was backward in

her reading, but she told him he was wrong,
that she always spelt right ahead.

Somehow, to-day, the reading seemed harder
than ever, and Abbie found it warmer than
it had looked, in the car ; the click, click; click,

of the telegraph instrument reached her far

off and faint, and—presently her head fell

over against the piled up tarpaulins and she

forgot to lift it,—and

A BUMP, a rush of air, the noise of a loco-

motive waked her. Scrambling from the

tarpaulin little Abbie Ann stood up, but lost

her balance and sat down again. The flat-car

was one of a long train leaving the switch.

Coal City was already behind, its little square
station, gleaming yellow against the moun-
tainous background, growing smaller every

moment. A brakeman was walking the long
line of cars ahead. Abbie Ann screamed
to him, but her voice was lost in the bumping
and grinding of the brakes.

Had the train been going westward toward
the Junction, Abbie knew she could have got-

ten off in an hour and waited for the after-

noon train back to Coal City, but they were
rushing in the opposite direction. The moun-
tains loomed strange and dark, it was somber
in this defile and chill and tunnel-like. The
flat-car jerked and bumped.

Abbie Ann swallowed tears and lumps and
sulphur smoke all together. Ever after she

never knew whether terror meant a sulphur

taste on the tongue, or whether a sulphur

taste brought back terror. Or did a falling-

away at the pit of the stomach mean both?
She screamed, and screamed again to the

vanishing station, and choked between times.

It was as if, across the increasing space, she

yet clung with desperate little fingers to

father, to Mr. McEwan, to the known, the

familiar, the habitual, and one by one the

fingers were being torn from their hold.

She screamed, and screamed again, then
with a sudden sense, such as can come even
to a baby, of "what 's the use?" the little red-

headed girl in the pink dress and magenta
sash, with the grim fire-clad Alleghenies loom-
ing either side over her, threw herself on the

gritty car floor and clung to the tarpaulins

and cried and beat with her feet agaijist the

boards. It was rage. Abbie Ann was one to

shake furious little fists in the face of con-

trary Fortune.

After how long she did not know, little

Abbie, clinging to the tarpaulins for very ter-

ror of this swaying, rocking fury of the rush

through space, sat up.

Not long before, in the night, her father

had wrapped her in a blanket and carried her

to the window. It was a red-eyed monster,

with a fiery trail behind, speeding the skies,

she looked out on. It was called a comet.

Herself a mere speck on the trail of this rush-

ing thing, Abbie found herself thinking of

that monster now.
Yet .seeing them go by Coal City every day,

ordinarily Abbie Ann called them locomotives

and freight cars. She even knew their number
and the names of the engineers.

Then with a gone feeling everywhere, the

small object on the flat-car gazed at the fly-

ing scene, a brawling river churning itself to

foam on one side, steep walls and dark-clad

slopes of mountains on the other, and each
moment of it carrying her away from father.

She even thought of jumping, but she was
afraid. The cinders fell thick, the rush thun-

dered back upon her in the echo. And on they
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went, over bridges, the brawling river beneath,

through tunnels where the smoke blinded and
choked and strangled the little numbed soul

clutching at safety and the tarpaulins, in and
out the gloom and somber grandeur, the long

freight train rushed.

At last when rage and terror and the numb
despair all had died away to apathy, when she

could not even cry, as the train took a curve

Abbie Ann saw the brakeman traveling over

his route, from car to car. Do things always

begin to travel our way when once we have

given in? This time the brakeman was
traveling backward over the train. He
reached the rear end of the box-car next to

her flat-car. It was Jim, a trainman Abbie

had talked to often, on the switch at Coal

City. He used to smile when he talked and
his eyes and teeth, all shiny white, would
look funny out of the grime of his face.

"Jim," she cried, "Jim, oh Jim!" Her
little voice, naturally, was lost, but since in

her joy to see him, she had crawled out to the

middle of the swaying flat-car, why Jim saw
her and climbed down. Now one is not

looking for red-headed little girls to roll out

of tarpaulins on a freight train.

"Great Scott!" roared Jim, almost losing

his balance in the suddenness of his surprise.

Abbie Ann smiled through tears. It was dif-

ferent now Jim had come.

"It 's the little Coal City kid," he gasped.

Abbie Ann explained in hysterical screams.

His face of mingled grime and concern made
her laugh.

Jim straightened up. "Hold on," he

roared, "wait here till I come back."

As if she could do anything else, Jim was
so funny. Everything however was all right

now, and with an amazing sudden sense of

light-heartedness, little Abbie watched Jim
go on his clambering way. It was Jim's

responsibility now. Even the mountains seemed
lower. Or were they foothills along here?

But she had time to think that terrible

things had befallen him before he returned. He
did n't come, and he did n't come. Had Jim
forgotten her? Had he fallen off the train?

Never, never would she see her father again.

Just then he came clambering back, and
reaching her, sat down on the tarpaulin and
wiped the smoke and grime from his face.

" We 're going to put you on the passenger

we meet at Lynn, at five-ten. We 're side-

tracked there. That '11 get you at Coal City

at eleven. We '11 telegraph your Father our

next stop. It 's three now. I rqckon he 's

about crazy."
" But it will be all right when I get there,"

said the now satisfied Abbie Ann hopefully.

At Lynn, two hours later, Jim carried her

off, and took her over to the hotel and got her

some supper, but first he asked a girl there to

wash her face. Abbie Ann caught a glimpse

of it in a gilt-framed mirror on the wall.

Her eyes and her little teeth gleamed white

through grime; but she did not laugh as she

had when it was Jim's face. It was a nice

girl he asked this favor of, a girl with red

cheeks, and she even stayed while Abbie Ann,
perched on a high stool at a counter, ate sup-

per. When the express thundered in, Jim
boarded it with Abbie Ann. His own train

was puffing on the switch. He explained the

matter to the conductor, whom Abbie Ann had
often nodded to from the Coal City platform.

"Richardson of the Black Diamond? I '11

see she reaches him," he said, and off into the

night the Express thundered westward. They
reached Coal City at eleven. The conductor

handed off a plump, red-headed little girl

half asleep. In her arms were a bag of candy,

one of fruit, a toy puzzle, and a picture paper,

given her by the conductor, the porter, the

butcher boy and a lady on the sleeper. Abbie

Ann had quite enjoyed the trip.

She saw Mr. McEwan first. His hair was
standing up brushier than ever, and he looked

strange and wild. When he grabbed her

from the conductor, the clutch of his hand
hurt.

"She 's here!— and safe!
—

" he called. And
then his breath seemed to catch. And as the

Express rushed on into the darkness, he

handed Abbie Ann over to her father next

behind him. The whole of Coal City seemed

to be there too, men, women, visiting gentle-

men and all. They had been hunting Abbie

Ann from noon until the telegram came in the

afternoon.

Generally her father was pre-occupied.

Now he held her close.

"IVly little girl,—my little girl," he kept

saying under his breath, all the way up the

cinder road, vhile the strange gentlemen fol-

lowed after, past the coke ovens, throwing

their deep glow out into the darkness, to the

big house next the store, where Abbie Ann
and her father lived. And when for answer,

Abbie Ann rubbed her cheek against his, she

found his was wet.

( To be continued. )
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Where Thanksgiving Holidays are not Popular.

Dorothy May and Walter Hay
"Good Morning!" said Walter Hay.
"Good Morning!" said Dorothy May.
They were very polite,—they never said

"Halloo !"—in the days when little girls wore
bonnets and long dresses, and the little boys,

tall hats and long trousers.

"I 'm going across the fields to Grand-
ma's," said Dorothy May.

"So am I," said Walter Hay, "—to my
Grandma's, so we can go together." Then
they walked on, and Walter Hay thought of

the cookies he would get at Grandma's, and
Dorothy May of what she could say ne.xt.

At last she thought of something. " I have
just been reading a most enjoyable book,

called 'Brave Deeds of Youthful Heroes,'"
she began, in the prim little way she had
learned from Aunt Eliza.

"I a/ways enjoy a book telling of the deeds
of brave men or boys," said Walter Hay.

"But this is n't only about boys—" objected

Dorothy May, resentfully. "Half the stories

in it are about girls, and they were every bit

as brave as the boys !"

Walter knew it was not polite to contra-

dict, but in his heart he thought that girls

covld n't be as brave as boys.

At last they came to the stile leading into

the field they were to Gross, and the gentle-

man gallantly helped the little lady over.

Suddenly Walter caught Dorothy's arm,
"Oh—" he whispered -excitedly, "Oh

—

there 's a big black bull over there beside that

bush, and—and—he 's coming right for us."

And with a wild scream, he tore back to the

stile again, without a thought for Dorothy
May.

As breathless and panting he scrambled to

the top, he gave a terrified glance behind him,

and then and tliere he changed his mind about
boys always being braver than girls, for Doro-
thy May stood with her arm around the "big
black bull's" neck, laughing gaily.

"Why it 's only an old Brindle Cow," she

cried, "a dear Brindle Cow, who would n't

hurt a fly. Come on, j'ou silly Walter Hay!"
And Walter Hay "came on" with a very

red, sheepish face, and across the fields they

went again, but this time it was Dorothy May
who thought of cookies—at her Grandma's—

•

while Walter Hay thought of " Brave Deeds
of Youthful Heroes," and wi.shed he had been
a hero when he had the chance.

GiNA H. Fairlie.
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How to Teach a Pet Bird Pretty Tricks

By Mary Dawson

Illustrated by Photographs

V. HE bright bird learns to per-

form simple tricks as readily

as a puppy or a kitten, and

if his education has been

properly conducted enjoys

his pretty "stunt" and takes

as much pride in it as does

his human audience.

Of course, some birds, like some people,

are slower to master an idea than others, but

with patience and kindness any feathered pet

will acquire a few tricks at least, and if there

are several bird members of the household,

quite a little circus may be arranged.

Much of the originality of the songsters is

destroyed, or prevented from developing, by

keeping them continually in the cage. If

you want to discover the true characteristics

of your pet, open the cage door from time to

time, and welcome him as a member of the

family circle. With the windows closed there

is no possible danger, and besides supplying

the exercise which caged birds get too little

of, this freedom and familiarity will help to

develop "cute" little traits of character which
you would otherwise never suspect.

Tt is a common mistake to think that pets

can only be taught when hungry, and to com-
mence a bird's training by depriving it of

breakfast, dinner or supper is a most unhappy
beginning.

In reality the feathered folk are just as apt

and full of fun after a comfortable meal as

before it, and to starve, scold or otherwise ill-

treat the little creature will usually render it

too unhappy to learn quickly if at all.

Birds are extremely nervous beings. They
love a low, quiet voice, and gentle movements

—

love to be talked to, coa.xed and made much of.

If the pet is a new one and seems specially

excitable or timid, you will have to teach it

first of all not to fear you. Any little games

he is to learn must be acquired afterwards.

To calm and reassure a nervous bird make
it a point never to run up to the cage in a

hurry or with noise of any kind. Approach
slowly and call to the warbler as you go to let

him know that breakfast or bath or some

other good thing is on the way.

The boy or girl with no idea of the timid-

ity of bird nature rushes toward the cage
without warning, jerks the seed cup from its

holder, replaces it in the same way and snaps

the door to without a word, almost frighten-

ing the poor inmate to death. This is a very

unfortunate course, for to train a bird it must
become thoroughly tame and fond of master

or mistress. It must be convinced of the af-

fection of those among whom it dwells.

It is well to accustom the pet little by little

to gentle and considerate handling. ' After

the first nervousness has been coaxed away
this second step may be attempted. When he
will sit on your hand or perch on your shoul-

der, the foundation of some pretty trick has

been laid.

To take a bird in your hand don't open the

cage and grab for it at random. This excites

the tiny creature and teaches it to dread your
arrival. First take out the top perch, slip one
hand inside of the cage and follow the bird

outside the cage with the other. When
caught, hold it very, very gently between the

hands, and lightly, for birds cannot endure
squeezing or any kind of pressure. Allow it

to settle its feet comfortably on one of your
fingers, talking to it in a low, coaxing tone,

and after a>few minutes return it to the cage.

Some little treat should be given as you put
it back, such as a leaf of lettuce, a bit of

apple or a fig. Fruit and green tidbits are

the candy of the bird-world. Repeat this

every morning for a short time.

Next teach the little fellow to hop on your
hand of his own free will. You can easily

tempt him into doing this by placing a leaf

of lettuce or some other dainty of which he
is fond on your palm and holding your hand
just outside the open door of the cage. The
coveted morsel will help him to overcome any
lingering fears he may have of you or of the

room.

Another time he may be wheedled into

mounting your shoulder. This trick is readily

taught by pinning a crisp, fresh lettuce leaf

to the sleeve of coat or gown. When this has

been repeated a number of times, the bird

hopping up to get it on each occasion, he will

64
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have discovered what a comfortable jjerch

the human shoulder can be.

A simple trick which most birds learn

readily is that of kissing the master or mis-

tress. They can be trained to kiss the person

they are fond of whenever he or she ap-

proaches the cage, even through the bars.

Place between vour lips a seed or some edible

wa^ repealed until the sujjply of hemp was
exhausted after which the clever pet returned
to enjoy his own morning meal.

Some very pretty tricks of the more un-
usual order are shown in the photographs.
These \\ere posed by birds belonging to Miss
Virginia Pope, the Bird Doctor.

A cliarming one is climbing a ladder. For

One of the F.^milv.

which the pet especially likes, and let it re-

move the morsel with its bill. It will learn

after a small amount of practice to come to

your shoulder and to kiss you.

A clever little canary called Tiddlywinks
was trained to feed his master with hemp seed

before beginning on his own breakfast. This
is an interesting little "stunt" which other

intelligent birds could readily pick up. Two
or three of the hemp seeds for the master

were placed in the seed-cup with the canary

food. \\"hen he placed the cup in the cage

the owner would say "Tiddlywinks, master

wants his breakfast." The little creature

would immediately find one of the hemp
seeds and bring it to the door of the cage

which was opened when he arrived with it.

Flying to the finger held out for him to perch

upon, Tiddly would shell the seed and place

the kernel between the owner's lips. This

Vol. XXXIV. -9-IO.

this, coax the bird to hop first on one finger,

then to hop from a linger of the left hand
we will say, to one on the right. Then raise

the hands one above the other so that in hop-
ping from the index finger of the left to that

of the right hand, or vice versa, the sugges-

tion of climbing a ladder w-ill be given. Lift

one hand over the other several times. When
the pet has learned to enjoy this frolic which
he is sure to do in a short time, try a real

ladder of doll-house size such as you see in

the photograph. Rest it against the back of

a doll's chair or anything else suitable which
happens to be at hand. Lift the bird upon
the first round and coax it from this to the

one above. Never force or scold the pet if

he fails to seize your idea and to carry out
your wishes at once. Work little by little

and always w'ith unfailing kindness until the

"stunt" is mastered.
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Climbing the LAnnER.

Balancing.

1 III 1'. \^K1 1 IKI

An Afternoon Drive.
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\CT BY THE Whole Company.

In the ladder trick just described a tiny

bell can be fastened to the top round of the

ladder as shown in the illustration. Bir Ts

having a keen sense of fun love to play with

the jingling bells. They will cheerfully

mount the ladder for the amusement of ring-

ing one, having once discovered what it is

there for.

There are many tricks which two, three or

several birds can take part in together. For
example, if the ladder is poised across the

back of a tiny chair or something else of the

same kind, two birds will immensely enjoy a
seesaw game. They learn naturally to bal-

ance and manage the seesaw as cleverly as

any boys or girls.

Another trick is balancing on a ball, while

three birds can have jolly good times riding

in and drawing a cart. One pet plays horse,

being harnessed to the miniature cart with
narrow ribbon. Two birds ride in the cart

holding the ribbons in their bills. The driv-

ing party will sometimes wend its way quite

a little distance (as bird-distances go) around

.\ Illki.L r.\Kl .Vcl.
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the room, before the feathered steed is tired,

or the excursion party wishes to dismount.

When your pet has become thoroughly ac-

customed to a little gentle handling, he will

probably have learned to lie on his back,

either in the palm of your hand or anywhere

he is placed. This, also, is the foundation of

more than one merry game. Thus, he may be

willing to lie on his back as represented in

the ])icture holding a wee marble in his claws.

If the little fellow is particularly good

about sitting still, make for it a tiny foolscap

and ruff of white paper and teach him to wear

these for a few minutes when told to do so.

One bird owned by Miss Pope had the

particularly cute trick of bursting through

the tissue paper of a circus hoop (made

specially for his birdship, a few inches in

diameter), while another converted the swing

of its cage into a trapeze, and would whiz

through the air heels over head like a circus

performer. A third member of the same

happy family would slide down a wire or cord

to imitate an escape from a burning building.

Birds and animals are like "humans."

Studv their dispositions and you will find

them both different from each other and

original in their tastes and views. All birds

are not of equal intelligence, the difference

being in the individual pet rather than in the

species, so that whatever the class to which

your pet bird belongs it may turn out to be

extremely clever if its intelligence is devel-

oped by kindness and petting.

However, even those who are not apt at

mastering complicated performances will be

found to have a dozen and one pretty traits.

By studying to develop whatever cleverness

yours possesses, you cannot fail to make it

doubly interesting.

Sometimes a trait or habit which the pet
acquires naturally can be developed into a

fascinating little stunt which will be per-

formed at the wish of master or mistress.

In this way the bird shown in the pictures

was found to have taken a great fancy to a
wee basket cut from a nutshell. Developing
this natural liking he was trained to stand

on the back of a doll-chair or in some similar

position holding the nut shell basket. Not
until a seed or something edible was dropped
into his toy does he abandon the "pose".

Most birds love toys. The playthings help

to while away the time and prevent them
from tearing their plumage. Parrots are

especially devoted to playthings and can be
trained to do simple tricks with the objects

specially fancied. A soft-billed bird will

amuse itself for an hour with a peanut which
it can not break, a tiny bell or a mirror just

big enough to reflect its own head.

Wild birds as well as canaries and other

imported birds learn tricks readily and while

it seems infinitely pleasanter to have the wild
friends singing for us outside our windows
than imprisoned indoors, circumstances some-

times occur which make it desirable to domes-
ticate them. For example, a young bird may
have faKen or fluttered from the nest, and if

the home cannot be found it must be fed to

save it. Or a.n older bird may be discovered

injured in some way, or stunned from contact

with an el-ctric wire. In such cases birds

often beconi? devoted to their rescuer. Thev
can be taught and trained exactly like a

canary or a hulfinch. .Special gentleness is

necessary in handling wild birds, as unlike the

domesticatei species they are not used to as-

sociating vith human beings and are there-

fore more eHsilv frightened.



By Margaret and Clarence Weed

Once upon a time there was a King in Spain wlio had .only one leg. He
was a Good King and he had a big Animal Farm where he kept all the ani-

mals who had lost one or more of their legs.

In another part of Spain there was a Little Half Chick with only one eye,

one wing and one leg. The other chickens with two eyes and two legs

gobbled up the corn so fast that Little Half Chick was nearly starved.

One day a Donkey told Little Half Chick about the Good King and his

Animal Farm. Little Half Chick at once started hoppity-hop for Mother
Hen and said,

" Mother Hen, I am going to Madrid to see the Good King."

"All right," said Mother Hen, "good luck to you."

So Lit'Je Half Chick started oft', hoppity-hop, hoppity-hop along ihe road

to Madrid to see the Good King.

Soon she met a Two-legged Cat going along hippity-hi[), hippity-hip

on her leg and crutch. The Cat said,

" Hello, Little Half Chick, where are you going so fast?
"

Little Hah Chick said,

" May I go no ?
" said the Two-legged Cat.

" Yes," said Little Half Chick, " fall in behind."

So the Cat fell in behind. Hoppity-hop, hoppity-hop went Little Half

Chick. Hippity-hip, hippity-hip went the Two-legged Cat.
69

I am ooino;- to Madrid to see the Good Kincr."
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Soon they met a Three-legged Dog going along humpity-hump, humpity-
hump. The Dog said:

" Hello, Little Half Chick, where are you going so fast ?
'

Litde Half Chick said
" Ma)' I go too ?

" said the Threedegged Dog.
" Yes," said Little Half Chick, " fall in behind."

I am (joing to Madrid to see the Good King."

"They Both Lai-ghed as All These Flnnv Animals Came Up."

So the Dog fell in behind. Hoppity-hop, hoppity-hop went Little Half
Chick. Hippitydiip, hippitydiip went the Two-legged Cat. Humpity-
hump, humpity-hump went the Three-legged Dog.

Soon they met a One-legged Crow going along jumpity-jump, jumpity-

jump. The Crow said :

" Hello, Little Half Chick, where are you going so fast?
"

Litde Half Chick said: " I am going to Madrid to see the Good King."
" May I go too? " said the One-legged Crow."
"Yes," said Little Half Chick, "fall in behind."

So the Crow fell in behind. Hoppity-hop, hoppity-hop went Little Half
Chick. Hippity-hip, hippity-hip went the Two-legged Cat. Humpity-
hump, humpity-hump went the Three-legged Dog. Jumpity-junp, jumpity-

jump went the One-legged Crow.
Soon they met a Snake with no legs at all. He had caught his tail in

his teeth and was rolling along loopity-loop, loopity-loop. 1 he Snake said,

" Hello, Little Half Chick, where are you going so taf't ?

"

" I am going to Madrid to see the Good King," said Little Half Chick.
" May I go, too ?

" said the Snake.
"Yes," said Little Half Chick, "fall in behind."
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So the Snake fell in behintl. 1 lopjnty-hop, hoppity-hop went Little Half
Chick. Hippity-hip, hippit\ -hip went the Two-legged Cat. Humpity-
hump, humpit)-hump went the Three-legged Dog. Jumpity-jump, jumpity-
jump went the One-legged Crow. Loopity-loop, loopity-loop went the

Snake with no legs at all.

Soon they came to Madrid and saw the Good King. With the King- was
his little daughter Margaret. They both laughed as all these funny animals
came up. The King said to Little Margaret:

" Do you want to see us all go out to the Animal Farm ?
"

" Yes," said Little Margaret, " I will lead the way."
So she led the way along the street to the Animal F"arm. Behind Mar-

garet came the One-legged King. Next came the Little Half Chick, next
the Two-legged Cat, next the Three-legged Dog, next the One-legged
Crow, and last of all the Snake with no legs at all. So they all went out to

the Animal Farm. And there they lived happily ever after.

-^
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EARLY AND LATE.

Bv W. S. Reed.

Go to bed early— wake up with joy ; Go to bed earl)-— no pains or ills
;

Go to bed late— cross girl or boy. Go to bed late— doctors and pills.

Go to bed early— ready for play
;

Go to bed late— moping all day.

Go to bed early— grow very tall

;

Go to bed late— stay very small.



NOVEMBER CHEERINESS-

There are easier paths than the one we shall

take
; but we soon choose between the smooth

country road and the rough field route. No
wagon road allures us with its twists and
turns, for it often wanders to avoid wild
Nature

; we shall ramble to find her where she
has decked the walls and hung her rich
festoons, or where she smiles through the vistas

of the woods.
Here is a dear old stone wall half hidden

among wild plum shoots, bushes and tall

'''m'*^^"'

ofI^iiThe Call ofT^ickets from Cozy Pl.\ces undek
Stones sr."'!^ as Chkekv as do any op

TH.. -; UNDS OF Spring.

The old stone walls and rail fences— wholly or

partly hidden from sight by bushes, vines and
weeds—are favorite locations for late autumn "wild
orchestras."

weeds. The white-throated sparrow is here

with a dozen of his fellows, and is thanking the

sun for shining so warm into their cozy nook.

Oh, what a sight! Or should we not rather

say " What Music" ? It is a kind of music
for the eye as well as the ear, for on a close

approach we find the brambly growth teeming
with white-throats, song sparrows and myrtle

warblers, that flit about or rustle merrily among
the dry leaves. Here a white-throat mounts
a thorny plum-branch and calls cheerily to

his comrades ; another suns himself near by,

and then we surprise a song sparrow at his

bath in a spring twinkhng among the tall

grass. Here are juncos, too, —a happy bevy
of them about the briars and black haw
bushes.

Some would say, " Here is a bare pasture

to be crossed now," but rather let us respond

to the crickets who are chirping, and explore

it. A flicker has come before us: there he is,

hopping in his awkward fashion and hunting

ants. Even the late and pretty burr thistle is

not "wasting its sweetness on the desert air,"

for see the bumble-bee— still busy of course.

And now we have our crickets, under this flat

stone. They are by no means so spry as they

were a month or two ago when we tried, and
found it hard work, to catch some of them for

fish bait ; thev are so numb with cold, and
still they chii-p ! Goldfinch has been at work
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on tlie thistles, for here is a stalk with raggeil

and well-iilucked burrs and a black and white

The Hyla's Cheery Piping is so Musical
that we often suppose it to be that

OF A Bird. Listen for it in the
Late AutuiMN Woods.

tail feather in a spider's web. The goldfinch

has on his brown suit now and is off to the

birch trees with his most happy family.

^^'e have followed a cow path out of the

pasture into an alder swamp ; and here is the

merriest bird group we have heard yet. We
might have expected these tree sparrows, for

this is their time and place exactly. They are

not a bit afraid, except of being stepped on,

and do not leave us out of sight, but only fiy

on a little ahead, as we go, till we are out of

the thicket.

Golden-rods and a buttercup ! And there

is a wall covered with clematis, and a pictur-

esque old apple tree overhung with a bitter-

sweet vine, and a rock decorated with the

Virginia creeper turned to all shades of red and
purple. See how fondly that wild grape vine

has embraced the old stump, till it is nearly

hidden. And see the beech trees nearly
covered with yellow leaves.

That musical piping we hear is not a bird's

voice, though as sweet as one and coming from
the birds' airy haunts. Pickering's hyla grew
silent in the pond ; but now from some tree

he looks abroad on the landscape and finds

an impulse to sing again. The "peeping" is

springlike, but sleepy and still welcome.
Why, we are scarcely out of the wood,

and here is a pretty little field mouse, but

he vanishes in the tall grass in a moment. It

is cjuiet in these fields again ; luU I think

Nature has fulfilled her promise. Don't you ?

How happy those bluebirds are even as they

fly away southward ! They like spring and
" purer " skies best. "Fitrc-cr, purc-er.'" Hear
them ! They have gone now, over the harvest

field, toward the purple hills. But don't you

.\LL Species of Wood Mice are never more
Cheery than in Late .\utumn. They

REVEL in Seeds, Grain and Nuts.

think Nature has heard their call, and will give

us the fair skies when the bluebird comes back
again ? Edmund J. Sawyer.

There is a Crisp Cheeriness
even in k Cornfield.
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[7Hyroolv,a lace purse
containing four valual^PlfiSlrticreiSj

iinderwill be suitably re\N/-8,rded

jturnitig to __^Mptker^rlai;
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SEED-HOLDERS SUG-
GESTING LACE

PURSES.

In the brooks of autumn
in certain places many lit-

tle lace-like bags may be

seen drifting along with

the current, or stranded by the

shore. They are the inner coats

or bodies of the wild balsam apples

{£cliinocysiis lobata) which have dropped from
the vines overhanging the stream and now
float lightly away with their large seeds.

The green prickly bag of the balsam apple

itself began to form in late summer and by

The Purse-Like Seed-C.\krier of the Wild
Balsam .'Vpple.

Only two of tlie four seeds are pictured.

autumn it has withered and faded to a pale

straw color. We may see the traihng vines

with their shrunken pods decorat-

ing the brookside bushes far into

the winter. The outer coat of the

pod gradually rots away and the

inner bag or seed carrier is now
released and exposed as a delicate

webby network of tough fibers. A thin skin

or membrane fills up the space between these

meshes but that also falls away through the

action of water and the winter storms, until

only the ball-like tissue of the "purse" is

left. These little purses, being extremely light

and buoyant, float far and wide over the

submerged swamplands in late autumn carry-

ing the seeds with them, and so planting the

vine in new situations. If, however, we take

these seeds home with us and plant them
there. Mother Earth will suitably reward us in

the following year with vines of our own

;

they will spring up and spread rapidly until all

the stone walls and garden fences are deco-

rated with the tracery of their stems and star-

shaped leaves.

Howard J. Shannon.

MOUNTING BIRDS' NESTS.

Of all the treasures of wood and field none
are more interesting and beautiful than the

nests of many of our native birds. I have

often secured fine specimens but dust and fre-

quent handling soon impaired their jierfection,

and it was only recently that an enthusiastic

bird-student showed me a satisfactory and
practical way of mounting and preserving the

trophies.

Here is a photograph which shows a mounted
nest, and the method of procedure is as follows :

First, saw out the standard from a board about

half an inch thick. Plane neatly and bevel the

edges. The size should be in proportion to the

nest for which it is intended. The one in the

picture is four inches square. Give it a coat

of .shellac or stain and allow it to dry. Remove
the leaves and trim the twigs upon which the
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nest is built. Now, take a piece of stout wire,

loop the middle twice securely around the

A Simple vet Efficient Method of Mount-
ing Birds' Nests,

Late autumn is the best lime to search for birds" nests.

They can readily be found when tlie leaves are gone, and
they are still uninjured by the winter storms.

branch and then twist the ends together, mak-

ing a firm support a little longer than the nest

is deep. Bore a tiny hole m one side of the

standard, insert the wire and your mount is

complete. If the nest is so built that the

branch should be held perpendicular instead of

horizontal, the wire may be dispensed with and

the bough itself fastened into the base. A nest

built on the ground may be wired or glued se-

curely to the wooden standard. Fifty or more
beautiful examples of the skill of our native

birds suitably arranged in a cabinet such as

any handy boy can make for himself will form

a worthy ornament for the "den " of a nature

student. Rose GnoD.\LE Dayton.

STUDYING THE MEADOWS IN NOVEMBER.

Dr. Ch-^rles C. Abbott more than most other

naturalists praises November. He seems es-

pecially to delight in the month— " and what
perfect days do we often have, even so late as

in the last week of November!" His favorite

study this month is the meadows. This is an

excellent suggestion and I invite our young
folks to write letters regarding "November
Meadows."

BASKET FISH.

At its marine residence, away down in deep
water, the name on the door plate would be
Astivphxton and it belongs to a species called

Ophiurans. It has a well-marked central

disk, not unlike a clam, but has no shell.

From this central body radiate arms, five in

number, like those of the familiar starfish, and
these arms are divided into minute branches

like the twigs on a tree, until they number in

some cases a thousand separately defined hair-

like tendrils. AV'hile the body is not large,

the branches, when extended, measure about

eighteen inches in diameter. The creature

has the power of incurling these branches

until It closely resembles a shallow dish. This

It does when caught and about to die, remain-

ing in that shape when dried.

It has been given the name of basket fish;

it frequently (when caught by a dredge— for

that is the only way it can be taken— ) throws

off these arms or parts of them, so that a per-

fect specimen is hard to be i>rocured in its

natural condition.

These arms and then" subdivisions are almost

white when dried, and closely resemble plaster

of Paris. They are very brittle, easily broken,

and cannot be repaired. The fish live among
the roots of sea weeds and are supposed to

feed upon these, moving about by wriggling

and clambering with these arms, or fastening

upon the roots and pulling themselves along.

Most of the knowledge regarding their

habits is conjecture for none have been taken

alive and ketit for sufficient time to give them

liNE Speci.men of the B.\sket Fish.

proper examination and study. The picture

here given shows as perfect a specimen as can

probably be found anywhere. W. J. H.-\ndv.
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FEATHERED HIGHWAYMEN.
It is a common practice, throughout the

feathered race, for one bird to snatch a

coveted morsel from another. This is inter-

ir

/^

Parasitic Jaeger and Gulls.

estingly and readily noticeable among little

chickens. But only in a few species has the

offense become a habit.

Thus it is that in certain groups, there are

species that rely on the efforts of others to

procure them an easy living. Perhaps the best

examples of these depraved birds are the

skuas and jaegers or hunting gulls. These,

while belonging to the same family as the

Bald E.\(;le and Osprev.

gulls and terns, are of a more hawk-like build,

and this resemblance serves them in good

stead, as a means of procuring their prey.

With the general make-up of a sea-gull their

wings are longer, the point of the bill well

hooked, and, in most cases, a decidedly hawk-
like coloration.

.\t the breeding places of sea fowl in the

far North, both skuas and jaegers, when op-

portunity offers, destroy the eggs and young
of any species of bird smaller or weaker than

ttiemselves ; but it is not until later in the

season that their peculiar habits are in evi-

dence.

There is only one species of skua found in

America, a rare vistant to the Atlantic coast.

In the Old World it is of more frequent oc-

currence, breeding from the Orkney Islands,

northward. It is of the size of a large gull, of

a uniform brown color and very strongly built.

In the Orkney Islands it is known as the
" Bonxie " and in its defense of its eggs or

voung is the most courageous of any bird

nesting there.

The skua will attack the largest gulls and
make them disgorge their prey. Closely

allied to the skua are the jaegers, of which
there are three species, the parasitic, long-

tailed and Pomarine jaeger. All three breed

on the " tundras " of the Arctic regions, and
migrate southward in August and September
The parasitic jaeger is the commonest

species, and his mission in life is to constantly

harass and worry the pretty little Bonaparte's

gulls. A flock of these charming little gulls

will be busy with a school of small fish, dart-

ing down and seizing their prey while hardly

seeming to touch the water. Suddenly, from

nowhere, appears a long-winged, swift flying

apparition, terrifying in his likeness to their

worst enemy, the Peregrine falcon ; hither and

thither dart the screaming gulls while the

jaeger, singhng out his victim, pursues it

through its most intricate twistings and turn-

ings. Higher and higher mount-, the gull,

but the pursuer with hardly a movement of

his wings is always close behind, until at last

the gull, in an agony of fear, ejects from its

mouth the fish it has lately captured. In an

instant the jaeger wheels and drops gracefully

downward catching the fish in mid-air before

it has reached the water. Over and over

again this robbery is effected, each time

with a new victim, until at last the jaeger,

satiated, -wings his way out seaward, and

alights, light as thistledown, on the water to

digest his meal.

The adult parasitic jaeger is a very hand-

some bird, brown above, with a black cap,
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delicate yellow tinged neck, and white breast;

the two central tail feathers elongated far be-

yond the rest. The size is about that of a

Long-Tailed Jaeger, Adult and Young.

ring-billed gull. The young bird in the first

plumage has the central tail feathers only

slightly lengthened beyond the others, and

in color is dark brown all over, handsomely
marked with light rufous. A long-tailed

jaeger is very similar, the young bird lighter

and grayer, and the adult with still longer

central tail feathers. The Pomarine jaeger, the

third species, is larger and of rather clumsier

build, w-ith duller coloration. All three have

the same hawk-like aspect especially in flight.

Once while I was watching a large flock of

Bonaparte's gulls, which were feeding on the

wing, like swallows, on a swarm of flying ants.

was a Peregrine falcon, or " Duck Hawk."
Shortly afterwards 1 avenged the gulls by
shooting, not only the falcon, but the two
jaegers as well.

Another highwayman is the bald eagle, who,

though capable of catching fish for himself,

prefers to let the more active osprey, or fish

hawk, secure him a meal. This habit is so

well known, and has been written of by so

many authors, that it is needless to enlarge on

it here. Suffice it to say that the osprey is

never hurt in any way, but is simply " bluffed
"

out of his hard earned meal by his larger

relative. This practice is common to several

species of sea eagles of the Old World. Many
species of ducks are per.sistent thieves, but in

their case the likeness is more to a pick-

pocket than a bolder robber.

The widgeon, or baldpate, is one of the

worst offenders. Unable to dive in deep
water for food itself, it filches scraps of weed
from the bills of deep-diving ducks as they

come to the surface. This habit is especially

noticeable in winter when the shallower

waters are frozen. The redhead is the prin-

cipal victim though canvasbacks and scaups

also suffer. A bunch of widgeons on settling

among a large flock of feeding redheads,

instantly scatter, each widgeon patroling a

different portion of the flock. No sooner

Widgeon Robbing Red Heads.

a couple of jaegers came along, com-
pletely puzzled at the changed habits of

their former fishermen. Presently what I

took for a third jaeger shot into the maze of

circling gulls, and for an instant I was
astounded, for as he came in contact with a

gull there was a slight click, and the gull

whirled, stone dead, to the beach below. Only
then did I realize that the supposed jaeger

does a redhead come to the surface with his

mouth full of weed than a widgeon is at hand to

deftly snatch a piece and make off. Active and
graceful they can easily elude the more clumsy

redhead, if the latter attempts to retaliate.

Widgeon also keep a close attendance on

swans, whose long necks can reach from the

bottom many succulent roots and grasses

otherwise unobtainable. Allan Brooks.
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"WE WILL WRITE TO ST. NICHOLAS ABOUT IT."

A CURIOUSLY TWISTED PINE TREE.

I)ini.i-.v, .Massachtsetts.
Dear St. Nicholas : I am sending you a picture

of a very curious tree. I thought that you could give

a reason for its liaving sucli a queer twist in it.

The tree was pine, al)out fifteen feet high. I do not

think it probable lliat it was trained that way for

we found it growing in the wikl woods. It w-as

transplanted to a place near our log cabin because it

was so curious. It is now dead probably on account

of transplanting.

Yours truly,

Sylvia F. Conant.

If it was not purposely trained to gro\v tliat

way, it seems probable that the curious form
is the result of an accident when the tree \vas

very small. Perliaps it was crushed and
twisted by the wheel of a farmer's cart, or was
twisted by some person in an attempt to break

it off, and the slender stem held long enough
in its curled position until it had got a perma-
nent " set."

WHITE SPOTS ON LILAC LEAVES.

E.XGLEWOOD, N. J.
Dear St. Nicholas: I am now sending lilac

leaves that have tiny white specks. I think more than

M
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high water comes for any given place at nearly " The shootini

the same interval of time after the moon has does its shootini.

crossed the meridian of the place.

—

Malcolm McNeill, Professor of
Astronomy.

can fish see our " aerial ocean"?

Casano\\, Vik(;ima.
Dear Sr. Nicholas: Would you tell

me whether fish see our AeriAl Ocean ?

Also please tell me if fishes s-ee the water

in which th.ey live? Please do me the

favor of pul)lishing the answer in Nature

and Science.

Vour devoted reatier,

Charlotte St. George Nourse.

-fish (or archer- fish) of Java
with head and eyes out of

'/i

While they cannot see the air, it

is certain that at least some can see

objects in the air. The shooting-fish

of Java shoots drops of water from

its long snout, so as to bring down
insects flying above the stream, or

resting on leaves of plants on the banks.

This is done with surprising accuracy of aim.

Do you see the air in which you live ?

Would you suppose that fish can see the

water in which they live? I am sure that

they cannot.

I submitted this answer to Dr. H. M. Smith.

He says it is correct and adds :

The Shouting-Fish of Java.

A Goby on the Rock Oct of Water.

water. Certain gobies {Ffriop/itho/inns, etc.)

pass much of their life out of the water, and

have very acute vision, being exceedingly diffi-

cult to catch."

YOUNG MICE IN A BIRD'S NEST.

RocKFORD, III.

Dear .Si. Nicholas; 1 took a long walk along

a country road. I came upon a row of thorny bushes

and saw what I supposed to be a number of last

year's birds' nests at different heights from the ground.

They were queer looking things, about six inches in

diameter and dome-shaped, made of dry grass. Think-

ing they would be good for my collection I chose one

within my reach and pulled it down. To my sur-

prise the top came off as the cover of a box would and

revealed to me a feather-lined nest with five little ob-

jects huddled together. They looked like mice and

were evidently only a few d.ays old as their eyes were

unopened and they had no hair. The parents of the

youngsters were nowhere to be seen. I replaced the

top oi the nest and as carefully as I could, put nest and

all back where I had found it. Although I was curious

as to whether the other nests contained the same thing

as this one I let them alone not wishing to disturb any

more nests. After I had passed that clump of bushes

I saw no more of the cpieer nests.

Could you tell me wdiat kind of animals live in such

nests as I saw ? If they were field mice, do they

generally make their nests in bushes in the early

spring ? Yours truly,

Margaret E. Nash (age 13).

It is extremely probable that the species in-

volved was the white-footed mouse [Peromys-

cus)—oi which there are an appalling number

of sub-species. All are good climbers.

W. T. H.

Nature's exchanges of labor are interesting.

White-footed mice often occupy birds' nests,

and some nests of ground mice are occupied

by bumble bees!



THE LADY OF THE ORCHARD.
BY ELlZAliETH liARNES (AGE 1 7).

(^Gold Badge.)

I WANDERED in an orchard at the dawning of the day,
The air was filled with fragrance from the blossoms of

the May,
The new-born sun was rising in a pure, unclouded

sky.

And, like a dying nun, the moon lay cold and pale on
high.

Amid the lilooming trees I saw a vision of delight,

P'fc'ita** .,..-•«'
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Now this is the month when the first announcement
was made of the formation of the St. Nicholas
League. That was seven years ago—a long time in

young lives. Our most youthful meniliers then are

almost young men and women now, and our older

members have passed with their aspirations an^l their

hopes and their honors beyond the gate which at the

eighteenth mile stone stands always ajar for the out-

ward going but has no inward swing. Many, oh very

many, have passed through that gate in seven years.

" THE BROOK. BY JOH

and when we have read the letters of some of those

who said good-bye it seemed a sad little gate that

closed on a pleasant land just when they were begin-

nmg to find it worth while. And we are not sorry that

It is a sad httle gate that swdngs between the League
and the world outside, for it shows that whatever the

effort and struggles and disappointments have been, the

result has not been wholly without happi-

ness and some measure oi gain. The gain

lies chiefly in the persevering effort which

: has been made by those determined to

succeed in the end. The winning of a

j>rize is an encouragement, but it is not the

end. The pri^e-winner who is satisfied

with his achievement is in danger of

falling behind in the race, while the per-

sist I endeavor of the slower-looted will

not rest short of the farther goal. No
boy or girl with any love for art or

literature ever made a determmea effort

in the League without winning more than

the effort cost, even if the effort brought
no tangible reward. Some day our young
friends will realize this more fully. To
those who intend to continue their League
Labors in the world's wider fields the

benefit has been very practical. Besides

what has been gained in artistic knowl-
edge, they have learned to prepare their

work properly, they have learned to ex-

pect disappointment (a priceless lesson)

and they have now and again tasted

something of the feeling which comes
with seeing one's effort set forth on a carefully printed

page. This is all valuable knowledge to the young
author and artist, and most ol it is not to be gained in

the ordinary way. We feel certain that those of the

Vol. XXXIV.— II.

League who liave become contributors in the great

world of publishing (and there are many such) are

glad t<5-day of the years they spent in League Land,
even though the "sad little gate " shut behind them
just when it was all beginning to be worth wliile.

PRIZE WINNERS, JULY COMPETITION.

In making the awards, contributors' ages are con-

sidered.

Verse. Gold badges, Elizabeth
Barnes (age 17), St. (ialiriel's

Sclioul, reekskill, N. V., .and Annie
Louise Hillyer (age 14), St.

(iabriel's Schoul, Peekskill, N. Y.

Silver badges, Lillie G. Menary
(age II), .V'.tnanuickin, (.'asllcblay-

ney. County Monaghan, Ireland,

and Doris F. Halman (age 10),

5 Mountfort St., Boston, Mass.
Prose. Gold b.adge^, Dora J.

Winn (age 14), care of Mrs. M. M.
Toiii[ikins, San .\nselmo, Calif.,

and Grace Morrison Boynton (age

i;), 346 Washington Ave., l>rook-

lyn, N. V.

Silver badges, Mary Villepon-

teaux Lee (age 14), Box 145, Sum-
merville, S. C, Nancy Payson
(age 9), Box 4, Falmouth Koreside,

Portland, Maine, and Lael Maera
Carloclc, (age 11), Mechanicsburg,
111.

Drawing. Cash prize, Dudley
T. Fisher (age 16), 365 W. 7th Ave., Columbus, ( 1.

Gold badge, Rosalind E. Weissbein (age 13), 2105
Vallejo St., San Francisco, Calif.

Silver badges, Muriel Halstead (age 12), Zeiger

Hotel, EI Paso, Te.\., and Max Rolnik (age 16), 225
Clinton St., N. V. City.

Photography. Cash prize, Lewis P. Craig (age

THE liKnOK. B\ tlNICIi ACE 14. (GOLD BAIn.E.)

16), Shelbyville, 111. Gold badge, Eunice L. Howe
(age 14), Bisby Lake, via McKcever, N. V.

Silver badges, Robert W. Hobart (age 9), Price Hill,

Cincinnati, O. ; Katharine Steele (age 15), Bsx F,
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followed the smoke as an army its flai;. On
they trooped, breathing destruction, hnt the

wind was leadinij them to their own. On tlic

shores of the ocean tliey burned themselves out,

leaving beliind them a blackened, smoking
tract of land, where the green growtli of tlie

next spring hid their ravages, and where we
children went, speaking in low voices of the

great forest fire.

IN .A.N ORCH.A.RD.

1)Y UORIS F. HALMA.N (AGE lO).

{Si/m-r BaJgf.)

Beneath the shady orchard trees,

While fruit falls down on us
;

We sit upon the grass to eat,

And read Si. Nicholas.

The boys climb up and shake the fruit,

Down on the grass below
;

And then they scramble down again.

We laugh to see them go.

We play we are some shipwrecked folk,

In a secluded land
;

The boys then come and bring us fruit,

A friendly native band.

And, oh! the picnics that we have.

In bright autumnal days
;

AVith apples, pears, St.

Nicholas,
And many merry plays.

DESCRIPTION OF THE
GREAT SAN FRAN-

CISCO FIRE.

BY DORA J. WINN (AGE I4).

{Gold Badge.)

The most horrible sight I

have ever seen was the sweeping
of those awful flames in the

city of San Francisco, after the

earthquake on the eighteenth of

April. Rising in the cqmmer
cial district, they crept up,

nothing stopjiing them. Men
rushed around helplessly, some
panic-stricken, a few attempting
to save something in a building

about to disappear. Women
and children, their homes already

burnt, carried their only worldly
possessions on their backs.

Uptown, various reports were
spread. Some said that the

whole city was doomed, on
account of the lack of water, as

the pipes were stopped by the
earthq take ; others, that the fire,

now tliat the soldiers \^'ere in

charge of everything, was under
control. Kut we continued to

hear of new buildings falling.

Before now, another fire had
sprung up in the south, which

"THE BROOK. BY DOROTHV DOVLE, AGE 1 5.

threatened to come up our way, but a sudden change
of wind turned the danger in another direction.

From our house, as we looked east, we could not

see the actual buildings burning, but the dull red glow
covered the whole sky. It was certainly a fearful

sight ! All day long there were constant e.xplosions of

houses being dynamited, but still the fire drew closer.

The next day people left the homes in our neigh-

borhood, and we went too. My father, an army officer,

took us to the Headquarters in Fort Mason, where we
were safe. From there we
could see the flames clearly, and
we watched houses catch the

blaze, slowly, at first, and then

suddenly becoming illuminated;

we could see through them, and
in another minute the walls

would cave in.

Of course, men were laboring

all the tiliie to free the pipes,

so that they could have water,

but they could not succeed.

For three days the fire raged,

but at the end of that time it was
stopped. Our own house was
the last burnt at the western end.

It was many days, however,

before the last sparks and burn-

ing embers were extinguished,

and piles of ashes smoldered
for weeks.

THE ORCHARD'S BLOOM.

BY I.II.LIE G. MENARY (AGE II).

{Silver Badge.)

VE watched the orchard trees

all glow
With blossoms
Ve watched
flowers die.

And fall down at my feet.

-r^- I

oh! so sweet,

those lovely

* THE BROOK. BY ROBERT W. HOBART,
(SILVER BADGE.)

How sad and weary then I felt,

When I saw the bloom all

dead

;

But, oh ! with joy I now behold

Fruit growing in its stead.
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A DESCRIPTION OF A FIRE.

St. Nicholas League IXov.,

UY NANX'Y I'AVSOX (ACK

{Silver Badge.)

.9)-

We were just sitting down to sup-

per when the fire bells began to ring.
*' Let 's see if we can see it," cried

one of the boys, so we all ran to the

windows ; we could not see the

flames, only the smoke, but it looked

so near that papa tliouglit we could

just go and see where it was, so off

we went.

We walked and walked but still

no fire. "It must be very big to

have the smoke come over so far,"

said papa. Suddenly we noticed a

big crowd in front of us.

We all climbed up on a fence

that was near us. There was tlie

fire! The flames leapt high in the

air with a roar, then a sizzle as tlie
^

hose were ])ut on!

Firemen were scurrying this way
and that. " It 's getting quite late," I said,

said papa. So we went home, and the
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Av\(\ then he buys some candy,
A bag of peanuts too;

I like to help my j^randpa

;

I ihhik it 'b funl Don't you ?

DESCRIPTION OF A FIRK.

nv

YOUNG PURPLE FINCHES. BY CARLETON B. SWIFT,
(FIRST PRIZE, WILD CREATURE PHOTOGRAPHY.'

GRANDPA'S ORCHARD.
BY LEWIS S. COMBES (AGE 9).

{//o/ior J/c'w //(•;-.

)

My Grandpa has an orchard.

With apples big and round,

And always in the autumn
They 're scattered on the ground.

And then we take a ladder.

And take some baskets too;

He lets me driYe old Major,

That 's what I like to do.

And then 1 climb the ladder.

And go out on the limb.

And I pick off the apples.

And throw them dow n to him.

And then we go to market,
And sell tliem at the store.

And grandpa takes the money,
A dollar-bill or more.

M.\UY VlLLEl'ONTEAU.X LEE (AGE I4}.

(Si/zifr Badge.
^

One night last autumn, I was in the

sitting-room reading, wlien suddenly I

heard something pop in the hall, and just

as I reached the door I saw a forked

llanie dart up from the hanging lamp.

"Oh, Miss Annie!" I slirieked to a

friend who was staying with us, "the
hall lamp has burst." As I finished

speaking, my little brothers rushed past

me, wild with terror, and out into the

yard. As neither Father nor Mother
were at home, I did not know what to do,

but I saw Miss Annie trying to get a

blanket over the lamp, and realized that

the four chains would prevent it ; all at once I remem
bered hearing that earth would smother a kerosene fire.

^ .41
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"a heading for NOVEMBER." BV ROSALINDE WEISSBEIN,
AGE 13. (GOLD BADGE.)

eniny sight. To watch the flames dart up for

a moment with an unearthly brightness and
then settle back into the same awful glare

as, with a crash, a block of frame houses lell;

to gaze upon beautiful buildings, standing
proudly 'midst the flames in one moment,

—

dynamited to the earth the next—made a tlirill

of horror go through my heart, sucli as I have
never felt before— and hope I never shall feel

again.

Night came— with no relief. People could

not sleep. The fire held a kind of awful
fascination as the flames leaped and danced
\\'liile feeding on the houses which lay within

its path.

Fighting this raging demon of smoke and
flame was a terrible danger, and the brave men
who did it were struggling under fearful diffi-

culties. There was no water, the earthquake
having burst the mains. There was no chief,

the earth<iuake had killed that courageous man.
There was nothing to be relied upon but dyna-

mite.

Four days and nights the torture of the un-

certainty of whether to-morrow would find us

alive and with a roof over our heads, continued,

and I think the most welcome words I ever

heard were called by a sentinel on Sunday at

midnight, " The fire's out, and all '5 well."

show that there h.id been a fire. How Father did
laugh at us! But it had been no laughing matter the

night before.

THE ORCHARD.
BY MARGUERITE COLLINS (AGE I3).

Early in the springtime
When the snow it melts away.
The little flowers and grasses

Througli the earth will come astray

;

Then the trees begin to blossom
And the leaves begin to grow.
In a sunny orchard where I lived so long ago.

Then later on in summer
I would look with child's delight,

To see the fruit turn pink
In the golden summer light

;

But now those happy childhood days
Again I '11 never know.
In that sunny orchard where I lived so long ago.

DESCRIPTION OF A FIRE.

BY GLADYS PHELAN (AGE 12).

Fifteen minutes after the terrible earthquake of

April 18, as people were rushing around the streets,

they were startled by an ominous glow in the sky to-

ward town.
" It is a fire," said one person to another, but little

•did they think that that fire would destroy the entire

important business— and part of the residence— portion,
of their dearly beloved city.

Every moment the flames gained impetus and the
burning district was, in a short time, a raging fur-

nace. The sun rose as a glaring red ball, and the
heat and smoke of the fire made the atmosphere
stifling.

To see our beloved city burning was a sad and sicl

IN THE ORCHARD.

BY A1I.EEN HYLAND
(AGE 13).

{Htiior Member.')

In Spring the trees were
clothed with green.

And spiders wove a

lacy net

Of silken threads, and
webs of sheen

To catch the jewel

dewdrops wet.
THE BROOK. BV CHARLES

PHERSON HOLT, AGE JI.The peach, the plum
the apple sweet

Gave fragrance to the cooling breeze.

-\nd, blooming

"A HEADING." BV KATHARINE
STOUDARD WILLIAMS, AGE I7.

in the
morning heat.

The blossoms decked
their parent trees.

Then, in the heat of

heaven's rays,

The hard green fruit

was changed to red
And in the last of Sum-

mer's days

The ripened fruit was
harvested.

.'^nd then, like magic,
.Vutumn's wand

Transformed the leaves

to red and brown.
And, with a motion of

her hand
She sent the breeze to

waft them down.
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And now, in place of leaves that fell,

In rol)es ol snow tlie gaunt trees stand.

For Winter laid an icy spell.

And bound it with his mighty hand.

But ilo not fear, oh ice-chained trees!

Nor cease t^J chant your endless croon.

For Spring is whisp'ring in the breeze;
" Be of good cheer, I will come soon."

A FIRE.

BY GRACE DAUBERMAN (AGE I3).

The most notable event in Chicago's his-

tory was the great fire of 1 871.

It commenced by the overturning of a

lamp in a district which was built up
almost exclusively of wood.
The fire commenced on Sunday even-

ing, Oct. 8, 1S71.

It continued tl-.rough the night and the

greater part of the next day.

It destroyed many blocks of houses.

The fire was finally checked on the south

by the exploding of gunpowder, and it

raged on the north, feeding upon everything that

would ignite.

Many thousands of people were rendered homeless,
out of which two hundred and fifty people were either

caught in the flames or died because of exposure.
Many, flying before the flames, went into the lake,

standing in the water for hours as the only means of

preservation from the heat of the fire and the cinders.

The city fire department, though large and efficient,

was almost exhausted on account of a large fire on
the preceding Saturday evening and could not check the

first flames.

During the fire a vast

system of relief was
organized and help came
from all parts of the world.

Rude houses were made
and about forty thousand
people that were without
homes were sheltered.

The work of rebuilding

the city was accomplished
with marvelous rapidity.

The work was com-
menced before the cinders

got cold, and the people
seemed to gain new energy
and new ambition from the

disaster.

The poorer class of

people were made more
comfortable after the fire

than they were before.

Some people stated it

would take ten years to

build up Chicago, but it only took about two years.

A HEAUIN

"HEADING FOR NOVEMBER." DV MAX ROLNIK, AGE l6. (SILVER BADGE.)

And we watched the birds fly to and fro,

And the clouds sailed on, now high, now low,
To a realm no mortal e'er should know.
To the Land of the Sunset Sky.

Those were glorious times, those days of old.

When we played: my chum and I.

And the future shone brighter than burnished gold.

And the pleasures it held could ne'er be told,

They gathered around us fold on fold.

Richer than Tyrian dye.

But the days have past and
the years have flown

Since we played : my
chum and I.

And the orchard and I are

left alone,

For my chum has gone to

the Lantl Unknown,
Where trouble nor sorrow

cause ne'er a moan,
To that wondrous Land

on High.

.\nd I wish I could cross

that bridge's piers

Between us : my chum
and I.

Forgotten would be those

countless fears.

United we 'd be after long,

long years.

And never to part with

farewell tears.

In the land of the Sunset Sky.

E 12. {SILVER BACGE.)

THE ORCHARD.

BY MARY YEUI.A WESTCOTT (AGE 16).

{Honor Meifider.)

I KNOW of an orchard where long ago
We played ; my chum and I.

DESCRIPTION OF A FIRE.

BY JANE NELSON MARR (AGE I4).

When mother and father were in the West, they
happened to go to Spokane Falls, which was then

very interesting. People of many nations could be seen

in the streets, among them a number of Indians.
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•A HEADING FOR NOVEMBER." BY LUCIA E. HALSTEAD, AGE I4.

.\nd the distant, cheerful humming
of the busy little bees,

.\s they sip the flowers' fragrance,

in the mellow sunlight's glow.

In tlie happy days of Spring-time,

when the apple-orchards blow.

Soft yet sw'ift the leaves arc falling,

one by one, in downward flight,

.\nd a flaming banner trembles, in

the forest's ruddy light.

Where forsaken in its splendor, like a

gorgeous host it stands.

Overlooking all the richness of the

harvest-ladened lands.

While above the purple hill-crest,

float the cloud-forms silent by.

In the mystery of Autumn, when the

harvest-time is nigh.

One evening they saw people pouring in one direc-

tion. The two withdrew into a doorway, and father

e.tplained to mother that it was a fire. Men in wagons
and buggies were lashing their horses and trying to

outstrip the others, for, as there was no regular fire

company, a prize was offered to the man who would
first reach the hose and hook it to his wagon. So
great was the rush that he and she could get no
farther than the building in which their rooms
were.

Only four buildings were on fire at first, but the

flames spread to others. Two new ones were among
these, not quite finished. The cornices of one melted

and ran into the street. The contractors for these

rushed forward. "Two hundred dollars to the first

man who turns a stream of water on my building!
"

shouted one. " t'lve hundred dollars to the first man
who turns a stream of water on my building! " cried

the second. " One thousand dollars to the first man
who turns a stream of water on my building!

"

screamed the other.

Even at such a dreadful time there was something
ridiculous to be seen. A man came to a window of

one of the smaller buildings, carrying a pitcher and

basin. The flames were bursting through the window-

next to the one at which he stood. He poured all the

water out of the pitcher, and then threw both pitcher

and basin to the ground. Those outside screamed to

him to come dow'n, but he would not, so finally some
one put up a ladder and dragged him out.

One hotel was catching continually and being put

out again. In another the windows cracked, making
reports that could be heard. Mother and father stood

there watching until eight o'clock, when father was
obliged to leave.

In this destructive fire fourteen edifices were burned,

some of them to the ground.

IX THE ORCH.-\.Rli.

BV MAUI) DUUl.KV SH.-VCKEl.I-ORU (.-VGE 17).

{//ofior Mtinbt:r. )

There 's a hush upon the vallev, and a light upon the

hills,

And a joyous song of greeting, in the murmur of the

rills.

There "s a sound of life awakened, in the budding
maple-trees,

DESCRIPTION OF A FIRE.

BY PRISCILL.\ ORDWAV (AGE 16).

It was one of the windy days that only Western
cities know, that the large Antlers Hotel burned to the

ground. All the morning the wind had roared and
howled, swaying the giant Cottonwood trees, that

marked the straight streets of Colorado Springs.

At two o'clock great excitement was aroused by the

news that the station and a few of the surrounding

buildings had caught fire, owing to the explosion of a

car of gunpowder. Since the Springs at that time

boasted no fire engine, this meant a great deal of

danger.

In an hour's time a large lumber yard was
fiercely blazing, and the wind, which had lost none of

its furious force, was sweeping the flames toward the

Antlers Hotel. Already, streams of people were leav-

ing this building, each with a sheet, blanket or pillow-

case, filled with their most valuable property.

The hotel where I was staying was about two blocks

from the station, and a block and a half from the

Antlers, and even at our hotel, people were preparing

to leave.

It was now seen that the whole tow n was in dan-

ger. They had sent to Denver, ninety miles away, for

an engine. This, with another from Pueblo, arrived

late in the afternoon.

Finally the .\ntlers caught fire, and fast became
enveloped in a great pyramid of flames.

I w-ent with my mother up to the top story of our

hotel and from there looked over at the slowly disap-

jiearing building. I still vividly remember seeing the

flames leap up a hundred feet into the air, as fanned by

the mighty wind, they hungrily devoured the turrets of

the fated building. I have never seen anything so

beautiful, and yet so terrible, as those flames, as they

towered upward, w hile men stood powerless, g.izing at

them friim lielow. We saw the crumbling walls fall

in, till but one remained standing. If this should fall

outward, it would mean the probable destruction of

m.any blocks. We had not long to w.iit before this last

wall fell— inward!

At last the danger was over, but the beautiful .\ntlers

lay a heap of ruins.

That night, when we saw from one wintlow the

glowing heap of embers in place of the stately hotel,

and from .another, the distant gleam of forest fires,

raging on Pike's Peak, we thanked God for our de-

liverance.
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THE ORCHARD.

BY CLARA EUCHER SHANAFELT (AGE I4).

{Honor Member.)

Life led me through the crowded city street,

Love passed me by
;

She might not stop to give lier roses sweet
To such as \.

But came a fragrance from her perfumed feet

Like honeyed clover or the golden rye.

The charmed orchard stands upon a hill,

.\nd through the branches of the apple trees

Clear sunshine trickles down to feed the rill

That is the joy of flow'rs and birds and bees.

The long sweet grass is fragrant in the sun,

Bright flowers Ijloom along the old stone wall,

And happy chiUlren play about, and run
To catch the ruddy apples as they fall.

But now the dream is gone, the vision spent,

It might not stay.

I know not whence it came nor where it went
So soon away.

But with its memory I am content

To work and weep through many a weary
day.

THE BALTIMORE FIRE.

BY ALICE E. CARPE.NTER (AGE I5).

Om February 7, 1904, Baltimore was visited

by a great conflagration which continued for

three days. Engines from New York, Phila-

delphia, Washington, Wilmington, and from
other cities, were sent to aid our helpless fire-

men, who had given up all idea of ever getting

it under control. Nearly two thousand build-

ings were crushed to ashes.

The reflection antl heat from this fire were
seen and felt for many miles away from the

city. In the central part of the city, where the

fire raged, the wind blew the sparks around in

the air, so that they fell in showers which
closely resembled a snowstorm. Persons walk-

ing along the streets kept their collars turned

up, for fear of the sparks going down their

coats ; and some of the people even held um-
brellas over them, to ward ofT the dangerous
embers that were falling ; and many an um-
brella was lost by burning.

The fire spread so rapidly that you could

stand off at a distance and watch building after

building catch on fire, and finally collapse.

Everywhere could be seen patrols, ambulances, Johh^tlir

or any other kind of conveyance that could be
procured, taking injured firemen to the hos-

pitals. Fortunately no one was killed in that

terrible fire, which will never be forgotten by
those who witnessed it.

From out his eyes there flashed a secret glofy,

Within his heart there lay a dream of fame.

He lay and dreamed beneath your clouds of fragrance.

You dropped the dainty blossoms on his head;
What was their message? Were they showers of

blessing,

Or did they say that fame might grow depressing?

I do not think he noticed what they said.

Wide orchard, when your s\nnmer leaves were sport-

ing.

A man aweary came, and laid his head

;

Slowly he murmured, " Failure, gloom, and sorrow,

Black the to-day, and blacker the to-morrow "
:

And then,— what was it that you softly said?

Who knows that message? He at least has heard it

;

Beneath your harvest boughs I hear him say,

" 'T is late—my name is not on oft-read pages.

My deeds will not go down th' increasing ages.

But I have learned to live for every day."

il-l -1,

IP

IN THE ORCHARD.
BY LLXILE DELIGHT WOODLING (AGE I4).

{Honor Member.')

Fair orchard, when your snowy blooms were drifting,

A little lad from yon white farmhouse came,
Within his hands he held a wondrous story.

Vol. XXXIV.—12.

'THE OLD FENCE.

The. Old It Net

BY JOHN BUTLFR, AGE 6. (HONOR MEMBER.)

NOTICE.—The St. Nicholas League always welcomes
suggestions concerning subjects and compeiitions.

Address, The Editor.
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gt HiCHOLRS JERGUE :

A HKADING FOR NOVEMBER. BY EDGAR BERRY

THE ROLL OF HONOR. Henry M, Davenport Warren F. Kearny
Knth E. Abel -

.

-
No. I. A list of those whose work would Delie Bancroft

liave been used had space permitted. Gladys M. Adams
No. 2. A Hst of those ivhose work entitles tdward Gay. Jr.

them to encouragement.

VERSE

Primrose Lawrence
Carl T. Propson
Eleanor Mondy

Dorothy Taylor
Raymond Anderson
Phyllis Ackerman
May Lyman
Elizabeth Gardiner

Miriam Allen DeFord Frances Michael

Dorothy r)ougIass
Gaylord M. Gates
Evelyn Buchan
Margaret Everett
Ethalinda Black
Beatrice Howell
Elizabetli Grier

Athert.i

Mary S. Dorothy Quincy
Coolidge Appiegate

MaryPember- Alice Garland
ton Nourse Justina Rcnnie

Dorothy Marjorie Cochran
Douglas Gabrielle Hclcourt

Katharine Miriam W, Cragie
L Havens Marjurie Carpenter

Alice Shirley Gertrude Wjlde
Willis Teresa Cohen

Pauline D Harry B. Morse
Wulf Catharine E. Jackson

Eunice Clark Mabel W. Whitelcy
Barstow Dorothy G. Gibson

Irene Fuller Julia D Musser
Margaret Lou se E. Hooker

Carpenter Harriet Bingaman
Jefferson Jones

PHOTO- William C. Hoy, Jr.
GRAPHS I. Aline Chowen

Lucy E. Pert
Josephine Bell Helen Simpson

Boyd Vmcent Imbrie H. R. Carey Korman W. Averill
Mary Laurence Eaton Lavinia K. Sherman Henry S Hall.
I'erle L. McGrath Herbert H. Bell Marian R. Priestley
Marcellitc Watson Gilbert M. Troxell Katharine M. Hussey

Martha G. Schreyer Caroline E. Bergmann Josephine SchofF
Ella Elizabeth Preston Margaret Haas
Florence Short Lydia M. Taggart
Mary Elizabeth Mair Katherine Lyon
Louisa F. Spear Dorothy Watson
Frederick D. Seward Dorothy D. Strang
Catharine W. Babcock Beulah E. Amidon

Frances Taylor
Irene E. Esch

PROSE

:

Gertrude T. Cuser
Twila Agnes Mc-

Dowell
M. W. Swenson
"Gladys Nelson
Mildred Seitz

Nannie Clark Ban-
Xatharine G. Thomas
Crace E. Haas
Margaret Crawford
Irene G. Graham
Julia S. Clopton
Isabel D. Weaver
Dorothea S. Dand-

ridge
Freda M. Harrison

Mary B. Guy
Irene H. Clopton
Frances Hyland
Gertrude Emerson
Elizabeth Eckel

Vera Price
Katharine Brant Frost Stuart Randolph
J. S.Brown, Jr. Whitman
Bessie Kennedy Reginald A. Utley
Mary Lawrence Eaton Katharine C. Millei

E. S. McCawle
Mareueriie T

DRAWING 1.

Edith Emerson
Webb Mellin Siemens
Frances Isabel Powell
Martha C ( athout
C- Howard Mclson
Joan Spenccr-Smith

William W. Whitelock Frances Whitten, Jr.
c... _ . T,_. .. ,.., Marion R. Pell

John W. Bealty, Jr.
Marion L. Bradley
Charles Thorbum Van

;y Buren
Marguerite McCord Elizabeth Andrews
Ignacio Bauer J. Oliver Beebe
H. Emcst Bell Margaret Boland

William D. Stroud
Henry Trowbndge
John Emlen Bullock

PHOTOGRAPHS 2. Doris I. Stevens

DRAWING

Laura E. Guy
Ruth Cuilei

Phoebe Eriggs PUZZLES
Caroline Huggins
Eleanor Weston Lewis Louis Stix Weiss
Bessie Burton
Florence Rutherford
Smith

Alwyn C. B. Nicolson Elizabeth L. Clark

VERSE

:

Mary Spahr
Joseph P. D. Hull

Helen Louise Stevens
Jessie Pringle Palmer
Ruth McNamee
Doris Long
Marguerite Pressly

PROSE I. Henry Resch
Frances H. Adams Lewise Seymour Mary Arvella Tyler

Althine H. Greenman EUice C. von Dom Amy Saville
'"

Dorothy Ramsey Eleanor Alice Abbott Theodora Troendle
Ida C. Kline Winifred M. Perkins Mildred Allen
Elsie F. Weil Gladys Anthony White Helen Aldis Bradley
Nellie Shabe Stella F. Boyden Alice Mackey
Rebecca Edith Hillis Catherine W. Gantt Louise A. Bateman
Cnnstance H. Parmely Kenward Zucker Arthur C. Hoppin Judith D. Barker

Irene Bowen Jennie Hazelett Marion Martin
Elizabeth F. Rosenthal Marian P. Van Buren Beth Stoddart
George Pearce George Hoadley Garth Sibbald
Philip Wishnack "^

Alice Bell

Alfred A. Schwartz
Ina L. Brierly

Marie Hill

Marcaret Booraem
G. Huntington Richardson

Williams, Jr. Abraham Yankalowitz Madpe Dunlap
Rachel M. Tatbott J.imes Harvey Williams
Dorothy Dwight Kdna Krouse Edward Carrington

" " '

Louise Theobald Thayer
Maxey _^ ^ Alice Cragin

Helen S. Harlow
Katherine E Spear
Aileen Barlow
Dorothea S. Walker
Laurence B. Siegfried

Anna Loraine
Washburn

Knowles Entrikin
Thoda Cockroft
Paul B. Taylor
Corona Williams
Kathleen McKeag

Louis Durant Edwards Al'en Frank Brewer
Helen Marie Mooney Mildred Kellogg
Conrad E. Snow
Elizabeth Toof
Isabella Strathy
Alice Brabant

^ ^
Beatrice Ingalls Porter Mary B. Hazard
William Elagle Palmer Marion Marjorie Macy
f.;thel B. Youngs Harnet Eleanor
Beatrice G, Tennant Webster
Helen Peabody Elizabeth R. Marvin
Bessie Emery Ethel Thomas
Harry Dtshur Robert E. Naumberg
Florence Amelia DuBose Murphy
Kenaston Louie Phoebe Smith

Hester A. Hopkins E. Adelaide Hahn
Mary Emily Bailey Susan J. Appleton
Arthur Kramer Inez Piechcl
Ruth A. Dittman Fred Dohrmann
Laura Coates Gretchen Henrietta
Marie Armstrong Steincr
Helen Virginia Fray Jean Graves
Ruth E. Jones Elise F. Stern
Alice Weston Cone Hope Daniel
Clem Dickey Barbara Hepburn
Helton M. Ogden Margaret Hyland
Catharine H. Straker Gladys Alison
Isabel Foster Garnet Emma Troll
Katharine Neumann Mury Louise Smith
Jeannette Munro Edna H. Tompkins
Elinor L. P. Lyon Pauline M. Dakin

Dora Lewis
Celeste Langdon
Young

Mary Klauder
Helen Ludlow
Victor Kolasinski
Margaret E. Kelsey

Alberta A. Heinmiiller Helen Wurdemann
Margaret Sharp Anna West Cobb
'Adelia Johnson W. A. Wtssler
Emily I'homas W. S. Maulsby
Llarence Gamble Arthur Minot Reed
Beatrice Milliken Burt Clarina S. Hanks

Marion P. Hallock
Mary Angood

PUZZLES 2.

Constance Hyde Smith Henrietta Havens
Ethel West K. Thompson
Ward Rcece Buhland Willie R, Lohse
Josephine Keene Elizabeth B. Neill
Annie Miller

Constance Richardson
Florence Doan

Nathalie Harrison
Lucia Beebe
Carl G Freese
Mar>- M. P.Shipley
Elizabeth McCague
Lewis Garrigues
Florence S. Herrick
Eleanor Williamson
E. Laurence Palmer
Louis Reimer
Martha A. Sharpies
Ruth Ball Baker
Josephine Holloway
r>orothy Potter Bower Anne H. Whiting
Allan Langley Meta E. Brunings
Earle H. Ballon Jlary Carr

I^KAGCE LETTERS.

Edith M. Younghem
Frances W. Wright
Helen Swormstedt
Bruce T. Simonds
W. McDougall
Elizabeth Dwight
Alice Dennis
Maria Dimpfe!
Alberta Wynn
Arline Bacon
^L^^v Lucille Coffin

Elizabeth R. Hirsh
Eleanor Selden
Alice McDougall
Dorothy Beu'jler

Rosalie Waters

Poplar Branch, N. C.

My Dear St. NictioLAs Leagi'e: I wish 1 could tell you how
much you have been to me since I have been contributing and
especially this la*;! year, when I have been working =n hard for the

Stephen Cutter Clark, cash prize. It >eems to me that yonr poems have achieved a high
Jr. point of perfection. I have to work, oh so hard before my poems

France'i Hulbert Perin attain thai excellence, but do 1 care for those hours of labor when I

Frida Tillman see my name with others that have striven equally as hard or perhaps
Sarah Swift Carter harder than I? ^'ou cannot imagine my jny this month when I

George Ripley Wood found my name first on the Roll of Honor, for of late my work has
Helen Carolyn Entz not received attention, and now I shall work harder than ever to

Susie H. Sherman win that coveted prize.

Helen Irene Taylor I thank you so many times for your recognition of my work.
Josephine Hoey Your grateful League member,
Robert T. Williams Mary Yuela Westcott.
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Boston, Mass.
Dear St. Nicholas : I am writing to thank you for the lovely

silver badge, which I have just received and which I shall wear all

the lime.

I have been working for St. Nicholas every month for almost
three years, and although I have h;id my name on the Roll of
Huiior thirteen times, 1 have never had any uf my contributions

accepted before now.
And I want to thank you not only for my beautiful badge, but for

all the encouragement that you have given me, and I mean to keep
on working and trying to make my contributions better each month,
anlil some glad day I maybe awarded the gold badge.
Thanking you again and agnin,

I am your grateful and interested reader,

Si SAN J. Appleton (age 13).

Paris.
Dear St. Nicholas: I think this would interest you and your
readers since it is my experience when I went rounJ the world. We
were going to Pompeii when Vesuvius was erupting—in order to see

the ruins of the buried ciiy. Suddenly the wind changed and it

shifted the ashes on to us. It got dark, and they bad to dig out the

train. Then we came out of that dreadful spot and landed at

Pompeii. We could not get home on account of the ashes so next
morning we drove to Sorrento and from there took a boat to Capri,

where there is a beautiful grotto. Then aflerseeing it we went back
by boat to Naples.

Theodore Nichols (age 8).

Philadelphia.
Dear St. Nicholas; I really do not know how to thank you
ior the gold badge. It is hard for me lo believe that it is actually

mine— to understand that after years of seemingly fruitless striving,

the highest prize of all has been at last awarded me.
It seems to me symbolical of my work in time to come

;
perhaps

then also, after long effort, recognition will come to me. For the

encouragement you have given me, no more than for the beautiful

gold badge itself, again I tliank you.
In another month I must bid the dear old "St. Nick" farewell

forever. Until then, at least. I can sign myself,

A devoted League member,
Miriam Allen DeFord.

MY FAREWELL TO THE LEAGUE.

The hour is come when I must bid " Good-bye."
Loth as I am to go, I cannot stay,

For I see Fate, with half-averted face.

Raise a veiled hand to beckon me away.

Forth must I fare, with the glad thoughts of youth.
With e.irnest hopes and resolution strong,

Praying whatever lay my lute may frame

No sound of Pride or Selfmay mar the song.

Behind me are my childhood's sunny fields.

Before me, dim and wondrous, the unknown ;

Here would I pause a while to say " farewell,"

With tender thoughts, like kisses backward blown.

And you, my unknown friends across the sea.

Whose kindness oft has helped and cheered me on,

To you I send my true and grateful thanks.

And ask your blessing ere I mu^t be gone.

Whatever fate the future years may hold,

1 shall remember the kind hand which gave
My youthful striving, the fair ^.^-^ crown of Hope,
And kindled aspirations high / ')^ and brave,

And so, Farewell my friends

In thought and sympathy our
And in the touch there is a
Which never can your Scottish

Margaret S. Brow e.

Glendevon, Devonshire Place,
Eastbourne, England.

Other valued
letters have been
received from
Annie Laurie
Hillyer, Cordelia
Colbiirn, H:irold
Gould Hender-
son, Jr., G.
Huntington Wil-
liams, Jr., Mar-
garet Stuart
Browne. Mar-
garet E. Hib-
bard, Josephine 'A heading for NOVEMBER

Schoff, Rella Kron, Ruth P. Rosevelt, Arthur Davidson, Charles
K. Mansfield, Herbert A. Crozier, Angela C. Darkow, Mary
Mallet-Prevost Shipley, Ruth W. Scvinour, Dorothea L. Lyster,
Richard A. Reddy, M. A. Harrison, Susan Warren Wilbur, Harriet
Ideager, Bevilah E. Amidon, Mary Klauder.

PRIZE COMPETITION No. 85.

The St. Nicholas Le.igue awards gold and silver

badges each month for the hest origiita/ poems, stories,

drawings, photographs, puzzles, and puzzle-answers.
Also cash prizes of five dollars each to golil-badge win-
ners who shall again win first place. " Wild Animal
and Bird Photograph" prize-winners winning the cash
prize will not receive a second badge.

Competition No. 85 will close November 20 (for

foreign members November 25). The awards will be
announced and ])rize contributions published in St.
Nicholas for March.

Verse. To contain not more than twenty-four lines.

Title, "The Land of Romance."
Prose. Story or article of not more than four hun-

dred words. Subject, " My Favorite Book, and Why."
Must be true.

Photograph. Any size, interior or exterior, mounted
or unmounted; no blue prints or negatives. Subject,
"Pets."
Drawing. India ink, very black writing-ink, or wash

(not culor). Two subjects, "An Animal Study,"
(from life) and a March Heading or Tailpiece for the
League, I3ooks and Reading, or any St. Nicholas
department.

Puzzle. Any sort, but must be accompanied by the
answer in full, and must be indorsed.

Puzzle-answers. Best, neatest, and most complete
set of answers to puzzles in this issue of St. Nicholas.
Must be indorsed.

Wild Animal or Bird Photograph. To encourage
the pursuing of game with a camera instead of a gun.
For the best photograph of a wild animal or bird taken
ill its iiiiliiral hoiiu- : First Prize, five dollars and League
gold badge. Second Prize, three dollars and League
gold badge. Third Prize, League gold badge.

RULES.
Any reader of St. Nicholas, whether a subscriber
or not, is entitled to League membership, and a League
badge and leaflet, which will be sent free.

Every contribution, of whatever kind, riitist bear the
name, age, and address of the sender, and be indorsed
as "original" by parent, teacher, or guardian, who
must be- convinced beyond doubt that the contribution is

not copied, but wholly the work and idea of the sender.
I_f prose, the number of words should also be added,

must not be on a separate
the contribution itself— \l a

the upper margin ; if a
margin or back. Write or
side of the paper only. A
contributor may send but
one contribution a month

— not one of

each kind, but
oneonly. Con-
tributions not
properly pre-

]:)ared cannot
be considered.

Address :

St. Nicholas
League,

UnionSquare,
New York.ELEANOR v. R. CHAPIN, AGE 13 (HONOR MEMBER).



BOOKS AND READING

The Season's New Books
This department appears just about in the
" publishing season." Preparing for the hol-

iday-trade, publishers bring out their choicest

wares at this time of the year. Thus it

is important that lovers of books should be
especially vigilant during these November days
in order to become acquainted with the many
good things offered them. The buying of

books intelligently takes time and judgment.
You must devote some of these fall days to

the book-market, even if your final choices
are not made until nearer the holidays.

An "Aged " Boy
Upon an old tombstone in Salem, Massachu-
setts, is a curious inscription saying that " Mr.
Nathan. Mather died October the 17th, 1688,"

and then come the curious words, "An aged
person that had seen but nineteen winters in

this world." Nathaniel Hawthorne said of

this, " It affected me deeply when I cleared

away the grass from the half-buried stone, and
read the name "

; but he gives the inscription

as reading "An aged mau." Hawthorne
speaks of the apple-trees "throwing blighted

fruit on Nathaniel Mather's grave— he blighted

too," but doesn't explain the curious epitaph.

The explanation is given thus in a news-
paper :

" Nathaniel was the brother of Cotton
Mather. He graduated from Harvard at six-

teen. At twelve he read Greek and Hebrew
and conversed famiharly in Latin, and he be-

came distinguished for learning in mathemat-
ics, philosophy, history, theology, and rab-

binical learning. No wonder the poor boy
was aged at fifteen and died four years later

;

and think what good times a real boy might
have had around Salem harbor from about
1674 until 1688—when Massachusetts colony

extended all the way to the Kennebec River,

and ' King Philip's War ' was raging, when
'Bacon's Rebellion' was taking place in Vir-

ginia, La Salle was exploring Canada, and a
hundred other lively events were afoot. Young
Mather seems to have grown old too fast, and
to have had too much 'Books and Reading.' "

Real Athletics in History

There are some boys who, unlike young
Mather, pay too little attention to books, and
too much to athletics, perhaps. They will

read eagerly about foot-ball, base-ball, golf,

tennis, and so on, and neglect many other

more exciting topics. For, after all, even if

Waterloo " was won on the foot-ball fields of

English schools," as it is sometimes said, it is

more interesting to read of Waterloo than any
athletic contest. For "breaking the center,"

or failing to break it, the charge of Napoleon's
" Old Guard " is unequaled ; and no line of

Yale, Harvard or Princeton ever stood up
against " hammering " as stood the thin red

line of the English in the same great battle.

Pickett's charge at Gettysburg, also, and its

repulse, can bear comparison with the most
exciting ninth inning ever contested even by
University teams. " Play " cannot compare
with " earnest."

Simplified Spelling

President Roosevelt's action in favor of

spelling reform, though it went no further than
ordering a few words to be spelled in the re-

formed style in certain documents, has

brought on a wide discussion of the question.

You maynot realize the situation, butiw/ are the

ones who are to decide upon the future spell-

ing of English. The older people are not likely

to change ; but the children growing up can,

if they choose, bring the new speUinj; about.
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We have alread.y said something warning you
not to decide until you have thought well over
the question. Mr. Rossiter Johnson, an old

friend of St. Nicholas, recently offered an
argument against the change. He points out

that since spelling is mainly for the eye, it may
be unwise to simplify words when they are

thereby made too much alike. Thus, we
easily distinguish " the," " they," and
" though." But suppose they were spelled by
sound, tin, tha, tho ? This seems a suggestion

worth some thinking over. Consider ihoro and
thru. In handwriting, too much likeness would
make manuscript harder than ever to read.

Few WTiters make plain vowels.

Are Fairy-Stories " Babyish " ?

Another friend, a Baltimore girl, sends a

list of books read, asking that we criticise it.

But we can only commend it, with the single

reservation that it contains a few novels fitter

for grown-ups. " Fairy Legends of the French
Provinces," translated by Mrs. M. Carey, we
have not seen, though it is on her list. The
same correspondent confesses a love for fairy-

stories, and hints a question about whether
they are " babyish." They certainly are

"babyish"— the right kind of babyish. For
they belong to the lovely imaginative world
in which children are permitted to live, and
wherein only the very nicest of grown-ups
are allowed. Those who have " life-member-

ships " are the poets.

Famous Fairy-Story Tellers

What a list of writers we should have if we
should bring together the makers of our

Fairy-stories! Shakspere would come in

with a ticket marked " Midsummer Night's

Dream "
; Tennyson's poem of the " Sleeping

Beauty " you all know, Browning's ' Pied

Piper " also. Homer and Virgil tell plenty

of fairy-stories, and all great hteratures are

full of them. Thackeray's " Rose and Ring "

is a peculiarly delightful one, especially be-

cause of its pictures ; and there are plenty in

Dickens's row of great books, his " Holiday
Romance " being full of humorous fancy. If

such men were willing to write fairy-stories,

it cannot be foolish to read them.

Do Your Parents Read Your Books ?

How many boys and girls like their fathers

and mothers to read the same books they read.

Do not forget they have been as young as

yourselves, and have probably gained man-
hood and womanhood without losing or for-

getting their younge-r days. Try them with
some of your favorites; you may find new
pleasure in theirs.

" Everyman's " Library

You are already familiar with the " Thumb-
nail Series,"— dainty little classics in buff-

leather ; with the " Temple Classics " bound
for grown-ups in green leather, and for young
readers in blue, and with the " Knickerbocker
Nuggets," in various colors. Now there is a
new set—known as " Everyman's Library."

This is bound in various colors according to

contents of each volume— so that those
on similar subjects can be kept together. So
far the children's volumes comprise only old,

old favorites.

Story-Books as Helps to Study

Most of you are pupils in school. Have you
ever thought of asking your teacher to write

out a list of interesting books that will go well

with your lessons for the term, and make them
easier ? Do not undertake too many, and leave

recreation hours free ; but a few good books
will be the better liked if illustrated by your
lessons in history, geography, or literature.

"Norse Stories"

A LETTER from Minneapolis says :
" I would

like to recommend ' Norse Stories ' by Hamil-
ton W. Mabie. After reading it I don't

know who could help reading the Eddas and
all the Sagas they can get hold of." We
thank our correspondent, and beg that she

will tell of a few incidents or episodes she

especially enjoyed, and also let us know how
to read them conveniently. How are they

published ?

The Wrong Kind

All of us read many books that are not
" great classics," and we should do so. It is

entirely right to read at times only as a pastime,

and to read books that make no other claim to

notice than that they are amusing. But even
with these, one should make some choice.

There are right and wrong sorts of amuse-
ment, and it seems to us that one of the wrong
sorts is the amusement excited by the troubles

and worries and embarrassments of others.

Many things pretending nowadays to be
" comic " are of this kind. They are coarse,

crude, ugly, and foolish. You all know what
they are, and where they are published ; and
the mere fact that such a description points

them out is enough to condemn them.



THE LETTER-BOX.

KiTTERY Pt., Me.
Dear St. Nicholas :—Kittery is a small town

opposite Portsnioutli, and as I summer here, and as I

have seen all the rehcs in old St. John's Church, Ports-

mouth, I was very much interested in the article, ' A
Hundred-Year-Old Church," by J. L. Harbour, in the

July number of St. Nicholas.
Although tlie article mentions many quaint things

about the church which were very interesting, I be-

lieve the author does not mention the fact that the same
woman whose will provided loaves to be given to the

DOor, left a sum with which " ten cords of good hem-
lock boughs" should be bought yearly for the carious

okl stoves which are still in use.

There " boughs " are still bought year by year. The
richest treasure of the church is the baptismal font

which is of porphyry. It was taken from a Spanish
ship and placed in this church.
Only one more of the many interesting relics will

I mention, and that is a Prayer Book from which a

patriotic Revolutionary soldier slashed out, with his

sword, the " Prayer for the King."
Your interested reader,

HoPK Adgate Conant (age 14).
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ALPHABET OF CHAR.\CTERS IN ST.

NICHOLAS.

BY A.NNETTE HOWE-CARPENTER (AGE I3).

A is for Alfred, who had brothers two

;

B is for Betty no mother she knew.
C is for Carrots of Newspaper Row;

for Denise her dear Ned we all know.
is for Essex of brave Navy fame

;

is for 'Frisco Kid—what a queer name !

is for Gertrude of the Colburn Prize;

is for Hattie, at whom Pinkey"made eyes."
is the imp who to run away tried

;

is for Josie she'd a queer little guide.

K is Katryntje no girl was e'er braver;
L is for Lois who saw our dear Saviour.

M is for Marjorie, her papa was named Jack;
N for Miss Nina alas and alack !

O is for Oscar who the truth would not tell

;

P, Pretty Polly who could draw very well.

Q's Quicksilver Sue, who came out all right;

R is for Rowley, by Henry made knight.

S is for Sinbad, regarded with dread;
T, Toby Trafford, whose " Fortunes" we 'veread.

U is for Uther, Arthur's father was he;
V for Van Sweringen in Barnaby Lee.
W for Wulf in the rushes laid ;

X for Xantippe who was n't afraid,

Y, Young Lee, a funny "Chinee;"
Z is for Zixi, a witch-queen was she.

British Embassy, Tokio, Japan.
Dear St. Nicholas : I saw in the letter box of

April that some one wished to know how rice is

cooked here. It is boiled in a pot with a wooden lid,

so that no steam escapes, andi,boiled for 20 or 30

minutes over a hot fire. But >w rice comes to table
with every grain separate, it all sticks together ; and
sometimes our servants use 2 or 3 grains of boiled rice

as paste to stick things together. We have just had the
news to-day of the disaster at San Francisco. Our
Japanese maid asked me to-day if her friend (who has
gone with a lady to Washington) would be in danger
from the fire at .San Francisco ? 1 told her no, I thought
that she was quite safe from that fire ! Yesterday was
the Emperor' s cherry-garden party, and on the 30th
there is the big review, to which I think I 'm going.
There are going to be special 3 sen, 5 sen and i sen
stamps issued in commemoration of it—also some 5 sen
post-cards.

From a lover of St. Nicholas,
Dorothy Barclay (age 13).

La Casita, Lausanne, Switzerland.
Dear St. Nicholas : My winter at boarding-school

is drawing to a close, as in June it breaks up, and I go
to London, where my father, mother, and I stay for about
a month before crossing to dear old America, again. As
soon as we get to New York we go to the country, Nar-
ragansett Pier or Bar Harbor, only I am not quite sure
which,

I am very interested in " From Sioux to Susan," espe-
cially as now Sioux is going to boarding-school. I am
looking forward to reading my May number this after-

noon.
I have not been able to contribute to the League this

winter, much to my disappointment, as I never have a
minute to spare, all is so checked out for us ; bu; as soon
as I am in England, in July, I shall begin again. When
I think that in fifteen weeks I shall be in America again,

I feel half wild. Father says I am not at all an English
girl now (I really am English, you know), and always
calls me " Little Yankee."
Hurrah for the Stars and Stripes.

Your devoted little reader,

Dorothy Butes.

Rocky Ford, Colo.
Dear Sirs :—I have been taking the St. Nicholas

as long as I can remember.
Mama has taken it since she was a little girl and we

have a big volume.
We live where the famous cantaloupes gro\\'.

Here school lets out 23d of May .ind we thin beets just

as soon as school lets out.

The 'oeets are the kind they make sugar out of; there

is a factory here and there is another 6 miles east.

We get from the Arkansas river the water the farmers
use to irrigate the land ; we cannot depend on rain.

Your reader,

Kenneth Evans.

We regret that lack of space prevents our printing

interesting letters from Mary Farnum Packard, " Wil-
marth," Katherine Le Moine (Jrey, Nancy Smith, Mar-
jorie Potts, Ruth Sweat, Edith Litberman, Erica

Rupe, Marjorie B. Corn, .Susan J. Appleton, Harriet
Henry, Walter B. Day. Elizabeth McConnell, Dorothy
Jefferson, Robert Buckingham Patch, Minerva Dicker-
man, Louise H. Sprague, Ida F. Parfitt.
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ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN THE OCTOBER NUMBER.
Wayncriburg. 2. Mancliester,Diagonal. \\'a>hington

3 Los Angeles. 4. Wythevillc. 5. Harrisburg. 6. Birmingham.

7. Huntingdon. 8. Binghamton. 9. Charleston. 10. Norristown.

.

Charade. Men-ace.

Additions. Hallowe'en, i. His-tory. 2. And-over. 3. Law-
less. 4. Lap-wing. 5. Oil-skin. 6. War-lock. 7. Kar-nest.

8. End-most. 9. Now-here.

Diamonds and Square. I. i. D. 2. Fop. 3. Donor. 4. Pot.

5. R. II. I P. 2. For. 3. Power. 4. Red. 5. R. III. i.

Bared. 2. Alone. 3. Roman. 4. Enact. 5. Dents. IV. i. N.
2. Bet. 3. Never. 4. Ten. 5. R. V. i. N. 2. Foe. 3. Noble.

4. Elk. 5. E.

Doves. 3.

8. Album.

DlAClONAL. October. i. OfTeiice. 2. Scholar. 3. Battles.

4. Laconic. 5. Algebra. 6. Compeer. 7. Blister.

Squares Connected by Diamonds. I. i. Inert. 2. Never.
3. Evade. 4. Redan. 5. Trent. II. i. Paris. 2. Above. 3.

Rosin. 4. Ivied. 5. Sends. III. 1. T. 2. Pit. 3. Tares. 4.

Lea. s. S. IV. i. S. 2. Its. 3 Truth. 4. Any. 5, T. V. i.

Sport. 2. Polar. 3. Olive. 4. Raven. 5. Trend. VI. i. Heart.
2. Error. 3. Arise. 4. Roses. 5. Tress.

Rhomboids. I. 1. Mule. 2. Pare. 3. Dine. 4. Eden. II. i.

Sore. 2. Fear. 3. Drip. 4. Spot.

Novel Acrostic. Temple of Karnak. i. Pi-teous. 2. Pi-
ebald. 3. Pi-mples. 4. Pi-ppin. 5. Pi-llow. 6. Pi-erce. 7. Pi-

ous. 8. Pi-ffero. g. Pi-ke. 10. Pi-azza. 11. Pi-rate. 12. Pi-nion.

13. Pi-ano. 14. Pi-kelin.

Hidden Proverb. *' A rolling stone gathers no moss."

Illustrated Zigzag. Corneille. i. Crane. :

Torch. 4. Swans. 5. Slate. 6. Chair. 7. Molai

9. Egret.

To our Puzzlers: Answers to be acknowledged in the magazine, must be received not later than the 15th of each month, and
should be addressed to St. Nicholas Riddle-box, care of The Ce.nturv Co., 33 East Seventeenth St., New York City.

Answers to all the Puzzles in the April Number were received, before April isth, from Harry Elger, Jr.— Lowry A.
Biggers—James A. Lynd—Eugenie A. Steiner—Frances Bosanquet— Helen Sherman Harlow—Elizabeth C. Beale—Marguerite Hyde

—

Caroline Curtiss Johnson—Grace Lowenhaupt—Jo and I—Mary Dunbar—W. Beaty—Jessie Metcalf.

Answers to Puzzles in the April Number were received, before April 15th, from S. C. Lyman, i—M. Wharton, i— P. I. De
Lano, I- A. Mayo, i— Ruth Truscott, 5— D. F. Cammann, i— C. H. Gould, i— E. H. Walker, 3—M. Boland. i—D. B. Doan, i—L. B.
Brock, I—Edna Meyle, 2- K. V. R. Crosby, i— Marie Ruebel, 8—Samuel C. Almy, 4—Kirtland Flynn, 3—Arthur P. Caldwell, Jr., 7

—

Ralph B. Vewdale, 2—Isabelle Laugel, 1— Myrtle Alderson, 7
— " Queenscourt," 8— St. Gabriel's Chapter, 6—W. G. Rice, Jr., 2—M.

Russell, I—H. Seton, i—Muriel von Tunzelmann, 4.

NOY'EL ACKOSTIC.

All of the words described contain the same number
of letters. When they have been i ightly guessed and
written one below another, one of the rows of letters

reading downward, will spell a channel that became very

famous in March, 1862; another row of letters will spell

the name of a great country.
Cross-words: i. To frequent. 2. To abolish. 3.

Indian corn. 4. A masculine name. 5. Belonging to

them. 6. Ancient. 7. Pertaining to Ihe nose. 8. To
try again. 9. -A tribe of Indians now living in the Indian
Territory. 10. A caper. 11. Acts. 12. The Indian
antelope.

ELIZABETH PALMKR i.opF.R (League Member).

CHARADE.
(Silver Badge, St. Nicholas League Cumpctilion.)

My first is used on many a horse;
My second is to man a cross

;

My third, a boy's name, often heard

;

My itihole, a strange, uncanny bird.

ESrHER B. SCH.MITT.

DOUBLE nEHEADINGS AND CUKTAILINGS.
i,C,old Badge, St. Nicholas League Competition.)

(Example: Doubly behead and doubly curtail
valued, and leave to abound. Answer, es-teem-ed.)

I. Doubly behead and doubly curtail a breastwork,
and leave a light knock. 2. Unadmitted, and leave to

possess. 3. Vegetables which grow in pods, and leave
part of the mouth. 3. To raise, and leave a feminine
name. 5. Irregular, and leave a rodent. 6. Dwells,

and leave a boy's nickname. 7- Sad, and leave luck,

8. Nobility, antl leave an epoch. 9. A favorite candy,
and leave to cram. 10. Mean, and leave to fortify.

II. Distracted, and leave an insect. 12. Conducts, and
leave to tease.

The initials of the remaining words will spell the

name of a signer of the Declaration of Independence.
PRUE K. JAMIESON.

NOVEL ACROSTIC.

. 8

5 •

. .10

Cross-Words : I. An Indian chief. 2. Slothful-

ness. 3. An ancient city of Phrygia. 4. Pertaining to

a certain continent. 5* Communicated by signs. 6.

Motion. 7. Antipathy. 8. Banter. 9. Annoyance.
10. One who admonishes. 11. The act of turning.

When rightly guessed and placed one below another,
the initials and the letters indicated by I to II each spell

a book written by the star zigzag.

M. W. J.
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DOUBLE ACKOSTIC.
{Silver Badge, St. Nicholas League Competition.)

My primals and my finals each spell the name of a

famous pilgrim.

Cross-words: i. Pertaining to the sea. 2. A
feminine name. 3. A fabulous tale. 4. Dominion.
5. Elder. 6. An outlying part of a city. 7. Anger.
8. Counsel. 9. Of little breadth. 10. Rubbish. 11.

A young child. 12. Safe. 13. A Trojan hero.

MINABELLE SU.MMV.

same play. My 55-84-27-41-32-19 is a character in
" King Lear." My 67-21-61-71-30-79-35-23 was Prince
of Tyre. My 10-64-45-8-S1-6 is a character in " Mid-
summer Night's Dream." My 39-S2-51-74-59-12-15 is

another character in the same play. My S4-07-4-86-49
is a character in "Two Gentlemen of Verona." My
26-69-2 is a tree held in superstitious awe in Sliak-
spere's time. My 28-80-78 is an old word which means
to hasten. ag.n'ES r. lane (Honor Member).

ANAGRAMS.
Fill each blank with the same si.\ letters arranged so

as to form ten different words.

Oft when the night is dark I see,

Hiding among the maybe,
. Two gleaming eyes that suggest to me

of witches' work, perdie.

" my horoscope," then I cry,
" thou naught for such as I ?

Thou as if on the wind to fly."

The cat heeds not as she hurries by.

Who to make life bright and gay
Finds room to insert (which the display)
A good word for all ; but our fears to allay

Thou of evil spells that betray.

Once more, begone ! ! Away!
Thy spite but on thyself, I say.

ELLA H. COOPER.

DOUBLE BEHEADINGS.
I. Doubly behead a tree, and leave an enclosure. 2.

Doubly behead finely ground wheat, and leave a pro-
noun. 3. Doubly behead to happen, and leave a mon-
grel. 4. Doubly behead trite, and leave a beverage. 5.

Doubly behead of a color between white and gray, and
leave a common fowl. 6. L^ouble behead a spy, and
leave away. 7. Doubly behead a feminine name and
leave a snare. 8. Doubly behead frequently, and leave

a number. 9. Doubly behead a small table, and leave

a conjunction. 10. Doubly behead the sap of the pine-
tree, .and leave iniquity.

When the words have been rightly beheaded the
initials of the remaining words will spell the name of an
Indian maiden.

JOHN HAYES LORD (League member).

CONNECTED DIAMONDS.
(Gold Badge, St. Nicholas League Competition.)

Each of the objects in the above picture may be
described by a word of seven letters. When these
words are rightly guessed and written one below
another, one of the rows of letters will spell the name
of a place where a famous battle was fought.

NU.MEBICAX ENIGMA.
I AM composed of eighty-eight letters and form a quo-

tation from Shakspere.
My 54- 1S-45-50- 72- 79-29-40 is a character in " Twelfth

Night." My 65-16-56- 70-85-62. 25-53-81-11 is a charac-
ter in "As You Like It." My 67-55-7-36-33-60 is a
character in " Merchant of Venice." My 13-3L46-32-
16-30-34 is another character in that play. My 44-3-22-
9-68-73-42-76 is a female character in "Hamlet." My
17-79-87-20-83-12-1 is acharacter in " Timon of Athens."
My 75-43-45-24-38-5 is a character whose name appears
in'the title of a play. My 47-52-8S-6i-i4-58is the Chris-
tian name of a foolish fellow in " Twelfth Night." My
57-37-66-32-45-72-77 is a character in " Merry Wives of
Windsor." Sly 4S-63-54 is another character in the

I. I. In November. 2. A large serpent. 3. A
division of the year. 4. Consumed. 5. In churns.

II. 1. In churns. 2. Sometimes worn around the

neck. 3. Sometimes worn on people's heads. 4. To
annex. 5. In churns.

III. I. In churns. 2. A small rug. 3. Taste. 4.

The highest point. 5. In churns.
IV. I. In churns. 2. A beverage. 3. Large, hol-

low grasses. 4. Fuss. 5. In churns.

V. I. In churns. 2. A luminary. 3. A common
shrub. 4. A short sleep. 5. In churns.

VI. I. In churns. 2. To take food. 3. A hut. 4. A
metal. 5. In churns. .,

VII. I. In churns. 2. A vegetable. 3. Requires.

4. To unite. 5. In churns.

VIII. I. In churns. 2. An uproar. 3. A sea-

nymph. 4. k snare. 5. In churns.

The eii.;ht letters represented in the diagram by stars

will spell a word often seen and used.
ERNST RUEBEL.

THE DE VINNE PRESS, NEW YOKK.
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Racketty-Packetty House
As told by Queen Crosspatch

By Frances Hodgson Burnett
Author of " Little Lord Fauntlero}-," "' Sara Crewe," " Lditha's Burglar," etc., etc.

WITH ILLUSTR.-iTIONS BY HARRI.SON CADY

Now this is the story about the doll family I liked and the doll family I did n't. When
you read it you are to remember something I am going to tell you. This is it : If you think

dolls never do anything you don't see them do, you are very much mistaken. When people

are not looking at them they can do anything they choose. They can dance and sing and play

on the piano and have all sorts of fun. But they can only move about and talk when people

turn their backs and are not looking. If any one looks, they just stop. Fairies know this

and of course Fairies visit in all the dolls' houses where the dolls are agreeable. They will

not associate, though, with dolls who are not nice. They never call or leave their cards at a

dolls' house where the dolls are proud or bad tempered. They are very particular. If you
are conceited or ill-tempered yourself, you will never know a fairy as long as you live.

Queen Crosspatch.

Rackettv-Packetty Hor.SE -was in a corner

of Cynthia's nursery. And it was not in the

best corner either. It was in the corner be-

hind the door, and that was not at all a fash-

ionable neighborhood. Racketty-Packetty

House had been pushed there to be out of

the wav when Tidy Castle was brought in,

on Cynthia's birthday. As soon as she saw

Tidy Castle Cynthia did not care for Rack-

etty-Packetty House and indeed was quite

ashamed of it. She thought the corner be-

hind the door quite good enough for such a

shabby old dolls' house, when there was the

beautiful big new one built like a castle and
furnished with the most elegant chairs and

tables and carpets and curtains and orna-

ments and pictures and beds and baths and
lamps and book-cases, and with a knocker on

Copyright, 1906, by The Centurv Co.
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the front door, and a stable with a pony cart

in it at the back. 'J'he minute she saw it she

called out

:

"Oh! what a beautiful doll castle 1 ^^'hat

shall we do with that untidy old Racketty-

Packetty House now? It is too shabby and
old-fashioned to stand near it."

In fact, that was the way in which the old

dolls' house got its name. It had always

been called, "The Dolls' House," before, but

after that it was pushed into the unfashion-

able neighborhood behind the door and ever

afterwards—when it was spoken of at all

—

it was just called Racketty-Packetty House,

and nothing else.

Of course Tidy Castle was grand, and
Tidy Castle was new and had all the modern
improvements in it, and Racketty-Packetty

All rights reserved.
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I lousy was as old-fashioned as it could hu.

It had belonged to Cynthia's Grandmamma
and had been made in the days when Queen
Victoria was a little girl, and when there

were no electric lights even in Princesses"

dolls' houses. Cynthia's Grandmamma had
kept it very neat because she had been a good
housekeeper even when she was seven years

old. But Cynthia was not .a good house-

keeper and she did not re-cover the furniture

^(ARKET-DAY .\T RACKF.TTV-P.^CKF.TTY HOUSE.

when it got dingy, or re-paper the walls, or

mend the carpets and bedclothes, and she

never thought of such a thing as making new
clothes for the doll family, so that of course

their early Victorian frocks and capes and
bonnets grew in time to be too shabby for

words. You see, when Queen Victoria was a

little, girl, dolls wore queer frocks and long
pantalets and boy dolls wore funny frilled

trousers and coats which it would almost
make you laugh to look at.

Hut the Racketty-Packetty House family
had known better days. I and my Fairies

had known them when they were quite new
and had been a birthday present just as Tidv
Castle was when Cynthia turned eight years

old, and there was as much fuss about them

when their house arrived as Cynthia made
when she saw 'I'idy Castle.

Cynthia's (jrandmamma had danced about

and clap])ed her hands with delight, and she

had scrambled down upon her knees and
taken the dolls out one by one and thought
their clothes beautiful. And she had given

each one of them a grand name.
"This one shall be Amelia," she said.

".And this one is Charlotte, and this is Vic-

toria Leopoldina, and this one Aurelia Ma-
tilda, and this one Leontine, and this one
Clotilda, and these boys shall be Augustus
and Rowland and Vincent and Charles Ed-
ward Stuart."

For a long time they led a very gay and
fashionable life. They had parties and balls

and were presented at Court and went to

Royal Cliristenings and Weddings and were
married themselves and had families and
scarlet fever and whooping cough and funer-

als and every luxury. But that was long,

long ago, and now all was changed. Their
house had grown shabbier and shabbier, and
their clothes had grown simply awful ; and
Aurelia iVIatilda and Victoria Leopoldina had
been broken to bits and thrown into the dust-

bin, and Leontine—who had really been the

beauty of the familv—had been dragged out

on the hearth rug one night and had had
nearly all her paint licked off and a leg

chewed up by a Newfoundland puppy, so

that she was a sight to behold. As for the

boys, Rowland and Vincent had quite disap-

peared, and Charlotte and Amelia always be-

lieved they had run away to seek their for-

tunes, because things were in such a state at

home. So the only ones who were left were
Clotilda and Amelia and Charlotte and poor

Leontine and Augustus and Charles Kdward
Stuart. Even they had their names changed.

After Leontine had had her paint licked

off so that her head had white bald spots on

it and she had scarcely any features, a boy
cousin of Cynthia's had put a bright red spot

on each cheek and painted her a turned-up

nose and round saucer blue eyes and a comical

mouth. He and Cynthia had called her

"Ridiklis" instead of Leontine, and she had

been called that ever since. All the dolls

were jointed Dutch dolls, so it was easy to

paint any kind of features on them and stick

out their arms and legs in any way you liked,

and Leontine did look funny after Cynthia's

cousin had finished. She certainly was not a

beauty but her turned-up nose and her round

eves and funn\ mouth always seemed to be-
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laughing so she really was the most good-na-

tured-looking creature you ever saw.

Charlotte and Amelia, Cynthia had called

Meg and Peg, and Clotilda she called Kil-

manskeg. and Augustus she called Custibus,

and Charles Edward Stuart was nothing but

Peter Piper. So that was the end of their

grand names.

The truth was, they went through all sorts

of things, and if they had not been such a

jolly lot of dolls they might have had fits and
appendicitis and died of grief. But not a bit

of it. If you will believe it, they got fun out

of everything. They used to just scream with

laughter over the new names, and they

laughed so much over them that they got quite

fond of them. When Meg's pink silk flounces

were torn she pinned them up and did n't

mind in the least, and when Peg's lace man-
tilla was played with by a kitten and brought

back to her in rags and tags, she just put a

few stitches in it and put it on again ; and
when Peter Piper lost almost the whole leg

of one of his trousers he just laughed and said

it made it easier for him to kick about and
turn somersaults and he wished the other leg

would tear off too.

You never saw a family have such fun.

They could make up stories and jaretend

things and invent games out of nothing. And
my Fairies were so fond of them that I

could n't keep them away from the dolls'

house. They would go and have fun with

Meg and Peg and Kilmanskeg and (lustibus

and Peter Piper, even when I had work for

them to do in Fairyland. But there, I was so

fond of that shabby, disrespectable family my-
self that I never would scold much about

them, and I often went to see them. That is

how I know so much about them. They were

so fond of each other and so good-natured and
always in such spirits that everybody who
knew them was fond of them. And it was
really only Cynthia who did n't know them
and thought them only a lot of old disreini-

tahle-looking Dutch dolls—and Dutch dolls

were quite out of fashion. The truth was that

Cynthia was not a [larticularly nice little girl,

and did not care much for anything unless it

was quite new. But the kitten who had torn

the lace mantilla got to know the family and
simply loved them all, and the Newfoundland
puppy w-as so sorry about Leontine's paint and
her left leg, that he could never do enough
to make up. He wanted to marry Leontine as

soon as he grew old enough to wear a collar,

'out Leontine said she would never desert her

family ; because now that she was n't the

beauty any more she became the useful one,

and did all the kitchen work, and sat up and
made poultices and beef tea when any of the

rest were ill. And the Newfoundland puppy
saw she was right, for the whole family simply

atlorcd Ridiklis and could not possibly have
done w itliout her. iNleg and Peg and Kilmans-
keg could ha\-e married any minute if they

had liked. I'here were two cock sparrows

and a gentleman mouse, who proposed to them
over and over again. They all three said they

did not want fashionable wives but cheerful

dispositions and a happy home. But Meg
and Peg were like' Ridiklis and could not bear

to leave their families—besides not wanting to

li\e in nests, and hatch eggs—and Kilmans-
keg said she would die of a broken heart if

she could not be with Ridiklis, and Ridiklis

did not like cheese and crumbs and mousy
things, so they could never live together in a

mouse hole. But neither the gentleman
mouse nor the sparrows were offended because

the news was broken to them so sweetly and

L>\_:i|'M HI

f*Atl

Leonti.ne (Who was .'\ftf.kvvard Called
" Ridiklis").

they went on visiting Just as before. Every-
thing was as shabby and disrespectable and
as gay and happy as it could be until Tidy
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Castle was brought into the nursery and then

the whole family had ratlier a I'right.

It happened in this way :

^\'hen the dolls' house was lifted by the

nurse and carried into the corner behind the

door, of course it was rather an exciting and
shaky thing for Meg and Peg and Kilmanskeg
and Gustibus and Peter Piper (Ridiklis was
out shopping). The furniture tumbled about

and everybody had to hold im to anything they

could catch hold of. As it was, Kilmanskeg
slid under a table and Peter Piper sat down in

the coal-box ; but notwitlistanding all this,

they did not lose their tempers and when the

nurse sat their house down on the floor w-ith

a bump, they all got up and began to laugh.

Then they ran and peeped out of the windows
and then they ran back and laughed again.

"Well." said Peter Piper, "we have been

called Meg and Peg and Kilmanskeg and
Gustibus and Peter Piper instead of our

grand names, and now we live in a place

called Racketty-Packetty House. Who cares!

Let 's join hands and have a dance."

And they I'oined hands and danced round

•Siir, Did All thk Kitchen Wokk."

and round and kicked up their heels, and their

rags and tatters flew about and they laughed

until they fell down, one on top of the other.

It

came
was
back.

ju ;t at this

rile nurse

[Dec,

minute that Ridiklis

had found her under

'They Did Not W.'^nt Fashionable Wives, but
Cheerfcl Dispositions and Happv Homes."

a chair and stuck her in through a window.
She sat on the drawing-room sofa which had
holes in its covering and the stuffing coming
out, and her one whole leg stuck out straight

in front of her, and her bonnet and shawl

were on one side and her basket was on
her left arm full of things she had got

cheap at market. She was out of breath

and rather pale through being lifted tip and
swished through the air so suddenly, but her

saucer eves and her funnv mouth looked as

cheerful as ever.

" Good gracious, if you knew what I have

just heard !" she said. They all scrambled up
and called out together.

"Hello! What is it?"

"The nurse said the most awful thing," she

answered them. "When Cynthia asked what
she should do with this old Racketty-Packetty

House, she said, ' Oh ! I '11 put it Ijehind the

door for the present and then it shall be car-

ried down-stairs and burned. It 's too dis-

graceful to be kept in any decent nursery.'
"
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"Oh!" cried out Peter Piper.

"Oh!" said Gustibus.

"Oh! Oh! Ohl" said Meg and Peg and
Kihnanskeg. "Will they burn our dear old

shabby house? Do you think they will?"

And actually tears began to run down their

cheeks.

Peter Piper sat down on the floor all at

once with his hands stuffed in his pockets.

Two Cock Sparrows and a Gentleman Mouse Proposed to Them.'

"I don't care how shabby it is," he said.

" It 's a jolly nice old place and it 's the only

house we 've ever had."

"I never want to have any other," said

Meg. "Thev sha'n't burn our dear old house."

Gustibus leaned against tlie wall with his

hands stuffed in his pockets.
•

1 would n't move if I was made King of

England." he said. "Buckingham Palace
would n't be half as nice."

"We 've had such fun here," said Peg.
And Kilmanskeg shook her head from side to

side and wiped her eyes on her ragged pocket-

handkerchief. There is no knowing what
would have happened
to them if Peter Piper

had n't cheered up as

he always did.

"I say," he said,

"do you hear that

noise?" They all list-

ened and heard a

rumbling. Peter Pi-

per ran to the window
and looked out and
then rail back grin-

ning.
" It 's the nurse roll-

ing up the arm-chair

before the house to

hide it, so that it

won 't disgrace the cas-

tle. Hooray ! Hooray

!

If they don't see us

they will forget all

about us and we shall

not be burned up at

all. Our nice old Rack-
etty-Packetty House
will be left alone and
we can enjoy ourselves

more than ever—be-

cause we sha'n't be

bothered with Cyn-
thia— Hello! let 's

all join hands and
have a dance."

So they all joined

hands and danced
round in a ring again

and they were all

so relieved that they

laughed and laughed

until they all tumbled
down in a heap
just as they had
done before, and rolled

about giggling and squealing. It cer-

tainly seemed as if they were quite

safe for some time at least. The big easy

chair hid them and both the nurse and Cyn-
thia seemed to forget that there was such a
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thing as a Racketty-Packetty House in the

neighborhood. Cynthia was so delighted with

Tidy Castle that she played with nothing else

for days and days. And instead of being

jealous of their grand neighbors the Racketty-

Packetty House people began to get all sorts

of fun out of watching them from their own
windows. Several of their windows were

broken and some had rags and paper stuffed

into the broken panes, but Meg and Peg and
Peter Piper would go and peep out of one,

and Gustibus and Kilmanskeg would peep

out of another, and Ridiklis could scarcely

get her dishes wa&hed and her potatoes pared

because she could see the castle kitchen

from her scullery window. It was so

exciting

!

The Castle dolls were grand beyond words,

and they were all lords and ladies. These

were their names. There was Lady Gwen-
dolen Vere de Vere. She was haughty and
had dark eyes and hair and carried her head

thrown back and her nose in the air. There

was Lady Muriel Vere de Vere, and she was

cold and lovely and indifferent and looked

down the bridge of her delicate nose. And
there was Lady Doris, who had fluffy golden

hair and laughed mockingly at everybody.

And there was Lord Hubert and Lord Rupert

and Lord Francis, who were all handsome
enough to make you feel as if you could faint.

And there was their mother, the Duchess of

Tidyshire ; and of course there were all sorts

of maids and footmen and cooks and scul-

lery maids and even gardeners.

"We never thought of living to see such

grand society," said Peter Piper to his

brother and sisters. "It 's quite a kind of

blessing."

"It 's almost like being grand ourselves,

just to be able to watch them," said Meg and
Peg and Kilmanskeg. squeezing together and
flattening their noses against the attic win-

dows.

They could see bits of the sumptuous white

and gold drawing-room with the Duchess sit-

ting reading near the fire, her golden glasses

upon her nose, and Lady Gwendolen playing

haughtily upon the harp, and Lady Muriel

coldly listening to her. Lady Doris was hav-

ing her golden hair dressed by her maid in

her bed-room and Lord Hubert was reading

the newspaper with a high-bred air, while

Lord Francis was writing letters to iioblemen

of his acquaintance, and Lord Rupert was

—

in an aristocratic manner—glancing over his

love letters from ladies of title.

K-ilmanskeg and Peter Piper just pinched
each other with glee and squealed with delight.

"Is n't it fun," said Peter Piper. "I say;

are n't they awful swells ! But Lord Francis

can't kick about in his trousers as I can in

mine, and neither can the others. I 'd like to

see them try to do this,"—and he turned three

summersaults in the middle of the room and
stood on his head on the biggest hole in the

carpet—and wiggled his legs and twiggled

his toes at them until they shouted so with

laughing that Ridiklis ran in with a saucepan

in her hand and perspiration on her forehead,

because she was cooking turnips, which was
all they had for dinner.

"You must n't laugh so loud." she cried

(lut. "If we make so much noise the Tidy
Castle people will begin to complain of this

being a low neighborhood and they might in-

sist on moving away."

"Oh! scrumpl" said Peter Piper, who
sometimes invented doll slang—though there

' Loku Kli'Ekt u'.as Glancing over his Love
Letters."

was n't really a bit of harm in him. "I

would n't have them move away for any-

thing. They are meat and drink to me."
"They are going to have a dinner of ten

courses," sighed Ridiklis, "I can see them
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cooking it from my scullery window. And 1

have nothing but turnips to give you."

"Who cares!" said Peter Piper. "Let 's

have ten courses of turnips and pretend each

course is exactly like the one they are having

at the Castle."'
"

I like turnips almost better than anything

—almost—perhaps not quite," said (iustibus.

"I can eat ten courses of turnips like a shot."

"Let 's go and find out what their courses

are," said Meg and Peg and Kilmanskeg,

"and then we will write a menu on a ;)iece of

pink tissue paper."

And if you '11 believe it, that was what they

did. They divided their turnips into ten

courses and they called the first one " Hors
d'ceuvres," and the last one "Ices," with a

French name, and Peter Piper kept jumping
up from the table and pretending he was a

footman and flourishing about in his flapping

rags of trousers and announcing the names of

the dishes in such a grand way that they

laughed till they near'y died, and said they

never had had such a splendid dinner in their

lives, and that they would rather live behind
the door and watch the Tidy Castle people

than be the Tidy Castle people themselves.

And then of course they all joined hands
and danced round and round and kicked up
their heels for joy, because they always did

that whenever there was the least excuse for

it—and quite often when there was n't any
at all, just because it was such good exercise

and worked off their high spirits so that they

could settle down for a while.

This was the wav things went on dav after

day. They almost lived at their windows.
They watched the Tidy Castle family get up
and be dressed by their maids and valets in

different clothes almost every day. They saw
them drive out in their carriages, and have
parties, and go to balls. They all nearly had
brain fever with delight the day they watched
Lady Gwendolen and Lady Muriel and Lady
Doris, dressed in their Court trains and feath-

ers, going to be presented at the first Draw-
ing-P.oom.

After the lovely creatures had gone the

whole family sat down in a circle round the

Racketty-Packetty House library fire, and Ri-

diklis read aloud to them about Draw'ing-

Rooms, out of a scrap of the Lady's Pictorial

she had found, and' after that they had a

Court Drawing-Room of their own. and thev

made tissue paper trains and glass bead
crowns for diamond tiaras, and sometimes
Gustibus pretended to be the Royal family,

and the others were presented to him and
kissed his hand, and then the others took

turns and he was presented. And suddenly

the most delightful thing occurred to Peter

^i^M.

I'ETER Piper Kept Jumpfng up prom the Table
Pretending He Was a Footman."

Piper. He thought it would be rather nice to

make them all into lords and ladies and he

did it by touching them on the shoulder with

the drawing-room poker which he straight-

ened because it was so crooked that it was
almost bent double. It is not exactly the

way such things are done at Conrt, but Peter

Piper thought it would do—and at any rate

it was great fun. So he made them all kneel

down in a row and he touched each on the

shoulder with the poker and said

:

" Rise up. Lady Meg and Lady Peg and
Lady Kilmanskeg and Lady Ridiklis of Rack-
etty-Packetty House—and also the Right
Honorable Lord Gustibus Rags!" And they

all jumped up at once and made bows and
curtsied to each other. But they made Peter

Piper into a Duke, and he was called the

Duke of Tags. He knelt down on the big

hole in the carpet and each one of them gave

liim a little thump on the shoulder with the

poker, because it took more thumps to make a

Duke than a common or garden Lord.

The day after this another much more e.\-
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citing thing took place. Tlie nurse was in a
bad temper and when she was tidying the

nursery she pushed the easy chair aside and
saw Racketty-Packetty House.

"Oh!" she said, "there is that Racketty-
Packetty old thing still. I had forgotten it.

the way down the staircase, and Peter Piper
and Gustibus had to dart out of the drawing-
room and pick them up, Ridiklis came stag-

up from the kitchen quite out ofTerm

breath.

"(.)h! our going to be burned! Our
house is going to be
burned!" cried Meg
and Peg clutching
their brothers.

"Let us go and
throw ourselves out of

the window!"
Kilmanskeg.

" I don't see

they can have
heart to burn a
son's home!"
Ridiklis, wiping

The CoiKTVARD of Tidy C.\stle.

It must be carried down-stairs and burned.
I will go and tell one of the footmen to come
for it."

Meg and Peg and Kilmanskeg were in

their attic and they all rushed out in such a
hurry to get down-stairs that they rolled all

cried

how
the

per-

said

her

eyes with her kitchen

duster.

Peter Piper was
rather pale, but he was
extremely brave and
remembered that he
was the head of the

family.

"Now. Lady Meg
and Lady Peg and
Lady Kilmanskeg," he
said, "let us all keej)

cool."
" ^^'e sha'n't keep

cool when they set our
house on fire," said

Gustibus. Peter Pi-

per just snapped his

fingers.

" Pooh !" he said.

"We are- only made of

wood and it won't
hurt a bit. We shall

just snap and crack

and go off almost like

fireworks and then we
sliall be ashes and fly

away into the air and
see all sorts of things.

Perhaps it may be

more fun than any-

thing we have done since

we were given to Cynthia's grandmother."
"But our nice old house! Our nice old

Racketty-Packetty House," said Ridiklis. "I
do so love it. The kitchen is so convenient

—

even though the oven won't bake any more."
And things looked most serious because the
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was beginning to push the arm-
But it -would not move and I

^S-?*-! ^tJ

"They Made Peter Piper the Duke of Tags."

will tell you why. One of my Fairies, who
had come down the chimney when they were
talking, had called me and I had come in a

second with a whole army of my Workers,

and though the Nurse could n't see them,

they were all holding the chair tight down on

the carpet so that it would not stir.

And I—Queen Crosspatch—myself—flew

downstairs and made the footman remember
that minute that a box had come for Cynthia

and that he must take it upstairs to her

nursery. If I had not been on the spot he

would have forgotten it until it was too late.

But just in the very nick of time up he came,

and Cynthia sprang up as soon as she saw
him.

"Oh!" she cried out, "it must be the doll

who broke her little leg and was sent to the

hospital. It must be Lady Patsy 1''

And she opened the box which the foot-

man gave her, and gave a little scream of joy,

for there lay lady Patsy (her whole name was
Patricia) in a lace- frilled night-gown, with

her lovely leg in bandages, and a pair of tiny

crutches and a trained nurse by her side.

'I'hat was how I saved them that time.

There was such excitement over Lady Patsy

and her little crutches and her nurse that

nothing else was thought of and my Fairies

pushed the arm-chair back and Racketty-

Packettv House was hidden and forgotten

once more.

i'he whole Racketty-Packetty family gave

a great gasp of joy and sat down in a ring

all at once, on the floor, mopping their fore-

heads with anything they could get hold of.

Peter Piper used an antimacassar.

"Oh! we are obliged to you, Queen B-bell-

Patch," he panted out, "But these alarms of

fire are upsetting."
" ^'ou leave them to me," I said, "and I '11

attend to them. Tip!" I commanded the

Fairy nearest me. " Vou will have to stay

about here and be ready to give the alarm
when anything threatens to happen." And I

flew away, feeling I had done a good morn-
ing's work. Well, that was the beginning of

a great many things, and many of them were

^-.o^'^C^'):

"And I—Quee.s- Crosspatch—Myself—Flew
Downstairs and iMade the Footm.^.n

Remember."

connected with Lady Patsy; and but for me
there might have been unpleasantness.
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Of coursu the Racketty-Packi-'tty dulls fur-

got about their fright directly, and began to

enjoy themselves again as usual. That was
their way. They never sat up all night with

Trouble, Peter Piper used to say. And I told

him they were quite right. If you make a

fuss over trouble and put it to bed and nurse

it and give it beef tea and gruel, you can

never get rid of it.

Their great delight now was Lady Patsy.

( IJ

"And the K.ackktty-Packetty House Dolls
Crowded around their Window and

Adored Her."

They thought she was prettier than any of the

other Tidy Castle dolls. She neither turned

her nose up, nor looked down the bridge of

it, nor laughed mockingly. She had dimples

in the corners of her mouth and long curly

lashes and her nose was saucy and her eyes

were bright and full of laughs.

"She 's the clever one of the family," said

Peter Piper. "I am sure of that."

She was treated as an invalid at first, of

C Tft ite concluded in

course, and kept in her room ; but they could

see her sitting up in her frilled nightgown.
After a few days she was carried to a soft

chair by the window and there she used to sit

and look out; and the Racketty-Packettv

House dolls crowded round their window ami
adored her.

After a few days, they noticed that Peter

Piper was often missing and one morning Ri-

diklis went up into the attic and found him
sitting at a window all by himself and staring

and staring.

"Oh! Duke," she said (you see they al-

ways tried to remember each others' titles).

"Dear me, Duke, what are you doing here?"

"I am looking at her," he answered. "I 'm
in love. I fell in love with her the minute
Cynthia took her out of her box. I am going

to marry her."

"But she 's a lady of high degree," said

Ridiklis, quite alarmed.

"That 's why she '11 have me," said Peter

Piper in his most cheerful manner. " Ladies

of high degree always marry the good-looking

ones in rags and tatters. If I had a whole
suit of clothes on, she would n't look at me.

I 'm very good-looking, you know," and he

turned round and winked at Ridiklis in such

a delightful saucy way that she suddenly felt

as if he i.L'as very good-looking, though she

had not thought of it before.

"Hello." he said all at once. "I 've just

thought of something to attract her attention.

Where 's the ball of string?"

Cynthia's kitten had made them a present

of a ball of string which had been most use-

ful. Ridiklis ran and got it, and all the

others came running upstairs to see what
Peter Piper was going to do. They all were
delighted to hear he had fallen in love with

the lovely, funny Lady Patsy. They found
him standing in the middle of the attic un-

rolling the ball of string.

"What are you going to do, Duke?" they

all shouted.

"Just you watch," he said, and he began
to make the string into a rope ladder—as fast

as lightning. AMien he had finished it, he
fastened one end of it to a beam and swung
the other end out of the window.

the January Number. )
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I Do! -Don't You?
By Isabel Ecclestone Mackay

'Summer," said the humming ]5ee,

' Summer is the time for me

!

Richest lields of luscious clover,

Honey-cups all brimming over.

Not a cloud the long day through

'

I like Summer best— don't you?"

Said the dainty Primrose sweet

:

' Summer is the time of heat.

In the Spring when birds are calling

And the crystal rain is falling

All the world is cool and new!
I like Springtime best— don't you?"

Said the Apple: "Not at all,

There 's no "season like the Fall

!

CJolden skies thro' soft mists glowing
Where the golden-rod is growing,

Reaping done and har\-est through—
1 like Autumn best— don't you?"

Said the Holly :
" It is clear

Of all seasons of the year

Winter is the best and dearest,

\\ inds are stillest, skies are clearest—
Snowballs, sleighrides, Christmas—whew!
1 like Winter best— (A'//7 \oii?"

"Santa Comes But Once a Year"
Drawn by E. B. Bird



The Skipper's Lad
A Christmas Tale

By Arthur Upson
Illustrated by W. L. Jacobs

NOTE.—There was formerly a superstition among Welsh sailors that, if their voyage found thent at sea
on Christmas Eve, they would be haunted with strange fears until they remembered the Xight w iih a carol.

Black, night, and biting keen, it was,

For Winter swept the sea

;

The Skipper and the Bo's'n's mate
Aboard the Jane Magec

They heard the Bo's'n's whistle sound
Aloft so cheerlessly.

' What may this be ? " 'J'om Wiggins cried

;

" The sea-mist creeps and crowds,

And o'er the port rail I did see

Strange shapes among the clouds."
' And hark !

" old Tompkins answered low,
" There 's creaking in the shrouds!"

The Jane Magee of Portland Town
Bent through the gliding mist

;

Whate'er she rode on lay unseen,

And all around was whist

;

It was as though when night came on
All sound had been dismissed.

1
' ve sailed through storms," spoke trusty Bill,

" From Hatteras to Belle Isle

;

But rare the gale that, ere she broke.

Held not like this a while."

They saw the Skipper's lad look up

—

Then smiled to see him smile.

Now all was well, above, below,

Yet down the night had closed

So dreary in the first dogwatch
The sailors scarce reposed

As in their fo'c's'le bunks they lay

And dozed and woke and dozed.

VI

" You laugh, my lad," the old tar cried
;

" There 's sommat on your tongue.

Heave.sail, and let 'er have the wind,

And so your song be sung!
''

Then clear the lad's sweet voice arose

And round the cabin rung.
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VII

" Come, messmates, let us have a song,

Together, every man

!

At liome the Yule log burns; at sea

Let 's show the Night we can

Keep Christmas cheer as merrily

Here otif the drand Menan.

VIII

My father walks the deck to-night,

My mother 's on the land
;

A fortnight 't is we left her there

Against the yellow sand;

She had a red cap on her head,

A kerchief in her hand.

Vol. XXX I \
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Full vpon its Rock Appkaked the Light of Gkand Menan.

I Stood astern and signaled back
A-leaning from the rails;—

And well I cherish all her lore

And all the old sea-tales

She told me, from the store she had
Of her kin back in Wales.

' Davy'— says she— ' this Christmas Eve
Will find you on the main

;

The carol that I sang for you,

Oh, sing it there again,

Remembering the Holy Night,

Nor shall it be in vain !
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NI

" For oft '— says she— • by night I 'vc htard

My poor old father say

His ship and crew once hung in sjilII

Without C'aermarthen Bay:—
Bethought him 't was the eve of Vule,

And carolled it awav.'

XV
" God restyou, iiieny gentlemen,

ll'/ienvtr vmt iihiy be:

Gcd restyou all in field or Itall

Or on the stormy sea;

For on this morn our Christ 7eias born

That sai'eth vou and me .'
"

' So, sailor lads, pipe all hands round
And set your voices free,

For I propose a cheery song

Upon the Christmas sea,

To hail the blessed evening

Of our Lord's Nativity !

"

They sing as only sailors sing

Before the capstan-bars,

Or high amid the rigging

For their audience of stars

—

And as they sing the mists break way
And scatter round the spars

!

Three cheers for Dave, our Skipper's lad !

The sturdy voices cried
;

The cabin timbers rang again

And shook from side to side

;

The watch up in the crow's-nest heard

—

" Three cheers I

" his heart replied.

Then, through the sudden rift, a sharp

Great golden radiance ran

To melt around the good ship's prow,

And in another span

Lo, full upon its rock appeared

The Light of Grand ]Menan!

And then in tones full rich and strong

A well-known hymn they raise—
A simple carol all had known

In boyhood's homely days.

The Skipper feels the air less keen,

Less chill the circling haze.

The night was clean of mist as noon.

And all the stars hung free ;

—
The Skipper's lad rode sailor-back

To music of their glee

Till eight bells called the sta'board watch

That Christmas Eve at sea.

'The Skipper's Lad Rode Sailor-Back to Music of Their Gi.ee."



Captain June
By Alice Hegan Rice

Author of " Mrs. Wlsrirs of tlu- C.ibbat;L- Patch' ' Lovey Mary," etc.

With Pictures by C. D. Weldon

June had never sat still so long during the

whole six years of his existence. His slender

body usually so restless and noisy was motion-
less ; his hands too fond of teasing and
mischief lay limp in his lap, even his tongue
was still and that was the most wonderful
of all. The only part of him that stirred was
a sparkling pair of gray eyes that were look-

ing out upon the strangest world they had
ever seen.

The entire day had been one of enchant-

ment, from the first waking hour when he
discovered that the engines on the big steamer

where he had lived for seventeen days had
stopped, and that the boat was actually

lying at anchor just off the coast of Japan.
Seki San, his Japanese nurse who had cared

for him ever since he was a baby, had been

so eager to look out of the port-hole that she

could scarcely attend to her duties, and
the consequence was that he had to stand on
the sofa and hook his mother's dress and help

her with the little pins at the back of the

neck while Seki San finished the packing.

June could not dress himself but he knew a

great deal about hooks and eyes and belt

pins, ^^'hen mother got in a hurry she lost

things, and experience had taught him that

it was much easier to fasten the pin where it

belonged than to spend fifteen minutes on the

floor looking for it.

At last when all the bags and trunks were
ready, and the pilot and the health officer had
come aboard, and everybody had waited un-

til they could not wait another moment, the

passengers were brought ashore in a wheezy,

puft'y launch, and were whirled up to the

hotel in queer little buggies drawn by small

brown men with bare legs and mushroom
hats, and great sprawling signs on their

backs.

Since then June had sat at a front window-

too engrossed to speak. Just below him lay

the Bund or sea-road, with the wall beyond
where the white waves broke in a merry
spla.sh and then fell back to the blue water

below. Out in the harbor there were big

black merchant steamers, and white men-of-

war, there were fishing schooners, and sam-
pans with wobbly, crooked oars. But the
street below was too fascinating to see much
beyond it. Jinrikishas were coming and
going with passengers from the steamers
and the coolies laughed and shouted to each
other in passing. Women and girls clat-

tered by on wooden shoes with funny bald-
headed, slant-eyed babies strapped on their

backs. On the hotel steps, a little girl in a
huge red turban and a gorgeous dress of
purple and gold was doing handsprings,
while two boys in fancy dress sang through
their noses and held out fans to catch the
pennies that were tossed from the piazza
above.

If Cinderella, and Jack the Giant Killer,

and Aladdin and Ali Baba had suddenly ap-
peared, June would not have been in the

least surprised. It was where they all lived,

there could be no possible doubt as to that.

Here was the biggest picture book he had
ever seen, the coming true of all the fairy-

tales he had ever heard.

He was dimly conscious that in the room
behind him Seki San was unpacking trunks

and boxes, and that his mother was coming
and going and leaving hurried instructions.

Once he heard her say, "Don't say anything
to him about it, Seki, I '11 tell him when he
has to be told." But just then a man went
by with a long pole across his shoulder and
round baskets on each end, and in the baskets

were little shining silver fishes, and June for-

got all about what his mother was saying.

June's father was a young army officer

stationed in the Philippines. June was born
there but when still a baby he had been des-

perately ill and the doctor had sent him back
to the States and said he must not return for

many years. It was a great grief to them all

that they had to be separated, but Capt. Roy-
ston had gotten two leaves of absence and

come home to them, and now this summer
June and his mother had come all the way
from California to meet nim in Japan.

June was not his real name. It was Robert

Rogers Royston, Junior, but mother said
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there never could be but one Robert for Iicr, that he was not as strong as other boys, and
and fatlier did not like the Rogers for a sur- when his tliroat was very bad and his voice

' <

The Tea Party on the Train. (See page 119.)

name, so they called him Junior, and Junior would not come, why he sat up in bed and
soon got bobbed off into June. The name whistled, just the keenest, cheeriest, healthi-

suited him too, for a sunshinier little chap est whistle you ever heard,

you never saw. He never seemed to know It was on the indoor days that Seki San
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used to tell him about her wonderful country

across the sea^ of the little brown houses with

the flower gardens on the roofs, of the con-

stant clatter, clatter of the wooden shoes, and

the beautiful blossoms that rained down on

you like snow.

"Where are the blossoms?" he demanded,
suddenly turning in his chair, "You said they

came down thick and white and that I could

let them fall over my face."

Seki San did not answer, she was kneeling

beside a very disconsolate iigure that lay on

the bed with face buried in the pillows.

When June spoke, his mother sat up and
pushed back her tumbled hair. She was a

very little mother with round eyes and lips

as red as June's, only now her eyes were red

and her lips trembling.

"You may go in the other room, Seki

San," she said, "I want to talk to June by

himself."

June sidled up cautiously and took a seat

near her on the bed. The one unbearable

catastrophe to him was for his mother to cry.

It was like an earthquake, it shook the very

foundations on which all his joys were built.

Sometimes when the postman forgot to leave a

letter, and occasionally when he was sick

longe- than usual, mother cried. But those

were dark, dreadful times that he tried not to

think about. Why the tears should come on

this day of all days he could not understand.

She put her arm around him and held him
close for a long time before she spoke. He
could feel the thump, thump of her heart as

he leaned against her.

"June," she said at last, "you are going to

be a soldier like father, are n't you?"

June's eyes brightened. "Yes, and carry a

sword !" he said.

"There is something more than a sword

that a soldier has to have."

"A gun?"
Mother shook her head. "It 's courage.

June ! It 's something I have n't got a scrap

of. You '11 have to be brave for us both!"

"I 'm not afraid," declared June, "I go to

bed in the dark and go places by myself or

anything."

"I don't mean that way." said his mother,
" I mean doing hard things just because they

are right, staying behind for instance when

—

when somebody you love very much has to go

away and leave you."

June sat up and looked at her. " W'ho 's

going away?" he demanded.
Mother's voice faltered. " Father 's ter-

ribly ill witli a fever, June. The letter was
waiting here, it is from our old doctor in

Manila, he says 'Come on first steamer, but

don't bring the boy.' " The earth seemed
suddenly to be slipping from under June's
feet, he clutched at his mother's hand. " I

am going too!" he cried in quick alarm, "I
won't stay behind, I can't, mother!"

Her arm tightened about him, "But I

don't dare take you, June, think of the ter-

rible heat and the fever, and you are the only
little boy I 've got in the world, and I love

you so
!"

"I won't take the fever," protested Ju'ie.

"I '11 be good. I '11 mind everv word Seki

says."
" But Seki is n't going. She wants to take

you home with her down to a little town on
the Inland Sea, where there are all sorts of

wonderful things to do. Would you stay

with her, June, while I go to father?"

Her voice pleaded with eagerness and
anxiety, but June did not heed it. Slipping

from her arms, he threw himself on the floor

and burst into a passion of tears. All the

joys of the enchanted country had vanished,

nothing seemed to count e.xcept that mother
was thinking of leaving him in this strange

land and sailing away from him across the

sea,

"Don't cry so, June, listen." pleaded his

mother. " I have not decided, I am trying to

do what is best."

But June refused to be consoled. ( )ver

and over he declared that he would not stay,

that he would rather have the fever and die

than to be left behind.

By and by the room grew still, his mother
no longer tried to pacify him, only the tick-

ing of the little traveling clock on the table

broke the stillness. He peeped through his

fingers at the silent figure in the chair above

him. He had never seen her look so white

and tired, all the pretty smiles and dimples

seemed gone forever, her eyes were closed

and her lips were tightly drawn together.

June crept close and slipped his hand into

hers. In an instant her arms were about

him.
"

I don't know what to do. nor where to

turn." she sobbed. "I am afraid to take you
and afraid to leave you. What must I do?"

June was sure he did not know but when
mothers are little and helpless and look at

vou as if you were grown up, you have to

think of a way. He was standing beside her

with his arm around her neck, and he could
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feel her trembling all over. I-'ather often

said in his letters, "Be sure to take care of

that little Mother of yours," but it had al-

ways seemed a joke until now. He sighed,

then he straightened his shoulders

:

"I '11 stay, Mudderly." he said, then he

added with a swallow. "Maybe it will help

me to be a soldier when I get big!"

Chapikr II

"Seki San, look at the old woman with

black teeth! What made them black? What
have the little girls got flowers in their hair

for? What are they ringing the bell for?"

Seki San sitting on her heels at the car

window tried to answer all June's questions

at once. The sad parting was over. Mrs.

Royston had left in the night on the steamer

they had crossed in, and the Captain and the

Purser and all the passengers were going to

take care of her until she got to Hong Kong,

and after that it was only a short way to

Manila, and once she was with Father, June
felt that his responsibility ceased.

When they first boarded the train. June

had sat very quiet. If you wink fast and

swallow all the time, you can keep the tears

hack, but it does not make you feel any better

inside.

"If God Jias got to take somebody," June
said at length gloomily, "I think He might

take one of my grandmothers. I have got

four but one of them is an old maid."

"Oh no," said Seki, "she is n't."

"She is," persisted June, "she keeps every

thing put away in little boxes and won't let

me play with them. Seki, do you guess God
would jes' as lieve for me to have a horn as a

harp when I go to Heaven? I want a presser

horn like they have in the band."

"But you will not go for many long times !"

cried Seki, catching his hand as if he were

about to slip away. " Look out of the window.

See! They are giving the cow a bath!"

In a field nearby an old man and woman
were scrubbing a patient-looking cow, and
when the creature pulled its head away and
cried because it did not want to get its face

washed, June laughed with glee. After all.

one could not be unhappy very long when
every minute something funny or interesting

was happening. At every station a crowd of

curious faces gathered about the car window
eager to catch a glimpse of the little foreign

boy, and June, always ready to make friends,

smiled at them and bobbed his head, which

made tlie boys and girls look at each other

and laugh.

"We bow with our whole self, so," Seki

explained putting her hands on her knees and
bending her body very low, "and we never
shake with the hands nor kiss together!"

" Don't the mothers ever kiss the children

good-night?" asked June incredulously.

"Oh! no," said Seki, "we bow."
While June was thinking about this strange

state of affairs, a man came close under the

window, carrying a tray and calling: "Bcntof
Eo Bcnto!"

Seki San took some money from a little

purse which she carried in her long sleeve,

and handing it out to the man, received two
square wooden boxes and a fat little tea-pot

with a cup over its head like a cap.

"Are we going to have a tea-party?" asked

June, scrambling down from his perch.

"So," said Seki San reaching under the

seat and pulling out a tiny chest, in which
were other cups and saucers and a jar of tea

leaves, "we will have very nice tea-parties

and you shall make the tea."

June, following instructions, put some of

the tea in the small pot and poured the hot

water over it, then he helped Seki San spread

two paper napkins on the seat between them.

"Now," he said, "where 's the party?"

Seki San handed him one of the boxes and
began to untie the string of the other.

"I have some sticks tied on 'to mine!"
cried June, "two big ones and a tiny little

one wrapped up in paper."

"That is your knife and fork and pick-

tooth." said Seki San. "Vou must hold the

sticks in one hand like this."

But June was too busy exploring the con-

tents of the two trays that formed his box to

stop to take a .lesson in the use of chop-

sticks. The lower tray was full of smooth

white rice. In the top one, was a bit of

omelet and some fish, and a queer-looking

something that puzzled June.

"What is it?" he asked.

"Guess it!" said Seki mysteriously, "guess

it with your nose."

"It 's pickle!" cried June.

"Pickled sea-weed," said Seki, "and I have

also brought you some Japanese candy that

you pour out of a bottle."

There was no bread, no butter, no knife

nor fork nor spoon, but June thought it

\^as the very nicest tea-party he had ever

been to. Sitting with his stocking feet curled

up under him as Seki had hers, he clattered
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his chop-sticks and spilt the rice all over the

seat, while they both grew weak with laugh-
ter over his efforts to feed himself.

"Don't you wish you were a little boy,
Seki San?" he asked when most of the lunch
had disappeared.

"\\'hy?" said Seki.
" 'Cause," said June, "you 'd have such a

good time playing with me all the time!"
"But no," said Seki seriously, "I must be

big womans to take care of you."
"And tell me stories!" added June poli-

ticly: "Tell me 'bout Tomi now."
"Tomi?" said Seki San, smiling. "You

going see Tomi very soon, to-morrow, per-

haps to-night. Tomi very bad little dog,

makes a cross bark at all big peoples, but
loves children. When Tomi very little his

nose stick out, so Japanese think it very
ugly for little pug-dog's nose to stick out, so

we push it in easy every day. Now Tomi
has nice flat nose, but he sneeze all the time

so kerchoo, kerchoo, kerchoo."

June laughed at the familiar story, but

suddenly he sobered :

"Say, Seki, I don't think it was very nice

to push his nose in ; I would n't like to have
my nose pushed in so I would have tc sneeze

all the rest of my life."

"Ah! but he must be beautiful! Tomi
would not be happy if his nose stuck out

when other pug-doggies had nice flat nose.

Tomi is very happy, he is grateful."

It was quite dark when they reached their

destination
; June had been asleep and when

he slipped out on the platform he could
not remember at all where he was ; Seki's

mother and her sisters and brothers besides

all the relatives far and near had come
to welcome her back from America, and
quite a little crowd closed in about her,

bowing and bowing and chattering away in

Japanese.

June stood, rather forlornly, to one side.

This time last night Mother had been with
him, he could speak to her and touch her,

and now—it was a big, strange world he

found himself in, and even Seki seemed his

Seki no longer.

Suddenly he felt something rub against

his leg, and then he heard a queer sound
that somehow sounded familiar. Stooping
down he discovered a flat-nosed little pug
that was kissing his hand just as if it had
been brought up in America.

"It 's Tomi," cried June in delight, and
the pug, recognizing his name, capered more
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madly still, only stopping long enough to
sneeze between the jumps.
Ten minutes later June was sitting beside

Seki San in a broad jinrikisha, rushing
through the soft night air, down long gay
streets full of light and color and laughter,
round sharp corners, up steep hills, over
bridges where he could look down and see

another world of paper lanterns and torches,

and always the twinkling legs and the big
round hat of the jinrikisha man bobbing
steadily along before him.

"Is it like a story book all the time?"
Seki San laughed: "Oh, no, June, story-

book land is back in America, where the
grow-n-up houses are, and the rich, fine furni-

tures, and the strange ways. This is just

home, my very dear home, and I have such
glad feelings to be here!"

June cuddled close and held her hand, and
if he felt a wee bit wistful, and wiped his

eyes once in a while on her sleeve, he did it

very carefully, so that Seki would have noth-
ing to spoil the glad feeling in her heart at

being home again.

Chapter III

The new life which opened up for June was
brimming over with interest. Seki San lived

in a regular toy house, which was like a lot

of little boxes fitted into one big one. One
whole side was open to the garden and a
tiny railed balcony ran around outside the

rooms. The walls were made of white paper,
and when the sun shone all sorts of pretty

shadows danced on them, and when it rained
everybody ran about to put up the wooden
screens, and fasten the house up snug and
tight until the shower was over. A flight of

low steps cut in the rock led down to a bam-
boo wicket, and here green lizards sunned
themselves all day and blinked in friendly

fashion at the passer-by.

The night June arrived he had looked

about blankly and said :

"But Seki there is n't- any furniture in

your house ; have n't you got any bed, or

chairs or table?"

And Seki had laughed and told the others

and everybody laughed until June thought he
had been impolite.

"I like it," he hastened to add, "it 's tlie

nicest house I ever was in, 'cause, don't you
see, there is n't anything to break."

It was quite wonderful to see how easily

one can get along without furniture. After
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one has sat on his heels, and slept on the floor

and eaten off a tiny table no bigger than a

foot stool, it seems the most sensible thing

in the world. June did hang up one picture

and that was a photograph of his mother.

She had left him two, but one was taken with

her hat on.
" I don't like for her always to look as

if she was going away!" he said to Seki San

when she wanted to put them both up.

The life, interesting as it was, might have

proven lonely, had it not been for Seki's

younger brother, Toro, who was two years

older than June. Although neither could

understand a word the other said, yet a very

great friendship had sprung up between them.

"We understand just like dogs," June ex-

plained to Seki San.

All day long the two boys played down by

the river bank, paddling about in the shal-

low shimmering water, building boats and

putting them out to sea, sailing their kites

from the hill top, or best of all, sitting long

hours on the parade grounds watching the

drilling of the soldiers.

Sometimes when they were very good, Seki

San would get permission for them to play

in the daimyo's garden, and those days were

red letter days for June. The garden was

very old and very sacred to the Japanese, for

in long years past it had belonged to an old

feudal lord, and now it was the property of

the Emperor.

From the first June had cherished a secret

belief that somewhere in its leafy bowers he

would come across the Sleeping Beauty. It

was all so old and so still that even the

breezes whispered as they softly stirred the

tree-tops. In the very heart of the garden a

little blue lake smiled up at the sky above,

and all about its edges tall flags of blue and

gold threw their bright reflections in the

water below. A high-arched bridge all gray

{To be

witli moss, led from one tiny island to an-

other, while along the shore old stone lan-

terns, very stiff and stern, stood sentinel over

the quiet of the place. Here and there a
tempting little path led back into mysterious

deeps of green, and June followed each one
with the half expectancy of finding the cob-

webby old place, and the vine-grown steps,

and the Sleeping Beauty within.

One day when they were there, Toro be-

came absorbed in a little house he was build-

ing for the old stork who stood hour after

hour under the cool shadow of the arching

bridge. June, getting tired of the work, wan-
dered off alone, and as he went deeper into

the tangle of green, he thought more and
more of the Sleeping Beauty.

It was cool and mysterious under the close

hanging boughs, and the sunshine fell in

white patches on the head of an old stone

Buddha, whose nose was chipped off, and
whose forefinger was raised in a perpetual

admonition to all little boys to be good. Just

ahead a low flight of steps led up to a dark
recess where a shrine was half concealed by
a tangle of vines and underbrush. June
cautiously mounted the steps ; he was making
believe that he was the prince in the fairy-

tale, and that when he should push through

the barrier of brier roses he would find the

.Sleeping Beauty within the shrine.

As he reached the top step, a sound made
him pause and catch his breath. It was not

the ripple of the falling water that danced
past him down the hillside, it was not the

murmur of the wind in the bamboos overhead

;

it was the deep regular breathing very close

to him of some one asleep. For a moment
June wanted to run away, but then he re-

membered the golden hair and blue eyes of

the princess and with heart beating very fast,

he pushed through the underbrush and
stumbled over some one lying in the grass.

continneci.)
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By Kent Packard

IH, a strictly naval person, and a man of general fame,

Was Lieut. Gadzooks Peters-Brown of H. M. S. " The
Flame."

He was fair and he was forty, he was fat as fat could be.

And he was the bravest British tar that ever put to sea.

While in the Bay of Biscay, he was sleeping in his

bunk,

When a hundred fierce Sea-Lions sprang upon him
with a plunk.

" Bah Jove! " cried this gallant seaman, " I must find out

what to do."

So he grabbed his " General Orders" paragraph
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And you know, my gentle reader, the sea-lion is a beast

That dwells in ocean's surges, twenty fathoms at the least,

So when that "extra dry" blue book pervaded his inside.

That poor, misguided animal, he laid him down and died.

When they saw this, his companions to the sea raced back in flight,

For the fate of their brave leader had endued their hearts with fright.

But Lieut. Gadzooks Peters-Brown threw out his chest with glee.

And exclaimed, " I am the greatest thing that ever went to sea!
"

And a medal from the Admiralty engraved with his full name,
Hands down to his posterity his everlasting fame.

\ ''<r-p K''i iW^i blTl'
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Chapter II

JHE next evening shortly before

Abbie Ann's bedtime, her

father pushed his books aside

and wheeling his chair around
from the desk, took her on his

knee. He had his office at

home, and the two generally spent their eve-

nings here, he at work, she with her dolls.

There was a space between the wall and the

end of the desk that almost seemed to have

been meant for a doll-house, and her father

let Abbie Ann use a drawer of the desk for

her playthings.

Once a lady came to Coal City with her

husband who had business at the mine, and
they stayed over night, and she kept saying

"poor child," and every time she said it she

stroked Abbie Ann's hair. Then while the

two gentlemen were out, she brushed up the

office hearth, and put things around in the

places where she said they ought to be. The
office being at home, there was no covering

except a coat of paint on the floor, or on the

floor of the hall. The color of the soil of

Coal City is red, and red clay foot-prints on

a painted floor show discouragingly. After

the lady had brushed around for a while, she

gave up, and saying "poor child" some more,

bade Abbie Ann bring her all her stockings

that she might darn them.

Afterw-ard Abbie asked her father why the

lady said, "poor child," but he only looked

out of the window across the valley and did

not reply. Unless she was in a temper, when-
ever she saw her father glance that way, out

across the valley, Abbie Ann changed the sub-

ject, for something seemed to tell her then

that father was worried. So she saved the

question, and later asked Mr. McEwan why
the lady had said "poor child."

That person, surveying small Abbie Ann,
lifted his forehead in ridges and gazed de-

batingly. Her hair was in tangle, one shoe-

string was broken and the tongue of the shoe

hung loose; there was red clay on her stock-

ings, and a long scratch on her face, results

of a scramble up the mountain side for black-

berries ; also there was a slit in her dress skirt,

where a briar had caught it.

"Because," said Mr. McEwan solemnly,

"there is so little demand on the market for

young savages."

But this had been some time before, in one
of the intervals between teachers.

This evening Abbie Ann's father, pushing
his ledger away lifted her to his knee. Now
her father was that sort of person who, a
dripping umbrella in his hand, stands in a

doorway, and looks helplessly around until

the women folk rush to him and take it. But
there were no women folk to take care of him
and Abbie Ann. Her father loved the

small bundle of herself, tears, smudges,

and all, better even than he himself knew,
better than all else in the world, but he did n't

know what to do with her. His attitude with
Abbie Ann was very like that of himself with

the vimbrella.

He lifted her to his knee now and stroked

her hair awkwardly. It made her think of

the lady. She endured it, hopeful that it

would n't last long. Perhaps it was because

it was n't natural to her father that it made
her embarrassed. She was right. It stopped.

"How brave to do her duty is my wilful

ofl^spring?" suddenly he inquired.

Now wilful offspring meant Abbie Ann. It

was what still another lady brought to Coal

City to teach her, had called her.

Abbie had no idea what wdlful offspring

meant, but she did know the lady had not

meant it to be complimentary.

"How brave?" father was repeating.

Abbie Ann thought of the day before on the

freight train.

"Not so brave," she concluded.

Which evidently was disconcerting. Her
father began to stroke her hair again, and
Abbie to endure it. " But brave enough, I

am sure, to stand by her duty?" he suggested.
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He spoke so uneasily, it sounded so con-

ciliatory, that Abbie Ann grew dubious. His

voice sounded solemn too, almost as if they

were in church, which in itself was an alarm-

ing sensation. Coal City having Church at the

most, perhaps three times a year, when a min-

ister could be secured.

"Brave enough, I am sure," said father,

"to stand by her duty."

"I,—I don't know," faltered Abbie Ann.
" For father has made up his mind to be

brave enough to show his little daughter her

duty," he continued. But here he paused,

paused so long, and appeared to be pondering

so hard that Abbie Ann to show how entirely

at ease and free from embarrassment she was
began to twist his mustache to stand out, a

sharp point each side above his pointed beard.

Then when he looked at her so earnestly above

the fierce mustache, Abbie Ann forgot she

was embarrassed and laughed.

"Such a little girl," said her father, hope-

lessly, "such a little child."

"I was only pretending," she hastened to

assure him, "I 'm listening."

"And it is only for a few years at most,"

her father then said, as if continuing a

former thought ; was he talking to her or to

himself?

"What 's for a few years?" asked Abbie

Ann.
At this he seemed to come back to her and

hastened to stroke her hair, " I have been

meditating it for some time," he confessed,

even guiltily, "and yesterday's happening de-

termined me."
But it was to be seen that Abbi^Ann's tall

bearded parent eyed the inquiring-eyed object

on his knee with considerable apprehension.

He also continued to stroke her hair vigor-

ously.
" I am going to take you avifay from Coal

City, and put you at school," he told her.

There was a pause, there seemed no support

under Abbie Ann ; there was a singing in her

ears and a dryness in her mouth. Coal City

meant all she knew. "Away" meant that un-

known void and desolation the cars were rush-

ing toward yesterday, and its inhabitants were
summed up in the lady who called her "poor
child" and made her uncomfortable.

"But I don't want to go to school," she

rejoined, and her voice sounded so far ofT,

even to herself, and strange, that she threw
herself upon him and clung to him, suddenly

and fiercely, "I don't want to go to school,

I don't want to."

Father said nothing. The silence was
alarming. She burrowed her head deeper into

his coat collar, "Why can't 1 have a teacher

here?" came up in muffled tones from Abbie
Ann.
"We have tried it, and how long have they

stayed?"

It sounded as if it meant what it said, that

voice this time.

"They stayed longer than the cooks," came
up from Abbie Ann, sulkily, and unwisely;
for the number of cooks brought to Coal City
for the superintendent's household, from all

points far and near, had become a jocular
matter up and down the railroad ; none could
or would stand the isolation of the life. Her
father had grown as sensitive about cooks
as was Abbie about teachers.

So at this he spoke decidedly. Perhaps the

allusion had nettled him.

"The teaching is not all," he said, "you
need to be with other children," he was quot-
ing the words of the lady, "and you need to

have what only different surroundings can
give you."

"I don't," said Abbie Ann. There was no
doubt as to the finality of her utterance. She
had slipped down off his knee and stood, firm

planted on the floor. A red spot was burning
on either cheek. Suddenly she stamped her

foot, and stamped again ; then she seized the

nearest thing, it chanced to be her youngest
child, and flung the luckless infant across the

room. This done, simultaneously, as it were,

with the dull thud of its unhappy head against

the wall, Abbie Ann threw herself upon the

floor, prone, and beat with her small hands
and feet thereon.

It was not the first time this big man had
watched his little daughter thus, nor yet the

first time he had wondered what he ought to

do about it ; he had met a mine disaster with

a promptness that saved his men's lives ; he

had averted a strike by a just grasp of the

situation ; he had quelled a riot in a neighbor-

ing district during the miseries of actual

strike there ; but those things were a matter

of course, in mere line with a man's work,

and he thought no more about them. But
what to do with one small daughter who flung

herself on the floor and beat with her fists and

feet thereon, this big man did not know.

Meanwhile the heap of red tangles, skirts,

arms and legs, there before him, began to

be shaken by sobs. Abbie Ann usually grew

more reasonable at the weeping stage. Her
father gazed down upon her. Those small
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moaned "ohs," on his little daughter's lips

hurt him surprisingly. He would try reason.

He offered it somewhat diffidently, seeing that

Abbie Ann had a disconcerting way of reject-

ing it.

"Suppose," he said, "that I failed in my
duty to you now, and lived to feel my own
and your reproaches?"

His little girl, sitting up at this, to listen,

here shook her head violently, so violently

the red curls flung about wildly. She was
hazy as to what it was he might some day
feel, but from her position, it was safest to

combat everything. "That would n't never,

never be,
—

" she stated, with general vague-

ness of statement, but much decision.

But her father thought differently, and said

moreover that she was too young to know.
"And further," he added, "it is my daugh-

ter's duty to help father to do his." He
spoke so solemnly it might have been Church
again. Abbie Ann hugged her knees. It

would never do to weaken now.

But he went on. The words seemed to

come with effort, at first, but later, something

came into them that made them easier. Was
it tenderness? Or was it sad laughter?

"Once Abbie Ann—there was a little girl

with hair and eyes like yours. She lived in a

city, and used to come by a certain gate every

day, the last little girl in the procession com-
ing from a neighboring boarding-school for

the daily walk. There was a boy generally

hanging on that gate, that in time that little

girl came to nod to. Perhaps,—some day

—

you may be shown some medals and some
prize books laid away by persons who loved

this little girl, that will prove to you how
faithfully she did her duty."

Abbie Ann had wriggled along the floor,

still embracing her knees, the better to hear.

Now she got up and leaned against her

father's knee. The story rather than the

moral of it, had seized her.

"Who was she, the little girl, father?"

"Your mother, Abbie."

There was a silence. Nobody spoke. Little

as she had been, Abbie Ann seemed to herself

to remember,

—

Therefore she rose up and flung herself

upon him and wetted his poor collar with a

fresh burst of tears; "I '11 be good, I' 11 be

good,
—

" she whispered.

"I know, I know,— " said father, in return,

gathering her up, and this time forgetting to

stroke her hair.

Then Abbie Ann sat up. Had she known

her little nose was puffed like a ripe red

cherry, she might have been disconcerted.

"U'ho was the little boy?" she asked. She
liked that story.

"His name in those days, was, Johnnie,

Johnnie Richardson."

Abbie Ann laughed delightedly. It was
father himself, that boy, father's name was
John Richardson!

He was saying more: "And I have chosen

to send you to this same school, because the

same teacher is there who taught your mother ?

Will this help you to go and try to be

happy?"
He never had talked just this way to her

before. She felt solemn, and began to cry a

little again, but sobbed her willingness to try.

And it was settled, and big, bearded John
Richardson drew a breath.

Chapter III

But the going did not seem possible by the

next day, and Abbie Ann kept her face swol-

len by weeping afresh every time she thought

about it, feeling herself a mistreated little

girl, sent off into the great, terrifying world
with no one caring, a little girl gotten rid of

by being put at a terrible place called a school.

Very well, she would go, since she had
promised, she would go, but once there she

would cry herself ill, oh, very ill, and perhaps

die, and

—

At this point Abbie Ann burst into tears

again.

Mr. McEwan came up that evening to sup-

per, as he_,,often did, in order, he said, to help

them out.

This was because of a peculiarity of Fabe,

the cook. Mr. McEwan had brought Fabe
from Washington on returning from his vaca-

tion some time before. Fabe having hitherto

officiated in restaurants and boarding-houses,

said he did not know how to cook for two.

And true enough, when he made, for instance,

a pudding, it was so liberal an aft'air, that

Mr. Richardson and Abbie Ann continued to

eat pudding day after day, until it was gone.

In a way it might have been said to save Fabe
trouble, and it was owing to this peculiarity

that Mr. McEwan said he came to meals to

help them out.

This evening after supper they sat on the

side porch; One did not see the station from

here, or the chutes, or the coke ovens, only

the anvil-shaped valley with the enclosing

mountains making a purple rim around.
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Across on the opposite slope of the valley

stood the Church, ugly, it is true, but the

miners had built it themselves ; there was a

graveyard by the side of the church and in it

a tall white shaft. Abbie Ann's young mother

lay beneath that shaft ; it was while she was

among them that the miners had built the

Church.
Out on the porch this evening Abbie Ann

told Mr. McF'wan about her going away ; he

had been talking business to her father all

through supper, and she had had no oppor-

tunity to tell him before; her father, cigar

in hand, listened, too, and very cruel, and verv

•Once, Abbie Ann, there was a Little Girl with Hair and Eyes
Like Yours.'

"

terrible it sounded, the way she started

it. Somehow, by the time she reached the end,

she felt ashamed.

But Mr. ^IcEwan was making notes on the

back of an envelop. "Albemarle County
pippins, maple sugar, hickory nuts,

—
" he was

muttering.

"What?" Abbie Ann asked him.

"H'm," he was still jotting down, "did

you speak.—oh,—to be sure, I was planning
for the Thanksgiving box; but that is going

too fast, vou have n't gone yet,
—

"

"Box?" asked Abbie.

Mr. McEwan blinked, and his red head
nodded across at her red head, confidentially.

"At Thanksgiving," said he, "and at Christ-

mas, and on birthdays, and at Easter; what
Vol. XXXIV.— 17.

else did you suppose boarding-schools were
for?"

This was a new phase of things. " Real-

ly?" asked Abbie Ann.
Mr. McEwan turned his head ; he was sit-

ting on the porch railing smoking, " Oh,
Fabe," he called.

Fabe came out from the dining-room ; he

was very black and very shiny, and he wor-e

a paper cap. When he first arrived at Coal
City he said his name was Fabe Winljush ; but

Mr. McEwan said that he was too modest to

tell it all, that his whole name was Fabacious

Vespuscious McGruder Daniel Winbush.
Abbie Ann had

asked Fabe if it

really was, whereupon
he showed all his

teeth, but he never

said.

^\'hen he came to

the door Mr. Mc-
Ewan asked him,
" How about a cake,

Fabe? None of your

little miching meas-

urements, either, but

an ample, sizable,

cake-walking article,

pink and white per-

haps, and fruity, and
say, nutty, within?"

Fabe grinned, in-

deed he always

grinned at Mr. Mc-
Ewan. "Th' ain't

no trouble 'bout its

being sizable, if it 's

a big cake you

want,
—

"

"And candy," said Mr. McEwan, "the

real thing in Allegheny maple sugar,

with hickory nut meats through. I mean to

scour the mountains for the nuts myself."

But after Mr. McEwan had gone, the

shamed feeling came back upon Abbie that

she had not been honest. She went slowly

and stood by father. He was on the settee,

his arm stretched along the railing.

"I won't," she said, "I won't any more,"

and she touched his hand on the railing. His

closed on hers. Then he lifted her to the

bench by him.

In the valley below them, a mist was float-

ing over the low-lands. The young moon
shining down upon it, made it a moving silver

sea. But above the mists, on the opposite
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slope across the valley, stood the shaft, tall

and gleaming. Abbie sat very still, she

had no idea why. The sheep bells from some
hill side tinkled faintly. It hurt, not that

Abbie knew that it did, she only knew
something made her creep closer to father.

'Mr. McEwan was Making Notes on the Back of an Envki.oh

It is a question if Abbie even rightly

understood that she and father in their time

must come to cross the Valley also to where
that shaft stood ; it was not that kind of fear,

for only vaguely did Abbie Ann know what
the shaft meant. "\'et the beauty of the eve-

ning, and the young moon on the mists, and
the shaft across the valley, stayed on the lit-

tle heart. It is good that it should have

;

The Star staved with Dickens' child.

Not that Abbie thought these things, she

only sat close within the circle of father's arm,
while Fabe's voice, mellow and low, came
crooningly out from the kitchen, that kitchen

which had so shocked the strange lady, to

the rattle of his pots and pans.

Chapter IV

\\'hex Mr. Richard-

son and Abbie Ann
left Coal City in Sep-

tember, the whole
community was at the

station to see them
off, the miners, their

wives, the older chil-

dren, the babies, Mr.
McEwan and Fabe.

Abbie felt impor-

tant. She even had
a trunk of her own
and on one end of it,

it read:

.1 bbie A nn Richardson.

Down at the junc-

tion there lived a lady

who sewed and she

had made the new
clothes ; that is she

and Abbie had studied

the fashion papers to-

gether, and the lady

had sent down to Cin-

cinnati for the pat-

terns and the materi-

als. 'Six. Richardson

seemed doubtful at

the results, but said if

Abbie and the lady

were satisfied, they

were the ones to know.
And Mr. McEwan said

they weretoo plain, that

mere gilt braid did well

enough for Coal City,

but for metropolitan purposes, it ought to be

gold. Since which Abbie had been a little

troubled in her mind.

Everv one had brought her something for

a "good-by" ; indeed she could not take them
all, the peach pie and the pet squirrel, for

instance. Mr, McEwan said he would take

care of the pie.

Everybody waved until the train, eastward

bound, was rounding the curve; and Abbie
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hanging out the window, while her father

clutched her skirts, waved too. It made her

new ring glisten. Mr. McEwan had given

her that. The green diamond in the other

one had chipped off in discouraging fashion,

and finally had fallen out, while this new one

had for a setting a

little, clear, dark-blue

stone, that glistened.

"Not so rare a gem.

perhaps," Mr. Mc-
Ewan had explained,

"but with better wear-

ing qualities. And blue,

you know, is true."

Abbie Ann, gazing

at her ring, resolved

she would be true. A
verse had accompanied
the Tins.. It read :

" I knew by her hair that so

gracefully curled

Around her pink ears,

that she ringlets held

dear,

So I said, • Of all natu-

ral things in the

world,

A ring let me give her

before slie leaves

here.'"

Abbie Ann gave

Mr. McEwan a ])in,

•which originally had
a black bead for head
until she dipped it in

sealing wax. He had
it on at the station in

his tie, a green and
blue necktie, where it

bhowed beautifully.

That night Mr.
Richardson and Abbie
Ann reached the city,

going to a hotel. The
next day they went to

the school.

It was a large, square

house of red brick,

with white shutters, and the door knob and
the door bell shone. The maid who answered
the ring, and who showed them into a parlor,

was square herself, and staid and neat and
noiseless. Everything in the room seemed to

shine too, the furniture, the fender, the mir-

ror between the windows, the chandeliers.

Straight back mahogany chairs sat straight

back against the walls.

Abbie felt her heart sinking. The truth

was, though she did not know it, in the

Kvr.RY One had Bkoii.iiT Her Something for a ' Good-by.

midst of this depressing propriety she felt

herself a very small somebody indeed, and
she resented the feeling.

Then a lady came in, whom Mr. Richard-

son, rising to meet, addressed as Miss Owsley;

(7't? be contittued.'i
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The New Boy at Hilltop

By Ralph Henry Barbour
Author of " The Crimson Sweater,"' etc.

Chapter I

A BAD BEGINNING

Hilltop School closed its Fall Term with
just ninety-five students ; it opened again two
weeks later, on the third of January, with

ninety-six ; and thereby hangs this tale.

Kenneth Garwood had been booked for

Hilltop in the Autumn, but circumstances had
interfered with the family's plans. Instead

he journeyed to Moritzville on the afternoon

of the day preceding the commencement of

the new term, a very cold and blustery

January afternoon, during much of which he

sat curled tiglitlv into a corner of his seat in

the poorly heated day coach, which was the

best the train afforded, and wondered why
the Connecticut Valley was so much colder

than Cleveland, Ohio. He had taken an
early train from New York, and all the way
to Moritzville had sought with natural eager-

ness for sight of his future schoolmates. But
he had been unsuccessful. When Hilltop

returns to school it takes the mid-afternoon

express which reaches Moritzville just in

time for dinner, whereas Kenneth reached

the school before it was dark, and at a quarter

of five was in undisputed possession, for the

time being, of Number 12, Lower House.
"We are putting you," the Principal had

said, "with Joseph Brewster, a boy of about

your own age and a member of your class.

He is one of our nicest boys, one of whom we
are very proud. You will. I am certain, be-

come good friends. Mr. ^\'hipple here will

show you to your room. Supper is at six.

Afterwards, say at eight o'clock. I .should

like you to see me again here at the office.

If there is anything you want you will find

the Matron's room at the end of the lower

hall. Er—will you take him in charge, Mr.
Whipple?"
On the way across the Campus, between

banks of purple-shadowed snow and under
leafless elms which creaked and groaned dis-

mally in the wind. Kenneth reached the firm

conclusion that there were two persons at

Hilltop whom he was going to dislike cor-

dially. One was the model Joseph Brewster,

and the other was Mr. \\'hipple. The in-

structor was young, scarcely more than
twenty-three, tall, sallow, near-sighted and
taciturn. He wore an unchanging smile on
his thin face and spoke in a soft, silky voice

that made Kenneth want to trip him into

one of the snow banks.

Lower House, so called to distinguish it

from the other dormitory. Upper House,
which stood a hundred yards higher on the

hill, looked very uninviting. Its windows
frowned dark and inhospitable and no light

shone from the hall as they entered. Mr.
\Miipple paused and searched unsuccessfully

for a match.
" I fear I have left my match-box in my

study," he said at length. "Just a moment,
please, Garwood, and I will

—

"

"Here 's a match, sir," interrupted Ken-
neth.

"Ah!" Mr. 'Whipple accepted the match
and rubbed it carefully under the banister

rail. "Thank you," he added as a tiny pale

flame appeared at the tip of the side bracket.
" I trust that the possession of matches, my
boy, does not indicate a taste for tobacco on
your part?" he continufed smiling deprecatingly.

Kenneth took up his suit-case again.

"I trust not, sir," he said. Mr. Whipple
blinked behind his glasses.

"Smoking is. of course, prohibited at

Hilltop."

"I think it is at most schools," Kenneth
replied gravely.

" Oh, undoubtedly ! I am to understand,

then, that you are not even in the least ad-

dicted to the habit?"

"Well, sir, it is n't likely you '11 ever catch

me at it," saiil Kenneth imperturbably. The
instructor flushed angrily.

"I hope not," he said in a silky voice,

" I sincerely hope not, Garwood,—for your

sake!"

He started up the stairs and Kenneth fol-

lowed, smiling wickedly. He had n't made a

very good beginning, he told himself, but

Mr. Whipple irritated him intensely. After
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the instructor had closed the door softly and
taken his departure, Kenneth sat down in an
easy-chair and indulged in regrets.

"I wish I had n't been so fresh," he mut-
tered ruefully. " It does n't do a fellow any
good to get the

teachers down on him.

Not that I 'm scared

of that old boy, though 1

Doctor Randall is n't

so bad, but if the rest

of the teachers are

like Whipple I don't

want to stay. Well,

dad said I need n't

stay after this term if

I don't like it. Guess

I can stand three

months, even of Whip-
ple ! I hope Brewster

is n't quite as bad.

Maybe, though, they '11

give me another room
if I kick. Don't see

why I can't have a

room by myself, any-

how. I guess I '11 get

dad to write and ask

for it. Only maybe a '

chap in moderate cir-

cumstances like me
is n't supposed to have
a room all to himself."

He chuckled softly

and looked about him.

Number 12 consisted

of a small study and
a good-sized sleeping

room opening off. The
study was well furn-

ished, even if the car-

pet was worn bare in

spots and the green-

topped table was a

mass of ink blots.

There were two com-
fortable arm-chairs and
two straight-backed

chairs, the aforemen-
tioned table, two bookcases, one on each
side of the window, a wicker waste basket
and two or three pictures. Also there was
an inviting window seat heaped with
faded cushions. On the whole, Kenneth de-
cided, the study, seen in the soft radiance of
the drop-light, had a nice "homey" look.

He crossed over and examined the bedroom.

drawing aside the faded brown chenille cur-

tain to let in the light. There was n't much
to see, two iron beds, two chiffoniers, two
chairs, a trunk bearing the initials "J. A. B."
and a washstand. The floor was bare save

Well, Sir, it is n't Liki.i.y Vol- ll ever Catch Me at it,'

sAiu Kenneth."

for three rugs, one beside each bed and one
in front of the washstand. The two windows
had white muslin curtains and a couple of

uninteresting pictures hung on the walls. He
dropped the curtain at the door, placed his

suit-case on a chair and opened it. For the

next few minutes he was busy distributing

its contents. To do this it was necessary to
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light the gas in the bedroom and as it flared

up, its light was reflected from the gleaming
backs of a set of silver brushes which he had
placed a moment before on the chiffonier.

He paused and eyed them doubtfully.

'"Gee!" he muttered. "I can't have those

out. I '11 have to buy some brushes."

He gathered them up and tumbled them
back into his suit-case. Finally, with every-

thing put away, he took off coat and vest,

collar and cuffs, and proceeded to wash up.

And while lie is doing it let us have a good
look at him.

He was fourteen years of age, but he
looked older. Not that he was large for his

age ; it was rather the e.xpression of his face

that added that mythical year or so. He
looked at once self-reliant and reserved. At
first glance one might have thought him
conceited, in which case one would have done
him an injustice. Kenneth had travelled a

good deal and had seen more of the world
than has the average boy of his age, and this

had naturally left its impress on his counte-

nance. I can't honestly say that he was hand-
some, and I don't think you will be disap-

pointed to hear it. But he was good-looking,

with nice, quiet gray eyes, an aquiline nose, a

fairly broad mouth whose smiles meant more
for being infrequent, and a firm, rather

pointed chin of the sort which is popularly

supposed to, and in Kenneth's case really did,

denote firmness of character. His hair was
brown and quite guiltless of curl. His body
was well set up and he carried himself with

a little backward thrust of the head and
shoulders which might have seemed arrogant,

but was n't, any more than was his steady,

level manner of looking at one.

Presently, having donned his clothes once

more, he picked up a book from the study

table, pulled one of the chairs toward the

light and set himself comfortably therein,

stretching his legs out and letting his elbows

sink into the padded leather arms. And so

he sat when, after twenty minutes or so, there

were sounds outside the building plainly de-

noting the arrival of students, sounds fol-

lowed by steps on the stairs, shouts, laughter,

happy greetings, the thumping of bags, the

clinking of keys. And so he sat when the

door of Number 1 2 was suddenly thrown wide

open and a merry face, flushed with the cold,

looked amazedly upon him from between the

high, shaggy, upturned collar of a voluminous

dark gray ulster and the soft visor of a

rakishly tilted cap.

Ch.\pter II

M.-\KING FRIENDS

And while Kenneth looked back, he felt his

prejudices melting away. Surely one
could n't dislike for very long such a jolly,

mischievous-looking youth as this ! Of Ken-
neth's own age was the newcomer, a little

heavier, yellow-haired and blue-eyed, at once
impetuous and good-humored. But at this

moment the good-humor was not greatly in

evidence. Merriment gave place to sur-

prise, surprise to resentment on the boy's

countenance.

"Hello!" he challenged.

Kenneth laid the book face down on his

knee and smiled politely.

"How do you do?" he responded.
The newcomer dragged a big valise into

the room and closed the door behind him,
never for an instant taking his gaze off of
Kenneth. Then, apparently concluding that

the figure in the arm chair was real flesh and
blood and not a creature of the imagination,
he tossed his cap to the table, revealing a
rumpled mass of golden yellow hair, and
looked belligerently at the intruder.

"Say, you 've got the wrong room, I

guess," he announced.
"Here 's where they put me," answered

Kenneth gravelv.

"Well, you can't stay here," was the in-

hospitable response. "This is my room."
Kenneth merely looked respectfully inter-

ested. Joe Brewster slid out of his ulster,

frowning angrily.

"You 're a new boy, are n't you?" he de-

manded.
"About an hour and a half old," said Ken-

neth. Somehow the reply seemed to annoy
Joe. He stepped toward the other trucu-

lently.

"Well, you go and see the Matron; she '11

find a room for you ; there are lots of rooms,

I guess. Anyway, I 'm not going to have you
butting in here."

"You must be Joseph Brewster," said

Kenneth. The other boy growled assent.

"The fact is, Brewster, they put me in here

with you because you are such a fine character.

Dr. Whatshisname said you were the pride of

the school, or something like that. I guess

they thought association with you would
benefit me."

Joe gave a roar and a rush. Over went
the arm chair, over went Kenneth, over went

Joe, and for a minute nothing was heard in
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Number 12 hut the sound of panting and
gasping and nuittered words, and the collid-

ing of feet and bodies with floor and furni-

ture. The attack had been somewhat unex-

pected and as a result, for the first moments
of the battle, Kenneth occupied the uncom-
fortable and inglorious position of the under
dog. He strove only to escape punishment,

avoiding offensive tactics altogether. It was
hard work, however, for Brewster pummelled

were turned. Now it was Kenneth who was
on top, and it took him but a moment to

seize Joe's wrists in a very firm grasp, a

grasp which, in spite of all efforts, Joe found
it impossible to escape. Kenneth, perched
upon his stomach,—uneasily, you may be

sure, since Joe heaved and tossed like a boat

in a tempest,—offered terms.

"Had enough?" he asked.

"No," growled Joe.

'And \\'ho the Dickens are vol', Kuj?' .said the New .Arrival.'

like a good one, his seraphic face aflame with

the light of battle and his yellow hair seem-

ing to stand about his head like a golden ori-

flamme. And while Kenneth hugged his ad-

versary to liim, ducking his head away from
the incessant jabs of a very industrious fist,

he realized that he had made a mistake in his

estimation of his future room-mate. He was
going to like him ; he was quite sure he was

;

providing, of course that said room-mate left

enough of him ! And then, seeing, or rather

feeling his chance, he toppled Joe Brewster
over his shoulder and in a trice the tables

"Then you '11 stay here until you have,"

answered Kenneth. "Vou and I are going to

be room-mates, so we might as well get used

to each other now as later, eh? How any
fellow with a face like a little pink angel

can use his fists the way you can, gets me!"
Kenneth was almost unseated at this junc-

ture, but managed to hold his place. Pant-

ing from the eft'ects of the struggle, he went
on

:

"Seems to me Dr. Randall must be mis-

taken in 3-ou, Brewster. You don't strike me
at all as a model of deportment. Seems to
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me he and you fixed up a pre-tty li\L'ly wel-

come for me, eh?"

The anger faded out of Joe's face and a

smile trembled at the corners of his mouth.

"Let me up," he said quietly.

"Behave?"
"Yep."
"All right," said Kenneth. But before he

could struggle to his feet there was a per-

emptory knock on the door, followed in-

stantly by the appearance of a third person

on the scene, a dark-haired, sallow, tall youth

of fifteen who viewed the scene with sur-

prise.

"What 's up?" he asked.

Kenneth sprang to his feet and gave his

hand to Joe. About them spread devastation.

"I was showing him a new tackle," ex-

plained Kenneth easily.

Joe, somewhat red of face, shot him a look

of gratitude.

"Oh," said the new arrival, "and who the

dickens are you, kid?"

"My name's Garwood. I just came to-

day. I 'm to room with Brewster."

"Is that right?" asked the other, turning

to Joe. Joe nodded.

"So he says. Graft. I think it 's mighty
mean, though. They let me have a room to

myself all Fall, and now, just when I 'm
getting used to it, they dump this chap in

here. It is n't as though there were n't plenty

of other rooms !"

"Why don't you kick to the Doctor?"
asked Grafton Hyde.

"Oh, it would n't do any good, I suppose,"

said Joe.

Grafton Hyde sat down and viewed Ken-
neth with frank curiosity.

"Where are you from?" he demanded.
"Cleveland, Ohio."

"Any relation to John Garwood, the rail-

road man?"
"Ye—es, some," said Kenneth. Grafton

snorted.

"Huh! I dare say! Most everyone tries to

claim relationship with a millionaire. Bet
you. he does n't know you 're alive!"

"Well," answered Kenneth with some con-

fusion, "maybe not, but—but I think he 's

related to our family, just the same."

"You do, eh?" responded Grafton sarcas-

tically. "Well, I would n't try very hard to

claim relationship if I were you. I guess

if the honest truth were known there are n't

very many fellows who would want to be in

John Garwood's shoes, for all his money."
Vol. XXXIV.— i8.

"Why?" asked Kenneth.
" Because he 's no good. Look at the way

he treated his employees in that last strike

!

Some of 'em nearly starved to death I"

"That 's a — that is n't so!" answered
Kenneth hotly. "It was ail newspaper lies."

"Newspapers don't lie," said Grafton sen-

tentiously.

"They lied then, like anything," was the

reply.

"Well, everyone knows what John Gar-

wood is," said Grafton carelessly. "I 've

lieard my father tell about him time and
again. He used to know him years ago."

Kenneth opened his lips, thought better

of it and kept silence.

"Ever hear of my father?" asked Grafton
with a little swagger.

"What 's his name?" asked Kenneth.
"Peter Hyde," answered the other im-

portantly.

"Oh, yes! He 's a big politician in

Chicago, is n't he?"
"No, he is n't!" replied Grafton angrily.

"He 's Peter Hyde, the lumber magnate."
"Oh!" said Kenneth. "What—what 's

a lumber magnet?"
"Magnate, not magnet!" growled Grafton.

"It 's time you came to school if you don't

know English. Where have you been going?"

"I beg pardon?"
"^^'hat school have you been to? My,

you 're a dummy !"

" I have n't been to any school this year.

Last year I went to the grammar school at

home."
"Then this is your first boarding school,

eh?"
"Yes; and I hope I '11 like it. The cata-

logue said it was a very fine school. I trust I

shall profit from my connection with it."

Grafton stared bewilderedly, but the new
junior's face was as innocent as a cherub's.

Joe Brewster stared, too, for a moment; then

a smile flickered around his mouth and he

bent his head, finding interest in a bleeding

knuckle.

"^\'ell, I came over to talk about the team,

Joe," Grafton said after a moment. "I

did n't know you had company."
"Did n't know it myself," muttered Joe.

Kenneth picked up his book again and went
back to his reading. But he was not so

deeply immersed but that he caught now and
then fragments of the conversation, from

which he gathered that both Joe and Hyde
were members of the Lower House Basket-
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Ball Team, that Hyde held a very excellent

opinion of his o\vn abilities as a player, that

Upper House was going to have a very strong

team and that if Lower did n't find a fellow

who could throw goals from fouls better than

Simms could it was all up with them. Sud-

denly Kenneth laid down his book again.
" I say, you fellows, could n't I try for that

team?" he asked.

"Oh, yes, you can try," laughed Grafton.

"Ever play any?"
"A little. \Ve had a team at the grammar

school. I played right guard."

"You did, eh? That 's where I play," said

Grafton, "Maybe you 'd like my place?"

"Don't you want it?" asked Kenneth in-

nocently.
" Don't I want it 1 Well, you '11 have to

work pretty hard to get it!"

"I will," said Kenneth very simply. Graf-

ton stared doubtfully.

"Candidates are called for four o'clock to-

morrow afternoon," said Joe. "You 'd better

come along. You 're pretty light, but Jim
Marble will give you a try all right."

"Thanks," answered Kenneth. "But
would practice be likely to interfere with my
studies?"

"Say, kid, you 're a wonder!" sneered

Grafton as he got up to go. "I never saw
anything so freshly green in my life ! You 're

going to have a real nice time here at Hill-

top ; I can see that. Well, see you later, Joe.

Come up to-night ; I want to show you some
new snowshoes I brought back. Farewell,

Garwood. By the way, what 's your first

name?"
"Kenneth."
"Hey?"
" Kenneth ; K,e,n,n.e,

—

"

"Say, that 's a peach!" laughed Grafton.

"Well, bring little Kenneth with you, Joe;
I 've got some picture books."

"Thank you," said the new junior grate-

fully.

"Oh, don't mention it!" And Grafton
went out chuckling.

As the door closed behind him, Joe Brew-
ster sank into a chair and thrust out his legs,

hands in pockets, while a radiant grin slowly

overspread his angelic countenance.
"Well," he said finally, "you 're the first

fellow that ever bluffed Graft ! And the way
he took it!"

Kenneth smiled modestly under the admir-
ing regard of his room-mate.

"Gee!" cried Joe, glancing at his watch.

"It 's after six. Come on to supper. Maybe
if we hurry they '11 give you a place at our

table."

Kenneth picked up his cap and followed

his new friend down the stairs. On the way
he asked

:

" Is that chap Hyde a particular friend of

yours?"

"N-no," answered Joe, "not exactly.

^^'e 're on the team together, and he is n't

such a bad sort. Only—he 's the richest fel-

low in school and he can't forget it!"

"I don't like him," said Kenneth decidedly.

Hilltop School stands on the top of a hill

overlooking the Connecticut Valley, a cluster

of half a dozen ivy-draped buildings of which
only one, the new gymnasium, looks less than

a hundred years old. Seventy-six feet by forty

it is, built of red sandstone with freestone

trimming ; a fine, aristocratic looking struc-

ture which lends quite an air to the old cam-
pus. In the basement there is a roomy base-

ball cage, a bowling-alley, lockers and baths.

In the main hall, one end of which terminates

in a fair-sized stage, are gymnastic apparatus

of all kinds.

It was here that Kenneth found himself at

four o'clock the next day. His trunk had ar-

rived and he had dug out his old basket-ball

costume, a blue sleeveless shirt, white knee-

pants and canvas shoes. He wore them now
as he sat, a lithe, graceful figure on the edge

of the stage. There were nearly thirty other

fellows on the floor amusing themselves in

various ways while they waited for the cap-

tain to arrive. Several of them Kenneth al-

ready knew well enough to speak to and
many others he knew by name. For Joe had
made himself Kenneth's guide and mentor,

had shown him all there was to be seen, had
introduced him to a number of the fellows

and pointed out others and had initiated him
into many of the school manners and methods.

This morning Kenneth had made his appear-

ance in various class-rooms and had met
various teachers, among them Mr. Whipple,

who, Kenneth discovered, was instructor in

English. The fellows seemed a friendly lot

and he was already growing to like Hilltop.

Naturally enough, Kenneth found himself

the object of much interest. He was a new
boy, the only new one in school. At Hilltop

the athletic rivalry was principally internal,

between' dormitory and dormitory. To be

sure the base-ball and foot-ball teams played

other schools, but nevertheless the contests

which wrought the fellows up to the highest
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pitch of enthusiasm were those in which the

Crimson of Upper House and the Blue of

Lower met in battle. Each dormitory had its

own foot-ball, base-ball, hockey, tennis, track,

basket-ball, and debating, team, and rivalry

was. always intense. Hence the arrival of a

new boy in Lower House meant a good deal

to both camps. And most fellows liked what
they saw of Kenneth, even while regretting

that he was n't old enough and big enough
for foot-ball material. Kenneth bore the

scrutiny without embarrassment, but neverthe-

less he was glad when Joe joined him where
he sat on the edge of the stage.

"Jim has n't come yet," said Joe, examin-

ing a big black-and-blue spot on his left knee.

"I guess there won't be time for much prac-

tice to-day, because Upper has the floor at

five. They 're going to have a dandy team
this year ; a whole bunch of big fellows. But
they had a big heavy team year before last

and we beat them the first two games."

"Don't you play any outside schools?"

"No, the faculty won't let us. Perfect rot,

is n't it? They let us play outsiders at foot-

ball and base-ball and all that, but they won't

let us tak? on even the grammar school for

basket-ball. Randy says the game is too

rough and we. might get injured. Rough

!

I 'd like to know what he calls foot-ball
!"

" I don't understand about the classes

here," said Kenneth. "I heard that big chap
over there say he could n't play because he

was 'advanced' or something. What 's that?"

{Toil

"Advanced senior," answered Joe. "You
see, there 's the preparatory class, the junior

class, the middle class and the senior class.

Then if a fellow wants to fit for college, he
does another year in the senior class and in

order to distinguish him from the fourth year

fellows they call him an advanced senior.

See? There are five in school this year.

Faculty won't let them play basket-ball or

foot-ball because they 're supposed to be too

big and might hurt some of us little chaps.

Huh! Hello, there 's Jim. I 've got to see

him a minute."

And Joe slipped off the stage and scurried

across to where a boy of about sixteen, a tall,

athletic-looking youth with reddish-brown

hair was crossing the floor with a ball under

each arm. Joe stopped him and said a few
words and presently they both walked over

to where Kenneth sat. Joe introduced the

captain and the new candidate.

"Joe says you 've played the game," said

Jim inquiringly in a pleasant voice as he

shook hands. Kenneth was somewhat awed
by him and replied quite modestly

:

"Yes, but I don't suppose I can play with

you fellows. Still, I 'd like to try."

"That 's right."

"How are you on throwing baskets?"

"Well, I used to be pretty fair last year."

"Good enough. If you can throw goals

well, you'll stand a good show of making tjie

team as a substitute. You 'd better get out

there with the others and warm up."

continued.

)

Visitor.—"Have you ever had the little darling's picture taken?'

The Mother.—"Only a dog-uerreotype, that's all."



I am the Dew.
. Notice my elegant bracelets

* and necklaces,

All of rare quality
;

-jj
Pearls not a few

;

' Emerald and amethyst

;

Opal all rainbow kissed

;

Ladies rise early to buy of

the Dew.
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I am the Snow.

Let me display for you carpets

most exquisite.

Choicest of bordering

Also I show,

Heavy and soft and white,

Spread in a single night

;

Folk who ha\'e wisdom will buy
of the Snow.

k

^.

1 am the Rain.

Something I '11 show you

priceless and Vi'onderful,

Making these offers seem

Tawdry and vain

!

'Tis but a cloak of gray

Wrapping the world away—
Happy the few who will

of the Rain.

bin'



Pinkey Perkins: Just a Boy

By Captain Harold Hammond, U. S. A.

Illustrated by George Varian

HOW THE COASTING PARTY ENDED

One day after winter had set in and there

was enough snow on the ground to make good

sleighing. Putty Black and Eddie were stand-

ing on the court-house corner, sleds in hand,

waiting for a chance to "hitch on" to some

big sled, or sleigh, when the sound of merri-

ment broke upon their ears from behind.

Turning around to see what all the hilarity

was about, they saw what to Eddie at least,

was anything but an agreeable sight.

Pinkey had hitched the old family mare

to his new hand sled, which was larger than

most sleds of its kind and a product of

Liberty Jim's most faithful efforts, and be-

hind him was a long line of sleds, two behind

the other, on each of which rode one or more

boys or girls. Behind Pinkey, sharing the

new sled, was Harriet Warren, while with

Bunny Morris, whose sled occupied the very

desirable position at the end of the line, rode

Bess Knapp.
As the jolly party turned the corner, the

sleigh-bells jingling merrily, and went gaily

on their way, Eddie said to his companion

in a tone that bore evidences of envy

:

"They think they 're having a lot o' fun,

don't they, Putty? I wish they 'd upset in

a snow-drift somewhere." Then to change

the subject as though he did not feel at all

envious, he continued

:

"Say, let 's hook on that bob-sled coming up

the road and ride out to Horney's hill where

there 's a crowd, and have a coast ; that man
driving lives out beyond there."

Horney's hill was over two miles away, too

long a distance to walk on a cold winter's

day unless it were impossible to ride, but

there of all places could be found the best

coasting anywhere in the vicinity of Enter-

prise.

Putty agreed instantly with Eddie's sug-

gestion, and together they ran out into the

road and slipped the rope of Eddie's sled

under the iron rod which ran across the

end of the wagon bed, in such a way that

they could part company with the big sled at

any time merely by letting go the end of the

rope. Then both jumped on the one sled,

Eddie retaining hold of the rope, while

Putty pulled his empty sled behind.
"

I 'd rather do this any day than ride

around behind an old plug like the one Pinkey

Perkins is driving," said Eddie, gaily, but

he knew and Putty knew that he would have

given a good deal to be in Pinkey's party.

As they crossed the railroad tracks and
neared the limits of the town. Putty looked

back down the long snow-lined street.

"Here they come now, Eddie," said he,

" I '11 bet they 're heading for Horney's hill

too."

Eddie looked back and sure enough, not

very far behind them came "Old Polly,"

trotting contentedly along, and behind her,

almost hidden from view, trailed the long

line of sleds she was pulling.

"Hoo-e-e-e," yelled Putty, by way of salu-

tation, waving his cap. Putty wanted to be

friendly with both Pinkey and Eddie, and
now being with one, he wished to let the

other know that as far as he himself was con-

cerned, there was no cause for ill-feeling-

Putty's shout gave the farmer his first

intimation that he had passengers, and not

being in sjinpathy with granting free rides

to town boys he proceeded at once to rid him-

self of them. Whipping up his horses

quickly, he turned out into the deep snow at

the side of the road and before the boys

realized what was happening they were

ploughing through the deep drifts at a ter-

rific rate.

"Let go the rope, Eddie! Let her go!"

shouted Putty, as the sled took a sharp plunge

into a ditch and nearly capsized.

"It won't let go," replied Eddie in dis-

may, his eyes and mouth full of snow, "it 's

caught," and again came a deluge which

found its way up their sleeves and down their

necks in most uncomfortable fashion.
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Putty had let go his sled as soon as the

farmer had turned out from the main track

and now he suffered additional loss by his

cap falling off in the whirling mass behind

them. Realizing that there was nothing to

be gained by remaining longer where he was,

he released his grip and as the sled careened

among those

were riding be-

' Eddie Shot into the Air like a Pkojectile

intoover on one runner again, threw himself

the deep snow at the side of the road.

Eddie still held on, not willing to lose his

sled in this inglorious fashion, but only for

a minute longer. Putty had no more than

picked himself up and was brushing the

snow from his clothes when the sled struck

a stump which was buried beneath the snow,

and turned completely over. Eddie shot into

the air like a proiectile. executing a partial

somersault, and landed head first in an

enormous snow-drift, into which he sank

almost entirely from view.

Luckily, the bump against the stump broke

the rope and the sled stopped short, upside

down, where it landed a few feet Beyond
Eddie.

Needless to say. all this caused considerable

excitement and amuse-
ment
who
hind Old Polly, and
Pinkey urged her to a
still faster pace in or-

der to be of assistance

in case either Putty or

Eddie had been in-

jured in any way.

But the snow w^as

soft, and beyond the

discomfort caused by
their being thus vio-

lently hurled into it,

neither was any the

worse for his experi-

ence.

By the time Eddie,

much resembling a

snow man, had extri-

cated himself from his

undignified position m
the snow-drift and
had partially brushed
himself off, Putty

joined him and as

Pinkey and his party

drew near, the two
stood shivering at the

side of the road, the

picture of despair.

Both were angry and
in no mood to accept

sympathy, for they

realized what an amus-
ing sight it must
have been for the

others to see them on

their wild ride, and how ludicrous they must

have looked plunging helplessly into the

snow-drifts. Furthermore, Eddie felt it all

the more keenly that Pinkey and Harriet

should have been among those who had wit-

nessed their undoing.

Pinkey, however, bore no malice toward

Eddie now, for it was impossible for him to

cherish such feelings long toward anyone

and since the night of the church fair he had
studiously refrained from doing anything or
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saying anything that might make it appear

that he was gloating over his victory.

As Old Polly came opposite Eddie and
Putty, Pinkey drew rain on her and said

:

"If you fellows are going out to Horney's

hill, hook on behind and I '11 give you a

ride."

Putty was evidently most willing to ac-

cept the invitation and started with his sled

for the middle of the road, but not so Eddie.

He jerked the rope from Putty's hand, for

fear he would join Pinkey's party, and said

savagely

;

"When I want a ride, I '11 say so. I 'd

rather walk than ride behind that old plug."
" It does look as if you 'd rather ride faster

than we go," answered Pinkey, angered that

his offer should be so flatly refused, "and
besides you like to take a dive into the snow-

drifts now and then ; so dive ahead, I don't

care. Get up, Polly," and in another minute
the merry party was gliding smoothly down
the road toward the old mill which stood at

the cross-roads. Here they turned and were
soon lost to view.

"Gee, I 'd like to snowball 'em, would n't

you, Putty," said Eddie, with a decided tone

of jealousy in his voice. "Pinkey Perkins

thinks he 's the whole show, riding around
with that new sled of his."

"'T would be fun to hide somewhere and
pelt 'em well," agreed Putty, rather weakly.

He regretted that Eddie had refused to ride

and his tone lacked enthusiasm.

"Let 's cut through the fields and beat 'em
to the hill, anyway," said Eddie, and with
Putty's assistance he lifted his own large sled

and Putty's lighter one over the fence and
the pair started through the snow for the hill.

When Pinkey and those with him reached
the hill, they found a large crowd there en-

joying the coasting on the well-packed hill-

side. Eddie and Putty had arrived before
them, but neither came anywhere near those

with whom they had declined to ride. They
kept to a different part of the hill and gave
no sign of any ill feeling toward those who
had come with Pinkey.

Pinkey's new sled proved to be a wonder as

a coaster.

"I tell you what. Bunny," he said, "if any-
body can beat Liberty Jim at making sleds

I 'd like to see 'em do it. Did you see us

break the record just now?"
"Yes, and I saw Ed and Putty and some

others breaking records just now, too," re-

plied Bunny, "makin' for the 'road as fast as

they could go. We 'd better go and see if

they took Old Polly away and left us to walk
home."

"I 'd just like to see 'em take her away,"
said Pinkey, much disturbed at the thought
even; "it would be the last time any of them
would ever take anything of mine."

Pinkey and Bunny ran to a point whence
they could see the gate where they had tied

Old Polly. They were gratified to see that

she was standing there just as they had left

her, and that Eddie and Putty and "Shiner"
Brayley, whose father owned the old mill,

and three other boys were already some dis-

tance liway, bound in the direction of the

cross-roads.

"I guess it 's time we were skipping, too,"

said Pinkey regretfully, after all had enjoyed
a few more rides down the enticing slope,

"because I 've got my Sunday wood to get in

before dark."

The others agreed with Pinkey, though all

were loth to depart from the pleasure they

were enjoying. They pulled their sleds gut

to the gate, attached them to the harness on
Old Polly and set out for Enterprise. It

had begun to grow dusk by the time they got

well started and Pinkey urged the old mare
into a faster pace than usual, so they went
gliding down the road at a rate that insured

their reaching home in good time.

Meanwhile, Eddie and those who had so

suddenly left the hill with him, instead of

going home as they had pretended, were in-

tent on a deeply laid scheme to carry out

Etidie's idea of snowballing Pinkey's party,

and to do it on their way home. Shiner

had been persuaded into getting the key to

the old mill, without permission of course,

and it was from there that the attack was to

be made.
The mill, being operated by water power,

could not run during the winter months as

the stream which furnished the power was
frozen up, and Shiner's father was always
most careful to board up the doors and win-

dows on the first floor until Spring should

come and he could set the machinery in mo-
tion again. The mill represented all his

worldly possessions and he took no chances

against intrusion by anyone.

"Let 'em come on now, we '11 give 'em

plenty of fun," said Eddie, when, after the

door had been unlocked, he and the others had
succeeded in making and bringing inside a

huge quantity of snowballs and arranging

them handily in rows in the upper windows.
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"I 'd laugh if the old mare ran off and
took 'em through the deep snow, just to let

'em see liow it goes," said Putty, trying to

work up an air of enthusiasm that he did nut

feel.

"We '11 even up a little for that snipe-

•• PiNivEV WAS Struggling to Close the Large Oak Door.'

hunting trick down in the river bottom, too,"

chimed in Shiner, who still had to suffer the

taunts of everyone about how he and the

others had been fooled on that occasion.

"Here they come!" cried Eddie, gleefully,

without taking his eye from the knot hole

through which he was w-atching the road
without being seen. " Now everybody get

ready and let 'em have it good and hard be-

VoL. XXXIV.— 19.

fore Pinkey whips up and they get away from
us."

"Kd and I will soak it to Pinkey and the

old mare," decreed Putty, "and the rest of
you look out for the others. Don't hit any
of the girls though, if you can help it."

Although Bess Knapp
was riding with Bunny,
Putty still held her in

high regard.

By this time the

long line of sleds, with
Pinkey's in the lead,

had almost reached the

mill and before any-
one dreamed of any
danger a volley of

well-made and accu-

rately aimed snowballs
came pelting down
upon them, followed
immediately by a sec-

ond.

Eddie's aim was ac-

curate, his first shot

striking Old Polly on
the hip and his sec-

ond passing between
Pinkey and Harriet,

just barely grazing

Pinkey's cap. Bunny
fared worse than any-

one else, receiving the

full effect of a care-

fullv rounded, well

packed, snowball which
struck him fairly in

the cheek and sent

him sprawling in the

snow at the side of

the road. Some of the

others were struck,

while a few, like

Pinkey, escaped unin-

jured by the first two
^•olleys.

If Eddie expected

Pinkey to whip up his

horse and run away from the fight, he was
much mistaken. No sooner had he taken in

the situation than he drew rein on Old Polly,

who had not acted as wildly as Putty had
hoped, and after stopping her completely,

turned to Harriet.

"You hold the lines, please," he said, pass-

ing her the reins, "while we tackle those fel-

lows," and with that he jumped from the
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sled just in time to receive a stinging blow

on the elbow which made him hop around for

a moment.
"Come on, fellows," he shouted, taking off

his mittens, "don't sit there and make targets

of yourselves. Bunny, you come over here

with me and we '11 keep 'em away from the

windows as well as we can while Joe and
"Shorty" and the others make up a lot of

'snowballs, and then we '11 charge 'em."

When a goodly number of snowballs had
been made and Pinkev was about ready to

'Mr. Br.wley,' said Pinkev. 'Heke is the Kev of vour Mill.'

order an advance, with the intention of

rushing into the mill and engaging the enemy
at close quarters, he noticed the big key in the

door and another idea at once struck him as

being a surer way to victory and one entailing

much less danger.

"Here, you fellers," he shouted eagerly,

"take these snow-balls and keep it up hot and
heavy while I lock 'em in," and be rushed
madly for the heavy door which stood par-

tially open.

Those in the mill heard Pinkey's remark
and at once directed a vigorous bombardment
toward him alone, endeavoring to check his

advance. Shiner, who realized more than the

others that to be locked up in the mill meant
no chance of escape, save by a dangerous
jump from an upper window, left his place
as soon as Pinkey started, intending if pos-

sible to reach the door before Pinkey should.

It was an exciting time, Bunny. Joe and
Shorty in the road pelting those upstairs with
snowballs, Pinkey struggling to close the
large oak door, all the time being showered
with projectiles by those above, who now
turned all their attention to him, and Shiner

racing madly down
the stairs three steps

at a time and through
the mill, trying to de-

feat Pinkey's endeav-
or to make prisoners

of all of them.

Just as Pinkey
turned the key in the

rusty lock and the

bolt shot into place,

Shiner threw his

whole weight against

the door on the in-

side, but he was too

late.

Those above looked

on in dumb surprise.

Their ammunition
was exhausted now
and it was no longer

necessary to keep
them from the win-

dows. They realized,

too, that as the sides

of the mill were one

glare of ice from a
recent sleet storm, it

would be impossible

to "shin" down the

posts to the ground,

became the pictures

realised that they

saw Pinkey running

Their anxious fares

of dismay as they

were beaten and they

proudly back to his sled, swinging the key

o\-er his head in higji glee over the success of

his strategy.

"Let me out!" shrieked Shiner, beating

against the door with his fists, "bring that

key back here and let me out 1 We can't get

out unless we have that key," and again he

set up a vigorous .shaking on the door.

"That 's the reason I took it," taunted

Pinkey. "Stay in there and snow-ball every-

body that goes by. They can't get at you."'
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"We 've got to get home," shouted I'utty

from the upper window.
"So have we," answered Pinkey, preparing

to resume his seat on the sled.

"Vou started home long before we did,"

chimed in Bunny, eager to have a say in the

matter. "Why did n't you go?"
"Aw, come on now, let us out! ^^'e won't

snowball you any more," promised Putty.

"Good reason why," answered Joe, "It

is n't very snowy up there, is it?"

"Come on fellers," said Pinkey with a sat-

isfied air, taking the reins from Harriet.

"We 've got to be going; it 's getting darker

every minute."

"Just you wait till I catch you out I"

shouted Eddie, as the party drove off, "and
you 'II pay for this."

"All right," shouted Pinkey, without turn-

ing his head, "I 'II wait. / '/;/ out now,

but it will be some time before anybody

catches you out."

"Hook on behind and we '11 give you a

ride!" shouted Bunny, but they were too far

away now for their remarks to be heard.

"You won't keep them there all night will

you, Pinkey?" inquired Harriet when they

had left the mill far behind, "They 'H be

terribly cold pretty soon and nobody will

know where they are."

"No, I '11 send the key back by somebody
and they can let 'em out. But I 'II give 'em

a good scare and teach 'em a lesson first."

Pinkey knew that they would soon meet
some farmer and then he would give him the

key and ask him to liberate the prisoners.

Not until they had reached the edge of

town, however, did they meet anyone at all

and then in the growing darkness Pinkey
recognized Shiner's father driving slowly

homeward in a large bob-sled,

Pinkey did not wish to appear in the role

of an informer, yet he realized that this

might be his only chance to liberate his

enemies, so he stopped and got off liis sled.

".Mr. Hrayley," he said, when the farmer
had noticed him and slopped his team.
" Here 's the key to your mill. There are

some boys in there who want to get out."

"Humjjh! What?" e.xclaimed Mr. Brayley,

excitedly, unable to understand Pinkey's mean-
ing. "Boys in my mill? Have you been

in my mill? Why, I '11 tan every last one of

you. What 've you been doing in my mill?"

"ll'i- have n't been in your mill," replied

Pinkey. "Vou '11 find all that have been

there are in there yet."

Mr. Brayley was too e.xcited to inquire

further into the matter and reached for the

key w-ith one hand while he started up his

horses with the other. As he drove off, Pin-

key could hear him saying to himself in a tone

that boded ill for somebody :

"Boys in my mill! I '11 teach 'em. \\'hy,

the idea ! Boys in my mill ! !

"

Mr, Brayley lost no time in reaching the

mill and unlocking the door. There he found

six of the most penitent and thoroughly

frightened boys it would have been possible to

find. Only by making all kinds of threats

had Shiner been able to prevent his com-
panions from breaking oft' one of the wooden
shutters that barred the windows, in order to

make their escape. He knew that his father

would miss the key when he got home and that

he would come to the mill at once, so he did

not wish that his anger should be increased

by finding anything broken. He saw trouble

enough ahead as it was.

And he was right. Mr, Brayley dispensed

justice as he saw it from his point of view and
spared no one, though it seemed to Shiner that

he got more than his share, considering that

he did not originate the idea.

Pinkey and his friends reached Enterprise

without further interruption but it was not

until darkness had long settled upon the town
ihat the other 1' tie band crossed the railroad

tracks on foot and dispersed, dejected over

the sad failure of their afternoon's adventure.

1



Why?
By John Kendrick Bangs

A PiSTOLET 's a little pistol

;

An armlet is a little arm
;

A fortlet is a little fortress

To keep the people safe from harm.

A rivulet 's a little river

;

A rillet is a little rill

;

If there were such a word as pillet

'T would doubtless mean a little pill.

But here comes in a vexing problem
And gives our English tongue a rub—

Why are not triplets little journeys,

A doublet just a little dub ?

If there were such a word as soblets

'T would mean of course just little sobs

;

^\'hich, being so, will some one tell me
Why are not goblets little gobs ?

Why are not little walls called wallets,

And bullets little pigmy bulls ?

And why are pullets little chickens

Instead of tiny little pulls ?

These are the points I find vexatious

In this old tongue our fathers vaunt.

I 've bothered so I 'm getting gauntlet-

That is to say, a little gaunt.

To older heads It may be easy,

But as for me it makes me ill,

At least until I get a skillet—
If skillet means a little skill.

'"A-

*1. W
^

»'•

~\M r

Not .\fraid of Work.

Small Boy.— " Want your walk shoveled off. lady? Me an' me brudder '11 do it for a dime."
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A Cousin-Hunt

By E, Vinton Blake

With Illustrations by J. A. Caliill

A BAREFOOTED boy ran down the farm-slope,

calling vociferously to Colonel Brent, riding

by with his New York friend behind his

gray pacer. The colonel pulled up.

'•Hallo, Jimmy,—what do you want?"

"\\'ant to say good-by, colonel,—we 're

going!"

"You are n't now? Really 1 sold the farm,

have you?"
"No, but it 's advertised, and father 's got

an opening, an' we 're goin' tomorrow

!

Everything 's packed an' sent."

"And you 're glad?"

"Yes, sir.— all of us! Farm 's too dead;

w^e want to get where we can see folks

!

I 'm goin' to earn money, an' rise in the

world !

"

"After you get your learning," laughed

the colonel. "Well, my opinion is, you '11

be sick enough of the crowded city before the

summer 's out. I '11 run in coming back,

—

got to catch the train now."

He drove rapidly on.

"Those folks don't know how well off

they are," he remarked to his New York

friend. "They hanker for what they have n't

got. They 're going to the city to leave all

that,"—he waved his whip back at the

rambling brown farm-house nestled in the

trees that crowned the knoll. "There 's

thirty acres and they raise fruit and vege-

tables, and sell 'em right in town. They 're

smart.—maybe they '11 do well.—but / think

they miss it
!"

"It 's hard to tell," thoughtfully said the

New York man. "Now / hanker for what

I have n't got. I 've been in the drive all

mv life and I 'm tired of it, I can tell you.

I 'd like some sort of a home-place, where
1 could go every year for peace and rest."

"You might change with these folks here."

laughed the colonel, "then you 'd both be

suited. Seriously, though,—why could n't

you buy it? I should see more of you, and
we 'd go shooting together in the fall. Come
on!"

The city man sat silent some minutes, then

he turned to his companion, laughing.

"I was thinking of that Christmas at

Asher Damon's," he remarked The colonel

ha-ha-ed aloud. He knew tne whole story

of his friend's curious adventure of two years

before.

"The cheek of you!" he exclaimed.

"Country air certainly inspired that prank.

But what has this farm to do with that?"

"Nothing,—it only put me in mind of a

resolution I made at Asher Damon's to look

up those unknown cousins of mine in Hart-

ford. I 'm a lonely sort of man," he hesi-

tated, not being given to confidences. "I

shall never be nearer to them than now.

—

When does the Hartford train leave?"

"Why— that 's the other way," said the

colonel, puzzled. "Then you won't go to

New York after all?"

"No."
The colonel looked at his watch. " Great

Scott, we 've just five minutes to make it

!

It comes before the New York train." He
slapped the reins on the gray pacer's back,

and next minute they W'ere flying.

"Good horse!" said the city man, holding

his hat.

"Yes," said the colonel. "But—well, your

changes of mind are lightning changes

!

Wish you 'd give me some warning of your

next one, so that I can keep up with you!"

"Here 't is," answered the city man, "if

I want that farm, I '11 telephone, and you

can buy it for me. Thank goodness we 're

in time—good-by!"

He seized his bag and ran as his friend

called, "Sa\%—you 're not in earnest?" and

tlie train came thundering in. The next min-

ute the colonel, rather dazed, sat alone in the

buggy, and the train slid smoothly away,

down the long perspective of rails.

"Well, of all the sudden men!" he re-

marked to the gray pacer, "I think John

James Alston takes the cake." And he

slowly turned his horse toward home.

John James Alston, in the train, arranged

his ideas. "Let 's see—he 's a Harbush

;

don't know his first name. Second cousin on

mother's side. Wish I could get to know
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them without being known myself, but it 's

not likely. They 're city people, and won't
take in a stranger as the Damons did." He
smiled.

It was about ten o'clock when John James
Alston walked into a Hartford drug store

and consulted a directory. This informed

'I DO RiCG VdlR I'ARDON,' Sllli BEG.AN

him that a certain Andrew Harbush lived at
number 41 Olive street.

At the Olive street house John James
learned that the elusive Harbushes had moved,
a month before, to sixty-something-or-other
Levine street. And on Levine street, no Har-
bush had ever been heard of, through the
whole range of sixties

!

He loitered along the sidewalk past the

seventies, disapproving of the shabby tene-
ment section, and feeling as if Fate had' balked
him.

At this moment some object shot down
from an open upper window nearly above
him; there was a splashing crash on the
sidewalk at his feet. Lo! the fragments of

a saucer, and a pool

r^^^j of milk. John James
/^^l^^^ made an involuntary

^1 - y-fc^
halt. Alas and alas

t^.. ; >^^^^^^ for his immaculate
gray coat ! Also came
a voice from on
high:

"There now, Merry
Harbush, see what
your old cat 's done

!

Oh, goodness !"

The last ejacula-

tion sounded in

plainer, yet subdued
accents, as the speaker

put out her head,

and took in the

whole situation. John
James glanced at the

number : it was 89.

Directly came feet

running down-stairs,

and a young gdrl

with a pleasant face

and trim figure hur-

ried out upon the

walk.

"Oh. I do beg your

pardon!" she began,

and her speech was
gentle and refined. " I

am so very sorry

!

My brother was feed-

ing his cat on the

window-sill, and

—

won't you please

come up-stairs, and
let mother see if she

can't clean that off

your coat?"

"Certainly," said John James, with in-

ternal exultation that took no thought of

his coat. "But don't take too much trouble,

—it was an accident."

He noticed that the bare stairway was very

clean. Things in the family living-room were

worn and faded, but well kept. Several

cheap reproductions of famous pictures decor-

ated the walls: the big mahogany table.
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evidently an heirloom, held books and papers.

All seemed neat and tidy, notably the pale

woman who moved forward from the kitchen

doorway to greet them with an anxious face.

"This is the gen-

tleman, mother," said

the girl.

" My name is

James," said the in-

trutler, taking off his

hat.

-1 'm Mrs. Har-
bush," she answered,

"and I hope the milk

has n't spoiled your

coat?"

"I think not," he

replied, looking down,
"If you could let

me take it," she hesi-

tated, "and slip on

my husband's best

coat,—he 's about

your size, I think,

—

I could clean this so

much better."

This was as good
as a play to John
James, who retired

to the bedroom, com-
ing out in borrowed
attire to sit with the family, while Mrs. Har-
bush attacked the stains.

Then he critically observed the frightened

boy, who sat defiantly hugging an old, long-

haired cat with a white frilled black hea-d in

the sofa-corner, and repulsed all his friendly

advances. However, the boy's manner changed
at his sister's quick reproof ; evidently he

clung to her with passionate affection.

"Judy said maybe father 'd take her away
after this,—she 's always getting into

scrapes," he vouchsafed at last, his voice

breaking distressfully. "She was given to

me, and she 's all I 've got ; and I 'm like

—

this!" He flung out one hand bitterly at

his crutch, and his lame leg which had an

iron frame on it. John James watched him
with serious compassion.

"Merry is fond of pets," softly said the

girl, Judith; "and there 's no place for them
here,—everything 's so crowded. Sometimes
the cat troubles the neighbors. Father has

been so vexed !"

And John James with genuine sympathy,

said, "It 's too bad!"
The clock struck twelve. Judith hastily

passed to the kitchen, whence came the rattle

of dishes and odor of food. John James looked

oddlv satisfied as he glanced at his coat, which
<|uarreled violently with the rest of his suit.

Mf.kry is Fond of Pets,' s.\m Jcdith."

Presently masculine voices and footsteps

in the kitchen announced newcomers. John
James was dreadfully curious, but talked on

with the boy, who, flushed and eager now,
confided to the kindly gentleman the sad fate

of his many pets. Only Vixen remained to

him, and now,—his face changed as his

father stood in the doorway.

John James Alston, rising, looked critically

at his new-found cousin. Andrew Harbush
was tall, thin, gray of hair and mustache,

with a gentle discouragement of speech and
manner that hinted at misfortune or hard

times.
" I am sorrv your clothing has suffered.

Mr. James," he began, "and I think we shall

have to do away with our mischievous cat,"—
Merry gave a short, sharp cry, and crowded

the cat hurriedly into the sofa-corner for pro-

tection ; and John James earnestly interceded,

representing Coats as of infinitely small con-

sequence compared with Cats

!

But Andrew Harbush's expression did not

reassure his anxious boy.

Then the New York man said he was a

stranger, and begged the favor of dinner
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and a couple of nights' lodging. "My home
is in a New York hotel," he added, "and
sometimes I am very tired of it."

When John James unbent, he was irresist-

ible. I think, too, since the Christmas episode

of two years back, something warmer, more
genial and human
had got into his man-
ner. Perhaps he had
drawn nearer his fel-

low men.
Mr. Harbush and

his wife glanced at

each other at this un-

usual request, and

John James, pene-

trating their possible

distrust, laid a ten

dollar bill in Andrew
Harbush's hand.

"This for guaran-

tee of my good
faith." he said pleas-

antly.

"But this is too

much, sir," remon-
strated his host.

"Well, at the end
of my stay, if there 's

any change you can

hand it to me," said

John James. "I want
to taste real home
cooking once more."

"Oh dear,—and I 've

only a parsnip stew

and hasty pudding
for dinner!" cried

Mrs. Harbush in real

dismay.
" I shall enjoy it,"

remarked John James
with a bow : "my
grandmother used to

make them."

At table in the

kitchen, he was intro-

duced to the fifteen-

year-old son Robert,

a thin, pale lad, with an expression of chronic

discontent.

"We 're crowded here," said Mr. Har-
bush as they sat down, "our rooms are very

small, and I 'm afraid you '11 be sorry

you stayed."

Things were "coming" to John James.
The problem was here, and the solution was

in sight. If he could only make matters fit

in, all would yet be well.

"\Vould n't you like to go to a place where
you could have cats, puppies, hens, ducks,

and wide green fields to roam about in?"
asked John James smiling at Merry.

^

"John James Went Home to His Kinsfolk L.-vst Ciiristm.\s." (See page 155.)

go—to heaven!"

and there were

"Would n't I like to

answered the boy sharply

tears in his eyes.

"We 're not really cut out for city folks,"

said Andrew Harbush, "I was born in Lang-
dale, Vermont. The older children can barely re-

member the country. We lived, too, in a better

house, but w'e 've had sickness and hard luck."
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"Would n't you get back, if you could?

Do you know anything of farming?" asked

John James.

"Oh yes,— I used to be good at it. Some-

times I think I '11 make a break for the

country. This crowded place is not for

children." And the father cast a thoughtful

eye on his son Robert.

"The country 's a blessed relief after New
York," said John James. "Do you know
anybody down there?"

"No," slowly said Andrew Harbush. "A
distant cousin of mother's is possibly some-

where there. His name is Alston. But I

never knew him."

John James scrutinized Robert attentively.

The discontented lad might prove an impor-

tant factor in the problem he was trying to

solve. He was pretty sure his cousin would
welcome the idea of country living on

Robert's account. The plan began to develop

in his mind.

That afternoon Colonel Brent at the tele-

phone heard a still small voice from Hart-

ford. It said

:

"Buy that farm for me!"
"That you, Alston? You 're in earnest?"

"Sure. Pay what 's right. Any assets

with the place?"

"Stock, do you mean? Yes, one cow, two
pigs and some hens. But they 're extra."

"Buy 'em. Also a good farm horse. Get
plenty of feed, and oh, yes—have the house

made ready for people to live in it."

"You don't mean furnished?"

"No. but curtain it, and carpet the front

room. Oh—and get a good puppy—any
breed."

"Great Scott!" mused Colonel Brent,

hanging up the receiver, "he '11 have a

menagerie on his hands."

And he went out to see the agent.

That evening after supper, as they all sat

round the front room lamp, Robert grew un-

easy. John James understood that sundry
whistles and cat-calls from without were

meant for this young gentleman, and there-

fore directed to him much of his conversation.

It appeared that Robert was employed in

the bundle department of a dry-goods store,

and disliked his job.

"I 'd rather it was a grocery," said Rob.

"The work 's harder, but I should get about

and see more. I do up bundles all day till

I 'm almost crazy."

"You 'd like more out-of-doors—and out-

door life, perhaps?" suggested John James.
Vol.. XXXIV.—20.

"Yes, I would—indeed I would!" said

Robert with emphasis.

"You see," remarked the guest to Andrew
Harbush, "all things work toward the 'break'

you spoke of. The children will be your

best helpers ; cats, dogs and flowers are all

thrown in,"—he smiled at Merry and Judith,

then broke off. Robert had risen in response

to an insistent whistle from without, and the

faces of the father and .mother at that

moment showed where one of their worries

lay. "I '11 be back in a few minutes," said

Robert to his mother, and avoided her eyes.

John James understood, and made a bold

stroke.

"If you 're not particularly engaged," he

said to Rob, "I wish you would stay. I

have a proposal to make that you '11 like to

hear." His own perfect courtesy compelled
that of the lad, who hesitated, flattered and
curious. "Oh,— all right," he said at last,

and uttered a brief refusal from the window.
As he shut it, there came up laughter and rude
references to "mother's apron string." Rob-
ert sat down, flushed and uncomfortable, and
there was a pause.

"I also came from Langdale, Vermont,"
observed John James to Andrew Harbush.
He stopped ; the other looked an inquiry.

"James—James. Let me see. In what
part
—

"

"My family moved away when I was very

young,— and that is not my whole name,"
added the New York man smiling. "I am
John James Alston, and my mother, Marian
Harbush, was second cousin to you. Shake
hands again. Cousin Andrew!"
He tossed his card on the table, and An-

drew Harbush rising up, shook his hand
across it, a smile of welcome struggling

through the utter astonishment on his face.

"Well, well, well! This beats the story

books!" he said after a minute. "And how
in the world did you find me?"

"Directory—people at the other house

—

and the cat!" humorously said John James.
Merry gave a shout.

"The cat! There, you see, father, she 's

some good ! Are you my cousin ? Your
name 's Alston? What shall / call you?"
eagerly to John James.

"I shall be glad if you '11 all call me just

Cousin John," answered the gentleman.

"And now this brings me right to the cause

of my coming to see you."

He told the story of his Christmas visit

to Asher Damon, and they listened with
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laughter and sympathetic interest. "1 think

since then I have wanted my own people,"

concluded John James simply. "I too should

like truly to 'come home for Christmas' to

my kinsfolk. And now that I have come to

know you, I want to make a proposal. It 's

a very odd and sudden one, no doubt ; but

)'ou can take time to think it over. I came
here to-day from Shadwell, forty miles away,

where I visited an old friend. I have there

a farm of thirty acres, at present unoccupied."

What Colonel Brent had told him, he now
told his cousins, describing the farm as he

saw it. He offered it to them for a year,

rent free, while they "made a beginning";
and thereafter at a merely nominal rent,

promising to come and spend Christmas, and
board with them in summer. As he finished,

the boy Merry, who, fascinated, had drawn
nearer, clutched him by the shoulder and
whispered brokenly, "Cousin John, I shall

pray for it,— I shall pray hard, every time

I wake up to-night."

The light of eager desire lit Judith's eyes,

and Robert, with a face stirred to interest,

sat silent, thinking.

After the first astonishment, they asked

questions. As Andrew said, a whole family

could n't decide to pull up stakes and move
in a minute; but at John James' proposal to

take them to see for themselves, they buzzed
like a hive of bees with excited expectation.

Pleasure-starved for years, now opened be-

fore them a jaunt of forty miles to Shadwell,
in the blooming weather of early June

!

They went on Saturday morning: John
James, Colonel Brent and the telephone ar-

ranging matters. That none of the family
should be left behind, Judith carried the cat

in a basket.

Robert, unknowing, stood where two roads

meet ; one led through the byways of a great

city to the shadows of wrongdoing and im-

happiness ; the other through clear country
sunlight to healthy labor and true manhood.
But he only realized that he was pulled both
ways by half-understood desires; that he
liked his cousin John, felt great interest in

the unknown farm and looked forward
eagerly to the outing.

That trip was like a letting out of prison

for them all. Oh, the green fields—the clear

brown streams— the cowslips in the meadows!
Mrs. Harbush in her worn black dress sat,

happily silent, by her husband; Judith and
Merry held each other's hands ; Robert's

face was aglow with eagerness and expectancy.

Colonel Brent met them at the station with
his buggy and the carryall, and they rode
away,— as it seemed, through sweet airs of

Paradise, over green hill and vales, toward
the home of their desire.

The farmhouse was only partially dis-

mantled;— the colonel had met John James'
instructions half-way. The windows were
all curtained

;
pale yellow roses trailed lightly

all over the parlor carpet. There was a

m^

"JiDiTH Cried: 'Oh, the Flowers!'"

good range, a table and chairs in the kitchen

(where a kindly caretaker waited to get them
a good dinner), a couple of beds in the gar-

ret ; and the bare rooms shone with cleanli-

ness and sunlight.

But the out-of-doors,—the beautiful, far-

reaching out-of-doors ! How the hearts of

these i)e()ple, cramped, like their bodies, be-

tween dull walls of brick and mortar, ex-

panded, exulting, in this fresh green freedom.
There was an old-fashioned garden.

Judith cried, "Oh, the flowers!" and went to

her knees trying to embrace the sweet pinks,

the Canterbury bells, crimson phlox and
white day-lilies. Tears actually dropped on
the nodding blossoms as she kissed them with
an aching delight at her heart. The child's

inborn love of beauty had been unsatisfied

all her life. Watching her, tears also stood

in her mother's eyes.

The cow, the horse, pigs, hens and chicks,

and—climax of all—the fat spaniel pup,

—
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never were commonplace farm animals so

much admired

!

Merry sat down, hugged the dog, and de-

sired no more on earth. The others walked
•on through raspberry and blackberry rows to

the strawberry acre, slowly reddening with

the ripening fruit. Robert's face was full of

strong interest,—he was evidently thinking

hard. After dinner he and the colonel

strayed away toward the woodland and dis-

appeared. When they came back the boy's

cheeks were flushed and his eyes eager.

"Father," he said, "colonel says there 's

good shooting here in the fall,—and—he 's

got a gun I can take,—and there 's a big

creek, father, that bounds one corner of our

woods,"— Merry punched Judy at the posses-

sive pronoun,— "and he says there 's trout

in it
!"

A smile broke through the seriousness of

Andrew Harbush's face.

"There 's also lots of work, son, all over

this farm," he said soberly, waving his hand
abroad. "If we come here, we shall tumble

neck and crop into the hardest kind of a

hustle,— with all this fruit coming on, ready

for picking. And you never did a stroke of

farm-work in your life."

"It 's out-doors instead of in," said Rob
after a pause, " I must work anyway,—and I

like it better here. Colonel says his boy
works too."

"Sure he does," assented the colonel.

"Work 's good for boys: and we '11 give you
a new complexion in a fortnight, or I 'm
mistaken. I guess you '11 cast in your lot

with us, neighbor, after all 's said."

Indoors, Judith and her mother wandered
again through the pleasant old rooms.

"They could n't have left this carpet,"

mused Mrs. Harbush in the parlor. "It 's

perfectly new. I suspect— "

"It 's sure to be Cousin John," said Judith.

"We never had a brand-new carpet before,

that I remember. Is n't this lovely! Mother,

we shall come, sha'n't we? Oh mother, it 's

just like heaven here!"

Mrs. Harbush put her arm about her
daughter, and they stood silently looking
from the window. A golden oriole swung
suddenly from the jasmine trellis, trilling to

his mate. Judith's face was illumined.

"See!" she said softly. "He 's a living

flame ! All these things are separate pieces of

a great—big—beautiful—Joy ! I can't tell you,

mother, how I felt when I saw those flowers
!"

They found a box of bedclothes under the

eaves,—very singular!—and they "camped
down" that night in the old house, all save

Rob and John James, who went home with
the colonel. Father and mother talked softly

nearly all night, doubly anxious, for the

children's sake, to do what was wisest and
best. And for the children's sake, they chose

the life nearest to God and Nature.

Back to the city on Monday morning went
only Andrew Harbush and his wife; the

children, in charge of the friendly caretaker,

remaining for their first taste of country life.

And John James employed himself in getting

a very lively hustle on some men who were
putting up a windmill and a water-tank: a

little convenience that had hitherto escaped him.

John James' cousin-hunt ended— to the

vast satisfaction of the colonel and himself,

— on the day of the family's final establish-

ment at the farm. The colonel anticipated

"great fun" in playing guardian angel to

these helpless city folk, just returned to their

original heritage, the soil ; and he was aston-

ished to find how much Andrew Harbush
really knew about farming. Also, that with

Merry's pups and coon-cats, Judy's fancy

chicks and flowers, Robert's live-stock and
cranberry bog, the young people contributed

not a little toward making the whole venture

a success.

And one thing is certain,—John James
Alston went home to his kinfolk last

Christmas,—and maybe he did n't enjoy it

!
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The Rubber Doll. (Sighing.) That child I

The Bisque Doll. I tliink some one should

scold her,

There 's danger of her being spoiled.

The Rubber Doll. She does n't mean to

be so careless.

The Rag Doll. I don't mind how she

batters inc.

The Bisque Doll. I should say not ! Your
head is hairless,

And you 're as ragged as can De.

The Wax Doll. INIy hand is smashed!
The China Doll. My foot is broken!

The Worsted Doll. I have n't seen my
cap for days I

The Paper Doll. Perhaps a word in kind-

ness spoken
W'ould make our Polly mend her ways.

The Rubber Doll. Or mend \i&x dolls.

The Paper Doll. (Laughing.) That would
be better.

The Wax Doll. I 'd like my arm put in a

sling.

The Rubber Doll. Let 's send her a Round
Robin letter.

The Bisque Doll. A good idea!

The Rag Doll. The very thing!

The Wax Doll. But who will write it ?

The Rag Doll. I 'm not able.

The Brownie Doll. I think I am. I 'm

pretty smart.

The Rubber Doll. Well, sit right down at

this small table.

Here is a pencil. Now let 's start.

The Wax Doll. What shall we say ?

The Bisque Doll. Don't write too gruffly,

I 've no wish to offend the child.

The Rubber Doll. Oh, no, we must n't

word it roughly.

The Brownie Doll. All right, I '11 make it

kind and mild.

The Bisque Doll. Tell her we love her

very dearly.

And we regret to make a fuss—
The Wax Doll. But we 'd be grateful,— state

this /^^^^^ clearly,

—

If she 'd take /^^^J^ better care of us.

The Brownie Doll. (Writing.) " ()h I'olly

dear, we love you madly.

But you are naughty, without doubt,— "

The Bisque Doll. No, that won't do,— it

sounds so badly.

The Rubber Doll. Here, take my head and
rub it out.

The Brownie Doll. Thank you.

The Bisque Doll. Now try a new beginning.

The Brownie Doll. (Writing again.) "Our
Polly dear, we love you much.

Your smile is sweet, your ways are winning,

But, oh, destruction is your touch!
"

The Rag Doll. Tell her we love to have
her pet us,

W'e don't mind thumps and bumps and
cracks.

The AVax Doll. Speak for yourself! She

should not set us

Too near the fire if we 're of wa.x.

The Worsted Doll. She must n't give us

to the kitten.

The China Doll. Nor step on us.

The Paper Doll. Nor get us wet.

The Brownie Doll. Everything that you 've

said, I 've written.

And there 's room on the paper yet.

The Bisque Doll. Well, fill it up with greet-

ings tender.

Tell her our love is strong and true.

The Worsted Doll. And any loving mes-

sage send her

That as you write, occurs to you.

The Rag Doll. Tell her we 're glad that

we 're her dollies.—
The Rubber Doll. Of all small girlies

she 's our choice.

—

The Bisque Doll. No smile is half so

sweet as Polly's.

—

The Paper Doll. No voice so merry as

her voice.

The Brownie Doll. There, now it's done!

The Bisque Doll. W'e '11 light this taper.

And sign and seal it.

The Rag Doll. Come, be brisk!

My name first ? " Rag." Next

!

" Worsted." " Paper."

"W'ax." "China." "Rubber."
"Brownie." "Bisque."



The Every-day Franklin

By Rebecca Harding Davis

All kinds of paeans have been sung in Frank-
lin's honor during the last few months.
Authors, scientific and newspaper men have

grown hoarse in telling us why this old-time

statesman and thinker and editor stood fore-

most in their ranks. But it seems to me that

he had some human traits whose importance
have escaped notice. Traits that make him
very real to the Philadelphian, who, for a

lifetime, has tramped every day the very

pavements along which he trundled his

wheel-barrow ; who has read his worn old

books, has used his stoves, his lightning rods,

his laws and his countless other devices to

make common daily life safe, clean, high

—

more worth the living of any man.
These little homely deeds of Franklin

ought to be noted, because it was by virtue

of them—not by his wise statesmanship or

philosophy—that he took rank as one of the

greatest of Americans. Consider for a minute.

This young man finds himself on the streets

of a new village, of which almost every citi-

zen, white, Indian or negro had been born
somewhere else. There never, perhaps, was
a community where affairs were so "mixed"
as was Penn's City of Brotherly Love. The
English Church folk were at odds with the

Quakers, and both secretly regarded every

new-comer as a person to be shunned. Frank-
lin lived in the town through its period of

cutting loose from the government which had
ruled its citizens and their forefathers for

centuries, and through the building up of a

brand new government. Every citizen that

he met out of doors had, as a rule, his own
quarrel with his king—with the people of the

other colonies and with most of the men on
the streets. The laws of these old-time set-

tlers, their standards of right and wrong in

great matters and in small, varied from day
to day.

You often hear loud praise of Franklin's

statecraft ; how he cleared the political hori-

zon of the new country and gave it a steady
footing among the older nations.

I beg yon now to look at his work for his

own town and for his neighbors. He was not
loud nor anarchistic as the young radical

reformer is apt to be just now. He went
about, sane, quiet, tactful, merely "setting

things to rights"—big things and little. If

he thought the people of this village—the
people of this country—the people of the
world, to whom the gates of the continent

were now open— were to find peace and a full

life here, big things and little must be set to

rights at once. There was a homely every-

day quality in the man that matched every-

day needs. He had been, for some time, for

example, secretly grappling with the light-

ning. He braced himself, conquered it,

yoked it, and then, without a word of tri-

umph, quietly explained to his neighbors how-

to put pointed rods on their roofs to save
their houses from burning down. That was
all. He never asked for gratitude or ap-
plause. One old historian tells us that

"Benj. Franklin has put a chime of little

bells on the walls of his house so that they
catch the lightning and ring during a storm."

So he had sometimes during the night from
the heavens above him an echo of the ap-
plause which his neighbors begrudged !

Every day he was busy going about, putting
germs of comfort and strength into the new
community. One day he goes into a poor
woman's house half of which is ice-cold be-

cause she is able to keep up but one fire.

He promptly invents a stove which has a
front on two sides and shows double glowing
faces to cold rooms above one burning heart

—

the familiar "Franklin Stove." It is used
all over the continent to-day.

Or, he strolls along Dock Street wharf one
morning, and stumbles over a heap of filthy

remnants of baskets in which roots had been
brought from Amsterdam. No eye but

Franklin's would have seen the single

green sprout on one of the wythes. But
he sees it, carefully cuts it away and carry-

ing it to his neighbor, Mrs. Norris, asks

leave to plant it in her garden, where the

good lady herself tends and watches it.

From that bit of live stalk have grown all

the basket willows in this country, and an
enormous industry.

Another day, it is an old broom which
158
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shows to him a hint of life—a single green

seed among its dusty straws. He plants the

seed, after a year or two succeeds in

growing a crop of corn, and the old chroni-

cler Watson boasted, even in his day, that

"there are twelve millions of brooms now
made in this country from that one seed!"
•—How many hundred millions in our day?
The other apprentices and clerks who

were this young printer's comrades were

hungry for education, but had only two or

three books apiece. "Let us," he proposed,

"put them all together on the mantle shelf

in Rob Grace's room in Pewter Platter Alley,

and use them in common." A month or two
later, the idea having grown in his busy

brain, he called on thirty-eight prominent men
of the town to subscribe forty shillings each

for the purchase of books for this collection.

This was the first circulating library in

the world, and the origin of all the others.

No need of his neighbors was too small

to escape his keen eye and eager help. Fires

in those days were common in the town ; he

introduced leathern buckets and it w-as he

who invented the system of arranging double

lines of men and women,—the men passing

the full buckets and the women the empty
ones. A simple matter ! But so many sim-

ple matters like this,—good for the salvation

of bodies and souls, have waited as long as

that egg did on Columbus for the breaking

!

Franklin organized bands of firemen later,

and brought engines into regular use.

The great Pennsylvania hospital on Pine
street was founded by Franklin. It was the

first public hospital in the United States.

But while this pioneer American gave such
actual good to his people, the principles

that he taught them with which to face the

problems of life could well be revived and
used for our betterment to-day.

For instance—he was chosen f-or the office

of Judge of the Court of Common Pleas in

Philadelphia. The position gave him in-

fluence and respect. The salary was a com-

fortable addition to the income of a poor
man. He suddenly resigned the office,

quietly stating that he "had not sufficient

knowledge of common law to hold it."

He was a still poorer man when he first

began to edit a newspaper. In it he soon
began to censure sharply several men of in-

fluence and high position in the town. His
friends came to urge caution on him, assur-

ing him that "no man could succeed without

the backing of wealthy patrons." Franklin
listened in silence, and then, without answer-
ing his friends asked them cordially to stay

to supper. They accepted. When they
went into the room they found nothing on
the table but cold water and corn-meal por-

ridge. The young editor made no apologies

but served the food, and ate of it himself.

"That is all, gentlemen," he said when he

had finished. "I only wished to convince
you that when a man can live, as I have
long done, on cold water and porridge, he
does not need any man's patronage. He can
do without it."

Of course until the end of the world a
military patriot will continue to be the idol of
every people. Washington w^ill remain the

"Father of his country." But our boys and
girls should know more of the genius and
sanity of the quiet old man who sleeps in an
obscure corner of the old churchyard in Phila-

delphia, and of the impetus upward given to

the new republic by his hand. At least, in

recognition of his work, let us, when we build

new hospitals or libraries in our towns and
villages, sometimes give to them the name
of the man who first made both known to

the American people.

And could we not, too, with force and
truth apply to the Republic itself the motto
written by Franklin over the door of that

first hospital in our country?

"Piously erected

For the relief of the poor and miserable.

May the God of Mercies

Bless the Undertaking."

Franklins Autogr.'^ph.



VIDA'S
GRAY
MUFF

By Kendrick Ferris

Illustrated by Florence E. Storer

It had begun \va_v back in November—the

Sunday after Thanksgiving when Sallie Car-

ter came in late to church with a gray as-

trakhan muff. The sermon was too "deep"
for Vida, who had her hand at her face and
was ahnost asleep, when a flash of gray in

the next pew caused her to turn her head

ever so slightly, and peep through her chubby
fingers. There it stood on the velvet cushion

beside Sallie, trim, warm, and lined with

pearly gray satin, exactly like Mrs. Carter's

own beautiful big one, but smaller by half.

A great longing began to grow in Vida's

heart, and she peeped again, this time at

Sallie. Sallie's golden curls had fallen

riotously over her shoulders, hiding much of

her face, but Vida could see enough. And
just then the sermon came to an end.

But from that day on till the 17th of

December, Vida thought of nothing but a

gray muff—how she would look carrying it,

how it would feel, and how every Sunday
afternoon she would let poor Dorothy Haines

carry it for a whole block, just as she had
seen generous Sallie lend hers to the little

lame girl in their Sunday School class.

On the 17th of December a great snow
fell, and all the earth w-as white. At night

the stars came out and the moon was full.

It was the first snow storm of the winter,

and Vida, by the light of the blazing logs

in the nursery fireplace, wrote her annual

letter to Santa Claus, posting it in the win-

dowsill. In the morning, sure enough, it

was gone, and Vida's heart was light. She
smiled at Sallie from her pew, feeling that

still another bond was soon to be established

between them, and, on the way home, found
VOT.. XXXIV.— 21

and praised new beauties in the gray astra-

khan muff. And so amidst greater good fel-

lowship and happy expectations, the anxiously-

awaited Christmas drew on apace.

" In the Corner of the Gre.at Hall Sofa,
Vida Fell .Asleep."

The 25th fell on Sunday that year, and
Saturday morning dawned bright and clear.

The long, fat icicles, hanging above the

nursery window, glistened in the sunlight,

i6i
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and the hemlock boughs swept the ground

under their weight of snow. Vida and her

mother were standing together at the nur-

sery window as, with a jingle of merry bells,

the Carters' sleigh drove by. Vida sighed

contentedly.

"To-morrow," she said, "/ shall be carry-

ing a gray astrakhan muflf."

nothing but count on it ever since Santa

Claus had found her note. Not count on

it ! \\'hy, Christmas would be nothing with-

out it

:

But her mother was right—he might for-

get it among so many things ! Why had n't

she asked for only that one present? She
did n't want those other things anyway.

Oh, Papa, Papa,' She Cried Excitedly, 'See, 'ihere is Something out on the Ruof I

Her mother looked at her questioningly.

"Santa Claus will bring it to me," Vida
said in answer to the look.

Her mother laughed merrily. "Why,
Vida dear," she said. "You asked Santa
Claus for seven other things—you said so

only this morning. You could n't expect

him to remember them all, and he 's as likely

to forget the muff as the French doll, or the

tea set. It 's foolish to count on any one
thing when you made so long a list. I told

you to be moderate." And her busy mother
hurried off in answer to a call from Aunt
Jane.

Not count on it ! \Miv, she had done

and this was the day before Christmas-
no word could reach Santa now.

The day passed feverishly for Vida. Up-
stairs and down she wandered from window
to window, from person to person—anxious,

unhappy, impatient. Would the long hours

never go

!

.\t last twilight came, and the darkness

fell. And in the corner of the great hall

sofa, facing the clock on the stairs, Vida, a

disconsolate little body, fell asleep.

Her mother wakened her when it was time

to hang up her stocking, and then, in spite

of her warning, and in spite of her long

hours of worry, hope was born again, and
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when Vida kissed her mother good-night, vis-

ions of gray astrakhan mutis danced in her

head.

"Merry Christmas! Merry Christmas!"
It seemed to Vida she had but closed her

eyes, and there stood mother and Aunt Jane
beside her bed, one witli her little worsted
shoes and the other with her red eiderdown
wrapper to hurry her over to the nursery

where her father stood waiting at the door.
" Merry Cristmas ! Merry Christmas ! Oh,

papa, I said it first!" she cried laughingly

as her father caught her in his arms.

But what had Santa Claus done to the

nursery? He had decorated the four walls

and the chandelier with greens ; and in the

corner opposite the fireplace, he had stood

a giant Christmas tree, bedecked with glitter-

ing knickknacks of every description. It was
wonderful

!

Vida drew a quiet breath, and gave a little

happy exclamation. Then she flew straight

to the fireplace—the muff should be there.

Of the seven presents six were not forgot-

ten, and there were others she had not asked

for: a pearl-handled knife in the toe of her

stocking (she had remembered how much she

needed a knife only yesterday morning) ; an
album for her postal cards—why had n't

she thought of that ? She had over a hundred
postals that Uncle Jack had sent her—of

course she wanted an album. A cuckoo
clock, that even as she looked, flung open its

little carved doors, and shot out the cuckoo.

It was seven o'clock. Surely no little girl

ever had a more beautiful Christmas I

But Vida's lips w^ere quivering, and a great

lump swelled in her throat. The muff—the

beautiful gray astrakhan muff, was not there

!

Santa Claus had forgotten it

!

But Vida was brave. And she would not

let those who loved her see her cry, or

suspect her disappointment. She turned away
from them and went over to the north win-
dow, fighting with her tears.

The kitchen roof stretched out under this

window, and for days now even the print of

a bird's claw had not broken its mantle of
white. But now Vida looked at it in wonder-
ment, for the beautiful crust was sadly
broken,

,
and a line of tracks ran from the

edge of the roof, and back to-

"Oh, papa, papa," she cried excitedly,

"come here, come here right away. See,

there is something out on the roof!"

Her father opened the window quickly,

and climbed out. Vida's heart beat so wildly

she could scarcely speak. Her father was
picking up a box—it was about the size of

Aunt Jane's cooky jar, and it was round."

"Well," her father said, as he climbed
back laughing into the nursery. " Here 's

something Old St. Nick dropped, and from
its size 1 guess it 's meant for you."

V' Ida's hands trembled so she could scarcely

tug off the round top of the box. Just as it

was about to yield, a sudden fear fell upon
her heart.

" Papa, perhaps—perhaps he did n't mean
it for me. Perhaps he dropped it and it be-

longs to some other little girl."

Her father's eyes twinkled.

"Look at the bottom of the box. Little

One," he said.

Vida turned the box upside down. There
was her name—Vida Sumner Lane, as plain

as plain could be, and while she was staring

at it open mouthed, out dropped—not a

little gray astrakhan muff, but a beautiful

soft chinchilla one and a little collar to

match ! And Sallie Carter peeped through
her fingers that Christmas morning at the

happiest little girl in all Christendom.
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Mother Goose Continued
By Anna Marion Smith

nere -was an old •vv'omaTi

V/ho lived in a shoe ,

^Who had so many children
She didn< Know what <o do ^She gave ihem some broih ^> ^Sc
Wiihout any b^ead ^'^^^A^And whipped thenn all soundly 3 lOVcl^vf)

And sent Ihem io bed .
" Q^^^
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Now it happened that Santa Claus,

Passing that way.

Peeped into tlie shoe top

And saw how they laj-

—

With their ronnd, rosy faces

All shining" with tears,

And resolved to do somethinof

To comfort the dears.

So while they w
In woful array,

He bundled those

Right into hi;

And cracking h

As his reindeers

Away they all :

To his home
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What wonders he showed them,

Such beautiful toys!

Such dolls for the girls,

And such drums for the boys
Such farms and such stables,

Such monkeys and bears,

Such dishes and tables

And tiny dolls' chairs!

And when they had seen

All the wonderful things

Which each winter, at Christmas,

Dear Santa Claus brings,

He gave them, to make
Their enchantment complete,

Just all of the candy
And cake they could eat.

MM

When they told of their travels,

Their mother, it seems.

Only laughed, and declared

They were nothing but dreams.

I am sure, though, things fmisi

Have occurred as they say.

Else why were they, all of them,

111 the next da\?

-y?'^'



What Rosemary Says

By Emily Lennox

I HATE those horrid little bears

—

They do put on so many airs

!

She has n 't kissed mc once for weeks

—

She hugs liiiit till he fairly squeaks !

I am not jealous—not at all

!

I always act like a well-bred doll!

But'when he bites her—you will see

She '11 be glad enough to play with me.

Vol. XXXIV.—22-23.
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A variety of tinsel and other ornaments, especially the festoons of popcorn string, on the Christ-

mas tree, have their counterpart in the fluffy masses of snow and glistening bits of ice on the out-

door evergreen trees. The decorative arrangements of a variety of Holiday goods in show windows
suggest the dried weeds, burrs, leaves, seed pods, vines, lichens and mosses un walls and "cozy
corners '*

in the fences.

DECEMBER DRAPERIES AND
DECORATIONS.

In December especial attention is given to

decorations. The interior of stores and their

home include not only the shelves and center

tables, but e.xtend to holly and other Christ-

mas greens in the windows.
So in nature this month come the special

draperies and decorations and ornaments

not used since last winter. Perhaps you
insist that nature is more beautiful in the

.-lIKl.l- ;\M> lAliM', IJKA1'I:.KIES .\ND I )K('I IR.-\TR)\ S

HAVE Their p.\rallel in X.vture.

show windows are then attractively orna-

mented and festooned. The stores in the

Hohday season are well-known centers of in-

terest for their attractively-displayed ami
tempting exhibits. Even the sidewalks in

front of many of these places are fenced in

with a green display of Christmas trees from
Maine. The churches have elaborate deco-

rations in the shape of arches, crosses, loops

and wreaths of green, and in many instances

with the addition of suspended bells and
swinging doves. We even add strings of

sleighbells and plumes to the horses.

Seasonable decorations and draperies of the

A Fringed "Table Spread" in the Brouk.

Snow-covering of rocks with delicate ice formations on edges.

months of flowers and foliage. Perhaps she is.

That is a matter of taste. Some would insist
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that nature in all her general aspects is more
beautiful in the warm than in the cold months.

Yet there are some lovers of the winter that

would dispute this point. But among the

commoner things of nature, we may find

beauties that may well be compared to

wall and ceiling ornaments of home or

church.

As a shelf is often draped and the hric-

i\-brac especially arranged for the Holi-

days, so nature has her special decorations.

This shelf decoration was first impressed upon

seemingly infinite in the variety of the beauti-

ful forms it presents.

Christmas trees within doors are not the

A "l-'KlE/l. l-ii,. . iiv w M/.\ BY 1 KLK/.l.SL..

Icicles on the eaves of a house,

me by studying the forms taken by the ice

and frost on the eaves of houses and along

the brook side. What a wonderful decorator

is Jack Frost and how frequently he make^

changes! He almost never repeats. Even
among snowflakes there are seldom, if ever,

two alike. The slow unfolding and growth

of summer are truly beautiful, but there is

nothing in summer that can equal winter in

its sudden and complete pictorial changes.

The fascinating beauty of even one section

of the bank of a rivulet that I frequently

Jack Frost's Plumes.

A sleet decoration of twigs and branches at the entrance
to a field.

only trees decorated and draped for a short

time in glittering tinsel, graceful festoons and

garlands in beautiful variety. In almost any

walks in the woods in winter, one may see

equally beautiful and transient tree decora-

liiK Pompons of thi; Meadows.

Masses of the plumose long tails of the fruit of clematis

(or "virgin's bower") on the alder bushes.

tions. The snow-laden, twining stems of vines

on certain trees remind one of festoons of

pearls. The glistening of the snowflakes on

The Lace-like Lambrequins of the Brook Bank.

Dainty, spear-like and feathery frost forms on dried grasses overhanging the water (the lower, dark portion).

Seen on an early, frosty morning.

visit in the winter, would delight an artist. It an early, bright morning when the " cold

is like a kaleidoscope, never twice alike and snap '' has suddenly followed foggy weather

Note;—The illustrations on this and the preceding page were drawn directly from nature or from photographs.
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makes every tree a glittering gem. A
similar morning following a rain, or " ice

storm " as we sometimes call it, and what won-

derful spheres, what fantastic forms in every

direction in gold, silver, even in crystal

sheaths reflecting all the colors of the rainbow '

pellets of mud.
Ar.mucr, South Dakota.

Dear St. Nicholas: Will you please tell me what

are these little balls of mud which I send? They are

A BLUE HERONS' NESTING PLACE.
A I'LACK of rare interest to bird-lovers in

Michigan is a great blue herons' nesting place

ten miles west of Battle Creek on the north

bank of the Kalamazoo river. It is notable

because there are now only a few nesting

places of this handsome and majestic bird

left in that state. It is still more notable from

very hard and I found them in the mud at the edge of

a small pond. I should like to know what they are

made of and what makes them.
Your interested reader,

Charles Crutchett.

The pellets of mud are pellets of "gumbo" which
bakes very hard, as you know, in the sun. They are

made by the common crayfish which lives in the muddy
ponds and streams. As the crayfish digs down into the

mud near the water's edge he throws back the mud in the

shape of these little pellets. Just how he rolls them I

do not know and have never been able to see one at work.

I imagine of course it is done with the maxillipeds and
the legs. The crayfish builds a wall of these around
the hole sometimes several inches high and oftentimes

covers the opening so as to give the place the appear-

ance of a little mound of mud pellets.— Shirley P. Miller,

Zoologist, South Dakota Agricultural College.

The habits of crayfish vary in different

places, but many of these "chimney" or

mound-building forms make pellets of mud.
See article " Warrior Mound-builders," page
651 of Nature and Science for May, 1904.

Pellets of mud dropped or discarded by the

builders are often found lying around in the

vicinity of such mounds.

The Great Blue Herons' Nesting Place.
(Photographed by Guy Mannering.

)

the fact that the few others are in inaccessible

swamps, while this one is on dry ground, only

a short distance from an interurban electric

line, and can be reached without difficulty by

ornithologists— as easily by the women as by
the men. It is visited annually by hundreds
of bird-students from all sections of the state.

Great blue herons are home lovers, and be-

come so attached to the place of their birth

that they always return to the same nesting

place and even the same tree. They have
been known to nest in one place for fifty

years. This colony has nested on the Kala-

mazoo river for twenty-two years.

A sycamore tree is always selected as the

first home. tree, because the color of the bark

harmonizes perfectly with the color of their

plumage, thus affording protection for both

birds and nests. In this gigantic sycamore
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were originally thirteen nests. The tree is

thirteen feet in circumference and 100 feet

high up to the first branches. From this tree

the colony has spread out to several elm trees.

The nests are a most interesting sight and are

so large that they can be seen from a distance

of one mile. They are huge, rude structures,

built of good-sized twigs and sticks, loosely

placed together, forming a sort of lattice work,
upon which the eggs are laid. The bird.s use

the same nest every season, adding more sticks

to shape it up when they return the following

season. The eggs number from three to four,

of a bluish green color, and are a little larger

than hens' eggs.

The herons diu'ing the nesting season are of

great benefit to the farmers, as they destroy all

the snakes and field mice for miles around.

When feeding the young, the noise and
commotion made by the fledgelings can be

heard at a great distance. The blue heron is a

majestic appearing and most beautiful bird.

It is frequently erroneously called the sand hill

crane. It is a solitary bird e.vcept when nest-

ing, and is wild and shy.

Ch.\kles F.mmktt Barnes.

PHOTOGRAPHING SPITZ PUPPIES.

The little fellows were verv restless, and
numberless snap-shots were tried, all with the

invariable result— one or more of the puppies

would always be blurred. Especial trouble

was caused bv their tails, which seemed in

perpetual motion.

Finally, a large piece of black cloth was se-

cured, and stretched like a screen. Si.x holes were
then cut in the cloth, and the head of a puppy
inserted in each, the photographer meantime
having his instrument focussed, and in readi-

ness. At this juncture, a large and steam-

ing dish of food was placed on the groimd
in front of the screen. Behold ! the result

!

Andrew P. Hill.

HOW MANY LEAVES HAS
Here is a nature student, right

woods. To the Sr. Nu ihh.as bov

173

SHE ?

from the

or girl who

How Many Lkaves Has She ?

writes the best letter (received by me before

January 1st) regarding the leaves she has, and
interesting particulars regarding them, I will

send a book on nature study. Direct reply to

Fdward F. Bigelow, Stamford, Conn.

IiiE Resci.t of the Photographer's Trick.

Copyright, Andrew P. Hill, San Jose, California.
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^BECAUSe WE
(want to know

a large hollow pebble.

Eagi.e Pass, Texas.
Dkar St. Nicholas: T found this queer rock under

a plum-bush. I have been wondering how it got

there, because there is no
water around it and not

many other stones either.

Please tell me how it got

there.

From your loving

reader,

Troy B. Anderson.

Your specimen
would be described

by most young folks,

I think, as a bubble-

THE HOLLOW PEBBLE. ^^^"^ .P^bWe. The
scientist would use

longer words but mean much the same thing.

He would say that it is composed of chalced-

ony (a variety of quartz)— a concretion of the

material that was probably never filled.

a lunar rainbow.

Spring Brook, Williams County, N. D.

Dear St. Nicholas: — Several nights ago I saw

a funny cloud. It was of all colors like a rainbow.

It was right beneath the moon. Can you tell me the rea-

son of the colored cloud? One of my little sisters said

that on Saturday, December gth, she saw the moon go

under a colored cloud.

Vours sincerely,

Ev.\NGELi.NE Kl.NGSTON (age II years).

You saw a lunar rainbow, and a beautiful

thing it always is, too. The clouds high up in

the air acted on the moonbeams, as the rain-

drops act on the sunbeams to make a solar or

sun rainbow. A lunar rainbow is so interesting,

that the Government Weather Observer always

records its occurrence in his monthly reports.

Tiiis is the Monhella
csciilriita or " honeycomb
morel," one of the most
highly-esteemed edible

mushrooms. The head
has been called "a weather-

beaten honey-comb " in

appearance. It is found
in wet weather in the early

part of the year. It is of

interesting appearance, but

we caution our voung peo-

ple not to attcDtpt to cat it.

Leave that to the special-

ists who will make no mis-

take as to the particular

species that is good to eat.

In this country it is " quite

common in West Virginia,

Pennsyl\-ania and New Jersey, in orchards on

ashes and cinders, under walnut, pine and oak
trees." (McIlvaine.)

mermaids and mermen.

Halifax, N. S., Canada.

Dear St. Nicholas: A friend of mine said that

her father, who was a sailor, once saw two mermaids
singing on a rock in the Mediterranean Sea. Are there

really such things?
Your interested reader,

Helen E. Stairs.

Mermaids—and less frequently mentioned
mermen— are mythical or fanciful beings that

The
Morel Fungus.

FUNGUS.

The Red House, .Stocksfield-o.n-Ty'ne.

Dear Sr. Nicholas: I am writing to you again to

ask the name of another fungus which my brother

found in a field. It has a buff colored cap, honey-

combed all over and meeting the stalk at the base, the

honey-comb becoming smaller at the top of the cap.

Its stalk is biscuit-coloured while, widening at the

bottom, with deep creases and recesses in it. The
fungus is hollow throughout.

Your interested reader,

Ruth Adams.

The Dugong.

This and the seals pictured on the following page are probably
the origin of the myths of mermaids and mermen.

are supposed to live within and under the sea.

They are usually pictured with the form of a

human being above the waist and that of a

fish below. The typical mermaid is supposed

to be of exceeding loveliness. Her hair is long

and beautiful and she is often represented as
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The Northern Fur Seal.

combing it with one hand,

she holds a looking glass.

while in the other

Who would be
A mermaid fair,

Singing alone,

Combing her hair

Under the sea?

Tex.n'Yson— " The Merm.-\id.'

Nearly all nations have folk-lore and fairy

tale accounts of mermaids, and sometimes of

mermen. Even the American Indians had

their "woman-fish" and "man-fish." The
Chinese tell stories abotit their sea-women of

the southern seas. Sometimes mermaids and

mermen are represented as leaving the water

and living with human beings, but more fre-

however interesting they may be, but to ex-

plain their natural history origin and basis.

Sir James Emerson Tennent, writing of the

dugong, says

:

" Its head has a rude approach to the human outline,

and the mother holds her infant in one flipper, arm-like

as does a human mother. If disturbed it suddenly

dives under the water, and tosses up its fish-like tail

It is this creature which has probably given rise to the

tales about mermaids."

It seems probable that this author was
partly right, but the whole "responsibility"

should not be put upon the dugong. Many
other marine animals have human resem-

The Se.\ Elephant.

quently they are pictured as being so attractive

that they sometimes will lure human be-

ings to destruction in the depths of the sea.

These myths have been utilized by many poets,

and have even been used for stories " with a

moral." Most encyclopedias and Baring

Gould's "Myths of the Middle Ages" give

interesting histories of the myths and the ex-

tent to which they have been held by various

nations.

It is not within the scope of " Nature and
Science " to go into details of these myths,

Im, Northern Se.\ Lio.n.

blance, especially in attitude and when seen

from a distance. Ernest Ingersoll writes:

"Various seals . . . have a way of lifting their

round heads and shoulders from the water, with a

queer human intelligent look upon their faces, and

hugging their young to their bosoms with motherly

affection. Impressed with this resemblance, easily

turned into a story to beguile a long winter evening or to

amuse a child, and growing with imaginative repetitions,

the northern people were quick to believe the similar

and more elaborate stories brought to them by early

voyagers, and so the tales grew and changed into the

rich folk-lore."

So, more directly to answer your question,

there are in fancy, fairy tales, folk lore and

The Bearded Seal.

legends, plenty of mermaids and fewer mer-

men, but alas! not ojie in reality.
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TIIK JOV OF GIVING.

GI.AUYS M. ADAMS (AGE l6).

{Cash Prize.)

I SHARED my crust with a poorer one,

And the crust^which had seemed
but a bit of l)rca(l

When one wouUl eat— was a glorious

feast

Wlien shared with anotlier, instead.

I shared my bed with a poorer one—
So poor a bed, liut aboard or two—

But 't was soft as feathers to me, and
I slept

With a peace that I rarely knew.

I shared my joy with a poorer one.

And lo! 't was increased to a joy

divine

For another was cheered by the

kindly thought.

When they felt that joy of mine.

My gifts were poor, but were of my
best,

I had given myself when I gave my food

But the joy that came transfigured all,

And I felt that God was good.

For a selfish joy is an empty thing.

Since it fades away as the passing dreams,
But the joy of giving is sweet and free,

And ever a new joy seems.

So share your best, though it be but poor.

With a willing heart and a spirit brave ;

For a joy will come that will far outweigh
The trifle that you gave.

* A HOT DAS'

Now seven years have slipped avay.
With picture, pnz::h\ prose and rhyme

Sinee first loe joined in roiindela v

And sa>i^ the son^ of Christinas-tinie.

In the seven years that have slipped by us since that

first Christmas, more than tw'o thousand young people
have won gold and silver, and cash prizes, in the St.

Nicholas League. Not one of these prizes has been
awarded without a good reason— that reason being that

the poem, or story, or picture, or whatever it happened
to be, awakened the editor's interest and admiration.
Often it did more than that. Often when the contribu-
tion was so good as to warrant one of the higher prizes,

there came the strong desire to see how the boy or girl

looked who could produce such work as that, and some-
times we have been tempted to ask for a photograph of

the contributor. Now, at last, we are going to do just

that thing. We are going to ask every gold-badge
winner for a picture. Not only do we want jiictures of

those who are winning now, but of those, also, who
have won any time ^luring the seven years, and we
w^ould prefer a picture taken about the time when the
b.idge was won. Of course, in that seven years a good
many of our members have grown into men and women,
and some of them are still following their old League
work in the world's wider fields. Of these we want
two pictures—one taken during their League diiys,

and one taken now, with a brief letter telling just

what has been done—how much progress has been made
along the chosen path. And some of these, from time
to time, wc would like to print in the magazine, for we
are sure it will interest our readers as well as ourselves

to see the faces of those who have found the League a

sort of garden tliat lies along the foothills of success.

But tliere are some (perhaps m.any) who failed to win
first honors in the League, yet who have persevered
and striven on, and who are winning triumphs all the

more deserved because they refused to confess discour-

agement when the longed-for badge failed to come. Of
these especially do we want pictures, for to these go
our deepest admiration and heartiest God-speed. Let
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us have tlie pictures,

that is wortli while,

some of it, too.

rtien, anil we will make an album
and we will let our readers see

PRIZE WINNERS, AUGUST COMPETITION.

Verse. Cash prize, Gladys M. Adams (age i6), 36
Emery St., Medford, Mass.
Uold b-adges. Eleanor C. Hamill (age 16), 2637

Prairie Ave., Chicago, 111., and Eleanor Johnson (age

8), in care of K. I. Johnson, Office U. S. .-^tt'y, N. V.

City.

Silver badges, Aimee Loizeaux
(age 16), 1010 T,d St., Ues
Jloines, la., and Aline Chowen
(age 15), Great FalN. M'.iit.

Prose. Gold badges, Ellen
Elizabeth Patten (age 15),

llain|)den t'onier, l\Ie., and
Isabel A. Oldham (age 14),

Kearney, Xeb.
Silver badges, Kathryn Mad-

dock (age 13), 940 Sherman
Ave., Evanston, III., and Gar-
rett Mattingly (age 6), 1S19
First St., X. W. Washington,
D. C.

Drawing. Gold badges, Al-

phonse De Carre (age 13), 3522
I3lh Si., Washington, D. C,
and Roland Coate (age 15), 35
S. I2th St., Richmond, Ind.

Silver badges, Peggie Guy,
Fulford Vicarage, York, Eng.

,

and Harry Griffith, 923 Superior

St., Toledo, I).

Gold batlge,

(age 15), 66
Northampton, '-\ HOT DAV.

AGE 9.

Ruth Duncan
and Maude J. Hayden (age

Photography.
Marion Drury
Paradise Rtl.,

Mass.
Silver badges

(age 13), Gadsden, .\la,

9), St. Davids, Pa.

Wild-Creature Photography. P'irst prize, "Moose,"
by Margaret Sears (age 14), 30 Greystone Park, Lynn,
.Aiass. Second ]iii/e, •' Possum," by Louise Chapman
(age 14), Lake Geneva, Wis. Third jTize, " Horned
Toad," by F. W. Foster (age 17), 994 Dorchester St.,

Montreal, C_'.in.

Puzzle-Making. Gold badges, Mina Summy (age

14I. 1S31 Xnrth 4th .St., Columbus, Ohio, and
Thomas DeWind (age 16), 203 Coade Ave., Grand
Rapids, Mich.

Silver badges, Albertina L. Pitkin (age 15), 194
Riverside Drive, New York City, and Clarina Hanks
(age 14), 44 Circuit Road, Chestnut Hill, Mass.

Puzzle Answers. Gold badges, Jessie Metcalf (age

13). 1929 X'. Penn. St., Indianapolis, Ind., and Eliza-

beth C. Beale (age 11), 29 Chauncy St., Cambridge,
Mass.

Silver badges, Arthur P. Caldwell, Jr., 309 L'nion

Ave., Cranford, X'. J., and Marie Ruebel (age 16),

4649 Cottage Ave., St. Louis, Mo.

THE FIRST CHRISTMAS-TREE.

BY ISAUEL A. OLDHA.M (AGE I4).

{Gt'/,i Badge.)

I WONDER if the little boys and girls who impa-

tiently await each Christmas Eve for their Christmas-

tree, know that the very first one was decorated a long
time ago for the Princess Mary, who was afterwards so
sadly known as " Bloody Mary "?

Her father told the master of ceremonies that he
must think of something very wonderful, that had
never been he.ard of before, for his gift to the Princess
that Christmas-tide. King Henry was very strict and
apt to cut off the persons' heads wdio did not do as he
wished, so the master of ceremonies thought and
thought. I-'inally he decided upon the very thing, and
tolil tlie King, who was greatly jjleased and told all the

ambassadors from the countries

of Europe, and the English
lords and ladies to give their

gifts for Mary to the master of

ceremonies, and he also invited

them to a Christmas biill to be
held at the palace.

Finally Christmas night came.
Just at twilight a flood of light

poured from the palace win-
dows. Carriages, magnificent
but clumsy, bowled up to the
entrance. Bejeweled ladies and
gentlemen stepped forth and
were escorted by armed guards
to the doors.

Outside of the palace a great

crowd of London's poor stood,

for it w-as the custom of Eng-
land's kings to give bountifully

on Christ's birthday.

Inside— I shall not attempt to

describe the magnificence of the

jewels, satins, laces, cloths of

gold, silver and velvet, but noth-
ing more gorgeous can be imag-
ined, not even in the days of

Aladdin.

Op)>osite the drawing-room
\yere King Henry, Queen Kath-

erine and Princess Mary.
When the last guest was seated, the drawing-room

doors were opened, and what do you think the King

BY MAUDE J. HAVDEN,
(SILVER BADGE.)

'A HOT DAV. BY RUTH DU.NCAN, AGE 13. (SILVER BADGE.)
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"A HEADING FOR DECEMBER. BY HARRV GRIFFITH, AGE I5
(SILVER BADGE.)

and his guests saw ? Not a pine-tree decorated by
candles, with dolls, tea-sets and pop-corn balls upon it,

but a small rosemary bush bedecked with diamond
necklaces and bracelets and many other valuable jewels.

You and I would not like a Christmas tree without
dolls, or drums, or horns, but Mary was more than
deliehted. She kissed her father, and thanked the
master of ceremonies, and every one clapped and was
pleased ; and I hope, in their happiness, they did not
forget the crowd of poor.

And now we all have seen a Christmas tree and do
not think it half as wonderful as did the little Princess
hundreds of years ago in

her father's kingdon
Old Kngland.

of

THE JOV OF GIVING.

eleanor c. hamill
(age 16).

{Gold Badge.)

dav in theBlooming all

shadow-

With never
behold,

.\ violet grew in

springtime,

After the frost and
cold.

an eye to

the

the

"Then what is the use of

my growing
Where no one cares to

see

The way I 've been trying

to blossom ?
"

It said to the bumble-bee.

Just then a childish figure

Bent over its hiding
place

;

" Oh, here is a little

violet!
"

She cried with a glowing
face.

5T H UnotAi
'A HEADING FOR DECEMBER

(SILVER BADGE.)

Clasped tight by the little maiden,
It nodded its happy head.

Till placed by the little sister

Beside a sick child's bed.

For many days it stayed there,

Cheering the little child,

^\*ho kissed each morning its petals.

Then lay back gentle and mild.

The child at last grew stronger.

And all his long life through,
He remembered the little flower

.\nd loved its brothers too.

A HISTORIC CHRISTMAS.

BY ELLEN ELIZABETH PATTEN (AGE I5).

{Gold badge.)

" TuESD.w, December 25, we were
awakened before day by a discharge of

three platoons from the party. We had
told the Indians not to visit us as it was

one of our great medicine days ; so that the men re-

mained at home and amused themselves in various ways,
particularly with dancing, in which they take great

pleasure. The American flag was hoisted for the first

time in the port ; the best provisions we had were
brought out, and this, with a little brandy, enabled
them to pass the day in great festivity."— From the

Journal of Lewis and Clark.

When Christmas eve came, the men had finished the

stockade and the gate had been shut. By the protec-

tion of forty-five men and a blunderbuss. Fort Mandan
was safe from savages from the north. Not that

they were hostile. Many
thronged here, partly for

trade, partly from curi-

osity ; Ijut on this evening
Captain Lewis sent out

word that they should not
visit him and his men the

next day. He told them
it was the great medicine
day of the white man.

Before daybreak, both
the Indians and the white
party were "awakened
by a discharge of three
platoons." A flag was
floating above the palisade,

and the first Dakota
Christmas had begun.

Instead of the usual
"Christmas stocking,"
every man was given a
certain amount of dried
apples, pepper and flour.

To complete the Christ-

mas feast were squash,
corn, beans, and Buffalo

meat. . Dinner was at one
o'clock.

At two, the signal for

dancing was given. The
orchestra consisted of

Cruzatte and Gibson.
William Clark called the

changes. A number of

wondering squaws watched
DV lEGGIE GL'V, AgE I4
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them,— the wives of their interpreters.

Among tliem was the wife of Charboneau,
the cook, Sacajawea, the Slioslioiie "bird-

woman," who afterward became their

faithful guide through the Rockies.

Without lier, they would have been lost

and helpless.

."Vnd so the first Christmas ever cele-

brated in Dakota passed away among the

fair-haired, blue-eyed Mandans. A cen-

tury has passed since the wonderful ex-

pedition, but it will be long before the

story of it will be forgotten by Americans.

THE JOY OF GIVING.

BY ELEANOR JOHNSON (.^GE 8).

{Gold Badge.)

The painter, who gives to the world his art;

The singer, whose voice thrills the very heart

;

The poet, whose soul is in his thought

;

The soldier, who for his country fought

;

All know the Joy of Giving.

The rich, who give with a lavish hand
;

The farmer, whose labor tills the land;

The mother, who gives her loving care

;

The minister, bent on daily

]>rayer

;

All know the Joy of

Giving.

From all who give with a

loving heart.

The Joy of Giving will

ne'er depart.

And all over the world,

both far and near,

The joy we \velcome with

love and cheer

Is the Joy of Christmas
Giving.

A HISTORIC CHRISTMAS.

BY KATHRYN MADDOCK
(AGE 13.)

(Silver Badge.)

King John was celebrating Christmas at Winchester.

His courtiers had come up from London and were
having a merry time ; the boar's head had been served

up, the tapers burnt and the wassail bowl passed

'round. The Vule log was burning brightly and jests

and songs were heard on every

hand. John was moody not-

withstanding all this : it was the

year 1214 and his reign had
hardly been what might be
called a success. Most of it so

far had been taken up by
quarrels. He had lost his

European possessions through
a dispute with Philip of France,

and a quarrel with the Pope had
ended disastrously for the king.

Rumors were now current as to

a rising of the barons and John
was anxious. The festivities

possum. bv loluse chapman, agf
(second prize, wild animal

photograph.)

THIKD PRIZE, WILD ANIMAL PHUIOGKAPH )

BY MARGAKET SEARS, AGK 14.

WILD ANIMAL PHOTOGK AI'H.

)

were to continue for several days but the king with

a few attendants left on the day after Christmas.

On arriving at London John was greeted by a

pageant so brilliant with the glittering arms of the

nobles as to startle as well as surprise him. This pa-

rade was composed of the barons and their followers,

and all were dressed in full armor. Magnificent horses

in gay trappings helped to make the scene more attrac-

tive and here and there large banners wrought in beau-

tiful silks were displayed. The
procession was tlie outcome of

two indignant meetings of the

barons. In the first, held at St.

-Vlbans, their grievances had
been discussed, and during the

second at Bury St. Edmund's
they had resolved to come before

the king at Christmas and force

him to sign a charter giving the

English people their long neg-
lected rights.

When John saw the nobles'

array of military force he
t]uavered, and when the docu-

ment was ]jresented to him he
asked to be allowed to consider

it till Easter. The barons were
angry at having the purpose of

their visit thus deflected, but

they withdrew and waited till

Easter. However little they

accomplished at Christmas it was the first attempt

toward gaining the king's signature for that important

paper, the Magna Charta.

At Easter John refused to sign it, but seeing the de-

termination of the nobles he set June fifteenth as the

final date, and after much parley-

ing the Charter was signed in

the meadow of Runnymede in

lune. This important step in

i'^nglish history was the direct

result of the efforts of the

barons at Christmas.

THE JOY OF GIVING

HY AT.INE CHOWEN (AGE 15).

(Silver Badge.)

The dark pines sharp 'gainst

the soft gray sky
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Abbey (which Edward the ConfessOr had built). As
the crown was placed on William's head the people

shouted "Yea, yea, yeal
"

This historic Christmas is Itoth old and important, fttr

it was the beginning of more civilized life in England
under William the Norman.

THE JdV OK C.IVIXG.

ISY MAKGAKKT KWl.Ni; (AGK I3).

i^I/onor jMt'f/iffrr.)

Great drifting, pillowy mass of clouds.

That float across the sky,

ICxiilianily and high.

What joy is thine !

To give to the parched earth again,

Quick, rushing coolness of the rain,

.\nd onward fly,

O'er hill and dale in majesty divine,

Scattering with a miglity hand.

Thy bounty over sea and land—
O'er wheat-tields pale,

Where ragged pine woods darken hill and dale,

.\nd where the mountain streams leap wild and free,

Given their very life by meed of thee.

And giving in their turn.

Oh, where the sunbeams on earth's meadows burn.

And flowers lift their heads to welcome coy.

The wooing of the rain—
There, when the showers patter down again.

Dost feel the giving-joy,

O clouds?

A HISTORIC CHRISTMAS.

BY AGXES HOLMES (AGE Ij).

There must have been much excitement in the old town
of Wells on Christmas Eve, 1332, for the young king

Edward III had come to spend Christmas there. The
Bishop had gone to stay at liis Manor House at Wookey,
two miles off. for the following week, as there was not

room for both the king and himself at the palace, ow-

ing to the northwest wing not yet being built. But he

must have returned to say mass in the Cathedral on
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•a >I01 day. BV MIKIA.M H. TANOERG, AGE lO. (HONOR MEMBER.)

And lulled me with her dizzy melodies.
Then ere I could the slumb'rous bonds dissever,
With poised flight she fled my grasp forever.
By sterner witchcraft cold-eyed Duty led me;
She yoked me as a plowmate to dull Care,
The bitter bread of lost Ambition fed me,
And housed me in the desert of Despair.
Then whilst I raged in impotent endeavor.
Elected to remain with me forever!

So fare thee well, sweet Beauty,
Thou dear delight of dead, forbidden days.
And prithee hence, cruel Duty
Who dost to basest use compel my lays

!

A HISTORIC CHRISTMAS.

[Dec,

Baby showed her dimples

—

She was just and fair

—

"I '11 be very gen'wous,
Vou may bite io— lJiere.'

"

Bobbie's teeth were tiny--

Sharp they must have
been—

Exit—.ill the apple !

Enter—such a din !

Baby, blue eyes flashing,

Raced across the floor.

Caught the wicked robber
At the nurs'ry door.

Caught his small, brown
fingers

—

Caught with all her
might

—

One

liY ROBERT T. WILLI.^MS (AGE II).

of the most beneficial Christmases that ever
happened on the earth was the birth of Sir Isaac New-
ton, on Christmas Day, 1642, at Woolsthorpe, a hamlet
in Lincolnshire, England.
Once wdien there was a windmill being built on a new

plan near his house, he used to go and spend hours
e.xamining it. In a few days he was observed to be
unusually busy with his tools. It was not long before
the whole neighborhood knew what he had been doing.
He had made a model of the windmill ; though probably
not more than a foot high, it was complete in everv
part. Once, when Newton was older, he had a little

dog called Diamond ; one day he got up and went out
of the room, leaving on the table some manuscripts con-
taining all the discoveries he had made about light,

and little dog Diamond by the fire. No sooner had he
gone than up jumps Diamond on the table, upsets the
candle and burns the papers. Just as the destruction
was completed Newton came in. Seeing what little

dog had done he only patted him on the head and said.
"O Diamond! thou little knowest the mischief thou
hast wrought."

THE JOY OF GIVING.

BY A.\.\IE LAURIE HII.I.YER (AGE I4).

(Honor Member.')

Baby held an apple

—

A delicious sight—
Bobbie thought so, begging,
" Please give me a bite ?

"

And, in wrathful justice.

Gave, in turn, a bite !

A HISTORICAL CHRISTMAS.

BY HE.N'RY RESCH (AGE 15).

When looking up the various Christmas events one
is struck by the great number of deaths wdiich have oc-

curred on that memorable day. One of the most im-
portant of these events was the death of Marcus Aure-
lius Carus, a Roman Emperor, who was killed by
lightning in the year A.D. 283. Below is given a
short history of his life.

Marcus Aurelius Carus was born at Narbonne iji

Gaul, Milan or Ulyria in the year \.V). 222. His
father was of African descent and his mother was a
noble Roman lady. Marcus was educated in Rome for

the highest military and civil offices. He held the office

of praetorian prefect before he became Emperor. On
the assassination of Probus in A.D. 282 he was pro-
claimed Emperor of Rome by the legions. His reign,

though short was prosperous. One of the first of his

acts of justice was to mete out punishment to the assas-

*'A HOT DAY." BY JEANNETTE 1. BEROTZHEIM.
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sinators of Probus. He gained a victory over tlie Scr-

matiaiis and prosecuted war with the Persians. In

midwinter he led his army tiirough Thrace in Asia

Minor, ravaged Mesopotamia, mastered Seleucia and

led his army beyond tlie Tigris.

Here on Christmas Day, in the aforementioned year,

was struck by liglitning one of the l.iravcst and best of

the Romans. History does not tell us the circum-

stances which surrounded him as he lay dying. We
can only guess— that is all.

THE JOV OF GIVING.

KY LEONOR.\ IIRANCII (.-^GE I3).

I WAS curled up in the corner by my little reading

table,

When the door was opened gently and there stood

my sister Mabel.
"Edith, dear," she whispered softly, "I 've a poem

to show to )'0U.

May n't I send it to the League for competition

eighty-two ?
"

"Well, Miss Poetess," I answered, as I smiled inttj

her face,

"I will summon all the jury to discuss this serious

case."

Then she showed a scrap of paper. "This is it,"

she gravely said.

" Read it to me," I commanded, and this is the verse

she read :
—

" I tried as many times as six,

I can't see where the trouble lies,

For though I work with all my might
I cannot seem to win a prize.

But, dear St. Nicholas! I hope
Before I 'm really very old.

You '11 feel the joy of giving

When I win my badge of gold."

A HISTORIC CHRISTMAS.

BY IS.4.BEL WE.'^VER (AGE II.)

When Harold the Second was killed at Hastings,

the English people became disheartened, and made little

resistance against the invasions of William, the Duke
of Normandy. They soon submitted to him, and he

was crowned at Westminster Abbey, London, on Christ-

mas Day, 1066.

There were many people at the coronation. When
Geoffry, Bishop of Coutances, rose and said in French
to the Normans: " Will ye that William, your Duke,
be crowned King of the English ? " They all shouted

"Yea!" Then Ealdred, the Archbishop of York, said

in English: "Will ye that William, Duke of the Nor-
mans, be crowned King of the English ? " .\nd the

people cried "Yea, yea!" so loudly that the Norman
guards outside thought the English W'ere offering re-

sistance, and began setting fire to the nearby buildings.

The people rushed from the church, some to extinguish

the flames, and others, taking advantage of the confu-

sion, to plunder.

William was left in the church with thcyBishops, and
a few others who had remained, and in the presence of

these he took the oath of the old kings, vowing to do
mercy and justice, and to rule as well .xs any king before

him had ever ruled. Then .Vrchbishop E.aldred anointed

and crowned him, and William the Conqueror was
King.

FRIENDS IN THE FOREST.

IIY BERNARD F. TROTTER (AGE 16).

Give me no crowded city,

When my heart is lone and sad.

With its countless thronging thousands—
The tumult would drive me mad.

In the throbbing life of the city

Who cares for another's moan?—
Tho' around me the crowd was surging,

I would stand by myself, alone.

' DECEMBKR." BY JOHN D. UUTLEK, AGE
(HONOR MEMBER.)

Give me no heaving ocean.

Give me no wind-swept plain

;

For there— is but time for brooding,

Nothing to heal the pain.

But give me the wide-spread forest,

With its hemlock, and beach and pine

;

With its ash, and its oak and its maple

;

And its ferns, and its mosses fine.

With its rocky glens and streamlets;

And the music of waterfalls :

With its birds, and beasts and flowers

;

And its dreamy wild-wood calls.—

Tho' I wander, alone, through the forest.

There are friends upon every hand.

Tried friends, who comfort and soothe me.

As they whisper "We understand."
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IN THE FOREST.

BY GEORGIANA MYERS STURDEE (AGE 12).

{Ni'Hor Mt-ffiber.)

The whisp'ring boughs of gi.int pines bend o*er me,
And from its nest the timid bird loolcs down,

The moss and clinging ivy are before me,
The silver birch bends o'er the stream of brown.

From out the mossy, wooded bank beside me
\ crystal streamlet runs with pleasant sound;

None are about to see me or to chide me,
And peaceful rustic stillness reigns around.

A cooling breeze like spirit voices calling,

Blows through the quiet forest's leafy shade.

' DhCEMBi' I LV HIlLLN MA'i UAKtK, AGE lO,

And mingling with the stream's incessant falling,

Come birds' sweet carols from each sylvan glade.

The sound of far-off bells comes faintly blowing,
They ring again, and yet again, then cease;

From distant fields I hear the cattle lowing,
And over all there reigns a perfect peace.

THE FOREST PASTURE.

BY MASON GARFIELD (AGE I3).

{Silver Badge JViniier.)

Over the fields and meadows wide.
Over the old stone mill.

Over the brook that runs Ijy its side.

And the road by the distant hill.

Over the pasture where mooly cow stays,

Up on the hill asleep

In the green woodland, amid the Ijirds' lays,

Are lying the lazy sheep.

Over tlie meadows at close of day,
Wanders tlie bare-foot boy.

Singing merrily on his way.
The song of the shepherd's joy.

Up in the pine trees over the mill,

Over the meadows wide.

Througli the gate at the foot of the hill.

Up on the mountain side,

—

Over the brook to the maple-tree,

Where the shepherd dog lies asleep,

I call the wandering flocks to me.
And gather the truant sheep.

THE JOV OF taVING.

A SOLILOQl'Y 1!Y ALICE WESTON CO.VE (AGE I3).

Why is it when we give

Unto our friends our time, assistance, cash,

We feel so good, so happy, and so glad?
Why is it when we give to other folks

The self-same things, we grudge them e'en the time
That 's spent in giving ? Tlie answer 's hard,

But after thought and meditation I 've decided
The answer is— the folks.

SOME FRIENDLY LETTERS.

West Cornwall, Con-^i.

Dear St. Nicholas: Vou have always come to

us as far back as I can remember and I enjoy reading
you very much.

I was ill the great San Francisco Earthquake and I

thought.! would try to tell you a little of my experience.
I was a\\'akened in the morning l)v an unearthly noise
and the liousesh.iking asa cat shakes a mouse. 1 jumped
up as soon as I could, thinking that the end of the
world had surely come. I tried to run downstairs but
they were shaking so I could not. When the earth-

quake ceased we all ran out in the street in our night-

clothes where our neighbors were, in the same apparel.

All day long false reports kept coming in from down-
town and dense clouds of smoke covereil up the sun.

Tiiat night we went up on Twin Peaks, where we
stayed three iiights. The first night the ashes fell all

over us The next two nights we were not bothered
by them as we had secured an old shed, in which ten

of us slept.

We took five of our chickens with us and tied strings

around their legs, the ends of which were tied to a
stake. We took these for food as we expected a famine.
Most of our blankets, food and other things, we tied on
to an old bicycle and a coaster. Each one of us girls

had one blanket pinned around us and some of us had
more. At the last moment my sister rushed into the
house and brought out two tin cups tied around her
neck.

On the hill we met a Frenchwoman who had walked
about three miles wheeling a baby buggy filled with
clothes. The only food she had was a few scraps tied

up in her dress-skirt. She could not speak any English
which made it all the harder for her. .She would look
at the fire, clasp her hands and sav, " Ter-ri-ble ! Ter-
ri-ble! La! La! La! La! La! 60! Oo!" As we
look back upon it now it seems very funny.

One of my friends put on her three best dresses, one
over another, as she-expecled her house to burn. The
wild birds sang all night long on the hills because it

was so light. We also took our dog and two canary
birds with us. Saturday we went home as our house
did not burn, the fire stopping four blocks away.
My mother who was visiting in Connecticut at the

time sent for us, but we all hope to be back some day
as we think there is noplace like San Francisco, even if

we do get shaken up sometimes.

Your devoted reader,

Caroline E. Gibson (age 13).
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"THE CAMP. BY ROLAND W. CRANDALL, AGE I3.

Lawrenceeurg, Ind.
Dear St. Nicholas: I have never written to you
before, though I have belonged to the League for two
years now. My aunt has given you to my brother ever

since he was a little boy, and as he will be twenty-two in

November, we have had you quite a long time. I have
been sending my little verses to the League pretty regu-

larly ever since you published one of them. I was only

ten then, but I am twelve now. I am interested in all

the members, but especially in the English ones. I

think if I were not an American 1 should love England
better than any other country. I have never ceased to

pity those members of the League who live in a city. I

have such fine times out here in the country. I have
five sisters and one brother, two of my sisters and my
brother belong to the League.

I live up on a big hill, one of those that surround the

Ohio Valley. From one window in our house one can

see three States. My brother and a friend of his,

assisted by my father, built a house high up in a big tree,

and they used to camp out in it for weeks at a time, for

it was big enough to eat and sleep in, and it had a good-
sized porch. I remain your devoted reader,

Elizabeth Page James.

Cortland, New York.
Dear St. Nicholas: I just had such a lovtly trip

from my home in Cefttral Michigan to my grandmother's
in Central New York. My mother, my little sister and I

went by Ail to Detroit, and then took a large boat,

"The Eastern States," across Lake Erie to Buffalo. It

was a perfectly beautiful night and the lake was as

smooth as a sea of glass.

Near Rochester on the New York Central my little

sister lost her hat out of the car window. Mother had
to stop in Syracuse to buy a new one.

I enjoy the stories " From Sioux to Susan," and
"The Life of Abrahain Lincoln" very much.

Your faithful reader,

Margaret A. Ewing (age lo).

CHAPTERS.
If all League members knew Imw much fun chapters have, and
how much they are benefited by their mettrng, every member
would be a chapter member. Chapters meet and read the League

V«t. XXXIV.—24.

contributions and other interesting things aloud, play games, get
up entertainments, and work together in many ways. Some of
them have small dues and sets of rules and regular meeting-
places. Others meet at members' houses in rotation, and enjoy
themselves in any way that pleases them for the time. To read
and discuss the League contributions is one of the mos"" profitable
features. New chapters forming may have their badges, etc.,

come in one large envelope, postage free.

NEW CHAPTERS.

No. 909. Frank N. Snell, President; Arthur E. Hoppin, Secre-
tary; seven members. Address, 615 Suniniit Ave., Milwaukee,
Wis.

No. 910. "The Almond Blossom." Agnes Wilson, President;
.\im6e Vanneman, Secretary; five members. Address, American
Mission, Tabriz. Persia.

No. 911. "Columbia Chapter." Florence M. Field, Secretary ;

sixty members. Address, Public School No. 170, 130 E. iioth St.,

N. Y. City.

No. gxz. "Narcissus." Elizabeth Eckel, President ; Katherine
Davis, Secretary ; five members. Address, 123 No. isth St., St.

Joseph, Mo.
No. 913. " Vulcan Club." Clement R. Wood, President ; Ster-

ling A. Wood, Secretary; five members. Address, 1223 So. 20th
St., Birmingham, Alabama.
No. 914. "New Bedford Chapter." Bessie Lee, Secretary;

twelve members. Address, 158 Summer St., New Bedford, Mass.
No. 915, " Idora Chapter." Clarisse Mansfield, President;

Lloyd O'Connell, Vice-President; Charles E. Mansfield, Secretary ;

ten members. Address, 541 Baker St., San Francisco, Cal.
No. 916. "Jolly Half-dozen." Marjorie Feeples, President;

Clara Wright, Secretary ; six members. (Address wanted.)
No. 917. " L T." Janet Miller, President; Margaret Howard,

Secretary; five members. Address, 326 W. 5th St., Dayton,
Ohio.
No. f)i8. " I'he August Club." Elizabeth Field, President;

Marjorie 'I'eall, Secretary. Address, Little Red House, Stock-
bridge, Mass.
No. gig. "Little Women." Sepha Pischel, President; Inez

Pischel, Secretary; five members. Address, Ross Valley, Marin
Co., Cal.

AN APPRECIATIVE LETTEK.

Glendevon, Devonshire Place, Eastbourne, England.
Dear St. Nicholas: 1 do not know how to thank you for
your kindness in awarding me a cash prize for my verses on " By-
gone Days."
Not only has it given great pleasure to my friends, but it has

encouraged me so much, and has made nie hope that, with
patience and courage, I may some day succeed in the world as I

have succeeded in St. Nicholas.
Then I have received so many kind letters from League

members, and 1 have found so many unknown friends over the sea,

that I feel I must thank _»'(>« for that, too.

" rilE C-\.MP-" HV KLOKA SHEEN, ACE II.

I am sure that to belong to the " St. N. L." and to study the

work of others there, is the best training a would-be-author can
have.
For your kind encouragement, for the two lovely prizes, and for

the great goodness every one has shown me 1 thank you many
times. Believe me, with best wishes, yours most gratefully,

Margaret Stuart B.iowne.
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'a heading for DECEMBER. BY WILLIAM W. WESTKING, AGE

THE ROrL OF HONOR.

No. I. A list of those whose contributions would have been used
had space permitted.
No. 2. A list of those whose work entitles them to encourage-

ment.

VERSE I.

Maud Dudley
Shackleford

Ethel B. Youngs
Louisa F. Spear
Nannie Clark Barr
Stella Benson
Grace J. Conner
Aileen Hyland
Katherine Edwards
Gordon

Lillie G. Menary
E. Babette Deutsch

VERSE 2.

Augusta Chinnock
Martha G. bchreyer
Cora Bloomfield
McElroy

Elizabeth M. Sander
Helen Janet Smith
Margaret Elizabeth

Allen
Adolph Newmann
Twila A. McDowell
William Nestor
Cecilia Rehfeld
Mary Elizabeth Mair
Joseph P. D. Hull
Florence Amelia
Kenaston

Lea Gazzam
Ruth Stone
Esther Hopkins
Bsford Brice

Gladys C. Edgerly
Doris F. Halman
Adelaide Nichols
Margaret Barrelte

Frances Hyland
Marian Chace
Marion Sanford
Drumm

PROSE I.

Ruth A. Spalding
Helen Leslie

Follansbee
Irene Bowen
Freda M. Harrison
Eleanor McCandless
Jeannt-tte Munro
Madelainc F. H.

Avietiene

Jessie Freeman Foster
Garnet Emma Trott
Elizabeth Black
Mary Pemberton
Nourse

Catharine H. Straker
Pauline Hopkins

PROSE 2.

Claire Taylor
May Richardson
Arthur Kramer
Marjorie Crabbe
Virginia Archibold
Eleanor Mason
Knowles Entnkin
George Switzcr
Samuel Burning
Culver

Mildred Nason
Margaret B, Quick
James Harvey
Joyce Clark
Rebecca Edith HiHis
A. H. Redfield
Mervin Louis

Lichteiistein

Matty G. H. Mitchell
Catherine Pew
Beatrice B. Hood
Elizabeth C. Peck
Janet McCurdy Scott
Elliot C. Bergen
Marion Risedorph
Bruce T. Simonds
Margaret H. Coover
Margaret Cobb
Dora Rabinnovitz

DRAWING I.

Gerald K.iufman
Lucy Pedder
Emily W. Browne
Alwyn C. B. Nicolson
Brownie Matthews
A. Reynolds Etkel
Muriel E. Halstead
W. R. Lohse
Alice Shirley Willis

Alice Humphrey
Vera Marie Demens
Helen L. St'-ckin

Bessie B. Stymn
Dorothy Ochtman
Jennie Fairman
Helen F. Price
Mary Klauder
Alberta A. Heinmuller
Esther Brown

DRAWING 2-

Grace F. Slack
Max Rolnik
Ida Neve
Charlotte Waugh
Helen Mertzanoff
Ruth Cutler
Dorothea Barrows
Sybil Emerson
Henrietta Havens
Lucia Ellen Halstead
Katharine L.

Carrington
Dorothy E. Robinson
Manann.^ (_Iray

E. Buckner Kirk
Sillburn Purvis
Catherine Snell

Eugene L. Walter
Bernice Lunger
Harold F. Weston
Charles W. Horr
Janet L. Shontz
Rachel Wyse
Ida F. Parfilt

Sarah L. Tracy
Virginia Davis
Ruth Conkey
Frances H. Burt
Hazel Halstead
George C. Papazian
Perley D. Baker
Helen E. Emerson
Paul Roman Eager
Dorothy Waugh
Priscilla A. Williams
Mildred Allen

PHOTOGRAPHS i.

Adele S. Burleson
Margaret Stevens
Crucknell

Lucy Kyle Burleson
John F. Hanscom
Minki Hohcniohe
Eleanor T. Baker
Adelia Johnson
Julia Wright
Hortense Brylawski
Mary Parker
Elizabeth Curtis
Marion Butler
Reginald C. Foster
Elizabeth Andrews
Morris Duncan
Douglas

Katharine Steele

William K. Braasch
Archibald Campbell
Alice L. Cousens

Jessie Delia E. Arnstein
Atwood Grace S. Ewing

Doris Rebecca LeSesne Tait
Long Charles Dodge Hoag

Josiah George B. Thorpe
Bridge Mary Singleton

Helen
Henderson PUZZLES i.

Nellie

Shane J. Cuthbert Long
Alan V. Mary Angood

Bierhofi Enid Hately
Margaret I'heobald Forstall

MacLaren Florence Lowenhaupt
Gladys K. Charles H. Hotchkiss-
Chamberlain Dorothy Eddy
Helen Stella E. Jacobs

Peabody Bessie Garrison
Mary Margaret A. Dole

Geraldine Hester Gunning
Cabot P'rances Whitney

Louise Hollberg
Dorothy Fox
Frank Wilkinson
Edith Vounghem
Katherine E. Spear
Genrge J. Mackley

H. Ernest Bell

Mary ^L P. Shipley
Sam M. Dillard

Loraine Powers
Minnie E,

Schwarzwaelder
William Bruce Carlson Louise Hoag
Luke Sells Stiles

Maisie C. Motris
Mary W. Kebler
Susan J. Appleton
Robert Siorer
Fllen Hickson
Elizabeth Sanford
Warner

John E. Burkt
Beatnce Verral
Julius Colder
Lois Donovan
Arthur T. Brice

Elinor L. P. Lyon

Clinton H. Carlton
Cornelia M. Hallam

PUZZLES 2.

Alice R. Bragg
Charlotte E. Benedict
Helen A. Ross
Eunice B. Siebbins
Charley Stanton
Ruth Weeks
Leopold Wellberg
Thomas McGee
Burton C. Stimson

LEAGUE NOTES AND LETTERS.

BETTER ADDRESSES WANTED.

Names of applicants for membership who failed to give correct

addresse'^

:

John Austin, Maxwell Church, Helena Weill, Dorothy De Long^
Elinor Merell. Dorothy Mallette. Clenam T. Miller, Henry W.
Andrews, Nancy Smith, W. A. Tomes, Jr., Arthur Dixon.

Gold badge winners who?e badges have been returned by the

P. O. : John I. Pearce, 3rd, Edwin. G. Cram.

Madison P. Dyer
Collier W. Haird
Leon Schofield
Louise S. Hooker
Eugene L. Dunn
T. H. McKittrick, Jr
Chfford H. Pangborn
Beatrice Hawksett
Gertrude L. Amory
Dulcie Lawrence
Smith

F. Philippi

Clarence Gamble
Elsie S, Church
Rose Peahody
Helen W'hitall

Leonic Harte van
Tecklenburg

Josephine M.
H olloway

Elsie Wormser

It is very necessary for contributors to write their names and
addresses plainly, as well as to give their ages. A certain little girl

missed getting a silver badge this month because she failed to put

her address on her drawing.

Hampstead, London, England.
Dear Editor : It is not yet an hour since I received St. Nich-
olas and found that I am going to receive a " Gold Badge." Oh,
dear Editor, I thank you so much, not only for printing the pic-

ture and for the gold badge, but for the great encouragement you
have given me, I am sure that through your League I have
learnt a better lesson than I have learnt from all my rTiasters.

Yours \'ery sincerely,

Alwvn C. B. Nicolson.
(Silver Medal, Gold Medal through dear St. Nicho7.as.)

New Rochelle, N. V.

Dear St. Nicholas: As I sit on the porch I notice a robin at

the foot of yonder pine-tree. Hark !

Margaret Dobson
Gladys M Oaw
Marjorie R. Peck
Elizabeth Schwarz
William H. Shanaham
Everard A. McAvoy PHOTOGRAPHS 2.

Beth May
Raymond Rohn Charles Crutchett
Edna Crane Eleanor Van Dyke

^^
I imagine that he is singing to his "lady-love," who, as I notice,

is in this pine-tree. An answer comes :

h^i^ v
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A cricket or so is singing in yonder willow-tree and so passing

his summer away; but the ants, in the gravel path, are busily em-
ployed storing up food for the winter, and I often marvel at the

fact that these wonderful little insects can carry particles larger

than themselves and more than likely a yreat deal heavier than

they are.

In yonder meadow a horse and a cow are grazing. Can you not

seethe butterfly? It flutters! Alas! it disappears.

Seethe crow upon ynnder chestnut! The butterfly reappears.

My attention is attracted to a locust and I wonder wliy

"Cock-a-doodle-oo
—
" cries a rooster, entirely interrupting me.

" Cock-a-doodle-oo
—

" conies the reply.

*' Coo-coo— " cries the coo-coo-clock, so I have to goto the sta-

tion for the 5. 12 train from New \'ork.

These are the joys which nature affords in the country.
Vour fund reader.

Mervin Lichtenstein.

AN OLD MEMBER'S GOOD-BY.

Sawkiix, Penn.
Mv Dear St. Nicholas: It is with sincere regret that I am now
writing you my last letter—a farewell to the League. I have
shared with it my joys and sorrows—my defeats and my suc-

cesses, and believe me when 1 say jhat each have strengthened and
made better the mental equipment with which I shall fight the

battle of Life. I have known no disappointment more severe than
a failure to receive "honorable mention " and no greater success,

It still seems, than my gold badge and cash prize.

Though from other magazines 1 have received other cash prizes,

there is not the ca)eful working, month by nionlh, slowly gaining
until the goal is reached, as in the League. I have found the

League to be a great school, whose diploma of graduation to each
student is his or her cultivated mental powers, now ready to att.nin

"still greater and higher achievements." Let us hope that when
they come, for come they will, we will meet them with the same
resolution and good will that in "bygone" days we gave to the

League and its Editors.

Wishing you every prosperity and success that you can possibly

have, I remain,
Faithfully your friend,

Mauel C. Stark (18).

(Honor Member.)

ANOTHER GOOD-BY.

Philadelphia.
Dear St. Nicholas: To-night for the last time I have sent a

contribution to the League—and it must not go without a last word
of heartfelt thanks and real sorrow. I do not feel any -older now
than I did yesterday, to be sure, but I have by force of circum-

stance crossed the Rubicon : nnw I must continue the expedition

into Italy- I am glad that I have won my spurs in Spain, at any
rate—and above all I thank you, I thank you over and over again

for the five years of striving and seemingly hopeless work, no more
and no less than for my final victory.

Good-by, dear, dear League. For the last time I sign myself,

Your devoted member,
Miriam Allen De Ford.

OcAMPO, Chihuahua.
Dear St. Nicholas: We are a hundred miles from the railroad

and the mail comes in three times a week, on mules and burros.

Ocampo is a sort of a pocket in the Sierra Madre Mountains, about
seven thousand feet above sea level, and up t<> the present time

many of the people here have never seen a wagon, but there is a

road being built in, and we can see the men working, and it is

three thousand feet above us.

I have a typewriter that father gave me.
Yours truly,

Francis F. Hili-, Jr.

Davenport, Iowa.
Dear Sr. Nicholas: We have taken

you off and on for twenty-six years, and I

expect we will take you for twenty-six

more

:

" It gladdens dark days and adds to the

luster of bright ones." Though you prob-
ably don't know me very well, I know
you, and so do most children in my neigh-

borhood. The finest thing you have done
is to imbue Young America with a love of
nature. I devote most of my spare time
to bird study, and consequently enjoy

your magazine very much.
I remain your loving friend,

Harry Vollmer.

Other welcome letters have been re-

ceived from Beatrice B. Hood, Gladys
Bowen, Gertrude L. .Amor)', Alice Palmer,
Gertrude F. Hussey, Ellen Low Mills,

Edwin O'Doughcrty. Esther Hopkins, Theobald Forsiall, Cath-
arine Emma Jackson, James P. Cahen, Jr., Floyd Cbrkson,
Mrirguerite Weed, Madelaine F. H. Avidiene, GcTtrude Petri,

M.^rgaret Henry Gill. Helen L. Fnllaiisbee, Henry M. Davenport,
Frances C Rosenthal, Mary Powell, Mabellc Meyer, Ruth Avery
Benjamin.

PRIZE COMPETITION No. 86.

The St, Nicholas League awards gold and silver

badges each nionlh for tlic best on'^''hia/ poemi^, stories,

drawings, photogr-aphs, puzzles, and puzzle answers.

Also cash prizes of five dollars each to gold-badge win-

ners who shall again win first place. "Wild Animal
and Bird Photograph " prize-winners winning the cash

prize will not receive a second badge.

Competition No. 86 will chise December 20 (for

foreign members December 25). The awards will be
announced and jirize contributions published in St.

Nicholas for April.

Verse. To cont.ain not more than twenty-four lines.

Title, " The Heart of Youth."
Prose. Story or article of not more than four hun-

dred words. Sul.iject, *' My Favorite Poem, and Why."
Must be true.

Photograph. Any size, interior or exterior, mounted
or unmounted ; no blue prints or negatives. Subject,
" Children."

Drawing. India ink, very black writing-ink, or wash
(not color). Two subjects, " A Child .Study" (from

life), and an April Heading or Tailpiece for the League,
Books and Reading, or any St. Nicholas department.

Puzzle. Any sort, but must be accompanied by the

answer in full, and must be indorsed.

Puzzle Answers. Best, neatest, and most complete
set of answers to puzzles in this issue of St. NICHOLAS.
Mu^t l)e indorsed.

Wild Animal or Bird Photograph. To encourage
the pursuing of game with a camera instead of a gun.

For the best photograph of a wild animal or bird taken

ill i/s natural home: First Prize, five dollars and
League gold badge. Second Prize, three dollars and
League gold badge. Third Prize, League gold badge.

RULES.

Any reader of St. Nicholas, wdiether a subscriber

or not, is entitled to League membership, and a League
badge and leaflet, which will be sent free.

Every contribution, of whatever kind, iiiiisl bear the

name, age, and address of the sender, and be indorsed

as " origin.al " by parent, teacher, or guardian, who
must be convinced beyond doubt that the contribution is

not copied but wholly the work and idea of the sender.

If prose, the number of words should also be added.

These things must not be on a separate sheet,

but on the contribution itself— \i a manuscript,

on the upper margin ; if a picture, on the margin
or back. Write or draw on one side of the paper

only. S. contributor may send but one contri-

bution a month—not one of e.ach kind, but one

only.

Address : The St. Nicholas League,

Union .Square, New York.

' department heading. by hilde von
thielmann, age 14.

NOTICE.

Li>st or damaged League badges
will be replaced free of charge upon
application: This does not apply to

silver and gold prize badges. These
cannot be replaced.
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The Mistletoe

Who knows the old Irish name for Christmas ?

It is said to be " NuadhvlHg." the meaning of

which is "new all-heal"— a name that arose

when the mistletoe was thought to heal all ills

and when it was customary to gather it anew
at Christmas. We already have Noel, Yule-

tide, and Christmas, and here is a new word,

if some Celtic scholar will kindly pronounce it

for us. Mistletoe should be gathered, for it

hurts the oak-trees if not taken off.

Coleridge on Christmas

In the days of the poet Coleridge, the cele-

bration of the Christmas season, as we know
it, was not so common in England, for he

wrote from a German town describing how
they have the custom of making each other

presents, and saying :
" What the present is, is

cautiously kept secret, and the girls have a

world of contrivances to conceal it." He
then tells of the " yew-bough," or Christmas

tree, which then was prepared by the children

for their parents— an idea that would probably

not be so popular with our children to-day as

the custom they and their parents are used to.

Who is " Pelsnichol " ?

You may have to study your German books a

little to find, out an old friend under the title

disguise of this odd name. But we don't mind
giving you the hint that the odd word means
in English " Fur Nicholas." Surely with that

suggestion readers of St. Nicholas will

quickly recognize a kindly old soul whose
visits are welcomed everywhere.

A Good Book on American History

"Americ.\n Hero Stories " by Eva March
Tappan (Harpers') is a little book robed in

Quaker gray, and ornamented by a Conti-

nental Trumpeter in blue and buff, as well as

bearing the Liberty Bell on its back. It tells

the stories of the great men who have made
America what it is to-day—beginning with old

Christopher Columbus and ending with Abra-

ham Lincoln. It will help to make the study

of American History as interesting as it ought

to be, and is written in simple style, so as to

be understood by small children. The book
is brought out by Houghton Mifflin & Co.

this season.

The Meaning of " Yule-tide
"

We have spoken of the word " Yule." Per-

haps you do not all know its origin. If any

of you do know, please write out the expla-

nation as soon as possible, for the wise men
who make dictionaries are all at sea about

this old word that comes from ages before

King Alfred let those cakes burn. Look in

the dictionary, and you will see how very little

is known about this old, old word in spite of

the fact that it has never ceased to be used

to name the Christmas season. The guess is

that it comes from an old Scandinavian word
meaning to "yell" and cry aloud with joy,

which may be quoted if you are accused of

making too much noise at "Yule tide" or
" Yell time "

; but, somehow, this derivation

does not seem at all likely.

Names of the " Three Wise Men "

How many small children have sung the

words, " We three Kings of Orient are," with

the idea that the writer of this paragraph used

to have— namely that the words ran, " We
three Kings of Orienta "—and wondered
where " Orienta " was situated ? The tradi-

tion commonly received says their names
were IVIelchior, Balthazar, and Jasper; but

other traditions give them as Apellius, Amerus,

and Damascus; as Magalath, Galgalath, and
Sarasin ; and as Ator, Sator, and Peratoras.
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It would be hard to explain how there

came to be so many variations
;
but " Sarasin"

looks like Saracen, and " Damascus" suggests

the city, so some descriptive words may have
been taken for names. What more beautiful

story is there than the coming of the Magi !

It is not surprising that artists have loved to

paint the scene, and poets to write about it.

"Occasional" Verse

Of course you all know that occasional used

as in the title does not mean " now and then,"

but verse meant for a special occasion— as a

birthday or coronation ode, or a song about a

victory. Occasional verse is often very good,
and becomes permanent— as some of Oliver

^^'e^dell Holmes's verses about his old college

classmates and their meetings, or Kipling's
" Recessional." If there be among you any
amateur poets, they can add greatly to the

joy of Christmas morning by writing little

couplets or quatrains about the presents. Do
not write more than three or four lines, and
let them be kindly and pleasant, with a touch
of Christmas merriment, little jingles, in fact.

Suppose your little sister Mary is to have a

toy dromedary, for example, and you write :

" This is a one-huni]>ed dromedary
For our mucli beloved Mary.
If it had been a two-humped camel
For a rhyme my verse 't would trammel."

That is "occasional verse"— even though not

worthy of immortality

!

Three New Books

There have been sent to this department by
the publishers three new books for young
people. One is " Merrylips," by Beulah Marie
Dix (Macmillan), the story of a young girl's

adventures in the days of the Roundheads and
Cavaliers. It is a book meant for older

young readers, rather exciting in its incidents,

being a war story. A young critic says she
•' likes the heroine, but that she is a very un-

likely," but the same young critic kept busily

at it until she knew how the story ended.

Another is for younger children—"A
Borrowed Sister," by Eliza Orne White, with

pictures by Katherine Pyle. It is just the

thing to read aloud to an audience of ten-year-

olds who like a quiet home story.

The third is " The Railway Children." The
same young critic says of this, " A rather

pretty story of three funny children, excitmg
and keeps you laughing. Makes you want to

finish it quickly. Bright and harmless, fit for

children of nine, ten, eleven, and along
there." The author is K. Nesbit, well known
for her fanciful stories, and the publishers are

the Macmillans.

A Present for a Little Gardener
It is every day becoming more important
to group your books according to their sub-

jects. So many are now written addressed to

readers with special tastes that you may have
a sort of little "special" library of your own
upon subjects that interest you— whether it be
photography, literature, games, history, or

gardening. In the latter section, especially,

there are plenty of books that tell not only of

gardening, but of the poetry and literature

that makes work in a garden something more
than blind grubbing and guessing at results. Of
such " The Garden, You and I " published by
Macmillan is a worthy example. It will be
well to read it in winter, so as to begin to

apply its advice early in the spring. For a

youthful gardener it will make a welcome
Christmas present.

Learning to Write

A REASON for reading not often given is that

it teaches one to write. Dr. Henry van Dyke
said recently, " In my opinion, the best way
to learn to write good English is to read good
English. Books of grammar and rhetoric are

of comparatively little value." This, from the

author of dozens of books, and Professor of

English Literature at Princeton University.

Writing may be a gift, but it is a gift given most
frequently to" those who have loved good books
enough to read them often.

A Little "Paradox"
Though you had read all your life about the

ocean, you would know it better after a day
on the shore than from all your reading.

Though you had lived all your life at the sea's

edge, you might learn more of its grandeur
from a noble poem than your unaided soul

had known. These statements together form
what is called a paradox ; but the moral of it

is, neither life nor reading is at its best with-

out the other's interpretation.

The Right Place for a Good Book
The very best place for a thoroughly good
book is in your head and your heart. If it is

not worthy of being kept there, it is of little

importance where it is kept, or how soon you
get rid of it.



The Letter-Box

Eaglf. Grove, Iowa.
My Dear St. Nicholas: My father, mother and I

toured the ueslern states one winter not long ago. AVhen
we were visiting in San Diego, Cal., we had a day's trip

to Old Mexico, and I want to tell you about it.

We took an early morning start for Tia Juana in the

northern part of Old Me.'sico. We went part way by street

car, then for two hours and a half on the narrow gauge
R. R., and then were transferred by stage one mile and
a half over to the little town of Tia Juana. This was
indeed a forsaken-looking place. \Ve could see but
little of interest, the cacti, dirty-looking Indians, grease-
wood, and sand seemed .about all.

In the town there were but a few houses, a little

church and two curio stores. We went into one of
these curio stores and had our handkerchiefs stamped
H ith the Mexican stamp. We also bought a few curios.

Dividing the two countries, U. .S. fioni Mexico, stands

a large marble monument.
What interested me the most, was a funny-looking

Mexican, one hundred and.four years old. This old

man could talk very little English but managed to say

that he was one hundred and four years old, that he had
never worn shoes and that he had never been out of Tia

Juana. We gave him a nickel to let us take his picture,

when we gave him this nickel he thought he was rich.

He had a red bandanna handkerchief that he carried his

personal belongings in, and every house he w'ent to, he
always took this handkerchief.

On our way back to San Diego our train s\^'itched off

the main road and went up to a place called Sweetwater
Dam. We all got out and looked at the dam. There
was a summer-house where people were asked to regis-

ter their names. The reason that it is called Sweet-
water is that the Indians could not get any water that

was good to drink and they came up and drank of this

water, it was free from alkali and good to drink, and that

is the way it got the name Sweetwater.
After looking at the dam a while we took the train

back to San Diego.
We had our supper and went to bed very tired but

after a very pleasant time.

Yours sincerely,

Melbourne Smai.lpage (age n.)

North Pomona, California.
Dear St. Nicholas: Several months ago my father

bought a number of roosters, intending to fatten them
for eating. As we have no chicken-house they roosted

in the orange trees ; and one night a coyote caught all

but one. After that the solitary rooster slept in the

straw-shed with my young greyhound and they became
great friends.

All day long they are together. They eat out of the

same dish, and often when I look out of the window I

see them lying side by side sound asleep. Like some
other children they don't always agree. Sometimes the

rooster wants to play when " Dandy " would rather

sleep, so he runs up and pecks Dandy's toes or hops
on to his back.

Then, as "turn about is fair play " Dandy takes the

rooster by the neck and turns him round and round,

sometimes pulling out a bunch of feathers.

The rooster is so conceited and struts around in such

a funny way that we named him the Governor. He is

quite lame, and we often pick him up and take him
around the garden with us. Sometimes « hen he finds a
bit of food he calls, as if to a hen, and Dandy comes
bounding from wherever he may be, and the rooster
gives up the choice morsel to the dog. They are both
vegetarians, living entirely upon milk, biead and vege-
tables.

We have taken you for several years, and I have your
first twelve years, bound.
With good wishes for your prosperity in the future,

I remain your loving reader,

Gertrude Palmer.

Fort Monroe, Va.
Dear St. Nicholas: Perhaps some of your readers
would like to know how I amused myself last summer
when the whole post was quarantined on account of

yellow fever. We had a pair of guinea pigs and a lot

of baby ones. Myself and my sister {who was 13 years

old and I was 8) took turns getting clover for them and
they were so tame they would eat out of our hands.

Then we rented a pianola and we had our favorite pieces

to play, and Baker the market-man went to the library

and got a book apiece for us to read that day. We had
a goat and he was great fun for I used to ride in a little

cart. There was a big ball for the soldiers and mamma
and papa led the grand march. I was half glad to come
here for it « as rather stupid doing the same thing every

day although we did have new books to read. I hope
you will have room for this, for I never wrote to the

letter box before.

Your loving reader,

Merrv Alden Bailey.
P. S. 1 enjoy you very much. M. A. B.

Bala, Pa.

Mv Dear St. Nicholas: This is the first time I have

ever written a letter to you and I hope you will put it

in the Letter-Box. I love to read your stories and I

especially like " From Sioux to Susan" and " Pinkey

Perkins." I am going to try very hard to earn a

badge.

I live in a beautiful country place a few miles out of

Philadelphia, and I have many friends. We have

bicycles and ride them to school. I would like very

much to have the receipt of fudge, .and I thought one
of the League members might be :ible to tell me
through the Letter-Box. With best wishes, I remain.

Your interested reader,

Sibyl H. Wright (age 11).

Bridgeport, Ohio.
Dear St. Nicholas: We have taken you for 14

years and we think a lot of you. I enjoy reading about

the league. I have been reading "Pinkey Perkins"
and I named my pet rat after him, I am going to send a

picture with my next letter. We have 20 little chickens

and 2 ducks. We have a nice big shepherd dog, his

name is Bob, and we have two cats.

Well that is all I have to say.

I am your faithful reader,

Agnes McGough (age 9).
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ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN THE NOVEMBER NUMBER

Primals, flampton Roads
2. Annul. 3. Maize. 4

8. Retry. 9. Osage.

third row. United
4. Peter. 5. Their.

10. Antic. II. Deeds.

Roger Sherman, i.

4. El-eva-te. 5. Ei-

9. Ca-ram-el.

Novel Acrostic.
States. I. Haunt.
6. Olden. 7. Nasal.
12. Sasin.

Charade. Whip-poor-will.

Double Beheadings and CfRTAii.iNCS.
Pa-rap-et. 2. Un-own-ed. 3. Le-gum-es.
rat-ic. 6. Re-sid-es. 7. Un-hap-py. 8. Pe-era-ge.
lo. Un-man-ly. 11. Fr-ant-ic. 12. Ma-nag-es.

Novel Acrostic. Initials, Silas Marner : i to 1 1, Middlemarch ;

zigzag, George Eliot, i. Sagamore. 2. Idleness. 3. Laodicea-

4. American, 5. Signaled. 6. Movement. 7. Aversion. 8. Rail-

lery. 9. Nuisance. 10. Exhorter. 11. Rotation.

Anagrams. Crates, traces, recast, carest, racest, caters, carets,

caster, re-scat, reacts.

Double Beheadings. Pocahontas, i. As-pen. 2. Fl-our. 3,

Oc-cur. 4. St-ale. 5. As-hen. 6. Sc-out. 7. Ja-net. 8. Of-ten.

g. St-and. 10. Re-sin.

Double Acrostic. Primals, Miles Stnndish ; finals, Elder
Brewster. Crosswords: i. Marine. 2. Isabel. 3- Legend. 4.

Empire. 5. Senior. 6. Suburb. 7. Temper. 8. Advice. 9. Nar-
row. 10. Debris. II. Infant. 12. Secure. 13. Hector.

Illustrated Acrostic. Third row, Marathon, i. Hammock.
2. Sparrow. 3. Coronet. 4. Dragons. 5. Lattice. 6. Athlete.

7. Flowers. 8. Manatee.

Numerical Enigma.
'* Sweet are the uses of adversity,

Which, like the toad, ugly and venomous.
Wears yet a precious jewel in his head."Wears yet a precioii

Connected Diamonds. November. I

Month. 4. Ate. 5. H. II. i. H. 2. Boa.
" '^. III. I. S. 2. Mat. 3. Savor.

2. Tea. 3. Reeds. 4. Ado

I. M. . Boa.

5. s.

R. ..

Sumac... '4"'Nap.
'

5. C". VI
5. N. VII. - "^^ - "--

I. S. 2. Din.

3. Hoods. 4. Add
4. Top. 5. R. IV. I

5. S. V. I. S. 2. Sun. 3

- .. .. C. 2. Eat. 3. Cabin. 4. Tin,

Pea. 3. Needs. 4- Add. 5. S. VIII,

3. Siren. 4 Net. 5. N.
. N."

To our Puzzlers : Answers to be acknowledged in the magazine, must be received not later than the 15th of each month, and should be
addressed to St. Nicholas Riddle-bo.\, care of The Century Co., 33 East Seventeenth St., New York City.

Answers to all thr Pi'zzles in the Septembrr Number were received, before September 5th, frum Lowry A. Diggers— Elsie Nathan
—Eleanor Houston Hill—Harriet Eingaman—Ruth E. Abel—Mary E. Dunbar—James A. Lynd—Kathryn I. Wellman—Florence G.
Mackey—Doris Long.

Answers TO Puzzles in the September Number were received, before September 15th, from E. H. Falck, i—C. Richmond, i— E.

Hamblin. 2—M. H. Batcbelder, i—C. K. Rogers, i— K. Braley, i— M. j. Averbeck, Jr., i— Margaret M. Jones, 5—''- Bixby, i— Ed-
mund P. Shaw, 5— E. Bolter, i— E. JC. Staggers, t—H. L. Schreuder, i—C. R. Doherty, 2—R. W. Bowen, i— R. Kassler, i— Bar-

bara Brown, i—B. Zucker, i—B. Touster, i— D. M. Holden, i— Flora Horr, 9— M. W. Kckart, i—A. S. Macdonald, i— Carl Ouitzeit,

2—S. Vought, I—G. Ciirtes, i— R. and D. Weeks, 2— S. C. Lyman, i—M. Young, i—Edna Meyle, 5—R. Sicbel, i— F. E. Wonham,
I—S. Holt, I—Esther E. Evans, 6—A. H. Schwerin. i—M. V. Ward, i— M. Walker, i— I. F. Lyons, 1— H. Patton, i— Myrtle Alder-

son, II—Muriel von Tunzelmaiin, 6—" Queenscourt," 6— "St. Gabriel's Chapter," 7—Carolyn E. Hutton, 6— Elise F. Stern, 2—J.

Brown, i—B. E. Warren, i—Mabel Strachan, 2— E. B. Stebbins, i.

A CrRCLE PUZZLE.
(Golii BadgCy St. Nicholas League Competition.)

By beginning at the right letter, and then taking every
third letter, some familiar words may be spelled.

Designed by
THOMAS DE WIND,

DOrBLK ZIGZAG.

Cross Words t i. A masculine name,
shipboard. 3. Dogmas. 4. Somewhat,

2. To go on
5. An as-

sembly-room in a dwelling of the Pueblo Indians. 6.

Cargo. 7. A troprcal fruit. 8. At a distance but within

view. 9. A small pill. 10. Lament.
From I to 2 and from 3 to 4 each name a well known

book by a famous American author.

JOHN FARR SIMONS (Honor Member).

CKOSS-WORD ENIGMA.
{Silver Badge, St. Nicholas League Competition.)

My first is in cherry but not in prune;
My second, in dish but not in spoon

;

My third is in rain but not in snow;
My fourth is in friend, but not in foe;

My fifth is in stone but not in rock ;

My sixth is in stocking, not in sock ;

My seventh, \\\ mist, but not in fog;

My eight is in swamp, but not in bog;
My last is in sparrow, but not in wren

;

My whole is a day of joy to men.
ALBERTINA L. TITKIN.

XUMERICAI. ENIGMA
I AM composed of thirty-seven letters and form a

quotation from Shakespeare.

My 12-26-21-34 is to regard with care. My 1-6-30S-

24 is to utter a sudden and loud outcry. My 10-19-3-

29-9 is to sink into a fainting fit. My 37-18-32-2-36 is

fir>t in excellence. My 16-25-23-14-33 are sinews. My
27-7-4-31-13-2S is one who transrvcts business for an-

other. My 5-20-35-15-11-17-22 is an edifice in which

dram.Uic performances are exhibited. V. D.
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ILltrSTBATED NlIStERICAL ENIGMA.

This differs from the ordinary numerical enigma in

that the words forming it are pictured instead of de-

scribed. When the nine objects have been rightly

guessed, and the letters set down in the order given,

the forty-two letters will form a quotation from Owen
Meredith.

KOYAI. ACROSTICS.

{Gold Badge, St. Nicholas League Competition.)

. I . . . . 2 .

A public place in Rome. 5. A rascal. 6. .\ sleeping
vision. Centrals, a Hanoverian king.

VI. I. A Scotch garment. 2. Mournful music. 3.

The capital of Alaska. 4. .\n anaesthetic. 5. A kind
of carriage. 6. A missile weapon. Central, a mythical
king of Britain.

VII. I. An .Arabian seaport. 2. Bobwhite. 3.

Pertaining to an order of architecture. 4. Course. 5.

Barbarians who overran Europe. 6. A female monarch.
Centrals, the conqueror of Norway in 102S.

VIII. I. A diadem. 2. A planet. 3. S. part in

music. 4. The head of an .\rab family. Centrals, a

daughter of James II.

IX. I. A man of great wealth. 2. Sluggish. 3.

The nine goddesses. 4. A product of the jiine tree.

Centrals, the nickname of a famous queen.
MINA SUMMY.

WOBD-SQUARES.
I. I. A story. 2. Old. 3. A metal. 4. A whirl-

pool.

II. I. Part of the foot. 2. h river in Spain. 3. A
name of Ireland. 4. Protracted.

E. I-ILLI.NG .VND V. DAVIDSON.

I. Reading Across: i. An army officer. 2. A
black wood. 3. A title of respecf used in India. 4.

Pertaining to the ancient Carthaginians. Centrals,
downward, a cruel king of England.

II. I. A famous poet of antiquity. 2. A pygmy.
3. Merriment. 4. The country of the Nile. Centrals,

a queen who was beheaded.

III. I. A fine game. 2. An ancient empire whose
capital was Rhagas. 3. To overtop other objects. 4.

The goddess of the chase. 5. The foundation of an
atoll. 6. A great country. Centrals, a son of ."Mfjed

the Great.

IV. I. A kind oi quartz. 2. Pertaining to the
poles. 3. Proposal. 4. h month. 5. \ question.

6. Coarse grass. Centrals, the youngest son of Ethel-

wulf.

V. I. A shield. 2. Dismal. 3. To submerge. 4.

TRIPLE ACROSTIC.

Cross-words (of equal length) : i. To burn slightly.

2. A person having white hair and pink eyes. 3.

An Arctic cetacean. 4. A flue. 5. The name of a sea-

side park in New Jersey.
My initials and the next row following spell a familiar

name; my finals, a familiar decoration.

DOROTHY eddy (Honor Member).

DOUBLE DIAGONALS.

(Silver Badge, St. Nicholas League Competition.)

I ..... 2

4 5

Cross-words: i. To wander. 2. To empty. 3.

Boastful beliavior. 4. To give notice. 5. Distin-

guished. 6. Eternal. 7. Brave.

From I to 3, expensive; from 3 to 5, quiet; from I

to 5, most precious; from 2 103, a distinguished person;

from 3 to 4, a circle; from 2 to 4, looking fixedly.

CLARINA HANKS.

THE DEVINNE PRESS, NEW YORK.
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Racketty-Packetty House
As told by Queen Crosspateh

By Frances Hodgson Burnett
Author of " Little Lord Fauntleroy." " Sara Crewe, " " Editha's Burglar," etc., etc.

WITH ll.I.fSl R.iTIOXS BY ]l.\RRISON' CADV

Part II— Conclusion

Peter Piper said,

see Racketty-Pack-
FROM her window

" Lady Patsy can

etty House and I '11 tell you something.

She's always looking at it. She watches

us as much as we watch her. and I have

seen her giggling and giggling when we
were having fun. Yesterday when I chased

Lady Meg and Lady Peg and Lady Kilmans-

keg round and round the front of the house

and turned somersaults every five steps, she

laughed until she had to stuff her handker-

chief into her mouth. When we joined hands

and danced and laughed until we fell in heaps

I thought she was going to have a kind of

rosy-dimpled, lovely little fit. she giggled so.

If I run down the side of the house on this

rope ladder it will attract her attention and

then I shall begin to do things."

He ran down the ladder and that very

minute they saw Lady Patsy at her window
give a start and leap forw^ard to look. They
all crowded round their window and chuckled

and chuckled as they watched him.

He turned three stately somersaults and

stood on his feet and made a cheerful bow.

The Racketty-Packettys saw Lady Patsy be-

gin to giggle that minute. Then he took an

antimacassar out of his pocket and fastened

Copyright, 1906, by The CESTfRV Co.
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it round the edge of his torn trousers leg, as

if it were lace trimming, and began to walk
about like a Duke—with his arms folded on

his chest and his ragged old hat cocked on

one side over his ear. Then the Racketty-

Packettys saw Lady Patsy begin to laugh.

Then Peter Piper stood on his head and
kissed his hand and Lady Patsy covered her

face and rocked backwards and forwards in

her chair laughing and laughing.

Then he struck an attitude with his tattered

leg put forward gracefully and he pretended

he had a guitar and he sang—right up at her

window.

From Rackctty-Packctty House I coiul-,

ft stands^ dear Lady, in a slum,

A hnv, low slum behind the door

The stout arm-chair is placed before,

(Just take a look at it, my Lady).

The house itself is a perfect sight.

.hid everybody 's dressed like a perfect fright.

But no one cares a single jot

.Ind each one giggles over his lot,

(.4nd as for me, I 'm in love 'irith you).

I can't make up another verse,

.4nd if I did it would be worse,

.\]) rights re>er\-ed.
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But I could stand and sing all day.

If I could think of things to say,

(But the fact is I just wanted to make you
look at mc ).

And then he danced such a lively jig that

his rags and tags flew ahout him. and then he

made another bow and kissed his hand again

"Peter Piper Ran up the Ladder."

and ran u]) the ladder like a flash and jumjjed
into the attic.

After that Lady Patsy sat at her window
all the time and would not let the trained

nurse put her to bed at all ; and Lady Gwen-
dolen and Lady Muriel and Lady Doris could
not understand it. Once Lady Gwendolen
said haughtily and disdainfully and scum-
fully and scathingly

:

"If you sit there so much, those low Rack-
etty-Packetty House people will think you are

looking at them."

"I am," said Lady Patsy, showing all her

dimples at once. "They are such fun!"
And Lady Gwendolen swooned haughtily

away, and the trained nurse could scarcely re-

store her.

When the castle dolls drove out or walked
in their garden, the instant they caught sight

of one of the Racketty-Packettys they turned

up their noses and sniffed aloud, and several

times the Duchess said she would remove be-

cause the neighborhood was absolutely low.

They all scorned the Racketty-Packettys—

•

they just scorned them.

Gne moonlight night Lady Patsy was sit-

ting at her window and she heard a whistle in

the garden. When she peeped out carefully,

there stood Peter Pipjer waving his ragged cap
at her, and he had his rope ladder under his

arm.

"Plello," he whispered as loud as he could.

"Could you catch a bit of rope if I threw it

up to you?"
" Ves," she whispered back.

"Then catch this," he whispered again and
he threw up the end of a string and she caught
it the first throw. It was fastened to the rope

ladder.

"Now pull," he said.

She pulled and pulled until the rope ladder

reached her window and then she fastened

that to a hook under the sill and the first

"'The Dlxhess Sits Reading near the Fire.'"

thing that happened—just like lightning-
was that Peter Piper ran up the ladder and
leaned over her window ledtre.
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"Will you marry mc?"' he said. "
I lia\c n't

anything to give you to eat and 1 am as ragged

as a scarecrow, but will you?"
She clapped her little hands.

"I eat very little," she said. "And 1 would
do without anything at all, if I could live in

your funny old shabby house."
" It is a ridiculous,

tumble-down old

barn, is n't it?'' he

said. " But every one

of us is as nice as we
can be. We are per-

fect Turkish Delights.

It 's laughing that

does it. \Vould you

like to come down
the ladder and see

what a jolly, shabby

old hole the place is ?"

"Ohl do take me."
said Lady Patsy.

So he helped her

down the ladder and
took her under the

arm-chair and in-

to Racketty-Packetty

House and Meg and
Peg and Kilmanskeg
and Ridiklis and
(iustibus all crowded
round her and gave

little screams of joy

at the sight of her.

They vv-ere afraid

to kiss her at first,

even though she was
engaged to Peter Pi-

per. She was so pretty

and her frock had so

much lace on it that

they vi-ere afraid their

old rags might spoil

her. But she did not

care about her lace

and flew at them and
kissed and hugged
them every one.

"I have so wanted to come here," she said.
" It 's so dull at the Castle I had to break my
leg just to get a change. The Duchess sits

reading near the fire with her gold eye-glasses

on her nose and Lady Gwendolen plays

haughtily on the harp and Lady Muriel coldly

listens to her, and Lady Doris is always
laughing mockingly, and Lord Hubert reads

the newspaper with a high-bred air, and Lord

Francis writes letters to noblemen of his ac-

quaintance, and Lord Rujjert glances over his

love letters from ladies of title, in an aristo-

cratic manner—until 1 could scream. Just to

see you dears dancing about in your rags and
tags and laughing and inventing games as if

vou did n't mind anvthing, is such a relief."

Peter Piper Shows Lady Patsy over Racketty-Packetty Hocse.

She nearly laughed her little curly head off

when they all went round the house with her,

and Peter Piper showed her the holes in the

carpet and the stuffing coming out of the

sofas, and the feathers out of the beds, and
the legs tumbling off the chairs. She had
never seen anything like it before.

"At the Castle, nothing is funny at all,"

she said. "And nothing ever sticks out or
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hangs down or tumbles oft". It is so plain i

and new."

"But I think we ought to tell her. Duke."
Ridiklis said. "We may have our house

burned over our heads any day." She really

stopped laughing for a whole minute when
she heard that, but she was rather like Peter

"The Gentleman Mouse had brought the
Shavings from His Nest as a Present."

Piper in disposition and she said almost im-

mediately :

"Oh! they '11 never do it. They 've for-

gotten you." And Peter Piper said:

"Don't let 's think of it.- Let 's all join

hands and dance round and round and kick

up our heels and laugh as hard as ever we
can."

And they did—and Lady Patsy laughed
harder than any one else. After that she was
always stealing away from Tidy Castle and
coming in and having fun. Sometimes she

stayed all night and slept with Meg and Peg
and everybody invented new games and stories

and they really never went to bed until day-

light. But the Castle dolls grew more and
more scornful every day. and tossed their

heads higher and higher and sniffed louder

and louder until it sounded as if thev all had

influenza. They never lost an opportunity of

saying disdainful things and once the Duchess
wrote a letter to Cynthia, saying that she in-

sisted on removing to a decent neighborhood.

She laid the letter in her desk but the gentle-

man mouse came in the night and carried it

away. So Cynthia never saw it and I don't

believe she could have read it if she had seen

it because the Duchess wrote very badly—
even for a doll.

And then what do you sujjpose happened?
One morning Cynthia began to play that all

the Tidy Castle dolls had scarlet fever. She
said it had broken out in the night and she

undressed them all and put them into bed and
gave them medicine. She could not find Lady
Patsy, so she escaped the contagion. The
truth was that Lady Patsy had stayed all

night at Racketty-Packetty House, where they

were giving an imitation Court Ball with

Peter Piper in a tin crown, and shavings for

supper—because they had nothing else, and
in fact the gentleman mouse had brought the

shavings from his nest as a present.

Cynthia played nearly all day and the

Duchess and Lady Gwendolen and Lady
Muriel and Lady Doris and Lord Hubert
and Lord Francis and Lord Rupert got worse

and worse.

By evening they were all raging in delir-

ium and Lord Francis and Lady Gwendolen
had strong mustard plasters on their chests.

And right in the middle of their agony Cyn-
thia suddenly got up and went away and left

them to their fate—just as if it did n't matter

in the least. Well in the middle of the night

Meg and Peg and Lady Patsy wakened all

at once.

"Do you hear a noise?" said Meg. lifting

her head from her ragged old pillow.

"Yes, I do," said Peg, sitting up and hold-

ing her ragged old blanket up to her chin.

Lady Patsy jumped up with feathers stick-

ing up all over her hair, because they had
come out of the holes in the ragged old bed.

She ran to the window and listened.

"Oh! Meg and Peg!" she cried out. "It

comes from the Castle. Cynthia has left

them all raving in delirium and they are all

shouting and groaning and screaming."

Meg and Peg jumped up too.

"Let 's go and call Kilmanskeg and Ridi-

klis and Gustibus and Peter Piper," they said,

and they rushed to the staircase and met Kil-

manskeg and Ridiklis and Gustibus and Peter

Piper coming scrambling up panting because

the noise had wakened them as well.
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They were all over at Tidy Castle in a min-

ute. They iust tumbled over each other to

get there— the kind-hearted things. The ser-

vants were every one fast asleep, though the

noise was aw'ful. The loudest groans came
from Lady Gwendolen and Lord Francis be-

cause their mustard plasters were blistering

them frightfully.

Ridiklis took charge, because she was the

one who knew most about illness. She sent

Ciustibus to waken the servants and then or-

dered hot water and cold water, and ice, and
brandy, and poultices, and shook the trained

Nurse for not attending to her business—and

took off the mustard plasters and gave gruel

and broth and cough syrup and castor oil and
ipecacuanha, and every one of the Racketty-

Packettys massaged, and soothed, and patted,

and put wet cloths on heads, until the fever

was gone and the Castle dolls all lay back

on their pillows pale and weak, but smiling

faintly at every Racketty-Packetty they saw.

" Oh ! you dear, shabby, disrcspectable,

darling things!" she said. "Never, never

will I scorn you again. Never, never!"

'Do You Heak a Noise?' Said Mec. Lifting
Heu Heaii from Her Pillow."

instead of turning up their noses and tossing

their heads and sniffing loudly, and just

iCoriHJig them.

Lady Gwendolen spoke first and instead of

being haughty and disdainful, she was as

humble as a new-born kitten.

RiDiKLis Took Charge Because She Knew
Most About Illness."

"That 's right!" said Peter Piper in his

cheerful, rather slangy way. " Vou take my
tip—never you scorn any one again. It 's a

mistake. Just you watch me stand on my
head. It '11 cheer you up."

And he turned six somersaults—just like

lightning—and stood on his head and wig-

gled his ragged legs at them until suddenly

they heard a snort from one of the beds and
it was Lord Hubert beginning to laugh and

then Lord Francis laughed and then Lord
Hubert shouted, and then Lady Doris

scjuealed, and Lady Muriel screamed, and

Lady Gwendolen and the Duchess rolled over

and over in their beds, laughing as if they

would have fits.

" Oh ! 5'ou delightful, funny, shabby old

loves!" Lady Gwendolen kept saying. "To
think that we scorned you."

"They '11 be all right after this," said

Peter Piper. "There 's nothing cures scarlet

fever like cheering up. Let 's all join hands

and dance round and round once for them

before we go back to bed. It '11 throw them
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into a nice light perspiration and they '11 drop

off and sleep like tops." And they did it,

and before they had finished, the whole lot of

them were perspiring gently and snoring as

softly as lambs.

A\'hen they went back to Racketty-Packetty

House they talked a good deal about Cynthia

and wondered and wondered why she had left

her scarlet fever patients so suddenly. And
at last Ridiklis made up her mind to tell them
something she had heard.

"The Duchess told me." she said, rather

'She Pit Her R.^gged Old Apron over Her
F.^CE AND Cried."

slowly because it was bad news—"The
Duchess said that Cynthia went away because

her Mama had sent for her—and her Mama
had sent for her to tell her that a little girl

Princess is coming to see her to-morrow.
Cynthia's Mama used to be a maid of honor
to the Queen and that 's why the little girl

Princess is coming. The Duchess said
—

"

and here Ridiklis spoke very slowly indeed,

—

"that the Nurse was so excited she said she

did not know whether she stood on her head
or her heels, and she must tidy up the nursery

and have that Rackettv-Packettv old dolls'

house carried down stairs and burned, early

to-morrow morning. That 's what the

Duchess said—

"

Meg and Peg and Kilmanskeg clutched at

their hearts and gasped and Gustibus groaned
and Lady Patsy caught Peter Piper by the

arm to keep from falling. Peter Piper gulped
—and then he had a sudden cheerful thought.

"Perhai>s she was raving in delirium." he

said.

"No, she was n't," said Ridiklis, shaking

her head, "I had just given her hot water and
cold, and gruel, and broth, and castor oil, and
ipecacuanha and put ice almost all over her.

She was as sensible as any of us. To-morrow
morning we shall not have a house over our
heads," and she put her ragged old apron
over her face and cried.

"If she was n't raving in delirium," said

Peter Piper, "we shall not have any heads.

Vou had better go back to the Castle to-night.

Patsy. Racketty-Packetty House is no place

for you."

Then Lady Patsy drew herself up so

straight that she nearly fell over backwards.
"I—will

—

never—leave you!" she said,

and Peter Piper could n't make her.

You can just imagine what a doleful night

it was. They went all over the house to-

gether and looked at every hole in the carpet

and every piece of stuffing sticking out of the

dear old shabby sofas, and every broken win-

dow and chair-leg and table and ragged
blanket—and the tears ran down their faces

for the first time in their lives. About six

o'clock in the morning Peter Piper made a

last effort.

"Let 's all join hands in a circle." he said

quite faintly, "and dance round and round
once more."

But it was no use. When they joined

hands they could not dance, and when thev

found they could not dance they all tumbled
down in a heap and cried instead of laughing

and Lady Patsy lay with her arms round
Peter Piper's neck.

Now here is where I come in again—Queen
Crosspatch, who is telling you this story. I

always come in just at the nick of time when
jieople like the Racketty-Packettys are in

trouble. I walked in at seven o'clock.

"Get up off the floor," I said to them all

and they got up and stared at me. They ac-

tually thought I did not know what had hap-

pened.

"A little girl Princess is coming this morn-
ing." said Peter Piper, "and our house is
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going to be burned over our heads. This is

the end of Raclcetty-Packetty House."

"No, it is n't!" I said. "Vou leave this to

me. I told the Princess to come here, though

she does n't know it in the least."

' The Little Girl Princess Picked up Meg and Peg and Kilmanskeg
and gustibus and peter piper as if they had been really

A Queen's Dolls."

A whole army of my Working Fairies be-

gan to swarm in at the Nursery window. The
Nurse was working very hard to put things in

order and she had not sense enough to see

Fairies at all. So she did not see mine,

though there were hundreds of them. As

soon as she made one corner tidy, they ran

after her and made it untidy. They held her

back by her dress and hung and swung on her

apron until she could scarcely move and kept

wondering why she was so slow. She could

not make the Nursery
tidy and she was so

flurried she forgot all

about Racketty-Pack-

etty House again

—

especially asmy Work-
ing Fairies pushed
the arm-chair close

up to it so that it

was quite hidden.

And there it was
when the little girl

Princess came with

her Ladies in Wait-

ing. My fairies had
only just allowed the

Nurse to finish the

Nursery.

Meg and Peg and
Kilmanskeg and Rid-

iklis and Gustibus

and Peter Piper and
Lady Patsy were hud-

,

died up together

looking out of one

window. They could

not bear to be parted.

I sat on the arm of

the big chair and
ordered my Working
Fairies to stand ready

to obey me the in-

stant I spoke.

The Princess was
a nice child and was
very polite to Cyn-
thia when she showed
her all her dolls, and

last but not least.

Tidy Castle itself. She
lookedatall the rooms

and the furniture and

said polite and admir-

ing things about each

of them. But Cynthia

realized that she w-as

not so much interested in it as she had thought

she would be. The fact was that the Princess

had so many grand dolls' houses in her palace

that Tidy Castle did not surprise her at all.

It was just when Cynthia was finding this out

that I gave the order to my Working Fairies.
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"Push the arm-chair away," I commandL-d
;

"very slowly, so that no one will know it is

being moved."
So they moved it away—very, very slowly

—and no one saw that it had stirred. But

the next minute the little girl Princess gave a

delightful start.

"Oil! what is that!" she cried out, hurry-

ing towards the unfashionable neighborhood

behind the door.

Cynthia blushed all over and the Nurse

actually turned pale. The Racketty-Packettys

tumbled down in a heap beneath their window
and began to tremble and quake.

'"It is only a shabby old dolls' house, your

Highness," Cynthia stammered out. "It be-

longed to my Grandmamma, and it ought not

to be in the Nursery. I thought you had had
it burned. Nurse!"

"Burned!" the little girl Princess cried

out in the most shocked way.

"\\'hy if it Avas mine, 1 would n't have it

burned for w^orlds ! Oh ! please push the

chair away and let me look at it. There are

no dolls' houses like it anywhere in these

days." And when the arm-chair w-as pushed

aside she scrambled down on to her knees just

as if she was not a little girl Princess at all.

"Oh! Oh! Oh!" she said. "How funny
and dear ! What a darling old dolls' house,

It is sliabby and wants mending, of course,

but it is almost exactly like one my Grand-
mamma had—she kept it among her treasures

and only let me look at it as a great, great

treat."

Cynthia gave a gasp, for the little girl

Princess's Grandmamma had been the Queen
and people had knelt down and kissed her

hand and had been obliged to go out of the

room backwards before her.

The little girl Princess was simply filled

with joy. She picked up Meg and Peg and
Kilmanskeg and Gustibus and Peter Piper as

if they had been really a Queen's dolls.

"Oh! the darling dears," she said. "Look
at their nice, queer faces and their funny
clothes. Just—just like Grandmamma's dol-

lies' clothes. Only these poor things do so

want new ones. Oh ! how- I should like to

dress them again just as they used to be

dressed, and have the house all made just as

it used to be when it was new."

"That old Racketty-Packetty House." said

Cynthia, losing her breath.

"If it were mine I should make it just like

Grandmamma's and I should love it more
than anv dolls' house I have. I never—never

—never—saw anything as nice and laughing

and good-natured as these dolls' faces. They
look as if they had been having fun ever since

they were born. Oh ! if you were to burn
them and their home I— I could never for-

give you

!

"I never- -never—wil -your Highness,"

" RiDiKi.is's Left Leg \v.\s Mended .\xd She
w.\s Painted into .-v Beauty .\g.\in."

Stammered Cynthia, quite overwhelmed. Sud-

denly she started forward.

"^^'hy, there is the lost doll!" she cried

out. "There is Lady Patsy. How did she

get into Racketty-Packetty House?"
" Perhaps she went there to see them be-

cause they were so poor and shabby," said the

little girl Princess. " Perhaps she likes this

one," and she pointed to Peter Piper, "Do
you know when I picked him up their arms
were about each other. Please let her stay

with him. Oh!" she cried out the next in-

stant and jumped a little. "I felt as if the

boy one kicked his leg."

And it was actually true, because Peter

Piper could not help it and he had kicked out

his ragged leg for joy. He had to be very

careful not to kick any more when he heard

what happened next.

As the Princess liked Racketty-Packetty

House so much. Cvnthia nave it to her for a
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present—and the Princess was really happy—

•

and before she went away she made a little

speech to the whole Racketty-Packetty fam-

ily, whom she had set all in a row in the

ragged old, dear old, shabby old drawing-

room where they had had so much fun.
' Vou are going to come and live with me,

funny, good-natured loves," she said. "And
you shall all be dressed beautifully again and
your house shall be mended and papered and
painted and made as lovely as ever it was.

And I am going to like you better than all my
other dolls' houses—just as Grandmamma
said she liked hers."

.\nd then she was gone.

And every bit of it came true. Racketty-

Packetty House was carried to a splendid

Nursery in a Palace, and Meg and Peg and
Kilmanskeg and Ridiklis and Gustibus and
Peter Piper were made so gorgeous that if

they had not been so nice they would have
grown proud. But they did n't. They only

grew jollier and jollier and Peter Piper mar-

ried Lady Patsy, and Ridiklis's left leg was

mended and she was painted into a beauty

again—but she always remained the useful

one. And the dolls in the other dolls' houses

used to make deep curtsies when a Racketty-

Packetty House cloll passed them, and Peter

Piper could scarcely stand it because it always

made him want to stand on his head and laugh

—and so when they were curtsied at—because

they were related to the Royal Dolls' House
—they used to run into their drawing-room
and fall into fits of giggles, and they could

only stop them by all joining hands together

in a ring and dancing round and round and
kicking up their heels and laughing until they

tumbled down in a heap.

What do you think of that for a story ! And
does n't it prove to you what a valuable Friend

a Fairy is—particularly a Queen one?

Vcs, a Fahj Qurcii can loork 7iwiidcrs in-

deed .' She can even tame the crassest lion that

ever roared, as yoti will sec by the next story I
am going to tellyon— the story ahont " The Cozy

Lion." Qiieen Crosspatch.

WHO '3 WHO?

V/hen I tool-; Hector

for a walk it used

to be great fun p"

Hewas a little puppy

theiij arid close to

nie he 'd run.

But vdicn v/o go

out walking now

It 'g different ac

can be

—

I don't knowwhether

T take him, or

whether he take*;

me!
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The Two Sons of Peter Paul Rubens

Bv N. Hudson Moore

OVI.D any girl or

l)ov look at thu

picture on the op-

posite page and

not be curious to

know -who these

boys are? They are

the sons of Peter

Paul Rubens, who
painted the picture.

Before we speak

about the picture

I am going to tell you just a few things about

Peter Paul Rubens, the artist who painted it.

His father died when he was ten years old, and
his mother, with Peter Paid and the rest of

the children, moved from Cologne to Antwerp
in Belgium. It was the custom in those days

for people who were not very rich, and some-

times even for those who were, to put their

children in the families of nobles or great

lords so that they should be trained as pages

if they were bovs, or bower maidens if they

were girls.

A page was taught to ride, to hunt, to fly

a hawk, to dance a measure, to use a sword

and to play on the lute and sing if he was
able. He could saddle and tend his horse,

keep armor bright and follow his master to

the wars and wait on him. Sometimes a page

was taught to write and read, but he had few

lessons bevond this.

The girl would be taught to embroider, to

sew and mend, to spin and knit, to dye

clothes and weave them. She too must dance,

and learn to read and perhaps to write her

name, though even royal ladies could not al-

ways do this and often had to make a cross

when they had to sign' a letter.

The young Peter Paul, in accordance with

this custom, served as a page for a time in

the household of the Countess Lalaing in

Brussels. But what he loved most was draw-

ing and painting and soon his mother learned

of his talent and after that he was carefully

trained, and became not only one of the great-

est artists of his time, but of all time.

Now our picture of the two boys was

painted by this same Peter Paul Rubens when
he had grown to be a man, and thev were his

children. Ferhajis that is why it is so pleas-

ing. He loved them so much that he saw

them at their best, and he painted them as

he saw them. They look very differently

from the boys I see to-day, and the other day

I asked a boy I know how he would like to lie

dressed as they were.

"Not on your life!" he slangily replied.

"Think of hurrying to get ready for school

and catching your lingers in all those bows!"

He thought it was even worse when I told

him those bows were used for tying the dif-

ferent parts of the clothes together and that

the rows of buttons down the sides of the

trousers, on the jacket-fronts and sleeves,

were for show only. He said he felt sorry

for those boys all "togged" out in that way
and thought they could not have had much
fun. Finally I asked him :

" What do you

like best of the things those boys have, and
would like to have for your own?"
What do you think. He chose the gloves.

"That fur would keep your wrists jolly

warm in winter, and they don't look tight

enough to pinch, as gloves do to-day," was

what he said.

" Yes, that is true, and gloves were very

important parts of a man's dress. Perhaps

this is his first pair, and that is why he

wanted them put in his picture."

Then there came into my head that line

from Shakspere's play of "Romeo and Juliet."

" O, would I were a glove upon that hand,"

and I wondered what kind of a glove the

beautiful Juliet wore. Then I remembered
that she was an Italian, so that made me sure

that the gloves were delicate, of fine kid, em-
l)roidered and scented. In Italy they called

such gloves "Frangipanni" gloves. They
were very different from the first gloves made,
which were only used in battle and were
weighted with iron or lead and sometimes had
spikes and knobs on them so that thev made
regular weapons in hand-to-hand fighting.

No doubt you wonder where the embroi-

dery was put on these gloves.—the choice ones

worn in times of peace and by ladies. It was
on the gauntlets or "tops" as they were

lalled. .Silver and golcl thread, colored
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silks, spangles, jewels, lace, and fur.—as you

see in the picture, were all used on the tops.

There is a single glove still to be seen in Eng-
land which belonged to poor Mary Queen of

Scots. Embroidered on it is a flying bird.

Sad and lonely Queen, how do you think she

felt when she was in prison and looked upon
this flying bird upon her glove?'

Although very perishable things, many
gloves which belonged to famous persons are

still in existence. For instance, when you go

to England I am sure you will visit Canter-

bury Cathedral. You will see there the

gloves of Edward the Black Prince, the lad

who won his spurs at the battle of Crecy,

August 26, 1346. Think of gloves as old

as that

!

Queen Mary's glove of which I have spoken

is in the Museum of Saffron Walden. She

gave it, on the morning she was to be be-

headed, to a member of the Dayrell family.

They have always kept it.

Queen Elizabeth was fond of handsome
gloves too, and had many pairs, some of which
are still preserved in England.
A pair of gloves which belonged to the poet

Shakspere is in the Furness Collection in

Philadelphia. Is it not wonderful to think

that they should be in this country? There

is a pair of gloves which belonged to Gov-

ernor Bradford of Plymouth, which is to

be seen in the Essex Institute at Salem, Mass.

You would laugh if you saw them, for they

are tinv things made of lace, which he wore

when he was a baby.

The Highlanders of Scotland had curious

customs with gloves. They used them to chal-

lenge each other, to battle, and as a sign of a

quarrel they used to bite a finger of their

glove. In the "Lay of the East Minstrel"

are these two lines

:

"Stern Rutherford right little said.

But bit liisi Lrlove and shook his hea<I,"

and they had a "pretty figlit" the next

day.

Now you might not think tiiat the Pil-

grims, a few years after they landed in this

country, would have had much time to give

to either the making or wearing of gloves.

Yet they did, and they, too, wore them em-
broidered and fringed, and in 1645, which
was only a fe\V years later than when this

picture was painted, the (Hovers made a pe-

tition to the Council that no goatskins should

be sent away from the colony.

\\'hat a long distance this pair of gloves

in the picture has made us travel 1 Let us

look at the Rubens boys again. You will

notice that their clothes have slits in them.

These were called "slashes," and doublets

(coats) were "jagged" or cut in points or

squares around the liottom. The number of

the slashes was settled by law, as were also

the cDlor and material which each class of

persons could wear. At one time only royalty

could wear red. No one of lower rank than

the wife of a knight could wear velvet, and
not even she, if her husband could not pro-

vide a certain number of retainers, armed and
with horses, to go to battle when wanted.

Certain kinds of fur were permitted onlv to

persons of high rank. I 've been wondering
what kind of fur young Rubens has on his

gloves. Perhaps it is fox.

There is only one thing which I do not like

about the picture, and that is the poor little

bird tied to a string which is fastened to that

perch with silver bells. It seems to me to be

very cruel.

The elder boy has a book, he must know
how' to read. It does not look like a lesson-

book, perhaps it is a story-book and he reads

from it to his brother who has not got so far

along yet. Both boys have pleasant faces

and seem fond of each other, a thing which
is alwavs good to see.
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By Nancy Byrd Turner

The little common people— they come in shining

bands,

liut we take them and we scatter them around
with careless hands

Till some live on the bureau and some live on
the shelf,

And now and then one lives alone in a corner

by himself

;

And some stay in the work-box, (thev 're most
contented there),

And some the children use for play, and ///(•) live

anywhere.
O, it is n't nice to think of, and it is n't tjood to

tell-

The way we treat the little folk who work for

us so well

!

They help the buttons hold us in our frocks and
pinafores,

They keep our dollies' dresses on, antl mend our
toys by scores

;

They 're hinges for our boxes and tish-hooks for

our strings.

They make potatoes animals, and do a hundred
things.

And we lose them and abuse them and drop
them into cracks,

We find them lying all around and leave them on
their backs

;

We break them and we bend them— O,
1 am ashamed to tell

v^N How we treat the little common folk

rV ^^'ho work for us so well!



Keeping ''Open House" for the Birds

By Ernest Harold Baynes

^\^F a fairy had ever of-

"'-^'^'M fered to grant me three

wishes, " the full con-

fidence of wild ani-

mals " would surely

have been one of them,

and probably the first.

If we seek opportuni-

ties to befriend wild

creatures, and take ad-

vantage of them, we shall often find, as I have
done, that there is no lack of response on the

part of the animals. I once walked up to

a pine siskin, as he was feeding on the

ground, and picked him up in my hand. He
did not seem a bit alarmed, and when, a few
minutes later, I set him down, he continued his

search for food within a few inches of my feet.

On another occasion a yellow-throated vireo

allowed me to lift her from her nest when I

wished to count her eggs, and nestled down
comfortably on her treasures the moment I put

her back. ^Vith a forefinger I once stroked the

back of a red-breasted nuthatch as he was
busy feeding on a tree.

Of all times, winter is perhaps the best in

which to seek the confidence of birds. They
are at that time in need of food, we can then

offer them friendly assistance, and hunger
makes them respond to our advances. Just

fancy, for instance, having chickadees come
in through the open windows in little flocks, to

hop about the rooms and examine all vour be-

longings, with their bright, black eyes, or to

take breakfast at the same table with you in

the morning ! Yet this is exactly the experience

we have had during the last two winters, one
in Massachusetts and the other in New Hamp-
shire, and it is an e.xperience which anvone
who lives in the country may have, with little

trouble' and less expense.

It is well to begin to make preparations for

bird guests at least as early as the middle of

November. In the first place it takes some
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time for the news of one's hospitality to spread

among the feathered folk, and the sooner it

starts the better. Then, most people prefer to

work out-doors in November rather than in

December. But January is not too late. It

is very desirable that some of the birds shoukl

be induced to feed where they may be ob-

served by their hosts.

Generally speaking, there are two kinds of

birds to prepare for— those which eat seed or

grain and those which prefer animal food of

some kind. There is another class, well repre-

sented by the blue jays, which will eat almost

anything, but no special preparations need be
made for the birds belonging to it, since they

will fare riotouslv on the food set out for the

others. First of all we will consider the

insectivorous birds. Their natural fare is

rarely attainable in winter, but beef suet will

be found a very good and convenient substitute

for it. All things considered, suet is the best

thing I have tried for this purpose.

If there happen to be trees near the house,

the problem of the bird-feeder is simple ; all he

has to do is to tie the suet securely to the trunks

and prominent branches and await the arri\al

of his guests. If there are no trees, he should

go out into the woods and cut down as large a

dead one as he can handle, and set it in the

ground exactly where he wants it. A sapling

will answer, but a larger tree is more interesting.

CmCKAUKIlb. (Hi; liAMii..'

the neighborhood, the best place to scatter the

seed is on the ground, where seed-eating birds

usually get their food. First of all however,

the snow should be cleared away ; otherwise

the food is liable to sink in out of sight ; and
besides, it is very difficult for small birds to get

about on foot in soft, deep snow. If there are

cats about, the food may be placed on shallow

trays or tin pans, which maybe set on posts or

fastened to the trunks and branches of trees.

The host must not be discouraged if guests

A Cedak Wax wing A ("UK KADI.I: A I'.i.n. lAV.

A TRIO OF FRIENDLY BIRDS.

For the seed-eating birds it is well to have a

variety of food. Mixed bird seed is excellent

for the smaller birds, but to it should be added
such things as oats, wheat, buckwheat, corn,

and sun-flower seeds. If there are no cats in

Vol. XXXIV.— 27.

do not arrive immediately, or if only a very few
arrive at first. As the good news spreads, the

number and variety of birds will increase from
week to week. We have had as many as

eighteen diflEerent kinds of birds patronize
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our feeding stations in a single winter, and they

included quail, ring-necked plieasants, hairy and
downy woodpeckers, blue jays, crows, purple

finches, house sparrows, goldfinches, snow
buntings, tree sparrows, juncos, song sparrows,

white-breasted and red-breasted nuthatches,

brown creepers and chickadees, besides a

northern shrike, which was attracted bv the

presence of so many smaller birds.

Of all these guests, the chickadees have been
the tamest and the source of the greatest

pleasure. Every winter they come to us, and
their confidence seems to be unlimited. They
fly to the window sills, and standing on the tips

of their toes, and stretching their necks upward,

in to breakfast. So we moved the breakfast

table close to a window, which we opened,

scattering broken nuts on the cloth for our
guests. They came in fast enough, but instead

of staying with us, they picked up the fragments

of the nuts and flew out again to eat them in the

trees in the garden. This not being in accord-

ance with our plan, we took some more broken
nuts, and with a needle and thread, tacked them
lightly to the table cloth. Then when the

chickadees returned, they were unable to carry

the food away, so remained and took breakfast

with us. They never forgot this meal, I think,

for whenever the window was opened at break-

fast time, thev were sure to come in with an air of

r

"It Wgl'ld Even Lean Over the Mlzzle and Peer Down the Barrel.

peer in the room, first with one eye and then

with the other. If someone does not attend to

their wants at once, they peck at the glass with

their bills and call in a tone which certainly seems
to have a shade of impatience in it. We open
a door or window, and in they come, by ones
and twos and sometiiues in a little flock. They
hop about the floor, pick uj) scraps of paper
under my desk, fly to the backs of chairs and
to the pictures hanging on the walls, examining
everything with the brightest of black eyes, and
occasionally testing with their bills, some object

which seems to interest them. Sometimes they

mistake the way out, and fly straight into a

closed window. But even such an accident

does not alarm them ; they pick themselves up
and try again.

One frosty morning, when the chickadees

seemed even more persistent than usual, we
thought it might be a good idea to invite them

expectancy to see if we had anything for them.

Later in the winter, Mrs. Baynes had a birthday

party, and a table with a cake upon it happened
to be standing near a window. For some
reason this window was open for a short time

during the afternoon, and once, on hearing a
slight tapping sound I turned and discovered a

chickadee perched on the top of the cake and
hammering at the nuts which were set in

the icing.

If we go outside in the winter, we are usually

"mobbed" at once by a flock of chickadees,

who literally " hold us up " for nuts. They fly

to our hands if we hold them out and to our

shoulders and faces if we don't. The smallest

fragment of nut catches the eye of one of the

chickadees instantly, and he does not hesitate

to claim it no matter where it may be— on our

hats, in our hands or even between our lips. If

I hold a bit of kernel between my thumb and
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"One of Them Flew to the Edge of a
Sandwich."

forefinger, a chickadee will sit there until it is all

gone, even if it takes five minutes. Sometimes
he will get positively tired eating, but will sit on
guard until his appetite comes back. He will

never allow another chickadee to sample the

food in the meantime, but will drive off all intru-

ders at the point of the bill. Sometimes, when
one of my guests has been perched on my hand,
1 have suddenly felt one of his feet tighten (m
my finger and the next moment he would delib-

erately raise the other foot and scratch Ins head.

Last winter these birds were tamer than I

have ever seen them before, not only coming to

us on the piazza and in the garden, but follow-

ing us on long walks in the woods and fields.

On one occasion, when I was practising with a

rifle, they w-ould ahght on the weapon, and
e\en lean over the muzzle and peer
down the barrel as though to see what there

was in that. One day, while I was eating my
lunch in the woods, a little band of chickadees

came up and insisted on taking lunch with me.
They alighted on my knees and hands and on
my snow-shoes which were sticking up in the

snow. One of them, more persistent than the

rest, flew to the edge of a sandwich I was just

beginning to eat, and from his attitude, as

shown in the photograph, I should judge that

he was not only astonished at the size of the

bite I was taking, but greatly alarmed that he
was not going to get his share.

Toward the end of the winter, a northern

shrike made his appearance, and although I

frequently drove him away, I fancy that he
frequently dined on my friendly little chick-

adees. I saw him capture one, which I would
gladly have saved if I could.

'They Insisted on T.\king Lcnch with Me.
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' FomvARO ! March !

"

ANU with KuVlvK'b lltl.l' 1 HEV Dill.
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Abbie Ann
By George Madden Martin

Alltiior of the " Kmniy Lou" Stories

Illustrated by C. M. Relyea

Chapter V

Miss Owslev, whom Abbie's father, after the

first greeting called Miss Henrietta, was of

medium height and plump, and shook com-
fortably when she laughed. She had white

hair under a square of lace and her silk dress

rustled when she moved.
Abbie Ann felt smaller, 5'et nobody had

done a thing.

"And this is Abbie," said the lady, hold-

ing out a hand, a plump, well kept hand,

with good, old fashioned rings on it, a capa-

ble, resolute old hand, with a movement of

decision about it that suggested sway and
authority. Not that the small girl read this

in it. She merely stood up and came and took

it. She was very miserable.

Then they all sat down.
"Do you know," said the lady, "she is very

like her mother? And while we are on the

subject,—Abbie, child, see if you can find a

book on the table there
—

"

Abbie Ann got down and went to the table,

on which were books neatly placed. She took

one because she was told to. \Mthin its red

and gold cover, which was somewhat faded,

were colored pictures of little boys in queer

short jackets and long trousers. The name
on the iiook was "Sanford and Merton." It

had been on that table many years, for things

did not change at Miss Owsley's school until

that ladv was convinced it was for the better.

Although Abbie began dutifully to read at

the book, she never after asked for it that she

might finish it ; also, though she did not

mean to listen, the conversation, now and
then, reached her.

"No place for a child," she heard her

father say. What was no place for a child,

Abbie wondered?
"—could not leave then, nor can I now,"

father was saying, "my duty to the miners

who have stood by me and to Abbie as well,

is to stick it out until it pays."

She also heard "Miss Abbie," used several

times on Miss Henrietta's lips. Did it mean
herself? It was very awing to hear her-

self called "Miss."

Then her father spoke again. His voice

was decided. "Well, Miss Owsley, it is your
plan; I have no right, I suppose, to object;

indeed, I suppose I ought to hope you may
succeed, though I may as well confess, it was
because of this very thing, and the thought
that such a construction of my motive might
be put upon it, that I have not brought her

to you sooner. I had no right to oppose

Evelvn's efforts, but I naturally have made
none since she,

—
" He broke off, then added

as he rose, "it was her dearest wish it might
be so, though myself, I see no especial good
to come from it now."

Evelyn was the name of Abbie's mother.

She wondered what it all meant.

Then her father, leaning down, kissed

her abruptly and went away ; went the quicker

that he felt uncertain what she was going to

do. He was to remain in the city a week, so

this was not good-by, but still, he went in a

hurry.

She stood where he had left her. plucking at

the fingers of the little cotton gloves she had
put on so proudly. Mr. McEwan had said

they wore gloves in cities. Then she began
to swallow hard.

\\'hen Miss Owsley returned from seeing

Mr. Richardson to the door, she bade Abbie

Ann come with her. She was very cheery and
chatty, and talked briskly of many things.

If she saw the tears she gave no sign.

They went out into the hall, and up the

stairs which were painted white with a dark

red bannister and had a strip of red carpet

on them, held down by brass rails that shone.

So did the room upstairs shine, into which

Miss Owsley led the new pupil. There were

two white beds, two chests of drawers, one

bureau, and a washstand behind a blue screen.

It looked straight and precise and lonesome.

At home Abbie had fashion-plate ladies and

pictures cut from the papers pastqd over her
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walls, and the drawers of her bureau sat in a

corner so that she might have the bureau for a

three-storied play-house. It was when the

strange lady had looked in at that room, that

she had said, "poor child!" in accents of keen-

est suffering.

Miss Owsley was speaking with business-

like briskness. "This is to be your room,

near mine, as your father asked. You will

share it with one other girl. Neither pupils

hand and gazed at the new pupil. Abbie

Ann was plump like a young robin, and her

red curls were abundant. Her little zouave

jacket, which she had removed before going

up-stairs, gorgeous in its gilt braid, seemed
rather to have burst to allow her healthy little

waist to obtrude between it and the skirt, than

to have been curtailed by intention, and little

Abbie's brand-new hat blossomed like a flower

and seed catalogue.

'Abbie Ann Standing Foelornlv in the Center of the Lonesome Room Beg.^n to Sob.'

nor teachers have returned vet. School opens

on Wednesday of next week. In the mean-
time your father wishes me to look over your

clothes to see if anything is wanting."

Abbie Ann standing forlornly in the center

of the lonesome room began to sob. She tried

to stop but could not.

"Dear, dear, dearie me," said Miss Owsley.

Truth to tell she was nonplussed. This was
not generally her department of the school.

It was in executive ability that Miss Owsley
was strong. .She rubbed her handsome nose

debatingly with a finger tip of her fine old

Abbie Ann, planted there in the middle of

the floor, sobbed on.

"Dear, dear me," said the embarrassed Miss
()wsley. The new pupil was younger by a

year than any boarder ever received before.

Miss Owsley was quite perplexed, but she led

her by the hand out to the hall and into

another room. Perhaps she felt the bare

lonesomeness of the first one too. A canary

was singing here, and a fire burned in the

grate.

Miss Owsley was reflecting, ^^'hat had she

seen the primary teacher do under such cir-
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cumstances? Pujiils were brought to Miss

Owsley, as a rule, when in need of sterner

methods than comforting.

In the mean season she took off Abbie
Ann's hat. The new pupil, as if interpret-

ing the attention as kindly, groped about for

some part of this comforter's person to hold

to. Her hand closed on a fold of Miss Ows-
ley's dress.

Miss Owsley, forgetting about the possible

method of the primary teacher, sat down and
took her in her lap. Abbie Ann sobbed

against her shoulder.

"Dear me, dear me," said Miss Henrietta,

and patted the little shoulder and rocked.

Abbie cried on, but the sobs were not so wild.

Now and then they began to check themselves.

The canary sang. Abbie stopped to listen.

Then she sat up and felt better.

Miss Owsley laughed comfortably. To find

herself in this position was amusing. Abbie.

feeling better, laughed too, and suddenly did

not feel strange any more, and sat up and be-

gan to talk. She showed Miss Henrietta her

ring, and after that told her about Mr. Mc-
Ewan, and about Fabe, and about Coal City.

Miss Owsley asked her if she had ever

been to school.

Abbie told her about the teachers. It is

doubtful if Miss Henrietta, for all her years

at schooling, ever got so much of the pupil's

point of view before. Her plump shoulders

shook, while, one would say, she somewhat
adroitly "drew the new pupil on" about the

teachers.

One, it seemed, wlio had come to Coal City,

had been named Miss Jane Livermore. There
has been an advertisement put in the Church
paper. Abbie related, and it said, "Wanted,
an elderly teacher to take entire charge of a

little girl." Father and Mr. McEwan chose

Miss Jane Livermore from among the answers,

on account of her name which they thought

sounded elderly and experienced. When she

came she was seventeen and she cried so they

had to let her go right back. She said she

had thought it would be romantic, whereas
it was only lonesome. And her name was not

Jane at all, they had read her writing wrong,
it was Jean.

Miss Henrietta gathered even more about

the last teacher of all ; ]\Iiss Sallie Briscom,

Abbie said was her name. She kept a row of

medicine bottles on the sideboard, and a row
of pill boxes on the mantel. She said she

could n't stand Fabe's cooking, that there

was no sense in roasting a whole quarter of a

beast at once, and then eating on it until it

was gone. She said too, so Abbie told Miss
Henrietta, that the look of the house was
scandalous, that Abbie Ann ought to be made
to pick her things up, and her father and Mr.
McEwan to wipe their feet before they came
in. She said too, that Abbie Ann's posses-

sions, overflowing the house, were trash.
" 'Concentrate,' was what she said," re-

lated Abbie Ann, repeating it with great care,

"concentrate and get rid of."

"And Fabe did," explained Abbie; "he
poured all the bottles into one, when he was
cleaning the dining-room, and he put all the

pills into one box, and she got mad. She said

he might have killed her. So she w-ent."

And Miss Henrietta Owsley laughed and
laughed. She had had Miss Sallie Briscoms
for teachers in her day too, and even Miss

Jean Livermores. And the canary sang, and
the fire crackled, and Abbie Ann laughed too,

with no very clear idea why, but feeling com-
fortable w'ithin herself.

Chapter VI

Miss Ovvsi.ev came into the new pupil's

room that afternoon to assist the maid in

unpacking, and to show Abbie Ann how to

put her clothes away. This relationship with
a pupil was a new one for Miss Owsley, and
it grew out of the unexpectedness of the situa-

tion. For small Abbie it was beautifully

ordered ; else how would she have known
Miss Henrietta? Neither teachers nor other

pupils had arrived yet. and Miss Owsley and
the little girl had eaten dinner in the dining-

room, together, waited on by the square and
silent maid, whose name was Martha Lunn.
Later Abbie Ann found the girls all called

her Sally.

There was something on the new pupil's

mind beside the unpacking when Miss Owsley
and Martha arrived.

"Will she be little or big. Miss Henrietta?"
finally she inquired.

"Who?" replied Miss Owsley, contemplat-

ing the array of dresses made by the Junction
lady, and now laid out by Martha on the

bed. There was a plaid silk among them

;

a Scotch costume; a "fancy dress," the fash-

ion paper had called it, Abbie explained

;

which, indeed, was exactly why she had
chosen it. There were others equally gay,

if less elaborate, but this, it could be seen, was
her favorite.

Miss Henrietta was smiling to herself over
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something ; Abliic Ann wondered what, but

repeated her question.

"Will who be little or big?" returned Miss

Owslev. rousing from her own thoughts.

il of a man, peddling at Coal City, and she

considered it very beautiful. So evidently

did Martha Lunn. She lifted it carefully and
viewed it admiringly from all sides.

'Abbie Ann Helped Mari.\ Unpack." (See page 218.]

"The other girl in this room?"
Martha Lunn was lifting a hat from the

tray. It was the new pupil's best, that was
plain to be seen, and it bore a wreath of

many-colored flowers made of feathers. Abbie
Ann had persuaded her father to let her buy

"Queer now, how they come to make such

things of feathers," observed Martha, examin-

ing ; "my cousin's mother-in-law keeps hers

like it under glass."

Miss Henrietta was indulging in her kindly

smile again, and it was stich a comfortable
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smile, that Abbie Ann smiled too, wonderingly
but sociably.

Martha Lunn smiled grimly. She was
still rubbing a forefinger investigatingly

along a feathered edge. One would say all

three were enjoying themselves, each in her

own way.

''The room-mate?" then said Miss Ows-
ley, "To be sure. I will tell you the names
of the ones I had thought of, and suppose I

let you choose for yourself?"

Miss Henrietta Owsley grown playful

!

Martha Lunn chuckled grimly as she bent

over into the depths of the trunk.

"There are three girls to come back who
have lost their room-mates," Miss Owsley
was saying, "any one of whom I had thought

of for you."

The new pupil approached close and looked

at her.

"One," said Miss Owslev, "is named Mary
Dressel."

Mary Dressel, pale, neat, eminently proper.

Abbie Ann had an instantaneous vision of

her. Her mind was made up. "No,"
she said, "she 's good, I would n't like her."

Miss Owsley smiled. " Katherine Van
Antwerp."

Abbie's face showed equally quick preju-

dice. "She would n't like me, she 's fine,"

she declared.

"Maria Mason."
"Oh, Maria," decided Abbie Ann, for

Maria did not sound too fine, nor yet too

good, "I want it to be Maria."

Miss Owsley seeming well satisfied, laughed
some more, then turned back to the now
emptied trunk and then to the bed. " Noth-
ing is marked, I see. Did you bring a work
basket? No? Nor thimble? Nor darn-

ing materials?"

Abbie Ann, feeling crestfallen, said no.

Miss Owsley seemed to make a mental

note of it, then added, "Have you rubbers?

Nor raincoat? Napkin ring? Nor warmer
flannels than these? Nor any school dresses?"

"Those," said Abbie Ann, doubtfully,

looking to the bed, "and this," proudly rais-

ing the hem of the dress she was then wear-

ing. She had thought Mr. McEwan had been

joking when he said her clothes lacked

trimming.

Miss Owsley said nothing further, but be-

fore school began, a week later, to the be-

wilderment of the new pupil, the Coal City

outfit was laid away, and in the closet were
hung two new dresses fresh from the hands
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of Martha Lunn's seamstress cousin. One
was a dark blue for every day, the other a

brown, for Sunday, and with these came a

supply of white aprons, fine, long, full, with

ruffles over the shoulders. There was a blue

hat, and a brown one, with ribbons but not

a feather. Perhaps Miss Henrietta was more
fond of plain things than was Abbie Ann.

Abbie Ann cried, and in her room stamped
lier foot. It was the first time she had
done so since leaving home. Martha, who
had brought the new clothes home from her

cousin's, witnessed it.

She gazed as if a little fascinated. "I

thought you did n't have that red hair for

nothing," finally she said.

Abbie stopped suddenly.

But she told her father about it that after-

noon in the park, for he came and took her

some place every day. They were sitting

under a big tree supposedly watching the

ducks and swans on the lake ; but she, con-

cerned with her own troubles, was telling

about the dresses.

Her father laughed. "What 's bred in the

bone, Pollykins,
—

" he began. Then he

laughed again. Abbie Ann had no idea what
about.

Later his voice changed. "I had a letter

from home to-day," he said, "I go back to-

night instead of to-morrow."

His little daughter held on to the bench. It

was as if sometliing had stopped inside her.

She could not see the lake, nor the ducks, nor

the swans for a moment, only a blur of them
all. As the blur cleared away, the sun was
slanting long, in under the trees, and touch-

ing the grass. Children's laughter, from afar,

reached them faintly.

Why should it hurt? Why should there

rush on little Abbie, because the sun slanted

long and golden, the picture of a valley,

misty like a silver sea, with a white shaft be-

yond and a young, young moon above? Is

it because all beautiful things hurt ?

She put her hand in Father's, and she

winked the rebellious tears back somewhere.

It was an uncertain little attempt, yet still

it was an attempt.

But we like to have our efforts appreciated.

Abbie was afraid he had n't understood.

"I 'm being good, you know," she explained,

looking up to be sure he comprehended it.

"I could have,
—

" with a general implica-

tion he understood fully, "but I would n't."

Her father looked a little queer, perhaps

a little sheepish too. Then he laughed. The
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truth was, when it came to having her cry

because he was going back, that was another

thing. He was a little chagrined perhaps

that she did n't.

But they held each other's hand on the car

all the way back to the school.

Chapter VII

Bv Monday the teachers had come, and on

Tuesday the pupils began returning. All

day there were arrivals, and trunks being

carried in, and laughter and greetings in the

halls.

These days Miss Henrietta had time but

for passing notice, and that of the briefest,

for Abbie Ann, now become but one little

girl in a girls' school of many, and Abbie,

so quick to note, and so quick also to resent,

hung around gloomily and watched the ar-

rivals. She regarded these new-comers fur-

tively. Their laughter made her feel left

out, and the old intimacies and companion-

ships everywhere in evidence, made her jeal-

ous. For comfort, she began to coa.x; up
embers of self-pity. Miss Henrietta liked

the others better. Miss Henrietta greeted them
pleasantly and never noticed her standing

there ! She would go up to her room, she

would write to her father and tell him to

come and take her home, she would, she

would so, yet,

—

Abbie Ann lingered on in the hall.

She told herself it was because another girl

was just arriving ; but she lingered on even

after the several girls standing around rushed

to greet the new-comer. She was a dark-

haired girl, and her cheeks were rich with

crimson ; she kissed everybody rapturously,

then seeing Miss Owsley coming through the

hall, she dropped satchel and umbrella

and flew to greet her. The new-comer made
one think of breeziness and' laughter and ex-

citement. Miss Owsley, shaking hands with

her, called her Mary,—Mary Dressel. Abbie

Ann felt as if Mary Dressel had purposely

deceived her.

At the one o'clock dinner hour she heard

another girl called Katherine Van Antwerp.

She was a tall, thin girl who wore eye-glasses,

and whose aunt, it seemed, was a teacher in

the school.

Abbie Ann felt queerer ; what would Maria

be?
She was still hanging around in the hall,

full of interest and not honest enough to ad-

mit it, when Maria Mason came. Miss Ows-

ley called to Abbie at once, who went self-

consciously to greet her. Maria was small,

almost as small as Abbie herself, and her

hair was smooth and tied in looped-up plaits

behind her ears. Her cheeks were pink and
grew pinker when she was spoken to. When
she took off her jacket, she was as neat

and straight as though she had not just come
that afternoon from Washington. It turned

out that Maria's father was an army officer,

who had gone too far away for her to

be taken, though her mother had gone
too. She spent her vacations, so Abbie
learned in time, with her aunt and her grand-

mother in M'ashington, and this was* her

second year at the school. She was eleven,

whereas Mary Dressel and Katherine were
older. Abbie Ann was glad.

She helped Maria unpack, taking the

things from her as she lifted them out of

her trunk, and carrying them to the bed.

Maria's petticoats and little undergarments
were fine as fine and the scallops on them were
done by hand. Abbie had never thought

about undergarments needing to be fine be-

fore. And Maria's aprons seemed as if they

were for parties. She said her grandma
and her auntie made them, and her mamma
sent the scalloped rufflings in her letters by
mail. Maria had a work-box, and a bag
for her laundry, and bags to hang for her

shoes. When she had unpacked her pin-

cushion and sofa pillow and her photographs,

and she and Abbie Ann had put them around,

the room looked all dressed up.

Then Abbie said, "Let 's rest."

But Maria could n't. "I 've got to finish.

Auntie told me to."

She laughed and her cheeks grew pink,

but she did it ; that was Maria's way. she

always did it
;

perhaps being a soldier's

daughter had something to do with it.

Soon Abbie Ann wondered what she would
have done without Maria, who told her what
was expected of her, and the names of the

teachers, and of the girls, and what she must
do and must not do. The bedrooms were all

in the big house, together wdth the reception

rooms and parlor and dining-room, but the

school-rooms were in a frame building in the

yard behind.

In a week it was as if she might always

have known Maria, who even showed Ab-
bie her letters from her mother and her

father. The latter sent her a beautiful silk

Amercian flag on his birthday, and they put it

above his picture over the table.
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And vVbbie showed Maria the letters

which came from her father and Mr. Mc-
Ewan. One from Mr. McEwan had a verse

in it. Maria memorized it and when she

tried to say it would get to laughing. Abbie

Ann would giggle too, for when Maria

laughed she could not stop, and Miss Ingram,

the primary teacher whose room was next,

would rap on the wall and they would have

to put their faces in the pillows to hush.

Abbie, in her letter to Mr. McEwan, had

written about the school and Miss Henrietta

and Martha Lunn.
"The girls call her Sally," she had

written about Martha, "she fell down the

other day, she was Heavy, the Ladder broak,

she could not get up."

It was to this letter that Mr. McEwan was

replying. In his answer were, "Lines to

Miss Sally Lunn Upon Her Fall From a

Ladder." The verses read:

—

' O Sally Lunn, how sad to tell

Th.1t you, who should be liyht,

Did prove so heavy that you fell

From such a risen height 1

'They tell me that you could not rise

After you fell, and yet

Should you not rise in lighter guise

For having thus been set?

'O Sally Lunn, O Sally Lunn,
That you should fall was bad;

But lest you should be worse undone

Don't let it make you sad!"

( To be continued ,)

The Light of the Christmas Windows.



The Mystery

By Johnson Morton

When I was six, my father said

:

" Nell, you are twice as old as Ned.
Now think awhile, and then tell me
How old your brother Ned must be."

That was an easy sum to do

!

" Six is exactly three times two

;

So, if I 'm twice as old as he.

Why, little Ned must then be three."

The other day my father said :

" Nell, do you know how old is Ned ?
"

•' Yes, sir, he 's four, because, you see,

I am just twice as old as he !

"

Then father laughed, " Nell, that 's not so !

He 'sjivf if you are eight you know.
When you were six, why, he was three.

And three and two zxe.five, you seel"

But how these things can both be true

I don't quite understand, do you ?

Some time I shall, because I know
That what my father says is so /

rrn^S'l ro\y
I lost in\' top ; oIi,vnvi\t

\vpiK>!

Jjutnovrits fivte 1 raiovcT

I'm {iure't^Tiv* js^ixllf/Ked

Caiwe vdien I listen,(S<)^

^AjkI put mv Gixi* clovn\

clo^ietoKer,

1 hear it Kumimnj>',—
Vn»ii;-wlniywlur-r

!
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Chapier IV

U'J" when June
picked himself up
and turned about,

he found a very-

curious looking

man sitting up glaring at him. He had a

long pointed nose, and fierce little eyes that

glowed like red hot cinders, and a drooping
white mustache so long that it almost touched
the lapels of his shabby French uniform.

"What do you mean by falling over me
like that?" he demanded indignantly.

"I— I—thoughf you were somebody else,"

June faltered lamely.

The man glared more fiercely than ever

:

"You were looking for someone! You were
sent here to watch someone ! Who did you
think I was? Answer me this moment."
He had caught June by the arm and was

glaring at him so savagely that June blurted

out in terror

:

"I thought you was the Sleeping Beauty."
For a moment, suspicion lingered in the

man's face, then his eyes went to and his

mouth went open, and he laughed until June
thought he would never get the wrinkles

smoothed out of his face again.

"The Sleeping Beauty, eh?" he said.

"Well, who do you think I am now?"
June smiled in embarrassment. "I know

who you look like," he said, half doubtfully.

"Who?"
"The White Kniglit," said June.
"Who is he?"
"In 'Alice in Wonderland,'" explained

June. Then when he saw the man's look of

perplexity, he added incredulouslv. "Did n't

you never hear of 'Alice in Wonderland'?"
The man shook his head.

June was astounded ; he did n't know that

such ignorance existed in the world.
" Did n't you never go to school ?" he asked

sympathetically.

"Oh yes, a little," said the man with a funny

smile, "but tell me about this White Knight."

June sat down quite close to him and began
confidentiallv

:

"He was the one that met Alice in the
wood. Don't you remember just before she
was going to be queen? He kept falling off

his horse first on one side and then on the

other, and he would have to climb up again
by the mouse traps."

"The mouse traps, on horse-back?"
"Yes, the Knight was afraid the mice

might come and he did n't want them to run
over him. Besides he invented the mouse
traps and course, you know, somebody had to

use them."

"Of course," said the man taking June's
hand and looking at it as a person looks at

something that he has not seen for a very long
time.

"He invented lots of things," went on Jane
earnestly, "bracelets for the horse's feet to

keep off shark-bites, and something else to

keep your hair from falling out."

"Eh! what 's that?" said his companion
rubbing his hand over his own bald head.

June's eyes twinkled. "You ought to train

it up on a stick," he said, "like a vine. That
was what the White Knight said, that hair
fell off because it hung down. It could n't

fall up, could it?"

At this they both had a great laugh and the

man said

:

"So I am the White Knight, am I?"
"Just your mustache," said June; "it was

when you was mad that you looked like him
most. You 're lots gooder looking than the

picture. What 's your real name?"
"Monsieur Gamier,—no Carre," he cor-

rected himself quickly. "What is your
name?"

"June," then he added formally, "Robert
Rogers Royston, Junior 's the rest of it."

"How did you come here?" asked Mon-
sieur.

June told him at length; it was delightful

to find someone beside Seki San who under-

stood English, and it was good fun to be tell-

ing all about himself just as if he were some
other little boy.

"So your father is a soldier!" said Mon-
sieur, and June noticed that a curious wild
look came into his eyes and that his fingers.
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which had knots on them, plucked excitedly

at his collar. "Ah! Yes, I, too, was a soldier,

a soldier of France, one time attache of the

French Legation, at Tokyo, later civil engi-

neer in the employ of the Japanese Govern-
ment, now !" he shrugged his shoul-

ders and his nostrils quivered with anger.

"Now a cast-off garment, a thing useless, un-

desired." He tried to rise and June saw that

he used crutches and that it was very difficult

for him to walk.

"Do you want me to help you?" he asked.

The man waved him aside. His eyes had
changed into red hot cinders again, and he

seemed to have forgotten that June was there.

" I ask help from nobody," he muttered

fiercely, " I live my own life. The beggarly

Japanese I would never accept from, and my
own country does not see fit to help me."
His chest heaved with wrath, and he twisted

his mustache indignantly.

"Why don't you go home?" asked June.

Monsieur turned on him fiercelv: "Go
home? Mon Dieu. do you suppose there is a

waking hour that I am not thinking, longing,

praying to be back in France? Do you sup-

pose I have left any stone unturned? Any
plan unmade that might take me away from
this hateful place? It has been fourteen,

fifteen years since I came away. It was a

Japanese that had me dismissed from the

service ; he bore tales to the minister, he told

what was not true. Oh, then I had honor, I

was too proud to explain, but now!" he

lifted a pair of crippled hands to Heaven,

and shook them violently at the trees above,

"now I know that honor does not pay, it is

not worth while. I will give anything to get

back to France
!"

June sat still and watched him. He had
never seen anyone behave so queerly, and he

was very much mixed up as to what it was all

about.

"I guess I have to go now," he said,

"Toro's waiting."

Monsieur's eyes flashed suspiciously.

"Who 's waiting?" he asked.

"Toro, he is Seki's brother, he knows how
to build awful nice houses and blockades too."

"Blockades?" repeated Monsieur, "what
kind of blockades?"

"Like the soldiers make, we watch them all

the time; come on, I will show you."

The two made their way down the steps

slowly, for Monsieur could go only a little

way at a time. Toro looked mildly surprised

when June came back with a companion, but

he did not give a second glance at Monsieur
who was evidently a familiar figure about the

town.

For a long time the two children played

in the sand, and Monsieur sat beside them
and acted as interpreter, speaking first to one
in Japanese, and then to the other in English,

giving directions and suggestions and proving

a first-rate play-fellow.

"Why you know a lot about forts and
mines and blockades and things, don't you?"
asked June.

Monsieur looked absently across the lake.

"Alas!" he said grimlv, half to himself, "I

know too much for their good and for mine."

When the temple bell from the hillside

boomed the supper hour, the boys gathered

up their things and started home,

"Good-by," said June to Monsieur, "I

hope you '11 come back and play with us an-

other day."

Monsieur bowed very politely but he did

not answer, his half-closed eyes still rested

on the little forts that the boys had been

making in the sand, and his thoughts seemed

to be far away.

When June reached the street, he turned to

wave a good-by, but Monsieur was hobbling

down the hill, his figure, in spite of the

crutches, looking very straight and stiff

against the evening sky.

Chapter V

It was a long time before June saw Monsieur

again for there were picnics up the river,

with lunches cooked on the bank, there were

jolly little excursions in sampans, and trips

to the tea-houses, and flower shows, and an

endless round of good times. Seki San kept

June out of doors all day, and watched with

glee the color return to his cheeks, and the

angles of his slender body turn into soft

curves.

At night she and June and Toro, with

Tomi frisking and sneezing at their heels,

would I'oin the happy clattering crowd that

thronged the streets, and would make their

way to the flower market where tall flaming

torches lit up the long stalls of flowers, and

where merchants squatting on their heels

spread their wares on the ground before them,

—curious tovs, old swords, and tea-pots with

ridiculous long noses. And in front of every

door was a great shining paper lantern with

queer signs painted on it. and other gay lan-

terns of all shapes and sizes and colors went
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dancing and bobbing up and down the streets

like a host of giant fire-flies.

It was no wonder tliat June hated to go to

bed when so much was happening outside.

Only the promise of a story moved him when
Seki gave the final word. But for the sake

of a story he would have gone to the moon
I believe, and stayed there too.

\\'hen at last he was bathed and cuddled
down in his nest on the floor with a

huge kimono, four times as big as the ones

Seki wore, spread over him. Seki would sit

on her heels beside him, sewing with an end-

less thread which she only cut off from the

reel when the seam was finished. And June
would watch her pretty plump little hands,

and the shadows of her moving fingers as he
listened to queer tales of the sea gods and
their palace under the waves. Sometimes she

would tell of the old samurai and their dark

deeds of revenge, of attacks on castles, and
fights in the moats, and the imaginary clash-

ing of swords and shouts of men would get

so real to June, that he would say:
" I don't want any more scareful ones to-

night. Please tell me about the little mos-
quito boy."

Then Saki would begin : "Very long times

ago, lived very good little boy, who never

want to do anything but reverence his mother
and his father, and his grandfathers and
grandmothers. All time he think it over to

himself how he can serve his parents. One
night the wind blow up from the south and
bring a thousand hundred ka, mosquito you
call him, and they bite very much. So good
little boy takes off all his clothes and lies at

the door of his house so mosquitoes bite him
and get so full of boy that they have not

room more for father and mother." At
which point June would never fail to laugh
with delight, and Seki would look hurt and
puzzled and say, "Not funny, June, very fine,

kind, and noble of good little boy."

After Seki had put out the light and
joined the rest of the family in the garden,

June would lie very still and the thoughts

that had been crowded down in the bottom
of his heart all day would come creeping up
and whisper to him. " Mother is a long way
off ; suppose she has gotten lost and never

comes back again. Perhaps I have n't got a

father any more, maybe the soldiers have put

him in the ground as they did Teddy's papa.

Suppose I have to live here always and grow
up to be a Japanese man, and never see the

ranch in California nor my pony any more?"

And a big sob would rise in his throat and he
was glad of the dark for the tears would
come no matter how hard he tried to keep
them back. But he never called Seki, nor
let anyone know. Sometimes he got up and
got his little gun and took it back to bed with
him ; it was so much easier to be a soldier if

you had a gun in your hand.

But one morning when he awoke, two de-

lightful things happened. First he saw up
in the air, apparently swimming about over

the house-tops, an enormous red fish as large

as he was, and when he ran to the door there

were others as far as he could see waving and
floating about tall poles that were placed out-

side nearly every house.

Without waiting to be dressed he rushed

out in the garden to ask Seki San what it all

meant. When she saw him, she dropped the

letter she was reading and came toward him
as fast as her little pigeon toes would carry

her.

"It 's from your mother," she cried, her

face beaming with joy. "She did never get

losted at all. She is with your father now,
and he will have the strength again, and they

will come back so sooner as he can journey.

Oh! I could die for the happiness!"

June jumped up and down, and Seki San
giggled, and Tomi barked until the family

came out to see what was the matter.

"And what did she say? Tell me!" de-

manded June.

"All this, and this, and this," said Seki

spreading out the closely written sheets.

Then with many pauses and much knitting

of brows and pointing of fingers, she read the

letter aloud. There was very little about the

sad journey, or the dreadful fever, or the life

at the hospital. It was mostly about June,

whether he was well, whether he was very

unhappy, if he coughed at night, if he missed

her very much.
"And these at the end I sink I can not

read," concluded Seki, pointing to a long

row of circles and dots.

June looked over her shoulder. "Why
Seki!" he exclaimed, "that 's the only part I

can read ! They are kisses and hugs, I

showed her how to make them. That long

one is a pink kiss, and this starry one is silver

with golden spangles," he laughed with de-

light, then his eye catching sight of the fish

over head, he said:

"Say Seki, why did they put out the fish?

Is it because my father is getting well?"

Seki San smilingly shook her head.
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"It 's a matsuri, a festival," she explained;

"this is the boys' day and wherever a boy

live, they put out a big paper fish with round

mouth open so , and when the wind flow

in, the fish grow big and fat and make like

swim in the air."

"But why do they put out fishes?" per-

sisted June.
" 'T is the carp fish," said Seki San, "be-

cause the carp very strong and brave, he

swim against the current, fight his way up
the waterfall, not afraid of the very bad dis-

couragings, like good boy should be."

June was much more interested in the fish

than in the moral, and when Toro brought

a big rod one for him and a paper cap and
banner, he hastened away to be dressed so

that he could be ready for the festivities.

Taking it all in all, it was about the hap-
piest day he had ever spent in his life. When
he and Toro started forth the streets were
already full of people, men and women in

holiday attire, little girls in bright red pet-

ticoats and fancy pins in their hair, every boy
with a fish on a stick, small children with

bald-headed babies tied on their backs, all

trotting merrily along to the matsuri.

Everywhere June went a crowd went be-

hind him, for a little foreign boy with gray

eyes and fair hair, and strange foreign clothes

was one of the greatest sights of the day.

Sometimes a woman would stop him and look

at his hat or his shoes, and a circle w^ould

close in and Toro would be bombarded with

questions. But the people were always so

polite, and their admiration was so evident,

that June was rather pleased, and when he
smiled and spoke to them in English, they

bowed again and again, and he bowed back,

then they all laughed.

It was a terrible trial to June not to be
able to ask questions. He was brimful of

curiosity and everything he saw and heard
had a dozen questions hanging to it. Usually
Seki San supplied the answers but to-day

Toro was in command, and while he was a

very careful little guide, keeping tight hold
of June's hand, pointing out all the interest-

ing sights, and trying to explain by sign and
gesture, still he did not know a single word
of English.

After passing through many gay streets

they came to a tall red gate which June had
come to recognize as the entrance to sacred

ground. But inside it was not in the least

like any churchyard he had ever seen. It

was more like the outside of a circus where

everything delightful was happening at once.

On one side was a sandman making wonder-
ful pictures on the ground with colored sand.

First he made a background of fine white

sand, then out of papers folded like cornu-

copias he formed small streams of black and
red sand, skilfully tracing the line of a

mountain, using a feather to make the waves
of the sea, and a piece of silver money to

form the great round moon, and before you
knew it there was the very picture you had
seen on fans and screens and tea-pots ever

since you could remember, even down to the

birds that were flying across the moon.
Then there were jugglers and tight rope

walkers, and sacred pigeons that lit on your
head and shoulders and ate corn out of your
hand. June thought he had never seen such

greedy pigeons before. Two or three perched
on his hand at once, and scolded and pushed
each other, and even tried to eat the buttons

off his blouse

!

Up the mountain side, flanked by rows of

stone lanterns, ran a wide flight of steps and
at the top was the gate-way to the temple
itself. On either side were sort of huge cages,

and in them the most hideous figures June
had ever seen ! They were fierce looking
giants with terrible glass eyes and snarling

mouths with all the teeth showing, just as the

Ogre's did in the fairy tale. One was painted

all over green, and the other was red, and
they held out clutching fingers as if readv to

pounce upon the passer-by. While June was
looking at them, and feeling rather glad that

they were inside the cages, he saw two old

men dressed in white, climb slowly up the

steps and kneel before the statues. Bowing
their heads to the earth and muttering
prayers, they took from their belts some slips

of paper, and after chewing them into wads
began gravely to throw them at the fierce

green demon behind the bars.

June giggled with joy, this was something
he could quite understand. Taking advan-
tage of Toro's attention being distracted, he
promptly began to make wads too, and before
Toro could stop him he was vigorously pelt-

ing the scowling image. In an instant there

was angry remonstrance and a group of in-

dignant worshipers gathered around. For-

tunately Seki San appeared on the scene in

time to prevent trouble.
" But I was only doing what the others

did!" explained June indignantlv.

"It is no harm done," said .Seki, reassur-

ingly after a few words to those about her.
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"you not understand our strange ways, from the old man at the gate, and

These are our Nio or temple guardians that throw them through the grating. If the

frighten away the evil bad spirits." prayer sticks, it is answered, if it falls

'
-i

'Do You WANT Me to Help Yof?' June asked."

"What makes the pilgrims throw at them down it is not answered. Come, I will show

then?" asked June. you!"

"They throw prayers," answered Seki They went very close, and looked through

San very seriously, "they buy paper prayers the bars; there on the grating, on the floor

Vol. XXXIV.— 29.
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and even on the ceiling above them were
masses of tiny paper wads, the unanswered
prayers of departed thousands.

"Well, three of mine stuck !" said June with
satisfaction. " Do you suppose it 's too late to

make a prayer on them now?"

"It 's tiffin time," said Seki San, "and
after that will be the fire-work."

"In the day-time.'" asked June.
"Oh yes, very fine nice fire-work," said

Seki.

They left the temple grounds, and made
their way up the river road, where evervbody
was having a tea-party out under the trees.

Seki San secured a tiny table for them and
they sat on their heels and ate rice out of a

great white wooden bucket, and fluffy yellow

omelet out of a round bowl, and the sunshine

came dancing down through the dainty, wav-
ing bamboo leaves, and everybody was laugh-

ing and chattering and from every side came
the click-clack of the wooden shoes, and the

tinkle of samisens, and the music of fall-

ing water.

Suddenly Toro pulled June's sleeve and
motioned excitedly to the road-way. Coming
toward them in a jinrikisha, looking very

' It 's A Matsuri—A Festival,' Seki Explained."

Seki thought after considering the matter
that it was not.

"But I have n't got anything left to pray
for!" said June, regretting the lost opportu-
nity. "Father 's getting well, and he and
Mother are coming home, and I have got

pretty near everything I want. I believe

I 'd like another fish though, and oh ! yes, I

want a little pug dog, jes' 'zactly like Tomi."

pale and thin and with both arms in ban-

dages, sat Monsieur.

June broke away from Seki and raced after

the jinrikisha, "Oh! Mister," he cried, "Mr.
Frenchman."

Monsieur, hearing the English words,

stopped his man and turned around. When
he saw a very flushed little boy in blouse suit

and a wide brimmed hat, he smiled.
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"Ah I" he cried, "my friend of the garden!

My prince who found the Sleeping Beauty."

Then he began to laugh so hard that it

started up all his rheumatic pains, and he had
to sink back and rest quiet before he could

speak again. " I am very bad since I saw you
last," he said; "these dogs of Japanese will

let me die here. One day in France would
make me well. I may have it yet— I must get

back some way—some way!" His eyes

looked excitedly over June's head out into

space as if trying to span the miles that lay

between him and his beloved country.

"My papa will take you home when he

comes," said June; "he 's a soldier."

Monsieur shrugged his shoulders: "Your
papa would not care that," he said, snapping
his fingers ; then seeing June's disappointment

he added kindly, "But you—will you not

come to see me? I will make you more forts,

I will show you my gold fish."

"Yes, I '11 come," said June. "When?"
But before Monsieur could answer, Seki

had called June and the jinrikisha had
started on its way.

Late in the afternoon, as the revelers

straggled home tired but happy, June slipped

his hand into Seki's. The merry noises of the

day had given place to the quiet chirp of the

crickets and the drowsy croaking of the frogs,

and the little breezes that stirred overhead
sounded sleepy and far aw-ay.

"Seki," said June, "I did n't make any
prayer on that paper that stuck on the old

giant's nose, do you think it too late?"

"No," said Seki San, willing to humor him.

"Well," said June sleepily, "I pray that

the French gentleman will get back home."

( To be continued. )

A Japanese Candy Shop

SHOPS in Japan are all so tiny and look

so much alike that it is difficult to tell at a

glance just what kind of a shop each one

is. But all Japanese boys and girls know the

confectioners' sign—the spiked ball— and just

where to go whenever they wish sweets of any
sort. The sign in this picture is on top of the

pole. Underneath it hangs a banner bearing

the name of the shop-keeper in Japanese
characters.



By Edwin L. Sabin

Some eve I'd like to plant myself

By boyhood's long-neglected shelf,

Once more to ope those volumes worn
Which modern pages make forlorn

;

Once more to let the moments speed
With Optic, Castlemon, Mavne Reid !

The "Boat-Club" set, " The White Chief
there

—

Ah, these were books, I do declare !

Come " Crusoe "
; pretty ragged, you—

A hundred times read through and through !

Your woodcuts blurred. While this one

—

see ?—
The far-marooned " Swiss Family !

"

And look ! Their lonesomeness confessed,

"Aladdin," " Sinbad," and the rest

Peer forth from covers stained and dim.
Awaiting— cheek by jowl with Grimm !

"Jack Hazard !" Joy ! Again we meet
By grace of Trowbridge lines replete !

And 'pon my word, here 's " Cudjo's Cave !

'

(Was Cudjo not a ' dandy ' slave ?)

Upon this faded back discern

The tempting, wizard name of Verne !

The title ? Must be " Field of Ice "—
Or, no

; some " trip," of strange device.

The " Scottisii Chiefs " is this, I guess,

With "Thaddeus of Warsaw"—yes !

And this (I loaned it o'er and o'er)

Is Stephens' " Left on Labrador !

"

Munchausen, here; that, Gulliver;

This, Coffin— truthful chronicler.

(The other three of course are bricks,

But can't beat " Boys of '76 ! ")

Pass by that dog-eared treasure ? No !

'T is Scott's entrancing " Ivanhoe !

"

(How often, of its glamour taught.

Have Tom and I in tourney fought
!

)

AndiY'w, oh gift of gentler pen:
Louisa Alcott's " Little Men !"

hnAyou, whom kindred soul creates:
" Hans Brinker; or, The Silver Skates !'

And here, imploring boyhood's eyes,

The " Last of the Mohicans" lies !

Hail ! Hawkeye, Uncas, Chingachgook-

!

(
" Deerslayer" is that next old book.)

But Duty warns— like mother's dread:
" Stop, my son ; time to go to bed."

In vain I 'd beg: " One chapter more !'

Farewell, dear shelf of boyhood's lore.

228



The New Boy at Hilltop

By Ralph Henry Barbour
Author of "The Crimson Sweater," etc.

Chapter III

MR. WHIPPLE SUBSCRIBES

iJiENNETH'S first

week at Hilltop

passed busily and
liappily. There
had been no more
talk on Joe's part

about getting rid

of his room-mate.

The two had be-

come fast friends.

Kenneth grew to

like Joe better' each day; and it had n't

taken him long to discover that it was be-

cause of Joe's ability to squirm out of scrapes

or to avoid detection altogether rather than

to irreproachable conduct that Doctor Ran-
dall looked upon him as a model student.

Basket-ball practice for both the Upper
and Lower House teams took place every

week-day afternoon. Kenneth had erred, if

at all, on the side of modesty when speaking

of his basket-ball ability. To be sure, he was
light in weight for a team where the members'

ages averaged almost sixteen years, but he

made up for that in speed, while his prowess

at shooting baskets from the floor or from
fouls was so remarkable that after a few
practice games had been played all Lower
House was discussing him with eager amaze-

ment and Upper House was sitting up and
taking notice. At the end of the first week
Kenneth secured a place on the second team

at right guard, and Grafton Hyde, whose

place in a similar position on the first team
was his more by reason of his size and weight

than because of real ability, began to work
his hardest.

The closer Kenneth pressed him for his

place the more Grafton's dislike of the

vounger boy became evident. As there was

the length of the floor between their positions

in the practice games the two had few op-

portunities to "mi.\ it up," but once or twice

they got into a scrimmage together and on

those occasions the fur flew. Grafton was a

hard, rough player and he did n't handle Ken-
neth with gloves. On the other hand, Ken-

neth asked no favors nor gave any. Natur-

ally Grafton's superior size and strength gave

him the advantage, and after the second of

these "mix-ups," during which the other play-

ers and the few spectators looked on glee-

fully and the referee blew his whistle until

he was purple in the face, Kenneth limped

down to the dressing-room with a badly

bruised knee, a factor which kept him out of

the game for the next two days and caused

Grafton to throw sarcastic asides in the direc-

tion of the bench against which Kenneth's

heels beat a disconsolate tattoo.

Four days before the first game with Up-
per House—the Championship Shield went

to the team winning two games out of three

—

Lower House held an enthusiastic meeting

at which songs and cheers were practised and

at which the forty-odd fellows in attendance

pledged themselves for various sums of

monev to defray the cost of new suits and
paraphernalia for both the basket-ball and

hockey teams.

"How much do you give?" whispered

Kenneth.

"Five dollars," answered Joe, his pencil

poised above the little slip of paper. Ken-
neth stared.

"But—is n't that a good bit?" he asked in-

credulously.

"It seems so when you only get twenty

dollars a month allowance," answered Joe

ruefully. "But every fellow gives what he

thinks he ought to, you know ; Graft usually

gives ten dollars, but lots of the fellows can

only give fifty cents."

"I see," murmured Kenneth. "'What
he thinks he ought to give,' eh? That 's

easy."

'ilie following afternoon Upper and Lower
Houses turned out en masse to see the first ol

the hockey series and stood ankle-deep in the

new snow while Upper proceeded to adminis-

ter a generous trouncing to her rival.

" Eat 'em up, Upper ! Eat 'em up, Up-
per!" gleefully shouted the supporters of the

crimson-stockinged players along the opposite

barrier.

"Oh, forget it!" growled Joe, pulling the

collar of his blue sweater higher about his
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lu-ck and turning a disgusted hack to the

rink. "That 's 14 to 3, is n't it? \\'cU. it

must be pretty near over, that 's one comfort

!

Hello, here comes Whipple. Gee, but he

makes me tired ! Always trying to mix with

the fellows. I wonder if he was born with that

ugly §mile of his. He 's coming this way."

Joe groaned. "He thinks I 'm such a nice

little boy and says he hopes my heart is of

gold to match my hair ! Would n't that peev

you?"
"Ah, Brewster," greeted Mr. \Miipple, lay-

ing a hand on the boy's shoulder, "how goes it

to-day?" He accorded Kenneth a curt nod.

"Going bad," growled Joe.

"Well, well, we must take the bad with the

good," said the instructor sweetly. "Even
defeat has its lesson, you know. Now—

"

But Kenneth did n't hear the rest. Graf-

ton Hyde was beside him with a slip of

paper in his hand.

"Say, Garwood," said Grafton loudly

enough to be heard by the audience near-by,

"I wish you 'd tell me about this. It 's your

subscription slip. These figures look like a

one and two naughts, but I guess you meant

ten dollars instead of one, did n't you?"

"No," answered Kenneth calmly.

"Oh! But—only a dollar?" inquired

Grafton incredulously.

The fellows nearest at hand who had been

either watching the game or delighting in

Joe's discomforture turned their attention to

Grafton and the new junior.

"Exactly," answered Kenneth. "The
figures are perfectly plain, are n't they?"

Grafton shrugged his shoulders and smiled.

"Oh, all right," he said. "Only a dollar

seemed rather little, and I wanted to be

sure
—

"

"Did n't anyone else give a dollar?" de-

manded Kenneth.
"We don't make public the amounts re-

ceived," answered Grafton with much dig-

nity. Kenneth smiled sarcastically.

"What are you doing now?" he asked.
" I merely asked

—

"

"And I answered. That 's enough, is n't

it?"

"Yes, but let me tell you that we don't

take to stingy fellows in Lower House.

You 'd better get moved to Upper, Garwood

;

that 's where you belong. You 're a fresh

kid, and I guess we don't have to have your

subscription anyway." He tore the slip up
contemptuously and tossed the pieces to the

snow. Kenneth colored.

"Just as you like," he answered. "I sub-

scribed what I thought proper and you 've

refused to accept it. You have n't worried

me."

But a glance over the faces of the little

throng showed that public sentiment was
against him. Well, that could n't be helped

now. He turned his back and gave his atten-

tion to the game. But the incident was not

yet closed. Mr. Whipple's smooth voice

sounded in its most conciliatory tones

:

"We all know your generosity, Hyde. Let

us hope that by next year Garwood will have
learned from you the spirit of giving."

Kenneth swung around and faced the in-

structor.

"May I ask, sir, how much you gave?"

"Me? Why—ah— I think the teachers are

not required— I should say expected to—ah

—

contribute," answered Mr. Whipple agitat-

edly.

"I guess thev are n't forbidden to," an-

swered Kenneth. "And I don't believe

you 've got any right to criticize the size of

my subscription until you 've given some-

thing yourself."

Mr. Whipple's smile grew tremulous and
almost flickered out.

" I 'm sure that the boys of the Lower
House know that I am always ready and
eager to aid in any way," he replied with

angry dignity. "If they will allow me to

contribute
—

" He paused and viewed the

circle smilingly.

The idea tickled all hands hugely.

"Yes, sir!"

"Thank you, sir
!"

"About five dollars, Mr. Whipple!"
Mr. Whipple's smile grew strained and un-

easy. He had not expected acceptance of his

offer.

"Yes, yes, perhaps it is best to keep the

donations confined to the student body," he

said. "Perhaps at another time you '11 al-

low—"
"Right now, sir!" cried Joe. "Give us a

couple of dollars, sir!"

The demand could not be disregarded.

Shouts of approval arose on every hand. On
the ice, Wason of the LIpper House team

had hurt his knee and time had been called ;

and the waiting players flocked to the barrier

to see what was up. Mr. \Miipple looked ques-

tioningly at Grafton and found that youth

regarding him expectantly. With a sigh

which was quickly stifled he drew forth his

pocket book and selected a two dollar note
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from tliL' little roll it contained. lie handed

it to (Jrafton who accepted it carelessly.

'May I Ask, Sir, How Much You G.we ?
' .saih Kenneth.'

"Thanks," said Grafton. "I '11 send you

a receipt, sir."

"Oh, that is not necessary," replied Mr.
Whipple. Now that the thing was past mend-
ing he made the best of it. His smile had re-

turned in all its serenity. "And now, Gar-
wood," he said, "as I have complied with

your requirements, al-

low me to say that

your conduct has not

been—ah—up to Hill-

top standards. Let me
suggest that you culti-

vate generosity."

Kenneth, who had
kept his back turned

since his last words,

swung around with an
angry retort on his

lips. But Joe's hand
pulled him back.

"Shut up, chum!"
whispered Joe. "Let
him go."

Kenneth swallow'ed

his anger and Mr.
Whipple, with a smil-

ing nod, followed by a

quickmalevolent glance

at Joe, turned away
from the group of

grinning faces.

Chuckles and quiet

snickers followed him.

There was joy in

the ranks of the enemy.
Only Kenneth showed
no satisfaction over

the instructor's dis-

comfiture for he re-

alized that the lat-

ter would hold him
partly accountable for

it.

Presently, the game
having come to an end
with the score 18

to 7 in Upper's favor,

he and Joe went back

together up the hill.

"I wish," said Joe,

with a frown, "you
had n't made that fuss

about the subscription.

Fellows will think

you 're stingy, I 'm

afraid."

"Well, they 'II have to think so then," re-

sjjonded Kenneth defiantly. "Anyhow, Hyde
had no business pitching into me about it like

that in public."

"No, that 's so," Joe acknowledged. "He
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had n't. I guess he *s got it in for you good

and hard. But don't you be worried."

"I 'm not," answered Kenneth. And he

did n't look to be.

"I 'm going to see Jim Marble before

Graft gets at him with a lot of yarns about

you," Joe continued.

"Thanks," said Kenneth. "I "wish you

would. I don't want

to lose all show for the

team."

"You bet you don't

!

You 're getting on

finely, too, are n't

you? I don't see how
you -work those long

throws of yours. Graft

says it 's just your fool

luck." Joe chuckled.

"I asked him why he

did n't cultivate a lit-

tle luck himself ! He 's

been playing like a

baby so far ; sloppy 's

no name for it
!"

"Think Marble no-

tices it?"

"Of course he no-

tices it! Jim don't

miss a thing. Why?"
"Nothing, only

—

well, I 've made up my
mind to beat Grafton
out ; and I 'm going to

do it!"

Two days later there

was deeper gloom than

ever in Lower House.
Upper had won the

first basket-ball game

!

And the score, 14 to 6,

did n't offer ground
for comfort. There
was no good reason

to suppose that the

next game, coming a week later, would result

very differently. Individually three at least

of the five players had done brilliant work.
Marble at center. Joe at left forward and
Collier at left guard having won applause

time and again. But Upper had far excelled

in team-work, especially on offense, and Low-
er's much-heralded speed had n't shown up.

On the defense, all things considered, Lower
had done fairly well, although most of tbe

honor belonged to Collier at left guard, Graf-

ton Hyde having played a slow, blundering

game in which he had apparently sought to

substitute roughness for science. More than

lialf of the fouls called on the Blue had been
made by Grafton. And, even though Upper
liad no very certain basket-thrower, still she

could n't have helped making a fair share of

those goals from fouls.

Kenneth had n't gone on until the last

I Never S.\w Them Before,' He S.\id Slmply." (See p.^ge 234.)

minute of plav, and he had not distinguished

liimself. In fact his one play had been a

failure. He had taken Grafton's place at right

guard. Carl Jones, Upper's big center, stole

the ball in the middle of the floor and suc-

ceeded in getting quite away from the field.

Kenneth saw the danger and gave chase, but

his lack of weight was against him. Jones

brushed him aside, almost under the basket,

and, while Kenneth went rolling over out of

bounds, tossed the easiest sort of a goal.

But Kenneth's lack of success on that oc-
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casion caused him to work harder than ever

in practice, and, on the following Thursday
the long-e.xpected happened. Grafton Hyde
went to the second team and Kenneth took, his

place at right guard on the first.

Chapter IV

SUSPENDED

Gr-Afton could scarcely believe it at first.

When he discovered that Jim Marble really

meant that he was to go to the second team
his anger almost got the better of him, and
the glance he turned from Jim to Kenneth
held nothing of affection. But he took his

place at right guard on the second and, al-

though with ill grace, played the position

while practice lasted. Kenneth took pains to

keep away from him since there was no tell-

ing what tricks he might be up to... The first

team put it all over the second that- day and

Jim Marble was smiling when time was
called and the panting players tumbled down-
stairs to the showers. On Friday practice

was short. Afier it was over Kenneth
stopped at the library on his way back to

Lower House. When he opened the door of

Number 12 he found Joe with his books

spread out, studying.

"Hello, where have you been?" asked Joe.
" Graft was in here a minute ago looking for

you. Said if you came in before dinner to

ask you to go up to his room a minute. Of
course," said Joe, grinning, "he may intend

to throw you out of the w-indow or give you
poison, but he talked sweetly enough. Still,

maybe you 'd better stay away
;
perhaps he 's

just looking for a chance to quarrel."

Kenneth thought a minute. Then he

turned toward the door.

"Going?" asked Joe.

"Yes."

"Well, if you 're not back by six I '11 head

a rescue party."

Grafton Hyde roomed by himself on the

third floor. His two rooms, on the corner of

the building, were somewhat elaborately fur-

nished, as befitted the apartments of "the

richest fellow in school." He had chosen

the third floor because he was under surveil-

lance less strict than were the first and second

floor boys. The teacher on the third floor was
Mr. Whipple and, as his rooms were at the

other end of the hall and as he paid little

attention at best to his charges, Grafton did

about as he pleased. To-night there was no

light shining through the transom when Ken-
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neth reached Number 21 and he decided that

CJrafton was out. But he would make sure

and so knocked at the door. To his surprise

he was told to come in. As he opened the

door a chill draft swept by him, a draft at

once redolent of snow and of cigarette smoke.

The room was in complete darkness, but a

form was outlined against one of the win-

dows, the lower sash of which was fully

raised, and a tiny red spark glowed there.

"Who is it?" asked Grafton's voice.

"Garwood," was the reply. "Joe said you
wanted me to look you up."

The spark suddenly dropped out of sight,

evidently tossed through the open window.
"Oh," said Grafton with a trace of embar-

rassment. "Er—wait a moment and I '11

light up."

"Don't bother," said Kenneth. "I can't

stay but a minute. I just thought I 'd see

what you wanted."

"Well, you '11 find a chair there by the

table," said Grafton, sinking back on the

window-seat. " Much obliged to you for com-

ing up."

There was a silence during which Kenneth
found the chair and Grafton pulled down the

window. Then,
"Look here, Garwood," said Grafton,

"you 've got my place on the team. I don't

say you did n't get it fair and square, because

you did. But I want it. You know me
pretty well and I guess you know I generally

get what I want. You 're a pretty good sort,

and you 're a friend of Joe's, and I like Joe,

but I might make it mighty uncomfortable

for you if I wanted to, which I don't. I '11

tell you what I '11 do, Garwood. You get

yourself back on the second team and I '11

make it right with you. If you need a little

money—-"

"Is that all?" asked Kenneth, rising.

" Hold on ! Don't get waxy ! Wait till I

explain. I '11 give you tweiity-five dollars,

Garwood. You can do a whole lot with

twenty-five dollars. And that 's a mighty
generous offer. All you 've got to do is to

play off for a couple of days. To-morrow
you could be kind of sick and not able to

play. No one would think anything about it,

and you can bet I would n't breathe a word
of it. What do you say?"

"I say you 're a confounded cad!" cried

Kenneth hotly. *

"Oh, you do, eh? I have n't offered

enough, I suppose!" sneered Grafton. "I

might have known that a fellow who would
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only give a dollar to the teams would be a

hard bargainer! Well, I 'm not stingy; I '11

call it thirty. Now, what do you say?"

"A\'hen you get your place back it '11 be by

some other means than buying it," said Ken-

neth contemptuously. He turned toward the

'door. "You have n't got enough money to

buy everything, you see ; and
—

"

There was a sharp knock on the door.

"If you say anything about this," whis-

pered Grafton hoarsely, "I '11— I '11—Come
in!"

"Who is here?" asked Mr. \\'hipple's voice

as the door swung open.

"I, sir, and Garwood," answered Grafton.

"Ah! Garwood I And which one of you,

may I ask, has been smoking cigarettes?"

There was a moment's silence. Then,

"Nobody in here, sir," answered Grafton.

"That will do, Hyde. Don't attempt to

shield him," said Mr. Whipple coldly. "Light

the gas, please."

Grafton slid off the window-seat and
groped toward where Kenneth was standing.

"Yes, sir," he said, "as soon as I can find

a match." He brushed heavily against Ken-
neth. "I beg your pardon, Garwood. I 'm

all turned around. Where— ? Oh, here

they are." A match flared and Grafton

lighted the drop-light. Mr. Whipple turned

to Kenneth, a triumphant smile on his thin

features.

"Well, what have you to say?" he asked.

"About what, sir?" inquired Kenneth.
"About smoking. You deny it then."

"Yes."

"Ah! And what about this?" Mr. Whip-
ple opened his hand and displayed a portion

of a cigarette with charred end. " You should

be more careful where you throw them, Gar-
wood. This came from the window just as I

was passing below."

"It 's not mine," was the answer.

"Oh, then it was you, Hyde?"
Grafton smiled and shrugged his shoulders.

"If you can find any cigarettes in my room,

sir, you—

"

"Pshaw! What 's the use in pretending?"
interrupted the instructor, viewing Kenneth
balefully. "I fancy I know where to look

for cigarettes, eh, Garwood? You have no
objection to emptying your pockets for me?"
"None at all, Mr. Whipple."
"Then, may I suggest that you do so?"

Kenneth dove into one pocket and brought
out a handkerchief and a small piece of

pencil, into the other and

—

"Ah!" said Mr. Whipple triumphantly.

In Kenneth's hand lay a piece of folded

paper, a skate strap and—a box of cigarettes

!

He stared at the latter bewilderedly for a

moment. Then he glanced sharply at Graf-

ton. That youth regarded him commiserat-

ingly and slowly shook his head.

"I '11 take those, if you please," said Mr.
Whipple. Kenneth handed them over.

"I never saw them before," he said simply.

"Oh, of course not," jeered the instructor.

"And the room rank with cigarette smoke!
That 's a pretty tall story, I think, Garwood.
You told me once that I would never catch

you smoking cigarettes. You see you were a

trifle mistaken. You may go to your room."

"I was n't smoking cigarettes," protested

Kenneth. " I never saw that box before in

my life. If Hyde won't tell I will. I came up
here and found him—

"

He stopped. What was the use? Telling

on another fellow was mean work, and, be-

sides, Mr. Whipple would n't believe him.

He had no proof to offer and all the evidence

was against him. He turned to the door.

On the threshold he looked back at Grafton.

"You sneak!" he said softly.

Then, with the angry tears blinding his

eyes, he hurried down to his room to unbur-

den his heart to Joe Brewster.

Joe was wildly indignant and was all for

dashing upstairs and "knocking the spots out

of Graft!" But Kenneth refused his con-"

sent to such a procedure.
" I '11 tell them the truth when they call

me up," he said. "If they don't believe me
they need n't."

Well, they did n't. Kenneth refused to in-

criminate Grafton and as all the evidence was
strongly against him he was held guilty. The
verdict was "suspension" as soon as Ken-
neth's parents could be communicated with.

Grafton denied having smoked with Kenneth
and got off with a lecture for permitting an

infraction of the rules in his study. Joe
stormed and sputtered, but as Kenneth had
bound him to secrecy he could do no more.

That night Upper and Lower met in the

second basket-ball game and Grafton Hyde
played right guard on the Lower House team.

Fate was kind to the Blues. Knox, Upper's

crack right forward, was out of the game
with a twisted ankle and when the last whis-

tle blew the score board declared Lower House
the winner by a score of 12 to 9. And Lower
House tramped through the snow, around and
around the campus, and made night hideous
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with songs and cheers until threatened by the

faculty with dire punishment if they did not

at once retire to their rooms. And up in

Number 12 Kenneth, feeling terribly out of

it all, heard and was glad of the victory.

Sunday afternoon he spent in packing his

trunk, for, in spite of Joe's pleadings, he was
determined not to return to Hilltop when
his term of suspension was over. He ex-

pected to hear from his father in the morn-
ing, in which case he would take the noon

train to New York on the first stage of his

journey.

That night they sat up late, since it was to

be their last evening together, and Joe was
very miserable. He begged Kenneth to go

to Doctor Randall and tell just what had oc-

curred. But Kenneth shook his head.

"He would n't believe me if I did," he

said. "And, anyhow, what 's the use of stay-

ing while Whipple 's here? He 'd get me
fired sooner or later. No, the best way to do
is to quit now. I 'm sorry, Joe ;

you and I

were getting on together pretty well, were n't

we?"
"Ves," answ-ered Joe sadly. And then he

became reminiscent and asked whether Ken-
neth remembered the way they kicked the

furniture around that first evening and how
Kenneth had joshed Grafton Hyde.
When they at last went to bed Kenneth

found himself unable to sleep. Eleven o'clock

struck on the town clock. From across the

room came Joe's regular breathing and Ken-
neth, punching his pillow into a new shape,

envied him. For a half-hour longer he tossed

and turned, and then slumber came to him,

vet so fitfully that he was wide awake and

out of bed the instant that that first shrill

cry of "Fire!" sounded in the corridor.

( To he continued,)

A Little Red Ridi.s'G-hood of To-dav.
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Pinkey Perkins: Just a Boy
By Captain Harold Hammond, U. S. A.

Illustrated by George Varian

THE BATTLE OF THE SNOW FORTS

When school convened after the holidays,

the school-house yard naturally became the

center of activity for winter games of all

kinds. An unusually great amount of snow had

fallen and lay undisturbed on the ground, with

the exception of the enormous piles border-

ing the newly-cleared walks leading from the

gates to the school-house. Everybody had

studiously avoided the enclosure during the

holidays,' preferring to spend their midwin-

ter playtime at places farther away from the

daily grind of study.

At recess time everything was in full blast

and all felt that the reopening of school was

not such a regrettable occasion after all. Be-

fore school was called the boys had tramped

down a large circle in the snow, with intersect-

ing lines like the spokes of a wheel, designed

for playing "Fox and Geese." Everybody

played and played liard and when it was time

to go in again the surface of the school yard

had entireh lost its untrampled appearance.

That afternoon before school began, as

the bovs were rushing around the well-beaten

paths. Pinkey noticed some of the girls, Har-

riet Warren among them, standing on the

walk watching them. He imagined that he

detected traces of regret on the faces of

some, caused no doubt by there being no

chance for them to enjoy the game as the

boys were doing. They could not make a

ring for themselves, had there been avail-

able space, for the snow was too deep for

them to wade in.

"Say, fellows," he exclaimed on reaching

"home"—the "hub" of the wheel—after

a lively chase around the rim of the circle,

"we 've had enough of this for a while;

what do you say to quitting and building a

couple of snow forts and letting the girls

come over here and play?"

"That 's what!" shouted Joe Cooper,

"I 've had enough of this. Let 's build a

couple of forts that '11 be dandies and then

have a regular war and battles, and sieges."

"We won't have to build but one to have

a war," spoke up Bunny Morris, who had

come up just in time to hear the last two re-

marks ; "Shiner Brayley and Ed Lewis and

a lot more o' the ' South-Enders' are over there

now, rolling snowballs for a fort. They said

that they were going to build one and run

us out of our fox and geese game."

"Oh, that 's it, is it?" said Pinkey eagerly.

"^^'ell, all right, if they want to run us out

of something, we '11 build a fort too and let

'em run us out of that." Then turning to

the girls he added :

" Come on, girls, and play

here if you want to, we 're going to build

a fort."

Instantly all was activity of a different

sort. As usual, Pinkey took command and

organized his forces so as to get the best

results in the quickest time.

"Bunny," he said, "you and Joe start over

there by that big tree and begin rolling a

big snowball. Roll it this way so that by

the time it 's big enough, it '11 be where we
want it. Shorty, you and Billy start at the

fence and roll another in this direction.
.
By

this plan, you see we won't have to handle

them any after they get big enough to use."

Thus directing the work and lending a

helping hand here and there wherever he

could be of most assistance, Pinkey began the

erection of what he was determined should be

the largest snow fort Enterprise had ever

seen.

Eddie and Shiner saw what the North-

Enders were doing and accepted the silent

challenge with great glee. Nothing was

said by either side and no attempt was made
to hinder the progress of either party.

It was impossible to make much of a show-

ing on either fort during the remainder of

the noon hour, but at recess the boys took

up the work with renewed vigor, rolling the

large snowballs into rows and filling in the

spaces between with smaller balls and large

handfuls of snow. Both forts were large

238
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and roomy inside, and at each end of the

main wall shorter walls were built extend-

ing to the rear as a defense against attack

from the sides.

The forts faced each other squarely, each

extending from the heaps of snow which

bordered the broad main walk some dis-

tance out into the yard, and with but fair

snowball range between them.

"Let 's elect somebody captain," suggested

Building the Fort.

Bunny, as they started into the school-house

after recess, "then we '11 know who 's boss

on our side." He and all the others knew
that Pinkey was the real leader but there

had been some comments about " Pinkey Per-

kins running everything" and Bunny de-

sired a formal acknowledgment of Pin-

key's authority. The matter was put to vote

and sure enough Pinkey was elected cap-

tain.

When school was dismissed for the day,

and the North-Enders crowded around their

jiartly-constructed fort, Pinkey expressed his

views on the need for haste.

"Now, fellows," said he, "let 's go right

ahead with this fort as fast as we can, be-

cause the sooner we get it done the sooner we
can defend ourselves. The South-Enders are

ahead of us now and there 's no telling how
soon they '11 pitch in and want to fight."

This appeal met with instant response and
all set to work immediately, strengthening

their defenses at all

points. Eddie and
his crowd worked
after school too and
many a boasting as-

sertion and good-

natured threat was
hurled back and forth

as the work went
on. Snowballing.how-
ever, was studiously

avoided by both sides.

By the time it had
begun to grow dark,

both forts were quite

near completion, but

to Pinkey they seemed
to lack something.

After a moment's
thought he said

:

"Say, fellows, we 've

got to have a flag on
our fort ; every fort

you ever heard of had
a flag on it."

"That 's what,"
spoke up Shorty ea-

gerly, "and I 've got

a flag too. I '11 bring

it to school in the

morning. Let 's build

up a place for it in

the middle of the

front wall."

After a few min-

utes' work at rolling three good-sized snow-

balls and placing them one on top of the

other on the middle of the main parapet,

the boys took a few farewell admiring glances

at their fort and started homeward.
In some way, Pinkey's idea to have a flag

on the fort found its way to the ears of some

of the South-Enders, and next morning im-

agine Pinkey's surprise when, on approaching

the school yard with several of his little army,

he could see a flag proudly waving from the

parapet of the South-Enders' fort.
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Shorty was carrying the North-Enders' flag

and it relieved Pinkey's disappointment

greatly to see that the staff to which he had

tacked it was fully twice as long as that of

the others and that the flag was much
larger.

No sooner had they entered the school-

yard than the South-Enders opened fire on

them with a store of snowballs which they

had made while awaiting the enemy's ar-

rival. The North-Enders, with Pinkey in

the lead, made a dash for their fort, keeping

up a running fire all the time, and soon gained

their shelter without suffering severe loss.

^\'hile dodging one snowball, however. Bunny
had received the full effect of another

squarely in the eye, which caused him in-

stantly to lose interest in the war for some

minutes and to sit well under the cover of

the fortification and nurse his injured optic.

"Make up a lot of snowballs now, every-

body," ordered Pinkey, once all were inside,

"so you can keep 'em down while Shorty

and I plant the flag." Pinkey and all those

of his age in school were deep in the study

of history just at this time and all were de-

sirous that things should be done strictly in

accordance with their ideas of the rules

governing war.

The fort had been so constructed that a

wide, well-packed ledge of snow ran all

around the inside, upon which the defend-

ers could stand while throwing snowballs.

Pinkey arranged his fellows along this ledge.

which was about a foot in height, and at

the word from him all rose into view, ready

to engage the enemy, while he and Shorty

flag in hand, sprang upon the parapet.

"Let 'em have it, fellows!" shouted Pinkey.

as the missiles began to shower upon him and
Shorty, "keep them interested. Don't let up!"

So strong were his defenders in their sup-

ply of ammunition and so accurate was their

aim that he and Shorty succeeded in sinking

the sharp end of the flagstaff deep into the

pile of snow built up for the purpose, and
in jumping down again without suffering

more serious damage than a few glancing

blows from the other side.

As soon as the flag was firmly planted on

the parapet, the North-Enders set up a cheer

and threw up their caps in proud salute to

.their starrv emblem.
Both sides seemed to use their ammunition

cautiously, throwing only when some one
in the enemy's fort raised his head well into

view above his protecting wall of snow.

"Stop throwing, fellows,''' exclaimed Pin-

key suddenly, after a hasty glance over the

parapet toward the other fort, "here comes

a flag o' truce."

Instantly all heads appeared above the

wall to look. Sure enough, there was Shiner

Brayley bearing high above his head a white

handkerchief tied to a small stick and march-

ing straight toward the North-Enders' fort.

"Go and see what he wants. Bunny." said

Pinkey, making no sign of going himself.

I'l.A.NTING Till; l'L.\G.

"Why don't you go, Pinkey?" inquired

Joe, "you 're captain."

"Have n't you studied enough history to

know that they never do that way?" Pinkey

replied. "One commander always sends

somebody with a flag o' truce and the other

commander sends somebodv out to see what

the message is. Go ahead, Bunny."
Bunny strutted proudly out of the fort

and met Shiner about midway between the

lines. After a few moments' whispered con-

versation, Bunnv returned to report to Pin-

key the message Shiner had brought.

"Shiner says that Ed Lewis thinks that

neither side can ever drive the other out of
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its fort and wants to make a bargain that

whichever side can capture the other's tlag

wins the war and gets both forts."

"Tell Shiner to tell Ed Lewis that I agree

to his terms," replied Pinkey in his most

official tone, while the others stood by and

uttered mingled approvals of Pinkey's action

and threats toward the South-Enders.

When Bunny had delivered Pinkey's re-

l)ly and had returned once more to the fort,

hostilities were renewed, with increased vigor

by both sides.

All that day, during playtime, the battle

waged fast and furious and the events of the

morning proved to Pinkey that to capture

the flag of either side with the force at hand

and without outwitting the other was scarcely

possible, so after school he called his warriors

about him and proposed a plan he had made
during the afternoon.

"I 've been thinking about this business,"

he said, "and have decided that to capture

the South-Enders' flag, we 've got to catch

'em nappin'. Now I 've got a scheme that

means a lot o' work, but if we carry it out we
can capture their flag as easy as pie."

"What is it?" "Let 's do it." "What
do we care for work?" were a few of the

many expressions of approval which greeted

the proposal from all sides. There seemed

to be no obi'ections whatever, though none

knew what the scheme was.

"Let 's dig a tunnel from our fort, length-

wise through that long pile o' snow that was

shovelled oflE the walk, clear up to the South-

Enders' fort and leave just a thin wall o'

snow so if we can coax 'em outside and keep

'em engaged somebody can slip through the

tunnel, break into their fort and capture the

flag and the war will be won for our side."

It will be remembered that one end of

each fort rested against this long pile of

snow, which in places was nearly as high as

a boy's head.

"Just the scheme, course we '11 do it,"

exclaimed Shorty, fairly jumping up and

down, "let 's begin."

"No," warned Pinkey, "not now. We 've

got to get shovels and do it late this evening

by moonlight when no one 's around. Every-

body must be here right after supper, sure."

All consented to this arrangement and the

band of braves departed for home, with a

parting injunction from Pinkey to keep quiet

and not to let any one know where they were

going even after supper.

Promptly after supper, every North-Ender
Vol. \XXIV.— 31.

returned to the school vard and about half

of them had shovels, a few being thoughtful

enough to bring stove shovels to be used where
the others would be too large.

It was a long and tedious job that they

undertook, for at no place could they stand

erect in the tunnel and here and there they

had to crouch down at their w-ork to keep

from breaking through above.

"Let 's w'ork from both ends," suggested

Bunny, "and get done tw-ice as quick. There
are enough of us. We can start inside the

other fort and then cover up the hole when
we get through."

This was a happy thought and it was at

once carried into effect, one party starting

from the interior of each fort and working

toward the other. This hastened the work
wonderfully and in less time than Pinkey had
dared hope, after seeing what a task they

had undertaken, the two parties met about

half-way between the two forts. The snow
which had been dug from their own end of

the tunnel was stored in their fort, but that

which came from the other end had to be

scattered to avoid suspicion.

"Everything 's all ready now," said Pin-

key gleefully, "just as soon as we plug up
the place where we started to digging in the

South-Enders' fort. I wonder how they 'd

like it if they knew we had been in there

ourselves
!"

It was but the task of a few minutes to

cover up all traces of their having been in

the enemy's works and when the crowd gath-

ered up their shovels and departed there was

no indication of all they had accomplished,

save the piles of snow in the North- Enders'

fort. They had even closed up the entrance

to the tunnel from their own fort as a matter

of precaution against some one seeing it.

Strictly according to instructions nearly

all the North-Enders were assembled in their

fort early the next morning and had their

flag flying before the South-Enders arrived.

As a part of Pinkey's scheme, he and Bunny
kept themselves hidden from view, so that the

enemy might not miss them when they ab-

sented themselves during the fight.

Soon Eddie appeared, coming around the

corner, with Shiner as flag-bearer immedi-

ately behind him. Following them as closely

as possible came the South-End warriors,

stronger in numbers than on the previous

day. Eddie had enlisted a number of the

younger boys on his side without regard to

what part of town they came from. They
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had been envious spectators of the war and was awaiting them, Pinkey made preparations

now were elated at Eddie's invitation to take to begin his attack.

part. "All ready, fellows." he said in an under-
"They 've got nearly twice as many as we tone, "everybody but Bunny and me move

have, Pinkey," complained Bunny, with some out now, slowly and carefully as though you

I'l.s'Ktv Held Forth thi; Captikkd Flag hi mi IIi^ I.i i r Hamj
Extended His Right toward His .\stu.nimii.d Fue.

concern, "and they '11 make a rush for us as

soon as they get their flag up."
"I don't care how many they 've got."

said Pinkey, bravely, still keeping under
cover, "the more the better, 'cause the more
they have, the further they '11 get away from
their fort and that 's what we want."
As soon as the South- Enders had planted

their flag, amid the storm of snowballs that

were afraid, but be careful that they don't

get closer to our fort than you are, for that 's

what they '11 be looking for. Bunny and I

will go through the tunnel and as soon as you

see .we 've got their flag, hurry back here as

fast as you can."

Out they went, as Pinkey had directed,

throwing and dodging, advancing and re-

treating, endeavoring to draw the enemy from
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behind liis breastworks. There was a large

crowd of spectators watching the battle, for

by now the war between the two sides had
gained considerable attention from the older

pupils as well as the younger ones.

Some of the spectators cheered for one

side and some for the other and, as the fight

waxed hot, words of encouragement could be

heard for both from all sides.

As Pinkey had hoped, the South- Enders
left their shelter with a rush and a yell and
endeavored to drive his side back into their

fort where, with their superior force, they

might win added glory by capturing the flag

in hand to hand conflict.

"Pinkey Perkins is n't with them." shouted

Shiner, "we '11 get them on the run now, all

right."
" Bet he stayed away on purpose so as not

to be here when we captured his flag," re-

plied Eddie. "Is n't that just like him?"
Meantime Pinkey and Bunny had crept

through their tunnel until they had reached

the end. Pinkey listened with beating heart

to see if the occupants were gone and he

could tell by the noise coming from outside

the fort that the way was clear for his haz-

ardous venture.

"Now, Bunny!" he said, "Come on ; we 've

no time to lose."

Bursting through the thin wall of snow
that separated them from the interior of the

South-Enders' fort, Pinkey. crouching low
and followed closely by Bunny, rushed to the

center of the enclosure and started to scramble

upon the parapet.

"Gimme a boost. Bunny." he whispered
hoarsely, "quick!"

Bunny did as he was bid and in another
second, even before any of the enemy had seen

his clever move, Pinkey had seized the flag-

staff, pulled it from its position and was wav-
ing it around his head in high glee over his

victory.

But he dare not tarry long. The South-
Enders had discovered how they had been
tricked, and here they came pell-mell, shout-

ing at the tops of their voices, on a mad rush

to catch Pinkey before he could escape.

"Catch him! catch him! Don't let 'im get

away!" shouted Eddie, who had been leading

the fight in the opposite direction and was
now among those farthest off from the fort.

But they were too late. Pinkey and Buiinv
were into the tunnel again before any of their

]jursuers could get to the fort and were hur-

rying back to their own defenses as fast

as they could go. Pinkey clutched the flag-

staft' tightly in his hand and, as he went,

draiiL;e<l it behind him through the tunnel.
" Push uj) here and there. Bunny, and

loosen the snow so the roof '11 cave in," said

Pinkey. as soon as they got well started back.

Bunny did as he was ordered and thus

effectually put a stop to pursuit by that ave-

nue, had such action been intended.

"We 've got her!" shouted Pinkey, as he

emerged from the tunnel into his own fort

just as the others were returning. "Now let 's

get up on the fort and give three cheers for

the South-Enders."
With a will did everybody join him in

carrying out his suggestion, for none desired

to humiliate those whom they had defeated.

^\'he^ the spectators heard the cheers and
learned whom they were for, everybody,

South-Enders, spectators and all, returned the

cheer with generous interest.

Then, to the surprise of all, Pinkey, with-

out a word to any one jumped from the par-

apet down upon the ground in front, and
marching straight up to T^ddie, held forth the

captured flag with his left hand and extended

his riglit toward his astonished foe.

Eddie could not refuse such an open-

hearted and generous oft'er for peace, and with

a face flushing red at the thought of Pin-

key's thus removing the sting of defeat, he ac-

cepted the proffered flag with one hand and.

amid the renewed cheers of everybody, grasped

Pinkey's outstretched hand \vith the other,

thus ending the war with good feelings on all

sides.

As the pupils were entering the school-

house half an hour afterward, Harriet Warren,

whose silence until now had been as deep as

her interest in the outcome of the struggle,

said to Pinkey

:

"It was fine, Pinkey—the w-ay you captured

the flag, and I 'm glad your side won, but

it was finer still the way you gave it back to

Eddie. How did you come to think of

either plan?"

"Well," said Pinkey, trying to hide the

feeling of exultation which swept over him,

"we were trying to make it like real war and

capturing the flag was what they call strategy

in the history we 're studying. Their taking

the flag back was what they call 'accepting

defeat with the honors of war,' I suppose."
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In Wildwood Hollow, t' other eve,

they had a Christmas tree,

And scores of pretty presents filled

the animals with glee.

Sir Reynard smiled a foxy smile,

and scarce his joy could hush.

When presented with a fine, new
comb, to match his handsome
" brush."

Old Bruin's wife gave him a bo.\,

to hold his many " cuffs "
;

Miss Centipede, whose feet were
cold, had a hundred warm foot-

muffs.



/y^apsT'^^ The hedgehog had a bottle of ink,

in which to dip his " quills,"

And all the birds had wallets new,

in which to keep their " bills."

Miss Wildcat an umbrella had,

( she 's often in a " squall "
;

)

Miss Peacock, hooks for all her

" eyes," and the bat received a

ball.

The monkey had an interesting

book of "Jungle Tales,"

And Mr. Alligator had a brand

new set of " scales."

The buffalo, in gladsome mood,
pranced gaily round and round.

When his own name upon a pair

of " bellows " he had found
;

In short, for each and every one,

a useful gift was planned,

And merry grunts and roars and
growls were heard on every

hand.

....=™j^_ m^-
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Rainy X)ayAxnusexaenls in tKe Nursery

FIRST PAPER-" CLOTHES-PIN TOYS "-BY LINA BEARD
How to amuse the children and keep them
quiet for hours together can often be solved

by giving them a lot of nice, clean, wooden
clothes-pins to play with.

No manufactured building-blocks or kin-

dergarten toys can equal them in this respect.

come toward your left hand and to lie directly

over the heads of the first two clothes-pins,

(Fig. 3) A and A. Continue building in this

The following are the directions for mak-
ing the farm-yard and church shown on

page 248.

Use ordinary S-inch wooden clothes-pins for

most of the work. To erect the lou-house

way, always alternating the ends of the

clothes-pins, first the heads, next the open
ends, then the heads, and so on.

You will need twenty-eight clothes-pins for

one section of the saddle-bag log-house, seven

pairs of pins extending from side to side and
seven pairs from front to back. A short dis-

tance from and parallel to this little structure

build another like it, always being careful to

place the clothes-pins with the open side

place two clothes-pins on the floor or table a

few inches apart, have them parallel with

heads toward your left hand (Fig. 1 ) . Across
and on top of these lay two more with both
heads facing you (Fig. 2). Then build on
two over the last, allowing the open ends to

downward that they may lie flat and steady,—

-

if placed on the rounded side the pins may
turn and slip and the structure will fall down.

246
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For the roof of the house fold lialf a sheet

of ordinary newspaper lengthwise through

the center into a long, double strip, fold and

crease the strip crosswise through the center;

then as the folded strip lies before you bend

back one end about Sy^ inches (Fig. 5), turn

the paper over and bend back the other end

(Fig. 6). Open out the strip and you will

have a peaked roof of two thicknesses of

newspaper (Fig. 7). Lift the paper with

both hands, one hand at each end, and, push-

ing the central bend slightly together, lay

the paper across both buildings so that the

center will come over the middle of the open

way between the two little log structures
;
you

will then have a miniature saddle-bag log-

cabin, as shown in the lower picture on the

next page.

Begin the fence at the right hand side of

the grounds and build toward the left, lay the

open end of one clothes-pin on the head of an-

FlG. 9-

other and when the first layer of rails extends

as far as desired, commence again at the right

hand and build on a second layer of clothes-

pin rails (Fig. 8).

Make a gateway-post by running the open
end of one clothes-pin through the open side

of a second clothes-pin, push the second pin

up a little and slide the end of the first pin

through the side of a third pin, bringing the

upright pin on the outside of one horizontal

pin and on the inside of the other (Fig. 9).

Make a second post in the same manner and
attach each post to one end of the front open-

ing of the fence by sliding one fence rail be-

tween the horizontal pins of the post (Fig 9

B and B). Then build another pin on top as

shown in the photograph on the next page.

If you have shorter clothes-pins use them

for the buck-saw, slip the two open ends of

two pins through each other, do the same
with two more clothes-pins, then stand the

two X's, you have made, near each other and
lay a clothes-pin across the space, resting one

end on each of the X supports (Fig. 4 on

the preceding page).

The woodpile is simply a pile of clothes-pins

alternating head and open end. On each

end of the pile is an upright clothes-pin stuck

far enough through a horizontal pin to hold

it firm, as shown in Fig. 16.

Tear a strip crosswise from half a sheet of

new-spaper, tear the strip into fine fringe,

roll the untorn edge into a wad and push the

wad into the open end of a clothes-pin, stand

the pin on its head and lo ! there is a little

tree (Fig. 10).

Select a short clothes-pin for the little

mountain lady, fashion her dress skirt of a

strip of newspaper, gather the paper along

one edge with your fingers and tie the gath-

ered edge around the clothespin a short dis-

FlG. 12. Fig. 13. Fig. 14.

tance beneath the head (Fig. 12). Cut a

three-cornered piece' of red tissue paper or of

newspaper for her shawl (Fig. 13) and make

a sunbonnet of a folded strip of white tissue

paper or a single strip of newspaper, bring
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the two ends of the paper together forming a

loop and pin the top back edges of the loop

together, put it on the little clothes-pin head

and tie a string around the neck over the

bonnet (Fig. 14).

When the pioneer home is finished build

the log-church. For this you must have long

logs ; form them of two clothes-pins with the

open ends slid firmly in together (Fig. 11),

then erect the main portion of the structure

by building it up in log-cabin style to a suf-

ficient height ; on the top lay a flat roof of

the long logs, and on the center front of the

roof build a little log-house of single clothes-

pins as you build the one half of the pioneer

cabin. The little log-house on the roof forms
part of the steeple ; make its roof of a layer

of single clothes-pins running across from side

to side. Build a sawbuck (Fig. 4) on top of

this little roof to form the peak of the steeple.

Make the sawbuck upside down with the

heads of the pins resting on the roof and one
of the X ends facing the front of the church.

This will make the peak of the roof.

Now stand two clothes-pins in the open side

of one pin to form one side of the church
entrance ; make the other side in the same
way; then lay a clothes-pin along the top of

each side with head facing vou. Over the

The Log Chukch.

the children but at the same time give them
an idea of how the pioneers had to build their

homes with the material at hand. The cost

Showing, Completed, all the Toys Described in the Preceding Pages

last pins build on a roof by laying clothes-

pins across from side to side. Fig. 15 shows
the log-church completed.

These interesting little toys not only amuse

of these home-made toys is almost nothing, as

only clothes-pins and a newspaper are re-

quired, both of which are common enough
in almost every household.



Sentimental Sunny
By Stella George Stern

Sentimental Sunny
Was a very funny bunny,

Tearing daisy petals off to try his

fate

;

But his love, the Lady Rabbit,

Did n't like the daisy habit,

So she turned her back on him and
went and ate.

Arctic Advantages

By Mary Catherine Callan

"It 's bedtime, dear," they always say

Just when I 'm at my nicest play;

And then I wish for Arctic climes,-

Where day is six months long, at times.

Vol. XXXIV—32. »«

But, when the breakfast bell I hear.

My bed does seem so snug and dear,

I yawn and long with all my might
For six good months of Arctic night.



An Indian Letter

By T. R. Porter

The Painted Signs on a Piece of Leather—Running Buffalo's Letter to Oo-Nuzhe-Cuda.

Some time ago Running Buffalo, a big chief of

the Sioux tribe, wished to write a letter to Oo-
Nuzhe-Cuda, of the Omaha Indian tribe ; he
wished to tell his friend how his farm and his

herds were getting along, and to assure the

Omaha that the Sioux was now living like a

white man and would continue to do so all

the rest of his life.

But Running Buffalo did not know a word
of the Omaha language, and Oo-Nuzhe-Cuda
did not know a word of the Sioux tongue.

Now when an American wants to write to

a Spaniard, and neither understands the lan-

guage of the other, the American gets an in-

terpreter to change the English words into

Spanish, and the Spaniard gets his letter in

words he can understand.

But there was no interpreter between the

Sioux and the Omaha, and then Running Buf-

falo, being a brave of the old school, did not

know a single one of the " signs " which a

white man can write on paper, and another

white man can "read," or, by looking at them,

can tell what the maker of the signs meant.

Running Buffalo had always steadfastly refused

to learn a single word of the white man's lan-

guage. He wanted to remain a Sioux Indian.

But while Running Buffalo could not write

English, he could make the "pictures" that

any Indian of any tribe on the great North
American continent could understand. If a

Moqui Indian from Arizona, a Seminole from
Florida, and a Crow Indian from Montana
should meet and wish to tell each other where
the best camping ground is, they would have

a difficult time talking each other's language,

for all three are different. But these three

Indians from three different tribes would sim-

ply begin making signs, and then each Indian

would soon understand just what the other

two were saying.

So Running Buffalo got a piece of leather

a sharp stick, and some black mineral paint

which he himself made out of the material

which the Sioux have used to make war paint

of for many centuries. Then he began to

make signs on the piece of leather. And here

is a photograph of it, showing the signs which
Running Buffalo sent to his friend, Oo-Nuzhe-
Cuda.

Running Buffalo lives over on the great

Sioux Indian reservation, in South Dakota.
And Oo-Nuzhe-Cuda, being an Omaha, lives

over in Nebraska where the Omaha tribe has
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its reservation. Running Buffalo took liis

letter to the Indian Agent and got the Agent
to address it to Oo-Nuzhe-Cuda, over on the

Omaha reservation. And when Oo-Nuzhe-
Cuda received the piece of painted leather,

this is the way he read the signs which
Running Buffalo had made for him.

"The way to the old Indian life (signified

by the tepee or wigwam) is barred, and I can

no more return thereto (the bars are before the

tepee). I am now living in the white man's

way and I have a horse (shown by the picture

of the horse), seven head of cattle (seven dots

under the horns) and a farm (the square sur-

mounted by a plow).
" My squaw (the circle inclosing a dot), my-

self (the triangle) and my son (the dot follow-

ing the other sign) have come a long and

crooked (eventful) path (the crooked sign fol-

lowing the sign for the boy). We have lived

many years and our lives have been full of

adventure. But I am now getting old and
feeble ; the fires of life are almost extinguished

(the small fire sign on the ground within the

circle represents the fire burning low in an
Indian tepee); my energies are almost spent;

I am an old man. Even the last warpath
(the flying arrow) upon which I traveled (the

last war in which I took part) lasted only two

half moons (one month, signified by the two

dots in a half moon).
" But my squaw, myself and my son are

now living in peace. I have smoked the pipe

of peace (the ornaments on the pipe show it

to be a ' peace pipe ') and I have abandoned
the warpath forever. I can never again go

on the warpath; there is a barrier^ in the way
(the bars separate the flying arrow from the

pipe of peace) ; and I will live in peace forever,

my squaw, myself and my son.
" Running Buffalo."

(In the signature the "horns" are intended

to stand for buffalo ; the snaky line means
"running.")

And so, after reading this queer " letter," Oo-
Nuzhe-Cuda knew that his friend. Running
Buffalo, was living in peace, had a farm and a

herd of cattle, and was an old man.
But while Oo-Nuzhe-Cuda cannot read

Sioux, he knows English as -well as any other

every-day American. Although he is a mem-
ber of the Omaha Indian tribe, he is a white

man and is not an Indian at all.

The first time he went among the Indians,

long, long ago, he wore a suit of gray clothes,

and the Indians immediately named him Oo-
Nuzhe-Cuda, which means "The Man Who
Wears Gray Clothes," and they have called

him by that name for more than 40 years.

But the white men call him Thomas H. Tib-

bies, and in 1904 Mr. Tibbies was the candi-

date of the Populists for Vice-President of the

United States.

Years ago, Mr. Tibbies came west and
settled in Nebraska. He was out on the

plains scouting and hunting a great deal, and
soon became well known to the Indians. At
that time the Omaha tribe hved in eastern

Nebraska and Mr. Tibbies spent much of

his time with them. After a while they
adopted him into their tribe, and gav.e him
the full rights of an Indian warrior.

While out hunting one cold winter day
years and years ago, Mr. Tibbies and a party

of Omahas were camped on the banks of the

Niobrara river in northern Nebraska. The
river was frozen over. After awhile, there ap-

peared a single Indian on the opposite bank
of the river. He signaled that he was hungry.

Mr. Tibbies answered and beckoned fiim to
" come on," and turned the palms of his hands
toward the strange Indian. That meant that

he would be received as a friend.

The Indian started across the ice. Suddenly
the ice wavered and broke and down went the

redskin into the " Swift Running Water " (that

is the meaning of " Niobrara "). The water

was shallow, but was filled with quicksands.

Tying a lariat around his waist, Mr. Tibbies,

at the risk of his own life, rescued the strange

Indian, brought him to the shore, and gave
him warm, dry clothing, fed him and kept him
for several days.

The stranger was Running Buffalo, a sub-

chief of the Sioux. He had been wounded by
a buffalo in the hunt and had strayed from
the tents of his people.

When Running Buffalo was well, he started

for the Sioux country, after vowing eternal

friendship to Mr. Tibbies, whom he claimed as

his " brother." The entire conversation was
carried on in the sign language, because
neither could talk the language of the other.

These two men, Running Buffalo, the Sioux,

and Mr. Tibbies, Oo-Nuzhe-Cuda, the ^\'hite-

Omaha, have corresponded for nearly forty

years. Their letters are always written in

" picture " writing, and are sent at intervals of

two or three years. The two men have met
half a dozen times only since Running Buffalo

was rescued from the quicksands. But each

prizes highly the picture-letters of the other.



Mother Goose Continued

By Anna Marion Smith
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There he lay, stretched out on the ground,

While all the company gathered around
;

When, valiantly stifling his tears and his

groans.

He sadly addressed them in quavering tones.

A. /

.

' Friends," said Humpty, wiping his eyes,
" This sudden descent was an awful surprise.

It inclines me to think,— you may laugh at

my views,

—

That a seat that is humble is safest to choose.
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' All are not fitted to sit on a

wall,

Some have no balance, and some
are too small

;

Many have tried it and found, as I

guess.

They 've ended, like me, in a terrible

mess.

" Hark, you horses, and all you king's

Hear it, and never forget it |

again!
|||

'T is those who are patient in seats

that are low,

Who some day get up in high places

and crow."

Then they took him and put him to bed.

I hope you '11 remember the things that

he said

;

For all the king's horses and all the

king's men
Never once thought of his sermon again.



A Twelfth-Night Story

By Mary Bradley

"Frau Precht," in a German legend of Twelftli-Xight, is a lovely lady who rocks

the cradles of neglected children, and sings them to sleep. But when the careless

nurses return, she frightens them by appearing as a monstrous bat.

'T WAS the blessed eve of Epiphany,

All frosty and keen and bright

;

The moon sailed up in a silver sea.

The snow underfoot was as white.

And Rika, the pert little nursery-maid.

Was hurrying down the street,

With a ribl)on tied in her flaxen braid,

And dancing-shoes on her feet.

She had tucked the children into their

beds,

And left them shaking with fear

;

' For if you so much as lift your heads,

The bat will certainly hear."

The little ones huddled as mute as mice

All under their beds of down,
And Rika laughed at her own device

As she fastened her Sunday gown.

" They '11 drop asleep and forget it all,

And for once I '11 take the chance.

While the gracious mistress goes to a ball.

To go myself to a dance."

So off she skipped, the gay little maid,

In her buckled shoes so smart,

And the children shook in their beds, afraid

At the beat of each little heart.

The moon was low in the frosty sky

When gay little Rika came
;

She climbed the stair with a footstep shy.

For she knew she had been to blame.

Through the long, dark corridor she crept.

With a guilty fear at her soul

;

And she thanked her stars that her nurslings

slept.

As into the room she stole.

But oh!— but oh! what creature was that

W'hich lurked in the shadow there.

With wings like a bat, and claws like a cat,

To catch herself by the hair ?

Down, down she fell in a sudden swoon,

And lay in a woeful plight

Till the stars had set, and the waning moon
Was dim in the dawn's gray light.

The children were waking with smiling looks

From a dream of the loveliest things,

And their tongues ran faster than running

brooks
With the tale of its happenings

:

A lady as beautiful as a queen,

A dove on a lily spray.

And a wonderful tree in whose boughs so

green

Hung dolls that could talk and play

!

They had never dreamed such a dream before,

And the pale little nursery-maid

The more she listened, she wondered more.

And the more she was afraid.

But she learned a lesson that was not lost

;

For never, never since then,

With a tale of witch, or goblin, or ghost,

Has she frightened the children again.



By Charles F. Holder

Illustrated by I. W. Taber

Whether it is from long association with fish

and fishing I cannot say, but Santa Catalina

is famous for its fishing dogs. During various

seasons spent on_ this island I have made the

acquaintance of several of these dogs, all more

or less remarkable.

One evening I was sitting on the beach,

watching the flying fish, when I noticed one of

these little dogs, a black spaniel-like fellow,

who answered to the name of Dandy on week-

days, but on Sunday is known as Dude by his

fisherman owner. He was standing at the edge

of the water, where the waves gently washed
his feet, gazing earnestly out to sea. In a

moment a big flying-fish came soaring in, strik-

ing the water several feet from the shore.

Dandv, for it was a week day, dashed at it and

seemed very much disappointed at its dis-

appearance. Soon another fish came in, chased

by an albicore, and struck the pebbles, and be-

fore it could flutter back into the water Dandy
had seized and carried it proudly up the

beach to his master.

Dandy with his companion. Prince, an old

long-haired poodle, shaved on a portion of his

body, invariably went out with the boatman
and apparently understood everything he said.

When fishing one day, a huge black sea bass

took a line and made so desperate an effort to

escape that the anchor had to be taken up and

the fish allowed to tow the boat about and tire

itself out. The moment the fish was hooked.

the dogs displayed the greatest excitement,

barking and rushing from one end of the boat

to the other
;
gazing anxiously down into the

water, then at the fisherman who was toiling

with the big fish, until finally, after half an hour

of pulling and being pulled the fish, which was
over six feet in length and weighed over four

hundred pounds, was brought to the surface,

where it lashed the water into foam deluging

the occupants of the boat with spray. As soon

as the glistening brown back of the big fish

appeared, flashing in the sunlight, Dandy
steadied himself for a second, then boldly leaped

upon its back, snapping at its fins and endeav-

oring to seize it. Never before, I venture to

say, was a dog seen upon a fish's back and this

was only for a moment, as the big fish resented

the presence of the rider and with a desperate

plunge threw him off. But the little dog swam
bravely at it and despite the blows from its tail

and the waves of foam that were thrown about,

attempted to seize the fish until it was forcibly

taken into the boat. Dandy, I was ' told,

attacked a shark once in the same way.

This remarkable dog would go to any part

of the boat at his master's commands and was

a most intelligent creature. One day we had
been out for a sail and were being rowed ashore

by the boatman, when laying down the oars he

suddenly announced that the oars had given

out and there was no way of getting in. At

this the dogs became much excited, springing

256
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to their feet and barking their loudest. The somersault or attempt any feat his master

poodle took his place in the bow as pilot, with called for. Upon only one occasion was Dick

fore paws resting in the gunwale ; while Dandy, baffled. He was once swimming along the

seizing the painter of the boat, sprang over- shore, following his master, who was walk-

board and began swimming toward the beach, ing on the beach, when directly in front of

actually towing the boat in to the shore. him rose a big pointed head with a fierce be-

Not far away lived a large St. Bernard whiskered face, black eyes and sharp teeth,

equally well known
on the island. His

point of vantage was
the wharf and ever)-

steamer that came
in was assisted by
this giant longshore

dog that insisted

upon seizing the

rope that was thrown

to the dock and aid-

ing in hauling it in

amid much barking

and excitement.

Another dog, a

grim, ferocious-look-

ing bull terrier, also

lived on the island

for several years

—

ferocious only in ap-

pearance, as he was
a good-natured fel-

low in every respect.

He was famous for

his diving powers
which were very re-

markable. If a fi.sh

was thrown over he

would swim out to

the spot, eye tlie

object carefully, then

dive and reach the

bottom in five or si.x

feet of water, and
bring up the fish

with the greatest

ease. Long practice

at this had made
the dog very skill-

ful at it ; he would
walk along the edge of the wharf and when a lish

was seen in the depths below he would plunge

over and swim down while the fish would dart

away, leaving the little dog to struggle to the

:::^^.
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D.'V.NDY" UPON' THE FlSH'S BACK.

surface again.

This dog was also famous for his tricks.

He would leap into the air and try to turn a

The stranger gave a loud snort or bark and

disappeared, while Dick beat a hasty retreat to

the beach and for a long time could not be

induced to swim out from shore. The strange

head belonged to a sea lion that was making its

daily tour along the shore of the island in search

of food— an unusual sight to poor Dick.

Vol. XXXIV.



Christmas Without the Christmas Tree
By May Snyder

Aunt Mandy's face beamed with satisfac-

tion as slie put the finishing touches to her

Christmas tree. She lauLjhed softlv. Never

trees out'n umberells in my time," said Aunt
Mandy, "but them chillun's boun' to hab
sumpin' to hang dey praisents on, an dat sho

am jes' a hifalutin

tree!" She stood with

lier hands on her hips

and surveyed the tree

intently.

The frame of the

(lid umbrella spread

Us bare ribs above an

empty soap box to

which the handle had
been rudely fastened.

Strings of popcorn and
cranberries afforded

the principal decora-

tions, while cookies,

apples and sticks of

randy were suspended
by strings of various

kinds and colors. The
presents consisted of

mysterious looking bun-

dles of many shapes

and sizes.

Aunt Mandy had
worked long and pa-

tiently, and now she

turned away, saying as

she closed the door be-

hind her; "Clar' to

goodness, hit do look

mighty scrumptious

—

'deed hit do!"
Only a few hours

more, and the tree in

all its grandeur would
he displayed. Never
had there been such

excitement in Aunt
Mandy's cabin. The
pickaninnies, dressed in

their Sunday-best, in-

dulged in low whispers

and smothered giggles.

Even the perky bows
in all her experience had she trimmed such on 'Liza's and Maria's pigtails seemed to stir

a tree as this. And she had trimmed many, with life and quiver with eagerness.
" Well, sah ! no one nebber made Christmas Supper over. Uncle Mose led the way to
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the best room. As he threw open the dovv.

a shout went up from the delighted picka-

ninnies.

Chilluii." said Uncle Mose, with a low

bow and a flourish of the hand, "on dis nios'

'spicuous 'casion, yo' suttinly hab a lubbly

tree to celebrate yo' Krismus day. An' I

will now recede to constribute yo' praisents.
" Fust, foahmos', an' to begin wid, 1

puhsent yo', George \\"ashington Lincoln

Harrison Grant, wid a pair o' skates, from

yo' lubbin mammy.
'An yo', 'Rastus Robinson Carter Reller,

gits a football from yo' 'fectionate dadtly.

"Liza Jaite Arabella Helen, git right up
on vn' feet an' make yo' bow. I jiulisent

yo' wid a bran' new dress from yo' lubbin

mammy.
"Maria Melissa \\ allace Winifred, what

yo' gwine to say to yo' mamm\' when yo'

'cepts dis bonnet, de work ob her lubbin

ban's? Now, chillun. yo' can walk up an'

he'p yo'se'fs. De 'freshments am free an' ma-
licious."

With a wild howl the youngsters made a

rush for the spreading tree. " Dey's mo'
praisents!" "Golly, what 's dis?" "Hue-
come dis heah?" "De tree 's ben'in' over!"

"Hoi' on!" were the exclamations that came
crowding one upon another. Then the up-

roar became deafening, and tlie Christmas
frolic was on.

Uncle Mose stood for a moment in happy
contemplation, then his eyes fell on Aunt
-\Landy's smiling face. "Mandy Mehitable
Sonora Frances Somers," he said, "yo' 's a

'ficient woman. I nebah 'predated yo'

'strabagance an' he'plessness befo', an' I 's

glad, 'deed 1 is, honey—'case I nevah
's]iected hit." Uncle Mose bowed, waved
his hands airily and took his seat. The per-

spiration stood in beads on his forehead, but

his smile did not vanish. Christmas cheer

was stirring in his heart, and Christmas angels

were hovering over the little cabin,

\V'hen the clock on the mantel struck the

midnight hour, doors were locked, lights

snuffed out and silence fell upon the happy
home. Little black faces smiled up from
soft, white pillows, for their dreams were
sweet that Christmas night. Aunt Mandy
felt well repaid for all her extra care and
trouble, and Uncle Mose, wearied with his

speech-making, soon fell asleej).

The old umbrella, bare and forlorn, stood

in the darkened corner, stretching its bent

ribs into vacancy. It had fulfilled its mis-

sion. Christmas without a tree and Christ-

mas with an umbrella was a success in Aunt
Mandy's cabin.

CllKl5rM.\s .MuK.MMj. 0.\ TUIi \\Ai lu CKA.NLil-.^ b.
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FOR VERY LITTLE POLK

By Mary Laurence Turnbull

Once upon a time there was a little gray kitten, who had wandered far

away from home. At first she liked all the strange sights she saw, but by
and by she began to feel very homesick, and wished she was once more
cuddled up with her brothers and sisters.

Now the only word this little gray kitten knew was "Mew, mew !" So
when she was lonely she would say " Mew," when she was hungry, " Mew;"
when she was cold or tired, glad or sad, it was always " Mew." At home
they knew what she meant when she said " Mew," but out in the wide, wide
world, nobody seemed to know.
Wandering along the street, she came upon a little squirming earthworm.

" Mew," said she, meaning, "Where is my home?"
The earthworm, however, did not notice little gray kitten, but crawled

away across the street.

Ne.xt, the little gray kitten met a butterfly on the top of a dandelion.
" Mew," said the little gray kitten, meaning, " Can you tell me where my
home is ?

" But the butterfly did not say anything, and flew away.

Sfe i , >^. \'
,.: 4*<?.'i«^-'. SAM*.

\h^ I-

y^'
'She Came upon a Little Earthworm. 'The Butterfly Flew .\way.
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'Then She Spied a Robin.' 'Soon Siir. Met a Big Reh <_'o\v.

The little gray kitten walked on, and then she spied a robin on a stone

wall near-by. " Mew," said the little gray kitten, "Where is my home?"
But the robin, cocl-cing his head on one side, answered, " Chirp, chirp,"

and then spreading his wings,

flew away.
She felt very sad indeed, Ijut

running- along she came up to a

bio- black dosf. Mew, mew !

Running .Along She Came Up to a Big

Black Dog."

said the little gray kitten, "Oh,
can you not tell me where my
home is ?

"

But the biof black dogf shook
his tail, and barked " Bow-wow,
bow-wow-wow-wow!" so loudly

that the little gray kitten ran away from him as fast as she could go.

The little gray kitten was very tired, but she still ran on, and soon met a

big red cow. " Mew, mew-ew," said the little gray
kitten, "Can you not tell me where my home is?"

The big red cow, however, hardly looking at the

little kitten, stretched out her big head, and shouted,
" Moo, moo-oo !

" wdiich so frightened the little gray
kitten that she jumped over a fence and landed

right in the midle of a flower-bed.

There she caught sight of a little girl running up
to her, and with such a sweet smile on her face that

the little gray kitten ran toward her and said once
more, " Mew, do you know where my home is ?"

" Oh, you dear fluffy gray ball !

" said the smiling

little girl, catching the kitten up in her arms.
" I 'm going to take you right home to live with

me."
The little girl was the only one who had understood, and the little gray

kitten purred softly. She was happy for she had found a home.

' Oh, You Dear Fluffy Gkay
Ball,' Said the Little Girl."
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The Twin Elms.

These were two separate saplings when planted.

TREES AT WAR AND IN PEACE.

Many of us have seen a neglected garden
overrun with weeds and all its delicate flowers

choked by the sironger, lustier growth which
has sprung up among them. The forest in

like manner is a great theater of contest and
struggle, where each tree is striving for its

share of light, air and root-space. Here, too,

the stronger survive, and only when they are

full-grown do the trees live at peace with their

fellows and their surroundings. The boughs
are so delicate in their adjustments to each
other when the trees are at peace, and the roots

and twisted branches are so slow and cautious

in their movements when the trees are engaged
in conflict, that only at rare intervals, when

some very unusual instance or striking atti-

tude attracts our attention, do we realize

the immense vigor and fighting power of

these tree natures.

In a certain New England town two young
saplings were planted many years ago by the

father of two boys who were twins. These
two saplings were intertwined and trained to

grow up together, as a symbol, we may be-

lieve, of their human brothers' relationship.

The trunks have grown into one giant bole

and their interwoven branches have spread

wide to form an unusually dense and wide-

spread crown ; so that one might pass the

tree impressed by its great size, but without

suspecting its double origin.

Nature sometimes unites two trees or

branches without depending upon human
aid. The small sketch opposite, shows a

tree which sent out a branch until it passed

through a Y-shaped crotch in another branch
near by. By wearing against each other

these boughs by gradual growth became
cemented together. The union which took

place here between the parts of a tree might
have occurred equally well between two
separate trees if conditions were favorable.

More often, however, the trees are in a state

Dwarfed Apple Trees in a Pasture.

.\lthough only a foot or two high, these trees may be many
years old.

of opposition toward each other, and the ele-

ments, as well as man, force them to adopt

264
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defensive methods. On mountain tops and by

the sea, where they have to contend with frost

and strong winds, they develop a more com-
pact body and a more twisted and tortuous

character. Apple-trees which spring up in jias-

ture lands are browsed upon by cattle and in

time defend themselves by a growth of thorny

and extremely stout twigs. Like a clipped

hedge, they put out tougher and more gnarled

branches till they have spread a wide and
den.se barrier over the ground; then from the

center, where the cattle cannot reach, a strong

shoot pushes upward and grows in time into

a sturdy tree. In a woodland of limited ex-

tent I once found five separate trees which
were growing upon the summits of large boul-

ders. Very impressive was the living energy

of the great roots which wound over the rock

surface like cables and anchored the great

The L'nited Branches.

trees firmly to the earth. Equally interesting

were the other more twisted strands which had
sought and found some cranny or fissure in

the rock and there thrust themselves.

None of these situations, however, could

compare in dramatic interest with a certain

ancient birch tree which has forced its way
upward through a great rock. The tree evi-

dently started life in some fisstire deep down
in the great stone's body and, by the slowly

increasing girth of its trunk and roots, has

forced the rock apart. Its great bole now fills

a gap of several feet in the midst of the stone,

while its branches spread far and wide above
it. The picture shows this appearance ; but

only from the other side can we appreciate

this tree's life-long struggle, the tremendous
efforts it has made to free itself, and see traces

of its gradual escape from the boulder prison.

One great root, reaching outward unsuccess-

fully, has risen upward, doubled back and
again pushed itself down ; the large boughs

Vol. XXXIV.-34-3S.

The Wrestlers.

Two hemlock trees struggling for a foothold on the rock.

swell and reach abroad with a wild unrestraint

as they rise above the cramping rock, until the

whole tree, like a giant fast in a trap, seems
contorting itself with down-thrust arms and
braced thighs as it struggles to lift its body free.

Another remarkable struggle I have called
" The Wrestlers." Upon a rock overhanging

the sea, two hemlocks grew up together and
found suflicient foothold until they grew too

big for their support. Then the larger one,

nearest the land, gradually spread its roots and
boughs wider and wider, as if to push the other

tree over the cliff. The worsted one then put

all its energy into one great root which reached

round behind the larger tree and was thrust

into the soil there. Like two wrestlers thev

The Birch Tree Forcing a liui ldkr Aiaki.

Notice how the tree expands as it rises above the rock.
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seemed struggling for a foothold on the bare

rock, and the weaker one, apparently over-

come, yet holds the victor in a death grip, as

much as to say, as he hangs on the rock's edge

over the sea " If I fall, you will go with me."

A Mexican " Strangling " Fig on Palmetto.

The seed of the "strangling" fig lodges on the host tree and
germinates. For a time the growing plant draws food

from the host. Later the roots e.\tend to the
ground, from which it then gets food.

The photograph is from Professor William Trelease. Missouri
Botanical Gardens.

In such Striking ways do the trees sometimes
reveal themselves ; but the less dramatic lives

are equally impressive, as they grow to a

peaceful maturity. In continual but less in-

tense struggle have they grown above their

forest brethren until now they wave serene and
secure in high air and full sunshine.

Howard J. Shannon.

A TREE THAT KILLS OTHER TREES.

Visitors to Mexico and other tropical coun-

tries often have their attention called to " the

strangling fig"—a tree that commences its

growth as an epiphyte (that is. one form of

plant life that grows perched on another) far

up on the trunk or among the branches of an-

other tree, usually on a palmetto or some of

the kinds of palms. 'J"he roots of the stran-

gling tree extend downward around the host

tree to the ground, gradually joining together,

making a tube-like mass of roots sometimes as

much as six feet or more in diameter.

When the attacked tree is a palm, death to

it is caused not so much bv the binding around
the trunk as by shading out its branches by
the attacking tree.

When the attacked tree is an cxogen (that

is, one with wood and bark) the attacking roots

bind so tightly as to cause a stoppage of the

rtow of the sap. As the sap of a tree is really

its food (changed by the leaves so that it can

be used) and the flow of the food is thus

stopped, the attacked tree is really " starved
"

to death. So death to the attacked tree is

caused either by smothering or by starvation

or by both.

The peculiar manner in which the flattened

roots extend down and around the tree, give

them the appearance of some thick, slow-

flowing material running down the tree.

MISTLETOE GROWING ON A WATER-
OAK.

I'his unusually fine specimen of .American

mistletoe was cut from a water-oak growing

n a Florida swamp. Absorbing branches of

this thief-like plant penetrated the oak tree

;or food material and eventually caused this

ibnormal growth of tissue. The small size of

ihe dead oak tree above the mistletoe com-
pared with its size below shows how slowly

and surely this queer growth sapped the life of

its host.

Since the mistletoe bears green leaves, the

plant is not wholly dependent upon its host

for support. The peculiar forked branches

enable the mistletoe to expose its leaves to

the light and to ripen its pale fruit which is

so suggestive of the twilight woods.

The fruit is extremely interesting. The one-

seeded berry is glutinous and adheres to any

siu^'ace, like a bit of wax. which it closely re-

sembles. The fruit-eating birds are especially

fond of these berries and when they wipe

their stickv bills on the bark of the trees the
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seeds lodge. The first abst)rbing branchlet

from the seed always turns toward the tree to

American .Mistletoe (at the kight) Growing
O.N A W.ATER-OAK.

which the seed is clinging and soon the tiny

plant is firmly attached. In this way the

trees in our southern woods are sown each

year with mistletoe. In England, where this

evergreen parasite grows on the apple trees,

the missel thrush has acquired its name from

its fondness for the waxen fruit.

W. C. Knowles.

FOXES HUNTING ON THE ICE.

L.4ST winter, near Hogansburg, N. Y., I had

a better chance to observe a red fox than if

I had met him face to face. I was staying

with friends in a small farm-house not more
than a stone's throw from a swamp. Several

acres in the middle of the bog were covered

with a dense growth of alders and willows, the

rest being flooded and of course at that time

frozen. As my hostess was preparing supper,

she happened to look out of the window just

as a fox trotted by on the ice. In a moment
more everybody in the house was looking out

of the window. We were upstairs and so had

a good view. The fox had evidently come
from the central thicket, and, without alarm

or undue haste, was trotting across the ice

just opposite the house, and only a short dis-

tance away. Imagine our delight when
another suddenly appeared, coming from the

same thicket, and trotted toward fox number
one, which now slackened his pace to a walk,

and advanced cautiously.

When the second fox had

come to a distance of fifty

feet from its mate, it sat

j-iS
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down in a tuft of marsh grass, where it

seemed to act as guard, while the other

walked and trotted onward, sometimes ex-

amining the grass as if hunting for mice, and
at times walking with its nose close to the ice,

like a dog trying to find the trail. How wary
and alert they both were ! Every movement
was full of caution. There was no careless

roaming nor thoughtless play.

For a minute or more at a time one would
stop, look about and ahead, then put his nose

to the ice and walk a little farther onward.
Finally the one in the lead came near thi

outer edge of the ice, and stood there for sev

eral minutes. \\'hat a picture he made! Thr
sun was just sinking beneath the horizon, when
he turned slowly around, and his bright sides

reflected the light in a blaze. Soon he was
running back toward the alders ; then he broke
into a gallop. The second fox was still sitting

in the tuft of grass, but it followed close after

the first, and the two were only a few feet

apart when they e-ntered the thicket and van-

ished.

Edmund J. Sawyer.

QUEER LITTLE FISHES.

Babv fishes sometimes appear in as strange

forms as the famous Siamese twins. Our
illustration shows a few of these little fishes

selected from a collection of fifty thousand
newly-hatched rainbow trout, at the Central

Station of the U. S. Bureau of Fisheries.

Among the many millions of trout and
salmon from the Government hatcheries these

odd forms are sometimes found. Usually the

The (^LELiR Utile Fishes.

twins are attached on opposite sides of the same
eggsac and are otherwise normal in form, like

the fish shown in the sketch by a. Two-headed
and very rarely, three-headed forms occur, and
curiously twisted specimens, with cork-screw

tails. Although lively enough when first

hatched, most of these abnormal fishes do not

survive longer than the period of ten or fifteen

days necessary to absorb the food of the egg-

sac, and it is unlikely that they would live any
longer in natural conditions.

A. H. Baldwin.

A WOLVERINE IN NEW YORK CITY.

The New York Zoological Park has obtained

another wolverine. (The first, several months

The Wolverine at the New Yukk
Zoological Park.

ago, lived only a short time.) This second
wolverine was captured in Alaska. From
" The American Natural History" by W. T.

Hornaday, Director of the Park, the following

is quoted :

Tlie Wolverine, or Carcajou [Giilo lusais'), is one
of the most remarkable animals in North America. It

is about the size of a full-grown bull-dog, has a raven-

ous appetite, great strength, a tierce temper, and the

combined cunning of many generations of criminals.

It is the greatest thief amongst animals, and is such a

greedy feeder that it is known to many as the Glutton.

It will follow a trapper's "line" of marten traps for

miles, destroy every animal it finds in them, devour
baits, and sometimes steal the traps also.

It breaks open caches, raids cabins, and systemati-

cally destroys everything it encounters. It is the only

animal living which maliciously and deliberately de-

stroys property. It steals articles which it cannot
possibly use, and more than once has been known to

strip a cabin of nearly its entire contents.

In form this animal resembles a cross between a

badger and a bear. In Wyoming it is called the

Skunk Bear, and in Washington the Indians call it the

Mountain Devil. It inhabits the northern Cascades

and the Rocky Mountain region of the United States as

far south as Great Salt Lake, and the whole of arctic

and subarctic America to the northern limit of trees.

It is especially abundant on the Kuskokwim River,

Alaska. Its length is 32 inches by 10 inches wide.
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^•'BtCAUSe WE
[want to KNOW"

AN INTERESTING CATERPILLAR AND ITS MOTH.

Upper Montclair, N. J.
Dear St. Niciioi..\s: While in Virginia last summer
I found, on a Japanese walnut, a caterpillar from which
I made the accompanying sketch.

The negroes promptly named it the '* Persinnnon

Bull " or "Hickory Buck." Some said that it could

jump several feet, and all agreed that it was poisonous.

So poisonous was it supposed to be that it was credited

with the power to kill a person withm fifteen minutes.

When captured it rose on its hind feet and shook its

head so vigorously as to shake the branch. It used its

horns much as a cross steer would, butting them and
shaking them against the bo.x. We fed it persimmon
and walnut leaves, but it showed a decided preference

for the Japanese walnut and finally refused to eat unless

on the tree. We often left it "grazing," but one day

it escaped and was found buried in the earth. We
took it up, dirt and all, and put it in a box where it

finally buried. We looked it up in the "Nature Li-

brary" and found that it is called the "hickory horn

devil " and turns into the royal walnut moth ( Cithcroitia

regaiis). No mention of its ability to jump and poison

being there, we decided "to write to St. Nicholas
about it." Will you tell me if it can poison or if its

looks protect it, also whether it can jump. It does not

look as if it was able to jump and I have not seen it

try to. In life it was nearly six inches long, had ten

horns, the longest being an inch in length. Others of

its species have been found, and are said by negroes to be
as large around as a rake handle and proportionately

long, but I think it frightened them into thinking that.

Yours truly,

Anna Perrott Rose.

You are quite right in thinking that the

poisonous quahty, jumping- ability and size

have been greatly e.xaggerated. These errors

are due to careless observation or to a desire to

"When Capti:red It Rose on Its Hind Feet and
Shook Its He.\d It Used Its Horns

Mich as a Cross Steer W'ould."

tell "a big story." There is an extended ac-

count of this caterpillar and its moth in

" Caterpillars and Their Moths," published by
The Century Company. See also the follow-

ing letter.

The moth is known a^ the "regal walnut-tree

moth." and the caterpillar as the "horned hickory

devil."

The horns are perfectly harmless, and cannot sting

or hurt any kind of enemy, yet they doubtless frighten

any bird which may be tempted by so large a morsel,

and certainly frighten many human beings, as visitors

to the Crawlery could testify. We gained a most un-

merited reputation for heroic courage while we were
rearing n-ga/is—unmerited because we knew the cater-

pillars to be harmless.

A HUGE MOTH.

Dear St. Nicholas:
Cecilton, Maryland.

I send bv this mail an iiT-cct of

The Royal Walnut Moth.

The illustration is reduced about one-half natural size. The moth
is five and one-half inches from tip to tip—just the width

of the type matter of a St. Nicholas page.

some kind found on a linden tree in Kent County,

Maryland. Will you please inform us of what species

it is, as we have never noticed any like it around before.

You will greatly oblige a reader of St. Nicholas.
William P. Anderson.

This is the moth of the Citheronia regalis.

The ugly caterpillar sho\vn in the first column
of this page turns into this beautiful moth.

See preceding letter for particulars of the

caterpillar.

bluebirds and robins in winter.

Ridley Park, Pennsylvania.
Dear St. Nicholas:— In spite of the storms of ice

and snow, three little bluebirds and a robin have been

flying round in our back yard for some weeks past.

The bluebirds are very shy and fly away when we throw
out crumbs. They have a bright blue back and a rus-

set breast. Don't you think that it is strange for them
to be here at this time of year (that is, in winter)?

Your very interested reader,

Eleanor M. Kellogg (age 9 years).

The bluebird is a regular winter resident

from Southern New York to Southern Illinois

southward. A few pass the winter farther north.

Some robins also have the courage to spend

the winter in the North The two birds are

much alike in many respects. The bluebird

is sometimes called blue robin. Both are

members of the Thrush family.
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polishing onvx.

Camp Verde, Arizona.
Dear Si. Nicholas: Will you ple.ise tell me how to

polish onyx ? I have a very fine piece of unpolished

.\ Piece of Pcjlished Unvx.

onyx and I want to polish it. I have it ground down
smooth but do not know how to polish it.

Yours very truly,

Ralph Bell.

To polish the cut and ground onyx or agate,

use a rotating wheel, iron or wood, and polish

the desired surface by holding it on the rapidly

revolving wheel, with carborundum paste; fin-

ish with fine tripoli (a polishing powder). A
hard wooden wheel is much to be preferred.

If the wheel is unattainable, then fix the speci-

men, and rub it down to a polished finish with

carborundum and tripoli, using a flat hard
wood block, pressing down on it with the re-

quisite pressure. The finer tripoli will com-
plete the work, giving gloss and lustre.

Mn.TON G. Smith.

A CANARY THAT EATS ITS YOUNG.

BOSTO.V, Mass.\chusetts.
Dear St. Nicholas : I am trying to raise canaries,

but as soon as the young birds are hatched the mother
bird eats them.

Will you please tell me the reason and oblige,

Yours truly,

Susan J. Appleton.

This is not uncommon among all birds bred
in captivity, probably due to an abnormal crav-

ing for animal food ; or as in case of lions, the

mother's anxiety for the safety of her young
when interfered with bv keepers, etc.

C. W. Beebe.

coral changes color when heated.

Tomah, Wis.
Dear St. Nicholas: I have a coral necklace.
When one of the branches of coral is heated over the
flame of a match or candle it turns cream-color. Will
you please tell me why? What is coral made of?

Vour faithful reader,

Hazel Elwell (age 12).

The red coral that is used for necklaces is a

horny a.xis which supports a number of soft-

bodied, coral-like animals, or polyps, the entire

structure bearing a strong resemblance to a

small shrub. The fishermen, after they have

brought this shrub-like colony to the surface,

clean the soft animal matter away, preserving

the red core, or axis, which is sold as jewelry.

.\lthough red coral contains some lime, it is

largely composed of a substance akin to horn,

and, like horn, it takes a fine polish. Horn,
wool, and other animal substances of this na-

ture almost invariably change their color when
brought into intense heat. H. C. B.

A DECORATED ROBINS NEST.

Pine Hills, Albany, N. V.
Dear Si. Nicholas : This peculiar robin's nest

was found in the crotch of a young elm tree, fifteen

feet from the sidewalk, by a member of tlie Pine Hills

Audubon Society of Albany, New York. His attention

was attracted by the white ribbons pendant from the

nest, and as the young had left it, he secured it for the

class. The most interesting features of this nest are a

coil of coarse lace with a four inch feather neatly woven
through it and two white satin badges fastened with
mud and sticks on either side bearing the seal of New
York and the words, "New York,—N. E. A., at

Boston, 1903." Besides those, the nest is decorated
with several long pieces of string, a bit of white satin

ribbon and the hem of a handkerchief. As you will see
liy turning the inverted illustration upside down, the nest

1)11 iiii A I 111 KciHlNs Xts r.

bears a striking resemblance to a bonnet with satin

strings and decorated with a coil of lace and a white
quill.

K. S. Parsons, Secretary.
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the noisy cocoon.

Jefferson, Wisconsin.

De.-vr St. Nicholas: I am sending under sep.irate

cover a cocoon. I found the cocoon, or rather the

The Noisy Cocoon (Luna).

worm, on a linden tree. It was a fat green worm and

about three and one-half inches long. I took it into

the house and put it in a fruit can and fed it leaves.

Soon I noticed that it was throwing a silky fluid about

itself and in a few hours it was completely hidden.

Over night the cocoon hardened and in the morning it

was as you see it now.
From your loving reader,

Lorraine Grimm (age 12 years).

Late in the evening

the New York ofRce

Magazine, your letter

and package with a

large number of others,

all nearly filling a dress

suit case. I left the

case on the floor in my
bedroom, for conven-

ience in taking the con-

tenis to my laboratory

for examination the

next day. Soon after

retiring I was aroused

by what I supposed
was a rat -^-igorously

gnawing a board in a

partition just beyond
the case. I got up
and pounded on the

partition to frighten

away the rat. I did

this three times. Inci-

dentallv in moving a

chair on the third in-

vestigation I moved
the case to another

part of the room. As
before the gnawing
stopped for a time,

and then, to my as-

tonishment, when it

I brought home, from

of the St. Nicholas

started in again seemed to be in the part of

the partition to which I had moved my case.

Again I moved the case and again the direction

of the gnawing changed. Then it flashed on me
that that rat or whatever it was must be in that

case. I lighted a lamp, put the pile of pack-

ages and letters on my desk, and listened.

The gnawing was in your package! I

opened and found the cocoon and at once

saw or rather heard that it was the pupa in

the cocoon. Next day I took a photograph

of the cocoon which is that of the Ltiita moth,

but the moth did not emerge. The occasional

gnawing ceased in a few days. I opened the

cocoon and found the pupa dead. It seemed
to me that the cocoon was too dry and too

hard for the transforming moth to work its

way out.

In "Caterpillars and Their Moths" (pub-

lished bv The Century Company) is this

statement

:

Luna pupce are the noisiest we have ever had, for

they rustle like fallen leaves. One will start squirming

in its cocoon, and that seems to start all the rest, with

the result that they can be heard across a large room:

One of us has risen and gone to see if a mouse could pos-

sibly have got into their box, and this more than once,

tliough mice are less common than liiitas in the house.

I HE Llx.\ Moth.
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"a heading." by a. c. gakdiner, age 15. (silver badge)

Board of Education,
Keokuk, Iowa.

Editor St, Nicholas League: I find the pages of your department the tnost discouraging reading, and I read

them tvith despairingfascination every month. I cannot help drawing a parallel of my own work with that of
yonryoung peoplcy who are snccessivdy getting on the rolls of honor, getting their writings printed and winning
the silver and the gold badge and the cash prize.

I sympathize with them, for I remctnber when my first story was accepted by a first-class tnagazine, and when the

editor askedfor and accepted more of them—my otvn silver and gold badge winfiings ; the publishing of my novel

was my cash prize in real-life literary co7?ipetition. JThcn my Jiame was included in ** IVho V lllio in America^^^

and a London publisher brought out jny novel, zoas L not an honor member of the literary craft ?

But I was nearly forty years old when my oivji silver badge 7i'as 7C'on ; and I was forty-five years of age before

L became an honor member in the literary world. After all the long dnuigery and hard work implied in this, I see

boys and girls—a}id chiefly girls, mind you /

—

agedfourteen or sixiee?i, doing literary work in your League pages
which L can never hope to equal / Ifyou continue much longer to educate and train iin-iters of such tender years

a7id such great ability, what is to become of my generation of literary workers? When these young people zoho

excel us olderfolk have had a few years^ more training, they will outrank us completely, and our occupation will be

gone. So I am discouraged to the depths of despair ; but I am glad in my heart, because I cannot help rejoicing at

the Tuonderful achievement ofyouth in the St. Nicholas League. After all, I am glad, although I ?nay be reduced

by this new competition to writing only, ** Entirely original and age correct,'''' on the manuscript ofmy child.
' A Parent.

The above letter does not require explanation. It

simply echoes and adds testimony to what we have said

and repeated now and again ; that tlie League has be-

come a great school in the world of letters and art, and
that the standards have surely and steadily advanced.

No method of study is more certain to result in prog-

ress than the comparative study afforded by the League.
The young person who compares his work, wliether

successful or otherwise, with the work of a competitor
of his own age is certain to discuss, in his own mind
at least, the merits and shortcomings of each poem, or

story, or picture, and is equally certain to learn in the

CLuUDS. DESOLATION \ALLliV, I.V LALN^^EIaH J t.AMl^Lli, AGE I4. (UuLD liAIiub )
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process. Of course tliis advantage is to 1)c fouiul more
or less in all scluiol work, hut when it is rcniLMiiheretl

that the League contributions published each month
are examples selected from the very best that our

younger English speaking generation throughout the

world has to offer, then it must be owned that the ad-

vantages of comjiarative study afTor<lcd by the League
are bound to exceetl those of any other school ; nor is

it surprising that among the contributions each month
are many that any parent, however talented, might be

proud to sign, as well as to endorse.

THE D.WS OF OLD.

KY STELLA BENSON (AGE I4).

{Cash Pfiz,:)

Lads from all the countryside.

Any peasant who could ride,

Country clown and
courtier went

To the tournament

;

Peasagts came, of

every sort,

Under twenty-one
years old,

.\nd the prize for

which they
fought—

Knighthood, and the

Spurs of Gold.

John the Carver was
a lad

—

Like a second Gala-

had,

He was bolder than

them all,

Strongly made and
tall;

One by one he threw
them down,

Fought the others

one by one.

And the people of the

town
Cheered and called

him " brave Sir

John."

So at last he won the fight,

John would be an armoured knight,

And the governor, the lord.

Dubbed him with his sword.
Then the people saw him reel

(Blood was flowing from his side).

With the Spurs upon his heel

John the Carver died.

PRIZE WINNERS, SEPTEMBER COMPETITION.

In making the awards, contributors' ages are considered.

Verse. Cash prize, Stella Benson (age 14), "The
Beacon" Fleet, Hants, I^ng.

Gold badges, Martha G. Schreyer (age 17), 747
Second Ave., N. Y. City, and Katharine L. Carring-

ton (age 14), The Baldwin School, liryn Mawr, la.

Silver badges, Mary Taft Atwater (age 14), 2419
N. 33d St., Phila., Pa. ; and Grace J. Conner (age

14), 226 Turner St., Auburn, Me., andB. K. Webber

(age 12), 4 (^)ueen Anne Terrace, Plymouth, Devon,
Eng.

Prose. Gold badges, Alfred P. Merryman (age

16). 537 ^V. 149th St., N. Y. City; Grace H. Wolf
(age 14), Milford, Pa., and Ida C. Kline (age 12),

Bovina, Miss.

Silver badges, Marjory Kerr (age 15), Spring Valley,

N. Y. ; Ruth L. Clark (age 13), 77 J,.hnson Park,

Buffalo, N. Y., and Dorothy Dewhurst (age 13),

I'ittsfield, Mass.
Drawing. Gold badges, Donald V. Newhall (age

16). 46-47 Thre.adneedle St., London, Eng., and W.
R. Lohse (age 16), 291 Jefferson St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Silver badges, Margaret Erskine (age 10), Delagoa,

St. George's Rd., The Avenue, St. Margaret's on
Thames, Richmond, Surrey, Eng., and A. C. Gardiner
(age 15), "The Pines," Burgess Park, Finchley Rd.,

Hampstead, London, N. W., Eng.
Photography. Gold badge. Walter Lemke (age

BY WALTER LEMKE, .AGE 15. (GOLD BADGE.)

15), 508 Jefferson St., Wausau, \Vis., and Launcelot

J. Gamble (age 14).

Silver badges, Dorothy Gibson (age i;), 400 4th

Ave., Great Falls, Mont., and Agnes Sanger Claflin

(age 12), 15 Washington Sq. \., N. V. City.

Wild Creature Photography. First prize, "Wild
Ducks," by Fisher Wood (age 17), 33 W. 47th St.,

N. Y. City. Second prize, "Pelicans," by Ruth C.

Duncan (age 14), 1005 Dana Ave., .^vondale, Cin-

cinnati, O. Third prize, "Gulls," by Dorothea Jones
(age II), 49 North Ave., Elizabeth, IS'. J.

Puzzle-Making. Gold badges, Marjory Stoneman
(age 16), 14 Harrison St., Taunton, Mass., and Ed-
mund P. Shaw (age 16), 10 East Washington St.,

Rutland, Vt.

Silver badges, Arthur Minot Reed (age 12), 354
Clinton lioad, Brookline, Mass., and Louise W.
Goodwin (age 10), Morganton, N. C.

Puzzle Answers. Gold badges, Adeline A. Briggs
(age 9), 348 Parsons Ave., Webster Grove, Mo. ;

Florence G. Mackey (age 13), 1204 Columbus Ave.,
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'CLOID?." VE1.IOWSTONE PARK. BV .\r.NES SANGER
CLAFLIN, AGE 12. (SILVER BADGE.)

).Sandusky, O., and Kathryn I. Wellman (age

Friendship, N. V.

Silver badges, Elsie Nathan (age 15), 517 W. isotli

St., N. Y. City; Doris Long (age 17), " Parkside

Manse," 42 Leno.x Road, Brooklyn, N. Y., and Ruth

E. Abel (age 14), Terra Ceia, Fla.

IN DAYS OF OLD.

BY M.^RTHA G. SCHREYER (AGE I 7).

{Colli Badge.)

I-\' days of old, long ere the mighty world

Which lay beyond the sea was known to man.

Great nations and proud
dynasties arose;

Each lived, in turn, its

little day,—and (ell.

In days of old, in

History's dim dawn.
Proud Egypt built her

monuments of stone

Which still stand un-

disturbed, defying

Ti.ne,

And mourn adown the

lapse of centuries.

The wisdom, culture,

and magnificence

Which once were hers.

We owe her very

much
For that same culture

and enlightenment.

And much we owe
Chaldcea, Babylonia,

And all the empires of

the Orient,

While Greece, true

lover of the beautiful,

Bequeathed to us im-

mortal legacies,

\\ liicli, as ambrosia, feed the mind and soul.

When Rome, Eternal City, rose and fell,

She followed in the foot-prints Greece had made,

And carried on the torch of living Light.
' Excelsior!" adown the ages rings :

It is the message from the days of old,

The message to the Present from the Past.

MY FAVORITE KNIGHT.

BY GR.\CE H. WOLFE (AGE I4).

{Gold Budge.)

One of the knights that is most loved and respected

by the majority of people is Sir Philip Sidney.

He was a special favorite of Queen Elizabeth, and a

great courtier.

.\t an early age he showed a natural taste for learning,

and when he was ten years old he was sent to Shrews-

bury to school. From there he was sent to Christ-

church, O.xford, and then he went to Cambridge, where

he won a high reputation as a scholar.

After finishing his schooling, he went abroad for a

few years, as was the custom of young men of rank at

that time. Soon after he returned he entered the court.

.\fter having been there several years, Queen Eliza-

beth appointed him Governor of Finshing where he

went to take part in the war between England and

Spain. He was severely wounded in the battle of

Zutphen, and died a few days after receiving the wound.
.\n incident that occurred while they were carrying him
from the field is worth mentioning, as it shows some-
thing of his character. He was very thirsty and had
been calling for water. It was soon brought to him.
.\s he lifted it to his lips he saw another soldier, who
had been severely wounded, fix his eyes eagerly upon it.

Instantly he took it from his lips untasted, and handed
it to the soldier saying: "Thy necessity is greater than

mine." This shows that he was, in every sense of the

word, a true gentleman.

At his death there was great grief among all who
knew him, or had heard of him, for he had won the

love and admiration of

all.

During his life he
wrote several fine books
and poems, "Arcadia"
and "The Defense of

Poesie " being his chief

works.
In my estimation the

words which Tennyson
wrote of Prince Albert

would, in every way,

apply to Sir Philip

Sidney:

" .\nd indeed He
seems to me

Scarce other than my
own ideal knight,

* Who reverenced his

conscience as his

king

;

Whose glory was,

redressing human
wrong;

Who spake no slander,

no, nor listen'd

to it.'"'CLOUDS." BV D(1R()THV GIBSON, AGE 15. (SILVER BADGE.)
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IN DAYS OK OLD.

1!V KATHARINE L. CARRINGTON
(AGE 14).

(Gold Saiigc:)

This is the song of the \'ikings,

The saga of Eric the Hold,

The song of the sons of the open sea.

In tlie stirring days of ohi :

*' We are the kings of tlie ocean,

O'er tlie wild waves we hold sway,
From the mighty hands of the sea-god
We have wrested the right of way.

" Our ships are as swift as the grey-
hounds

.\s we leap through the flying spray
-'\nd swoop on the barks of our

cowering foes

As an eagle upon its prey.
WILD DUCKS. BV FISHER WOOD, AGE 17. (FIRST PRIZE

Wn.D CREATl'RE PHOTOGRAPHY.)

Our blue-eyed maids are bra\-e and true,

Full worthy a Viking's bride.

When we snatch them away from the parent nest

To roam the ocean wide.

' Grim death we face undaunted.
For we go to join the throng

In the glorious halls of Valhalla,

With wassail and shout and song.

This is the song of the Vikings,
The saga of Eric the Bold,

The song of the sons of the open sea
In the stirring days of old.

lfcLiL.\.^^. i>\ Kk iH c. DLNCAN, AGE 14. (SECOND PRIZE,
WILD CREATURE PHOTOGRAPHY.)

MY FA\"ORITE
KNIGHT.

by alfred p. merryman
(age 16).

(Colli Badge.)

This phr.ise, in even the

least imaginative mind,
will instantly arouse a

vision of old-time chivalry
;

of a tournament perhaps,

where knights charge to

and fro in the lists, be-
tween galleries crowded
with gay courtiers and
brightly-dressed ladies,

each in a tremor of excite-

ment, hoping that her
knight might win the

prize of the tourney and
lay it at her feet, and no
less fearful, lest in the

shock of tlie charge or the
BV DUKOTHEA JONES, AGE II.

WILD CREATURE PHOTOGRAPHY

mad encounter of tlie melee he should
meet disaster. Meanwhile the object of
her hope and fear fights to honor his lady
and win himself renown with all the
strength he possesses, amid the wild tur-
moil of shining armor, prancing steeds,
swords rising, falling, thrusting, parrying,
.all with the speed of lightning. Or one
thinks of those sterner and more unselfish
duties, when knights-errant, leaving
home, friends, and the gayeties and
pleasures of the court, rode about the

world righting wrongs,
helping the weak, and
freeing the oppressed from
the tyrants who had subju-
gated them.

In our modern scheme
of civilization, with feu-

dalism an almost extinct

institution and the ancient
orders of knighthood
mere names, the glories of

chivalry have no place.

A man of our time who,
like the well-meaning
though misguided Don
Quixote, attempted to

right the wrongs of his

neighbors on his own
responsibility, would find

himself promptly clapped
into either a prison or an
insane asylum. But who

(THIRD PK.zE, '» 'l''^ successor of these

.) exponents of such high
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' A CMZY Cuk:.[.u bHIRLEV WILLIS, AGE 17. (HONOR MEMBER.)

[Jan.,

If I had lived in days of old

I would have been as good as gold
;

But now, it 's different, you see.

The present means too much to me.
If it were olden times, I would,

—

Now, 't is old-fashioned to be good.

IN DAYS OF OLD.

BY GRACE J. CO.NNER (.\GE I4).

(Silvt-r Badgi-.)

Over the hills the breezes blow.
And tlie songs of the pines are sad and

slow.

The woodlands ring with the songs they
sing

Of the warriors who lie below.

Down from the hills to the sunny vale

The river runs in its long, worn trail,

And its waters deep hold some who sleep,

And its song is a sullen wail.

Wild roses still Ijlooni lieside the way,
Where footsteps many in deep dust lay.

While feet that first trod the grassy sod
Lie low, 'neath the dust so gray.

Low, low is laid the Indian's tent

And the pipe of peace is broken or bent,

And the wand'ring breeze midst the

forest trees

Gives voice to a sad lament.

principles of honor and justice as the ancient
knights espoused? It cannot be he who, like the
kniglits in the tournament, seeks success merely
for the admiration it e,\cites or for liis own ad-

vancement. It is rather the man who, like the pure
and earnest Sir Galahad of King Arthur's famous
company of knights, with those most esteemed of

knightly virtues, courtesy and gentleness, does all in

his power to better tlie condition and alleviate the mis-
fortunes of his fellowmen ; who subordinates his own
selfish desires to the welfare of others ; and who strives

for pecuniary success only as a means of improving the
condition of those less fortunate than himself.

This is the man, who in our day most nearly resembles
those heroes of ancient and medieval times, and it is he
who is my favorite knight.

"IN DAYS OF OLD."

BY MARY TAFT ATWATER (AGE I4).

{Silver Badge.)

My Grandmama, in days of old.

Wore just the queerest clothes, I 'm told
;

And then, when slie was only nine,

She made a quilt with stitches fine.

Imagine, now, the girl who would,—
My sister would n't, if she could.

My Grandpapa, in days of old,

Would never make his parents scold ;

And then, with smiles this little lad

Would answer, if they called him bad.
Imagine, now, the boy who would,

—

My brother is n't half as good.

The sorrow is heard in the river's How,

In the wild flower's sigh and the wind's sad \\'oe.

But God hath willed it and He hath fulfilled it—
And the dusky race lies low.

*' a cozv cokmik." cv miriam h. fanbeug,
(honor member.)
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And who shall ask for those warriors bolii,

Back from their graves of dust and mold ?

None sliall condemn, but honor them.

The warriors who lived in the days of old.

MV FAVORITE KNIGHT.

liY IDA C. KI.INE (age 12).

(Gold Bcu/gf.)

In a little cottage near my home resides an old lady

and a little boy of twelve years. His name is Fred
Graham, and the old lady, who is crippled, is his

mother.
She was a Red Cross nurse, .and, while waiting on a

wounded soldier, fell and broke her leg, which could

not be mended.
\Vhile out for a stroll, I discovered the little house,

and became acquainted \^ith the occupants. They are

very poor, and Fred supports his mother by carrying

wood and coal for the people of the village and by

hoeing g.ardens, milking, and many other odd jobs, for

all of which he receives a goodly sum.

The mother and boy are very independent, and will

not receive any help whatever. Mrs. Graham sits in

her chair and reads, knits, and sews all day, and Fred

prepares the meals, which are very simple.

In the cool of the evening, he takes his mother for a

ride in her rolling-chair, pushing her himself. In front

of their humble little cottage is a green stretch of mead-
owland, bordered by daisy-fringed hills, which seem to

look lovingly down on Fred and his mother as they

pass, he with a smile on his face, and she with a peace-

ful, contented countenance.

Fred Graham is my favorite knight, because— he

loves his dear old mother above everything else, de-

lights in working for her, and obeying her slightest

injunction, depriving himself of many pleasures that

she may have them. But they

are just passing now, and I must
stop writing to \\'ave and smile at

them.

IX D.WS OF OLD.

BY B. K. WEBBER (AGE 12).

{Silver Badgf.)

In days of old (so I 've been
told).

The fairies dwelt in vale and
wold.

Brave knights rode forth in

armor drest.

To rescue damsels sore distrest

:

-And dragons lurked within their

den.

To slay and plunder harmless
men.

Pale mermaids sang beside the

sea

And sprites danced nightly on
the lea.

-\ mystery wrapt all around.

The blue mist rising from the

ground.
The purple hills so far away.
The rosy light at dawn of day.

For men did live more simply
then.

HEADING. BV ROWI.EV WURPHV, AGE 15.

(HONOR MEMBER.)

" SKETCH FROM LIFE. BV E. M. ATKINSON, .\GE I5.

More used to sword than used to pen.

But now no sprites can do us harm.
No witches work a dang'rous

charm.
Fair damsels cease to be distrest,

Bold knight to ride in armor
drest

;

\ni far off on the Past's dim sea

They fade from out our memory.

IN DAYS OF OLD.

by e. b.\bette deutsch
(age 10).

(Silver Badge Winner.

)

In days of old when dolly Belle

Was just as new as gold

Before she broke her leg and
fell.

In happy days of old

—

In days of old when dolly Belle

Was clad in silk and lace

Before she was knocked near the

well

.\nd cracked her pretty face,

—

I loved her then, my dolly

Belle :

When she were fair and new.
I love you still, dear dolly

Belle,

Spite of your looks, I do!
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(SILVER BADGE WINNER )

MV FAVORITE KNIGHT.

BY MARJORIE KERR (AGE 15).

{Silver Badge.)

My favorite knight is not, as one
might suppose, some daring youth
of olden times, such as one reads

about in fairy tales, but a chubby
boy of six years. His knighthood
is not spent in doing splendid deeds
and brave acts for some fair lady, as

those of past centuries sometimes
were, but as each day comes round
he does little acts of bravery in such
an unconscious way that we all love

him for it.

He is a thoughtful lad and full of

care for his mother, whom he love^

dearly. Many a time he has hurl
himself quite badly in playing, bul

instead of crying, his first thought
is that his mother may not b-

worried.

Once as I entered the yard I wa^
greeted by a small voice saying.

"Never mind, mama, it does n't

hurt very much," and hastening in

to find out the trouble, I saw the

little fellow bravely holding his

finger which liad been crushed,
while playing, between the wheels of a bicycle.

•Such are my knight's acts of bravery and those that

I love best.

THE FLOWERS.
BY EI.EA.N'OR FRANCES AMIIiO.N (.\GE 4).

See the sweet forget-me-nots,
Roses, violets, too.

See the dear sun-flowers,

Covered with morning dew.

Looking up at the deep blue sky.

They see the angels looking down ;

And the flowers wish that tliey

could fly

Up wliere the angels arc.

MY FAVORITE KMGHT.
BY RUTH I.. CI.ARK (AGE I3).

[Silver Badge.)

I THINK without a doubt a great

many children will join my praise

.and admiration of .Sir Galahad.

Xever before has there been such a
beautiful picture of Sir Galahad as

that by Watts. It shows the knight

in perfect repose, by the side of his

horse, with helmet off. The noble
bearing is that of a knight ; a single

glance would tell you that. His
face is full of strength antl charac-

ter ; along with this it is beautiful—
beauty that shows honesty, sincerity,

and trust, from the proud curl of the

upper lip to the exquisite shape of his

head. His whole lace seems to tell

his story.

Nobodv knows exactly how .Sir Galahad came to-

Arthur's Court. At the " Round Table " where the

King, Queen, and knights ate, their chairs each had

the name of its owner in gold letters on the back ; but

r
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went to the vacant seat, drew the silken cover oflf, and
on the back was written, "This is the siege of the

noble prince, Galahad." All the knights said, " Surely

he must be the one to see the Holy Grail."

His life afterward was very beautiful. Those who
have read his history know liow he and his fellow-

knights went in quest of the Holy Grail—how weeks

at a time he was at a chapel praying. One morning,

Sir Bors, Sir Percivale, and Sir Galahad entered the

chapel and began to pray, and just then the Holy Grail

appeared. When the other knights had recovered from

the brightness tney went to Sir Calah.ad, who knelt

still in prayer, and found him de.id.

He had seen the vision and his soul went hack to God.

CLOLDS. liV ANNE P. KOGKRS, .J

B.\DGE WINNER.)

IN D.A.YS OF OLD AND DAYS TO COME.

BV .\.\.NIE L.-VL'RIE HILLYER (.4GE I5).

{Honor Mcmb<:}\')

A deep soft chair of velvet,

A fire burning bright

—

A child with eyes most pensive

And head of golden light.

The glowing embers crackle.

The clock ticks, over there,

A sudden inspiration

Has she of golden hair.

"When I 'm grown up," she whispers-
Then on and on she dreams,

While still the firelight flickers

And casts its darting beams.

II

Between the tire and window
A woman sits to sew.

And smile at thoughtful Golden Locks
By the fire's ruddy glow.

••CLULDS. BV CHRISTINE K. .MCCURDiC, .\OE 15.

"When I was young," she whispers—
.\h, strange—how very strange!

Do Golden Locks and Grandma
Long for the power to change?

Two deep soft chairs of velvet,

.\ fire burning bright—
And Age and Youth smile, dreaming,

.A.nd
—

't is a pleasant sight.

"CLOUDS." BY ROWENA B. EIZER, AGE 15.
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IN DAYS OF OLD.

I!Y AMY BRADISH JOHNSON (AGE 12).

Grandma dear does sometimes get

Quite a little bit upset

Brooding on the awful way
Children are brought up to-day.

Once I asked her, just to see

What her best ideals might be,

Asked her what her children did.

She said " Did as they were bid."

" In days of old little girls

Always had the sweetest curls,

Never said a ' yes ' or ' no '

Till their mama told them so."

" In days of old little boys
AVtv;' played with noisy toys,

Children did as they were told

In the good old days of old."

BV LEWIS P. CRAIG, AGE 10- (HONOR MEMBER.)

MY FAVORITE KNIGHT.

BY DOROTHY DEVVHURST (AGE 13).

{Silver Badge.)

He was just convalescing from a sickness that had
brought him to the Hospital when I discovered his

story. He had been working all

his life on the little bit of a farm
in Florida, and when he came to

the Hospital to recover what little

strength he once had, his poor
little frame was all bent over, and
weakened, and he was about half

the size a boy of his age should
have been, from want of nourish-
ment ; but still he had a bright and
active mind, though he was unable
to use it the way he wishetl to by
learning to read and write, for he
was so far out in the country, away
from schools, so he had grown up
all his life in utter ignorance. I

felt so sorry for him that I decided
to keep him at the Hospital during
vacation and teach him, and then
to send him to school that winter.
He earned his living at the Hos-
pital by working in the garden,
so by the time winter had come
he was ready to go to school. I

got him a suit of clothes and every
morning he would trudge barefooted to school.
He was very bright and he loved his lessons
so much that he would sit up late at night study-
ing. After a while his sister was taken ill, and she
had to be brought to the Hospital. Then, when
she was recovering, Tomy taught her. Evervthing
went well for a while, then Tomy had word from his
home to come back and work. So he gave up school
and all that made liim happy and went back. Now, at

eighteen, this Florida cracker is supporting all his
brothers and sisters, by peddling wood over town and
at the same time trying to keep up his lessons with his
sister. That is my idea of a hero and a knight.

MY FAVORITE KNIGHT.

l:V WARD REECE BUHLAND (AGE 12).

I DO not know as I have any favorite knight and the

story wliich I am about to tell you is of a little boy who
became a knight. Many years ago a little boy called

Cedric, who lived on a high hill just across from the

castle of .Sir Rollin, was romping with his kitten and
had laid down to rest in the middle of the road, when

' THE GATES BV ANNE DlRVl

he looked and saw five knights coming along the road.

He jumped up and ran and got the kitten just in time
to save it from being run over by the horses. As they
passed, Sir Rollin told Cedric that he was as brave as a.

knight. That night Cedric asked his mother if she
thought he would ever become a knight, but she said

no. One day Cedric's father said that .Sir Rollin needed
a boy in his castle. Cedric and his father went to Sir

Rollin, who at once employed Cedric.

At last, after many years of labor. Cedric was ordered
to the king, who sent him out on difficult explorations

and to fight battles. Then, at last, one day the king
knighted him " Sir Cedric of Atholstane.

"
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" A HKADING." BY DONALD V. NEWHALl., AGE l6. (GOLD BADGE.)

l.\ UAV.S OF OLD.

MARION S. OBNEY (AGE 12).

Flicker, oh candle, for in thy flame

I see a scene of the world's great fame.

Of countless deeds in those days of old

—

That 's what I see in your flame of gold.

Flicker, oh candle, for in thy flame

I see emblazoned many a name,
Whicli tells of heroes in days of old,

Of heroes whose deeds were brave and bold.

Flicker, oh candle, and then die down,
For tlie heroes of the world's renown
Have passed away into years of gold,

Have passed away into days of old.

MY FAVORITE KNIGHT.

BY MILLICENT POND (AGE I7).

My favorite knight is braver and more bold than Sir

Lancelot or Sir Bors ; as wise, all-seeing and blame-
less as King Arthur; as gentle as the most gentle of

all knights. He holds woman as sacred as did Sir

Tristram, and according to his mighty vow he goes

about the world righting the wrong, and easing the

burdens of the poor and the distressed.

Above all, he is purer than Sir Percivale, "Whom
Arthur and his knighthood call'd The Pure,"— as sin-

less, indeed, as he who spake and said.

" But I, Sir Arthur, saw the Holy Grail,

I saw the Holy Grail, and heard a cry

—

' O Galahad, and O Galahad, follow me,'"

even he who was strengthened by the constant presence
of the Holy Thing, to whom it was never covered.
My favorite knight is noi a mortal man, but an im-

mortal ideal, an ideal which grows as I grow, expands

"A HEADING." BY MARGARET ERSKINE, AGE lO.

(SILVER BADGE.)

Vol. XXXIV.-36.
' A HEADING. BY JEANNE DE.METRE, AGE I3.

as I expand. He is made up of the best that I can cull

from anything that is in itself good.
I have never before put my thoughts about him into

words, and I cannot do him justice now. Even about
this attempt to express myself some may say, " It is the
fancy of a child— the day-dream of a girl who knows
not of what she writes," but I believe I will always
hold my ideals, although as I grow older they may also

change.

I have heard it said, in excuse of some
fault, that we all make mistakes, and that

no one would love us if we did not. I

believe that there will be a life in which we
shall reach our own ideals ; should we not
make them as high as possible now?
More than this. I believe that by the

time we have reached the ideals of this life

we will have found still better ones.

I believe that our ideals will be as

elusive as the wandering fires of the

quagmire, but that we will be strength-

ened in peace, and upheld in battle

until our efforts are crowned, as were
Galahad's, "far in the spiritual city."
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' A HEADING.
AGE 17.

BY EMILY W. BROWNE,
(HONOR MEMBER.)

THE ROLL OF HONOR.
No. I. A list of those whose contributions

would have been used had space permitted.
No. 2. A list of those whose work

entitles them to encouragement.

VERSE I.

Louisa F. Spear
Mary Elizabeth Mair
Catharine Emma
Jackson

Rispah Uritton GofF
Kathryn Maddock
Aileen Hyland
John M. Burke
Helen Bribach
Jean Russell
Maud Dudley

Shackelford
EmmeHne Bradshaw
Ethel B. Youngs
Frances Lubbe Ross
Nannie Clark Barr
Carol S. Williams
Angus M. Berry
Gladys Nelson
Joseph R. (Jousha
Rathryn Sprague De
Wolf

VERSE a.

M. J. Hahn
Franct*! Lucille

Cregan
Florence Short
Twila A. McDowell
Stephen C. Clark
Lois Donovan
Ruth Garvey
Helen Bradley
Paul R. Warwick
Cornelia Stcrrett

Penficid
Eleanor Johnson
(Jlive Louise Jenkins
Mildred Seilz

Philip Wishnack
George H. Childs
W. Earle Fisher
Gladys D. Adams
Elizabeth Toof
Louise E. Grant
Hester L TrunjbiiU
Emma C. M. Meyer
Julia S. Clopton

Francis M. Barranco
Lillie G. Menary
Frances M. Gould
Theo. Huist
Olivia S. Erdmann
Langley Sperry
Elizabeth H. Falck
Revilla Haight
Ruth Pennybacker
Mildred Maiden

PROSE I.

Florence Hanawalt
Elsie F. Weil
Sarah Warfield Parker
Carol Thompson
Edna Anderson
Helen Lathrop
Ellen Low Mills

Archibald Cary Gratz
Geneva Anderson
Madeleine F. H.
Avietlene

Dorothy Elizabeth
True

Marga(-et Averill

Henry F. Resch
Jean Louise Holcombe
Margaret Whitney
Dow

Margaret Douglass
Gordon

Isabel D. Weaver
Madeline Smith
B. C. Curtis
Marion Armstrong
Sibyl H. Wright
Wyatt Rushton
Phillips Bra<riey
Constance M. Hallock

PROSE 2.

Eleanor Mason
Jerome Brockman
Edward G. Gay. Jr.
Mary Louise Holmes
Garnet Trott
Jeannie Read Sampson
Mary Pembcrton
Noursc

Inez Ovcrell

Knowles Entrikin
Clara Kratz
Irene Bowen
M.irtha Harold
Arthur Kramer
Hesier Gunning
Gladys Louise Cox
Helen Plati

Marcia Henry
Alice Weston Cone
Isabel Foster
Kathleen McKeag
Theodosia C. Cubbs
Eleanor V. Kellogg
Marion Risedorph
Louise Theobald
Maxcy

Beulah G. Knox
George J. Openhym
Therese Born
Sarah Scudder

DRAWINGS I.

Margaret Carpenter
Marion L. Tuihill
Bessie B. Siyron
Louise A. Bateman
Helen May Baker
Raymond Rohn
Florence Barnes
Kathleen Buchanan
Mary V. Frank
Theodora Troendle
Hermann Louis

SchaefFer
Katharine L. Havens
Mary Aurilla Jones
Hazel Cockroft
Ruth Cutler
Charlotte Waugh
Elizabeth Schwarz
Anita Moffett

Vera Marie Demens

Esther Brown
Lucia E. Halstcad
Lawrence B. Siegfried
Frances I. Powell
Rose Connor
Sybil Emerson
Courtland E.

Christiani
W. Wallace Alward
Georgina Marion
Wood

Genevieve Bertolacci

Roger K. Lane
Virginia Hoit
George S. Dutch
Elsie Gladstanes
Rosamund Simpson
Max Rolnik
Ethel C. Irwin
Helen L. Stockin

PHOTOGRAPHS i.

W. F. Schempp
Earle N. Cutler
Mary B. Hazard
Josephine M.
Holloway

F. W. Foster
Margaret A. Dole
William D. Stroud
Susan J. Appleton

J. Horton Daniels, Jr.

Edmund Barnum
Sydney S- Morris
Catherine Delano
Elisabeth Curtis
Robert L. Rankin
Hilda C. Foster
Franklin Kidd

Randolph Payne
Dorothy K, Rubinson
John Emien Bullock
Margaret Colgate
Harvey T. Stevenson
Mary Whitney
Cowling

Elizabeth Eckel
Adolph Newmann

PHOTOGRAPHS 2.

Eleanor Shaw
Dorothy Arnold
Phillips Shaw
Francis Bassett
Fritz Bjorkman
H. R. Carey
Charles E. Greenman,

Jr.

Houston Woodward
Katharine Hodge
Charlotte Baylies
Mary Comslock
H. Ernest Bell

Kathryn Patterson
Ellsworth F. Duden
Angelica Mumford
Anna Louise Alberger
Gardiner H. Fiske
Katharine C. Miller
Helen L. K. Porter
Dorothy Wormser
Earie H, Ballou
Kaiie Marlm
Kendall Bushnell
Helen Sheridan
William K. Braasch
Harold P. Murphy
Jeannette Walworth

William H. Torrey
Lucilc L Kroger
Ignacio Bauer

PUZZLES I.

Frank L. White
Charline S. Smith
Caroline C- Johnson
Elizabeth T. Channing
Albertina L. Pitkin
Helen Whitman
Freda Kirchwey
Beatrice D. Heine-
mann

Lyrel G. Teagarden
Alice R. Briggs
E. Adelaide Hahn
Elizabeth C. Beale
Mary Angood
John Farr Simons
Herbert M. Davidson
Charlotte E. Benedict
Cari H. Weston
Marion P. Hallock
Catharine H. Straker
Dorothy E. Bates
Prue K. Jamieson
Helen P. Herrick
Minabelle Summy
Nettie Kreinik
Hazel Sharrard

PUZZLES 2.

Beatrice M. Hadrill
Georgina Schofield
Lawrence Lee
Dorothy Seligman
G. Richardson
Marcellite Watson

DRAWINGS 2.

Evelyn Stoneman
Charles Wilford
Carrie Louise Childs
Jessie Louise Taylor
Frieda Funck
(Jrace T. Richards
Sarah M. Bradley
Eloise Blair Smith
Caroline Bergmann
Rtbecca Vincent
Ruth Brockington
Polly Palmer Nelson
True Bayley

Irma Emmerich
Hazel Halstead
Isabella B. Howland
Evelyn Stoneman
Frances H. Burt
George C. Papazian
Margaret F.

Whittaker
Grace A. Badger
Elise Kinkead
Katharine Stilwell

Lloyd H. Parsons
Ethel A. Johnson
Anna M. Paddock
Beniice Lunger
William Bohn
Eleanor B. Monroe
Eileen O'Brien
Homer M. Smith
Margaret Gale
Margaret Duryea
Edward Carrington
Eleanor Shelden
Katharine Thompson
May Klauder
Marian Walter
Grace Atkin
Cliarles Cruichett
Robert James Malone
Margaret Ban-
Evelyn Buchanan

A HEADING. BY ML'RIKL E. HALSTEAD, AGE I3.

CHAPTERS.

IN DAYS OF OLD.

A CHAPTER rOEM.

We used to have a rule.

In chapter six four nine.

That members must compete,
Or pay a heavy tine.

Since I have left the club.

The rules have changed, I 'm told,

But I shall still compete.
For the sake of " Days of Old."

Carolyn Bulley (age 14).

NOTICE.

In sending in chapter reports, secretaries must not fail to give the
names of the officers and the address of the secretary.

NEW CHAPTERS.
No. 920. Elizabeth Donnell, President: Mary Hilliard, Secre-

tary ; twelve members. Address, 154 S. Homewood Ave., Pitts-

burgh, Pa.
No. 921. "We Four (Jirls." Mabel Franke, President; .Anna

Heise. Secretary ; four members. Address, Box 461 R. F. D. No.
I, White Plains, N. Y.
No. 922. Elka Levi, President; Bernard Gutwilling, Secretary;

five members. Addrcs*;. 138 Mott Ave., Far Rockaway.L. L
No. 923. Delia L. Ross. President; Helen A. Ross, Secretary;

four members. Address, Cooperstown, N. V.
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No. q24. " G. T." Bessie lioyt. President; May Dixon, Secre-

tary; four members. Address, 724 Third St., Des Moines, Iowa.
No. 925. '* Hill Folk." Pauline Huell, President; Catharine

Jackson, secretary': six members. Address, 1920 Arlington Place,

University Heights, Madison, Wis.

A CHAPTER LETTER.
Tabriz, Persia.

Dear St. Nicholas: We, Chapter 910, have never written to

you before.

We have very nice times at our club meetings, which we have
once a week, on Friday. Our club afternoons arc chiefly spent in

eating and reading. Of course the St.
Nicholas forms the most appreciated part.

We write a monthly paper. We only
make three copies as we have to do them by
hand-
Some members do very good work and we

hope they will accept our hearty congratula-
tions on their success.

W'e are sorry that we cannot send con-
tributions in time to be printed.
We would like to correspond with some

other chapter of girls between the ages of
twelve and fifteen. If any
should wish to do so, w^ would
be greatly pleased. Our ad-
dress is : Miss Aimee S.

Vanneman, American Mission,
Tabriz, Persia.

We think all the members
will agree with us that being a
member of the League is a
great pleasure.

Not wishing to make this

letter ton long we remain,
Vour devoted and

affectionate readers.
Members of '" The

Almond Blossom."
Per. A. S. V. (Sec'y).

' A COZY CORNER. BY DOROTHY RlEBtR, AGE I3.

LEAGUE NOTES AND LETTERS.

A TRIP TO WATK.INS.

Dear St. Nicholas: Last Wednesday I went to Watkins with
niy mother.
We first had a sail on Seneca Lake in a row boat. The water

was light green and the waves were white with foam.
After our lunch we visited Watkins Glen. Where we started to

climb was beautiful water rushing out of a rock. The passage
was so narrow we could not see how so much water could flow out.

Whe.i we had gone a little Tarther there was a cave in which, if we
went in, we could see the narrow channel through which the water
came. When we looked down after climbing a little more we saw
a beautiful wide, green pool of water. After this we turned back.
On our way home we saw Captain Baldwin in his air-ship. The

ship looked like a fat pig and imder it was a long, narrow basket.
Captain Baldwin sat in the middle of the basket- The ship sailed

through the air Uke a bird and themotor was like the flapping of
wings. Vera Price (ageS).

North Plainfield, N. J.
Dear St. Nicholas Le.ague: The time has come when I, too,

must say farewell to the League, for in a few weeks I shall be eigh-
teen, and so I am sending my last •contribution. So far I have
won no prize except "the rapture of pursuing " and honor mention.
But I shall never forget the help the LeagueJias been to me in keep-
ing me working, and— I hope—improving my verse by practice, and
by comparison with that of others. I do not consider the real fight

ended when the League's door is closed, so I will not own myself
vanquished yet. Farewell to the League,

Regrttfully, ^L\ry E. Mair.

Other welcome letters have been
received from Marion H. Tuthill,

Therese R. Livingston, Virginia
Archibold, Alice Hale, Kathryn
Wellman, Isabel McGillis, Fran-
ces Booraem, Nathan Saunders,
Elizabeth Moore, Grace Lowen-
haupt, Lelia Y. Remnitz, Charles
F. Billings, Eugene Boughton,
Abraham Joseph Greenberg,
Louise E, Grant, Frances Shil-

laber, Cecilia Brewster, Esther B.
Beach, Johnnie Whitehouse,
Dorothy Gibson, Florence M.
Ward, Josephine Pigott, Lois
Murphy, Ida C. Kline, Grace H.
Wolf, Helen Nichols, Mary D.
Bailey. BY ANNA COAK, AGE 9.

PRIZE COMPETITION No. 87.

The St. Nicholas League awards gold and silver

badges each month for the best origiuai poems, stories,

drawings, pliotographs, puzzles, and puzzle answers.
Also cash prizes of five dollars each to gold-badge win-
ners who shall again win first place. "Wild Animal
and Bird Photograph" prize winners winning' the cash
prize will not receive a second badge.

Competition No. 87 will close January 20 (for

foreign members January
25). The awards will be
announced and prize con-

tributions published in

St. Nicholas for May.
Verse, To contain not

more than twenty-four
lines. A humorous poem,
writer may choose the
subject.

Prose. Story or article

of not more than four

hundred words, A
humorous sketch or story,

writer may choose the

subject.

Photograph. Any size,

interior or exterior,

mounted or unmounted;
no blue prints or nega-
tives. Subject, humorous.

Drawing. India ink,

very black writing-ink, or

wash (not color). Two subjects, "A Humorous Draw-
ing " and a May Heading or Tailpiece for the League,
Books and Reading, or any St. Nicholas department.

Puzzle. Any sort, but must be accompanied by the

answer in full, and must be indorsed.

Puzzle answers. Best, neatest, and most complete
set of answers to puzzles in this issue of St. Nicholas.
Must be indorsed.

Wild Animal or Bird Photograph. To encourage
the pursuing of game with a camera instead of a gun.

For the best photograph of a wild animal or bird taken

i)i its natural home : Fiist'Prizt^ five dollars and League
gold badge. Second Prize, three dollars and League
gold badge. Third Pj-ize^ League gold badge.

RULES.

Any reader of St. Nicholas, whether a subscriber

or not, is entitled to League membership, and a League
badge and leaflet, which will be sent free.

Every contribution, of whatever kind, must bear the

name, age, and address of the sender, and be indorsed

as ''original" by parent, teacher, or guardian, who
must he convinced beyond doubt that the cofitribution is

not copied but wholly the work and idea of the sender.

If prose, the number of

words should also be added.
These things must not be

on a separate sheet, but o?t

the contribution itself— \i a

manuscript, on the upper
margin ; if a picture, on the

mai-gin or back. Write or

draw on one side of thepaper
only. A contributor may
send but one contribution

a month. Address :

The St. Nicholas League,

Union Square, New York.

TAILPIECE.- FOfi JANUAR.Y.
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Arranging Your Books

We asked in this depiitment

that some of you would tell

of a method for grouping

your books on your shelves.

From Fargo, North Dakota,

comes a letter describing a

young girl's arrangement of

iier little library. First she

puts Nature books, about ten

volumes ; then Biographies,

twenty volumes ; History,

eleven volumes ; Travel, six.

Next come the Information

KNowLE.b©E:7r ^

PO'SVER.''^

A New School Story

James M. Barrie, author of

a number of things besides
" Peter Pan," recommends
highly the work of Charles

Turley, whom he calls " the

Trollope of boyhood." The
name of the most recent of

Mr. Turley's books is " Mait-

land Major and Minor." " The
boys described in the book,"

says Mr. Barrie, "are the real

thing; they run daily into it

and out of it, never sitting

books, including those that ""adinc drawn dv w. e. lohse, age i6. down to be photographed

;

^ , . ST. NICHOLAS LEAGUK COLD BADGE. . ^
i

tell about ways of livmg m for- they are quite unaware that

eign lands (native customs, food, amusements Mr. Turley is in the field with them, or that

and so-forth), regular Natural History, and you are looking in at the dormitory window."
cook-books, and otlier reference volumes, fifteen

^

in number. Following these are seven books A Suggestion for New Year s

of Poetry, and then twenty-three Story-books. Instead of making impossible resolutions in

xjLT ^ c • regard to reading a long list of books, why is

Wonder atones ^ ^^^ ^ g^^^ ^^^^ ^^ ^j.jjg down a list of the

Those who like stories of strange and marvel- twelve months and put opposite each the

ous matters will find plenty to wonder about name of a single good book that you might
in a book called " Prehistoric Animals," by read to advantage ? Then resolve to go
Ray Lancaster, for you should know that the through at least six of these, leaving the other
wildest creations of fairy-lore are far less won- six to be abandoned if they do not prove what
derful than the truth about the creatures that you expect. If your Hst is really well chosen,
once lived in this land of ours some millions and you do read six good books by the end
of years ago. Even the immortal Jabberwock of the year, you will have done much for the
and Snark would seem quite ordinary beings cultivation of a taste for good reading— a taste

compared to these swimming, creeping, flying unlike many others, that one will hardly ever
riddles of the past. And those who love giants

can hardly ask for anything larger than the

Dinosaur- Brontosaurus which was described

in the March St. Nicholas, in which number

be able to satisfy— nor wish to.

Reading Aloud

A vouNG girl who is fond of this department
there was also shown a photograph of the complains that reading aloud is often spoiled by
actual skeleton of the animal. being too rapid, or else too low in tone. She

_ u 1
^^y* '^^'- '^ people think they read well, and

(Jueer Books j.(.^(j Iq^j enough, they often fall into the fault

Have you any idea what books have been of acting out what they read, which takes

made of? In the British Museum collection attention of the listeners from the book and
are said to be books written on " oyster-shells, makes them observe the reader rather than
bricks, tiles, bones, ivory, lead, iron, copper, follow the story.

sheep-skin, wood and palm leaves, to say We believe, with her, that reading and act-

nothing of other materials." Sometimes the ing are different, and that the attempt to act,

"books"— or pages of books— were in the often spoils reading aloud. We think it is a
form of cylinders of baked clay or stone on the mistake even to vary the voice to represent

surface of which the inscriptions were cut. different characters.

284
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The Most Humorous Book
A BOY friend writes that he thinks it would be

interesting if readers of this department would
name what they consider " the most humorous
book," and he shows his willingness to begin

by naming the " Pickwick Papers."

When to Begin Poetry

A YOUNG girl nearly old enough to be called

a young woman, on hearing her little sister

say that she did not like poetry, persuaded the

child to listen to a reading of Scott's "Lady
of the Lake," and found that the little girl,

who was about eleven years old, enjoyed it as

much as a fairy tale.

What a Librarian Believes

A children's librarian, in one of our larger

cities, in writing of the advantages of reading,

names first "the further enrichment of life."

We think she means by this that through read-

ing, one learns to think more deeply and more
widely about all that happens, and thus makes
even a very commonplace life much richer

than it would otherwise be. It seemed to us

on reading her phrase that this is a side of the

subject about which young people might
think more. It is a little different, you see,

from reading for fun or for knowledge, and
perhaps children might well read books that

will enrich their lives in this way. Suggestions

on such books will be gladly welcomed. Who
will name some ? Is not Ruskin's essay on
" Kings' Treasuries " the sort of reading the

librarian means ? It is usually bound in the

same volume with " Sesame and Lilies," which
we hope you all know.

No Remarks
In the same article is told the story of a mother
who was trying to explain a poem she was
reading to her little girl. She was interrupted

by the child, who said gently, " Mother, dear,

I could understand so much better if you
would please not explain."

One mpre good suggestion from the same
article is the motto of the children's room in

the library :
" The right book to the right

child at the right time"— which seems to

cover the subject very briefly but thoroughly.

Reading Too Fast.

A CORRESPONDENT from Faribault, Minnesota,

after praising the " Rebecca Mary " stories,

and telling how much she has enjoyed that

old favorite "The Scottish Chiefs," tells of

keeping a list of the books she read in three

weeks, and of having read ten in that time

—

ten " middle-sized " books, she says. Then
she asks whether she reads too fast to " take it

in well." She might nearly as well ask how
many pieces of coal make a pound. Some
books one finishes forever in an hour ; others

one can never finish, though they may be read

through in a half-hour. If she reads ten really

good books in three months, she will do well.

Reading merely as a pastime is another

matter, and is harmless if one has nothing else

to do, and one reads sensibly.

An Answer to a Question.

In an answer to our question about the

"Rebecca Mary" stories, we have received

this very satisfactory letter

:

Manor Farm, Bi.ewhury,

Nr. Didcot, Berkshire,

England.

Dear St. Nicholas : I am always so interested in

the Books and Reading department. It has tauglit me
a great deal about the care and reading of my books.

1 noticed in the September number (1906) you ask,

"Who has read it?" (Rebecca Mary, by Annie
Hamilton Donnell.

)

I have read some of her stories in " Harper's Maga-
zine," among them were four about Rebecca Mary. I

enjoyed reading them very much indeed, and I should

so like to know if they are published in book form. In

the magazine they were called " The Return of Re-
becca Mary," "Article Seven" (a story), "The
Thousand Quilt " (a story), and " The Feel Doll." The
other two short stories I read of hers were
called "The Child." "The Promise" (a story), both

of which I liked very much indeed. My mother
and father also have very much enjoyed reading them.

I am your very faithful reader and .admirer,

Hester Margetson.

A Book Recommended.

Here is a suggestion from one of yourselves:

Dear St. Nicholas: I think that other boys and
girls would be interested in a book called " Glimpses
of China and Chinese Homes," by Edward S. Morse
(Little, Brown & Co.) It is beautifully illustrated

with sketches by the author and is very interesting.

Yours sincerely,

Millia Davenport.

But would it not have been better if our

correspondent had given us some brief state-

ment of what she found especially worth

reading in the book ? The author she names
is well-known for his writings on Oriental .sub-

jects, and his knowledge may be depended
on. He is connected with the Boston Museum,
and was a student under Louis Agassiz— the

best of teachers for an observer.
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EDITORIAL NOTE.-TO PARENTS.

On page 246 of this number, St. Nicholas begins a series of articles which we hope will prove of real

service to the tired mother or nurse, who is often at her wits' end to provide amusement for the little folk

whom bad weather keeps in the house, where they often grow restless and impatient at their enforced

imprisonment. The general title "Hints and Helps for ' Mother '— Rainy Day Amusements for the

Nursery " sets forth the object of the series, which is intended to be a practical response to repeated re-

quests lor suggestions as to ways of amusing the little folk when it is too stormy for them to go out of

doors, and when toys and books and pictures seem stale from repeated use.

To " save the day," at such times, a form of work or play has to be provided which not only must be

novel, but must be something that the children themselves can enjoy in the doing. And it must be

based upon material that is always to be found in every home and not upon things which one has to go

out and buy.

Tlie paper on page 246 deals with "Clothes-pin Toys " and shows how much can be accomplished in

the way of making interesting playthings from these homely, every-day objects. The next paper will

show the odd and entertaining toys that can be made out of pasteboard or paper boxes, and this will be

followed by other articles of a similar sort.

We commend the series to the careful attention of mothers, nurses and the older sisters of the family,

and we should be very glad to receive from grown-up readers who are interested in the subject any sug-

gestions for amusements and toys which they have invented or have found useful in their own experience.

The point to be always borne in mind, however, is that these home-made playthings should be only such

as can be easily made out of cvery-day articles that are to hefound in every honte.

G-i^DSDEN, Ala.
Dear St. Nicholas : Will you accept a note from a

little girl way down in Alabama?
I spent last winter in New York, but am glad to be

back in my Sunny South again.

You were given me as a present last Christmas, and I

often think St. Nicholas is a gift any little girl ought

to be proud of.

I live in a beautiful little town on the Coosa River.

I want to thank you for the prize you sent me for my
gob-o-link. Your devoted reader,

Ruth Duncan.

Fair View Farm, Lambertville, N. J.
Dear St. Nicholas: I have taken St. Nicholas
for three years and know of no other magazine that can

equal it. The serial stories I think the most interesting

because they keep one eagerly anticipating the next

issue.

I am now up in the country spending my vacation on
a large farm. There are many pleasant pastimes here,

such as plaving croquet, going boating and fishing on the

Delaware River, hunting egg*, and—eating apples.

I tamed some little white leghorn chickens so that

when I call they fly upon my hand and shoulder. These
chickens look very pretty, their feathers being pure
white, their combs a bright red and their legs yellow.

I suppose many readers of St. Nicholas have never
seen bees making honey. The next farm from here
keeps bee-hives and I h.ave watched them making it,

never in the daytime however, as they are apt to sting if

molested when at work, but at dusk they do not mind it.

Now is the bee's busiest time, for the buckwheat is in

full bloom. This little white flower affords a great deal

of honey for the bees. If you have ever passed a field

of buckwheat in full bloom you may have heard a low
continuous droning which is made by the bees.

I 'm afraid my letter is getting too long so will close,

with best wishes for long continued success.

I am your much interested reader,

Edith H. Ross (age 14).

Flushing, L.

the first time I

I.

haveDear St. Nicholas :—This
written to you. I am twelve years old and have taken

you for a year and a half. I like the story of "The
Crimson Sweater " best. In the summer I go to a boys'
camp in the Southern Catskills. The camp's name is

Wake Robin.
Last summer we took a tramp of 36 miles, carrying

from 17 to 22 pounds on our back. The camp lasts 10

weeks. Your friend, Joh.n Blakiston.

A VISIT TO THE PORTSMOUTH
NAVY YARD.

When I was in Portsmouth, New Hampshire, last

summer, I went with my grandfather to visit the navy
yard. This was on an island, and we had to cross the

Piscataqua river first in a boat.

A new dock had just been built that large ships could

come in, and it was all made of stone. For the door
there was a ship about half :\s large as the dock.

A new prison was being built which would be very

large when it was finished. Prisoners were kept in a

ship while the prison was being made.
There were two men that worked under water and

were all covered with rubber except their eyes that they

put glass eyes over. They went down under water to

work, and air was pumped down, so they could breathe.

They stayed under water for two hours.

A building was there that a big ship had been built in.

All kinds of ships were lying around at the wharves.

The Russian and Japanese treaty was signed at

Portsmouth, and I was glad I had visited the navy
yard there. Yours truly,

Margaret R. Knowlton (age 11 years).



DKAWN BY MARY AURILLA JONES (LEAGUE MEMBER).

ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN THE DECEMBER NUMBER.

A Circle Puzzle. The St. Nicholas Magazine. Begin at

lower T.
Double Zigzag. From i to 2, Deerslayer; 3 to 4, Pathfinder.

I. Adolph. 2. Embark. 3. Tenets. 4- Rather. 5. Estufa. 6.

Lading. 7. Banana. 8. Yonder. 9. Pellet. lu. Regret.

Cross-word Enigma. Christmas.

NuMFRiCAL Enigma. "Smooth runs the water where the brook

is deep."

Illustrated Numhrical Enigma. *' Genius does what it must,

and talent does what it can."

Royal Acrostics. I. i. Major. 2. Ebony. 3. Sahib. 4.

Punic. Centrals, John. II. i. Homer. 2. Dwarf. 3. Mirth.

4. Egypt. Centrals, Mary. III. i. Chess. 2. Media. 3.

Tower. 4. Diana. 5. Coral. 6. India. Centrals, Edward. IV.

1. Agate. 2. Polar. 3. Offer. 4. March. 5. Query. 6. Sedge.

Centrals, Alfred. V. i. iEgis. 2. Drear. 3. Drown. 4. Forum.
5. Rogue. 6. Dream. Centrals, George. VI. i. Plaid. 2.

Dirge. 3. Sitka. 4. Ether. 5. Coupe. 6. Arrow. Centrals,

Arthur. VII. i. l\locha. 2. Quail. 3. Ionic. 4. Route. 5.

(.Toths. 6. Queen. Centrals, Canute. VIII. i. Tiara. 2.

Venus. 3. Tenor. 4. Sheik. Centrals, Anne. IX. i. Nabob.
2. Inert. 3. Muses. 4. Resin. Centrals, Bess.

Word-squares. I.

II. 1. Heel. 2. Ebro.
I. Tale.

3. Erin.

2. Aged. 3. Lead.
4. Long.

4. Eddy.

Triplf Acrostic. Initials, Santa; second row, Claus; last

row, hully. Cross-words; i. Scorch. 2. Albino. 3. Narwal. 4.

Tunnel. 5. Asbury.

Double Diagonals. From i to 5, dearest; 2 to 4, staring, i.

Digress. 2. Deplete. 3. Bravado. 4. Apprise. 5. Eminent.
6. Endless. 7. Gallant.

To our Puzzlers : Answers to be acknowledged in the magazine, must be received not later than the 15th of each month, and should be
addressed to St. Nicholas Riddle-box, care of The Century Co., 33 East Seventeenth St., New York City.

Answers to all the Puzzles in the October Number were received, before October 15th. from John Farr Simons—Marjorie

Anderson—James A. Lynd— " Queenscourl"—Mildred D. Yenawine—Alice Lowenhaupt—^AUce R. Bragg— Frances Bosanquet—Prue
K. Jamieson— "Jolly Juniors"—Emily Smith—Albert B. Ellard—Lois F. Lovejoy—Jo and I—Howell Byrnes— Mabel Alvaiez—t)orothy

Hopkins—Frances Hunter.

Answers to Puzzles in the October Number were received, before October 15th, from Eugenie A. Steiner, g— B. Bateham, i— Edna
Meyle, 3—Carl Guttzeit, 3—Frances C. Bennett, g—Edith Faxon, i—Harriet Biugaman, 7— *' St. Gabriel's Chapter," 6.

NUMERIC.!!. ENIGMA.

I AM composed of l\ventv-t\vo letters and form the

name of a thirty-eight sided figure.

My 3-11-9-15 is a small fruit pie. My 17-6-S is a

covering for the head. My 5-4-2-21-16 is a drink. My
12-1-22-18 is formed by a volcano. My 19-20-13-14-7

ib a lazy person.

PRUE K. JAMIKSON (Ilonor Member).

TRII'LE BEHEADINGS.
I. Triply behead a person of irritable temper, and

leave a sailor. 2. Triply behead to become visible, and
leave part of the head. 3. Triply behead a bird, and
leave a snare. 4. Triply behead a common Italian title,

and leave a negative. 5. Triply behead high-pitched,

and leave sick. 6, Triply behead motive, and leave a
child.

The initials of the remaining words will spell a popu-
lar game.

HELEN WHITMAN. (League Member).

SYNCOPATIONS.

Example: Syncopate uproar, and leave part of the

face. Answer, no-i-se, nose.

I. Syncopate to delay, and leave an animal, 2. Syn-
copate to deceive, and leave to converse. 3. Syncopate
a kind of gum, and leave part of a harness. 4. Synco-
pate an ecclesiastical headdress, and leave deep mud. 5.

Syncopate a pigment, and leave to gasp. 6. Syncopate
to separate, and leave a prophet. 7. Syncopate fore-

most, and leave a French cook. 8. Syncopate part of a

flower, and leave to resound. 9. Syncopate otherwise,

and leave an exclamation of sorrow. 10. Syncopate a
sleeping vision, and leave a fraction of an ounce. Ii.

Syncopate covered with dust, and leave a tax.

The syncopated letters wdl spell a word often heard
during the Christmas holidays.

JOHN FARR sImons (Honor Member).

CHARADE.
'My Jirsty a small liag that is best when it 's filled;

My serond begins every night

;

My third is a part of the head. Do my iohoit\

And read me this riddle aright.

ELIZABETH c. BEALE (Honor Member).

NOVEL ACKO.STir.

4 -

10

7 •

II

9

14

15

16
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My primal zigzag (indicated by stars) and my final

zigzag each name a Slate; from i to 10 and from il to

17, name the capitals of these two States.

Cross-words: i. Forbidding with authority. 2. De-
served. 3. 'I'he projection of a figure. 4. Imaginary
phantasms. 5. Unclosing. 6. Pertaining to angels. 7*

A kind of crisp, luslrous silk.

GERTRUDE M. LOVING (Honor Member),
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TRAVELERS' ACROSTIC.
{Silver Badge, St. Nicholas League Competition.)

When the five conveyances pictured above have been

rightly guessed, the initial letters will, when properly

arranged, spell the name of a country that has recently

attracted much attention.

Designed by LOUISE w. GOODWIN (age lo).

DOUBLE ZIGZAG.
(Silver Badge, St. Nicholas League Competition.)

I .... 3

2 .... 4
Cross-words: i. A wooden hammer. 2. To tease.

3. Usage. 4. Sudden. 5. To coax. 6. To bear wit-

ness. 7. A famous play.

From I to 2 and from 3 to 4 each name a famous
play.

ARTHUR MINOT REED.

CONCEALED WOKD-SQU.IKE.

One word is concealed in each couplet.

1. Max owned, without a thought of shame.
He 'd not a thaler to his name.

2. The children searched the fields all over
And failed to find a four-leaved clover.

3. Eva declares she did not go

;

Where is the friend who told you so ?

4. There Fred and Harry waiting sat

;

Beside them purred the yellow cat.

5. Be brave, my dear, and do not sigh.

It rends my heart to say " good-bye."
HELEN A. SIBLEY.

DOUBLE BEHEADINGS AND DOUBLE
CURTAILINGS.

(Gold Badge, St. Nicholas League Competition.)

Example: Doubly behead and curtail walked, re-
arrange the remaining letters, and make a chart.
Answer Tr-amp-ed, map.

I. Behead and curtail a European country, rearrange,
and make a biped. 2. Behead and curtail mocking,
rearrange, and m.tke a flower associated with F"rance.
3. Behead and curtail in a feudal manner, rearrange, and
make to praise. 4. Behead and curtail in particular,
rearrange and make an heroic poem. 5. Behead and
curtail to hold back, rearrange, and make a heavenly
hody. 6. Behead and curtail gifts, rearrange, and make
observed. 7. Behead and curtail a leader, rearrange.

and make a light blow. 8. Behead and curtail stays,

rearrange, and make purpose. 9. Behead and curtail

notched like the edge of a leaf, rearrange, and make
tidy. 10. Behead and curtail a large, Arctic animal,
rearrange, and make to eat. 11. Behead and curtail

one of the United States, rearrange, and make a feminine
name. 12. Behead and curtail mirks by folding, re-

arrange, and make, a large body of water. 13. 1 ehead
and curtail not any thing, rearrange, and make to strike.

When the thirteen new words have been written one
below the other, their initials will spell the name of a
man who was famous in the early history of New
England.

marjorie stoneman.

fcOLLEGE ACROSTIC.
(Gold Badge, St. Nicholas League Competition.)

All the words described contain the same number of
letters. When rightly guessed and written one below
another, the initials will spell the name of a college, and
the finals, the college color.

Cross-words: 1. Wide and general destruction.
2. Detest. 3. A Jewish title of respect. 4. Poison.

5. Otherwise called. 6. A masculine name. 7. An
evil spirit.

EDMUND P. SHAW.

WOBD-SQUABE.
I. A collection of maps. 2. In that place. 3. To

gain knowledge. 4. A rich figured fabric. 5. Discern-

ment. MILDRED HOOD (League Member).

AMPUTATIONS.
When the following sixteen words have been rightly

beheaded and curtailed, a four-line stanza will remain.

I. Doubly behead and doubly curtail pangs, and have
a pronoun. 2. Doubly behead and doubly curtail up-
roar, and leave a verb. 3. Doubly behead and doubly
curtail adapted, and leave upright. 4. Doubly behead
and doubly curtail narrow cracks, and leave within. 5.

Doubly behead and doubly curtail disagreeable to look
at, and leave a spectacle. 6. Doubly behead and doubly
curtail to desert, and leave a conjunction. 7. Doubly
behead and doubly curtail revived, and leave unfaded.

8. Doublv behead and doubly curtail burnt w'th a hot
iron, and leave a conjunction, 9. Doubly behead and
doubly curtail gave new life to, and leave modem. 10.

Doubly behead and doubly curtail not found out, and
leave to disclose. II. Doubly behead and doubly cur-

tail puckers, and leave a common little article. 12.

Doubly behead and doubly curtail unfortunately, and
leave meter. 13. Doubly behead and doubly curtail

calumny, and leave a conjunction. 14. Doubly behead
and doubly curtail that which causes solution, and leave

to guess. 15. Doubly behead and doubly curtail an
amusing drama, and leave a pronoun. 16. Doubly be-

head and doubly curtail taken to pieces, and leave to

achieve. ADDIE s. COLLOM.

THE DEVINNE PRESS, NEW YORK.
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The Cozy Lion
As told by Queen Crosspatch

By Frances Hodgson Burnett
Author of " Little Lord Fauntleroy," " Sara Crewe," " Editha's Burglar," etc., etc.

WITH H-LUSTRATIOXS BY HARRISO.^ C.-^DY

I AM very fond of this story of the Cozy
Lion because I consider it a great credit to

me. I reformed that Lion and taught him
how to behave himself. The grown-up per-

son who reads this story aloud to children must
know how to Roar.

I shall never forget the scolding I gave
him to begin with. One of the advantages of

being a Fairy—even quite a common one—is

that Lions can't bite you. A Fairy is too little

and too light. If they snap at you it 's easy

to tly through their mouths, and even if they

catch you, if you just get behind their teeth you
can make them so uncomfortable that they will

beg you to get out and leave them in peace.

Of course it was all the Lion's fault that I

scolded him. Lions ought to live far away
from people. Nobody likes Lions roaming
about—particularly where there are children.

But this Lion said he wanted to get into Society,

and that he was very tbnd of children—little

fat ones between three and four. So instead of

living on a desert, or in a deep forest or a jungle,

he took the large Cave on the Huge Green
Hill, only a few miles from a village full of the

fattest, rosiest little children you ever saw.

He liad only been living in the Cave a few

days, but even in that short time the mothers
and fathers had found out he was there, and
everybody who could afford it had bought a

gun and snatched it up even if they saw a

Copyright, 1907, by The Century Co.
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donkey coming down the road, because they

were afraid it might turn out to be a Lion. As
for the mothers, they were nearly crazy with

fright and dare not let their children go out to

play and had to shut them up in top rooms and
cupboards and cellars, they were so afraid the

Lion might be hiding behind trees to jump out at

them. So everything was beginning to be quite

spoiled because nobody could have anv fun.

Of course if they had had any sense and be-

lieved in Fairies and had just gone out some
moonlight night and all joined hands and
danced slowly around in a circle and sung

:

Fairies pink and Fairies rose.

Fairies dancing on pearly toes,

IVe want you. Oh! we wantyou .'

Fairy Queens and Fairy slaves

Who are not afraid of Lions' Caves

Please to come to help us,

then it would have been all right, because we
should have come in millions. Especially if

they had finished with this verse :

Our troubles ive can never tell

But if YOU would come it -would all he n'cll,

Par-iic-u-lar-ly Silver-Bell.

But they had n't sense enough for that—of

course they hadn't

—

of course they hadn't/
Which shows what loonies some people are.

All rights reser\'ed.
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But you sec I am much nici;r tlian ////-fairy

persons, even if I have lost my nice Httle, pink

little, sweet little Temper and it I a/// cross. So

when 1 saw the children fretting and growing

pale because they had to be shut up, and the

mothers crying into their washtubs when they

were washing, luitil tlie water slopped over, 1

When I got to the Cave, the Lion was sitting

outside his door and he was crying. He was
one of those nasty-tempered, discontented

Lions who are always thinking themselves in-

jured; large round tears were rolling down his

nose and he was sniffling. But I must say he
was handsotne. He was big and smooth and

had the most splendid

mane and tail I ever

saw. He would have
been like a King if he
had had a nicer ex-

pression. But there

he sat sniffling.

••I 'm so lonely,"

he said. " Nobody
calls. Nobody pays
me any attention.

And I came here for

the Society. No one
is fonder of Society

than I am."
I sat down on a

flowering branch near

liim and shouted at

him, " What 's the

use of Society when
you eat it up ? " I

said.

He jumped up and
lashed his tail and
growled, but at first he
could not see me.

" What 's it for but

to be eaten up : he

•II- rilEV SAW A DONKEY COMING DOWN THE KOAD THEY WERE AFRAID
IT MIGHT TURN OUT TO BE A LION."

made up my mind I would go and talk to

that Lion myself in a way he would n't soon
forget.

It was a beautiful morning, and the Huge
Green Hill looked lovely. A shepherd who
saw me thought I was a gold and purple butter-

fly and threw his hat at me—the idiot ! Of
course he fell down on his nose—and very right

and proper too.

roared. " First I want
it to entertain me and
then I want it for des-

sert. Where are you ?

WXxo are you ?
"

'• I 'm Queen Cross-

patch—Queen Silver-

Bell as was," I said.

'• I suppose you have

heard of me ?
"

" I 've he^'d noth-

ing good," he growled.
" A good chewing is

what iw/ want !

"

He //(/(/heard some-
thing about me. but

not enough. The truth was he did n't really

believe in Fairies—which was what brought

him into trouble.

By this time he had seen me and he was
ignorant enough to think that he could catch

me, so he lay down flat in the thick green grass

and stretched his big paws out and rested his

nose on them thinking I would be taken in and
imagine he was going to sleep. I burst out
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laughing at him and swung to and fro on my
flowery branch.

" Do you want to eat me ? " I said. '' You \\

and hammered and hammered until he began
to have such a jumping toothache that he ran

leaping and roaring down the Huge Oreen
Hill and leajjing and roaring down the village

street to the dentist's to get some toothache

drops.

You can just imagine how all the people

rushed into their houses, and how the mothers
screamed and clutched tlieir children and hid

under beds and tables and in coal bins, and
how the fathers fumbled about for guns. As
for the dentist, he locked his door and bolted

it and barred it, and when he found //is gun he

jjoked it out of the window and fired it off as

fast as ever he could until he had fired fifty

times, only he was too frightened to hit any-

thing. Wut the village street was so full of

flashes and smoke and bullets that Mr. Lion
turned with ten big roars and galloped down
the street, with guns fired out of every window
where the family could aftbrd to keep a gun.

When he got to his home in the Huge Cireen

Hill, he just laid down .Tnd cried aloud and
screamed and kicked his hind legs until he

scratched a hole in the floor of his cave.

" WHKN 1 GOT TO THE CAVE. THE LION WAS SITTING
OUTSIDE HIS DOOR AND HE WAS CRYING."

need two or three quarts of me with sugar and
cream—like strawberries."

That made him so angry that he sprang roar-

ing at my tree and snapped and shook it and
tore it with his claws. But I flew up into the air

and buzzed all about him and he got furious

—

justfurious. He jumped up in the airand lashed

his tail and thrashed his tail and crashed his

tail, and he turned round and round and tore

up the grass.

" Dofi't be a silly," I said. '' It 's a nice big

tufty sort of tail and you will only wear it

out."

So then he opened his mouth and roared and
roared. And what do you suppose / did ? 1

flew right into his mouth. First I flew into his

throat and buzzed about like a bee and made
him cough and cough and cough—but he

could n't cough me up. He coughed and he

houghed and he woughed ; he tried to catch

me with his tongue and he tried to catch me
with his teeth but I simply made myself tinier

and tinier and got between two big fierce white

double ones and took one of my Fairy Work-
ers' hammers out of my pocket and hammered

HE JC.MPED UP AND LASHED HIS TAIL.

"Just because I 'm a Lion," he sobbed, "just

because I 'm a poor, sensitive, helpless orphan

Lion nobody has one particle of manners. They
won't even sell me a bottle of toothache drops.
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And 1 was n't going to touch that dentist—until

he had cured mc and wrapped up the bottle

nicely in i)ai)er. Not a touch was I going to

touch him until he had done that."

He opened his mouth so wide to roar with

grief that I flew out of it. 1 had meant to give

him a lesson and 1 'd given him one. When I

fiew out of his mouth of course his beautiful

"HE WAS TOO FRIGHTENED TO HIT ANYTHING.

double teeth stopped aching. It was such a

relief to him that it made quite a change in his

nature and he sat up and began to smile. It

was a slow smile which spread into a grin

even while the teardrops hung on his whiskers.

"My word! How nice," he said. "It's

stopped."

I had flown to the top of his ear and I

shouted down it.

" I stopped it," I said. " And I began it.

And if you don't behave yourself, I '11 give you
earache and that will be worse."

Before I had given him his lesson he would
have jumped at me but now he knew better.

He tried to touch my feelings and make me
sorry for him. He put one paw before his eyes

and began to sniff again.

" I am a poor sensitive, lonely orphan Lion,"

he said.

" You are nothing of the sort," I answered

very sharply. " Vou are not poor, and goodness
knows you are not sensitive, and you need n't

be lonely. I don't know whether you are an
orphan or not—and I don't care. You are a
nasty, ill-tempered, selfish, biting, chewing
thing."

" There 's a prejudice against Lions," he
wept. " People don't like them. They never

invite them to children's parties— nice little fat,

tender, children's partie.s—where they would
enjoy themselves so much—and the refresh-

ments would be just what they like best. They
don't even invite them to grown-up parties.

What I want to ask you is this : has one of those

villagers called on me since I came here—even
a tough one ?"

" Nice stupids they would be if they did," I

answered.

He lifted up his right paw and shook his

head from side to side in the most mournful

way.
" There," he said, " you are just as selfish

as the rest. Everybody is selfish. There is no
brotherly love or consideration in the world.

Sometimes I can scarcely bear it. I am going

to ask you another question, and it is almost

like a riddle. Who did you ever see try to give

pleasure to a Lion ?
"

I got into his ear then and shouted down it

as loud as ever I could.
" Who did you ever see a Lio7i try to give

pleasure to ? " I said. " You just think over

that. A.nd when vou find the answer, tell it to

meP
I don't know whether it was the newness of

the idea, or the suddenness of it, but he turned

pale. Did you ever see a lion turn pale ? I

never did before and it was funny. You know
people's skins turn pale but a Lion's skin is

covered with hair and you can't see it, so his

hair has to turn pale or else you would never

know he was turning pale at all. This Lion's

hair was a beautiful tawny golden color to begin

with and first his whiskers turned white and

then his big mane and then his [taws and then

his body, and last his long, splendid tail with

the huge fluffy tuft on the end of it. Then he

stood up and his tail hung down and he said

weakly :

'•
I do not know the answer to that riddle.

I will go and lie down in my Cave. I do nOt

believe I have one friend in this world." And
he walked into his Cave and lay down and
sobbed bitterly.

He forgot I was inside his ear and that he

carried me with him. But I can tell you I had
given him something to tliink of and that was
what he needed. This way of feeling that

nothing in the World but a Lion has a right to
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be comfortable—^just because you happen to be

a Lion yourself—is too silly for anything.

I flew outside his ear and boxed it a little.

" Come !
" I said. ' Crying won't do you

any good. Are you really lonely—really

—

really—really—so that it gives you a hollow

feeling ?
"

He sat up and shook his tears away so they

splashed all about—something like rain.

' Yes," he answered, '•' to tell the truth I am
—I do like Society. I want friends and neigh-

bors—and I don't only want them for dessert.

I am a sociable Lion and 1 am affectionate in

mv nature—and clingmg. And people run as

fast as they can the moment they hear my voice."

And he quite choked with the lump in his

throat.

" Well," I snapped, '' what else do you ex-

pect ? " That overcame him and he broke
into another sob. " I expect kindness," he
said, " and invitations to afternoon teas—and
g-g-garden parties "

—

"Well you won't get them," I interrupted,

"if you don't change your ways. If you eat

afternoon teas and garden parties as though
they were lettuce sandwiches, you can't expect

" But ever since I was a little tiny Lion—

a

tiny, tiny one—I have wanted to get into

Society. I will change— I will ! fust tell me

"I AM A POOR SENSITIVE, LONELY ORPHAN
LION,' HE SAID."

to be invited to them. So you may as well go
back to the desert or the jungle and live with
Lions and give up Society altogether."

"'I DO NOT KNOW THE ANSWER TO THAT
KIDDLE,' HE SAID."

what to do. .\nd do sit on my ear and talk

down it and stroke it. It feels so comfortable
and friendly."

You see he had forgotten that he had meant
to chew me up. So I began to give him ad-

vice.

" The first things you will have to do will be
to change your temper and.your heart and }'Our

diet, and stop growling and roaring when you
are not pleased."

" I '11 do that, I '11 do that," he said ever so

quickly. " You don't want me to cut my mane
and tail ofi', do you ?

"

" No. You are a handsome Lion and beauty
is much admired." Then I snuggled quite

close up to his ear and said down it, " Did
you ever think how nice a Lion would be if—if

he were much nicer?
"

" N-no," he faltered.

" Did you ever think how like a great big

cozy lovely dog you are ? ."^nd how nice your
big fluffy mane would be for little girls and
boys to cuddle in, and how they could play

with you and pat you and hug you and go to

sleep \yith their heads on your shoulder and
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love you and adore you—if you only lived on
breakfast foods and things—and had a really

sweet disposition ?
"

He must have been rather a nice Lion because

that minute he began to look " kind of smiley

' Could he ! Could he I Could he ? " he
shouted out. " Oh ! let me be a Cozy Lion ! Let
me be a Cozy Lion ! Hooray ! Hooray ! Hoo-
ray ! I would like it better than being invited

to Buckingham Palace !

"

KINDNESS AND AFTERNOON TEAS WOULD HAVE MADE THE COZY LION IIAPI'Y.

round the mouth and teary round the lashes "

—

which is part of a piece of poetry I once read.
'• Oh ! Aunt Maria !

" he exclaimed a little

slangily. " I never thought of that : it would
be nice."

" A Lion could be the coziest thing in the
world—if he would," I went on.
He jumped up in the air and danced and

kicked his hind legs for joy.

'• Little children would ]vl'sX flock to see you
and play with you," I said. " And then if they

came, their mothers and fathers could n't be
kept away. They would flock too."

The smile of joy that spread over his face

actually reached his ears and almost shook me
off.

•' 'I'hat ic'oii/d be Society I

" he grinned.
" The very best 1

" I answered. " Children
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\Vhen could it

until vou have

Where? Oh!

"'LITTLE CHILDREN WOULD ]\]ST flock TO SEE
YOU AND PLAY WITH YOU,' I SAID."

who are real darlings and not imitations come
fiist, and then mothers and fathers—the rest just

straggle along anywhere."
'• When could it begin ?

begin ? " he panted out.
' Not," I said very tirmly,

"

tried some Breakfast Food !

"

'• Where shall I get it ? ( )h !

Where ?
"

" / will get it, of course," was my answer.

Then I stood up on the very tip of his ear

and put my tiny golden trumpet to my lips.

(And Oh! how that Lion did roll up his eyes

to try to catch a glimpse of me!) And I

played this tune to call my Fairy Workers.

/ 'ill calling Jiviii tilt' Huge Green Hill

Tira-lira-lira.

The Lion's Cave is cool and still.

Tira-lira-lira.

The Lioii wishes to improve

And show he 's filled with tender love

And NOT with Next Door Neighbor.

The Lion taishes to be good.

To fill him FULL of Breakfast Food

IVill aid him in his labor.

Bring Breakfast Food from far and near

— He 'II eat a dreadful lot, Ifear.

Oh .' Tira-lira-lira-la

And Tira-lira-ladi.

A Lion learning to be good

A\\-ds Everybody's Breakfast Food.

) 'on workers bring it— Tira-la

And Tira-lira-ladi.

Then the Fairy Workers came flying in

clouds. In three minutes and three ((uarters

they were swarming allover the Huge Green Hill

and into the Lion's Cave, every one of them
with a little sack on his green back. They
swarmed here and they swarmed there. Some
were cooks and brought tiny pots and kettles and
stoves and they began to cook Breakfast F"oods

as fast as lightning. The Lion sat up. (I for-

got to say that he had turned «//-pale long be-

fore this and was the right color again.) And
his mouth fell wide open, just with surprise and
amazement. What amazed him most was that

not one out of all these thousands of little

Workers in their green caps and smocks was

the least bit afraid of him. Why, what do

you think! My little Skip just jumped up and
stood on the end of the Lion's nose while he

asked me a question. You never saw anything

•'EVERY EAIKV WORKER WITH A LITTLE S.-\CK

O.N HIS GREEN BACK.
'

as funny as that Lion looking down the bridge

of his nose at him until he squinted awfully.

He was so interested in him.
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" Does he take it with sugar and cream, your
Royal Silver-cross-bell-ness ? " Skip asked me,
taking oft" his green cap and bowing low.

"Try him with it in both ways," I said.

"HE ATE AND ATE AND ATE, AND LAPPED
AND LAPPED AND LAPPED."

When the Workers had made a whole lot of
all the kinds together they poured it into a
hollow stone and covered it with sugar and
cream.

"Ready, your Highnesses!" they all called

out in chorus.

( To be CO

" Is that it ? " said the Lion. " It looks

very nice. How does one eat it ? Must I

bite it ?
"

" Dear me, no," I answered. " Lap it."

So he began. If you '11 believe me, he
simply reveled in it. He ate and ate and ate,

and lapped and lapped and lapped and he did
not stop until the hollow stone was quite clean
and empty and his sides w^ere quite swelled and
puffed out. And he looked as pleased as

Punch.
" I never ate anything nicer in my life," he

said. " There was a Sunday School picnic I

once went to— "

" A Sunday School picnic
!

" I shouted so
fiercely that he blushed all over. The very
tuft on his tail was deep rose color. "Who
invited you ?

"

He hung his head and stammered.
" I was n't exactly invited" he said, " and

did n't go 'luitii the school to the picnic grounds
—but I should have come back with it—at

least some of it — but for some men with

guns!"
I stamped on his ear as hard as ever I

coj^ild.

" Never let me hear you mention such a sub-

ject again," I said. " Nobody in Society would
speak to you if they knew of it

!"

He quite shook in his shoes—only he had n't

any shoes.
" I '11 never even think of it again," he said.

" I see mv mistake. I apologize. I do in-

deed!"
Xow what do you suppose happened at that

very minute? If I hadn't been a Fairy I

should have been frightened to death. At
that very minute I heard little children's voices

singing like skylarks farther down on the Huge
Green Hill—actually little children—a whole
lot of them

!

duded.t

The Unhappy Fiddler

By John Kendrick Bangs

ATE in the eighteenth century

A fiddler wept all day.

Why do you weep ? " in sympathy

They asked. " Why this dismay ?"

Because, good folk, I have," said he,

"To work, whene'er I play."



The Poetry of Motion
By Eloise Sharon

The " Pdetry of Motion," 1 've heard grown-ups talk about

;

Its meaning puzzled me at first, but now I 've made it out!

it means abright, cold winter day, on old Longmeadow Hill,

With dazzling snow, and sparkling sky, and crisp air, keen and

A jolly, laughing crowd of us on Billy's old bob-sled
;

A parting whoop,— a gliding start,— a long, clear stretch ahead!

aill;



"BETSY CURTSIED, L\t THE PRETTY, OLD FASHION'.



Betsy Brandon's Guest
(A True Story)

By Caroline Mays Brevard

Illustraled bv H. S. Potter

It was a bright spring morning in 1791 anil

the sun shone as bright ovc-r the Brandon
plantation as it did in the county town of

Salisbury. \'et little Miss Betsy Brandon,

sitting lonely and disconsolate on the piazza

of the great plantation house, did not think

of the sunshine, did not notice the gay tulips

nodding good morning, did not listen to the

merry songs of the birds ; for her thoughts

were in Salisbury, and she longed to be there.

For not more than an hour ago all the

family had driven to the town to see Cieneral

Washington, who was to be received there

with great honor, and with as handsome a

demonstration as the brave, patriotic folk of

the town and county could make for him.

It was a wonderful thing, this southern

tour of the General—now President of the

United States. He had traveled in his family

carriage all the way down from Virginia,

through the Carolinas and Georgia near the

coast to Savannah, and was now returning

through the "up-country." stopping at Au-
gusta. Camden, Charlotte, and other towns.

All along the route people united to do him
honor, and war-worn veterans who had fol-

lowed his standard, pressed near to grasp his

hand.

And now that he was coming to Salisbury

such grand things were to be done ! Captain

John Beard in command of the "Rowan Light

Horse Company" had gone to meet him at

Charlotte and escort him to Salisbury. A
company of boys—one of whom was Betsy'.j

brother—were to meet him half a mile from
town and march as his escort with the men.
And the boys were to be in uniform and were
to wear buck tails in their hats. And Betsy's

sister was to be one of the little girls, all

dressed in white, to scatter flowers before the

General when he entered the town. Oh. it

would all be beautiful ! Yet Betsy must stay

at home.
Was it not a little hard? .And was it alto-

gether strange that twelve-year-old Betsy, in

spite of the self-control taught by the strict

old-time discipline, must, from time to time,

wipe away the gathering tears?

\"et not e\-ery one had gone to Salisbury,

for, after a while, Betsy was surprised to see

two gentlemen riding up the avenue. On
reaching the house, they dismounted, and one
— a gentleman of very grand and handsome
appearance—bowed low to the little maid and
asked if she would be kind enough to give

breakfast to two tired wayfarers.

Betsy curtsied, in the pretty, old fashion,

and said that as all the grown people had
gone to town to see General Washington, she

was afraid the breakfast might not be very
nice, but she would have something ready in

a little while, and would they please be seated

on the piazza.

"I am a plain old man," said the gentle-

man who had spoken, "and only want a cup
of milk and piece of cornbread." The "plain
old man" was very dignified and courteous,

and there was something in his bearing so

noble that somehow his little hostess felt that

here was a man fit to stand with the greatest.

"I promise you." he continued, "that vou
shall see General \\"ashington before any of

your people do."

How that might be Betsy did not know,
nor did she question. For there was some-
thing about this une.xpected guest that won
her trust from the beginning. So she hurried

away to the kitchen to interview old Dinah.
Then, while Dinah was making ready the hoe-

cake, and Cindy was setting the table, Betsy

herself ran down the hill to the spring house

for the milk and butter. In a little while the

simple repast was ready, and the guests were

bidden to partake of it.

Betsy was pleased, as any hostess would
have been, to see how the breakfast was en-

joyed. Encouraged by the kindness of the

gentleman who had promised that she should

see General Washington, she talked freely

of the great doings in town that day. There
was to be a grand reception in the afternoon

and a ball at night. Her mother had the

most beautiful gown for the ball, and no
doubt all the other ladies had beautiful

gowns. But her father would wear his old

uniform. And then she told of how her
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father honored and loved General Washing-

ton, and of how he said that he was the

greatest man and the best in all the world.

But now the guests rose and he who had
asked for the breakfast thanked Betsy for it.

"The milk you gave me," he said, "is the

best I have drunk for many a day, and the

hoe-cake is delicious. I thank you for your

kindness. I must now bid you farewell and

go on my journey."

"Farewell, Sir," said Betsy, curtsying.

"But when— " for now the question would
come—"when do I see General Washington?"

She raised her eager eyes to meet those of

the stranger who had given her the promise.

With a kind smile he answered simply: "I

am General Washington."

Like other wonderful things it had all

come about very naturally. The General was
fatigued by his journey, and knowing that he
would have little opportunity of rest during
the day, left his party for a while, and, with

one attendant, rode on horseback to the Bran-
don house for some refreshment before go-

ing on to Salisbury, si.x miles further. And
so it came to pass that the little girl in the

North Carolina farm-house not only saw the

great man but entertained him at breakfast.

Concerning Eyes
By Carolyn Wells

If you gaze and gaze at the blue, blue sky, your eyes grow blue, they say;
But they say your eyes will grow dark, dark brown if you look at the ground all day.

Now I don't kiifl'di if this is so,—perhaps it w/7 true ;

But Rosy's trying to make hers brown, and I'm trying to make mine blue.



Little Eski and the Polar Bear



Captain June
By Alice Hegan Rice

Author of " Mrs. Wiggs of the Calil>agL- Patch, " " Lovey Mary," etc.

With Pictures by C. D. Weldon

Chapter VI

One morning several weeks later, June was
lying on his back in the garden wishing he

had someone to plav with. Tore was awav
at school and Seki San was having her hair

dressed. He had watched the latter per-

formance so many times that it had ceased

to interest him. Seki would sit for hours

on a white mat before the old hair-dresser

Avho combed, and looped and twisted the

long oily strands into butterfly bows of shining

black.

The only person on the premises who was
at leisure was Tomi, but that was just the

trouble, he was so much at leisure that he re-

fused to stir from his warm spot on the sunny
steps no matter how much June coaxed. To
be sure there was a yellow cat next door, but

she did not understand Phiglish as Tomi did,

and when June called her, she humped her

back and would have ruffled her tail if she had
had one, but Japanese cats do not have tails,

so when they get angry they always look dis-

appointed.

Just as June was getting a bit lonesome the

post boy came trotting in with a letter for

Seki San and June ran in to take it to her.

"For me?" said Seki San looking very

comical with one loop of black hair hang-
ing over her eye. "from Meester Carre? I

sink it is a mistake, I do not know Meester

Carre."

"Read it," demanded June impatiently.

"It say," went on Seki San slowly, "that

Meester Carre is not able to write hisself but

he desire the writer to ask me will I permit
the little American boy to come to see him
to-day. He is sick on the bed, and ha\-e the

low spirit. He will keep safe care of the

little boy and send him home what time- I

desire."

"Oh, let me go Seki I Please let me go!"
cried June.

"But who is Meester Carre?"
"He is the Frenchman." said June. "He

is a soldier and has got the rheumatism. He
has goldfish too, and a sword. Oh Seki.

please let me go ! Oh, do let me go
!"

"Ah yes," said Seki, "one leg is shorter

than the other leg and he walks with sticks,

and he has long white whiskers on his lip,

ah ! yes I know."
"Can I go?" begged June.
Seki San took a long while to think about

it. She consulted her mother and the old

man next door, and the doctor who lived at

the corner, but by and by she came back and
said he could go.

" I w-ill send you in good Tanaka's 'rikisha,

he will take good care of you and bring you
back at tiffin time."

June was greatly excited over the prospect

and stood unusually still while Seki San but-

toned him into a starchy white blouse and
pinned a scarlet flower in his buttonhole.

"Can't I pin my flag on too?" he begged,

and Seki who could not bear to refuse him
anything, fastened the bit of red, white and
blue silk on the other side.

"Now keep your body still," cautioned

Seki San as she put him in the jinrikisha and
gave final instructions to Tanaka who was
bowing and grinning and bowing again,

"Tanaka will wait for you, and you must
come when he calls you. Be good little boy

!

Snyoiiara.'"

June had never felt so important in his

life. To be going out all by himself in a

jinrikisha was quite like being grown up.

'Vhe onlv thing lacking to make him quite

happy was a pair of real reins that he might
imagine he was driving a horse instead of

a little brown man with fat bare legs and a

big mushroom hat who looked around every

few moments to see if he was falling out.

They trotted along the sunny streets, pass-

ing the temple grounds where the green and
red Nio made ugly faces all the day. and
where the greedy pigeons were waiting for

more corn. They passed over the long bridge,

skirted the parade ground, then went winding
in and out of narrow streets until they came
to a stretch of country road that ran beside

a moat.

Here there was less to see and June amused
himself by repeating the few Japanese words
he had learned. "Ohavo" meant "good-
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morning," and it was great fun to call it out

to the children they passed and see them bow

and call back "Ohayo" in friendly greeting.

He knew another word too. it was "Arigato."

and it meant "thank you." He used it on

Tanaka everv time he stopped by the wayside

to pluck a flower for him. Once when they

rested June saw a queer old tree, with a very

short body and very long arms that seemed to

be seeing how- far they could reach. June

thought the tree must have the rheumatism

for it was standing on crutches, and had knots

on its limbs just like Monsieur had on his

fingers. But the strange part of it was that

from nearly every branch fluttered a small

strip of paper with something w-ritten on it.

June had seen this before on other trees, and

he remembered that Seki San had told him
that these little papers were poems hung
there when the tree was covered with cherry

blossoms.

Now June always wanted to do everything

anybody else did, so w-hen they started off

again, he decided that he would make up a

poem to liang on the tree as they came back.

He knew one that he had learned from a big

boy coming over on the steamer, and he said

it over softlv to himself :

*' King Solomon was tlie wisest man;
He had some ready cash.

The Queen of Sheeny came along

And Solly made a mash."

To be sure he did n't understand at all

what it meant, but it sounded nice and funny

and always made him laugh.

"I 'd like to make up one out of mv own
head though," he thought, and he sat so still

that Tanaka glanced back uneasily.

It was a very hard matter indeed, for when
you write a poem you ha\'e to get two words
that sound alike, and then find something to

write about them. It took him so long that

by the time he finished, the shaft of the jin-

rikisha came down w-ith a jerk and he looked

up to find that they had stopped in front of

a house all smothered in vines, with two in-

quisitive little windows peering out like eyes

behind a tangle of hair. Everything about the

place looked poor and neglected.

As June and Tanaka made their way up
the path. June gave an exclamation of delight.

There about the door were bowls and jars and
basins of goldfish. Every available recep-

tacle had been pressed into service, and big

fish and tiny ones in every shade of radiant

gold swam gailv about in the sunshine.
Vol. XXXIV.-^39.

It was such an engrossing sight that June
almost forgot to go in and speak to Monsieur
who lay in a bed. near the door.

"Ah. at last," cried the sick man, "My
little friend is welcome. There, sit in the

chair. Though I am poor, I live like a gentle-

man. See, I have a bed and chairs and a

table!"

June looked about the shabby crowded
room, at the dusty flag of France that was
draped over the window, at the map of France

that was pinned on the wall beside the bed.

at the cheap pictures and ornaments and the

soiled curtains, then he remembered Seki

San's room, clean and sweet and airy with

nothing in it but a vase of flowers.

"I 'd rather sit on the floor," he said

as he took his seat beside the bed, adding

immediately, "
I can stay until twelve

o'clock 1"

Tanaka had gone to lake a bath after his

warm run and to drink tea at the little tea-

house across the road.

Monsieur lay propped U|:i in bed with his

bandaged hands lying helpless on the cover-

lid. But his eyes were soft and kind, and he

had so many interesting things to talk about

that June found him a most entertaining host.

After he had shown June his sword and told

a wonderful storv about it. he returned to the

goldfish.

"Alas, there are but twenty-one now," he

sighed. " Napoleon Bonaparte died on Sun-
day. Have you seen the Grand Monarch ?

He is the great shining fellow in the crystal

howl. Those smaller ones are his gentlemen-

in-waiting. Here is Marie Antoinette, is she

not most beautiful?"

June was introduced to every one in turn

and had endless questions to ask in regard to

the story of each. Monsieur was the only

person he had ever met who always had
another story on hand. Everything suggested

a story, a story was hidden in every nook and
corner of Monsieur's brain, they fairly bub-
bled over in their eagerness to be told, and
June was as greedy for more as the pigeons

were greedy for corn, and he thought up new
questions while the old ones were getting an-

swered.

Once iMonsieur recited something in verse

to him, and that reminded June of his own
poem.

"I made up one coming." he announced,
"do you want to hear it?"

Monsieur did. Monsieur was very fond of

verse, so June recited it with evident pride:
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' Oh Gee !" said the tree
' It seems to me
That under my branches
I feel a flea!

"

"Bravo!" said Monsieur,

poet and a soldier too!"

'I 'd like to write it down,'

"so I can hang it on the tree."

you will

said

When the materials were collected, June
stretched himself at full length on the floor

and began the difficult task.

"I never did write with a pen and ink
be a afore," he confided to Monsieur, "you will

have to tell me how to spell the big words."

June, The room grew very silent and nothing was
•heard but the scratch, scratch of June's clumsy

'DOES IT SPELL ANYTHING? JUNE .\SKED.

"To be sure, to be sure," said Monsieur,
"you will find pen and ink in the table drawer.
Not that!" he cried sharply as June took out

a long sealed envelope. "Give that to me!"
June handed the packet to Monsieur in

some wonder and then continued his search.

"Here 's a cork-screw," he said, "and some
neckties, and a pipe. Here 's the pen! And
may I use this fat tablet?"

pen, and the occasional question which he

asked. A strange change had come over Mon-
sieur, his face which had been so kind and
friendly, grew hard and scheming. He had
drawn himself painfully up on his elbow and
was intently watching June's small fingers as

they formed the letters. Presently he drew the

long envelope from under his pillow and held

it in his hand. It was a very fat envelope
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with a long row of stamps in one corner but

there was no address on it. Twice he put it

back and shook his head, and twice he looked

longingly at the map of France, and at the

flag over the window, then he took it out again.

"Will you write something for me now, at

once?" he demanded in such a hard, (|uick

voice that June looked up in surprise.

"Another poem?" asked June.

"No, a name and address on this envelope.

Begin here and make the letters that I tell

you. Capital M."
"Do you like wiggles on your .M's/" asked

June flattered by the request and anxious to

please.

"No matter," said Monsieur impatiently,

"we must finish before twelve o'clock. Now
—small o

—

"

June put his tongue out, and hunching up
his shoulders and breathing hard proceeded

with his laborious work. It was hard enough
to keep the lines from running uphill and the

letters from growing bigger and bigger, but

those difficulties were small compared to the

task of guiding a sputtering, leaking pen.

Once or twice he forgot and tried to rub out

•with the other end of it and the result was
discouraging. When a period very large and
black was placed after the final word, he

handed the letter dubiously to Monsieur.
"Does it spell anything?" he asked. Mon-

sieur eagerly read the scrawling address.

"Yes, yes," he answered, "now put it inside

your blouse, so. When you get home wait

until nobody is looking, then put it in the mail-

box. Do you understand? When nobody is

looking ! Nobody must know, nobody must
suspect, do you understand?"

"()h. I know, it 's a secret!" cried June in

delight. "I had a secret with mother for a

whole week once. I would n't tell anything
if I said I would n't, would you?"

June was looking very straight at Monsieur,
his round eyes shining with honesty, but Mon-
sieur's eyes shifted uneasily.

"I would never betray a trust," he said

slowly, "if I were trusted. But they be-

lieved lies, they listened to tales that the beg-

garly Japanese carried. They have made me
what I am."

June was puzzled, "Who did?" he asked.

But Monsieur did not heed him; he was
breathing quickly and the perspiration stood

out on his forehead.

"And you will be very careful and let no
one see you mail it," he asked eagerly, "and
never, never speak of it to anybody?"

"Course not," said June stoutly, "that

would n't be like a soldier, would it? I am
going to be a soldier, like you and Father,

when I grow up."

Monsieur shuddered : "No, not like me. I

am no longer a soldier. I am a miserable

wretch. I— I am not fit to live." His voice

broke and he threw his arm across his eyes.

June looked oflf into the farthest corner of

the room and pretended not to see. He felt

very sorry for Monsieur but he could think of

nothing to say. When he did speak, he asked

if goldfish had ears.

^\"hen the noon gun sounded from the pa-

rade grounds, Tanaka came trotting to the

door with his jinrikisha, smiling and bowing
and calling softly: "Juna San! Juna San!"

June gathered his treasures together, a new
lead pencil, an old sword hilt, some brass but-

tons and best of all a tiny goldfish in a glass

jar.

"Cood-bye," he said as he stood by the bed
with his hands full, "I am coming back to-

morrow if Seki will let me;" then a second

thought struck him and he added, " I think

you look like a soldier anyhow."
And Monsieur smiled, and stiffening his

back lifted a bandaged hand in feeble salute.

Chapter VII

"Seki S.\n, have you got a big enderlope?"

June asked the question from the door-step

where he was sitting with his chin in his hand
and a very worried look in his face.

It was two days after his visit to Monsieur
and the big letter was still buttoned in his

blouse. He had started to mail it as soon as

he reached home, but just as he was ready to

drop it in the box, he discovered that every

"s" turned the wrong way! It was a dread-

ful blow to his pride, for the rest of the

addre.ss was quite imposing with big flourish-

ing capitals that stood like generals over the

small letters, and dots that would have surely

put out all the "i's" had they fallen on them.

He never could send Monsieur's letter with

the "s's" looking backward, he must try to

set them straight again.

So, very carelessly, in order not to e.xcite

suspicion, he asked Seki for pen and ink. He
had written many letters to his mother and
father, but always in pencil, and Seki hesi-

tated about giving him ink.

She said: "Our ink not like your American
ink, live and quick as water, it hard like paint.

We not use pen, but brush like which you
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writu jiicturt's. I sink it more better you use

pencil."

But June insisted and when he gained his

point, he carried the .small bo.\ into the garden

and took out his letter. The jar containing

his goldfisli was close by. so he dipped his

stick of paint into the water and rubbed it

vigorously on the paint box. At the last mo-
ment just as his brush was poised in the air.

he had a moment of misgiving, "maybe 's's"

do turn that way!" he said, but the brush full

of paint was a temptation not to be resisted so

he took each little "s" by its tail and turned

it inside out. Tlie paper was soft and thin

and took the ink like blotting paper. June
watched with dismay as the lines spread into

ugly blots, and when he tried to make the

letters plainer he only made the blots bigger

until they all seemed to join hands and go

dancing over the envelope in fiendish glee at

his discomfort.

For two days he had tried to think of a

way out of the difficulty but before he could

find one he would get interested in something

else and forget about the letter. It was only

when it felt stiff inside of his blouse that he

remembered and then he would stop plaving

and trv again to solve the problem. At last

in desperation he appealed to Seki San for an

envelope.

"It is not so much big," she said, bringing

out a long narrow envelope and a roll of

paper. "Why you want to write such big

letter to voui mother? She coming home
soon

!"

"It is n't big enough." said June fretfully,

then an idea struck him. " Seki. I want to go

see Monsieur to-day."

Seki San sat down on the step beside him
and shook her head positively

:

"No. no." she said, "not to-day. nor to-

morrow, nor any day. He is not a good man.
I made mistakes in letting you go."

"He is a good man!" cried June indig-

nantly, "he told me stories, and gave me lots

of things."

"I tell you 'bout him June." said Seki San.

"One time Monsieur very skilful smart man
in Tokyo. He write pictures of the fo'rts

and show the Japanese how to find coast in

time of war. He know more plenty than any-

body about the coast and the mines. Then he

is not behave right, and get sent out of tin-

service, and he get sick in the hands so he

can make no more ma])s. and he come down
here and live all alone by himself. That was
long time ago. but yesterday a high up mes-

senger come from Tokyo, and asked for Mon-
sieur Carre. The Emperor have desire to

buy his old maps and reports, and get his

helji in making new plans. When the mes-
senger come, they say .Monsieur fall back on
the bed very white and afraid, and say he will

not give up the papers. Then messenger say

maybe he has sold his papers to a foreign

country and he get verv much angrv, and sav

' THtV l'l-,M'i;i> THROCGH THE CR.^CKS, CR.WELV
DISCCSSINC THE SITIWTION."

if -Monsieur Carre do not give the papers

in twenty-four hours, he will have him ar-

rested and take him to Tokyo. Still Monsieur
keep the tight lips, and a guard is waiting

outside his house."

\\"ith troubled eyes. June listened to every

word. "DiJ he sell the papers. Seki?" he

asked an.xiously.

"He will not say," said .Seki. "they say he

will not say, but it was a bad. wicked act if

he sold our secrets, and he may die for it
!"
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June stirred rL-silcssly. and the luukct in his

blouse caugln in his belt. He put up his hand
to straighten it. and as he did so, a startled

look of inquiry passed over his face. Could
those papers in the long envelope have any-

thing to do with Monsieur's present trouble?

Why had Monsieur not wanted him to tell?

Had his mistake about the "s's" had anything
to do with it all? The secret which at first

had seemed such a mysterious and delightful

possession suddenly grew into a great and ter-

rible burden that he longed to cast at Seki's

feet and ask her to share.

But the thought of telling what he knew,
never crossed his mind. He had given his

word, and he felt that to break it would be

to forfeit forever his chance of becoming a

soldier. But something must be done, he

must go to Monsieur and tell him the truth

at once.

"Seki," he said persuasively, "Monsieur is

sick in bed, don't you think it would be nice

for me to take him a little cake?"
" Vou can not ever go there any more." re-

peated Seki San positively. "
1 did a mis-

takes in letting you go."

In \-ain June pleaded, every argument that

he could think of he brought to bear, but Seki

was firm. By and by he began to cry. at first

softly, begging between the sobs, then when
he got angry he cried very loud and declared

over and over that he would go.

Seki San was amazed at his naughtiness.

It was the first time since his mother left that

she had known him to he disobetlient. \\ hen
persuasion and eoa.xing proved in vain, she

carried him into the house and carefully clos-

ing the paper screens left him alone. Here
he lay on the floor and cried louder than ever.

Seki San and her mother and the old man
next door stood on the outside and peeped
through the cracks, gravely discussing the sit-

uation. E\-en 'I'omi sniffed uneasily, and gave
sharp unhappy barks.

After ever and ever so long the cries grew
fainter and gradually ceased, and Seki peep-
ing around the screen whispered to the others

to be very still as he was going to sleep.

June lay quiet on his face, but he was not

asleep. Once in a while he opened his eves

a very little and peeped out, then he closed

them quickly and listened. By and by he
heard Seki go back to her work, and the old
man ne.xt door hobble across the garden.
Inch by inch June crawled over the mats until

he reached the screen which he carefully slid

back. After waiting for a few breathless

minutes, he reached out and got his shoes

from the door-step and put them on. Back of

the house he could hear Seki singing at her
work, and not si.x feet away Tomi lay snooz-
ing in the .sun. Softly and cautiously he
slipped out of the house, across the strip of
a garden where all the leaves seemed to be
shaking their heads at him. through a narrow
passageway, then out of the gate that divided
the little world he knew from the vast un-
known world that lav bevond.

{ I'o be continiirii. i

The Pet Bear

By U. Francis Duff

Behold our pet cinnamon bear
In his dress-suit of long, tawny hair.

He was captured when small,

But has now grown quite tall—
Don't you think we 're a most friendly pair

;



Longfellow's "Ebon Throne"
By J. L. Harbour

The one hundredth anniversary of the birth

of Longfellow, which occurs on the twenty-

seventh of this month, will remind many men
and women of a delightful event in the poet's

life,— an event in which these men and women
had a part when they were children in Cam-
bridge. The great poet's love for children was

one of the fine and beautiful traits in his charac-

ter. He was never known to be unkind to a

child. He often inconvenienced himself that he

might oblige children and give them pleasure.

He was wonderfully kind and patient to all the

boys and girls who brought him their auto-

graph books in which to write his name. The
last visitors he received in his home a short

time before he died, were two boys from Boston

who came to have him vrrhe in their books ; and
one of the last letters he ever wrote was to a

little girl who had sent him a poem she had
composed about him on his last birthday.

Many of Longfellow's most popular poems
are founded on real events, real places, real

people and real things. His " village black-

smith " was a real man in Cambridge, and the
" spreading chestnut tree " under which his

smithy stood was a very fine and old one that

Longfellow loved, for he was a great lover of

trees. When the street in Cambridge in which

the " spreading chestnut tree " stood was about

to be widened by the city, Longfellow pro-

tested to the utmost against its being cut down.

His protest, however, did not keep it from

being felled, much to the regret of Long-
fellow. Then some good friends of his had a
" ha])pv thought." It occurred to them that

it would be a pleasant thing if the children

would have a chair made of some of the wood
of the old chestnut tree and make a present

of it to Mr. Longfellow on his approaching
seventy-second birthday. The children of

Cambridge fell in very heartily with the idea

and nearly one thousand of them gave ten

cents each to pay for having the chair made,

and it is a very handsome chair indeed. It

was designed by the poet's nephew. The
wood was ebonized so that it was a dead black.

The presenting of the chair was what children

always enjoy, a "surprise present." Mr.

Longfellow did not know anything about it

until he found the gift in his study on the

morning of the 27 th of February, in the year

1879, and as that was twenty-eight years ago

the boys and girls who gave their dimes for

the chair are now men and women.
Mr. Longfellow was very much touched by

this proof of the affection of the children for

him, and he conveyed his thanks to them in a

poem entitled '• From My Arm Chair." Here
are several stanzas of the poem :

Am I a king, that I should call my own
Tliis splendid ebon throne ?

Or by what reason, or what right divine

Can I proclaim it mine ?

Only, perhaps, by right divine of song
It may to me belong:

Only because the spreading chestnut tree

Of old was sung by me.

And then, dear children, have ye made for nie

This day a jubilee,

And to my more than threescore years and ten

Brought back my youth again.

The heart hath its own memory, like the mind.
And in it are enshrined

The precious keepsakes, into which is wrought
The giver's loving thought.

Only your love and your remembrance could

Give life to this dead wood.
And make these branches, leafless now so long,

Blossom again in song.

The chair is beautifully carved in designs of

horse-chestnut leaves and blossoms and burrs.

Around the seat in carved letters is this verse

from " The Village Blacksmith :

"

And children coming home from school

Look in at the open door

;

And catch the burning sparks that fly

Like chaff from a threshing-floor.

Lender the dark green leather cushion of

the chair is a polished brass plate on which
are engraved these words

:

To
The AiTHOR

OF

The Vill.\ge Blacksmith

This chair, made from the wood of the spreading

Chestnut Tree, is presented as

.\n expression of grateful regard and veneration by

THE CHILDREN OF CAMBRIDGE,
Who with their friends join in best wishes and

congratulations

on
This anniversary,

February 27, 1S79.
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Mr. T.ongfellow gave orders that fvcry

child who came to his house to see the chair

should he allowed to do so, and for days his

house was overrun with boys and girls, all of

whom wished to sit in the chair for a moment.
The poet had printed copies of his poem
about the village blacksmith, and each child

was given a copy of the poem. One little

girl wrote this account of her visit

:

" I went one day with papa and mamma ti)

call on the poet Longfellow, to pay our re-

spects to him, you know, at his beautiful

home in Cambridge. He took us into his

study and entertained

us most delightfully.

He asked me to sit

in the big arm-chair

given him by the Cam-
bridge school chil-

dren. Hetalkedtome
about the tree, and
the chair, and the

school children, and
young girls, and his

own daughters, and
then he told me I

must sit straight.

Just to think of that

!

after I had been
told the very same
thing scores of times

by those who love

me and have my good
at heart, that I must
hear it from the great

poet Longfellow be-

fore I paid the least

heed. I said to my-
self then and there,

' I will sit straight

now. No one shall

ever speak to me for

stooping again,' and
I have done as I told

myself I would."

Mr. Longfellow

died on the afternoon

of March 24, in the

year 1882 and one
may see his grave with

the simple monument
above it in the beau-

tiful cemetery of

Mount Auburn, not

very far from his

own home, Craigie House, in Cambridge.

Here he lies with Lowell and Holmes and
Agassiz and Phillips Brooks and Charles Sum-
ner and all that is mortal of many other great

men, who in life were his neighbors or friends.



The Coasting Season Opens in Rabbitboro'
Drawn hy Harrison Cady



TH E MACE
BY THOMAS W. LLOYD

At the right of the Speaker's desk in the

hall of the House of Representatives in the

Capitol at Washington stands a large cylin-

drical pedestal, made of highly-polished

green marble. When the House is called

to order each day, the sergeant-at-arms, or

one of his deputies, places upon this ped-

estal the mace, which is the symbol of

authority in the House. When the body
adjourns he removes it, and keeps it in

safety until the House meets again.

This mace is of very ancient and honor-

able origin. Under the old Roman repub-

lic, the magistrates passed on foot from

one place to another. In each stopping-

place they set up a little court, where they

administered justice, tried public offenders,

and imposed penalties and punishment.

Each of these magistrates was attended by

a small body of men known as Uctors, whose

duty it was to make way for the officers of

the law, preserve order, make arrests, and
inflict punishment on condemned citizens.

Each of these lictors carried with him a

bunch of rods tied together with thongs

and having an ax bound to the outside of

it. The thongs were used for scourging and
the ax for beheading. Sentences imposed by

the magistrates were at once carried out.

These bundles of rods were known as fasces,

and in time came to be symbols of authority

which every citizen had to respect. When
the magistrates passed along the thorough-

fares the lictors preceded them, bearing the

fasces aloft, and the assembled citizens im-

mediately made way for them. When any

disorder arose near-by, the lictors appeared

with, the fdsces, upon the sight of which

quiet was instantly restored. No Roman
citizen ever ventured to question the au-

thority of this emblem.
When the Romans conquered Britain, the

was immediately accepted by all. It was,

in eflfect, his badge of office. The English

form of iht fasces was slightly changed, in

that the ax was placed inside of the bundle

of rods, with the blade protruding from

the top.

The great councils of the early Saxons
gradually developed into one general body
which in the fourteenth century became
known as the House of Commons. In all

these earlier councils, the use of the fasces

was continued, but it then came to be

known as the Mace, which has remained

as the emblem of legislative authority in

that body down to the present day.

The House of Representatives of the

United States was modeled closely after

the House of Commons by the framers of

our Constitution, and the usage of the mace
was borrowed from the English custom.

The first mace adopted by the House was

destroyed by fire when the British burned

the Capitol in 1814. From 1814 until 1842

a mace of painted wood did service, but in

the latter year the present mace was made,
J after the model of the original one. It is

about three feet in height, and consists of a

bundle of ebony rods, bound together with a

band of silver, after the fashion of the fasces.

From the center of this bundle of rods protrudes

a silver stem, on which is a silver globe four or

five inches in diameter. On this globe is an

eagle of solid silver with outspread wings.

This mace is the emblem of authority in

the House ; and when, as sometimes hap-

pens, that body becomes unruly and seems

to be quite beyond the Speaker's control,

the sergeant-at-arms appears, and lifting

the mace from its pedestal, bears it up and

down the aisles of the hall. Instantly

every member sinks into his seat, order is

restored at once, and absolute silence pre-

use of the fasces as a symbol was brought original vails. Such is the respect in which the

with them, and, like many other Roman cus- ^""5"
^s i^ace is held ! Any member who disregards

toms, remained with the British people. the mace is in " contempt," and is liable

While it was no longer used for inflicting pun- to censure, or even expulsion. Thus the mem-
ishment, it continued to be used as a symbol

by the early English magistrates, and when an

officer appeared carrying 'Cixt.fasces his authority

Vol. XXXIV.—40. 3

bers of the House, being themselves lawmakers,

very properly give to the whole country the

example of respect for law and authority.
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HILE off British North America, a-cruising

on the Flame,

Lieutenant Gadzooks Peters- Brown, in search of noble game.
Was landed on the beach, where he could shoot until he

tired,

For hopes of killing grizzly bears had oft his soul inspired.

And so, equipped, he started out, to slaughter all in sight

;

But as his martial form appeared, the birds flew off in fright.

Poor Gadzooks started after them ('t was warm as warm could be)
Alas, his legs were of the kind that 's classified as " sea."

And soon he paused and sat him down (the sun was very hot),

But suddenly a flock of birds came
,;_ ^ flying o'er the spot.

^f^ Lieut. Gadzooks raised his gun, and
fired off every shell.

The birds, unheeding, flew along,

—

the tale is sad to tell

—

For not a shot had injured them, they

went their way at ease,

But all around the earth' was green

with leaves from near-by trees.

Upon this instant came a roar, the

beach began to shake,

A monster beast came charging down,
Gadzooks' brave heart did quake

;

For not a shot was in his gun, he had
no time to load.

And so he sprinted for his life upon that

sea-girt road.



But soon his breath deserted him ; the race he could not win ;

He thought of his dear family, of all his kith and kin,

—

How touched and saddened they would be when told his dire fattt.';

But all at once a brilliant plan came to his gallant pate.

He jumped into the nearest tree (the beast began to roar).

He never in his life had climbed a tree so fast before.

And when he reached the fourteenth limb, he paused to look around',.

Beneath him, waiting patiently, the beast sat on the ground-
Brave Gadzooks' heart it beat again, he looked dbwm

anxiously,

And hoped, whate'er that bearcoulddo, he could n' I c\\mh aitree..

But now he thought 't was time to see what course he should'

pursue :

He looked up " General Orders," Paragraph 862.

You may not know, you would not dream, had you ne'er

had a look.

That all the rules for sailor-men are mentioned in this book.

Lieutenant Brown he read that page, again he read it straight

:

" Drop quickly on the enemy, and smother him by weight.!'

While conning this, the branch broke down, he
slipped and fell, alack

!

For, dropping fifty feet, he struck upon that creature's back.
And when that twelve score pounds had hit, the grizzly gave a moan.
And turning over on his side, dropped lifeless with a groan.

Lieutenant Gadzooks, somewhat dazed, sat up and looked around—
Beneath him lay that animal— quite harmless— on the ground.

At last he spoke— " 'T will teach all men, no matter where they be,

That General Orders are as good on land as on the sea."

^^^-^ /?:
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Abbie Ann
By George Madden Martin

Author of the " Eniniv Lou" Stories

Illustrated by C. M. Relyea

Chapter VIII

The youngest pupil began to like school well

enough—that is, all but the weekly attend-

ance at church. Now ministers came seldom

indeed to Coal City, and even on these oc-

casions Abbie's 'father let her go home be-

fore sermon time, and even carried pepper-

mint drops in his yKt pocket for her during

the time she was there. But there is no one

at boarding-school to remember you are such

a very, very little girl—how would there be?

Every Sunday the girls were taken, in pro-

cession, two- by two, to Miss Owsley's own
church, where they occupied a number of

pews reserved for them.

One very warm Sunday morning in late

October, Abbie Ann took her place in the

rear of the procession unwillingly enough ; she

walked with Maria, they being the smallest.

The sun was hot and the youngest pupil

followed the line in with a sigh of relief.

Being the last, she and Maria sat in the rear

TOW of the school pews.

It all seemed long to the youngest pupil.

She yawned, she stretched her small legs,

which dangled wearily between seat and
floor, she thought of the mountains, and of

father and Mr. McEwan, and of the merry

day they might be having together.

Wriggling she twisted her handkerchief in

her hands, which brought to mind a game she

and Mr. McEwan sometimes played. In a

moment she had knotted one of the corners

of the handkerchief, then thrusting her small

finger into the knot and adjusting the skirts

of the handkerchief around about her little

fist, forthwith her miniature puppet began to

nod and dance.

Abbie Ann looked at Maria, who follow-

ing Abbie's glance down to her hand, shook
her head and looked shocked. The solemn
puppet nodded to Maria wickedly. Maria
gave a giggle.

Suddenly Abbie Ann's puppet was a ghost

and came stalking stiffly toward Maria, who
gave a little shriek, hastily muffled, it is

true, but not before whack ! came something
on Abbie Ann's head, and both looked up

hastily into the faces of two old ladies, two
pompous and fine old ladies, two very well-

dressed old ladies, whose heads had been bent

forward in solemnity. They were now eyeing

Abbie Ann severely, and the one who had
tapped her on the head with a fan, shook that

article in a threatening manner.
Abbie Ann looked up. Now Abbie Ann

with her glowing cheeks, her wealth of hair,

her flashes of smile and storm and frown, her

inquiring brown eyes, was much more than
pretty even though she did not know it her-

self. Had any one ever seen the little girl,

that person would be apt to remember about it.

Abbie looked around. The old lady with

the fan sat up suddenly and looked at the

youngest of Miss Owsley's pupils wonderingly.

Abbie Ann felt the gaze go all through
her, as it were ; she knew she had been
naughty, she knew she had been reprimanded,

and in church, and by strangers. Maria's

face was crimson, and she looked as though
she might be going to cry.

Abbie felt a sudden hatred of every one
around her, of school and of everything con-

nected with it, for Abbie could not stand to be

in the wrong. She buried her face in the

cushioned seat and began to sob.

Maria pulled her. " Miss Walsh is looking,"

she whispered.

Everybody seemed to be looking at her, the

girls in front turned around.

Abbie hated to be looked at, she hated to

be pitied, and she gave a sudden sob of rage.

Miss Walsh, turning too, looked at little

Miss Ingram, and little Miss Ingram, on
whom all unpleasant tasks seemed to fall, per-

haps because she let them, rose and beckoned
to the youngest pupil.

Eyed by her neighbors, that small person
stood up, and Maria, tearful herself, handed
her her prayer-book, and disgraced and over-

whelmed, small Abbie Ann crept out of the

pew, and was led down the long aisle and out

of the church.

It is something of an ordeal to walk down
an aisle like that. When they got out, little

Miss Ingram's face was scarlet, and her lips

were pressed tightly, and she turned the young-
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est pupil in the right direction by rather a

sharp grasp on her shoulder. The youngest

pupil looked up, startled, but Miss Ingram

made no remarks and the walk home was in

silence.

Miss Henrietta, who had remained at home
because of a cold, looked grave when Abbie

Ann was led in. It was at times such as

this that Miss Owsley generally came in

touch with her pupils.

Miss Ingram tried to e.xplain ; she had

guessed at what had happened from the little

she had seen, which was Maria whispering in

a frightened way to Abbie Ann.
"Abbie Ann," she reported, "had mis-

treated Maria Mason in church."

Abbie Ann could n't believe her ears; she

turned on little Miss Ingram like a fury. She
stamped her foot, she tore her hat off and
flung it across the room; that the elastic

snapped and stung her chin did not help

things either. "I did n't!" she raved, "I

did n't ! I hate school ! I 'm going home to

my father
—

" And Abbie Ann, brought to

a finish only because she choked, flung her-

self on the floor and burst into tears.

Miss Henrietta motioned thehorrified Miss

Ingram out, and waited until she was gone.

Then she spoke, and her voice was changed so

that it made Abbie, even in her rage, look up.

Miss Henrietta's face, too, was as changed as

her voice.

"I shall not try to talk to you until you
can act like a human being. Does rage con-

vert you into something lower than human
that you should grovel ? Get up and go to

your room." And she turned about to the

window while Abbie Ann crept out.

Only that sad little soul knew what the

next hours in her room meant. Miss Hen-
rietta had shown Abbie Ann to herself. All

the rest was forgotten in the memory of that

question :
" Does rage convert you into some-

thing lower than a human, tliat you should
grovel ?"

The youngest pupil had never heard the

word grovel before, but somehow she knew
what it meant. Abbie Ann had been blessed

with a large and comfortable opinion of her-

self, and this view was upsetting. Nor do
Abbie Anns have to be older than nine to

know when a thing is true. Perhaps the

statements made by the lady visitor to Coal
City were true too, which was what made
them also unpleasant.

The day passed ; no one came near the

youngest pupil except Martha, who put a tray

on the table silently, took a look around, and
went out.

What of Maria? Abbie Ann's heart

yearned for Maria, the comforter, the coun-

selor, the steady-going Maria. The last she

had seen of Maria, her pink little cheeks were
wet with tears for Abbie.

Abbie, remembering, wept less violently,

and even got up and investigated the tray.

There was turkey and cranberries, and—yes,

chocolate pudding. Abbie Ann's heart soft-

ened to the bigness of Miss Henrietta in the

matter and she wept some more. Not that

she meant to touch it ! Abbie was resolved

that Martha Lunn should carry that tray out

untouched, as it came in.

Abbie Ann looked a little shamefaced when
Martha Lunn came for the tray; we hate to

acknowledge to ourselves that we are not built

for the bigger roles in life.

But Martha, having met some Abbie Anns
in her time before, smiled grimly, which hard-

ened that little person's heart again, so that

she felt she hated them all, even—yes, even

Maria.

But late in the afternoon the sun streamed

in, low and level, a moment before setting,

and oddly enough it made the youngest pupil

cry some more, but with no rage in the tears

now.
A moment later there came a tap, and the

door opened to Maria's touch. Now Maria
might have had her own cause for grievance,

having been shut out of her room for no
shortcomings of her own. But she only

looked anxious.

"Abbie," said Maria, and the very tones

of her anxious little voice brought comfort,

"Miss Owsley says you are to come out,

—

it 's supper."

A disheveled little figure arose from the

bed, and flung itself upon Maria. "Oh,"
said Abbie Ann, steeped in repentance, as it

were, " I '11 never take more than my share

of the pegs, Maria, never any more."
Then before Maria could reply Abbie Ann

was gone.

Miss Henrietta was reading. Now it is to

be noted that the stout, portly lady capped
with the lace square upon her white hair was
"Miss Henrietta" to but one person in her

school, and to the rest she represented Miss

Owsley.

There came a tap at her door, and a pant-

ing Abbie Ann burst in and flung herself

upon the portly bosom of Miss Henrietta.

"I 'm sorry, I 'm sorry," sobbed Abbie Ann.
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Now doubtless Miss Owsley should have

reprimanded such impulsiveness ; but she

did n't. She lifted the plump little person

up to her lap and let her cry there. Who
knows but secretly it was dear to her to com-

fort the repentant youngest pupil ?

When Martha Lunn came in a moment
later, Miss Owsley put the youngest pupil

down a little hastily and suggested that she

owed something to Miss Ingram. Abbie went

slowly out; she would go to Miss Ingram be-

cause Miss Henrietta said so, but she did n't

love Miss Ingram.

But Martha Lunn made pretence of brush-

ing up the already very clean hearth.

"They 've got a tempestuous, stormy road

to travel, I 've al'ays noticed—red-heads

have," remarked Martha, incidentally.

Chapter IX

On the following Friday, Miss Owsley sent

for Abbie Ann.
"Instead of walking with the school this

afternoon," she said to the inquiring little

girl who appeared, " I wish you to go with

me to call upon some ladies who knew your

mother."

"Yes 'm," said Abbie, politely, for the re-

pentant uplift was still upon her. She won-
dered who the ladies might be, but it was not

hers, this proper little girl's part, to ask.

One almost might have looked to see her little

hands folded, so chastened was the deport-

ment of the youngest pupil.

Miss Henrietta, noticing the air of virtuous

attention, turned suddenly away ; was it be-

cause of sudden laughter that her shoulders

shook ?

And Abbie Ann, departing, put on her best

cashmere, with the aid of Martha Lunn, but

not without a sigh, chastened though she was,

for the glories of a banished wardrobe that

she knew of. This done, and hat and cloak

on, she went and knocked at Miss Henri-

etta's door.

That lady viewed her critically. "Tell

Martha to bring your brush." she said. And
when Martha came, she had her brush Abbie's

hair all over again. Now Martha had an ar-

tist's pride in her handiwork. She did n't

see anything wanting as it was, but good-

naturedly she plied the brush with vigorous

hand again, then slipped a forefinger in a

curl and displayed it. " Ekal to a good brass

polish, that shine is," she commented.
At last Miss Henrietta seemed satisfied

and they went down the steps together, but

she seemed quite nervous and unlike herself,

all the way. It was not far, half a dozen
S(iuares perhaps, into the older part of the

city, but Miss Owsley had settled Abbie's

hat, and retouched her curls several times,

perhaps because of the freakish wind of the

bleak November day, before they stopped at

a red brick house with white trimmings and
heavy white shutters.

"Now, Abbie," she said, "try to l)e a little

lady."

'I'his remark was disconcerting, it put Abbie
Ann out of conceit with her recent efforts and
made her a little sulky. They went up the

steps together, the stout old lady and the

plump little girl.

An elderly woman in cap and apron opened
the door.

"Well, Eliza," said Miss Owsley.

"How do you do, ma'am," said Eliza,

but it was at the little girl with the burnished

curls she was looking. Eliza seemed ner-

vous too. "In the library, please," she said.

"Very well, Eliza. Now my dear," this

to Abbie Ann, "try to behave prettily," which
was again an unfortunate way of putting it.

Miss Henrietta led the way.

Vaguely wondering what was expected of

her, Abbie Ann followed down the hall, and
through a curtained doorway.

Two tall figures arose in the half gloom
and the first greetings over, Miss Henrietta

Owsley drew a little girl, with burnished

curls, from behind her with the remark, " I

have brought her, you see."

Tall, imposing, bewilderingly bedecked,

there stood the two old ladies who had

frowned on Abbie Ann and had witnessed her

disgrace in church.

If there was room for any thought in that

overwhelmed little sinner's heart, it was that

she might not be remembered.
The tallest and straightest of the old ladies

spoke. "So it is the child I was obliged to

correct in church last Sunday."
The three elderly dames gazed down on

the one little girl.

"Of all disappointing things
—

" the little

girl heard Miss Owsley say. Then that per-

son turned to the other, the more kindly-look-

ing lady. "Well, Ann, and have you no word
of welcome for Evelyn's child, either?"

That lady rustled forward. She had been

standing in the shadow of the other. Her
fineries rustled like the wind through the dry-

leafed boughs at end of autumn.
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She took the little girl's hand. "What is

your name, my dear?" she asked, somewhat

timidly.

"Abbie Ann Richardson." said the owner

of the name, faintly, and in a voice she cer-

tainly never had heard before.

At that the lady dropped her hand sud-

denly, and the other old lady said, quite

fiercely, "Where did you get your name?"
"My sponsors," actually trembled on the

dazed youngest pupil's lips, she having newly

reached that point in a recently introduced

thing called catechism, but Miss Owsley's

hand upon her shoulder recalled her in time

and she said she did not know.

"Do you not know for whom you are

named?" persisted the old lady, eyeing the

plump little girl keenly.

"No, ma'am," said Abbie Ann, swallow-

ing hard.

"I told you that the child knows nothing,"

said Miss Owsley, tartly.

The lady frowned. "You are named for

me," she announced abruptly, "for me and

for this lady," and she brought the other old

lady, who had melted away behind her again,

forward by a tap with her fan. "We are

your great-aunts. I am your great-aunt, Abbie

Norris, and this is your great-aunt, Ann
Norris."

She paused and seemed to wait for the ef-

fect of her words. She could not have been

disappointed. The little girl gasped and

turned toward Miss Owsley helplessly. She

remembered afterward wondering why great-

aunts should be so tall and so terrifying.

Miss Owsley looked flushed and annoyed.
" What is the use

—
" she began.

"E.xactly," interrupted Aunt Abbie Norris.

"What is the use of all this mystery?"

"Oh, sister !" said Aunt Ann Norris. Then
she turned to Miss Owsley. She looked

frightened and flustered. "Sit down, dear

Henrietta," she begged, for everybody had
been standing.

" I knew who she w-as when she looked up
in church," announced Aunt Abbie Norris.

"She has every Norris feature. It is of no

use to lay plots for me, Henrietta. I did not

know she was in the city, but the moment she

looked up, I knew her."

"Sister!" cried Aunt Ann. "And you did

not say a word when Henrietta came to ask

if she might bring her !"

Aunt Abbie looked a trifle disturbed. "I

did not want to spoil Henrietta's plans," she

said, and turned on her little niece suddenly.

The small person was sitting uneasily on

the edge of her chair and at Aunt Abbie's

sudden movement she almost fell off.

"How did you happen to come here to

school?" Aunt Abbie demanded, and she

said it with the air of one who announces, " I

have you now."
Abbie Ann caught her breath. Miss Hen-

rietta gave her a little touch. " It was on ac-

count of the flat-car," said Abbie Ann in a

high voice, desperately.

"What?" demanded Aunt Abbie.

"The flat-car," said Abbie Ann, trying

not to cry.

The door opened and Eliza came in with a

tray on which were glasses and a plate of

cakes.

"You may take a cake, Abbie Ann," said

Miss Henrietta, when the tray was passed.

The small person took one and held to it

miserably.

"Now what was that about a flat-car?" de-

manded Aunt Abbie.

But Aunt Ann, at that moment, timidly

called the little niece to her. One almost

would have said she, too, was afraid of Aunt
Abbie.

Little Abbie went to Aunt Ann's side. She
even looked up after Aunt Abbie turned and
went on talking to Miss Henrietta. This

great-aunt's hair was soft gray, where Aunt
Abbie's was hard gray, though both wore it

alike, much waved and crimped.

It was at this point that Aunt Ann turned

and took off Abbie Ann's hat, and drew her

against her knee. "Now, my dear," she said,

with a sudden gentleness, "tell me what it

was about a flat-car."

Thus encouraged, Abbie Ann told of her

adventures on that object, and of Jim and the

girl at the hotel, and of the ring, and of how
she and father had agreed to do their duty,

and so she had come to Miss Henrietta to

school. And forgetting the terrifying Aunt
Abbie, fortunately behind her, Abbie Ann
told it to Aunt Ann quite naturally and at

the end began to eat her cake.

But here Miss Henrietta, who had been

with Miss Abbie talking, arose. "Tell your

aunts good-by," she said.

Abbie Ann knowing but one meaning of

the command, put her plump little face up to

Aunt Ann willingly enough, but went over

to Aunt Abbie hesitatingly.

Aunt Abbie stooped and touched the little

forehead with a hasty, "There, there."

Eliza saw them to the door, but as they
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stei)pcd out into the veslibulf there came a

rustle behind them, and there «as Aunt Ami.

looking flurried and unhappy. One would n'l

have thought one old ladv could have had on

so manv chains and chatelaines and pins and

rinirs and trinkets. Ahbie Ann loved chains

the hall, and as Miss .\nn went in hastily,

Miss Henrietta and the little girl with the

burnished ( urls went down the steps. It

would seem as if all that burnishing had been

for naught.

Mis^ Henrietta seemed most decidedlv put

SUDDt.NLV ABBIli .-^NNS PUPPF-T \V.\S .A GHOST.

and rings and trinkets herself, and gazed

upward at Aunt -Ann's.

" Vou must not mind, dear Henrietta,"

Aunt Ann was saying in a hurried way; "you
know how much she thinks of vou behind it

all."

"H'm," said Miss Henrietta. Perhaps >he

was wondering now why she had done it.

"H'm'm," said Miss Henrietta.

Humph," said a voice grimly, from within

Vol.. XXXIV.—41.

out over something, .\bbie Ann had too

guilty a fear it was connected with her be-

havior at church to gather courage to open

her mouth. They trudged along in silence.

After a long time Abbie Ann spoke. Much
as there was she wanted to know, one thing

lay nearest. "^Miat is it," she asked, "a

featured'

'Feature?" repeated Miss Henrietta, a lit-

tle sharply perhaps—-"feature? What do you
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mean? Oh—to be sure,— it 's some part of a great-aunt when she gets old?" Abbie Ann
your face, a person's nose perhaps,—mouth, wondered.

forehead, hair,—" "I hope not," said Maria decidedly, for

Abbie Ann seemed to draw a relieved Maria had an auntie of her own.

breath. "Aunt Abbie's hair is gray," she " \\'hat made her so cross do you suppose?"

said. queried the wondering ."Xbbie Ann, still

"It used to be red," said Miss Henrietta, dwelling on Great-aunt Abbie.

' '
1 H.-WE BRUUGllT HER TO SEE VOl',' S.MD MISS OWSLEY.

The rest of the way was in silence, heavy
silence.

As they reached their own door. Miss Hen-
rietta spoke again. "I prefer your father

should explain w-hy you have not known your
aunts before. You may tell him of this

visit when you write."

Then they went in.

Abbie Ann hurried to Maria, who listened

to it all with eager interest. "Is an aunt

Maria had no idea.

"But so 's Miss Ingram," she reasoned;

"some are and some ain't; 't ain't a reason

—

it 's you."

But Abbie was studying her nose closely

and critically in the glass of the bureau. " I

don't care if she did say I had every Norris

feature, I have n't ; say it, Maria, say I

have n't got a nose like Great-aunt

Abbie's."

(7b dc coHthived.)



Jack's Valentine

Jack, he bought a valentine

As fine as it could be

;

That was for his teacher dear,

As any one might see.

Then, he bought a comic one
As funny as you'd find

;

When he bought this, you could see,

He had his chum in mind.

Next, he bought a dainty one
All made of paper lace

;

That was for the little girl

Who had the sweetest face.

The teacher and the little maid
Were happy, but alack !

The "chum" not knowing whence it came
Maileil his, right off, to— Jack I

Blanche Elizabeth Wade.

father rabbit— hev ! mr. darkie boy. no use for a gun around here!
don't you see that sign?"

32J



Good-By "3876"!
By Charles Barnard

it true ? Must she go ?
"

The engineer stood beside his

great locomotive at the very end

of the platform in the big railroad

yard at 42d Street. Behind the

engine and tender the fast Albany train, mail,

baggage, smoker, diner, drawing-room car and
day-coach stretched in a long string back into

the sheds of the dilapidated, old Grand Cen-

tral Station.

"Yes. She must go. This is her last

trip out. Seems to me, by the way the loco-

motives are going, that any boy in New York
City who wants to see a locomotive must soon

go thirty miles or more into the country to

see a first-class passenger express engine, like

Number Thirty-eight-seven-six.

"

A man on the platform, back in the gloomy
station, waved his hand.

" Good-by. This is Thirty-eight-seven-

six's last trip out."

The engineer climbed up into the cab and

disappeared. The fireman looked out of his

wdndow and smiled in a dark and grimy
way as if glad this was her last run out of

New York. There was a slow, loud blast

from the exhaust at the top of the stumpy
stack. Then another and another ; the great

drivers turned slowly over and with tremen-

dous effort the huge engine slowly set the

long heavy train in motion and car after car

slid slowly by. As the last car goes by we see

that the passengers are already closing the

windows to shut out the smoke, cinders, dust

and choking gas that fills the long tunnel just

beyond the railroad yard.

"Oh! We forgot to ask the engineer why

3876 must go. Then, too. why did the fire-

man smile .such a sooty smile?"

These are very good questions indeed and
to find the answers to them we must look at

a number of different and very curious things.

First, there is the locomotive. It is, indeed,

a grand machine, and has performed a master

service, but with all that, it has several serious

defects. To understand these defects let us

see just wdiat a locomotive is and how and
why it works. A locomotive is a self-moving

motor or power-maker. It must carry a boiler

filled with water and have a fire-box in which
to burn coal that the fire may boil the water

and make steam. It must drag about, wher-

ever it goes, a heavy tender, loaded with coal

and water. Under the boiler is the double

engine, having two cylinders, one on each

side. The fresh, live steam from the boiler

enters these cylinders and by its pressure

causes the pistons inside to beat forward and
back, and this to and fro motion is, by
means of the piston-rod and connecting-rod,

transferred to the driving-wheels, and as these

wheels find it much easier to roll over and
over than to stand still and merely turn

round, the engine, naturally, is pulled along

the track.

The steam, after it has spent a part of its

heat and pressure in moving the pistons, is

called exhaust-steam, and this exhaust-steam,

while still very hot, is turned into the smoke-

stack and escapes at the top in a series of

great puffs. The effect of this uprush of ex-

haust-steam in the stack is to create a tremen-
dous suction or blast in the tubes of the

boiler and to cause the fire in the fire-box to

3S4
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burn furiously. This is essential, because so

much steam is needed to keep the engine sup-

plied with live sieam under great pressure,

that the fire must be

forced to burn very

fast, with great

heat, in order lo

make steam quickly

and in great quanti-

ties, 'i'his means
that fresh coal must

be put on the fire

every few moments
and that the fire in

burning rapidly must
waste the coal and
send out great clouds

of black smoke filled

with cinders and
half-burned bits of

coal.

Plaimy, thisisavery

wasteful method of

making and using steam. Not only is a

large part of the heat of the lire wasted by
being thrown away in that fierce blast of

steam, but the steam itself, that costs so much

and the steam. Let us try to remember these

things while we examine another, new, and
better, way of creating steam-power as shown

ONE OF THE PORT MORRIS STEAM TUKBl.NES.

fuel and labor is, with all its unspent heat

thrown away. Then the whole great machine
is whirled through rain, snow and stormy

wind, and this, too, wastes the heat of the fire

THE POWER-HOUSE AT YONKERS.

in the power-house of the New York, New
Haven and Hartford Railroad. This de-

scription will answer, in a general way, also

for the New York Central Railroad's power-
houses at Port Morris and Yonkers, New-
York.

Miles away from New York, on the shore

of a beautiful bay near a little town called

Cos Cob stands a handsome new building built

of gray blocks of concrete. There are houses

and farms on each side of the bay, and looking

south down the bay we can see Long Island

Sound and the distant hills of Long Island.

Close beside the great building is a four-track

railroad bridge over the bay. ^^ e wonder why
the building is placed there close beside salt-

water and so close to the Sound. There is a

long pier extending out from the shore where
the building stands and at the end a landing-

place for vessels.

There is a tugboat now, just coming up
the bay from the Sound, and towing two
big, black barges. .She seems to be steering

straight for the long pier that extends out to

the channel in the middle of the bay. Even
while we look at the tow, we see the captain

of the tug-boat skilfully lay one of the barges

along the head of the pier, and place the

other just aft of it. Then a singular thing

happens. Several men appear and tie up the

barges and a moment or two later, strange

hoisting-machines are busy hoisting coal out

of one of the barges and dumping the coal

into a building on the pier. It takes us only a
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few moments to walk down to the pier, and
then we learn that the coal, that is so rapidly

hoisted out of the barge, is sent through the

small building on the pier, where it is

ground and crushed in heavy crushing-ma-

chines to a uniform size. From this crusher

house the coal, now fine like coarse gravel,

pours in a stream into a trough and is

swept away up a long incline to the

top of the building on the bluff. This

trough is called a conveyor, because

it carries or conveys the coal. Within
the building the conveyor delivers the coal

to another conveyor in the garret, and this

conveyor delivers the coal wherever it is

needed. We glance up at the roof of the

building and see the smokestack rising above

the center of the roof. Now we begin to

understand. This is a steam-making plant or

power-house.

We go to the door and the engineer in

charge invites us in to see his giant steam-

boilers. We enter a large and lofty room
and find twelve great steam-boilers, facing

each other, six on each side, each one capable

of producing steam equal to the power of five

hundred horses. The long and narrow space

between the boilers is called the fire-room.

Everything is warm, clean and light. No
fiery doors, no heaps of coal or dusty ashes

—

not a fireman in sight, not a gleam of light

from the great fires burning brightly behind
the fire doors. The engineer e.xplains that

all the coal slides down through pipes from
the conveyor overhead and is delivered to each
roaring furnace by a machine called a me-
chanical stoker. Down below, in a tunnel run-

ning under the boilers, a man with a wheel-

barrow gathers up the ashes that fall from
the grate bars and wheels it away to a con-

veyor that carries it up to a spout where it

shoots down again into a flat car on a railroad

track where, once a day, it is carried away.

These great boilers rest firmly on the

ground and are sheltered from rain and snow.

The fire doors are seldom opened to waste the

heat of the fire, and the mechanical stoker

delivers just enough coal to each fire to keep

it burning steadily and brightly and without

wasteful black smoke. Clearly, this is a

better method of making steam than on a

locomotive racing through a snow-storm in

the bitter icy wind. And how much cheaper

it is. First, the coal arrives by water, and it

is cheaper to transport coal by sea than by
land. Secondly, all the coal is handled by

machinery at a great saving of time, labor

and money. Lastly, the boilers are protected

from the weather at a great saving of heat.

Nor is this all. The engineer takes us round
back of the boilers and shows us great brick

and iron chambers and explains that in these

chambers are many hundreds of small iron

pipes through which constantly flow streams

of fresh, cold water. All the smoke and hot

gas from the twelve furnaces is led through

these chambers, flowing round and over the

water-pipes and then upward toward the

great smokestack on the roof. The smoke
and gas heat the pipes and the water inside

the pipes absorbs and carries away a large

part of all the waste heat from the fires.

These curious heat-stealing chambers are

called economizers, because they save or econ-

omize the heat of the fires. The hot water

from the economizers is again made useful by
being returned to the boilers to be again made
into steam.

We come back to the firing-room and the

engineer explains that the conveyors bring the

coal from the barges to the mechanical stokers

that deliver it to the fires and that the con-

veyors also deliver coal to great storage coal

bins to furnish a supply of coal when the

barges are on the voyage or are delayed by
storms. He also tells us why the great stack

is so very short. A tall stack produces what
is called a natural draft. Here powerful

steam-engines up under the roof drive great

fans or blowers that make an artificial draft

called an induced draft, and with such blow-

ing-fans a short stack answers just as well as

a tall stack.

The engineer leads us through a small door

at the end of the firing-room and we enter

the light and handsome great engine-room.

Here we see three new and strange engines,

wholly unlike the engines of a locomotive.

We can hardly believe they are engines and
the engineer tells us they are steam turbines

and that each one has a steam-power equal

to the power of four thousand horses. They
have no cylinders, no piston-rods beating to

and fro. In fact, they are more like the re-

volving water-wheels called turbines than

engines and, as they use steam instead of

water, they are called steam turbines. Like

an engine they use live steam fresh from the

boilers, and also have exhaust-steam, though
we see no puft's of steam, and hear no roaring

and puffing exhaust as on a locomotive. We
ask where the exhaust escapes and what be-

comes of it all.

The engineer tells us that the exhaust-
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steam is led through pipes to the basement be-

low. He explains that under the long pier

where the great conveyor brings the coal into

the building are two flumes that connect the

cold sea-water directly with the basement.

Here steam-pumps, called circulating pumps,

turned with its heat to the boilers. How
much better to lose a part of the heat and
save the water, than to throw the steam away,

heat, water and all. A locomotive throws its

exhaust-steam away and we call it a non-con-
densing engine. These great engines, like

the engine on a steam-

ship, use condensers to

turn the exhaust into

water that can be re-

turned still hot to the

boilers and we call them
condensing engines. We
now see that here in

this great power-house

every eiTort is made to

save labor, save heat and
save time and money.
The aim is to produce

great power at the low-

est cost. The locomo-

tive is a wasteful and
costly power maker. The
power-house is a heat

and labor saver and

AN ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE
OF THE NEW YORK. NEW
HAVEN ,\ND HART-

FORD RAILROAD. f
k
^fi
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draw from one flume the

cold salt-water into

hundreds of small pipes

enclosed in iron cham-
bers, forcing the water

through every pipe and
keeping them all cold,

the water, escaping from
the pipes, flowing back

through the second

flume to the bay. These
chambers enclosing the

cold pipes are called

condensers, and the ex-

haust-steam, still very

hot, is led into the con-

densers. Here the steam
meets the cold pipes and is chilled and con-

denses and turns back into water. The sea-

water circulating through the condensers

takes up a part of the heat and carries it

away into the bay, but we cannot call this

waste heat, for the cold water in becoming
hot absorbs enough heat to change the steam
back into fresh hot water ready to be re-

^'3*^^^^ .zifcJt^'*^ -^.i^^:^

AN ELECTRIC LOCOMOTIVE OF THE NEW YORK CENTRAL RAILROAD.

cheap power maker, and economy of opera-

tion is the great thing to be desired.

W^e look once more at the giant steam tur-

bines and see that each one is driving a great

dynamo or generator of electricity. Here is

one key to the question—why are the loco-

motives disappearing from the yard of

the Grand Central Station? Electricity
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is not of itself really Tised as power ; it

is useful in quite another way. *\. steam-

engine in a factory or mill may give

power to a great wheel and cause it lo rt-

chanical transmission of power. Electricity

in another and very diiiferent way conveys
or transmits power. I'he four thousand
horse-power of one of these turbines is trans-

A TR.VIN WITH LI,

I

MliriVL ON 'llil. .\L\l VODK CF.NTUAI. KAIl.Kij

volve swiftly. A rope wound round the rim
of the wheel may be carried to a distant wheel,

turn round this wheel and e.xtend back to the

first wheel and, if the ends are fastened to-

formed through the dynamo into a powerful
current of electricity that flows out of the

power-house through great cables for miles

up and down the line, all the way from Wood-

THE SAMl; TRAIN RACING UITII A STE.\M LOCOM il[\l

gether and the rope stretched tight, the rope
will convey the power of the first wheel to

the distant wheel and it too w ill revolve. We
say that such a rope conveys power from one
wheel to the other. This we call the me-

lawn in the Bronx to Stamford, Connecticut.

( )ver each of the four tracks is a wire

and from this wire the electricity flows down
to every locomotive flying along the tracks.

In each locomotive the electric current,
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through the motors, reproduces power and
this power moves the train. The steam lo-

comotive creates power and uses it to drag

the train. The electric locomotive receives,

wherever it goes, electricity from the power-

house and transforming it into power, uses

the power to move its train without fire,

steam or smoke. So we call this the electrical

transmission of power from the power-house
along the trolley wire to the locomotive.

We come back to the Grand Central Sta-

tion with one of our questions answered. The
locomotives are leaving the city because it is

cheaper to make steam at one place and in a

building protected from the weather than to

make steam in fifty locomotives traveling on

a railroad.

Then there is still another answer.

The long tunnel on Park Avenue is filled

with smoke, dust, cinders and choking gas from
the engines that pass through it. The smoke
makes the place so dark that the trains must
run slowly or there may be terrible accidents.

Then, too, the smoke from the locomotives is

an annoyance to all the people in the towns

along the lines. Furthermore a locomotive

starts very slowly and it usually has to travel a

mile or more before it can get up to its full

speed.

So it happens thd't the three great lines

that extend from the Grand Central Station

West, North and East are changing their

steam locomotives for electric locomotives

and motor-cars. On the Hudson River Divi-

sion of the New York Central Road the elec-

tric locomotives will run as far out as South

Croton on the Hudson River; on the Harlem
Division they will run to White Plains and
on the New York. New Haven and Hartford
Road as far as Stamford in Connecticut. At each

place steam locomotives will stand ready to

take each train farther on its journey. The
electric locomotives will slip into a siding,

the steam locomotive back down, couple up
and go on, and so quickly will it all be done
that the passengers will hardly know that

they have changed engines. To supply power

to these roads there are three great power-

houses, each one on the edge of the salt-

water, where coal can be brought on barges

and where cold sea-water can be used in the

condensers. The power-house at Cos Cob
we have seen. There is also one at Port

Morris in the Bron.x on the banks of the

East River and one on the Hudson at Yon-
kers. The picture on page 325 shows how
the Yonkers power-house looks, but, of

course, each of these power-houses differs in

some details from the others according as the

requirements are different.

There is one more answer to our question.

The steam locomotives are disappearing be-

cause the electric locomotive starts more easily

than the steam locomotive and reaches its

full speed in less time and in a shorter dis-

tance. By using motor-cars for the local

trains more passengers can be carried and

more trains run in a day. Electric trains are

fast, clean and quiet. They are free from
smoke and cinders and this attracts more pas-

sengers. Few people travel for pleasure be-

hind a dusty, smoky locomotive. Make it

pleasant to travel and more and more people

wish to travel. More trains and better time-

tables attract people and more passengers

wish to ride. In fact, up to this last summer,

the railroad-yards were so crowded with lo-

comotives that no more trains could run and
every train was crowded and travel was de-

layed. With motor-cars and electric locomo-

tives many more passengers than was formerly

possible, can be carried in a day.

The power-houses give cheap power and

this in turn makes it cost less to carry a pas-

senger and ultimately will make travel cheaper,

cleaner, faster and plea?anter.

And then, too, the fireman is released from

his hard and dangerous work and finds a

better, cleaner and safer job as motorman on

the electric locomotives ; while the engineer

can use all his skill, courage and training in

the cab of the new locomotive and carry us

as swiftly and safely as he did on "old

Thirty-eight-seven-six."

Vol. XXXIV. -42.



When the Camera was Unknown
By Morris Wade

The making of silhouettes can liardly be

classed among the lost arts, since there is so

little art about them. The best of them repre-

sent the human profile in a crude way, and
they were regarded as rather a cheap kind of

pictures even m the days when they were
most popular. Indeed, the very word sil-

houette means something poor and cheap and

SILHOUETTE OF GEORGE WASHINGTON.

it had its origin in a spirit of ridicule. It is

taken from Etienne de Silhouette who was a

French Cabinet Minister in the year 1759
when the treasury of France was very low
because of costly wars with Britain and Prus-

sia and by the extravagances of the govern-

ment. When Etienne de Silhouette became
minister of finance he set about making great

reforms in the public expenditures. He was,

by nature, a very "close" man, and he went
to such extremes in keeping down the public

expenses that he brought great ridicule upon
himself, and finally anything that was cheap
and poor was referred to as <) la Silhoiu'ttc.

A very crude picture was popular at that

time. It was made by tracing the shadow or

profile of a face projected by the light of a
candle on a sheet of white paper and the out-

line defined with a pencil. This was such a
very poor and cheap sort of a picture that it

was at once called a silhouette in further de-

risjon of the very saving French minister and
the name has "stuck." It is an instance

of the curious derivation of some words in

common use, and this unkind slur on a man
who was really trying to introduce needed re-

forms in the spending of the public money
has long been accepted as a good and proper
word. Indeed, there is no other word used
for pictures of this kind, although there were
such pictures long before Monsieur Etienne
de Silhouette had his name attached to them
in so embarrassing a way.

Madame Pompadour brought the silhouette

into popularity by showing a great liking for

it, and the pictures made by casting a shadow
with a lamp were called profiles a la Pompa-
dour. They were to be seen all over France.

Then the silhouette became popular in

America a great many years ago, and a man
named Charles Wilson Peale, who had a mu-
seum in Philadelphia, became famous for his

cleverness in executing them. He invented

a kind of a machine which traced the profile

with extreme accuracy. Even George Wash-
ington sat to Peale for a silhouette, and all

the most prominent gentlemen and ladies of

the day felt that they must have silhouettes

of themselves.

Then there was a boy of seventeen named
James Hubard who came to this country

from England and went from place to place

setting up "Hubard Galleries" to which the

people flocked to have silhouettes of them-

selves made by the clever "artist." He had
many samples of his work on exhibition and
the people paid fifty cents for admission to

the gallery. This also paid for a silhouette

which young Hubard cut out in a very few
seconds with a piair of scissors. He was
looked upon as a great genius, and he ex-

hibited with pride a silver palette presented

to him by the Philosophical Society of Glas-

gow in appreciation of his unusual talent.

On the palette were the words :
" Presented

to Master James Hubard bv admirers of his
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genius in the city of Glasgow, Scotland,

February 14, 1824."

Voung Hubard exhibited his silhouettes at

the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts and
in New York and Boston. He became am-
bitious to do better work than any mere
maker of silhouettes could do, and he finally

made quite a reputation as a painter of por-

traits. He remained in our country and died

in Richmond, Virginia in 1862, his death hav-

ing been caused by the explosion of a shell

he was filling with a compound he had manu-
factured for the use of the Confederate Army.

Another noted silhouettist coming to this

country from foreign lands was Monsieur
Edouart who arrived on our shores in 1838,

and for nine or ten years he was kept busy

making silhouettes of people who admired
this kind of art. Edouart kept a copy of each

silhouette he made and he valued his collec-

tion so highly that it quite broke his heart

when the entire collection went to the bottom
of the sea while Edouart was returning to his

native land from America in 1847.

America produced a silhouettist thought by
many to be as clever as any who had come
to our country from foreign lands. This was
William Henry Brown who was but si.xteen

years old when he cut a very fine silhouette

of General Lafayette who was then on a visit

to this country. In some respects Brown was
even cleverer than any of his predecessors

had been. He was a kind of a "snap shot"

silhouettist for he could make silhouettes of

men and women on the street without the

subjects of his pictures being aware of the

fact that they were having their "likenesses"

taken. Indeed, he had such remarkable skill

in memorizing faces and forms that he could

look at a person on the street and cut a won-
derfully good silhouette of the person after

returning to his studio. He went farther

than other silhouettists had done, for he made
cuttings of ships and railroad trains and pro-

cessions in which the figures were readily

recognized. He made one cutting twenty-five

feet long with sixty-five persons in it, and so

clever was the execution that it was easy to

recognize every figure in it.

One may see in one of the public school

buildings in Boston, two silhouettes of un-

usual interest, for they are of George and
Martha Washington. Possibly they are the

work of Peale, but there is nothing to indi-

cate the name of the silhouettist. Under-
neath the frame in which the profiles are, is

this information in regard to them

:

"The within are profiles of General anil Mrs.
Washington taken from their shadows on a wall. They
are as ptrfcct lilienesses as profiles can give. Presented
to me by my friend, Mrs. Eleanor P. Lewis at \\'ood-

lawn, July 1832.
" Elizabeth Bordi.ey Gibson."

SILHOUETTE OF M.\RTHA WASHINGTON.

The Mrs. Eleanor P. Lewis referred to was a

great-granddaughter of Martha Washington.

The silhouettes were presented to the school

by Mr. Edward Shippen of Philadelphia.

They are the original profiles, and not copies.

The invention of the daguerreotype by M.
Daguerre in 1839 put the nose of the silhou-

ettist quite hopelessly "out of joint." No
one wanted a silhouette after having seen the

daguerreotype. Then the daguerreotype lost

favor because of the perfection of the art of

the photographer. This art of the photog-

rapher has now reached a degree of perfection

that was undreamed of by those who first

practised it.
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The New Boy at Hilltop

By Ralph Henry Barbour
Author of " The Crimson Sweater," etc.

Chapter V

THE RESCUE

Kenneth's first act after hearing the alarm
was to awake Joe. This he did by the simple

expedient of yanking the bedclothes away
from him and yelling "Fire!" at the top of

his lungs. Then, stumbling over the chairs,

he groped his way to the hall door and opened
it. The corridor was already filled with ex-

citement and confusion. Of the eighteen boys

who roomed on that floor fully half were in

evidence, standing dazedly about in pajamas
or night-shirts and shouting useless questions

and absurd answers. Simms, who lived at

the far end of the corridor, emerged from his

room dragging a steamer trunk after him.

Instantly the scantily-clad youths dashed into

their rooms intent on rescuing their belong-

ings. Joe joined Kenneth at the door.

"Where 's the fire?" he gasped.

"I don't know," answered Kenneth, "but

I can smell it. Get something on ; I 'm going

to. Has anyone given the alarm?" he asked,

as Simms hurried back toward his study.

"Yes! No! I don't know! Everything 's

on fire upstairs ! You 'd better get your

things out
!"

"Somebody ought to give the alarm," said

Kenneth. "Who 's seen Mr. Bronson?"
But none had time to answer him. Ken-

neth scooted down the hall and thumped
at the instructor's door. There was no an-

swer and Kenneth unceremoniously shoved it

open. The study was in darkness.

"Mr. Bronson!" he cried. "Mr. Bron-
son!" •

There was no reply, and Kenneth recol-

lected that very frequently Mr.' Bronson spent

Sunday night at his home. He hurried back

to his own room and found Joe throwing
their belongings out of the windows. At that

moment the bell on School Hall began to

clang wildly and a second afterward the

alarm was taken up by the fire-bell in the

village, a mile away.

Kenneth pulled on his trousers and shoes,

looked for a coat only to find that Joe had
thrown all the coats out of the windows, and

went back to the corridor. All up and down
it boys were staggering along with trunks and
bags, while from the western end the smoke
was volleying forth from Number 19 in great

billowy clouds. From the floor above raced

fellows with suit-cases and small trunks,

shouting and laughing in the excitement of

the moment.
One of the older boys, Harris by name,

came galloping upstairs with a fire extin-

guisher, followed by a crowd of partly-dressed

fellows from Upper House. But the smoke
which filled the end of the corridor drove

them back and the stream from the extin-

guisher wasted itself against the fast-yellow-

ing plaster of the wall. The building was
rapidly becoming uninhabitable and, calling

Joe from the study, where he was vainly try-

ing to get the study table through the case-

ment, Kenneth made for the stairs. The
light at the far end of the corridor shone red

and murky through the dense clouds of

smoke.

"All out of the building!" cried a voice

from below, and the half-dozen adventurous

spirits remaining in the second floor corridor

started down the stairs.

"Do you know how it began?" asked Joe
of a boy beside him.

"Yes," was the reply. "King, in 19, was
reading in bed with a lamp he has, and he

went to sleep and upset it somehow. He got •

burned, they say."

"Serves him right," muttered someone.

Kenneth glanced around and found Grafton
Hyde beside him.

"Hello," said Kenneth.

"Hello," answered Grafton. "Did you
save anything?"

"Yes, I guess so," Kenneth replied. "Did
you ?"

For the moment animosities were forgot-

ten, wiped out of existence by the calamity.

"Not much," said Grafton. "But I don't

care. I tried to get my trunk down but the

smoke was fierce and the end of the building

was all in flames. So I lit out."

The lower hall was crowded with boys.

Doctor Randall, tall and gaunt in a red flow-

ered dressing gown, and several of the instruc-
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tors were doing their best to clear the build-

ing.

"All out, boys!" called the Doctor. "It

is n't safe here now ! The firemen will be

here in a minute and you '11 only be in the

way ! I want vou all to go over to Upper
House!"

"Hello!" said Kenneth. "What 's the

matter with you, Jasper?"

Jasper Hendricks, the youngest boy in

school, was crouched in a dim corner of the

hall, sobbing and shaking as though his heart

was broken.

"What 's up?" asked Grafton.

"Don't know. Here 's young Jasper cry-

ing like a good one. What 's the trouble,

Jasper? Did you get hurt?"

But the boy apparently did n't even hear

them.

"Lost his things, probably," suggested

Grafton, "and feels it. Never mind, kid,

you '11 get some more."

"I want every boy out of the building!"

cried the Doctor. But his voice was almost

downed in the babel of cries and shouts and
laughter.

"Come on, Jasper," said Kenneth, trying to

raise him to his feet. "We 've got to get

out."

For the first time he caught a glimpse of

the boy's face. It was white and drawn and
horror-stricken.

"Wljat 's the matter?" cried Kenneth in

alarm. Young Hendrick's lips moved but

Kenneth could not distinguish the whispered

words.

"Eh? What 's that? Speak louder!

You 're all right now ! Don't be scared

!

^\hat is it?" And Kenneth bent his head as

the younger boy clung to him convulsively.

"Mister Whipple!"
Kenneth barely caught the whispered

words.

"Mr. Whipple," he muttered. "\\'hat does

he mean?" He pulled the lad's body around
so that he could see his face in the smoke-
dimmed light. "What about him, Jasper?
He 's safe, is n't he?"
The white face shook from side to side.

"What does he say?" cried Grafton.
"Whipple? Is n't he down? Where is he?"
"He must be—!"
Kenneth paused, his own face paling, and

looked fearsomely toward the stairs down
which the gray-brown smoke was floating

wraith-like. Then his eyes met Grafton's

and he read his own horror reflected there.

"Jasper's room is ne.xt to' Mr. Whipple's,"

said Grafton hoarsely. "He must have seen

something ! Jasper, is Mr. Whipple up there

nowr
The lad's head nodded weakly. Then he

broke again into great dry sobs that shook
him from head to foot. Kenneth seized him
beneath the shoulders and dragged him a few
yards nearer the door. There he put him
down.

"Don't cry, Jasper," he whispered kindly.

"It 's all right; we '11 save him!"
For an instant he looked about him.

Through the doors the boys were pushing
their way outward, protesting, laughing, ex-

citedly.

Of the faculty Doctor Randall alone was
in sight. One other instant Kenneth hesi-

tated. Then with a bound he was half-way

up the first flight.

"Who 's that going up there?" cried the

Doctor. "Here, come back instantly!"

But Kenneth did not hear, or, hearing,

paid no heed. He was at the second floor,

the evil-smelling smoke thick about him,

blinding his eyes and smarting his throat.

Above him was a strange lurid glare and the

roaring of the flames. For a moment his heart

failed him and he leaned weak and panting

against the banister. Then a voice sounded in

his ears.

"It 's no use, Garwood," cried Grafton.

"We can't get up there."

"We '11 try," was the answer.

Bending low, his sleeve over his mouth,

Kenneth rushed the next flight. Grafton was
at his heels. At the top Kenneth crouched

against the last step and squinted painfully

down the corridor in the direction of Mr.
^\'hipple's room and the flames. The heat

was stifling and the smoke rolled toward them
in great red waves. Grafton, choking, cough-

ing, crouched at Kenneth's side.

"We can't reach him," he muttered. "The
fire has cut him off."

It seemed true. Mr. Whipple's room was

at the far end and between his door and the

stairway the flames were rioting wildly, lick-

ing up the woodwork and playing over the

lathes from which the plaster was crumbling

away. Kenneth's heart sank and for an in-

stant he thought he was going to faint.

Everything grew black before him and his

head settled down on his outstretched arm.

Then Grafton was shaking him by the shoul-

der and his senses returned.

"Come on!" cried Grafton. "Let 's get
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out of this whil^ we can! We '11 be burned
alive in a minute!" There was panic in his

voice and he tugged nervously at Kenneth's
arm.

At that moment a great expanse of plaster

fell from the ceiling some thirty feet away
and the flames glared lucidly through the cor-

ridor, making everything for a brief moment
as light as day. From below came calls, but

Kenneth did not hear them.

"Look!" he cried, seizing Grafton's arm.
"On the floor! Do \ou sec?"

"Yes," shouted Grafton. "It 's Mr.
Whipple! Can we get him?"

"I 'm going to try," was the calm reply.

"Will you come with me?"
For a moment the two boys looked into

each other's eyes, squinting painfully in the

acrid smoke. The flames crackled and roared

in their ears. The strained, terror-stricken

look passed from Grafton's face. His eyes

lighted and he even smiled a little.

"Come on," he said simply.

"Wait!" Kenneth leaned down so that his

face was against the spindles and took a deep
breath. There was a current of clearer air

arising from the well and, although it smarted
in his lungs, it gave him relief. Grafton fol-

lowed his example. Then, for they realized

that there was no time to lose, with one ac-

cord they rushed, stooping, down the corridor

into the face of the flames.

Mr. Whipple lay stretched face downward
on the floor where he had fallen when over-

come by the smoke and, as is more than likely,

his terror. He was in his night-clothes and
one hand grasped a small satchel. Behind him
the floor was afire scarcely a yard away. The
thirty feet from the stairs to where he lay

seemed as many yards to the rescuers, and the

heat grew fiercer at every step. But they
gained the goal, fighting for breath, bending
their heads against the savage onslaughts of
the flames, and seized the instructor's arms.
Whether he was alive there was no time to

ascertain. There was time for nothing save
to strive to drag him toward the stairway.

With tightly-closed eyes, from which the

smarting tears rolled down their faces, and
sobbing breaths, they struggled back.

But if it had been hard going it was treblv

hard returning. The instructor was not a

large man nor a heavy one, but now he
seemed to weigh tons. Their feet slipped on
the plaster-sprinkled boards and their hearts

hammered in their throats. Ten feet they
made; and then, as though angry at being

deprived of their prey, the flames burst with
a sudden roar through the melting partition

a few feet behind them and strove to conquer
them with a scorching breath. Kenneth stag-

gered to his knees under its fury and Grafton
gave a cry of anguish and despair. But the

fiery wave receded and they struggled des-

perately on, fighting now for their own lives

as well as for that of the instructor.

Ten feet more and the worst was passed.

A frenzied rush for the stairway and safety

was in sight. Half falling, half stumbling,
they went down the first few steps to the land-

ing at the turn, Mr. Whipple's inert body
thumping along between them. There, with
faces held clo.se to the boards, they lav drink-

ing in grateful breaths of the smoke-poisoned
air, which, after what they had been inhaling,

was fresh and sweet.

Then, above the booming of the fire, voices

reached them, hoarse, anxious voices, and
white faces peered up at them through the

smoke from the corridor below.

"All right!" called Kenneth, but, to his

surprise, his words were only hoarse whispers.

Struggling to his knees, he seized Mr. Whip-
ples's arm and strove to go on. But Grafton
offered no assistance. He lay motionless

where he had thro\yn himself on the landing.

"Come on!" croaked Kenneth impatiently,

and tugged at his double burden. Then the

crimson light went suddenly out and he sub-

sided limply against the banisters just as the

rescuers dashed up to them.

When Kenneth came to a few minutes later

he was being carried across the campus. Near
at hand a fire-engine throbbed and roared,

sending showers of sparks into the winter

darkness. Behind him a red glare threw long
moving shadows across the grass. In his ears

were shouts and commands and a shrill whist-

ling. Then he lost consciousness again.

Chapter VI

"all 's well that ends well"

Kenneth lay in bed in Doctor Randall's
spare chamber. His left hand was bandaged
and a wet cloth lay across his closed eyes. A
window was open and the lowered shade bil-

lowed softly up and down, letting into the

darkened room quick splashes of sunlight.

From without came *the cheerful patter of

melting snow upon the sill.

Kenneth had had his breakfast—how long
ago he could not say, since he had slept since

then—-and had learned all the exciting news

;
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that Lower House was so badly burned that

there was no question of repairing it ; tliat

Mr. Whipple had been sent to the hospital at

Lynnminster, seriously but not dangerously

hurt; that Grafton Hyde had received no

doctor, who had also imparted the informa-

tion that Keimeth's injuries were triHing, a

couple of scorched fingers and a pair of badly

inflamed eyes, but that nevertheless he would
kindly spend the day in bed, "as heroes are

'look! he cried, seizing GRAFTON S ARM.
DO YOU SEE ? '

"

ON THE FLOOR

!

damage and was about this forenoon wearing

a strangely blank expression due to the loss

of his eyebrows ; and that King, to whose

disregard of the rules the fire had been due,

had, previous rumors to the contrary, escaped

unharmed.
Kenneth's informant had been the school

Vol.. X.XXIV.—43.

scarce these days and must be well looked

after when found."

There came a soft tapping at the door and
Kenneth peeked eagerly out from under the

bandage as Grafton Hyde entered and tiptoed

across the floor. Kenneth looked for a mo-
ment and grinned ; then he chuckled ; then
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he threw an arm across his face and gave way
to laughter unrestrained. Grafton laughed

too, though somewhat ruefully.

"Don't I look like a fool?" he asked.

Kenneth regained his composure with a

gasp.

"I—I did n't mean to be rude," he said

contritely, "but
—

"

"Oh, I don't mind," answered Grafton.

"Besides, I '11 bet you 're the same way."

"Me?" Kenneth looked startled and

passed a finger questioningly across his eye-

brows. "There 's nothing .here!" he gasped.

Off came the bandage. "How do I look?"

A smile started at Grafton's lips and slowly

overspread his face. Kenneth smiled back.

"\Ve must be a pair of freaks," he said,

chuckling. "Do they ever grow back again?"

"Yes, in no time." answered Grafton. " Be-

sides, Joe says that .all you have to do is to

take a pencil and rub it over and no one can

tell. I 'm going to try it." He sat down
cautiously on the edge of the bed. "How-
are you feeling?" he asked.

"All right. Kind of tired, though. How
about you?"

"Fine." There was a silence during which
he played nervously with a shoe strap. At

last:

"I say, Garwood," he blurted, "it 's—it 's

all right about—about that, j^ou know. I

told President Randall."

"You need n't have." muttered Kenneth.

"I wanted to! And 1 'm sorry. It was a

sneaky thing that I did to you. I— I don't

know why I cared so much about staying on

the team ; I don't now."
"Did he—was he mad about it?"

"^^'as n't he! I am to be suspended for a

month."
"I 'm sorry," said Kenneth honestly. "It

—it was decent of you to tell."

"Decent nothing! It was decent of you
not to blow on me the other day. Why
did n't you?" he asked curiously.

"Oh, I don't know," answered Kenneth
embarrassedly. " I— I did n't like to, I sup-

pose. When are you going?"
"This afternoon. That 's why I came to

see you now. I wanted to—to tell you that

I was sorry about it and see if you would n't

be friends."

"That 's all right," said Kenneth. "I

—

I 'm glad you came."
Had they been older they would have

shaken hands. As it was they merely avoided
looking at each other and maintained an em-

barrassed silence for a moment. It amounted
to the same thing.

The silence was broken by a knock on the

door.

"Come!" called Kenneth.
" Look at the heroes having a convention,"

said Joe gayly as he crossed the floor. "The
Society of the Singed Cats! \\'ell. how are

you feeling, chum?"
"Fine and dandy," answered Kenneth.
" Good ! Say, we had lots of fun last

night ! They bunked us in with the Upper
House fellows, and maybe there was n't a

circus ! Every time we see King we ask him
if it 's hot enough for him ! I would n't be
surprised if he folded his pajamas like the

Arabs—that 's all he saved, you know—and
as silently stole away. We 've sure got him
w-orried!" He paused and looked inquir-

ingly from Kenneth to Grafton. " Did Graft
tell you?" he asked.

Kenneth nodded.
" I always told you he w-as n't a bad sort,

did n't I? Don't you care, Graft; we '11

keep a place warm for you, and a month is

just a nice vacation. Would n't mind it my-
self ! Say, are you going to be fit to play in

Saturday's game, Kenneth?"
"I don't know. Will they let me?"
"Why not? They have n't anything

against you now, have they? How about

your blessed eyes?"

"Oh, they '11 be all right, I guess. But I

wish—Graft was going to play."

"Oh, I don't care," declared that youth

stoutly. " Go in and give 'em fits, Kenneth.
And—one of you fellows might write me
about the game," he added wistfully.

"\\'e '11 do it." said Joe. "We '11 write

a full account and send diagrams of the

broken heads of the Uppers. Only thing

I 'm afraid of," he added soberly, "is that

now that Kenneth has n't any eyebrows they

may take his head for the ball
!"

Kenneth was up the next day feeling as

fit as ever, but when the subject of returning

to basketball practice was broached to the

doctor, Kenneth met with disappointment.

"I can't allow it," said the doctor kindly

but firmly. " I 'm sorry, but you know we 're

responsible for you while you 're here, my
boy, and I think you 'd better keep away
from violent exercise for a week or two. No,
no more basketball this year."

The verdict brought gloom to Lower
House, or, as Upper facetiously called them
now, the Homeless Ones. For w-ith Grafton
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gone and Kenneth out of the game the team's

plight was desperate. But there was no help

for it, and so Jim Marble went to work to

patch up the team as best he might, putting

Simms back at guard and placing Niles, a

substitute, at right forward.

The Homeless Ones were quartered wher-

ever space could be found for them. Joe and

Kenneth were so fortunate as to get together

again in an improvised bedroom, which had

previously been a disused recitation room, at

the top of School Hall. Most of the Lower
House residents had saved their principal

effects and those who had lost their clothing

were reimbursed by the school.

Friday morning two announcements of

much interest were made.

"On Monday next," said the Doctor, "we
receive a new member into the Faculty, Mr.

George Howell Fair. Mr. Fair, who is a

graduate of Princeton, will take the place

left vacant by the resignation of Mr. Whip-
ple, who was so unfortunately injured in the

recent disaster. Mr. Fair will take up Mr.

\\'hipple's work where that gentleman left off."

There was a stir throughout chapel, and
murmurs of satisfaction. The Doctor picked

up another slip of paper, cast his eyes over it

and cleared his throat.

"You will also be pleased to learn," he

said, "that in our time of tribulation gen-

erous friends have come to our assistance.

We have lost one of our buildings but money
has already been provided for the erection

of a new and far more suitable one. I

have received from Mr. John Garwood, of

Cleveland, and Mr. Peter L. Hyde, of Chi-

cago, a draft for the sum of one hundred

thousand dollars for the erection of a large

dormitory capable of housing the entire stu-

dent body. The generous gift seems to me
especially, singularly, appropriate, coming as

it does from the fathers of those two students

who recently so bravely distinguished them-

selves. With this thought in mind the Fac-

ulty has already decided that the new dormi-

tory when completed shall be known as Gar-

wood-Hyde Hall."

Well. Kenneth's secret was out ! I hope

and believe that his fellows held him in no

higher esteem because they found out that he

was the son of one of the country's wealthiest

men. But true it is that for the next few

days he was the object of violent interest not

altogether unmixed with awe.

But Joe had to have everything explained,

and as the shortest means to that result Ken-

neth produced a letter which he had received

from his father the day before and gave it to

Joe to read. Only portions of it interest us,

however.

"The newspaper account (ran the letter)

says that neither of you sustained serious

injuries. I trust that it is so. But I think I

had better satisfy myself on that point, and
so you may look for me at the school on Satur-

day next. Your mother is anxious to have
you come home, but I tell her that a little

thing like pulling a professor out of the fire

is n't likely to feaze a Garwood

!

"Now. another thing. You recollect that

when you decided to go to Hilltop we talked

it over and thought it best to keep dark the

fact that you were my son. You wanted to

stand on your own merits, and I wanted you
to. Then, too, we feared that Hyde's boy,

because of the misunderstanding between
Peter Hyde and myself, might try to make it

uncomfortable for you. That alarm seems

now to have been groundless, since surely a

boy who could do what he did—and join you
in doing it—would n't be likely to pick on
another. But that 's of no consequence now,
as it happens.

"Quite by accident I met Peter here the

day after the papers published the story of

your little stunt. Well, he was so tickled

about it that we shook hands and had a 'touch-

ing reconciliation,' quite like what you see in

the plays. We talked about 'those worthless

kids' of ours and it ended up with his coming
home to dinner with me. So you see you did

more than save a professor's life ; you brought

about a renewal of an old friendship. After

dinner we got to talking it over and decided

the least we could do was to replace that

building. So I 've sent your Principal a draft

by this mail which will cover the cost of a

good new hall. I 'm giving half and Peter 's

giving half. I hope you and young Hyde
will be good friends, just as his father and I

are going to be hereafter. You may expect

me Saturday."

"Now," cried Joe triumphantly when he

had finished reading, "now I understand

about those brushes!"

"What brushes?" asked Kenneth.

"Why, the night of the fire I threw your

suit-case out of the window, and when I went

down to get it it had bust open and was full

of swell silver-backed things. I thought at

first I 'd got someone else's bag, but I found I

had n't. And I wondered why you had n't

had those brushes out."
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"Oh," laughed Kenneth,

looked a bit too giddy I"

'
1 thought they

It was Saturday night and the gymnasium
was crowded. The Faculty was there to a

man. and with them, the honored guest of

nothing to prevent his wearing his uniform
once more and sitting with the substitutes.

But the fellows with him were not all subs.

One was Simms, weary and panting, nursing

a twisted ankle which a moment Ijefore had
put him out of the game. And L'pper House

' OVER AT THE BLUE S BENCH .\ LITHE fOKM W.\S PEELING OFF HIS
SVVE.VTEK."

the evening, sat Mr. John Garwood, trying

hard to make out what all the fuss was about

and looking more often toward a bench at

the side of the hall than toward the strug-

gling players. On the bench, one of several

blue-shirted players, sat Kenneth. He was
forbidden to enter the game but there was

had suflfered too, for across the floor Carl

Jones was viewing the last of the contest

from the inglorious vantage of the side-line.

Upper and Lower were still shouting hoarsely

and singing doggedly. On the scoreboard

the legend ran :

Upper House ii—Lower House II
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No wonder every fellow's heart was in his

throat! It had been a contest to stir the

most sluggish blood. In spite of the absence

of Grafton and Kenneth, Lower had played a

hard, fast game, and had she made a decent

per cent, of her tries at goal would have been

the winner at this moment. But Jim Marble
had missed almost every goal from foul, and
Collier who had tried his hand, had been

scarcely more successful. And now the score

was tied and it seemed ages agone since the

timekeepers had announced one minute to

play.

The ball hovered in the middle of the tloor,

passed from side to side. Then Hurd of

Upper secured it and, with a shout to Knox,
sped, dribbling, down the side-line. But a

blue-shirted youth sprang in front of him
and the two went to the floor together while

the ball bounded into the ready bands of Jim
Marble.

"Oh, good work, Joe!" shouted Kenneth
as Joe sprang to his feet and dived again into

the play.

Jim, taking long and desperate chances,

tried for a basket from near the center of

the floor and missed by a bare six inches.

A groan went up from the supporters of the

Blue, while Upper House sighed its relief.

Then there was a mix-up under Upper's goal

and the whistle shrilled.

"Double foul!" called the referee.

A sudden stillness fell over the hall. Not
a few of the players sank to the floor where
they stood, while Knox picked up the ball

and advanced to the line. Kenneth, watch-

ing with his heart in his throat, had a vague
impression of Jim Marble bending across the

rail in consultation with one of the Facultv.

Tlien the ball rose gently from Knox's hands,

arched in its flight and came down square on
the rim of the basket. For a moment it

jioised there wliile hearts stood still. Then
it toppled gently over the side to the floor.

Knox had missed

!

Lower House set up a frantic chorus of

triumph. If only Marble or Collier could
succeed where Knox had failed ! But neither

Jim nor the left guard was going to try, it

seemed. For over at the Blue's bench a lithe

form was peeling off his sweater and in a

moment the cry swept the hall

:

" Garwood's going to throw ! Garwood I

Garwood !"

"It 's all right," Jim had whispered. "I
asked tlie Doc. Do your best. If you make
it we win, Garwood!"

Kenneth, his pulses far from calm, walked
out on the floor and picked up the ball. The
shouting died away and the sudden stillness

seemed appalling. He toed the black streak

across the boards and measured the distance

to the basket. Then, his legs astraddle, his

knees slightly bent, he swung the ball once

—

twice

—

There was a moment of suspense, and
then

—

Then pandemonium broke loose ! The ball

dropped to the floor unheeded, but above it

the tattered meshes of the netting swayed
where it had struck them going through I It

was the cleanest kind of a basket, and it won
the game and the series and the Shield for

Lower House

!

Kenneth, fighting oft" the howling fellows

who would have perched him on their shoul-

ders, caught a glimpse of his father's amused
face, and broke for the stairway.

THE END.

A Disconcerted Scholar

By Pauline Frances Gamp

^

When little Arabella Krupp first started in to school,

She found it very difficult to follow every rule.

Of course, she tried her very best that teacher should not frown,

And swift obedience she gave, when teacher said, " Sit down !

"

But the next thing that she said to her was, " Little girl, sit up.''

Which greatly disconcerted little Arabella Krupp

!
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My sister 's Louisa Maria,

And I am Maria Louise,

And you could n't tell one from the other-

We 're as like as a couple of peas

!

Our eyes are the same, and our dimples

And so are our noses and halt;

Exactly alike are our dresses

And everything else that we wear.

I 'm dreadfully fond of Louisa,

And it 's nice for a doll to be twins

If your girl-mother knows you from sister

—

But there 's where the trouble begins

!

^^'hy, only just yesterday morning
Louisa was naughty and cried.

And mother said slu- must be punished,

And / should go out for a ride

;

But just as the carriage was ready

She bundled me into my bed.

blankets

And read me a lecture on manners,

And carried Louisa instead!

It was / had the blister the doctor

Prescribed when Louisa was ill,

And they smothered me, nearly, in

To keep her from having a chill

!

I sha'n't know myxelf , I am certain

If things keep on longer this way.

And my temper is getting quite ruined

—

(I scolded Louisa to-day)-

There 's only one plan I can think of

To help it, and so I suppose

Though court-plaster 's not at all pretty

I 'd best put a patch on my nose.

It 's hard, but I guess I sha'n't mind it

If only my dear Mamma sees

^V'hich twin is Louisa Maria,

And which is Maria Louise

!

j>^
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SECOND PAPER-TOYS FROM PASTEBOARD BOXES-
BY LINA BEARD

Save all of your boxes ; large boxes, small

boxes, medium-sized, round, square, and
oblong boxes, for there are any number of

delightful toys the children can make of them.

It does not take long to put the boxes and
pieces of boxes together either, and the whole
process is so very simple, one is surprised at

the really wonderful results of perhaps only a

few moments' work.

The photographs, on the next page, of the

grocery store complete, with shelves, counter
and scales, the shopkeeper and customer, and
the automobile delivery wagon, on this page,
being loaded by
the shopkeeper and
a chauffeur, cannot
really convey a true

idea of the appear-

ance of these fasci-

natingly realistic lit-

tle toys. If directed

in the work the chil-

dren themselves will

take great delight in

making them.

You will need one
large box for the

store, one box lid

cut in half foM^e
wings on each^Pne
of the store, a box and cover for the two
sets of shelves, a small baking powder box

to use as a barrel filled with spinach (pars-

ley) and a square box to stand at one side

for additional vegetables. Of course you
must have another box of suitable size for

the automobile, with part of a box as a cover
on the vehicle, two round boxes with their

lids for wheels, and still another smaller one
for the steering apparatus in front.

Select a box about 19 inches long, 10 mches
deep, and 8 inches wide, for the grocery , re-

move the lid and one of the long sides and
you have the foundation for the store (Fig. 4).

On the front edge of the two side walls, A

I HE ALTOMOEILE.

and B, fit the lengthwise halves of a box lid

with the turned-down edge on the short ends
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taken off. Use glue or strong paste to fasten

these bo.x halves so that they extend out like

wings from the walls (C and C, Fig. 5).

two sets of shelves and allow for extending up
into an arch. The entire length will probably
be 20 inches. Bend the two ends of the arch

FIG. 2. THE STORE, UNFURNISHED.

Find a letter-paper box with a deep lid clos-

ing down over the entire box. Open the box
and giue shelves in both lid and bo.x (Fig. 6).

Make the shelves of strips cut from another box
and bent down on the short ends to fit the letter-

paper box (Fig. 7). Cover the bent ends with

glue and fasten them in the box, holding them
in place for a moment until they adhere.

Glue these sets of shelves on the floor of the

out flat and paste one end on the top of each

set of shelves (Fig. 2).

Hunt up a box about 6 inches long, 2 h'

inches deep, and 2^2 inches wide as a counter

for the store ; leave the lid on, turn the box
upside down and glue it to the floor at the

center near the front of the store ; then cut a

narrow strip 20 inches long from another box,

bend the strip 7 inches from each end, making

MG. 3. THE STOUIC, READY FOR LiUSlNKSS.

Store (Fig. 2) against the back wall at each end
of the room (Fig. 2). Connect the two sets of

shelves by an arch made of a strip of pasteboard

cut as wide as the shelves are deep and of suf-

ficient length to span the distance between the

it into a scjuare arch (Hg. 8,). Slide the two

ends of the arch down into the box lid on the

bottom of the counter (Fig. 8). This makes
the framework from which to hang the scales.

Fashion the scales of an ordinary round
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pasteboard pill box. Open the box, break

away the high inside layer around its sides (D,

Fig. 9), making the height of the box almost

exactly that of the lid. Puncture three holes

in each scale at equal distances apart (see E in

Fig. 9). Do this by first measuring the exact

distance around the rim of the box with a strip

of paper ; then folding the paper into three

equal lengths ( see F, Fig. 9 ) and again

placing the strip around the box, marking
where the folds come on the rim and where
the ends of the paper meet, then piercing the

three spots with a very large, coarse darning

needle. Thread strings with knots on their

ends through the holes in each scale ; have all

the strings of equal length and tie the ends
of the three strings into one knot as shown at

G, Fig. 9. Cut a notch on the two sides of the

ends of a narrow strip of pasteboard 3}4 inches

long taken from a box (Fig. 10). Tie the

scales in place on the strip. Make two notches

on each edge of the center of the same strip,

and two on each edge of the center of

the square arch (Figs. 8 and 10). Suspend
the scales by a string tied around the center

of the crosspiece of the scales and carried up
and tied over and around the center of the

square arch (Fig. 10).

If one scale is found to be lighter in weight

than the other, cut a small bit of pasteboard

from a box, place it in the light-weight scale

;

if it makes the scale too heavy, trim the bit

of pasteboard off again and again until both
scales swing the same distance above the

counter ; then take the weight and paste it on
the center of the bottom of the light-weight

Vol. XXXIV.— 44.

scale where it will not be seen, and the balance

will be even (Fig. 10). Gather up a lot of

little boxes for the shelves, stand the small

_.—-^ ~~~---~^
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clothes-pins are rather flat, paste a little black
paper bow high up on the brown paper hair

to add to the height of the head as in Fig. 3.

Now for the delivery automobile belonging

FIG. 9.

to the grocery. Use a box about 6^ inches

long, 3^2 inches wide, and ly^ inches deep
as the body of the automobile. Make the

covered top of a piece of stiiT pasteboard cut

from another bo.x. The strip must be 13^4
inches long and 6 inches wide. Measure 5

inches from each end of the strip and draw a

line across the strip at the two points. The
dotted lines in Fig. 1 1 show where your lines

should be made ; score both lines ; then cut

off a one inch wide strip from each of the side

portions running along the same edge, which
will leave a projection of one inch at the

center to form the front extension of the roof

of the automobile (Fig. 11). Bend down the

sides of the covered top and stand them in

the automobile ; fit them flat against the sides

of the vehicle, bringing them close to the back
and leaving a space in front of the body of

the vehicle ; then glue this covered top in place.

Make the steering wheel of the cover of a

small pill box, run a large, heavy darning

needle through the center of the box cover

and stick the needle point slantingly through

the center of the front of the bottom of the

automobile. To avoid pricks from the point

of the needle, run it into a small cork which
will never be noticed under the bottom of the

automobile. Fig. 1 shows how the steering

wheel should stand in the front of the vehicle.

Select two round boxes alike in size for

wheels. Peel off the rims of both boxes and
covers, leaving four flat pasteboard disks;

make a hole in the center of each, adjust them
to the automobile and mark where the center
of the wheels comes ; then make holes in the

automobile and run a slender wooden stick or

an old paint-brush handle through wheels and
vehicle. Cut ofif the ends of the sticks if too

long, and mold beeswax on the points to pre-

vent the wheels from dropping off, as shown

in the photograph, where you will also see the

storekeeper helping load up the automobile
while the clothes-pin chaufiEeur stands at the

head of his machine (Fig 1).

All the material used for making both the

store and the automobile was merely such as

is common to any household. I used only

the boxes, etc., that happened to be in the

house and with perfect results. Where boxes

of the right size can not be found, larger boxes

or cardboard strips may be cut up and bent

to the required size and shape.



Mother Goose Continued
By Anna Marion Smith

^l.oiia ei stsraraop's day

This noble queen, with mind serene,

Then made a mammoth cake.

The naughty knave for cake did crave,

And off with it did make.

The haughty king, for punishing,

Would have him eat it all,

Which made the knave— unhappy slave-

Too sick to speak or crawl.

Since then, at ease, their majesties

Eat pastries every day.

The knave affirms his stomach squirms,

And looks the other way.

Alas, alas, to such a pass

Doth gluttony invite

!

'Tis very sad to be so bad,

And lose one's appetite.

Next day the queen, with lofty mien.

Prepared some lovely pies.

The feeble knave side-glances gave

At them with longing eyes.

The cruel king, with mocking fling.

Said :
" Do, now, have some pie

The qualmish knave, no longer brave.

Could only groan, " Not I."

n^One mis<_y , moistx morning
. WKen cloudy was "(he -wealher

1 chanced to meet ca\ old fx\an clolVied all ,,.

in learther

.

(fe

He be^an io compliineiAl , and I began to ^"rv,

^ou do , and hov^ do you do
"

And hovv^do you do a^ain? ,

This morning as I wandered
To enjov the charming weather,

I met a man in goggles and a modern
suit of leather.

He began to toot a horn and I began

to run
;

He knocked me flat nor cared for that

;

And down the road he spun.

347



Pinkey Perkins: Just a Boy
By Captain Harold Hammond, U. S. A.

Illustrated by George Varian

HOW PINKEY COLLECTED A BAD DEBT

OxE day during the early Spring, as Pinkey

and Bunny were on their way to school, they

saw coming up a side street something which
immediately aroused their curiosity and in-

terest.

"What is it? Let 's go see," said Pinkey;

' HE FELT A STINGING SENSATION ON THE CALVES OF HIS LEGS.

and without further argument the pair

dashed off up the street, unmindful that it

was almost time for the last bell.

The object which had so stirred their curi-

osity was nothing more nor less than a port-

able photograph gallery, a small house

mounted on a large, low-wheeled wagon and
348

drawn overland by four horses. The proprie-

tor was seated on a high w-ooden stool, on
what might be termed the front porch of the

house, driving.

Pinkey and Bunny had seen the traveling

house before it had proceeded far inside the

town limits and in con-

sequence were the first

to reach it. However,
as they neared the pub-

lic square they were

joined by others in

goodly numbers, until

the queer structure

was nearly surrounded

by the curious crowd
which accompanied it.

This crowd increased

still more as the owner
guided his strange

craft across the square

and stopped to inquire

concerning a location

suitable for the open-

ing of his gallery for

business.

Arrangements were

soon completed with

the owner of a vacant

lot not far from the

court-house and thither

the crowd accompa-
nied the "house on
wheels," as Pinkey had
called it.

"Now clear out 0'

this, you kids," said

the proprietor, flourish-

ing his whip danger-

ously near the boys'

legs as he started to unhitch his horses,

"you 've got no business around here."

"Come on, fellows," said Pinkey in a tone

of disgust, as he neared the house. "We
would be wasting time fooling around this old

thing. I know what it is. It 's nothing but

an old picture gallery that travels round the
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country. It 's going to stop here a while,

you '11 find : and we can see it any time."

Just as he turned toward the sidewalk he

felt a stinging sensation on the calves of his

legs, which caused him to jump quickly to

one side.

"When I want you climbin' around on the

porch of this car, young man, I '11 say so,"

said the photographer, savagely, "and the

next time I catch you or any other kid around
that window there '11 be trouble for some-

body."

"I was just walking by," said Pinkey,

sadly, as he limped along, rubbing his leg.

" I w-as n't even thinking of looking into his

old house and he might have said something

before jumping on a fellow with a whip."

The ringing of the school bell put a stop

to further comments on the subject and all

hurried off.

On the way home from school that noon
most of the boys made it a point to go by the

vacant lot where the new "Art Car," as the

photographer chose to call his establishment,

was located. On approaching the place,

Pinkey was surprised to see "Liberty Jim"
busily engaged about the miniature house,

digging holes in which the wheels might set

in order to bring the house nearer to the

ground. The space about the car had been
cleared off, the weeds and grass closely cut

and taken away, and in general things had
begun to look much improved.

As was his custom, Jim hailed Pinkey with

the assurance that he was glad to see him and
as Pinkey drew nearer Jim confided to him
that he had secured permanent employment
with the proprietor, doing odd jobs about the

gallery.
" 'T won't take but a little o' my time,

either," said Jim, proudly, "I can keep all

my other jobs and do this work too. All

I 've got to do is to sweep out and dust, carry

water to fill the big tank, and keep the grass

and weeds mowed around the car and out to

the street."

"Bunny," said Pinkey, after Jim was out

of hearing, "if that fellow treats Jim right

and pays him for the work he does, I '11 take

the blame for his hitting me with that whip
this morning, and say nothing more about it,

and do nothing more, 'cause if I did, it might
make a difference to Jim, but if he don't treat

Jim square, he '11 be sorry of the day he ever

came to this town, and hit me with his whip
when I was n't doing a thing."

The weeks went bv and, as the Art Car be-

came an established institution in Enterprise,

it ceased to be a source of much interest.

People patronized it freely and all were well

pleased that it had come to town. Jim was
proud of his situation and soon began to feel a
sort of part ownership in the establishment. He
spent a large part of his time there and took

great pride in keeping things looking their

best. But nothing seemed to give him so

much pleasure as the kind words and compli-

ments of the patrons who, as they came and
went, never failed to notice the little flower

beds he had made and the many attractive sur-

roundings he had arranged for the house.

For a time, Pinkey refrained from question-

ing Jim about the financial returns he received

for his work, but after two weeks had gone by
he asked him one day if he had received his

pay yet, and Jim replied rather vaguely that

it was "all right" and for Pinkey not to

"worry about that part of it."

But Pinkey had his suspicions and after

four weeks had passed by he again went to

Jim one morning and insisted on knowing
how the matter of wages stood between him
and the photographer.

"Well you see, Pinkey, I 'm not workin'

for him any more," admitted Jim, visibly con-

fused, "I quit last Saturday."
" Did he pay you all he owed you when

you quit?" persisted Pinkey.

"I have n't got all of it yet," Jim replied

and then added hopefully: "but I expect to

before long."

"How much did he give you altogether?"

"Well, you see, people are kind of slow

payin' him, so he says, and he has n't paid me
anything yet. He says I '11 have to wait on

him a little while longer."
" Did you quit of your own accord, or did

he turn you off?" inquired Pinkey, conviction

as to the true state oi^ affairs becoming settled

in his mind.
" He said he could get along with a boy

now, there not being any more heavy work
to do."

"Jim," said Pinkey, now fully convinced,

"he 's just beaten you out of your money, as I

thought he would on the start, that 's what

he 's done."

"Well, I guess you 're right about it.

Pinkey," said Jim, rather hopelessly, as he

turned away, "but it would take all he owes

me to get a lawyer to collect it, so I suppose

I '11 have to let it go."

'You may be willing to let it go," mut-

tered Pinkev to himself, "but 1 'm not."
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Pinkey immediately hunted up Bunny and

told him the news about Jim losing his job

and not getting any pay for the four weeks he

had worked.

"^^hat 're you going to do to him, Pinkey?"

inquired Bunny, much interested as to what

Pinkey's line of action might be.

"I 'm not going to do anything to him,"

answered Pinkey, "that is, not much. I 'm

just going to collect what he owes Jim, if I

can, and at the same time square up with him
myself. You come down to my house this

evening after supper and help me."

Before he went home that afternoon,

Pinkey sought out Jim, who was lying on the

grass over in the park, as the shady enclosure

in the center of the public square was called,

his hat over his eyes and his violin by his

side. As Pinkey approached, Jim sat up and

looked at him sadly.

"Now don't scold me any more, Pinkey,"

he said when he saw the serious look on his

friend's face. "I 've been thinkin' it over

and I 've just decided that he has beat me and

that 's all there is to it."

"I did n't come over to scold you, Jim,"

said Pinkey, "I just came to tell you that if

you '11 do as I tell you we can collect every

cent of that money before we go to bed to-

night."

Jim sat upright instantly. He had faith

in Pinkey's ability to do almost anything he

tried.

" I 've got to go to supper now," Pinkey

continued, "and have n't time to explain

things, but you come up-town to-night after

supper and wait on the court-house corner

until I come."

Now it happened that one of Jim's many
peculiarities was an unusual love for animals

of all kinds and conditions. No stray dog or

homeless kitten was too forlorn to be attrac-

tive in his eyes and many an ownerless out-

cast had found food and shelter, through

Jim's generosity in sharing what he had with

them. As a consequence, Jim's back yard
often resembled a feline and canine almshouse
with the inmates out for an airing.

During the hunting season some months
previous, Jim had accompanied several sports-

men on a trip to the river bottom, acting as

cook for the party, and had brought home a

coon which had been wounded by one of the

men and which he had rescued before the dogs
had killed it. This coon Jim had begged to

be given him in part return for his service^;,

but really to save it from the cruel fate which

awaited it were it turned loose as sport for the

dogs.

On this coon, Pinkey depended for his suc-

cess in the scheme he had evolved for the col-

lection of the photographer's debt to Jim.
He had often played with the animal, which
had rapidly become tame under Jim's care,

and it had grown to know- him and Bunny.
As soon as supper was over. Bunny put in

appearance at Pinkey's house. He found
Pinkey upstairs in his workshop.

His first words were an inquiry as to what
the plan was.

"Listen and I '11 tell you," replied Pinkey,

deliberately, leaning against his work bench.

"First thing we do, as soon as it 's good and
dark, we '11 go down and get that tame coon
o' Jim's. Jim keeps him tied to a tree out in the

yard now. If we can once get him into that

Art Car, and let him get all excited, there 's

nobody on earth except Jim that can get him
out. See now what I 'm after?"

"Going to put the coon in there," ex-

claimed Bunny, gleefully, "and then have

Jim come and offer to take 'im out, but not

till he gets the money that 's coming to him?"
"That 's it exactly. The coon '11 be in the

dark in a strange place and if !• 'm not mis-

taken that man won't care to be shut up in

that little house with a strange animal charg-

ing around like mad and he '11 be glad to get

rid of him at any price because he won't know
what kind of an animal it is."

In order that no difficulty might arise in

transporting the coon, Pinkey went to the

barn and got a large gunny sack, in which he

intended to put the animal and carry him un-

til he liberated him in the photograph gallery,

and an old piece of clothes line to tie around
it, if the coon became too bothersome.

"That '11 be all the better," said Bunny,
when they were discussing the advisability of

the scheme, "because being shut up in that

sack '11 make him all the madder and livelier

when he 's turned loose."

"Our man 's in his house," said Pinkey

with delight, as the pair drew near the Art

Car, their squirming and madly excited cap-

tive all the while keeping up a frantic en-

deavor to liberate himself. "Let 's get rid

of this coon as soon as ever we can. He '11

be clawing a hole in this sack first thing you

know and then he '11 go for us." The boys

had not taken time to tie the rope around the

sack as they had at first intended, and the

coon was becoming very lively.
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"Better fix the door so the man can't get

out, had n't we, Pinkey?" suggested Bunny.
"Because the first thing he '11 do when he

hears this coon tearing around '11 be to

drop everything and run. I would if I

was him."

"That 's a good idea, Bunny," agreed

Pinkey. jubilantly, handing Bunny the piece

of clothes line. "You fi.x the door tight and
then I '11 put the coon in the little window

'AS PINKEY APPROACHED, LIBERTY JIM SAT UP AND LOOKED AT HIM.

I was looking in that day when he hit me with

the whip."

"Yes, he said the next time he caught any
kids around that window, there 'd be trouble

for somebody," said Bunny mockingly; "well

I just expect there will be trouble for some-

body, imtJiout his catching any kids!"

While Pinkey held the sack, keeping one

corner on the ground with his foot and the

upper end at arm's length from him, to pro-

tect his legs from being scratched or bitten,

Bunny tied the door knob to one of the short

iron hooks which supported a tin sign beside

the door. He wound the line from the door
knob to the hook and back again until he had

used it all up and then fastened the end se-

curely.

"There," he said proudly, as he returned to

where Pinkey was still uneasily retaining

custody of the coon, "if he gets out of that

house, 't won't be through the door, that 's

certain."

"Well, I should think not," returned
Pinkey. "You were long enough to tie a

dozen doors. You must think I like to stand

here wrestling with
this coon all by myself

for a half an hour.

Come on now, we have
n't any time to lose."

Quietly, and without

a word. Bunny picked

up his end of the sack

and the pair crept up
to the side of the house.

To their delight they

saw that the little win-

dow was open. Pinkey
cautiously climbed up
on the porch, just be-

neath the window, after

which Bunny, who had
held the coon until

Pinkey was ready to

receive it, gladly passed

his burden up to his

companion.

Inside, the photogra-

pher was working away,

developing plates and
whistling absent-mind-

edly, with no idea of

what was going on out-

side. He had returned

from supper but a few
minutes before and was
just st-arting to work.

There was no time to lose now. The man
might hear them any minute and look out of

the little window. Pinkey, with great effort

and not without a sense of timidity as he

thought of the possible results of his escapade,

hastily raised the sack, and its now thoroughly

aroused and irate contents, to the height of his

head, placed the mouth of the sack in the

open window, released his hold on the open-

ing and pushed the whole burden inside. The
coon seemed to hesitate for a moment on the

window sill and then pitched forward out of

sight.

Instantly there was a sound of rushing feet,

accompanied by shouts of mingled rage and
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fear. The words were not plain to the boys,

who had instantly retreated to a safe distance,

but they must have been most expressive,

judging by their inflection and emphasis. The
first commotion was followed by the noise of

a falling chair, which the photographer had

attempted to mount and which had fallen in

his attempt to gain a footing. The little

room in which the coon had been liberated

was scarcely large enough for the enraged

animal and the man whose unwelcome guest

he was and in another moment the boys heard

a door crash open as the photographer sought

more space in the larger one adjoiling.

The excited animal pursued the fleeing

artist. This room was totally dark and as the

now frantic man was fumbling blindly for the

knob to the outer door the coon in its mad
rush around and around, each moment up-

setting something which sent him on his

way at a still wilder pace, collided with his

quaking legs and sent him sprawling on the

floor.

"You stay here, Bunny, and watch," ordered

Pinkey, as soon as he saw how satisfactorily

everything was progressing, "I 'm goin' after

Jim." He had succeeded admirably so far

and now he had but one more move to make
and the scheme he had planned would be-

come a complete victory.

Pinkey found Jim at the appointed place

on the court-house steps and without any ex-

planation he ordered his friend to follow him
as fast as he could.

"Hustle, Jim," panted Pinkey, rushing

back to see why his companion was so slow,

"get to moving as fast as you know how."
"That 's what I 'm doin' already," replied

Jim, between short breaths. "What 's the

matter, have you set fire to somethin' ?"

" No, but I '11 bet that photographer thinks

it 's next thing to it."

At the mention of the word photographer,

Jim urged his legs to a still faster pace, fear-

ing lest Pinkey had gotten himself into

trouble. On arriving at the Art Car, Pinkey
briefly explained the situation to Jim and
added

:

"Now you get up to that window and say

just what I tell you."

Jim did as he was bid.

"Ask him what 's the matter," said Pinkey
in an undertone.

Jim repeated the question to the infuriated

man inside.

"Matter!" shrieked the tin-type artist,

choking with rage and fear, though now at-

tempting to make a show of bravado. "If

somebody don't get this wildcat out o' here,

I '11 kill it. Outside there 1 Do you hear

me? Somebody take this wildcat out of

here !" cried the excited photographer.

"Tell him to pay you what he owes you
and you '11 get it out," prompted Pinkey.

" Pay me the eight dollars you owe me and
I '11 take 'im out," said Jim, his voice taking

on a tone of confidence, hitherto lacking.

"Is that you, Jim?" cried the photographer,

recognizing Jim's voice for the first time.

"How 'd you get here? My, but I 'm glad to

see you. I '11 pay you the eight dollars if

you '11 get this varmint out o' here before he

breaks up everything I 've got."

On his way to the car he had seen Jim at

the court-house, and Jim had made no effort

to avoid him, so he had no suspicion of his

being implicated in putting the animal in the

car.

"Hand it over," demanded Jim promptly,

without any urging from Pinkey.

"Want it right now?" inquired the photo-

grapher.

"Right now," replied Jim. He saw his

advantage and did not propose to be beaten

again.

By the dim light of a bracket lamp, which
still burned in the small room, the chagrined

and thoroughly cowed photographer fumbled
in his wallet for a few moments and finally

extracted eight dollars in bills and reluctantly

passed it up to Jim as the price of his deliver-

ance. The coon, which, had the photographer

known it, was as badly scared as he, had
ceased its wild rush about the house and only

when frightened afresh did it create any more
disturbance. At present it was shivering in

a corner, having learned by investigation that

escape was impossible.

After Jim had the bills secure in his fingers

and had made sure of the amount, he stepped

down to the ground and with Pinkey and
Bunny went around to the door. The boys

retired some distance into the darkness while

Jim untied the rope and went inside. Pres-

ently he emerged from the car, bearing in his

arms the coon.

"What 'd he have to say, Jim," inquired

Pinkey, anxiously, "when he saw what his

'wildcat' looked like?"

"Did n't have much of anything to say, ex-

cept that it acted like a wildcat, anyway,"

replied Jim, "and from the way the place

looks I guess he 's right about it. I 'm glad

he don't suspect me or know that the coon
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belongs to me. And say, Pinkey, that was a

great scheme of yours and it worked well. I

won't forget it either, for nobody was ever as

good to me as vou are."

if you '11 find out who put the beast in here."

It was too dark for him to see anytliing but

lie evidently hoped that Jim was still within

hearing.

SOMEBODY TAKE THIS WILDCAT ol r OF HERE !
' CRIED THE EXCITED

rHOTOGK.\I'HEK."

"Oh, that 's all right," said Pinkey, trying

to make light of the service he had done Jim.
"I owed him a little debt and he owed you
one, so we 're square all around. I guess it 's

time to go home now, so come on, Bunny."
Just then the door of the Art Car opened

and the photographer called out

:

"Say, Jim, 1 'Ifmake that ten dollars more

Jim made no reply, but to Pinkey and

Bunny he chuckled contentedly and said

:

" My ! but he 's gettin' liberal all of a sud-

den, but it would take more than that to buy

what I know about all this. I guess I '11 take

Mr. Coon home and give him a good supper,

for he 's certainly earned it. He 's paid me
my wages, in fact. Good-night."

Vol. XXXIV.—45.
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By Charles F. Jiinkin

That Funnychuckle over there

Is worth a mint of money,
The Keeper says it 's " good as pie,"

And sweeter far than honey.

It is not such a pretty bird.

Or gaudy, Kke the Parrot,

Its feathers may be black or brown
Or even hke a carrot.

One day it bumped its little head
Against a great big rafter.

You 'd think it would begin to cry-

But lo I a burst of laughter

!

And once a Gobbleup came in

And ate up all the candv.
And yet the Funnychuckle sang

Like Yankee Doodle Dandy

—

It is not always big or strong,

Or even very clever,

And yet, the Keeper still insists

It is the "nicest ever."

Just see those merry little eyes,

Brim full of shiny twinkles,

And see the corners of its mouth.
All doubled up in crinkles

!

They say it has a funny-bone
That keeps it always laughing,

And so it never minds at all

Or cares for bumps or chaffing.

Just giz'C your /uJttiy-bo)ic a cfiance

•The

' Ha-ha, he-he, ho-ho," it sang,
" Oh ! what 's the use in crying ?

I 'd rather chuckle any day.

Than boo-hoo-hoo a-sighing :

"

The Keeper says he 'd give his hands.
Ten fingers and the knuckles.

If "he could fill the Nursery Zoo
Just />(// of Funnychuckles.

He says that you can lend a Iiand,

If you '11 be busy trying.

Just give your funny-bone a chance.
And laugh instead of crying.

,,/ i.,„g/,.

FuRiyeKuckle
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The Scrapperfight 's an ugly beast.

And yet, (the more 's the pity.)

It gets in every Nursery Zoo,

In every town and city.

'The Keepers trv to drive it out.

Because it 's such a worrv.

But often it comes sneaking back,

And sometimes in a hurry.

Just see it, standing over there.

So happy and so smihng,

It looks so innocent and sweet.

Bewitching and beguiling.

You "d never think its gentle face

Would turn as red as fire.

Just like a Gobbler in a rage,

And flush with foolish ire.

You 'd scarce believe those chubby hands
\\'ould ever take to snatching.

Or push, and thump, and slap so hard,

Or even do some scratching.

You see those little pearly teeth ?

One day it bit its brother

!

And once, it did an awful thing.

It really kicked its mother!

And so, you see, the Scrapperfight

Is truly very ugly.

There 's nothing quite so bad as this

Except the Fibberwugly.

And so the Keepers drive it out.

As well as they are able.

They try the switch, or coax or talk.

Or lock it in the stable.

If you should see those shiny eyes

With spite and anger gleaming.

If you could hear that rosy inouth

When once it starts to screaming I

But after all, the l>i>ys aud girh,

(If each one only knew it),

The hoys and girls can keep it out,

And they 're the ones to do it

!

You 'd scarce believe those cltjtbby hands

TKe= I

ivonid thump.
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III.

This noisy little talking bird

Is called the C'hatterwatter,

(Or if you like the other name
It really does not matter.)

It looks quite like a boy, or girl,

In fact it is a cousin,

Each Nursery Zoo has one or two,
And sometimes there 's a dozen.

Its eyes are sharp and big and bright.

And always in a twinkle

;

Its cheeks are soft and round and smooth.
Without a crease or wrinkle

;

Its feathers sometimes long and straight

And sometimes very curly,

(The curly ones eat all the crusts

And go to bed quite early!)

The only thing that 's really odd
About the Chatterwatter

Is just the funny little tongue
That raises such a clatter.

You see, its tongue is really hung
Just like a sort of jiggle,

Both ends are free, and so, you see,

It wags just like a Wiggle.

It talks, and talks, and talks, AND talks,

Whatever it is doing.

It saj's " what-what ? " "where-where ?
'

" why-why ?
"

.\nd then begins " who-whoing."

\'ou 'd almost think it could n't stop,

That something was the matter.

But after all, the litde bird

Is just a Chatterwatter.

And so, it longs to sing and talk,

Like birds and bees in .summer,

'\\'hen every bird must chirp and peep,

.\nd e\-ery bee 's a hummer

!

.•\nd if you do nut like the noise,

The rumpus and the riot.

Just leave it in the Nursery Zoo,

And yi>u go where it 's quiet!

// talks, and talks, atui talks AND talks.

CKattei»watter ;!'
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The Kitten That Forgot How to Mew
By Stella George Stern

Last month )ou were told the story of "The Little Gra\- Kitten." This

month we will tell you al^out ciuite another kitten belonging to a little girl

named Peggy.
Peggy had two brothel's, and three cousins—all boys—and every boy

had a little doe- At first the doos would tease the kitten, but thev soon

learned better. The dogs and the kitten played together. All day long,

out in the yard, you could hear them going, " Bow-wow !

" and " Mew !

"

Pk

).-

;;«-«!

-jam
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But, you see, there \vas only one little " Mew " and ever so many "Bow-

wows," and after a while the kitten hardly ever spoke at all.

But one day the kitten wanted to mew, and—what do you- suppose ?

—

she had forgotten how to do it ! She tried and tried, and all she could

say was "M-m-m-bow !

"—just as much like a dog as a kitten. She was so

sad. She ran out into the yard and cried.

The Big White Hen passed by and asked what was the matter.
" Oh, Bio- White Hen," sobbed the kitten, "I have forsfotten how to talk

kitten-talk. I try and I try, and all I can say is, M-m-m-bow !

"

"Never mind, Kitty Cat," said the Hen; "I will teach you to talk.

Listen to this: M-m-m-cut, cut, cut, cut. cut-ca-c/^?-cut !

"

" No," said the kitten; "that 's not the way to talk kitten-talk." And
she cried ag^ain.

Then along came the Sheep and asked, "What is the matter?"

"Oh, Sheep," sobbed the kitten, 'I have forgotten how to talk kitten-

talk. I try and I try, and all I can say is, M-m-m-bow!"
"Never mind, Kitty Cat," said the Sheep; "I will teach you to talk.

Listen : M-m-m-baa !

"

"No," said the kitten; "that's not the way to talk kitten-talk." And
she cried again.

Then along came the Horse and asked what was the matter.

"Oh, Horse," sobbed the kitten, "I have forgotten how to talk kitten-

talk. I try and I try, and all I can say is, M-m-m-bow! "

"Never mind, Kitty Cat," said the Horse; " I will teach you to talk.

Listen to this: M-m-m-neigh!
"

"No," said the kitten; "that's not the way to talk kitten-talk." And
she cried again.

Then along came the Cow and asked what was the matter.
" Oh, Cow," sobbed the kitten, " I have forgotten how to talk kitten-talk.

I try and I try, as hard as I ever can, and all I can say is, M-m-m-bow !

"
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"Never mind, Kitty Cat," said the Cow; "1 will teach you to talk.

Listen to this : M-m-m-moo !

"

"No," said the kitten; "that is more hke it, but that 's not the way to

talk kitten-talk." And she cried again.

The New Baby was sitting in her high chair at the kitchen door.

"Baby dear," sighed the kitten, " I am in trouble. I have forgotten how

to talk kitten-talk. I try and I tr\-, and all I can say is, M-m-m-bow !

Can't you teach me ?
"

TheBaby nodded her head and began, " M-m-m-google-google-goo !

"

" No," said the kitten ;

" that 's not the way to talk kitten-talk." And
she sat on the kitchen step and cried again.

•• What is the matter? " asked a soft voice behind her.

"Oh! "sobbed the kitten, without looking up, " I have forgotten how to talk

kitten-talk. I tr\- and I try, and nothing can help me. All I can say is,

]\I-m-m-bow !

"

" Look at me," said the soft voice.

The little kitten looked. And there stood a beautiful big gray cat

!

" I can teach you to talk," said the Cat. And she did. She taught her

so well that the little kitten never again forgot how to mew, though she

played out on the soft, green grass with the dogs every day.



A FEW years ago Nature and Science invited

its young readers to tell, in personal letters,

which of the seasons they liked best, and
why they liked it. Many expressed a prefer-

ence for winter, even for its coldest days,

and the reason was the delight of real winter

sports, such as skating, coasting, snowballing,

sleigh-riding, hare and hounds, fox and geese.

James Russell Lowell seems to have been
of the same opinion, for he says in " A Good
Word for Winter:"

I tliink the old fellow has hitherto had scant justice

done liim in tlie main. We make him the symbol of

old age or death, and. think we have settled the matter.

. . . For my own part, I think Winter a pretty wide-
awake old boy, and his bluff sincerity and liearty ways
are more congenial to my mood, and more wholesome
for me, than any charms of which his rivals are

capable.

Naturalists, too, stoutly maintain that in

winter all is not dead, nor sleeping, nor even

dull. We may have fewer activities among the

SNOW HCNTINGS, OR SNOWFI.AKES, ENJOY THE
FALLING SNOW.

birds and the four-footed animals, but those

creatures are none the less joyous.

The well-kn(nvn liking for play that wild

creatures have, in common with our young
folks, does not cease even in the midwinter
days of February.

None of our spring and summer birds are

jollier than snow buntings, or snowflakes, and
their playfulness seems to be most conspicu-

ous in the most blustering weather.

Ernest Thoinpson Seton thus describes these

frolicsome little birds

:

Throughout Canada and the northern tier of states

this is the familiar little white bird of winter. As soon
as the chill season comes on in icy rigors, the merry
Snowflakes appear in great flocks, and come foraging

about the barnyards when there is no bare ground left

in the adjacent fields. Apparently they get but little

to eat, but in reality they aluays find enough to keep
them in health and spirits, and are as fat as butter balls.

In midwinter, in the far north, when the thermometer
showed thirty degrees below zero, and the chill bliz-

zard was blowing on the plains, I have seen this brave

little bird gleefully chasing his fellows, and pouring
out, as he flow, his sweet, voluble song with as much
spirit as ever Skylark has in the sunniest days of

June.

Buffeting the severest winds of winter seems
to be as exhilarating to them as wading

360
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thnnigh snowdrifts, coasting down hill and
gliding on skates over smooth ice arc lo the

young folk.

'l"hat four-footed animals ha\e their play,

and apparently their time for sui h recreation,

is well-known. There are many instances on
record. John Burroughs says that he has seen

two squirrels playing tag, and from his descrip-

tion, they did it as actively, and with as much
enjoyment and merriment, as two children.

These games of tag are often as vigorously

played in the winter, as in the warm seasons.

Mice have been seen chasing one another in the

snow in a sort of play that reminded the ob-

server of " Puss in the Corner" or sometimes
" Fox and Geese," an old-time game some-
times played nowadays by the young folk in

a diagram of paths made in the snow. The
mice played their game, not in regular paths,

but cm a series of stumps and in a clump of

bushes where hiding-places were many and
cozy.

But perhaps the most amazing of all the

sports of the lower animals, is the sliding

down hill by (he otter. This has been fre-

quently described. The otters usually make a

roundabout path to the top of a bank with a

smooth slope, and down this incline they

slide into the water. It is play; it is amuse-
ment and nothing else. They are then ob-

livious to everythmg except that sloping bank,

and the ride down it into the cool water.

There is generally a playground at the top of

the slope, where it is said that the grass and
the turf are upturned and trampled by the

pressure of the otters' hurrying feet, and
littered with broken bits of sticks. When, in

the winter, the water remains unfrozen in

sheltered spots, the otters' slide soon becomes
a slippery bank of ice made by the freezing of

the water as it drips frohi their fur. In snowy

weather they always slide down any sloping

place to which they may come in their wan-
derings, thus enlivening their journey with

I'U.N FOR MICE—ON A ,\ i
. 1 s

I
1 1 I; I Ml .<'..

recreation, as I have known a boy to do when,
having been sent on an errand, he comes un-

expectedly to an enticing spot on the icy side-

walk. To .slide, and to slide again, is an
irresistible temptation.

Our common rabbit is a timiil little creature,

but he is as fond of play, especially when the

snow is on the ground, as are other animals.

He likes especially- the early evening, and the

gray dawn of the morning, when he leaps

and frisks and races in the soft snow.
The bear, as well as the otter, is known to

amuse himself by sliding down hill, and those

who have read Uncle Remus's inimitable

stories will remember " Why Brother Bear
Has No Tail." The author claimed, half in

truth and half in fancy, that the bear lost it

by sliding down a slippery rock.

Vol. .\X\i v.— 4(1-47.

1 UN FOR THE OTTLKb—bLIDI.NG DoU .N HILL.
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A GAME OF TAG IN THE TKEE-TOPS.

Have you never seen your pet dog at play

in the first snow of the winter? He jumps
and barks with glee, as his paws plunge deep,

scattering a whirling little cloud behind him.

Even a pet cat does not hesitate to have a

frolic in the first snow of the year.

There is no doubt about it. Animals play—
in the summer and in the winter ; in the house

and out of it ; in the trees, and in the fields.

Human beings need relaxation and recreation.

So do the birds, and so do our four-footed

friends of the wood, the thicket and the

burrow. If we have failed to see them at

visit those regions, and when we do we fail

to see many interesting things that lie directly

in our path.

FERRETS LAYING TELEPHONE WIRES.

In response to an inquiry, Mr. Cline, Superin-

tendent of Construction of the Central Union
Telephone Company of Indianapolis, Indiana.

writes as follows regarding the use of ferrets

in laying telephone wires :

" I beg to acknowledge receipt of your in-

quiry concerning the use of a ferret in con-

nection with rodding our underground ducts,

as we call it, and in reply thereto you may be

advised that we have used the little animals

very successfully at Indianapolis, Terra Haute,
Lafayette and Huntington, Indiana.

" W'hen we first began to use them we baited

them or enticed them through the duct by
hanging a piece of raw meat at the opposite

end, but our latest experiments have been by
the use of a live rat, started through the duct

ahead of the ferret, which entices the ferret to

follow the rat through the section of duct to

the next manhole, where the rat is caged and
used for another section.

" Before starting the ferret through the duct,

he is harnessed up with a collar and girth, to

A FERKET, HARNESSED AND MCZZLED, CHASING A RAT
THROUGH AN UNDERGROUND DUCT, AND DRAG-

GING LACING TWINE, BY WHICH WORK-
MEN PULL THROUGH A TELE-

PHONE WIRE.

their sports, even in midwinter, in the wild

places of nature, it is not because they

do not play there, but because we so rarely

which is attached the end of a ball of lacing

twine. .As the ferret goes through the duct he

pulls the lacing twine after him and when he
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reaches the other end we have a string tlirough

the section of duct, by means of which we
jiuU a small wire through and with this wire

the pulling-in rope is drawn thro-ugh the duct.

The pulling-in rope may be either one am

Ihe reverse side is of a mild gray color,

slightly corrugated. The stem appears to be

CATCHING THE RAT AND FERRET IN A DOUBLE CAGE, AFTER THE LACING TWINE HAS
BEEN DRAGGED THROUGH THE DUCT.

one-quarter inch manila or a five-eighths

inch flexible wire.
" We also keep the ferrets well fed until

within about twenty-four hours before they are

used, as the tendency of a ferret is to do

better work when he is hungry."

THE SEA PANSY.

Notwithstanding the name, Pansy, would
indicate a flower, the Sea Pansy is not a

plant, but a low form of animal life. The
Sea Pansies belong to the same general

family as the coral builders, but are called

" free coral" as a means of distinction from

the real coral polyp, for their habitation is not

built of stone, nor is their architecture of so

many different styles as that of the real coral

;

always clinging to their old first plan, they

build a flexible, soft, fleshy home suitable for

their use in the soft sand.

Pansy is the popular name from their re-

semblance to the flower called by that name.

It is of a thin, flat kidney or leaf shape, rang-

ing from one half to two inches in diameter,

from which hangs a short pliable stem.

The obverse or face side is of a purple color

and covered with round spots, mouths or cells,

called, in zoology, polyps. These cells are of

the utmost importance, being the seat of the

animal life, each one a separate existence, mak-

ing cjuite a colony or family on the one leaf.

the only connection with the sand, a sort of

anchorage to hold the frail tenement from
being worked to and fro by the waves. When
first examined, the mouths or cells open and

contract, as if breathing, and, if covered from

the light, they are highly phosphorescent.

Beautiful flashes of red, yellow and pale green

dart from one cell to another as if a wireless

telegraph were in operation, asking why their

quiet life is interrupted, and what, if anything,

can be done to help them make their escape.

When you have succeeded in capturing your

SE.A PANSIES.

Lower side at left ; upper side at right.

Pansies, if vou wish the correct scientific name,

it is Pennatulaceous Alcyonarian polyp of

the genus Renilla. W. J. Handy.
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RECORDING EARTH SHAKINGS.

The seismograph is an instrument whiL'h re-

cords the motion of the earth's crust when it

is made to vibrate under the action of an
earthquake. Even the minute vibrations duu
to the motion of passing railway trains, etc.,

can be recorded, but the real earthquake vi-

brations are, as a rule, much greater and can
be recorded at \ery great distances from the

origin of the disturbance. In fact, it is shown
by such great earthquakes as occurred at San
Francisco, and more recently at Valparaiso,

that the whole crust of the earth was set into

.\ SEISMUGKAl'II.

Printed through the courtesy of the Weather Bureau.

vibration, and these vibrations have been
measured throughout the civilized world by
seismographs similar to the one shown in the

illustration.

The large mass, C, of the seismograph, weigh-
ing about thirty or forty pounds, is suspended
in such a manner that it remains practically

at rest while the earth is caused to vibrate

by the earthquake. A long lever, connecting
with the earth at one point and the mass
which remains at rest at another point, oscil-

lates in such a manner that a delicate needle
at the extreme end of the lever scratches a
record of the motion of the ground on the

sooted surface of the wheel-like recording
drum, shown at the right of the photograph.

This drum, in fact, is covered with a piece of

paper which is coated with a thin layer of

soot from a smoky fiame, and when the record

is written, the paper can be removed and the

record preserved.

C. F. Marvin,
Professor, in charge, Instrument Division, Weather Bureau.

"WE WILL WRITE TO ST. NICHOLAS ABOUT IT."

SWINGING THE KEY.

Charlesto-\, South Caroi.in'.\.

r^KAK .St. Nicholas: I read recently that if you
attach a key to the end of a string about four feet

long, and hold the other end in your right hand, al-

lowing tiic key to hang within four inches of the

ground, it will soon begin to sW'ing with the motion of

a pendulum. Let some one hold your left hand and
the key will imtiiediately begin to take a circular mo-
tion. Then if some one else puts his hand on your
right shoulder it will stop very soon.

I tried this and it worked. Can you e.xplain it ?

Your interested reader,

Mildred W. Weston.

We have just described the delicate in-

strument used to detect very .slight earth-

quakes, which is so very sensitive that it re-

cords in Washington, or even in Germany, an
earthquake occurring in San Francisco. You
may not remember the long name, seismo-

graph, by which this instrument is called, but

you now know that what it does is to show
tremors of the ground. The key, hung on a

string and held in the hand might be called

an instrument for detecting slight tremors of

the hand. It is impossible to hold the hand
perfectly steady ; do your best and it will still

sway slightly back and forth. With every

breath the body sways, and the hand with it

;

even the pulse causes little tremors ; and the

muscles of the arm are sure to act a little

now and then and so add to the total trem-

bling. One of these small movements of the

hand, by itself, would not be large enough to

set the key in motion ; or rather, it would
only make it swing a very small distance.

But as the hand keeps on swinging, the key
swings further and further. It is like the old-

fashioned swing. If a person is sitting in the

swing and you give him one push, he does
not swing far. But if you keep giving him
one push after another, you finally get him to

swinging high. In the same way, the hand
gives the string one push after another, till

finally the key gets up a good swing. If you
are looking at the key, you are almost sure

to help out the natural swing by little un-

conscious pushes, for it is almost impossible
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to watch a thinf.' like that without heljiing it

along.

But now, why does the swing change from
the liack and fc.rth motion to the circular mo-
tinn, when some one takes hold of your left

hand ? The same thing happens if you grasp

something with the left hand, or even if you
simply turn your head and eyes to the left.

The motion of your right hand changes, it

sways in a direction different from the former
one ; and this is enough to make the key
swing in a curve. A little experiment will

help to show this. If you take your string

and key, and I intentionally move your hand
from right to left and back a number of times,

so as to get the key to swinging in that di-

rection, and then, without letting it stop this

right-to-left swing, begin to move your hand
forward and backward, you will find the key
swinging in a circle. What you are really

doing is to make it swmg in two directions at

once, and the only way for it to do this is

to swing in a circle. In this experiment you
do consciously what you do unconsciously
when the hand simply trembles.

Stopping the swing by having some one
put his hand on your shoulder does not always
work. When it does work, it probably does
so by steadying the arm.

Prof. R. S. \Vo()dworth,

Columbia University.

AN INTERESTING CORK GROWTH.
JIOBILE, AL.\liAM.\.

Dear St. Nicholas: While going through the
u-oods last week we found some queer objects clinging
to a dead tree. In the accompanying package we send
two of these objects. Will you kindly tell us what
they are and how they came there ?

V'our interested readers,

Blanche and Ruth Bloch.

THE CORK GROWTHS.
(Supported on pins, to the photograph.)

The cork spines probably come from the

prickly ash {Xanthoxylum Carolinianum, or as

the new naming has it, Fagara). All bark
is largely cork cells. In some plants, like

the cork oak, the cork elm, the sweet gum and
many others the deposit of cork is found in

ridges and wings. It is therefore not surpris-

ing to find the cork developed around the

spines which occm- naturally on this species.

WiLL.'iRD N. Clute.

These spines are often found on Fagara cla-

va-lierailis, a species common in the region of

Mobile, Alabama.
E. Me.ad Wilcox. Ph. D.

QUEER MOLLUSK SHELLS AND ANIMAL-LIKE
PLANT.

liURI.lNGTON, Vt.
Dear St. Nicholas: I send you some specimens of
things I don't know what they are. A boy gave me

the two jl.\riiNe specimens.

the yellow one (at left) but the white one I found. I

hope you may find out what they are.

Yours truly,

Charles E. Lane.

Your darker specimen, at the left in the ac-

companying illustration, is a mass of the ir-

regular worm-like shells of a salt water mol-
lusk known as Vermetus. This mollusk shell

strikingly resembles the case or tubes

of some of the salt water worms such

as the serpula, which was shown in

the upper part of the second column
of page 937 of Nature and Science
for August, 1905. Also see article

" They Live in Tubes," page 1 133 of

Nature and Science for October,

1905. But in looking up these ref-

erences of worm tubes, do not forget

that the Vermetus shell that you
send is not a worm tube but the

shell of a mollusk that is very simi-

lar to worm tubes. When the Ver-

metus is young its spiral tube is

regular, but later it becomes twisted and con-

torted like a worm tube.

Your other specimen (shown at the right in

regular
tube of
YOUNG

VERMETUS.
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the illustration) is a very interesting animal-like

plant. Seaweeds sometimes become covered

with a lime deposit making an under-the-water

garden of beautiful branching forms of every

shape and color. Scientists call these nulli-

pores— that is, a lime-covered seaweed. Your
specimen has in addition some moss-like ani-

mals known as Bryozoa. These have a tree

or plant-like shape, and spread over stones,

shells and lime-covered seaweeds (nuUipores)

as in your specimen. So that in the main

your specimen is a seaweed (plant) that has

taken on an animal-like (Bryozoa) appearance.

The coral (see illustration in Nature and
Science for Septem.ber, page 1035) is just the

reverse— that is, an animal with plant-like ap-

pearance.

THE SNOWBALL FUNGUS.

Lake Forest, Ii.linois.

Dear St. Nicholas: Wlien we were pony-cart rid-

ing in the woods we found thi^ irrowth an(i we knew

that Nature and Science would tell us what it is.

Yours very truly,

Elisabeth Granger.

The fungus you send grows on standing

and fallen timber from June to September.

At the time you found it (in the early part of

September) it was at its best.

This snow-Polyporus is too conspicuous to be
passed unseen. One does not expect to find snowballs

stuck against trees in August. .\t a ilistance it re-

sembles one. (Mcllvaine.)

The scientific name. Polyporiis chioiii-us,

is peculiarly fitting. Polyporus means many
holes. These holes are very small and
are seen best with the aid of a reading-glass or

pocket-microscope. The last part of the Latin

name, of this fungus, chioneus, means snow.

very large and queer fresh-water fish.

Otiawa Beach, Michigan.
DiiAK St. Nicholas: In the summer as I was
walking along the beach, 1 found a fish which didn't

look at all like a fresh-water fish. It was very bloated,

but it was once a long slender fish with a sword-

THE LONG-NObEU GAK.

I am sending you a few sketches to show where the

fins were. The fish was two feet and four inches long

from the end of its sword to the tip of its tail. The
upper part of the sword was seven inches long. The
lower part was five and one half inches long. I am also

sending you pieces of the sw^ord. The shorter piece is

the ujiper j>iece. I found this fish washed up on the

shore of Lake Michigan near here. I have looked in a

number of books, but could no^ find any fish which even
resembled this one. I wish that you could tell me
something about this fish.

Your faithful reader,

Mar.iorie Kind.

The fish referred to by this correspondent is

the long-nosed gar (Lepisos/c-us osifiis), which is

found from the Great Lakes to Mexico, and
attains a length of five feet Inhabiting the

same waters is the short-nosed gar (Z. pfatos-

tomus), a smaller fish; while in the Southern

States, Mexico and Cuba is the alligator gar

(Z. trisicuchiis), a powerful species, eight to ten

feet long, with huge jaws armed with long

teeth. The gars, or gar-pikes, are encased in

a coat of mail, formed of closely arranged

stone-like scales or plates. They have little

economic value, and are very destructive to

other fishes.

NATURAL LEAF-LACE.

Ridgewood Road, South Orange, N. J.
Dear St. Nicholas: The enclosed I found beneath
some spirea bushes on my aunt's place. Will you

A CLUSTER OF NATURAL LEAF-LACE.
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please tell me whether it is leaf-lace made liy luuurc

or not ?

Vour interested reader,

Ei.iSE Van Vechtex.

Von arc right in your supposition that the

Icaf-hice you send was probably produced by

nature. Of course it is possible that the
•' lace-work " was produced artificially and

the mass of leaves thrown where you found

them ; but, finding them as you did, they are

without doubt the result of nature's taking out

the pulp portion of the leaves. On page 553

of N.\TURE .\XD Science for April, 1900, you
will find an interesting illustrated article en-

titled " Making Leaf-skeletons." That article

tells of the popularity of leaf-lace for various

ornaments about half a century ago. The
directions for making are as follows

:

Soak the leaves for about six weeks, till the solt

part is somewhat decayed. Then place in buihng

soapy water for a very short time. To prevent tearing,

float out on stiff paper or a piece of glass. Wash in

clear water and brush carefully with a very soft tooth-

brush. Buy a little chloride of lime at the drug store,

dissolve in water, and hold the leaf in it a short time.

It will then be bleached white Wash in clear water

and dry on a piece of glass. The beautiful skeletons

can then be used for ornamental purposes, or arranged

in a blank-book or on cards so as to show to best ad-

vantage the different patterns of the little veins, or the

venation, as the botanists call it.

Natural leaf-lace is not uncommon, espe-

cially in a very wet season when the leaves on
the ground are kept soaked (similar to the

artificial process) for a long time.

In my back yard I have several plants of

ground cherry {P/tysalis). The fruit falls to

the ground enclosed within a thin, leaf-like

bag (an inflated calyx). It has been very

interesting to note that most of the bags,

especiallv those in the dampest places under

GROUND CHERRIES IN L.\CE-LIKE BAGS.

A NATLKAL-LACE BAG OF GKOUND CHERRY.
(Enlarged.)

the plant, soon become lace-like. The bag

then shrivels and lets the fruit into the earth.

Thus the seeds are put underground, and from

them grow the next year's plants.

BUBBLES IN ICE.

WiLLiA.MSTowN, Mass.
Dear St. Nicholas: It is because "I want to

know " that I am writing to you. What could have

caused the singular position of a bunch of air bubbles

just under the surface of the ice in a pond near our

home? If it had been just an ordinary group of bubbles

there would have been nothing strange about it, but

that was so odd, and the more I tried to account for it

the odder it seemed. It was very hard to see away
down in under the ice but I managed it by getting

down on my knees and twisting my head first one way
and then the other. I am your devoted reader.

Elizabeth Clarke (age 12 years).

Are you sure that the bubbles were under

the ice, and not in it? If they were in it, they

may have been caught by the sudden freezing

of the water, and have been flattened out by

the expansion of the new ice. Water expands

wonderfully at the moment of freezing. If the

luibbles were under the ice, it is likely that at

the moment of freezing, the water was ruffled

and the lovrer ice surface consequently corru-

gated, or in little hills and hollows, in which

the bubbles were held and flattened. But it is

more probable that they were caught 'by the

sudden forming of the ice.
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THE STAR.

BY ELEANOR JOHNSON (AGE S).

(Cash Prize.)

I SHINE at dusk in the turquoise sky.

Like a diamond, I sparkle against the blue;
I flash and gleam like a fairy eye,

Brilliant in beauty the whole night through.

Astronomers many, have studied my history;
Lovers have sworn by me, night after night

;

Children have wished, with their innocent mystery,
When in the evening they first saw my light.

What does it matter what name I may bear,

Venus, or Jupiter, Saturn, or Mars.'

So long as I faithfully do my share.

And fill my place in the realm of stars

For a little month, February has been well honored in

America, containing as it does the birthdays of our tw o
greatest presidents, Washington and Lincoln. It is

a bleak midwinter month and seems a cheerless time
for the reception of a tiny baby, even for an infant
king, arriving in a house of lu.xury. And then, in

America, nobody knows who is going to be a king. It

is our boast that we are all born free and equal, and
while it is not true that we are all born free of some
mental or physical handicap, or equal in position, or
strength, or understanding, it is true in the larger,
national sense which we may better express, perhaps,
by saying: "We are all born free to enter any
station of life to which we are equal," and in no in-

stance has this been more clearly shown than in the
first birthdays, and in the life achievements of George
Washington and .\l)rahum Lincoln.
AH of us have read the stories of the coming of these

two little lads— the one in the midst of the generous
comforts of an old-time Virginia plantation house

;

the other amid the meager and cheerless surroundi.ngs
of a Kentucky log cabin. Whatever the season, the old
Virginia home could be made warm and radiant to wel-

when a title of

lows at his call,

very mention of

ST.

Sfi
NICHOLAS

LEAGUE
come the royal guest, and
perhaps, even on that day,

his lady mother dreamed of

a time wdien her boy, her
own tiny boy, should lead

his fellow-men. But what
of the mother who a life-

time later was to welcome
her prince of men in that

humble hut of logs where
the snow sifted in on the

coverlet and the winter
wind beat fiercely at the

door ? Did she, too, look

down at the tiny face hud-
dled into the hollow of her
arm and dream of a time

men should rise in marching bil-

when multitudes should shout at the

his name ? Who knows—a mother

* A BUSY STREET. BY JOSEPHINE HOLLOWS
(CASH PRIZE.)
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has strange dreams, and in America thcro

is always a chance that they may conic

true.

And so it is we say that we are createii

free and equal— free to enter that field of

labor for which we were created; free to

conquer in that field, whether it be high

or humble— on the mountain top or in the

vales of obscurity below. And this makes
easier for us the solving of the secret of

happiness, of content, of life itself, which
is

:

To learn by earnest striving that place

in life for which we are fitted ; to excel by
earnest striving in that particular field.

PRIZE WINNERS, OCTOBER COM-
PETITION.

In making the awards, contributors*

ages are considered.

Verse. Cash j^rize, Eleanor Johnson
(age 8), care of E. I. Johnson, Office L .

S. Atty., New York City.

Gold badge, Florence Ewing Wilkin-
son (age 17), Kirkwood, Mo.

Silver b.adges, Ethel B. Youngs (age

15). St. Gabriel's school, Peekskill, N. V., and Louise
F. Hodges (age 10), Lee, Mass.

Prose. Gold badges, Gladys Alison (age 17). E. 93+
Nora Ave., Spokane, Wash., and Gladys Louise Cox
(age 14), 427 E. Main St., Madison. Ind.

Silver badges, Alice Needham Very (age 12), Wast-
wood, Mass. ; Robert Wolf (age 11), 83 Bellflower

Ave., Cleveland, O., and Mildred Maiden (age 8), 809
W. Park Ave., Anaconda. Mont.

Drawing. Gold badges, Irene G. Farnham (age

14), Ko.N 511, Laurium, Mich., and Harold A. Breyt-

spraak (age i;), S64 I-'iiUon St., Chicago, 111.

Silver badges, Dora Guy (age 12), Fulford Vicarage,

York, Eng. ; Helen Ehrman (age 13), 314 Washing-
ton Boul., Oak Park, 11!., and Lucia E. Halstead,

Hotel Zeiger, EI Paso, Te.xas.

Photography. Cash prize, Josephine HoUoway
(age 15), Kenilworth, III.

Gold badge, Sam M. Dillard

(age 14), Huntsville. .\la.

Silver badges, Walter Byrne
(age 14), 326 King St., S;inta

Cruz, Cal., and Bertha Dickey,

15 Rue Levrier, Geneva, Switzer-

land.

Wild Creature Photography.
First prize, " Rockv Mountain
Goats," by Ruth Greenbaum (age

15), 606 SiNth St., Laramie, Wyu.
Second prize, "Bears," by Edmund
Barnum(age 14), 204 S. 6th .-Xvc..

LaCirange; 111. Two third prizes.

" Ynung Kingfishers—On Guard,""

by Valentine C. Bartlett (age 14).

29 Bellevue PI., Chicago, 111., ami
** Young Kingfishers — Company
Attention!" by Edwin C. Brown
(age 15), 191 8 (Jueen .Vve.. S..

Minneapolis, Minn. Special fourth

prize (silver badge) '*Swans," by

Dorothy Lawrence Greene (age 9),

Hotel Bon Port, Montreaux, Switz-

erland.

Puzzle Making. Gold badges, illustration for

'.A BUSY STREET." BV SAM .M. DILL.^RD, AGE J4. (GOLD BADGE.)

Caroline C. Johnson (age 13), 87 High St., Yonk-
crs. N. ^'., and Eleanor Haight (age 11), 94 High-
land Ave., Fall Kivt-r, MasMichusetts.

Silver badges, Lois Donovan (age 13), New Canaan,
Conn., and Edith M. Younghem (age 13), S23 West
End Ave., New '\'ork City.

Puzzle Answers. Gold badges, Mabel Alvarez,
(age 14), 2632 Regent St., Berkeley, Cal., and Mil-

dred D. Yenawine (age 17), "The Parkside,"40th and
Girard Ave., Philadelphia. Pa.

Silver badges, Marjorie Anderson (age 14"), 603
Wayne St., Sandusky, O., and Emily Smith (age 15),
2208 Parkwood Ave., Toledo, O.

THE STAR-GARDEN.
BY FLORE.NCE EWI.N'G WILKINSON (AGE 1 7)

{Gold Badge.)

The great sky is a garden fair.

And in the velvet gloom,
-At night, among the meadows

there.

The starry flowers bloom.

The forget-me-not and violet

Are stars so very small.

That often one must look and look.

To see them there at all.

The lovely rose-star blossoms near

Tlie sunflower bold and bright

:

llie buttercup and daisy stars

Wink saucily all night.

The red moon is the gardener

Who tends the starry lawn,

.\nd smiles benignly o'er it all

Until the break of dawn.

.\nd so they blossom all night

through.

And never, never die;—
These myriads of flowers

•the STAR-GARDEN." Li the garden of the sky.
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THE STARS.

BY LOUISE r. HODGES
(AGE lO).

(Sik'vr Badge.)

In the early Uvilitjlit

When the sun i.s t;one,

Come the shining little

stars

Peeping one by one.

When the darkness deepens
Shine they out more

bright,

Lighting up the dark blue

sky
Witii their sparks of

light.

Wlien the dawn is breaking
Soft they steal away,

Ami the suiicomes up again
To light us through tlie

day.

•'A HEADINC. BV IRENE G. FAKNHAIM, AGE (GOLD BADGE.)

THE STORY OF THE STARS.

BY GLADYS ALISO.N (AGE 1 7).

(Gold BoiigC.)

In the olden times the stars were regarded with a great

deal of awe and superstition. It was thought that they
exercised considerable influence over the destiny of

man. Many interesting myths have come down to us
from the Greeks, and, though we cannot help feeling
glad that the world is more enlightened now, still, many

STREET. B\ BERTHA D1lKE\, AGE 14.

(SILVER BADGE.)

of the beautiful beliefs, though not true, appeal to us
because they are not so inappropriate after all.

The lone shepherd on the hillside had no other

means of reckoning time than by the stars. The
sailor, out ou the wide ocean, could never have reached
port without their help.

I wonder how many of us have ever stopped to con-

sider that our sun, tliat we think so large and grand, is

only a star after all? If we stood on another planet

and looked at the sun it would not appear so large and
brilliant as many other suns near it.

Ever since the world began, man has been trying to

find out the story of the stars, and every year he is

learning more. Perhaps the generations to come will

discover many interesting things about the stars that

are as beautiful as the ancient beliefs with the added
value of their truth.

For countless ages have the stars looked down upon
the earth, serene, undisturbed by all the strife and tur

moil of life ; and for ages to come they will continue to

shine, long after we are dust.

STARS.

BY ETHEL B. YOUNGS (AGE 1 5).

(SilvL-r Badge.)

Willie could not get the apples

Hanging on the gnarled old tree,

Sticks and stones availed him nothing,

Willie frowned despondently.

Mother had forbidden climbing: —
" But I shall!"— (rebelliously.)

Up he went and got those apples,

Ate till he could no more eat;

Then he heard his mother conting.

Thought th.at he would beat retreat.

Hasty climbed he downward, downward,
Till he M .almost reached the ground;
Then he fell, and— mercy! mercy!
WHiat a shriek did then resound!

Talk about your heavenly planets :

Venus, Saturn, Jove or Niars!

These hat.! names too long for Willie;

All he knew was— he sale stars!
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'KOCKY MOUNTAIN GOATS. BV RUTH GRERNBAUM, AGE 15. (FIRST
PRIZE, WILD CREATURE PHOTOGUAPHV.

)

THE STORY OF THE STARS.

BY GLADYS LOUISE CO.\ (AGE I4).

{Gold Badge.)

For a long time there have been but six

stars visible in the group called the Seven
Sisters and the Indians tell this legend
about it.

One day while trimming her torch so
that it would shine that night, Merope,
brightest of the seven sisters sat wondering
what lay beyond the border of heaven.
That night she took hold of her sister

Alcyone's hand and leaned far over the bar.

She saw the world and many strange sights.

The next night she leaned still farther.

She saw a young Indian girl step forth

from her tepee to meet an Indian warrior.
They were planning to run away together
as one tribe did not allow the marriage of

members of their tribe to other tribes, and
this warrior was from the south. He called

her " Little Rosebud " and led her to a
waiting canoe.

Merope saw the camp all astir when
the chiefs daughter was missed,—she saw
many armed warriors go in pursuit. The
night was dark and fearing the lovers
might not escape, Merope leaned far over
the bar of heaven and lier hand slipped
from Alcyone's and she went down, down,
into space right into the stream where the
lovers had passed. As her torch touched
the water it broke into a thousand pieces
and each one became a water-lily bearing
a star in its heart.

The lilies grew so fast that the pursuers
were unable to push their canoes among
them.

So this is how there remain but six
sisters in the Pleiades.

THE STAR.

BY GARRETT MATTINGLY (AGE 6).

{Silver Badge Wtniier.)

I LOOK out of my window in the dark of night,

I see above in the heavens a little twinkling light.

It is my friend, the star, and when I have been good
It 's glad to shine on me, it would say if it could

:

BY EDMUND BARNUM, AGE 14. (SECOND PRIZE,
WILD CREATURE PHOTOGRAPHY )

1^
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" A BUS^ STREET." BV MABEL W. WHITELEV, AGE 15

Stars can be photographed. Of the stars of the first

magnitude, there are twenty, fourteen of which are visi-

ble in the United States.

The ancients grouped the brighter stars into imagi-
nary shapes called coiistellalions and gave them mytho-
logical names. Of those visible in the United States,

Cassiopea, Cygnus, Leo, Lyra and Urso Major are
among the commonest.
The Milky Way or Galaxy is

one of the most remarkable sights

of the heavens. It seems to be a

band across the. sky of a white
cloud-like appearance. It is in

reality coinposed of myriads ol

stars, a large part of them being
white in color.

Speaking of colors, Sirius,

which is the brightest star on
winter evenings, is white; Vega,
another star of the first magni-
tude which is almost ovcrliead

on summer nights, is of a bluish

tinge, while ."Vrcturus, also of the

first magnitude, is a reddish
color.

An instrument called the spec-

troscope, for dividing and ana-

lyzing the color of the stars, ha-s

been of great use in determining
the composition of the stars.

One may sometimes see in the

sky, stars which when observed
through a telescope prove to be
two or even more stars very close to each other. One
of the most beautiful of these is Epsilon Lyrse, a group
of four stars in the constellation Lyra.
There are in the sky large collections of stars, the

members of which appear to be closely packed together
and are very numerous. Tliese stars are surrounded
by nebula which is a substance looking much like

clouds and the collections are called Star
Clusters

THE STAR.

BY ISAlilil. I). WKAVER (AGE 12).

The night was dark, and the wind blew chill,

As a shepherd boy guarded his sheep,
And gazed off afar at a bright, bright star.

Too thoughtful and anxious for sleep.

For deep in the night, an .Angel had come.
And beckoned the shepherds away.

And bade them afar, to follow the star,

Where a babe in a manger lay.

"Guard thou tlie flock," to the boy they had
said

;

Taking presents of incense and myrrh.
They had followed the star, whicli led them

afar.

Where Mary and Jesus were.

He stood on the hill in the silence of night,

.\nd seemed to hear once again,

As he gazed off afar at the Bethlehem star.

The chorus, " Good-will unto men."

A STORY Of'- (A I'ART OF) A STAR.

BY ROBERT WOLF (Ai;E II).

(Silver Bad«e.)

My uncle owns one of the " Hundred Thousand Is-

lands," in Georgian Bay, to which we go every summer.
One evening, last year, about half-past nine o'clock, we
were out rowing in front of the island. Suddenly my
uncle startled us all by exclaiming, "Look! " at the

same time pointing toward the

heavens. We looked, and saw a
meteor shoot across the sky,

pass the Great Dipper, and lose

itself in the Milliy Way. Then,
while we all strained our eyes

for another glimpse of it, it sud-

denly appeared again, directly

over us, but tar. far above. It

neared us very rapidly, however,
:ind it soon looked as big as the

moon, while its tail seemed miles

'young kingfishers, 'company attention]'
BY EDWIN C. BROWN, AGE 15. (sl'lcCIAL

THIRD PRIZE, WILD CREATURE
PHOTOGRAPHY.)

Night was transformed into

i.iy by this strange second sun;
and we could hear the hiss as it

burnt the oxygen of the air!

I'hen, while we chddren crouched
in abject terror at the bottom of

'lur cockle-shell, {for to all the

meteor appeared to be headed
tiirectly for us), uncle seized the

oars and sent the skiff flying out of

danger. Tlien came a tremendous
report and a jirolonged hiss as

the fiery rock struck the water.
" Sw'ish-ka-chunk," and a big wave almost upset us,

in the midst of a delightful spark bath from the mon-
ster's tail. Another wave, and another and soon we
were in a whirlpool caused by the explosion, so by the

time we had recovered our equilibrium, %ve were not

sure where the messenger of the stars lay. We rowed

to what we thought was the place, however, but there
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was only a pile of rocks each of which

looked like the other ; consequently I ilo

not know which one once belonged to one

of our sister planets.

TllK STARS.

liV ALICE GOODWIN (AGE 7).

The moon is shining brightly,

.\nd the stars begin to peep,

And my sweet little baby

Is going off to sleep.

And baby dreams of candles

.\lighted in the sky.

But these are really star lights

That God hath placed on high.

THE STORY OF THE STARS.

BY MII-DREI) MAIDEN (AGE 8).

{Silfi->- Badge.)

The hot and dusty day is slowly drawing
to a close. The last shift-car has glided

away down the valley, laden witli its

load of men ready for work on the Hill,

where the great smelters are running night and day.

The sun slowly sinks to rest behind our beloved Mount
Haggin, its last rays lighting up the snow-capped peak
so that it can be seen for many miles ; turning the little

fleecy clouds that go drifting by, to crimson and gold—
and making the great column of pure while smoke tliat

soars heavenward from the big stack on the Hill, look

like the streams of molten copper in the smelters below.

Gradually all turn dark.

Now above the snow crest peak of Mount Haggin ap-

pears the first bright star. All alone it shines and
twinkles, looking for all the world -

as if. if you could stand on the

peak of the mountain, you could

reach out and clasp it in your hand.

One by one the other stars begin

to dot the sky and looking up the

canyon, just over the tops of the

mountains the Big Dipper shines

clear and bright. Down on the

Hill, the thousands of electric lights

blink and wink and seem to be a

reflection of the stars.

More and more quiet grows the

busy little city. Now a gentle little

breeze comes down from the

mountain-side bringing with it a

breath of the everlasting snow>.
From the distance comes tlit-

hoarse barking of a dog, and down
the street strolls a gay party nf

Austrians, their arms entwined,

chanting one of their weird native

songs. One by one the lights go
out and all is silent and peaceful ;

—
and the stars keep their long watch
over all.

TO THE STAR.

BY ISABEL BURR CASE (AGE 12).

LITTLE STAR, so won'drous bright,

1 wonder what you think to-night!

* SWANS.
AGE g.

CSV STREET." BY WALTER BYRNE, AGE 14. {SILVER BADGE.)

I wonder if within your sphere
.V child doth wonder as I, here!

I wonder if you catch your light

To shine for little ones at night;
And if the sun hath hid away
That it may never tire by day!

little star, so bright and clear.

That shineth with your golden sphere;
1 wish that I your wisdom knew
That I might shine at right with you.

THE STORY OF ORION.

BY RUTH E. ABEL (aGE I4).

{Sih'er Badge.)

Orion is a constellation in the
form of a hunter ; in his right hand
a club, in his left a lion's skin,

which serves as a shield He
wears a girdle from which hangs
a s\\'ord. The girdle is some-
times called the Yard because it is

three degrees in length and is used
to measure the distance from one
star to another. The sword is

called the Ell because that is the

old name for five quarters, and the

sword is one and one quarter times

as long as the girdle.

The Greeks had many legends

about Orion, differing most in the

manner of his death.

He was the son of Euryale, a

great huntress, and Neptune. In-

heriting the disposition of his

mother, he became the most famous
hunter in the world.

He fell in love with the goddess

Diana, who spent her time in hunt-

ing. Securing a place as one of

her attendants, his fearlessness and

strength attracted her attention.

by dorothy l,\wren*ce greene,
(special focrth prize, wild

creature photography.)
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BV LUCIA E. HALSTEAI?, AGE 14. (SILVER BADGF-)

She determined to marry liim at all costs, but lier

lirother was greatly offended, for Orion was only
mortal. What persuasion could not do her brother
resolved to effect by stratagem.

Neptune had given Orion the power of walking on
the water. One day Diana's brother watched Orion
getting farther and farther from the shore until he ap-

peared just a black spot. Then he challenged Diana,
as a test of her skill, to hit that object out upon the
water. With unerring aim she unsuspiciously drew
her bow, and they watched the object as it was brought
in by the waves. When Diana saw what she had really

killed she was inconsolable. She had Orion placed
among the stars and sent his dogs, Sirius and Procyon,
to follow him.

There is still another story. It has come to me from
a rather uncertain source.

Orion (O'Rion) is said to be really an Irish hero!

!

When St. Patrick drove the snakes out of Ireland
he drove out some other things. O'Rion being a great
hunter, w-as displeased at this, so he went to talk with
St. Patrick about it. He asked O'Rion how he would
like to shine in the sky. "For," he said,

" There 's the Great and Little Bear,
The Lion and the Can-cer,

In faith, the sportin's rare."'

" Bedad! then I 'm your man, sir."

O'Rion took up his abode in the sky and now
brightens the world with his beauty.

THE STAR.

liy GLADYS CECELIA EDGERLY AGE ID).

{Honor Member.
)

O Venus! star of early twilight hours,
Peering above the golden sunset bars.

And throned amid the cloudlet's rosy bowers.
Thou art a goddess fair, and queen of stars.

Venus! attendant of the crescent moon,
Diana's silver bow beyond the west.

Which pendant hangs before thy path, and soon
Shall gently lead thee to thy nightly rest.

When thou art gone, the stars shine brighter yet,

Like fairy lanterns twinkling in the sky.

Or jewels rare in night's dark bosom set,

Aglow because thou art no longer nigh.

THE STAR.

DY Y.yWW STUART DUNBAR (AGE 8).

A LITTLE star that shines so bright
(jives a great, great deal of light.

It shines all night but not all day,
I'or God he calls them all .away.

TllK STORY OF THE STARS.

HV FLORENCE .\L MOOTE (AGE I3).

The Indian smoked on in silence for

a few moments, looked around him at

the little settlement, then said;
" All is different now. Once big

trees grew here, before the white man
came. But little by little the white
man has crowded out the Indian,

and changed his native land. Brave
Eagle was my ancestor. Did you
ever hear of liim ? He lived in the

good old times."

He intimated that, for some money,
he would tell us about this Indian.

As we were all anxious to hear a real Indian story

from a real Indian, father gave him some money.
Then he proceeded as follows :

" Long, long ago, when the sun and moon were
young, and the stars had never been heard of, there

lived a young chief called Brave Eagle. He lived,

with his tribe, near a lake, surrounded by large trees.

Even in his boyhood days Brave Eagle showed signs

of becoming a brave and wise man, and was pointed

out as an example for other boys to follow.
" When he became chief he conquered all the tribes

with which they had been at war before, and hence-

forth was respected by all. Many were the tales told

of him by all the Indians for miles around, of how he
had saved White Lily, the good and virtuous daughter
of Black Feather, from being devoured in the forest by
a lion, how he had afterward married White Lily and
presented her with the skin of the lion for a rug, and
many other interesting events of his life. The good
spirits favored Brave Eagle, and so good was he tliat

evil spirits could not harm him.
** But one day, after a long and prosperous life.

Brave Eagle was taken by the gootl spirits to live with

them in the hapjiy hunting grounds. Then all the

jieople mourned his death for many days, and the story

goes that the grass in the fields dried up, and the birds

stopped their singing. So the good spirits placed

Brave Eagle's eyes in the sky, where at night they

could guide his people safely, and they were the first

stars.

" His friends told this story to their children with

pride, and so it was passed down from generation to

generation until I heard it."

THE STAR.

BY LOUISE E. GRANT (AGF, I4).

Little star in the heavens, so twinkling and bright.

We watch for your glimmer as tlown goes the sun ;

And when, with your brethren, you waken at night.

We know there is rest, for the day then is done.

When, with peace and contentment, we all fall asleep.

Our thoughts and our dreams are of you, little star;

.\nd we know the Good .Shepherd is watching His
sheep.

And know you are watching, with Him, from afar.
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THE TWO STARS.

BY I-RHDA .M. HARRISON (AGE 16).

i^Honor Member,^

Oh Star of Morn I tliou Star of Promises!
Who sliin'st so brightly on ih' awak'ning Earth,

Like art thou to the fickle Star of Fame,
That smilM upon us, in that golden age,

Before the long years and the wasted days,

On our lient shoulders bound the yoke of shame.
Oh, then with all the arrogance of youth,

Would we have thought to scale the frowning peak,

And clutch thee!

Star of Hope!

Oh Star of Eve! thou Star of Solaces!

Who shin'st so gently on the fainting world,

Like art thou to the quiet restful niglit,

For bruised souls, and weary aching hearts,

That like the foolish moths around a flame,

Have singed their wings in pleasure's garish light,

Then creeping from the glare into the dusk
Are now content to raise tir'd eyes to thee,

And bless thee!

Star of Peace!

THE STORV OF THE STARS.

1!V l-RANXIS E. .MAXXIXG (AGK I4).

Ix the last one hundred or one hundred and fifty

years great advance has been made in astronomy.

In ancient times very little was known about the

real nature of stars. Now, although, surprising

as it may seem, we can tell how much some of

them weigh, yet we do not know the actual size

in miles of any of theni.

As to just how the stars were formed no one
knows. That they were once nebulae most as-

tronomers agree, but just how the work of for-

mation was carried on we cannot tell.

The distance of the stars is enormous. In-

stead of using miles to tell of their distance, a

unit called the ** light year" or the distance light

travels in one year is used. It takes the light

from the nearest star that we know of, three

years, eight months to reach us, and when we re-

member that light travels 186,330 miles a second
you can begin to realize how far away they are.

In looking at a star, the North star for exam-
ple, you do not see it as it is now, but as it was when
the light now reaching you left it, which in this case

was fifty years. If it should suddenly go out you
would not know it till 1956.
As everybody knows, our sun is nothing but a star.

Other stars may have planets or worlds like ours cir-

cling around them, they being so small as to be beyond
the rearh of our telescopes. As one astronomer has
said, '* There may be as many dark stars as light ones."

Indeed we know of several instances in which it has
been proved there are dark stars near other bright ones.

Most, if not all the stars are in motion, our sun not

excepted. Some move very swiftly, others more slowly.

In an old philosophy I saw once, it said that in all

probability all heavenly bodies, except comets, were
inhabited by beings adapted for their surroundings.

Some of them would have to be made of something
harder than our hardest steel to stand the awful heat.

THE STORY OF THE STARS.

BY DOROTHY E. BATES (AGE I4).

Go out one clear evening and look around ytui ; above
you, on every side of you, you will see bright spots of

liglu, some more brilliant than others. How lovely

they are, how awesome! Many, many years ago some-
one else stood on the very same spot of ground as you.
Were the stars different then? No, they were always
the same. Now stand in the same place the next morn-
ing and look at the sun. Why, you cannot look at it

for blinking; yet that too is a star, though much nearer
than those you saw last night.

Light from the sun takes nine minutes to reach us,

light from Sirius, one of the nearest of the stars, takes

nine years. We know very little aljout the stars, but
we do know that they are luminous bodies, masses of

glowing gas. That wonderful instrument, the spectro-

scope, shows us what metals and gases are found in

that glowing mass. In Sirius are found hydrogen gas
and the metals, sodium and magnesium. Now, as to

the position of the stars, you know they are called fixed,

but that is not true ; in reality they are whirling round
and round and at the same time moving along, some
toward us, some away from us.

The St. Nicholas League's membership is free to all.

A League badge and instruction leaflet will be sent on
application.

A HEADING." BV HELEN EHRMAN, AGE I3. (SILVER BADGE.)

The way by which to tell a star from a planet with
the naked eye, is, that stars twinkle, planets do not.

The real difference is that planets glow with borrowed
light, stars shine by inward heat.

It is nice to think of those great giant planets as ac-

companied by other, also, perhaps, inhabited planets
;

but oh, how small you feel yourself, when you ponder
over them, and think also that our great, glorious sun
is but one among many, and one of the smallest.

THE LOST STAR.
];Y F.I.E.A.XOR STINCHCOiMK (aGE IO).

{Silv€7- Badge Winner.)

In the evening, ever wandVing,
Shines lost Pleiad, lovely star!

Searching, searching, ever calling

To her sisters from afar.

"Sisters, sisters, O! where are you ?

Come to me— thy sister star."

Searching, searching, ever calling,

To her sisters from afar.
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'* A HEADING." BV STELLA BENSON, AGE I4.

" Venus, Venus! queen of beauty,

Help me, help me," cries the star.

Searching, searciiing, ever calling

To her sisters from afar.

Down the sky the call comes ringing
" Come to me— thy sister star."

Searching, searching, ever calling

To her sisters from afar.

MY FAVORITE KNIGHT.
BY GLADYS M. ADAMS (AGE l6).

{//otior Member:)

No other knight, seems to me equal, in romantic
chivalry, to th.it prince of troubadours and knights-

errant—Richard Cceur de Lion. His vir-

tues and his faults, alike, were great. Love
for war, ambition and carelessness, all

warred with his duty to his throne and
people.

But such faults as he had are all forgot-

ten when we read of his deeds and of his

trials. Unloved by his father, hated by

his brother, he soon became an unloving

son and a harsh brother. Impulsive, he
was quick to take offense and as quick to

forgive. Bold and fearless, too, lie was
always in the thick of the fray—alike the

terror of his foes and the hope
and strength of his own forces.

A great nature, led astray by faults

and weaknesses— such was the

nature of Richard I.

The greatest of all his undertak-

ings—the third Crusade—showed ,, ^
clearly the mettle of the man. His
love of fighting had more to do
with it, perhaps, than his love for the church, but it

was, nevertheless, a noble purpose. None but Richard
could have carried the war as far as he did against the

heaviest of odds. Not only did he have to face the

Saracens. It was his own so-called allies and his

private enemies which were most to be feared. Still

he struggled on, unmindful of himself, until his handful
of men were gone, and he was forced to find his way
back home in disguise.

Was it not the essence ot royalty and romance— the

way in which he faced his accusers at Spires, when by
his own eloquence he won to himself many, who a short

time before were eager for his death ? His secret re-

turn to England and his adventures Ijefore he made
himself known were characteristic of the finest knight
of all England. But his nobility of nature was most
clearly shown when he forgave his brother John, who
had plotted against his throne and even against his life.

In his death, again, he proved himself most chiv-

alrous. .Shot by an arrow at a time when he least

expected it, he yet forgave the murderer who had cut

him off in the full glory of his manhood, and bade his

men see that the youth receive no harm.
Such was Richard Coeur de Lion, the most romantic

of kings and the noblest of all the knights.

HEADING. BV DORA GL'V

(SILVER BADGE.)

L\ DAYS OF OLD.

BY .MARY YEULA WESCOTT (AGE l6).

(Honor Member.

)

Do you remember, dear, those days—
Those dear old days of old?

We ]ilayed within the willow's shade
With happiness untold.

If we now owned Aladdin's lamp.

We could not richer be
;

I was content with only you—
You were content with me.

We read and dreamed of gallant knights.

Of maids with golden hair.

I said I was a warrior bold,

Vou were my lady fair.

Sometimes by giants you were caught

And held in dreary thrall

;

For long, long days I 'd search in vain

To find you in his hall.

We 'd meet and fight, I 'd win and then

—

For many years lived we
In that proud castle I had built

Beside the restless sea.

Oh, happy days, to come no more !

You 're better far than gold.

Oh, blessed memory of dreams

!

We dreamed in days of old.

MY F.WORITE KNIGHT.

by katherine elizabeth taylor

(age 16).

.Vmong the orders which the

Prince of Wales wears is one which
has belonged to the Crown Prince

of England ever since the battle

_ of Crecy was fought and won,
650 years ago. In that battle the

Black Prince, Edward, won his

spurs, and there he adopted for his crest that taken

from the contjuered king of Bohemia. The crest con-

sists of a crown, surmounted by three white plumes,

and the German motto, *' Icli dien," *' I serve."

lUit the young prince served a very treacherous man
in King Pedro of Castle. When that monarch was
deposed for his cruelties, it was the Black Prince who,
knowing nothing of King Pedro's character, put him
back on his throne again. He won the campaign at

fearful risks, for Pedro refused to help his young ally.

The king did, however, demand the jirisoners who had
been taken. But Edward had learned something of his

cruel nature, and would not give them up. Upon this,

Pedro not only withheld the promised reward, Ijut sent

the prince home in dishonor, and became his bitterest

enemy.
Poor Prince Edward! All the sadness of his later

life, even his early death, is due to this treatment. He
has been called cruel, this too was a result of the bit-

terness brought on by this disa]">pointment. Many
stories have been told of his earlier chivalry and gen-

erosity, but I will choose one which illustrates not

only his character, but also that of his famous enemy,
Berlrand Du Guesclin.

Du Guesclin was one of the prisoners taken in this
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MY FAVORITE KNIGHT.

BY CORINNE BENOIT (AGE I4).

Bayard was born in the castle which bears his name
and was a native of Daupliiny. *' Love God antl thy

king and be ever gentle and brave," were his mother's
last words to him as he left for the battle-field. " Madam,
my mother," Bayard said, " I shall try so well to follow

thy counsels, that, with God's grace, thou wilt ever

have cause to be proud of me."
When only nineteen he showed his bravery by cap-

turing the enemy's flag, and at Milan so ardently did he
pursue the enemy that he entered the city alone with

them. He was taken prisoner but his great courage and
daring won the admiration of the Duke of Milan and he

Spanish campaign. He was not released with the others,

as the prince was desirous of taking home so great a

prize. This causing Du Guesclin to boast, however,

that the English were afraid to liberate him, Edward
defended the honor of England by setting free his cap-

tive on his own terms. Du Guesclin, however, named
a very large sum, and with difficulty paid it, thus keep-

ing his own honor clear. These two knights both died

in 1376, Du Guesclin in battle, Edward of the melan-

choly brought on by the events of that Spanish cam-

paign.

Some may contend that it is a king's business to

rule. But I think his first duty is to serve his country

and his people. And surely there can be no nobler

motto, for king or subject, than that chosen by the

young Black Prince, " I serve."

IN OLDEN DAYS.

BY ELEANORE MYERS (AGE 16).

iyHonor Mc-inber.)

In olden days there ben a knyglit, full well be-

knownst to fame,

A knyght of noble hearte and mien, and dubbed
"Sir What 's-hys-name."

Thys knyght he had a comely face (there n'er

ben such another).

And best of all hys blessings, ben hys kind and
beauteous mother.

Once on a tyme thys knyght uprist, hys sword
witTiin hys hande

And swore a ladye fair he 'd seek, ye sweetest

in ye lande.

Tlien did he don hys suit of mail, all glistening and was given his liberty. And another time, though all

bright, alone, he held the bridge of Garagliano against two
And gat hym on hys charger in ye splendid trappings hundred Spaniards until they fell back, defeated.

dight. At Mezi^res, a city situated in the e.xtreme north of

Full loud ye trumpets sounded forth,— ye knyght he France, the walls of the fortress were falling to ruins

bid adieu,

—

when the Spaniards began the attack. But Bayard was
Then shining helm and stalwart form eftsoon ben lost there— and the Dons were driven back with heavy loss.

to view. The brave knight was wounded while trying to protect

the retreat of the French army in Italy and died as he
Seven long and goodly years sped by, and yet not e'er had lived— loyal to God, his country and himself,

a word
.\bout ye bolde Sir What 's-hys-name ye ladye mother

heard.

Within ye lonely castle grym, she wept full passing

sore,

And eke her dainty hands did wring, she feared he ben
no more.

But one fine day, into ye hall, before ye noble dame,
A weary, dust-besmeared knyght with down-drawn

visor came.
"Behold, my ladye fair," he cried, and bent upon one

knee,
" I once did vow a love I 'd seek, ye sweetest e'er

could be;
Full long I sought— ye ladye found, of

noble birth and fame.

And thou art she, so take thy knyght,

thy son, Sir What 's-hys-name!"

"a heading. B^ HAZEL HALSTEAD. AGE II,

Mayhap there ben some folks who say,

"In olden days, forsoothe,

Knyghts certes ben romantic, so ye tale

it hath no truth."

Egad! my blood boils bolde to hear

such criticism, sin.

If there ben no Sii What 's-hys-name,

—i' faith! there should Yisxe been!

Vol. XXXIV.—48

'TAILPIECE. BY KATHERINE
A. ROBERTSON, AGE 10.

IN DAYS OF OLD.

BY DORIS F. HALMAN (AGE lO).

{Sih'i'r Badge Wtimer.
)

January now is here,

The W^inter reigneth cold and drear.

And the merry days of the vanished year,

Are days of old.

I can see in my mind, my Summer home.
And the meadows and woods where I

used to roam.

And rob the bees of their honeycomb,
In days of old.

At the seaside many days were spent

In childish play and merriment.
And the whole world seemed on pleasure

bent.

In days of old.

But we must try with all our might
To make the New Year just as bright.

And now I '11 stop and say good-night,

To days of old.
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President; Eleanor F.

Address, 8 Chester St.,

No. 926. " G. N.
Macurdy, Secretary; nine members
Watertown, Mass.
No. ^27. "Nathaniel Chapter.'* Grace Merritt, President;

Katherine Schmidt, Secretary; five members. Address, 526 W.
139th St., N. V. City.
No. 928. " The Happy Trio." Dorothy Butes, President

;

Helen M. Booth, Vice-President. Address, 129 W. 77th St., N. V.
City.

No. 029. Josephine Denny, President; Mary Dickey, Secre-

tary: tour members. Address, 31 West St., Waynesburg, Pa.

No. 930. " The Goldenrod." Charles Schram, President ; John
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LEAGUE NOTES AND LETTERS.
A League member, one of many, writes to know why we do not

have a picture postal exchange. We did have such an exchange
for a time, and were obliged to discontinue it because a good many
members either got tired of the idea or became careless and did not

return cards for the ones sent them. The League cannot continue

any feature that does not work satisfactorily with all its members.
For the reasons as those given above, the League cannot have a

correspondence bureau. It would please a great many members,
but there would always be some unsatisfactory correspondents and
the result as a whole would not be beneficial to the League as a
whole.
League members who have won or are winning gold and cash

prizes should not forget to send their photographs for the League
" Honor Member " album we are making.
Will Dorothy de Long please give a better address. Her certifi-

cate has been sent twice to the address she gave, 33rd Si. Moreland
Avenue, St. Martins, Pa., and both times has been returned, for

better direction.

Vadala, India.

Dear St. Nicholas League: I am eleven years old and my
Father is a missionary here in India, working under the American
board of commissioners for foreign missions. We live out in a

country place, twenty-one miles away from any railroad and twenty-

seven miles away from any white people except the missionary that

lives with us. He and his wife and baby, my brother, Father,

Mother and myself, are all the white people there are for twenty-

seven miles.

There are four schnols for native children here, two girls* schools,

one boys' school, and a school for boys and girls together. One of

the girls' schools is a lace industry school. The lace that the girls

make is pillow lace. Most of the lace girls are supporting them-

selves with the lace they make and the other girls have half day
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lessons and make lace half the day. There are twenty-six girls in

all besides twenty or more lace women, some of which work m their

homes. Most of the lace made is Torchon, but the best workers,
some of them, make Maltese and Budes patterns, some more kinds
of pillow lace.

When you ^a\c as a subject for drawing in February, iqo6, '* My
Favorite Study," 1 thought, " O, how I wish that I liad joined the
Le.igue because I could have drawn a lace pillow with lace on it,"

ibr my favorite study.
I can make all the lace patterns made here and 1 myself have

taught lots of girls the whole course.

I must not tire you with my lace for I know that some things that

interest myselfdo not always interest some other people.

You may think that I must be lonely out here without any girl of

my age to play with, but I am not because I can talk the Marathi
language like a native and sometimes I dress in the native costume
and go out and play native games with the school girls. Some-
times I grind on the little mills that every woman has to grind her

grain on for there are no mills in the country places. The nearest

mills are a hundred and fifty miles away from here so that all the grain

the people use is ground by the women on the little mills they all

have in their houses.
Even though I should not join the League, may I ask for an

instruction leaflet ?

Your ever loving reader and admirer,
Adelaide B. Fairbank.

HOUSEHOLD PETS AT THE EARTHQUAKE.
A CREAT deal has been written about the earthquake and the fire

but there are always little personal experiences that are new and
interesting.

While the fire was raging a little girl sat fondling a kitten and
caressing it. She looked very thoughtful and seemed devoted t"

her pet as if it were the last thing in the world she possessed. We
could see she had lost her home in the fire, and stopped to ask her
what she had saved. She answered, without hesitation, "The
cat !

'* ** What did you lose? " we asked. With equal promptness
came the reply, " The dog !

"

But not all the house pets had such devoted mistresses. Dogs
and cats .Imost wild from fear rushed out to the Presidio Reservation
and to the park and beach. Many went during the earthquake and
right afterward, long before the fire reached them. Here they col-

lected in sucii numbers that the militia had to shoot hundreds of
ihem to keep them from starving.

On Van Ness Avenue, the boulevard once lined with the city's

most beautiful homes, a dirty, white, half-starved, lame, and be-

dragged cat was seen running around over the ruins hunting for some-
thing to eat.

The down-town district was infested with dogs who subsisted on
rats that came to light when the ruins cooled, and which had buried
themselves in the sand during the fire.

One cat came to a family after the fire with only three feet, and it

has stayed with them ever since.

A beautiful house cat belonging to a friend of mine was so fright-

ened at the earthquake that he lay down on the floor and looked
up with a pitiful expression of appeal in his eyes. He remained
fnghtened and nervous for several days.

Our own cat (Jerry O'Brien, we call him!) sat up on the back
fence all during each day and watched the flames, and at night pa-

raded up and down the block with the men on watch, first on one
side of the street and then on the other.

The earthquake scared the horses, too. A milkman who has
had his old horse for years had to jump out of his wagon during the

<iuake and hold the horse to keep him from running away.
Parrots and canaries in their cages were carried, no matter how

great the difficulty from one place to another by their fond owners,
who were unwilling to forsake their feathered companions. One
family getting ready to desert their home to the flames, found their

parrot greatly excited, as he always was when they went out any-
where. They had to leave useful things behind to take the parrot,

but they had not the heart to leave it. It kept saying, " Hurry up !

Let 's go ! Hurry up ! Hurry up now ! Are you ready ? Get your
things on !

" So Polly was saved.

Dear St. Nicholas: Oh, how proud I am of my gold badge!
and how much I thank you for it ! I intend to have my name and
the date engraved upon it as I did or my silver badge. But, truly,

I am not going to rest on my laurels, but 1 shall work, oh, so very

hard, for the cash prize and when I win it—well, when I win it

there will be time enough to speak of what I shall

do then, and in the meantime I will truly do my
very best. So, thanking you again and again and
more than I can say for the badge and the honor,

1 remain, very sincerely,

Clara Blecher Shanafelt.

New York City.
Dear St, Nicholas : The badge came to-day,

and I am so grateful for it. I have written for
Ooi/r>TJ ^^

the League many times, but I never had anything urn-ic^

printed. And to have tliat and a silver badge "tailpiece."
come together is really too much ! The little note scott, iv.

that came with it is very encouraging also, and I hope, some happy
day, to attain the wealth of a gold badge. I am thinking about
writing the " Star " now, and hope to succeed. Many a time will

I gaze at my badge, as I would at the motto: "Try, try, again,"
and be encouraged.
Again mtjny, many thanks for my silver prize, and best wishes

for your future welfare. I am your sincere little friend,

E. Baiiette Deutsch.

Other welcome letters have been received from Emma Murphy,
Alice Griffin, Gertrude L. Amory, Hazel B. Jackson, Amy Ander-
son, Helen Whitman, Bessie Love, Ellen Williams, Marcellite
Watson, WiUiam Jarboe, Clarina Hanks, Virginia G. Kennard,
Mary Pemberton Nourse, Caroline T. Shaw, Melville Tucker,
Perle L. McGrath, Harriett Dexter, EHzabeth P. James, Mont-
gomery Waddell, Jr. , Mary Phelps Jacob, Emily W. Brown, Ber-
nard P. Trotter, Danforth Ferguson, Marjorie Stewart, Rosalind
Waite, Susie Bentley Doan, Catherine Guioii, Edith Logan,
Gladys C. Edgerly, Priscilla Alden Griffin, Frances J. Shriver,
Elizabeth Ben Brice, Joseph Baldwin Haston, Lillie Smith.

PRIZE COMPETITION No. 88.

The St. Nicholas League awards gold and silver

badges each month for the best original ^o^ms, stories,

drawings, photographs, puzzles, and puzzle answers.
Also cash prizes of five dollars each to gold-badge win-
ners who shall again win first place. "Wild Animal
and Bird Photograph " prize-winners winning the cash
prize will not receive a second badge.

Competition No. 88 will close February 20 (for

foreign members February 25). The awards will be
announced and prize contributions published in St.
Nicholas for June.

Verse. To contain not more than tweuty-four lines.

Title, " Friendship."

Prose. Story or article of not more than four hun-
dred words. Subject, " The Story of a Friend."
Photograph. Any size, interior or exterior, mounted

or unmounted; no blue prints or negatives. Sub-
ject, " Old Friends."

Drawing. India ink, very black writing-ink, or wash
(not color). Two subjects, " My Friend," (must be
from a model) and a June Heading or Tailpiece for the

League, Books and Reading, or any St. Nicholas de-

partment.

Puzzle. Any sort, but must be accompanied by the

answer in full, and must be indorsed.

Puzzle Answers. Best, neatest, and most complete
set of answers to puzzles in this issue of St. Nicholas.
Must be indorsed.

Wild Animal or Bird Photograph. To encourage
the pursuing of game with a camera instead of a gun.
For the best photograph of a wild animal or bird taken
in its natural home: First Prize, five dollars and
League gold badge. Second Prize, three dollars and
League gold badge. Third Prize, League gold badge.

RULES.
Any reader of St. Nicholas, whether a subscriber

or not, is entitled to League membership, and a League
badge and leaflet, which will be sent free.

Every contribution, of whatever kind, mitst bear the
name, age, and address of the sender, and be indorsed as
" original " by parent, teacher, or guardian, who must be

convinced beyond doubt that the contribution is not copied,

but wholly the work and idea of the sender. If prose,

the number of words should also be added.

These things must not be on a separate

sheet, but on the contnbution itself̂ \i a

manuscript, on the upper margin ; if a pic-

ture, on the margin or back. Write or draw
onoJte sideofthepaperonly. A contributor

may send but one contribution a month—
^Cd-'Ctly ''°' °"^ °^ each kind, but one only.

Bv TowNSEHD
' Address

: The St. Nicholas League,

, AGE 10. Union Square, New V ork.



The Letter-Box

Los Angeles, Cal.
Dear St. Nicholas : I have been going to write

you since I have returned from my summer vacation.
** Sioux to Susan " was a favorite story of mine because

I am a minister's daughter, and my name is the same as

hers. I have taken you seven years, dear St. Nicho-
las, and I love to look over the back numbers.
You are always my Christmas present and I hope you

always will be.

This summer has been a lovely one, and a week was
spent in camping.

I have told you before about my donkey that my
sister and I have 'such fun with each summer. I have

two brothers, both smaller than my sister and I.

I have been in Los Angeles three years this coming
December and would not leave it for anything.

I think I have said enough for this time.

I remain your faithful reader,

Susan M. T.\lmage (age 12).

TowANDA, Pa.

Dear St. Nicholas : I have not written you in a long

time and thought I would like to do so. It seems to

me that the St. Nicholas grows better every year.

My favorite serial stories are "Queen Zi.xi of Ix,"
" The Crimson Sweater," and " From Siou.x to Susan,"

and my favorite short stories, "The Home Outing of

Mrs. Herrick," " The Wars of the Roses," " Barbara's

Sp, " and many others. I like the League department

very much, too. I am a member and try to compete
every month, though I don't always do it. I have not

won anything yet, but I hope to before I leave the

League. I am also a member of a chapter and we have
very good times at our meetings.

I have taken you for six years and I scarcely think I

could get along without you. I used to take "Our
Little Ones " (or was it " Our Little Folks " ?) and my
mother used to take "Our Young Folks," so you see

you have been "in the family " quite a while.

Well, I think this letter is long enough, 'so I will

close. With all good wishes for your welfare, I remain.

Your sincere reader,

Jean Louise Hoi.comhe (age 14).

New Yokk City.

My Dear St. Nicholas: I have a new collection

which I thought you might be interested in. I save all

the programs of the plays I see and on the advertising

pages paste pictures or any notice or item of interest of

the play or players. I also save and paste in the checks

which give the date, etc. I have just started this col-

lection, but, I think, in years to come, it will be very

interesting both to myself and friends.

I am a member of the League, but have never had
courage enough to send anything in, but I intend to try

this year. There are a great many members of the

League in the Horace Mann School, where I go. We
all enjoy it very much.

I remain your sincere reader.

Margaret B.\tes.

Harrisburg, Pa.
Dear St. Nicholas: I think that " Abbie Ann " is

fine and I know I shall like it. I believe St. Nich-
olas for 1907 will be better than ever. I am glad

there will be series of biography, fori always like that.

I have taken St. Nicholas since August, 1905, and I

get it renewed every year for a birthday present. I

have a typewriter and every week I publish a paper for

the neighbors. We do not live in the city, but about a

mile out ; it is a very nice place.

Jean Allen (age 14).

Waterford, N. Y.
Dear St. Nicholas: I have taken you for many
years. When in the Philippines my father took you for

me and I have taken you ever since. I enjoy " Pinkey
Perkins," "The Crimson Sweater," and the "League."
I am spending this summer in Northern N. Y., just

now at my cousin's, who has some very interesting work
on hand. He is doing engineering work on the Erie

canal branch, which is here.

Every day I go down to watch the work. It is very

interesting to see the little engines running about with

carloads of material for the canal.

I had a lovely ride down the Hudson to Albany.
Yours very truly,

Duncan G. McGregor (age 11 years).

British Embassy, Tokio.
Dear St. Nichol.\s : I have only once written to

you before, though I have taken you for some years. I

send you a photo of my Japanese chin. We have five of

these, four black and white and one white and tan. The
smallest is two years old and weighs three and one-half

pounds. The one I send you a photoof is also two years

old and weighs five pounds.
These two cost about $50 each, and were considered a

great bargain. They have to be treated like gold-dust,

and between the months of October and February, if they

go out of the house they catch pneumonia, and almost

invariably die. We had one almost at death's door, and
Mamma sat up with it, wrapped it in flannel, and gave

it Bovril at intervals of two hours during the night. The
one I send you a photo of, has been nearly blind twice,

and he had a white film over his eyes. Hoping you
will print this letter from a lover of St. Nicholas,

Dorothy Barcl.\y (age 12).

Brooklyn, New York.
Dear St. Nicholas : I must tell you that I am tak-

ing music lessons in bed 1 I have been learning the

different forms of instrumental music among other

things, and one afternoon my teacher had been explain-

ing to me what &fugue was.

My dream that night was, that I had to write a story

for the St. Nicholas League in the form of a fugue

!

I wrote part of the story in my dream and took for my
theme, " If at first you don't succeed, try, try again."

My story started thus: " If at first you don't succeed

try, try again," sweetly chimed a voice from the arbor.
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It went on to tell how" Mary came up to where her
mother sat, by the gravel walk in the arbor. Mary was
carrying tlie last number of St. Nicholas in her hand,
and her lips were puckered into a very sorrowful little

pout. She had been trying some competition for the

League and had failed, but the sweet voice went on
chiming the old and well-known proverb: *' If at first

you don't succeed, try, try again."
Wishing the St. Nichoi.as a long and prosperous

life, I am sincerely yours,

Pauline M. Daken.

Arnprior, O.nt.

Dear St. Nicholas: The enclosed photo is one which
I took of Versailles Palace Gardens this summer.

Mil. I'AI.AlL at VERSAILLES.

The -\mericans signed and celebrated their Independ-
ence here.

One of your readers,

Elliot Mabee.

Richmond, Va.
Dear St. Nicholas : It has been a long time since

I have written for the League.
I am going to try for the prize this month.
We live right across the street from the mansion,

where Miss Van Lew lived. She was a Union sympa-
thizer during the Civil War.

She had a spy in Jetferson Davis's house. This spy

told her the plans of the Confederate army and she told

them to Grant thus enabling him to capture Richmond.
The square on our left is taken up wholly by St.

John's church and churcliyar4, This is the church
where Patrick Henry made his famous '* Give me
liberty or give me death " speech. The sexton will

recite that speech standing in the same pew if you ask

him. Graves have been opened to receive new bodies

and there is n't a spot of ground that somebody has n't

been buried in.

Do we not live in a historical part of Richmond?
Your loving reader,

DONWLD MUKPHY (age 10).

LO.NDON.
Dear St. Nicholas : I am writing to tell you how
much I have enjoyed your magazine during the year I

have taken you in.

Although we have lived in London for over six years,

we have only been to see the British Museum of all

the places of interest.

Before we came to London we lived in Ramsgate, in

Kent, for three years and before that in different sea-

side places up North. So you can guess that I miss

the sea, and the sound of the White Horses terribly.

Mother does not like the idea of our going abroad un-

til we know England well, so when I feel I should like

to go I read the guide books and find them very inter-

esting.

Katie E. Samuels.
'

Des Moines, La.

Dear St. Nicholas : I am a boy eight years old

and I read St. Nicholas every month. I like " Pinkey
Perkins " stories very much. Once I was down South
and I knew a boy who had a billy goat. Every day
this boy would come down and bring his goat and cart

and I would get in and take a ride ; the goat's name was
" You-no " and once he was so hungry he stuck his nose
into some paint and ate some and died. I hope I may
read you for a long while.

Your friend,

John Owens Dickerman.

In the December Letter-Box, Sibyl H. Wright asked

for a receipt for making " fudge." We print below
such a receipt sent in by Robert B. Carney:

Receipt for Fudge

Two cups of sugar, two-thirds of wdiich should be

brown and one-third white; two-thirds of a cup of thick

sour cream; one small " pinch " of soda. If chocolate

fudge is desired use a half cup of Baker's unsweetened

chocolate. Boil over a slow fire until the mixture is

like a soft gum when tested in water. A little experi-

ence will tell when to take it off, for boiling too long

makes a grainy fudge. My mother does not carry her

boiling too far. When done, remove carefully and

set aside to cool; then add a teaspoonful of vanilla

and beat briskly. Before it creams add a cup and a

half of chopped nuts
;
(we like peanuts when the choco-

late is omitted). Spread on paraffin paper. This may
be more intricate than most fudge formulas, but when
made properly, is unsurpassed.

P. S. Some day I will send a receipt for my mother's

peppermint wafers.

Dorothy Colby sends the following:

A half cake of unsweetened chocolate, grated fine

;

one cup of milk ; one cup of sugar ; one lump of butter

the size of an egg. Mix these together and boil until

the mixture will spin a thread ; then take off and beat

for five or ten minutes, and pour into buttered tins.

Other receipts, differing in some details from the

foregoing, and which, unfortunately, we have not room

enough to print, have been received from Cecilia

McBride, Russell Willa, Evelyn L. Thorp, Aida L.

Getz, Louise Meredith, Anna H. Chapin, Pauline

Beckwith, Marian R. Priestley, and Sibyl Walker.

We regret that lack of space prevents our printing inter-

esting letters from Jean Gray Allen, Mary T. Starr,

Sara Elizabeth Fischer, Josephine Pigott, Hope Ken-

dall, Mary Taft, Mary A. Wilson, Mary Eager Lloyd,

Gusta Levy, Bertha Goodman, Annie Tishler, Philip

Drabelle, Fred Hatch, Charles Farnsworth, Raymond
A. Palmer, Alice D. Wilkinson, Malcolm B. Carroll,

Belle Green, Horace B. Davis, Josephine Lewis,

Nannie M. Sethman, Charles Evans, Elsie Taylor, and

Hope Saulsbury.
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ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN THE JANUARY NUMBER.

Triple Beheadings. Tennis, i. Tar-tar. 2. App-ear. 3.

Lin-net. 4. Sig-nor. 5. Shr-ill. 6. Rea-son.

Syncopations. Festivities, i. De-f-er. 2. Ch-e-at. 3. Re-s-
in. 4. Mi-t-re. 5. Pa-i-nt. 6. Se-v-er. 7. Ch-i-ef. 8. Pe-t-al.

9. Al-i-as. 10. Dr-e-am. 11. Du-s-ty.

Charade. Purse-eve-ear. persevere.

Novel Acrostic. Primal Zigzag, Vermont; final, Georgia.
From I to 10, Montpelier; from 11 to 20, Atlanta. Cross-words:
I. Vetoing. 2. Merited. 3. Relievo. 4. Imagery. 5. Opening.
6. Angelic. 7. Taffeta.

Travelers' Acrostic. Japan, i. Jinrilcisha. 2. Airship. 3.

Pullman car. 4. Automobile. 5. Naphtha launch.

Double Zigzag. From i to 2, Macbeth; 3 to 4, Tempest.
Cross-words: i. Mallet. 2. Badger. 3. Custom. 4. Abrupt.
5. Entice. 6. Attest. 7. Hamlet.

Concealed Word-square, i. Alert. 2. Lover. 3. Evade.
4. Redan. 5. Trend.

Numerical Enigma. Octocaetriacontahedron.

Double Beheadings and Double Curtailings. Miles Stan-
dish. I. De-nma-rk, man. 2. De-risi-ve, iris. 3. Fe-udal-ly, laud.

4. Es-peci-al, epic. 5. Re-stra-in, star 6. Pr-esen-ts, seen. 7.

Ca-pta-in, tap. 8. Re-mai-ns, aim. 9. Cr-enat-ed, neat. 10. Re-
inde-er, dine. 11. In-dia-na, Ida. 12. Cr-eas-es, sea. 13. No-
thi-ng, hit.

College Acrostic. Initials, Harvard; finals, crimson. Cross-
words : I. Havoc. 2. Abhor. 3. Rabbi. 4. Venom, s- Alias.

6. RoUo. 7.

Word-square,
Senset

Demon.

I. Atlas 2. There. 3. Learn. 4. Arras. 5.

Amputations, i. Pa-i-ns.

Ch-in-ks. 5. Un-sight-ly. 6.

Br-and-ed. 9. Re-new-ed. 10
12. Ad-verse-ly. 13. Sl-and-er.

16. Un-do-ne.

2. Cl-am-or. 3. Ad-just-ed. 4.

Ab-and-on. 7. Re-fresh-ed. 8.

Un-discover-ed. 11. Ga-the-rs.

14. Re-solve-nt. 15. Co-me-dy.

To OUR Puzzlers: Answers to be acknowledged in the magazine, must be received not later than the 15th of each month, and
should be addressed to St. Nicholas Riddle-box, care of The Century Co., 33 East Seventeenth St., New York City.

Answers to all the Puzzles in the November Number were received, before November 15th, from " Queenscourt.'*

Answers to Puzzles in the November Number were received, before November 15th, from A. E. VanNess, i—H. Everit, 1

—

W. Coulter, i—R. ftlerrill, i—A. Rayner, i—A. E. Gest, t—G. Scott, i—Donald Crane, 3—Constance Urquhart, 2—D. Wetherbee, i

—

L. L. Heller, i—L. T. Frank, i—E. W. Boyce, i—E. M. Glasgow, i—D. Eouv^, i—M. Tourtellotte, i—M. A. Wilson, r—E. Champion,
I—Edna Meyle. 4— Carolyn Hutton, 7—A. R. Edwards, i—M. Morrison, i—A. C. Bowdish, i—B. Cowan, i— Marjorie Y. Pierson, 3

—

M. Saunders, i—Eleanor Underwood, 3—Dorothea Underwood, 2—E. ^I. Bachman, i—H. English, i—B. Fr>'e, i
—" Duluth," 6—K.

Rossire, i

—

'M. L. Powell, i—St. Gabriel's Chapter, 7—W. Stromeyer, i—W. Burr, i—May Wharton, 2—'*C.," Denver, 6—R.J.
Wright, I—C. F. Kinglake. i—Dorothy Whipple, 5—Thomas K. Wilson, 4—E. M. K , i— F. Beatty, i.

DIAGONAL.
When the following words have been rightly guessed,

and written one below another in the order here given,

the diagonal (beginning at the upper, left-hand letter

and ending with the lower, right-hand letter) will spell

the name of a famous man.
Cross-words: I. A discourse on any subject. 2.

To command. 3. Lassitude. 4. A Greek coin. 5.

Peoples. 6. Seriously. 7. A number.
ALBERTlN.-v L. PITKIN (League Member).

I.

WORD-SQUARES.
I. A wind instrument. 2. A pink cosmetic.2.

An heraldic color. 4. A deputy. 5. Cozy homes.
II. I. A dull color. 2. A cloth made from flax. 3.

Passive. 4. Energy. 5. To penetrate.

WILFRED AND HAROLD BE-A-TY.

DOUBLE ACROSTIC.
(Gold Badge, St. Nicholas League Competition.)

All the words described contain the same number of

letters. When rightly guessed and written one below
another, the initials will spell the name of a prominent
man of to-day; and another row of letters will spell the

name of a second prominent man with whom his name
is frequently coupled.

Cross-words: i. Deserving. 2. Measures of

length. 3. A fable. 4. Tropical fruits. 5. Per-
taining to the rainbow. 6. To soak up. 7. Dis-
figured. 8. An opinion held in opposition to the es-

tablished doctrine. 9. The king of the fairies. 10.

Women who have lost their husbands. li. Bowers.

12.

15-

Explanation. 13. Worst. 14. To traverse.

Entreaty. 16. An equal. 17. Slightly colored.

CAROLINE C. JOHNSON.

OVERLAPPING DIAMONDS.
{Silver Badge, St. Nicholas League Competition.)

An
5-

2.

4-

I. Upper Diamond: i. In American. 2.

abyss. 3. One under legal age. 4. A weight.

In American.
II. Left-hand Diamond: i. In American.

A large tub. 3. Land belonging to a nobleman.
A toy. 5. In American.

III. Right-hand Diamond: i. In American.
2. To pinch. 3. A large stream of water. 4. A
mighty weapon. 5. In American.

IV. Lower Diamond : i. In American. 2.

Soft food. 3. A cutting instrument. 4. The cap-

sule of a plant. 5. In American.
EDITH M. YOUNGHEM.
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When the nine words, correctly describing the above
nine pictures have been written one below another, the

zigzag from I to 2, as shown in the diagram, will spell

the name of a February festival.

GRACE I. SMITH.

CHAKADK.
{Silver Badge, St. Nicholas League Competition.)

My first in every kitchen

Vou are always sure to find
;

And if you second my whole when hot.

My last would come to mind.
LOIS DONOVAN.

CENTKAL ACROSTIC.

All the words described contain the same number of

letters. When rightly guessed and written one below
another, the central row of letters will spell the name of

a book beloved by children.

Cross-words: i. To loathe. 2. To lessen. 3.

Dull. 4. To surround. 5. Custom. 6. To consent.

7. Nimble. 8. To add. 9. A manufacturer. 10.

Watchful. II. To adorn.

ARTHUR MINOT REED (League Member).

COMBrNATION ACROSTIC.

I .
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Dniwii lor St. Nicholas by Frank Slick

•UH,I. TIUCV DARE?"
an incident of the dakota ranges

(See Page 443)
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The Cozy Lion
As told by Queen Crosspatch

By Frances Hodgson Burnett
Author of " Little Lord Fauntleroy," "Sara Crewe," " Editlia's Burglar," etc., etc.

\VITH ILLUSTRATION'S BY H.^RRISON C.AUV

PART II

" It—it sounds like the Sunday School pic
—

"

the Lion began to say—and then he remem-
bered he must not mention the subject and
stopped short.

" Has your heart changed ? " I said to him.
" Are you sure it has ?

"

" I think it has," he said meekly. " but even
if it had n't, ma'am, I 'm so ///// of Breakfast

Food I could n't eat a strawberry."

It happened that I had my heart glass with

me— I can examine hearts with it and see if

they have properly changed or not.

" Roll over on your back," I said. " I '11 ex-

amine your heart now."
And the little children on the Huge Green

Hill side were coming nearer and nearer and
laughing and singing and twittering more like

skylarks than ever.

He rolled over on his back and I jumped off

his ear on to his big chest. I thumped and
listened and looked about until I could see his

great heart and watch it beating—thub—thub
—thub—thub. It actually had changed—al-

most all over except one little corner and as

the children's voices came nearer and nearer

and sounded like whole nests full of skylarks

let loose, even the corner was changing as fast

as it could. Instead of a big ugly dark red fiery

heart it was a soft ivory white one with delicate

pink spots on it.

" It has changed !
" I cried out. " You are

Copyright, 1907, by The Cen'

going to be a great, big, nice, soft, cozy thing,

and you could n't eat a picnic if you tried

—

and you will never try."

He was all in a flutter with relief when he
got up and stood on his feet.

And the laughing little voices came nearer
and nearer antl I tlew to the Cave door to see

what 7£'(?5 happening.

It was really a picnic. And Goodness ! how
dangerous it would have been if it had not been
for me ! That 's the way I am always saving

people, you notice.

The little children in the village had grown
so tired of being shut up indoors that about
fifty of them who were too little to know any
better had climbed out of windows, and slipped

out of doors, and crawled under things, and
hopped over them, and had all run away to-

gether to gather flowers and wild peachstraw-

berines, and lovely big yellow plumricots which
grew thick on the bushes and in the grass on
the Huge Green Hill. The delicious, sweet

pink and purple Ice-cream-grape-juice Melons
hung in clusters on trees too high for them to

reach, but they thought they would just sit

down under their branches and look at them
and sniff and hope one would fall.

.•\nd there they came—little plump girls and
boys in white frocks and with curly heads—not

the least bit afraid of anything : tumbling down
and laughing and picking themselves uj) and

TURY Co. All rights reser\'ed.
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laughing, aiul when they got near the Cave,

one of my Working Fairies, just for fun. flew

down and aHghted on a little sirl's fat hand.

^ -^">

•IT SOUNDS LIKF, A SUNDAY SCHOOL PIC
THE LION BEGAN TO SAY."

She jumped for joy when she saw him and
called to the others and they came running and
tumbling to see what she had found.

" Oh ! look—look ! " she called out. " What
is he ! What is he ! He is n't a bird—and he
is n't a bee and he is n't a butterfly. He 's a

little teeny, weeny-weeny-weeny-weeny wee,

and he has little green shoes on and little green

stockings, and a little green smock and a
little green hat and he 's laughing and laughing."

And then a boy saw another in the grass

—

and another under a leaf, and he shouted out,

too.

" Oh ! here 's another—and here 's another !

"

And then the Workers all began to creep out of

the grass and from under the leaves and fly up
in swarms and light on the children's arms and
hands and hats and play with them and tickle

them and laugh until every child was dancing
with fun, because they had never seen such
things before in their lives.

I flew back to the Lion. He was quite

nervous.
" It is a picnic," I said. " And now is your

chance. Can you purr ?
"

'• Vos, I can." And he began to make a
beautiful purring which sounded like an im-
mense velvet cat over a saucer of cream.

" Come out then," I ordered him. " Smile
as sweetly as you can and don't stop purring.

Try to look like a wriggling coaxing dog—

I

will go first and prevent the children from being
frightened."

So out we went. I was riding on his ear and
I^eeping out over the top of it. I did not let the

children see me because I wanted them to look

at the Lion and at nothing else.

What I did was to make them remember in

a minute all the nicest Lions they had ever seen

in pictures or in the circus. Many of them had
never seen a Lion at all and the few who had
been to a circus had only seen them in big

cages behind iron bars, and with notices written

up, " Don't go near the Lions !

"

When my Lion came out he was smiling the

biggest, sleepiest, curliest, sweetest smile you
ever beheld and he was purring, and he was
softly waving his tail. He stood still on the grass

a moment and then lay down with his big head

'THE LITTLE CHILDREN IN THE VILLAGE HAD
GROWN TIRED OF BEI.VG SHUT UP INDOORS."

on his paws just like a huge, affectionate, coax-

ing dog waiting and begging somebody to come
and pet him. .-Xnd after staring at him for two
minutes, all the children began to laugh, and
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then one little little girl who had a great mastiti'

for a friend at home, suddenly gave a tiny

shout and ran to him and tumbled over his

paws and fell against his mane and hid her face

in it, chuckling and chuckling.

That was the beginning of the most splendid

fun a picnic ever had. Every one of them ran

laughing and shouting to the Lion. It was
such a treat to them to actually ha\e a lion to

play with. They patted him, they buried their

hands and faces in his big mane, they stroked

him, they scrambled u]) on his back, and sat

astride there, little boys called out " Hello,

Lion ! Hello, Lion !
" and little girls kissed his

nice tawny back and said " Liony ! Liony !

Sweet old Liony !
" The Little Little Girl who

had run to him first settled down right between
his huge front paws, resting her back comfort-

ably against his chest, and sucked her thumb,

her blue eyes looking very round and big. She
u<as comfy.

I kept whispering down his ear to tell him
what to do. Vou see, he had never been in

Society at all and he had to learn everything at

once.
" Now, don't move suddenly," I whispered.

" And be sure not to make any loud Lion
noises. They don't understand Lion language

yet."
" But oh ! I am so happy," he whispered

back, " I want to jump up and roar for joy."
" Mercy on us !

" I said. " That would spoil

everything. They 'd be frightened to death

and run away screaming and crying and never

come back."
" But this little one with her head on my

chest is such a ^7<:'(r//>
.'
" he said. "Mayn't

I just give her a little lick—just a little one ?
"

" Your tongue is too rough. Wait a minute,"

I answered.

My Fairv Workers were swarming all about.

They were sitting in bunches on the bushes and
hanging in bunches from branches, and hopping
about and giggling and laughing and nudging
each other m the ribs as they looked on at the

Lion and the children. They were as amused
as they had been when they watched Winnie
sitting on the eggs in the Rook's nest. I called

Nip to come to me.
" Jump on to the Lion's tongue." I said to

him, " and smooth it off with your plane until

it is like satin velvet—not silk velvet, but satin

velvet."

The Lion politely put out his tongue. Nip
leaped up on it and began to work with his

plane. He worked until he w-as quite hot, and
he made the tongue so smooth that it was quite

like satin velvet.

" Now you can kiss the baby," I said.

The Little Little Girl had gone to sleep by
this time and she had slipped down and lay

curled up on the Lion's front leg as if it was an
arm and the Lion bent down and delicately

licked her soft cheek, and her fat arm, and her

fat leg, and purred and purred.

^^'hen the other children saw him they

crowded round and were more delighted than

ever.

" He 's kissing her as if he was a mother cat

and she was his kitten," one called out, and she

"one of mv working f.\ikiks. jlst for fuin,

flew down and alighted on .\ little
girl's fat hand."

held out her hand. " Kiss me too. Kiss me,
Liony," she said.

He lifted his head and licked her little hand
as she asked and then all the rest wanted him
to kiss them and they laughed so that the Little

Little Girl woke up and laughed with them and
scrambled to her feet and hugged and hugged
as much of the Lion as she could put her

short arms round. She felt as if he was her

Lion.
' I love oo—I love oo," she said. ' Tome

and play wiv us."

He smiled and smiled and got up so care-

fully that he did not upset three or four little

boys and girls who were sitting on his back.

You can imagine how they shouted with glee
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when he began to trot gently about with them
and give them a ride. Of course everybody

wanted to ride. So he trotted softly over the

grass, first with one load of them and then with

another. When each ride was over he lay

down very carefully for the children to scramble

who wanted a drink. He jumped for them, he

played tag with them and when he caught

them, he rolled them over and over on the

grass as if they were kittens; he showed them
how his big claws would go in and out of his

velvet paws like a pussy cat's. Whatever game

'THAT WAS THE BEGINNING OF THE MOST SPLENDID FUN A PICNIC EVER HAD.

down from his back and then other ones
scrambled up.

The things he did that afternoon really made
me admire him. A Cozy Lion is nicer to play

with than anything else in the world. He
shook Ice-cream-grape-juice Melons down from
the trees for them. He carried on his back, to

a clear little running brook he knew, everyone

they played he would always be •' It," if they

wanted him to. \\'hen the tiniest ones got

sleepy, he inade grass beds under the shade of

trees and picked them up daintily by their

frocks or little trousers and carried them to their

nests just as kittens or puppies are carried by
their mothers. And when tlie others wanted
to be carried too, he carried them as well.
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" MY FAIKV WORKERS WERE SWARMING ALL
ABOUT."

The children enjoyed themselves so much
that they altogether forgot about going home.
And as they had laughed and run about every

minute and had had such fun, by the time the

sun began to go down they w^ere all as sleep)-

as could be. But even then one little fellow

in a blue sailor suit asked for something else.

He went and stood by the Lion with one arm
around his neck and the other under his chin.

" Can you roar, old Lion ? " he asked him. '• I

am sure you can roar."

The Lion nodded slowly three times.
' He says 'Yes—Yes.'" shouted everybody.

" Oh ! do roar for us—as loud as ever you can.

We won't be frightened the least bit."

The Lion nodded again and smiled. Then
he lifted up his head and opened his mouth
and roared and roared and roared. They
were not the least bit frightened. They just

shrieked and laughed and jumped up and down
and made him do it over and over again.

# » * *

Now I will tell )ou what had happened in

the village.

At first when the children ran away the

mothers and fathers w'ere all at their work and
did not miss them for several hours. It was at

lunch time that the grown-ups began to find

out the little folks were gone and then one
mother ran out into the village street, and then
another and then another, until all the mothers
were there, and all of them were talking at

once and wringing their hands and crying.

They went and looked under beds, and tables

and in cupboards, and in back gardens and in

front gardens, and they rushed to the village

pond to see if there were any little hats or

Ijonnets floating on the top of the water. But
all was quiet and serene and nothing was float-

ing anywhere—and there was not one sign of

the children.

When the fathers came the mothers all flew

at them. You see it is n't any joke to lose fifty

children all at once.

The fathers thought of the Lion the first

thing but the mothers had tried not to think of

him because they could n't bear it.

But at last the fathers got all the guns and
all the pistols and all the iron spikes and clubs

and scythes and carving knives and old swords,

and they armed themselves with them and be-

gan to march all together towards the Huge
Green Hill. The mothers would go too and
they took scissors and big needles and long hat

pins and one took a big pepper pot, full of red
pepper, to throw into the Lion's eyes.

They had so much to do before they were

^.

• HE SHOOK ICE-CREAM-GRAPE-JCiCE MELONS
DOWN FROM THE TREES FOR THEM."
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ready that when they reached the Huge Green
Hill the sun was ^oing down and what do you
think they heard ?

They heard this

—

" Ro-o-a-a-arh! Ro-o-a-a-rh! Ro-o-a-a-arrh !

"

almost as loud as thunder. And at the same

"THEN HE OPENED HIS MOUTH AND ROARED,
AND ROARED, AND ROARED."

time they heard the shouts and .shrieks of the

entire picnic.

But thry did not know that the picnic was
shouting and screaming for joy.

So they ran and ran and ran—and stumbled
and scrambled and hurried and scurried and
flurried faster and faster till they had scrambled

up the Huge Green Hill to where the Lion's

Cave was and then they gathered behind a big

clump of bushes and the fathers began to cock
their guns and the mothers to sharpen their

scissors and hat pins.

But the mother with the pepper-pot liad

nothing to sharpen, so she peeped from behind
the bushes, and suddenly she cried out, " Oh !

Oh! Oh! Oh! Look! Look! And don't fire

a single gun, on any account."

And they all struggled to the front to peep.

And this—thanks to Me

—

was what they saiv .'

On the green places before the Lion's Cave
on several soft heaps of grass, the tiniest chil-

dren were sitting chuckling or sucking their

thumbs. On the grass around them a lot of

others were sitting or standing or rolling about
with laughter and kicking up their heels—and
right in front of the Cave there stood the Lion
looking absolutely angelic. His tail had a beau-

tiful blue sash on it tied just above the tuft in

a lovely bow, he had a child on his head
and three children on his back. The Little

Little Girl who was sitting on his mane which
was stuck full of flowers, was trying to place

a wreath on the top of his head and could n't

get it straight, which made him look rather

rakish. On one side of him stood the little

boy in the sailor suit, and on the other stood a

little girl, and each one held him by the end of a
rope of pink and white wild roses which they

were going to lead him with.

The mother of the Little Little Girl could

not wait one minute longer. She ran out to-

wards her calling out :

—

" Oh ! Betsy-petsy ! Oh ! Betsy-petsy ! Mam-
my's Lammy-girl !

"

And then the other mothers threw away their

scissors and hat pins and ran after her in a crowd.
What that cle\er Lion did was to carefully

"AT LAST THE FATHERS ARMED THEMSELVES
AND BEGAN TO MARCH ALL TOGETHER TO-

WAKD THE HUGE GREEN HILL."

lie down without upsetting anybody and stretch

out his head on his paws as if he was a pet

poodle, and jnirr and purr like a velvet cat.

The picnic simply shouted with glee. It was
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the kind of picnic whicli is always shouting ' May he go home and sleep with me,
with glee. Mother ?

"

'Oh! Mother! Mother! Father! Father!" It was like a bedlam of skylarks let loose

it called out. " Look at our Lion! Look at thi-; time, and the Lion liad to do so many

'OH MOTHER, MOTHER ! KATHKK, KATHER! LOOK AT OUR LION! WE FOUND
HIM OURSELVES ! HE 'S OURS !

'

"

our Lion! We found him ourselves! He's
ours."

And the sailor boy shouted,
" He '11 roar for me, Mother!"
And the rest cried out one after another,

"He '11 sit up and beg for me !"

" He '11 carry me by my trousers !

"

" He can play tag !

"

" He '11 show you his claws go in and out !

"

" Mother, ask him to take you riding on his

back to get a drink down by the brook."

tricks that only determination to show how
Cozy he was kept up his strength. He was
determined to prove to the Fathers and
Mothers that he rcas Cozy.

And he did it.

From that time he was the Lion of the Vil-

lage. He was invited everywhere. There
never \vas a party without him. Birthday par-

ties, garden parties, tea parties, wedding parties,

—he went to them all. His life was just what

he had hoped it might be—one round of gaiety.
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IIL COLLD DO ALL THE THLNGS LIU.NS DO IN JIlfl'ODKO.MES."

He became inost accomplished. He could

do all the things Lions do in Hippodromes

—

and a great many more. The Little Little Girl

gave him a flute for a jjresent and he learned to

play on it beautifully. When he had an even-

ing at home he used to sit at his Cave door and
play and sing. First he played and then he
san? this

—

J/v Goodness Gracious J/c

!

This IS So-ci' -fr-tec .'

My Goodness Gracious Mercy Me .'

This IS So-ci' -cr-er-iee /

If IS So-ci' -cr-tee !
"

He had composed it himself.
# # * *

The next story I shall tell you is about my
Spring Cleaning. That will show you how I

have to work when the winter is over, and how,

if it were not for jMe, things would never be

swept up and made tidy for the summer. The
primroses and violets would ncTcr be wakened,

or the Dormice called up, or anything. It is a

busy time I can tell you.



BIDWING^ BUBBLES.
By Nancy Byrd Turner

Crimson and green and gold

—

Look how the last one slips

From out the common pipe vou
hold

Between your laughing lips.

Strange : with a moment's breath

You made a crystal world,

All color-spanned,— above, be-

neath,

Flame-painted, shadow-pearled.

Mid-air, it sways and swings, Strange: in a moment's breath,

Drawn earthward from its place. Light-pinioned, downward set.

Yet stayed, as though on unseen wings, It breaks to spray; and underneath

It drifts a little space. Your watching face is wet.

See how your face is caught
There in the shining ball,

And like a vivid rainbow wrought
Are window, floor and wall.

Nay, little drooping hp,

Your bubbles burst in vain—
Look up and laugh ; take pipe and dip

And launch a world again!

lJ



How Joseph Skipped the Lower Rungs
By Martin M. Foss

Mr. William Seabury was talking of his

rise in the world. It was the one subject to

which he was inspired by the carefully plotted

green slope from his hilltop barn to the river,

with the hazy mountains far away to the

westward.
" I was just such a young fellow as you,

Joseph, when I made up my mind that this

was no place for me,—and see me now."
Joseph brought his face slowly away from

the streaked western sky, to the puffy figure

of Mr. Seabury. Then he dug his heels a

little deeper into the turf, braced his back
against the door-post and stared away at the

distant hills.

"There are two things to remember, Joseph.

One is that you 've got to rise by hard work,

in any honest business, and the other is that

you can't make money where there is n't

any. I was seventeen when I went away
to the city, with my clothes in a bundle and
less than a dollar in my pocket. I had nobody
to help me and I needed nobody.

" I got a place to work in a dry-goods house
for three dollars a week and I never left that

store till last year when I retired from the

presidency of the firm. And, if I do say it,

there is n't a higher business honor in New
York than to be president of Abbott, Schiff

and Company. But I did it by hard work."
Joseph shifted his seat from the soft sand

to the door-sill and rose slowly to his feet.

"Take my advice boy, and clear out. Pack
up your belongings in a piece of brown paper
and get to New York somehow if you have
to walk. If you work as I did you '11 win
out." And then after a pause he added

:

" Are you goin' to try ?
"

" I do not think I am."
Mr. Seabury sniffed disgustedly.
" I suppose you have n't the spunk.

Would n't you like to get along in the
world ?

"

" Oh, yes, I suppose so."

" Well, I 've been talking to you all summer
now and I think I never saw a boy with so

little ' get up and get.' How long do you
suppose you 'd last in Abbott, Schiff's?

"

" About a week," Joseph answered slowly.

But he did not laugh.

" What do you expect you '11 amount to

anyway ? " asked Mr. Seabury.
" I don't know."
"What do you want to be— a farmer? "

"No."
" Perhaps you want to be a poet or an

artist." And Mr. Seabury leaned back and
laughed.

" I 'd like to work. I think I would like it.

But I 'd want to work here by the river with

tlie mountains all around me. I don't want
to go to the city."

But Mr. Seabury did not understand—
would not listen, and Joseph went away,
slowly, his hands deep in his pockets and his

head bent toward the ground. Yet he faced

the problem of going somewhere, or doing
something, now before his father fastened the

yoke of farm work permanently on his

shoulders.

He had just turned from the winding drive-

way of Mr. Seabury's summer home, the
" most palatial house in Greenwich County "

as Mr. Seabury called it, into the narrow, sandy
road, when Mr. Morton drove by.

" Hello, Joseph ! Want 'a ride ?
"

Joseph climbed in beside the thick-set

occupant of the buggy, his face alight. In

all the County he admired John Morton more
than any other man. He was prosperous,

but he was not pudgy. He had been success-

ful, but he was not vain. He was a keen,

athletic man, who in a few short years had
risen, not from office boy but from a position

of responsibility to which his education as an
engineer fitted him, to the control of several

large building firms, and then retired. To-day
he was active, vigorous and in every way an
ideal to a boy like Joseph.

" Well, Joseph, what 's up ? Been visiting-

Croesus ?
"

"Yes, sir," Joseph answered, smiling.
" What 's his advice to-night ?

"

"To go to the city and start as he did."
" l^id he advise you to walk there ?

"

" Yes, with my clothes in a brown paper
parcel," Joseph replied.

" It 's the same old, old story. That 's the

biggest nonsense of the age."

In the fading light Joseph watched the sand

396
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drip from the buggy wheels, and soothed him-
self with the endless noises of the night. His
mind was grappling with the same old problem
which every boy meets when he first feels the

responsibilities of life and measm-es himself

by the standards of which he has read and
the examples which great men have left be-

hind them. Somehow there was a world of

comfort in the big, strong, successful man
beside him— a comfort as great as the dis-

couragement and gloom which Mr. Seabury
diiTused. Mr. Morton read his thoughts.

"I don't know what the matter is," Joseph
said. Father says I am lazy, and Mr. Seabury
said he never saw a boy with so little get up
and get. But— well, 1 don't feel a bit as

great men felt when they were boys."
" Nonsense, boy. They did n't feel that

way till afterwards when they wrote the story

of their lives for the magazines. Or if they
did, there were thousands of others who felt

the same way and never got beyond a book-
keeper's desk. Nobody ever tells about the

men who trudged to the city with less than a

dollar in their pockets and died there years

afterwards without much more. Good boys
win and good boys fail. But most men win.

not because they were industrious, and wiped
their feet, and said 'sir,' but because when
they met a good opportunity they stuck to it,

and would n't let go. That 's what Seaburv
did, only now he thinks he would have won
anyhow, no matter where he landed."

" I would like to work, or 1 think I would,
but I don't want to stay here and farm it and
I don't want to go away to the city."

In the dusk they were silent for several min-
utes. Below the river slipped quietly by, with
the lights of a tow or passing steamer making
the surface visible in streaks.

"Joseph. I '11 tell you a business secret. I

have n't announced it formally as yet, but I

have bought this cliff we are driving over and
I am going to build a quarry here. I am
tired of loafing and I don't like the city any
better than you do. This is trap rock, and
it 's worth ten cents a cubic foot now. Would
you like to work for me ?

"

The glimmering stars seemed to dance, and
the moon, which had just peeped over the

river bank, was wonderfully bright. To Joseph
the face of the " man in the moon " seemed to

be in a broad smile. He tried to speak but his

voice trembled. Mr. Morton put out his

hand quickly.
" That 's all right, Joe. We '11 make a start

to-morrow. There is plenty of work to be

done, and it may be a good chance for both
of us. There is n't anything like this rock
near New York for railroads, streets, building

and all sorts of foundations."

Mr. Morton told Joseph of the big crushers,

of the scows and the tug he would build, of

the blasts and the loading and measuring, and
all that night Joseph's ears rang with the
whirr of the machinery, and the crunching of

the stone.

The responsibilities which were thrust upon
Joseph from the first, were enough to upset

Mr. Seabury's theory of life, had not that gen-

tleman been firmly convinced that by no pos-

sible means could any boy ever grow into

useful manhood, and reach that goal of all

worldly ambition, wealth, without working up
from the bottom. As it was he drew up his

horse one day by the roadside office where
Joseph was busy with his stone records. In
the two years that had passed, Mr. Morton's
energy had changed the wild, woodland shore

into a busy quarry where great breakers took
the stone that was blasted from the cliff and
mauled and pounded it until the sifters had
carried it away to the storing bins or to the

scows at the dock. It was a busy place, and
Joseph was the busiest of all the people there.

He was observing Mr. Seabury's rules, uncon-
sciously—but he was doing much more. He
was adding to the business.

"Well, Joseph, do they keep you busy?"
Mr. Seabury asked.

" Oh, yes sir."

"Are you sorry you didn't take my ad-

vice ?
"

But before Joseph could answer Mr. Morton
came into the office with his easy swing.

" Good morning, Mr. Seabury. Trying to

hire this lad away from me? "

Mr. Seabury snitTed, for there was some-
thing in the suave confidence of Mr. Morton
which nettled him. Mr. Morton was not an
orthodox ladder climber. He had not started

at the bottom rung.
" I '11 tell you what I think, Morton. I

think it 's a shame, yes, sir, a crime, to spoil

that boy. You '11 make him conceited, and
he '11 never be worth a penny. You '11 spoil

him."
" Spoil him ? " echoed Mr. Morton, genially.
" Yes, spoil him ! I said spoil him ! You

are spoiling him now. He has n't any ground
w-ork, any underpinning, and a house that 's

mostly top story won't stand very long."
" Top stories are very useful in modern
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business," Mr. Morton replied with a smile,

and deliberately turned to Joseph. Mr. Sea-

bury drove away in disgust.
" Joseph, can you get out ten thousand

feet of stone a week with this machinery ?
"

"Yes, sir, and more, I guess, if necessary.

We could arrange for a morning blast, doing

" I know, but they think they are and I am
afraid we can't convince our customers other-
wise. I am going to New York about it to-

morrow to see the governing board. \o\i
and Dennett can pay off the men."
And so it had been from the start. Far

from gauging Joseph as a boy, Mr. Morton

'THE DOCTOR SAYS I CAN'T GO, JOSEPH, AND I SHALL HAVE TO SEN'D VOL'.

the drilling at night, and keep all the grind-
ers busy day and night."

"There's a big contract in the air just

now, which we might get. I am afraid we
won't, though, for our rivals are getting anxious
to make a start. But we 've got to try for it."

"They could n't begin to do that," Joseph
answered. " They are not nearly ready to

commence cutting."

had accepted him as a man. He had never
asked him if he could do this or that, but al-

ways told him to go ahead, just as if there were
not the slightest shadow of doubt. And^ like

quick, level-headed boys everywhere, Joseph
was equal to what he was asked to do. From
the very first he had been Mr. Morton's right

hand man in the details ofrecords and shipments,

and Joseph's opinion had often been asked.
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But the events of the day fell out otherwise

than Mr. Morton had planned. Hemeanttogo
to New York by the evening train, but he did

not mean to slip on his verv door sill, nor to

turn his ankle so sharply that the grinding pain

would not leave him. So instead of his flyer

to New York to meet the directors of his new
Railroad, he dragged himself to a couch
and lay there in great agony for an hour.

When the doctor had eased the pain a bit, Mr.
Morion's mind snapped back to business. He
sent for Joseph.

"Joseph, I have an important appointment
in New York to-morrow- and the doctor says I

can't go. I shall have to send you down."
And he outlined the details of the big con-

tract which he had hoped to make. " But

you '11 find competition. Schwartz Bros, will

sell their stone at below cost to cut us out and
get their plant going. And I think Dean &
Wentworth will ofifer it at pretty close prices.

The job, at a fair price, means all the stone

we can turn out, of the larger sizes, for two
years. But we 've got to get at least fi\e

cents for it. I won't sell it for less."

" And one thing more. Seabury is a director.

He ought to be friendly to our town but I am
afraid he does n't approve of us. He is a big

man in the deal though, and we need his

influence.''

Joseph sent his card in to the meeting of the

Railroad Directors with a good deal of a

rumpus going on under his coat. He saw a

big, heavy faced German come out, smilingly,

with his counterpart behind him, and he
guessed that these were the Schwartz Bros.

He saw later another man, whom he knew to

be Mr. Dean, file out, and then came his turn.

Tlie President of the railroad was away and
Mr. Seabury had been chosen that day to serve

as chairman. He looked up as the door
opened, expecting Morton to follow the card
of The Morton Trap Rock Co. You could
have knocked him from his chair with a feather

duster when Joseph entered and stood hesi-

tatingly by the door. Joseph was a slender,

clean limbed boy, with a face that was wide
awake and eyes that seemed to see everything.

There were other directors who looked up in

surprise when Mr. Seabur\' exxlaimed,

"Why, Joseph, where 's Mr. Morton?"
Joseph had been wondering whether his

throat would let a word out edgewise. He
gained courage when his voice served him in

his explanation. Mr. Seabury tapped his

pencil in evident vexation. So far had his

hobby of orthodox business progress been
carried, and so great was his distrust of Mr.
Morton's type, that he found it possible to be-

lieve this a joke, put up by Morton, because
of what had been said the day before.

"I am sorry," he said tartly, "but I don't

thinkwe can conduct our negotiations with you."
" I have my authority and bids here,"

Joseph answered. " Mr. Morton was pre-

vented from coming by an accident last even-

ing."

Mr. Seabury took the papers but he did

not yield.

" I feel sure that it will be the sense of this

meeting to make no agreements with a boy.

If there is nobody but you to take Mr. Morton's
place in case of accident or illness, a contract

with the company would be too risky."

Joseph felt a hot anger mount to his cheeks.

He saw why Mr. Seabury was nettled, and he
had hard work to restrain himself from show-
ing his inward resentment. The other direc-

tors were impatient of the delay.
" Mr. Morton, of course, is willing to have

you investigate any assurances I may make,
but I did n't understand any contract was to

be made to-day."
" It 's a waste of time, and we are busy."

snapped Mr. Seabury.
" Still, I think, sir, I am entitled to a hear-

ing. I don't see why you should refuse that."
" Because you are only a boy and ought to

be sweeping out the office and running errands

instead of wasting the time of busy men."
Joseph saw a twinkle in the eye of a tall, thin

man who sat well back from the long table.

He learned afterward,that this was Mr. Thayer,

an expert engineer and the backbone of the

enterpjrise.

" Of course if you will not hear me I must
go away but I don't think it 's fair. If Mr.
Morton takes the risk I don't see why you
should mind."

And then Mr. Thayer spoke up.
" That sounds reasonable enough. I think

any other coiuse would be irregular."

And Joseph got his hearing. From the

moment he took his seat at the end of the

table, he felt his courage come back. He was
talking "stone" now and there was n't much
about it that he did n't know. He had spent his

idle hours studying the shores, and the property

of his rivals, so that he knew the situation per-

fectly. But Mr. Seabury woidd not let him
alone.

" In the first palace," he broke in, " a discus-

sion is of little use. The price is so much
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higher than the other bids as to make it hope-

less."

" Yes, sir, I suppose so. But we can supply

the larger sizes and the other quarries can't."

"Why not? " snapped Mr. Seabury.
" Because their stone is too soft and grinds

up too much."
Mr. Thayer nodded his approval of this

statement.

Still Mr. Seaburv went on.

supplying all of the rock at cost. They 've

got to put in more machinery to get the stone

out in two years, and even if they combine,

they can't be sure to do it then. Neither of

the firms has ever turned a wheel and we 've

been at it two years."

It was then that Mr. Thayer, the engineer,

took a hand in the discussion. He plied

Joseph with questions about the quality of the

rock, the cost of transporting it, the probable

weekly deliveries and the proportion of coarse

and tine stone that would pack the best. He
found that Joseph knew every detail. Nor
did Joseph feel any more embarrassment than

if he had been answering about the details of

a base-ball game. There was not a director

who was not impressed by Joseph's clear-

headed understanding of the situation and by
his simple directness in telling of it. There

" Does it seem likely that they would bid on
a stone they couldn't supply? I think we
may dismiss this matter with safetv, gen-

tlemen."
" They e.xpect to buy it of us, if they get

this contract. They think we '11 be slack and
sell cheap to keep the plant going."

" I 'd be careful how I uttered any libels if

I were you, young man," said Mr. Seabury

tartly.

" I don't say it for certain. But I do say

that thev can't supply coarse stones that will

stand up. I know that and Mr. Seabiuy, who
lives in our town, ought to know it too."

There was a little titter somewhere which

made Mr. Seabury scowl.

" Besides," Joseph went on, " they '11 be

HE WAS TALKING 'STONE NOW, .\ND THERE W.\S N T
MUCH ABOLT IT THAT HE DIDN'T KNOW."

was even a kindly smile on more than one

face when he grew excited in his description

of the perfect system of measuring and loading

which they had developed, for all the world

as if he were explaining a new base-ball trick.

Mr. Seabury had one more shot.
" There are no terms mentioned here. Per-

haps our young friend can tell us something

about the length of time we shall have for

payments ?
"

Joseph felt a little flush creep over his face,

a flush which Mr. Seabury thought was embar-

rassment. But Joseph, who had had all too

little time to discuss details before the meet-

ing, made the very answer Mr. Morton would
have made— the easy, evasive answer of a

business man who wishes no one detail to in-

terfere w'ith a large contract.
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" Mr. Morton did n't mention that. Our
terms are three months. But I guess Mr.

Morton would make them anything reason-

able."

Now Joseph had very little idea of how the

money end of big transactions was conducted.

He knew nothing of notes and interest, of dis-

counts and the financing of big enterprises.

And when Mr. Seabury caught uj) this trail he

felt his first fear come back to him. Mr.

Thayer saved him.
" This discussion seems out of place at a

prehminary hearing. We did not require

terms of the other bidders and I think it safe to

assume that Mr. Morton will meet our needs."

Mr. Seabury sniffed in disgust, and Joseph,

realizing that he had finished, slipped quietly

out. He was waiting for the elevator, his

heart still thumping, when a hand was laid on
his shoulder. It was Mr. Thayer.

" I should like to have you lunch with me
to-day at the club. I am an old friend of

Morton's."

The big club dining-room embarrassed

Joseph more than the directors' meeting. He
felt strangely out of place, and very much at

a loss as to what he should eat, and whether

it would cost too much. But Mr. Thayer put

him at his ease. He led the talk back to

" stone " and the works, and then he raised

Joseph to the seventh heaven of happiness.
" I may as well tell you, after all, that we

decided to take your offer. I think you are

entitled to know. Mr. Seabury fought it, but

he voted alone."

"And he lives in oiu' town!" exclaimed

Joseph.

" Yes. He did n't seem to like your coming
down in Morton's place, ^\'hat 's the matter ?

"

" I am not starting right to his way of

thinking. I ought to have walked to New-
York, with my clothes in a bundle, I guess.

He thinks I cannot succeed."

Mr. Thayer's eyes twinkled.

"Ah, but you will, if you keep at it! It

is n't the way you start, nor just staying late

at the office, nor untying the string, instead of

using a jack knife, nor keeping your eyes off

the clock, that counts. These egotistical old

fellows like Mr. Seabury really worked hard
and did n't do these things, and then, when
they talk to boys, they think these trifles are

what made them go ahead. They got a

chance, they worked hard and they landed on
top. You 've got a chance that you 're fitted

to fill and I guess you have worked hard. It

is what a boy actually does to make the busi-

ness pay better that makes him valuable, yet

a lot of boys who have worked for me, com-
plain if I don't put them ahead, when they are

working hard, staying overtime for form's sake,

when they don't need to, but are not doing me
or my business a bit of good. But you
would n't think this was so to hear these old

fellows talk."

And that very afternoon, when Joseph was
hurrying back to the country with his good
news, Mr. Thayer wrote a letter to Mr.
Morton, suggesting an investment. And that

investment was a technical training for Joseph.
They made it, and it paid wonderfully well.

It paid Mr. Morton the better, though, for he
now has a partner who is rated everywhere as

the best "stone" man in New York state.
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A VIKING SHIP.

War-ships—Ancient and Modern
By Frank E. Channon

Did you ever think of the difference between
an old Viking's dragon and a modern battle

ship? The hardy Norsemen flourished, roughly
speaking, about a thousand years ago, and built

their war-ships from the felled trees of their wild

north forests. The chief means of propulsion

was a huge, square sail, which was supported
by a mast arising from the center, or waist of the

ship. This sail was aided by a great number of

long sweeps, or oars, thrust out of the side of the

vessel through round holes. These sweeps were
prevented from falling overboard by strongpegs,

made of hard wood, which passed through
notches in the sides of the aperture when the

oars were shipped. Above the holes were the

shields, forming a fine protection to the rowers.

From the picture you will see that the sea-

men were very little exposed to the arrows of

their enemies. The shields were, however, what
a boy would call :

" a dead give-away," for they
clearly told the number of men aboard.

The ship was steered by a large oar affixed to

the right-hand side of the vessel, called " the

steerboard "
; hence our " starboard." The

place where the steersman stood was called the
" steeroern," meaning, steering-place, from
which our " stern" is derived.

The general plan of battle with the Vikings
was the discharge of a cloud of arrows, followed
instantly by boarding tactics. The rival ships

would be driven together, and meet with a re-

sounding crash ; then, battle-ax in hand, the

Vikings would swarm over sides and fight it out.

It was generally a case of " Death or Victory,"

but sometimes captives w-ere taken, who then

became " thralls," or slaves to their captors.

I have often heard people contend that the

word "viking" was connected with " king
"

and meant, "sea-kings." Such is not the case,

however, for viking comes from, "vie," mean-
ing a bay, and these marauders were so called

on account of their habit of embarking from

some secluded bay, instead of from the public

harbors of the king.

Of course there were war-ships long before

the Norse Vikings became the terror of the seas.

The Phoenicians, Carthaginians, Persians and
Greeks all had ships of war, and fought fierce

naval battles. The Moors, too, built swift-sail-

ing galleys in which they sailed around the civ-

ilized coasts, taking plunder and slaves.

After the passing of the Vikings, ships of war
gradually became larger and larger, until in the

reign of Henry VII of England, we have the

Great Harry of about eight hundred tons. She

was a big, bulky vessel, and she formed the

model for ships of war for the next hundred

years. Tlie Spanish built their great ships of

the invincible Armada very much on the same
lines, only much larger. Tennyson in his ballad

of " The Little Revenge," speaks of

:

" The mountain-like San Phillip,

That of fifteen-hundred tons,

Witli her yawning tiers of guns,

Upshadowing higli above us.

Took tlie wind from our sails,

.\nd we stayed."
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In fact, the very size of the Spanish vessels is

said to have been, to a great extent, the cause

of the ill success of the Spaniards ; the guns on
their great ships being mounted so high that the

shots from them carried clear over the smaller,

but more nimble English vessels.

The Dutch and the British strove for the

mastery of the sea in big, high-sterned ships, but

gradually these passed away, and in the war of

1812—13 we have the noble-looking frigates and
giant three-deckers. The great Nelson fought

his actions with the three-deck man-of-war, but

when steam took the place of sails, the size of

the new vessels caused the old ones to look like

pigmies, and now we are still racing on, increas-

ing the size every year at a pace that seems to

protected by the armor. The armor is not so

thick as formerly, but this is made up for by
an improved kind of material whose resisting

power is greater. The modern battle ship is

intended to combine in one vessel the most
powerful, offensive and defensive weapons of

floating warfare. These battle ships may be
divided into three portions, namely, the part

under water ; the part near the water-line

;

and the upper works. In the first-named parts

are carried the machinery and boilers, coal,

the steering gear, the submerged torpedo
tubes, the ammunition and the greater part of

the stores. These parts are the most vulnerable

parts of the ship. Attempts have been made
to armor the bottom of battle ships, against

WAR-SHIPS OF LORD NELSON S TIME. THE BATTLE OF COPENHAGEN.

know no tiring. Here is a rough table that will

show at a glance -the progress at which ships

have increased in size.

In 1677, they were of about 1,500 tons;

1720, 1,800 tons. The 2,000 tons mark had been
reached by 1745, and in 1800, 2,500 tons was
no uncommon size, while the year 1854 saw a

vessel of four thousand tons on the slips. It

was the introduction of steam that caused the

size of ships to travel in leaps and bounds, and
during the last ten years the rate of progress

has been greater yet.

The war-ships of to-day are, as most people

know, armored, but, contrary to the popular
idea, they are not protected all over.

A recent authority has said that the improve-
ment in rapid-firing guns in late years has re-

sulted in armor-protecting more of the side of

the ship, and in increasing the number of guns

explosions of torpedoes, but they have not

been generally successful owing to the fact

that to have the armor effective it would have

to be veiy thick and therefore very heavy—- an
objection that engineers have not successfully

overcome.
To prevent the penetration of projectiles

from above there is a protective armor deck,

usually from two to four inches thick, the

middle part of which is a little above the

water-line. This deck slopes down at the

sides to the bottom edge of the armor belt from

four to six feet under water. There is some-

times a second protective deck below the first

one to catch fragments which might pass

through the first, and this is sometimes called

the " splinter deck." The part of the ship im-

mediately above the protective deck, in the

vicinity of the water-line, is sometimes called
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the "raft body." It is protected from the

enemy's projectiles by a heavy armor belt. In

modern battle ships this armor belt extends over

the whole or over the greater part of the length.

THE BOW OF THE ROyAL GEORGE.

The gun positions are all well armored ; so is

the conning-tower, which is the place from

which the captain directs the fighting. This

tower is connected by telephones and speaking-

tubes with all the important parts of the craft.

The guns mounted by a modern battle ship

are generally two big twelve-inch ones at each

end, protected by armored turrets, and a large

number of eight- and six-inch ones, in casements

also armored. Just now there is a constant

battle between gims and armor. As the pene-

trating power of the guns is increased, so is

the resisting power of the armor. In the new
British ship, Dreadnauglit^ the smaller six-

inch guns have disappeared, and instead, we
see a battery of ten twelve-inch guns. This

vessel is supposed to have been constructed in

consequence of the lessons learned during the

late war between Russia and Japan.

Our own ships now generally seem to have a

displacement of about 16,000 tons, but the rate

is constantly increasing. It is bigger, bigger,

bigger all the time, and each new design shows

a greater displacement. To shoot and penetrate

the armor at six miles is nothing nowadays.

In the cruiser class, the guns are not so

large, neither is the armor so thick, but the ship

can travel faster ; more space is devoted to the

engines ; thus our new cruisers mount, perhaps,

four eight-inch guns, with a side battery of some
fourteen or sixteen si.x-inch pieces, supported

by a large number of twelve- and six-pounders.

This class of gun does not carry so far or throw

such weight, but it fires much more rapidly, and

is generally used for the repulsing of torpedo

craft. A battle ship, then, is solely for fighting
;

it takes its place in the line of battle, while a

cruiser is for both fighting and running. These

cruisers, in their turn, are divided into two or

more classes, viz. : armored and unarmored

ones, but even the unarmored ones are often

equipped with the "protected deck."

The hulls of all these vessels are subdivided

into bulkheads, or water-tight compartments, so

that if a shot penetrates the hull, it merely ad-

mits the water to one of these, and the efficiency

of the ship is not impaired to any extent.

To build a modern battle ship takes from six-

teen months to three years, according to the

facilities of the yard at which it is being built.

The cost is, roughly speaking, about five or six

million dollars.

Torpedo-boats and torpedo-boat destroyers

are small, unarmored craft ; often the steel

hull is only about one half-inch in thickness,

but they travel as fast as many railway trains

;

some thirty or thirty-five miles an hour. They
discharge their deadly bolt and run. A dark,

stormy night is their chance, then, without a

light show-ing, they dash in and launch their

torpedo, escaping, if they can, the hail of rapid
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THE cA'ioc'A bAI.LlTNG AD.MIKAL sAMPbON 3 tLAG-oIllP AT THE END OF HER
FIFTEEN-THOUSAND-MILE VOYAGE AROUND CAPE HORN.

girls to know liow many vessels there are in

our navy. There are two hundred and seventy,

divided up as follows : Battle ships (first and
second class), 13; armored cruisers, 6; ar-

mored ram, i ; monitors, 10; protected cruis-

ers, 19; unprotected cruisers, 3; gun-boats.

36 ; training ships, 2 ; special class, 2 ; tor-

pedo-boats and destroyers, 50 ; submarines, 8
;

steam cruising vessels (iron and wooden), 12
;

sailing vessels (wooden), 8 ; tugs, 43 ; auxiliary

cruisers, 5 ; converted yachts, 23 ; colliers, 16 ;

supply ships, 14; hospital ship, i.



Abbie Ann
By George Madden Martin

Author of the " Kniniy Lou" Stories

Illustrated by C. M. Relyea

Chapter X

With considerable effort and much ink. Ab-
bie Ann wrote a letter to her father that very

next day. Maria was down-stairs practising,

so the spelling was Abbie Ann's own

:

" Deer Father," she wrote, " we went to see Them.
.\unt .\nn is not so t^rate an Aunt as Aunt Abbie is

but I like her the Best. I hope I will not Go to see

them Anny more. Maria is Well. I love her Next to

you and Sir. McEwan. I sed I wode be glad not to

have Them for my aunts, and she sed you cant be

chewsers in kin its what you have got. Miss. Henrietta
sed I might ask you about my aunts and so I do.

Your true daughter
AiiKiE An.\ Rich.^rdso.m.

Do you know what is a Norris feechur ? Do you
think I have Got them deer Father I do Not think I

have."

But the next Friday, before any answer had
come to this, Miss Henrietta sent for Abbie
.\nn, who. truth to tell, went a little fear-

fully. She felt that she had a right to dread
such summons since the last one. Nor was
she wrong about it.

"Abbie," said Miss Henrietta briefly, "vour
Aunts wish you to come and stay with them
until Sunday afternoon. The carriage is wait-

ing."

Miss Henrietta at her desk spoke shorth-

and also avoided looking at the youngest
pupil. Perhaps she, like other peacemakers
before her, was wishing she had let well

enough alone before setting this thing going.

At any rate she spoke briefly, then took up
her pen. The matter was ended.

But not so with the victim. For a moment
she stood still as if stunned, and then clutched

Miss Owsley's sleeve. Some things are too

appalling to be believed. Her intense little

face might have been a masque of tragedy.

"But I don't have to go, please say I don't

have to go. Miss Henrietta!"

Some people are moved by sympathy one
way, some another, it made Miss Owsley
cross, "Now, Abbie," she said, "we want no
scenes. Martha is packing your bag. (Jo

and get ready." And Miss Henrietta, her

lips closing firmly, returned to her writing.

Abbie Ann went slowly out. Martha was
putting a little nightgown into the bag when
the youngest pupil came in ; the youngest
pupil was crying.

"It 's dreadful 'swelling' on the nose," re-

marked Martha, looking up, "which ain't to

r^.

y^

" .\BBIE ANN WROTK A LETTEK TO HER FATHER."

say becoming to red hair. What you been
using this tooth brush on, anyhow?"

Abbie Ann mopped her eyes, "My over-
shoes," she said.

"I thought it could n't 'a' been your
teeth," .said Martha, gazing at the article

dubiously.

But Abbie Ann was pulling her best but-

toned shoes out of the closet. "I reckon
you 'd cry too, Martha Lunn. I think Abbie
.Vnn's an awful name, anyhow, and if they
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had n't been my Aunts, I would n't have

had to be it."

" Vou might 've been Samantha Ann," re-

joined Martha, "I 've got a Aunt Samantha
Simpson Sanders."

Abbie paused in the shoe

buttoning. "Sometimes I

think you 're right comfort-

ing, Martha," acknow-

ledged Abbie Ann.
Perhaps Miss Henrietta

was more concerned than she

cared to show. She was
down-stairs—by chance,

was it?—and came to the

door to see the youngest

pupil off. She had a let-

ter too, for Abbie Ann.
"The postman just

brought it in time," she

said with a hand on Abbie's

little shoulder. Then she

called to the driver of the

closed carriage at the curb :

"Jennings, are you to

take Miss Abbie Ann
straight home?"

"No, ma'am," came from
out Jennings' furs, for the

day was raw, "Miss Abbie
and Miss Ann are waiting

at the milliner's."

Now there are vehicles

and there are equipages.

Abbie Ann had never rid-

den in an equipage before.

And a Jennings in furs is

an imposing sight. Abbie
Ann got in. She looked

very small when the door
was shut upon her.

\\'ith a little gloved fist,

she rubbed fiercely at the

tears that would come, and
with the other hand held to

her letter.

In time the carriage

drew up before a store,

and a plump little girl in

brown, with loose bur-

nished curls beneath a big brown hat and with
a nose inclining to be pink at the tip, came
forth. Then a young girl, waiting appar-
ently at the door, took lier little gloved hand
and led her back through the store between
cases of ribbons and feathers and artificial

flowers to a space curtained off in the rear.

"Well," said a grim voice as they went in

between the curtains, "she did let you come?"
It was Aunt Abbie N orris. It was evident

time had not softened her manner.

'-^-^^

THIS, IS THE T.\BLE AT WHICH THE .M.ARQUIS DE L.^FAYETTE

?!ut Aunt Ann Norris, who was sitting in

a chair, with a hand-glass, before the mirror,

called the little niece to her. Aunt Ann bent

to kiss her. Aunt Ann's face was very white

for an old, old woman, except on the cheek

bones where it was very red. It made her

look older, it made Abbie Ann feel afraid.
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Aunt Ann Norris, before the mirror hold-

ing a hand-glass, was getting a new bonnet.

The little niece, having been kissed, >vas told

to get upon a chair while Aunt Ann returned

to the business.

The milliner lady, at this, held a spray of

airy feathers, glittering with spangles, against

the bonnet upon old Aunt Ann's head. Then
she laid it aside and tried a bunch of purple

flowers. Aunt Abbie favored the flowers, the

lady was inclined to the feather.

Aunt Ann seemed to be gathering up her

courage. Then she spoke a little uncertainly,

"How would it do," she said, "to use both?"

Aunt Abbie arose with abruptness. " It is

unbelievable, your love of dress, Ann," she

said, and the lace barbs on Iwr head-piece and
the bangles, quivered with the decision of it,

"we will take the bonnet, Madame Breaux,

and with the flowers. Good afternoon."

They were almost out of the store when
something seemed to strike Aunt Abbie about

the plump little niece preceding her. "Child,"

she said, "who selected that hat you have on?

Is that your best bonnet?"

"Yes 'm. Miss Henrietta bought it."

Miss Henrietta and Aunt Abbie Norris

seemed to be of two minds about most things.

"Madame Breaux," said Aunt Abbie, bring-

ing the party to a halt, "show us hats suit-

able for this child."

And when Abbie Ann i^xt entered the car-

riage, following behind the two old ladies,

she bore upon her burnished red curls, a great,

soft-brimmed, feathered thing that might

have been the ideal of her finery-loving little

soul's own dream. Abbie Ann was a Norris

in more ways than in features. It even heart-

ened her up for a time, and she followed the

old ladies presently from the carriage into

the house with a pretty fair grace.

But something depressing seemed to come
upon little Abbie at dinner. Nobody talked,

and Jennings presented things suddenly on a

silver waiter.

Abbie felt forlorner ; waves of misery, one
.

after another rose up, out of the pit of her

little stomach and enveloped her. She could

not eat, lumps were in her throat until it

ached. It was homesickness, but Abbie Ann
had never heard it called that.

Presently Aunt Abbie spied the little

guest's plate. "Sit up," she said, "sit up and
eat your dinner."

Abbie Ann sat up and began swallowing

pieces almost whole. In time the meal came
to an end and she could get down.
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It seemed a solemn house, heavy and sub-

duing. It was like the carriage that was an
equipage, it made little Abbie Ann feel small.

Aunt Ann took her by the hand and led her

mto the room opening on the dining room.
Here she pointed to a chair, a chair one would
almost naturally avoid, a chair with a bone-
like structure of spindles for a back, and with
ungracefully spraddling legs. "This, Abbie
Ann," she said with no little pride, "is the

chair Benjamin Franklin sat in when he
called on our Grandmother Gwynne, and
this," laying her be-ringed old wrinkled hand
on the beveled edge of a table, "is where the

Marquis de Lafayette—

"

"Now Ann," it was the voice of Aunt
Abbie coming in from the dining room, "you
are mixing it up again

—

"

Aunt Ann looked put out. Her old voice

grew quite decided. "Not at all. Sister Ab-
bie, it was in this chair that

—

"

"—Lafayette sat," said Aunt Abbie appear-

ing in the doorway.
Aunt Ann looked quite flushed. "No, sister,

Lafayette wrc/fc, and Franklin sat
—

"

Aunt Abbie tapped the table smartly with
her knuckles, "It was at this table, Ann, that

Franklin wrote,
—

"

"—but he did n't write, Sister, he sat—

"

poor Miss Ann Norris was almost tearful.
"—that Franklin wrote to his brother in

Boston," stated Aunt Abbie firmly. "Try to

remember these things as they are, Ann," and
Aunt Abbie retired.

"Abbie Ann," said Aunt Ann Norris, recov-

ering herself as she could, "do you know who
the Marquis de Lafayette was?"

"No, ma'am," said Abbie Ann.
"Dear me," said the old lady; "but you

know Benjamin Franklin?"
"No, ma'am," said the wretched Abbie.

After which they went into the parlor and
Aunt Ann read aloud bits from the evening

paper and Aunt Abbie made grim comments
thereon.

"Dear me," reported Aunt Ann, "another

burglary ! It terrifies me to read of how—

"

"Then I would n't read it," said Aunt
Abbie, and Aunt Ann was silent for a time.

But before long she revived.

"Some one named Smith is dead," she re-

ported, "J. T. or T- F. I can't just make out,

J. F.. I believe—"
"Do you know anybody named either?" in-

quired Aunt Abbie briefly.

"No," Aunt Ann confessed, "she did n't

know any Smiths at all, but
—

"
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"Then what matter?" snapped Aunt Abbie.

And all the while Abbie Ann sat on a

square stool and wondered why they had asked

her to come. It did not occur to Abbie Ann
that people sometimes do things because they

think they ought to. The two old ladies

were pretty near as ill at ease as the guest.

Evidently they had no idea what to do with

her now they had her with them. ,

Perhaps they were as relieved as Abbie Ann
when Eliza came to take her to bed. They
kissed her good night hastily.

And all this while Abbie had not read her

letter. She thought to do so now, but Eliza

kept waiting and offering to unbutton her

clothes, as if to get it through with and over.

It is n't pleasant to undress with an Eliza wait-

ing for you to get through. But Abbie Ann was

subdued past any will of her own by this time.

It was in a meek voice, after she had been as-

sisted in between cold linen sheets, that she

asked if she might read her letter in bed.

Eliza flared up the gas with no very good
grace, which further so disturbed Abbie that

she found herself having to spell every other

word. Finding this bid fair to take all night,

Eliza offered to read it to her.

After various items of home news, the let-

ter ended with, "And now, my little girl, it

is enough for you to know that Miss Abbie
and Miss Ann are your aunts, and that it was
your mother's wish that you should love them."

Eliza was deeply interested. She forgot to

be in a hurry. " Did n't you always know
they were your aunts?" she inquired.

"No," said Abbie Ann, "I did n't know
anything about them."

"Dear, dear!" said Eliza, "Miss Evelyn's

own child and never to have heard of Miss
Abbie and Miss Ann!"
"Did she,—did my mother know them,

Eliza?" queried Abbie Ann, sitting up in bed
in her interest.

"Did Miss Evelyn— " Eliza began, then

broke off; "this was her own little bed, and
her own room you are in this minute."

"Oh, Eliza, did she have to come to stay

here, too? How was it all, Eliza, why did n't

I know about it before?"

But Eliza drew in. " It is n't for me to be

talkin', I 'm thinkin'," she said, abruptly,

"Good night. Miss Abbie Ann."
Now whether the little girl in that bed

dreamed it or not, she could not tell, but it

seemed to her the next morning, that in the

night, she had waked, and had seen Aunt
Abbie standing by the bed and looking at her.

but that as she opened her eyes, Aunt Abbie
faded away and left her in the darkness.

Chapter XI

At breakfast. Aunt Abbie was so grim, that

the little Abbie was overcome to think she

even dared to dream about Iier in the night.

But the rest of the morning passed quickly,

for Eliza, more amiable by day, and guessing

many things, asked if Abbie Ann would like

to go to market with the cook.

At luncheon Aunt Abbie did not appear,

confessing to a headache, it seemed. "A
most unusual thing," Aunt Ann explained to

Abbie Ann, "an almost unheard-of thing; I

do not remember your Aunt Abbie to have

had a headache in years."

"She says you are to take Miss Abbie Ann
for a drive, Miss Ann," here explained Eliza,

"she says she wishes to be left alone."

"Very well, Eliza," said Miss Ann meekly,

and accordingly she and Abbie Ann went out,

gorgeous in their new head-gear, for a drive.

Now for some reason the little Abbie felt

able to talk with Aunt Ann. After a while

she ventured a remark about the thing puz-

zling her. "Did you always know there

was a me. Aunt Ann?" she queried.

Aunt Ann looked troubled; she smoothed
the fur tails to her stole with a hand that

always trembled a little. "Your Aunt Ab-
bie," she remarked with seeming irrelevance,

after a little pause, "is a strong character, she

is a person of great discretion and reserve

;

a person of singular reserve, my dear. And
in the latter, I trust," added Aunt Ann has-

tily, "I resemble her."

Now Abbie Ann, listening, did not under-

stand a word. Neither did she understand

Aunt Ann, or she would have known there

was more to follow.

"Neither am I without proper pride in

family," declared Aunt Ann; "I 'm sure I 'm

as proud of blood as ever Sister is : it is n't

everyone, my dear, who could be ' Daugh-
ters' through two lines, and ' Dames' through

four. ' Not that I 'd have you think I ob-

jected to shaving soap. Why should n't a

man's father make shaving soap? I 've been

told it was very good soap. And I 'm sure

when you think about it, Benjamin Franklin's

father made candles, not so different, you

see? But Sister Abbie could n't seem to stand

the family likeness on the soap wrappers. But

he 's dead now, and the business too, I 've
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been told, and John 's in coal mines. But I

would n't have you feel I consider soap as so

different from whale oil, where ours came
from, my dear."

Abbie Ann's countenance, as she gazed on

her Aunt Ann, showed wonder and bewilder-

ment ; what was Aunt Ann talking about ?

But the old lady had herself all wrought
up ; she pulled the strap and told Jennings,

"home."
Aunt Abbie appeared at dinnefc but taller,

straighter. grimmer, if possible, than before.

Conversation died away.

Afterward, Abbie Ann was given a book,

and told to sit on the little stool and read
;

now the little stool was embarrassingly near

to Aunt Abbie, who was reading a large

volume bound in solemn leather.

Abbie Ann looked at the book given her

which had a strangely familiar red and gold

binding, somewhat faded. Its name, yes, its

name was "Sanford and Merton." Do all

old ladies keep "Sanford and Merton" on

hand for little girls?

Abbie Ann opened the book listlessly, at

any page that chanced. She spelled along

for a time, concerning a little boy named
Harry.

" Besides learning, with greatest readiness,

everything that was taught liim, little Harry"
—so said the book,

—"was the most honest,

obliging creature in the world. He was never

discontented, nor did he grumble, whatever

he was desired to do. And then you might
believe Harry ii^ everything he said ; for

though he could nave gained a plum cake

by telling an untruth, and was sure the truth

would expose him to a severe whipping, he

never hesitated in declaring it. Nor was he

like many other children who place their

whole happiness in eating ; for give him but a

morsel of dry bread for his dinner and he

would be satisfied, though you placed sweet-

meats and fruit and every other nicety in

his—"
Abbie Ann hunted another place, she

could n't stand any more of Harry ; we all

prefer to meet ordinary people like ourselves

along the way. There vv'as another boy named

Tommy. She turned the pages, hunting some-
thing less unnatural than the virtues of

Harry. But alas

:

" ' Dear heart !' said Tommy, ' what a num-
ber of accidents people are subject to in this

world !'

" ' It is very true,' answered a Mr. Barlow,
'but as that is the case, it is necessary to im-

prove ourselves in every manner, that we may
be able to struggle against them.'

" ' That,' " said Tommy on that page, or some
other, it really did not matter to Abbie Ann
which, as she turned them, " ' I perfectly com-
prehend,' "—which, to tell the truth, was
more than Abbie did.

She felt she had had enough of "Sanford
and Merton." She peeped up cautiously, to

meet, however. Aunt Abbie's grim eye, and re-

turned hastily to her book, too hastily in fact

to know that Aunt Abbie returned to hers as

hastily, and with something of the same guilty

air of being caught. For strangely enough,
Aunt Abbie had not been reading at all, but

gazing at her little niece. Shortly after, she

arose, and saying something about not being

well, went up-stairs.

Eliza appeared soon after for Abbie Ann.
It seemed hours after she was in bed, that

Abbie Ann opened her eyes. It was no dream
this time, there was Aunt Abbie, or—was it?

With the fierceness gone, it was an old woman,
whose hand holding a candle, was tremulous,

whose nose and chin, in silhouette on the wall,

made grotesque

—

It frightened Abbie worse to have her

tremble, to have her old, than to have her tall

and stern and grim. What did she want?
^\'hy did n't she go? Would n't she ever,

ever go? Would she stand there forever, for-

ever, with that candle, looking down.

—

Abbie Ann, holding her little self rigid, felt

she could n't stand it to have Aunt Abbie
know she was awake. Aunt Abbie might lean

over, she might touch her

—

But Aunt Abbie never knew ; and parhaps

too, little Abbie fell asleep without knowing
it, for when she woke again, only the light

from the hall was in the room, and Aunt
Abbie with her candle was gone.

( To be concluded. )



Mother Goose Continued
By Anna Marion Smith

Id Kino (2>le was a merry oktsoul .
-^aJ-1^

And a merry old soul was he ;
^*-.

He called for his pip^. and he called for his bowl

And he Called for his fiddlers three

.

^

j Every fiddler had a fine fiddle ,

And a very Rne fiddle had he :

(IVyee - iweedle-dee ,+wccdle -dee,went -Ihe

fiddlers three) —
OK, there** none so rare as can compare
Vs/fth Kino (pie and hi^ fiddlers three !

Iriy.KiNC GOItE4C^

OOD Queen Kate was his royal mate,

And a right royal mate was she

:

She would frequently state that carous-

ing till late

Was something that never should be.

But every fiddler had such a fine fiddle,—
Oh, such a fine fiddle had he,—

That old King Cole, in his inmost soul,

Was as restive as he could be.

HEN thus spoke she to his majesty,

He planted his crown on tight.

" We will wait," whispered he to

the fiddlers three,

"Till the Queen has retired for the night."

Every fiddler then tuned up his fiddle.

And tuned it as true as could be

:

While old King Cole got his pipe and bowl
And replenished them secretly.

O gay they grew as

the night hours flew.

He forgot how the time sped away
Till swift overhead he heard the Queen's tread

As she sprang out of bed, when he hurriedly said

They might finish the tune the ne.xt day.

Every fiddler he had a fine fiddle,

And a very fine fiddle had he

:

Oh, 't was not fair such a concert rare

Should be ended so suddenly

!

^^^
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', ar® yaw (iLaTP® ? , „

" Fy, pussy, what a lazy cat,

On such a pleasant day
To sit and drowse beside the fire

And sleep the hours away !

A self-respecting dog would think

Himself a sorry cur.

If he did nothing all day long

But fold his arms and piur 1

'

'

' Now, sir, you need n't criticize

Because I sit and blink.

For while my eyes are shut, like this,

I think, and think, and think.

And when I purr, please understand
I work with all my might,

A-humming over songs I sing

When I go out at night.

J^l^ " Excus° me. Now I '11 close my
eyes.

And think a little more.

On busy days like this, I show
My visitors the door.

'T is only httle dogs who judge
That one must idle be.

Unless one 's chasing round and
round

Or barking up a tree."

6

"Uhe TKjrlK wind doth blow, awd we shall have
gs-i—»- Snow, "^
L-nd \'A\sl will ihe robirv dolhen^poor <}iinrt?'

^_e Jl sit inihe bai*n and keep himself watrm,
^And hide his head under his wind,poor -(hind *»

But never a word of plaint will be

heard

From robin, no matter
and cold

;

n./

For well will he know that the

winter will go,

And the blossoms and greenness

of spring unfold.

And when the warm sun says

winter is done,

He '11 gladden us all with his
' '' cheery song

;

ij» And never will fret if the season
^* IS wet,

Or wail that the winter was hard and long.
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Chapter VII

VEN more than

usually quiet and
deserted was the

narrow street. The
noon sun glaring

down on the town
had sent every-

body into the

shade, and at first

June attracted little attention as he trudged

off in the direction of the parade grounds.

He knew the way that far, for Toro often

took him there to watch the men drill.

Soldiers passed him now in twos and threes,

looking very smart in their buff uniforms

with swords clanking at their sides, and as

they passed they laughed and turned to

look curiously at the small foreign boy. In

fact curious eyes were peering out of many
of the open front shops, and mothers were

even holding up their babies and pointing to

the strange little person who was passing.

Here and there children were dipping water

with their hands from pails and sprinkling the

dusty street, and when they saw June they

paused and gazed open-mouthed, or shouted

derisively: "Eijin! Eijin !
" The whole world

seemed strange and unfriendly, and even

the sun tried to see how hot it could glare

down on June's bare head.

When he reached the parade ground, he

stopped to rest, but no sooner had he sat

down than a circle gathered around him,

two jinrikisha men, four boys, a girl with a

baby on her back and an old fish woman.
There was no chatter, they were all too

interested to talk, they just stood and looked

and looked until June felt that their eyes were

pins and that he was the cushion. After

a while he turned to one of the men and said :

" Do you know where Monsieur Carre lives ?
"

They looked at each other and smiled. It

was much as if a new bird had twittered a

strange note, and one boy tried to imitate the

sound and repeated "Carre lives?" to the

great amusement of the rest.

"Monsieur Carre!" went on June getting

angry, " he 's a Frenchman. Don't you know
where he lives ?

"

" Where he lives ? " mimicked the boy and
they laughed more than ever. June was so

angry by this time that he could not tell which
he wanted most to do, to cry or to fight.

Beyond him was a wilderness of criss-cross

streets with strange eyes peering at him from
every quarter. What if he should get lost and
swallowed up for ever in this strange place

where nobody knew him nor loved him nor
spoke his language ?

Instinctively he looked back toward the

way he had come. He had only to retrace

his steps past the parade ground, hurry back
in a straight line until he came to the big red

gate that marked the entrance to the temple,

and then turning to the right run breathlessly

down the street to the little gate in the wall,

and after that to throw himself into Seki's

arms and tell her all his troubles

!

But what would become of Monsieur ? It

must be very dreadful to be sick in bed with a
guard waiting to arrest you if you did not get

some papers for him, papers which you did

not have. And if Monsieur was arrested he
never would get back to France !

All this flashed through June's mind as he
sat under the pine tree, trying with all his

might to keep the black eyes all around from
seeing that he was about to cry. Just then a

soldie'r passed holding himself very erect and
looking neither to the left nor the right.

Suddenly June remembered that soldiers did

not cry, and with resolution he got up and
turning his back to the temple gate and the

parade grounds, he continued courageously

on his way.

Far in the distance he could see, high on a

hill, the old castle which he knew he must pass

before he should come to Monsieur's. There
were many streets to be passed, and many
obstacles to be overcome, for as June got

further from home the curiosity concerning

him increased. It was very warm and he was
tired but he dared not sit down for he dreaded
the gaping crowd and the curious eyes. By
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and by he came to the old moat which circled

the castle, and as the road led out into the

country, the boys who had followed him
gradually fell back until he realized with joy

that there were no more wooden shoes clatter-

ing after him.

In the moat big lotus leaves floated on the

water and working among them were coolies,

naked, except for a loin cloth. They were too

busy to take any notice of a strange little boy,

so he sat on a rock under a tree for a long

time and wondered how it would feel to be
down there under the lily pads and the lotus

leaves, and if the same hob-goblins and sprites

that live under the sea did not sometimes
come to play in the moats, and take moon-
light rides on the big broad leaves ?

The sun which had beaten so fiercely on
his head was slowly dropping toward the dis-

tant mountain when he started once more on
his way, and a long shadow went beside him.

The shadow was a great relief for it kept him
company without staring at him. By and by
even the shadows deserted him and he trudged
along the country road following a vague im-

pression that somewhere around the foot of

the mountain Monsieur lived.

It was very quiet and lonesome with only

the crickets and the frogs talking to each
other out there in the grasses, and June's feet

were tired and his head ached and he was
hungry. A big lump kept lodging in his

throat no matter how often he swallowed.

Now that the grey twilight was creeping on,

all sorts of fears assailed him. Ever since he
could remember Seki San had told him of the

hob-goblins and gnomes that haunt the wood-
lands and mountains in Japan. There were
the Tengu, half bird and half man, that play

all sorts of mischievous pranks on the farmers,

there was the "Three-eyed Friar," and the
" White Woman " who wanders about in the

snow, and worst of all was a bogie with horns,

whose legs dwindled away to nothing at all,

but whose body was very large and horrible

with a long neck twisted like a snake.

As he thought about it his heart began to

thump, and he quickened his steps to a run.

All the trees seemed to be reaching out

clutching hands as he sped by, and the dark-

ness kept creeping closer and closer. The
sobs which he had held back so long came
faster, and at last breathless and panic-stricken

he sank e.xhausted by the roadside and waited

in dumb terror for what might happen.

Looking fearfully around he saw just above
him a kind white face peering out of the twi-

light. It was only a stone face, and it be-

longed to an image that was sitting cross-

legged on a mossy stone, but it was like a

friend to June. Of all the gods and goddesses

that Seki San had told him about, the one he
knew be.st was Jizo, the friend of little chil-

dren. The drooping figure, the gentle face,

and the shaven head had become as familiar

to him as the pictures of Santa Claus at home.
He had met him in the temples, in the w-oods,

on the river road, in big stone statues and
little wooden ones, and now when he found
him here in this lonesome night world, he felt

a vague sense of relief and protection.

Climbing up on the stone he fingered the

pebbles that filled Jizo's lap, and touched the

red cotton bib that was tied about his neck.

He knew what it all meant for Seki San had
told him many times. Jizo was the guardian

of dead children, and the red bib and the

pebbles had been placed there by mothers who
wanted the kind god to look after their little

babies who had passed away into another

world. There were hundreds of pebbles about
the statue, in its lap, about its hands and feet,

and even on its bald head, and June was very

careful not to di.sturb any of them._ He wished
he had something to give the good god, but

he was too tired to go down and look for a

pebble. He searched through his pockets

but nothing seemed to suit. Finally he sepa-

rated one object from the rest, and placed it

gently in Jizo's upturned hand. It was the

old sword hilt that Monsieur had given him.

Then, because he was very sleepy and tired,

and because h.e was afraid of the dark, he
nestled down in the niche under Jizo's up-

raised arm, and all the hob-goblins and evil

spirits slipped away, and the stars came out

and the big white moon, and the monotonous
droning of the crickets and frogs seemed to

be Seki San humming him to sleep, and the

stone figure against which he leaned seemed
to sway toward him in the moonlight and the

face changed to the gentlest, sweetest one he
knew, and instead of the little pebbles on the

head there was a crown of thorns.

Chapter VIII.

How long June slept there he did not know,
but he was wakened by someone shaking his

arm and holding a paper lantern close to his

face. When he got his eyes open he found
that it was a jinrikisha man and that he was
talking to him in Japanese.
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" Where 's Seki ? " June asked, looking

about him in bewilderment.

The man shook his head and continued to

talk excitedly in Japanese.
" I want to go to Monsieur Carre's," said

June very loud as if that would help the man
understand.

" Wakarimasen," said the man.
" Monsieur Carre !

" shouted June and

again the man shook his head and said,

" Wakarimasen."
Over and over June repeated "Monsieur

Carre," and pointed down the moonlit road.

Finally in desperation he scrambled from his

perch and seizing a stick thrust it under his

arm like a crutch, then he humped his should-

ers, drew down his brows, and limped along

saying with a groan, " Mon Dieu ! Mon Dieu !

"

as he had heard Monsieur say it.

In an instant the man clapped his hands

and laughed. " Hai, Hai," he said and when
the jinrikisha was wheeled about and June
was invited to get in, you may be siu-e he lost

no time in doing so. He even forgot to give

a goodbye look to Jizo who sat smiling out into

the moonlight with the little pebbles on his head.

It was a wonderful ride, through the soft

shiny darkness, with only the pitter patter of

the kurumaya's sandals to break the silence.

June, curled up on the seat, was not thinking

of poor Seki San and her anxiety concerning

him, neither was he thinking of the mother
and father who would soon be coming to

him over the sea, nor of Monsieur with the

guard at his door. He was wondering if the

stars were the moon's children, .and who woke
the sun up in the morning.

And all the time a light at the foot of the

hill was getting closer and closer, and before he
knew it, they had stopped at the little brown
house where the windows peeped through the

vines.

A voice spoke sharply in the darkness and
before June could get down a man in uniform
with a star on his breast, stopped him. The
jrnrikisha man seemed to be explaining and the

soldier to be asking questions, and while they

talked June sat very still with his heart beating

furiously against the long envelope in his

blouse.

He was just as frightened as he had been
back in the woods when the hob-goblins were
after him, only it was different. Then he
cried and ran away, now he was not thinking

of himself at all, but of Monsieur who might
have to go to prison and die if he should
fail to get the papers to him.

After what seemed to him hours of time, the

guard evidently came to the conclusion that a

sleepy little boy who had lost his way could

do no harm, so he lifted him down and took

him up the path.

June was too full of anxiety even to glance

at the gold fish as he passed them. He
walked straight up the path and into the room
where Monsietir lay. On the bed was an old

man who looked as if he might have been
Monsieiu-'s father; his body seemed to have
shrunk to half its size and his face was old

and white and drawn. Only the eyes made
June know that it was Monsieiu- himself, and
the fierce startled look in them recalled the

day he had stumbled over him in the Daimyo's
garden.

" I was coming to see you and I got lost,"

began June, but Monsieur held up a warning
hand.

" The guard will inform me in Japanese,"

he said so coldly that June wondered if he

were angry with him.

After a great deal of talk, the guard went
away leaving June sitting half asleep on the

floor with his head against the bed. In an in-

stant Monsieur was leaning over him shaking

his shoulder.

"Tell me!" he demanded, "tell me quickly

why did you come?"
June rubbed his eyes and yawned ; at first

he could not remember, then it began to come
back:

" I made the ' s's ' the WTong way," he mur-

mured, "and when I tried to fix them I

spoiled your letter."

"Yes, yes," cried Monsieur, now out of bed
and on his knees before the child, " and you
tore it up, you destroyed it?"

June shook his head wearily, "it is inside

here, but I can't undo the buttons."

Monsieur's hands, bandaged though they

were, found the packet and drew it eagerly

forth. " Thank God ! thank God !

" he whis-

pered, pressing the imbroken seal again and
again to his lips.

" Did I save your life ? " asked June making
a mighty effort to rouse himself, and enjoy his

reward.
" Not my life, boy; that did not matter; it is

my honor you have saved, my honor." And
Monsieur lay back upon the bed and sobbed
like a little child.

"He's coming!" warned June, and Mon-
sietu" had only sufficient time to wipe away his

tears from his withered old cheeks before the

guard retiu'ned with the jinrikisha man.
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After a consultation in Japanese, Monsieur

said to June, " I have told the man how to take

you home. They will be very anxious about

you. You must start at once."
" I 'm hungry," said June, " 1 'd like some of

those little crackers that you gave me before."

The guard, obligingly following directions,

produced a paper bag from the table drawer.

"IT WAS THE OLD SWORD-HILT THAT MONSIEUR
HAD GIVEN HIM." (SEE P.\GE 4I5.)

" I wish they were animal crackers," said

June, " I like to eat the elephant first, then he

gets hungry and I have to eat the bear, then

the bear gets hungry and I have to eat the

pig, and the pig gets hungry and I have to eat

. the rabbit until there are n't any left in the bag."
" You have not spoken to any one about the

letter?" whispered Monsieur as he pretended

to kiss June good-by.
" 'Course not!" declared June indignantly,

"it 's a secret!" Then as if remembering a

Vol. XXXIV.— 53.

lost opportunity he added, " Oh ! you could n t

tell me a story, could you? Just a teeny

weeny one ?

"

" Not to-night," said Monsieur laughing,
" why, it is eleven o'clock now. But to-morrow,

ne.xt day, always when you come, the stories are

waiting, all that my brain and heart can hold."

And with this promise June was bound to

be content.

It was hard to believe that the way back
was as long as the way he had come, for be-

fore he knew it the wall beside the moat ap-

peared by the roadside, then the parade
grounds dim and shadowy in the moonlight,

then the crowded streets of the town. He did

not know that he was the chief cause of the

commotion, that for two hours parties of

searchers had been hurrying along every road

leading out of town, that people were telling

where they had seen him last, and that anxious

groups were looking over the low wall into the

black waters of the moat.

He only knew that from the moment he

reached the town a crowd followed his jinrik-

isha, that his kurumaya could scarcely push his

way through the questioning throng, and that at

last they stopped and a shout went up, the crowd
parted, and through the opening dashed Seki

San, her hair hanging limply about her face,

her eyes full of joy, and her arms outstretched.
" Oh ! My little boy darling

!

" she cried.

" You have gave me many troubles. Where
you been, where did you go ?

"

But June attempted no explanation ; the

papers were safe with Monsieur and he was
safe with Seki San, and whether or not he

had done right was too big a problem to

wrestle with.

After Seki had fed him and bathed him, and
kissed his many bruises to make them well, he

put his arms about her and gave her a long,

hard hug.
" I am awful sorry I had to run away," he

said and Seki's English was not good enough
to understand just what he meant.

Long after he was asleep she sat beside him

on the floor, crying softly into her sleeve, and
holding fast to his hand while she gave thanks

not only to her new Christian God but to some
of the heathen ones as well for sending him
back to her.

Chapter IX

Late in the summer, when the tiny maple

leaves were turning blood-red and the white

lotus was filling every pond and moat, June
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and Seki San journeyed hack to Yokohama.
They were going to meet the big steamer that

was on its way from China to America, and

June was to join his mother and father and go
back with them to California. He was so

so on until there were scarcely

left to be asked.
" One more day,'

Seki will have no
her sleeves behind

[March,

any questions

said Seki San sadly, " and
more little boy to hold

and tease and tickle her

under her necks. She
will ha\e a ver)', very

lonely heart."

June's merriment
ceased for a moment
and he looked serious.

I'he fact that Seki

could not go back
with him had been a

misfortune that he had
not yet faced.

" I am going to get

my father to come
hack for you ne.xt

vear," he said at last,

' you and Tomi and
I'oro. and vour mam-
ma with the black teeth

too. We will have a

little Japanese house
'in the ranch, and Toro
I an ride my pony."

But Seki shook her

head and wiped her

_ eyes.
" You will go back

to your dear, affection-

ate home," she said,

"and be big mans
when I see you once
more. But I will hear

your lovingest little

liov voice down in m\'

heart alway!"

"LONG AFTER HE W.\S ASLEEP SHE SAT BESinF. M1M

happy over the prospect that he could not sit

still a minute, but kept hopping from one side

of the car to the other and asking Seki more
questions than she could possibly answer.

" Do you s'pose my mother '11 know me now
I 've got so fat ? Has my father grown any
since I saw him ? ^Vill he carry a sword ?

What do you s'pose they will bring me ?" and

It was a happy meet
ing the next day on

VH^^^^^B the steamer when June
^B^^^k actually saw his moth-

'^^H er, and clung about

^Hr her neck as if he would
^^ never let go again.

Then he had to be

taken up on the shelter

deck and introduced to a strange, pale man
reclining in a steamer chair, who they said

was his father. At first it was a dreadful

disappointment, and he submitted to being

kissed with an effort. But when the man lifted

one eye-brow and puckered his mouth into a

funny shape, and said " Why, Mr. Skeezicks,

you have n't forgotten your old Pard ."" a dark
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\V. " (SEE NEXT PAGE.)

spot seemed suddenly to go out of June's his life. With a rush he was in his lap. " You
mind and in its place was a memory of the used to tell me about the Indians," he cried

jolliest, funniest playfellow he had ever had in accusingly, " I remember now. What became
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of Tiger Tooth and the little white

child?"
" We will have just fourteen days to tell

stories," said Capt. Royston. " I shall proba-

bly be a dumb man by the time we land in

San Francisco. You must sit down here now
and tell this little mother of yours the story of

your life. 'Where did you get these red cheeks

and fat legs?"
And with Seki San sitting on the floor at

their feet, and with a frequent hug from
mother and many a laugh from father, the

story of the summer was told.

When the last launch brought the passengers

out from the shore, who should come aboard

but Monsieur Carre. He was regularly en-

gaged in Government service at Tokyo now,

and when he saw in the paper that Master
Robert Rogers Royston, Junior, would join

his parents and sail for America on the S. S.

Mongolia, he made the short trip to Yokohama
to say good-by.

He was so dressed up that June scarcely

recognized him. His white mustache was
waxed until it stood out very straight, and his

hair was parted all the way down the back.

He still carried a heavy cane and limped

when he walked, but his hands, though knotted

and gnarled, were free from bandages.

Captain and Mrs. Royston welcomed him
cordially as a friend of June's and even Seki

San, who still looked upon him with suspicion,

was discreetly silent.

"Are you going back to France?" asked

June.
" Next year," answered Monsieur. " I will

have made sufficient money to go home, and
then ! Ah, Mon Dieu! Iwillneverleaveitagain."

" I will write you a letter," said June, adding
slyly, " 1 '11 be sure to make the ' s's ' turn

the right way."

Monsieur put his finger on his lips and
June nodded understandingly.

" VV'hat secret have you there ? " asked Cap-
tain Royston.

Monsieur put his hand on June's head, and
looking straight in the Captain's eyes, he said :

" Your boy will make a fine soldier ; he has
courage and honor, and he can keep a secret.

I congratulate you !

"

Just then a gong sounded and the first of-

ficer ordered everybody who was going ashore

to hurry. There was general bustle and con-

fusion, June had a vague impression of Mon-
sieur kissing him on both cheeks, and disap-

pearing down the rope ladder, of Seki San
kneeling before him while he clung to her

neck and begged her not to leave him. then

he was sitting on the railing, with Father's

arm about him, and Mother holding one hand
while with the other June waved good-by to

the friends below.

The little launch grew strangely blurred as

it danced away over the water. June did not

see the crowd on the deck, nor the pilot at

the wheel, nor even the white and orange flag

that floated from the mast. He was watching
the pink rose in Seki's hair growing fainter

and fainter in the distance.
" And now," said Father with decision, " I

think it 's about time to get busy with the

Indians."
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ByMalcolm Douglas

Sez Mrs. McCafferty to Mrs. O'Rafferty,

As plisint as lady could be,

—

Wid all hands the tub in, an' a-shcrubbin'

an' a-rubbin',

—

" The top av the moriiin' to ye !

"

Sez Mrs. O'Rafiferty to Mrs. McCafferty,

Wid the clock half-pasht twilve, do ye
see,

—

An' the washin' a-dryin', an' flappin' an'

flyin',—
' The middle av the noonday to ye !

"

Sez Mrs. McCatilerty to Mrs. O'Rafferty,

A-piillin' in the lines afther tea,

—

Wid the shates an' the pilly-cases, an' clo'es-

pins shtuck in their faces,

—

" The bottom av the avenin' to ve !

"

The Blacks

By Elizabeth L. Gould

^\'HEN Glossy Black and Flossy Black
Are looking at a ball.

And Muffy Black and Fluffy Black
Are playing in the hall

;

When Patter Black and Spatter Black
Are loving as can be,

And Fiery Black and Wirey Black
A-quarreling you see,

Then Winky Black and Blinky Black
Somewhere asleep you '11 catch

—

Now is n't this a family

That 's rather hard to match ?

^% Mm^ J%' ^,



THE "LANDING OF LAFAYETTE PLATTER.

Old Blue Pottery

By Ada Walker Camehl

Many a home of this country treasures among
its heirlooms a few plates or cups which formed
a part of Grandmother's set of dishes in her

early housekeeping days. These have been

TOMB OF FRANKLIN TEAPOT.

rescued by the present generation from the

dust of neglected top pantry shelves or attic

eaves, whither they had been banished along

with other mementos of the past ; and they

have been hung with pride upon the walls.

We smile with amusement at the quaintlv

drawn pictures of men and scenery upon them
;

while we admire the decorative effects of the

splashes of rich color which they make. BiU
do we read with understanding minds the

stories they tell? Do we understand that

upon this common table ware of our ancestors

are preserved many of the tales of our early

national life, written by the hand of the

English potter? The story of these old dishes

is full of interest and instruction, for it

is interwoven with the history of our grand-

fathers' efforts to build up a new nation.

With the opening of the 19th century our

Colonies were recovering from the effects of the

War for Independence. Our forefathers were

beginning to enjoy the luxuries of life. The
English potters of Staffordshire, with a business

foresight worthy of the Yankee himself, con-

ceived the idea of catering to the vanity, as

well as to the need, of the young Republic.

They sent over artists to obtain sketches of

our scenery, our prominent buildings, our men
then in the public eye ; and the result was a

flood of English pottery which poured in upon
us, and met with a ready sale.
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This pottery is now about one huiulrcd years

old— old ladies who say that " these dishes

have been in the family two hundred and fifty

years," have not been correctly informed.

The views were etched on copper plates by

artists, who went from one pottery to another

to do this work, and impressions on paper

were taken and preserved and a few may be

seen to-day in the Staffordshire country. It is

a curious fact that both public and private

collections in England are singularly lacking in

pottery bearing American views. It was all

sent over to the people for whom it was de-

signed.

Rich dark blue was chosen, as the best color

and it was a very popular one. The artists who
came over here must have traversed the length

and breadth of our then-inhabited territory,

for we have views of places from Niagara P"alls

to Charleston. There are a great many of

these, and every now and then some uncata-

logued design is unearthed from attic chest or

ancient chimney corner.

The pieces most highly prized are those

bearing portraits of George Washington,
Thomas Jefferson, General Lafayette, and
Benjamin Franklin, pictures of Harvard and
Yale Universities, Mount Vernon and the old

Battery buildings of New York ; while a close

second are the Erie Canal dishes, Pittsfield

Elm, Boston State House, Landing of the Pil-

The portraits of these quaint, old-time

worthies, as pictured on old blue earthenware,

are sometimes fearful and wonderful to beliold.

A
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1824." History tells us that the General was at

that time sixtv-eisiht years of age, was far from

Tin: • I'lTTSFIEI.D EI.M PLATE.

handsome or heroic in looks, with his small

head, retreating forehead and bad complexion ;

and he wore " nankeen pantaloons, buff vest,"

and plain blue coat with covered buttons."

But let us not allow

this description to make
us forget his many
deeds in our behalf, at

a time when we sorely

needed a helping hand.

When the Erie Canal

was begun no one ex-

pected to see its com-
pletion, and this pop-

ular rhyme appeared

—

"Oh! A ditch he would dig.

from the lake to the sea,

The eighth of the world's

matchless wonders to be!

Good land! how absurd,

but why should you grin?

It will do to bury the mad
Author in."

When it was finished

the Staffordshire pot-

ters were ready with

their wares to commem-
orate it. Pitchers and
plates bear designs of

the entrance at Albany,

the canal locks and boats. The plate here

pictured is of a medium blue color, with a

border of medallions showing boats and locks,

and the following words in the center,

—

" The grand Erie Canal, a splendid monu-
ment of the enterprise and resources of the

State of New York, indebted for its early

commencement and rapid completion to the

active energies, pre-eminent talents, and en-

lightened policy of DeWitt Clinton, late Gov-
ernor of the State."

In the year 1820 a banquet was given in

Boston to celebrate the two hundredth anni-

versary of the Landing of the Pilgrims. Daniel

Webster was present and delivered an address.

For this occasion Enoch Wood and Sons
made the entire dinner service representing the

landing of the Pilgrim Fathers on the " rock-

bound coast " of Plymouth. The scene repre-

.sents the overcrowded Mayflower approach-

ing a rock upon which stand two welcoming
Indians.

The following story is told of the " Pitts-

field Elm " design. In the Revolutionary

times the minister was an ardent patriot, and,

entering the pulpit one day wearing a long

coat, his patriotism became too much for

him and he threw aside his coat and showed
himself in Continental uniform. Calling his

congregation outside under the old Elm, he

organized the men into a company. A fence

' WIMIIW P.VTTKKN PLATTER.

was built around the tree in 1825 to preserve

it from use as a hitching-post. The Elm
finally died and was made into souvenirs.
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The familiar " Willow Pattern " was a prime

favorite among English potters and great

quantities of the ware found their way to the

American market. The original " Willow Pat-

tern " was designed by an English potter to

picture a Chinese love story, which runs as

follows—

" So she tells me a legend centuries old

Of the Mandarin rich in lands and gold,

Of Li-Chi fair anil Chang the good
Who loved each other as lovers should.

How they hid in the gardener's hut awhile,

Then fled away to the beautiful isle.

Though the cruel father pursued them there,

.\nd would have killed the hopeless pair,

But a kindly power, hypity stirred.

Changed each into a beautiful bird.

" Here is the orange tree where they talked.

Here they are running away,

.\nd over all at the top you see

The birds making love alway.

"

This romantic tale will be read from these

plates so long as interest in romance endures.

As the years go by, collections of American
relics are being made by Historical Societies,

and by a rapidly increasing number of indi-

viduals, whose hobbies for old things sometimes
reach the height of an absorbing passion.

Of Horace Walpole it was said—
" China's thep.ission of his soul

;

A cup, a plate, a dish, a bowl.

Can kindle wishes in his breast.

Inflame with joy, or break his rest."

And the love pi old china did not die with

Walpole, as many a collector who his chased

the beloved " blue " up hill and down dale

through the heat of a midsummer's day can

testify.

The gathering together of these antique

souvenirs is a delight to many. And these

old plates will serve to keep alive memories
of the past,— of the lives and deeds of our

forefathers. A collection of old dishes is not

only a collection of pottery— it is a library of

history and romance.

nM^A\
THE LAST DAY OF WINTER.

THE FIRST DAY OF SPRING.
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By Margaret Johnson

Wee Kitty was eating her cake one day,

And -the sugary crumls were falling,

When a shy little mouse -crept out of a

crack,

With his tail so long and his eyes so black,

For he heard those crumbs a-calling!

Then Kitty looked- down and the mouse
looked up,

And ch, but they stood a-staring 1

For this is the way,—as big as a house,

That Kittykins looked to the shy little

mouse,

With her terrible eyes a-glaringl

And—if we could see as wa 're seen, my
dears,

It would save us a world of pity!

—

For this is the way, with his eyes so black

And his tail so long, alas and alack!

That the littb mouse looked to Kitty

Three verj- different pictures

from the fame set

of dots.

426
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is often worth more than the broad, sluggish

river that flows through low, level stretches of

country. On the California coast a great

many mountain streams, with little to recom-

mend them otherwise, have been converted

into sources of great wealth. The longest

distance over which electric energy has been

commercially transmitted is from the De Sabla

power-house in the mountains to the town of

Sausalito, opposite San Francisco, a total dis-

tance of 232 miles. Two other long-distance

lines on the Pacific coast are the Colgate and
Oakland transmission lines, 142 miles long,

and the Electra, Stockton, San Jose, and San

Francisco hnes, 147 miles long. The power
to send from 15,000 to 60,000 volts over such

distances is derived, not from some great river,

but from comparatively unimportant streams.

Imagine a brook, a few feet deep, pouring

its waters into a long flume that conducts it

10,000 feet below to a power-house where tur-

bines convert it into power sufficient to oper-

ate scores of factories or turn the wheels of a

hundred miles of trolley-cars 1 Each cubic

foot of water pouring down this flume would
develop over a thousand horse-power per

second. Can one think of any gold-, silver-, or

diamond-mine yielding more valuable returns

than this little insignificant mountain stream ?

One cubic foot of water per second may equal

in energy the total stored energy of many tons

of coal.

In large parts of New England, the South,

and Middle and Western States there are in-

numerable small streams of water from 500 to

2000 feet above the sea-level. Each one of

these represents commercial possibilities that

surpass coal- and iron-mines in value. Any
stream of water that has a fall of five feet per

mile along its whole course may develop thou-

sands of electrical horse-power.

The annual fall of rain and snow represents

a layer of water in this coimtry that would
vary from two to five feet in depth. This

rainfall must eventually reach the oceans, and
its flow downward swells streams and rivers to

overflowing. Stored in proper reservoirs this

waste rainfall could be converted into electri-

cal power that would banish dirty coal from
our homes. Then, when used for turning the

turbine-wheels of great electrical power-plants,

it could be used also for irrigation, and dis-

tributed over wide areas for increasing the

fertility of our farms. More than this, electri-

cal pumps, operated by the power which the

flow of the water from its reservoirs generated,

could distribute the water to new regions

where ordinary irrigation ditches could not
conduct it.

In other words, the water could be used
twice, first for generating electric power, and
second for irrigating our farms. Electricity

could be made to light and heat the homes of

the city and country population, and run the

threshing-machines and reapers of the farmer
as well as tiu'n the wheels of the cars and
factories.

POWER FROM THE WIND.

As if this was not enough, nature has sup-

plied other available sources of power in the

wind and sun. The work of harnessing these

two agencies for doing our work, or for heat-

ing and lighting our homes, has not progressed

so far or satisfactorily as that of subduing

the mighty cataract and awakening the Mttle

mountain stream.

In point of fact, the use of wind-power for

mechanical purposes is older than that of any
other. The windmill is one of the most primi-

tive structures. Its origin goes back many
centuries. But a windmill for electrical gener-

ation is one of the most recent of accomplish-

ments. The first windmill electric plant ever

installed in this or any other country was built

privately by Dr. Charles F. Brush, the inventor

of the arc-lamp, in 1889, at his home in Cleve-

land, for the purpose of lighting his house and
laboratory.

Since this pioneer attempt to harness the

wind for generating electricity, important im-

provements have been made in manufactiu-ing

storage batteries and electrical machinery.

In Europe commercial windmill electrical

plants have been built. One such plant estab-

lished at Wittkeil, in Schleswig, lights the town,

and another windmill plant at Hamburg has

been successfully used in running a factory.

A windmill electric plant at Boyle Hall, Ards-

ley, in England, has a capacity for running

110 lights in winter.

The windmill electric plant found a new-

use in Nansen's polar trips. A complete wind-

mill electric plant was installed on his ship

Fram, and in the northern latitudes electricity

was thus obtained for lighting the ship dming
the long Arctic nights. In that northern lati-

tude, where coal and other fuels are more pre-

cious than gold, the electric windmill is a

godsend, and in the future nearly all polar e.\-

ploring ships will be equipped with this new
invention. During the Antarctic explorations

of the ship Discovery a windmill electric plant,
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proved one of the most precious possessions

on board.

Out in the great, flat central plains, where
streams are sluggish in their movements, and
where fuel of all kinds is scarce and high-

priced, the electric windmill should have a
great future.

If the average wind-power the year round is

steady, the operation of windmills is practical

for generating electric current.

In the great prairie states, where dry weather
in summer often withers up crops within a single

week, the wind velocity in summer is constant
and high. They are hot, dry winds, but their

velocity is sufficient to keep thousands of

windmills in steady operation night and day.

Thus the problem of irrigating the farms
and supplying them with electrical energy for

lighting and other purposes is easily solved.

¥oT these hot, dry winds that have in the past

proved the greatest enemy to agriculture in

the vast corn and wheat belts now become
the greatest blessings. They can pump up the

water from the underground reser\-oirs, and
after being used for developing electrical

energy it is distributed through inigating

ditches for feeding the crops with much-needed
moisture.

One windmill electrical plant should irri-

gate ten acres all through the summer, and a

score of these could convert the desert into

hundreds of acres of fertile gardens. On the

California coast electrical pumps have raised

the value of land from a few dollars an acre

to $200 and $300 per acre. There is room
for a million electrical windmill plants in the

West, and with their installation there would
be seciu-ed from the wind a new wealth valued
at millions of dollars. The elements of the

air are the agencies which perform the work
for us, and man simply directs the use of the

power as he needs it.

POWER FROM SUNSHINE.

Electric power from sunhght appears more
wonderful than harnessing the streams or wind.

Yet we know something of the vast heat of

the sun.

Solar engines for operating pumps have
been in use in different parts of the earth for

several years now, and their value in warm
climates where the number of days of clear

sunshine averages high must steadily increase.

One of the most successful of these solar ma-
chines is located near Los Angeles to irrigate

fruit-land. An automatic stand carrying great

reflectors follows the course of the sun as reg-

ularly as the best telescope ever made, and
the sun's rays are thus reflected on a central
point where the boiler of a small engine is

located. Within an hour after sunrise the
heat of the sun raises the temperature of the
water to the boiling-point, and thus creates
steam ; and the pumping machinery begins
its day's work and keeps it up until sundown.
The power of the sun for heating has only

been faintly appreciated by scientists in the
past, but the prediction is made now that if

all the coal should give out we would soon be
able to run much of our machinery from the

y^'



Pinkey Perkins: Just a Boy
By Captain Harold Hammond, U. S. A.

Illustrated by George Varian

HOW PINKF.Y BROUGHT DISASTER UPON HIMSELF

One day in early March Mr. Perkins came
home with the news that he and Mrs. Perkins

had been appointed two of a committee cf

twelve to go to Burton, a neighboring town

some fifteen miles away, to investigate and

report upon the building and fittings of the

library at that place. Enterprise was agitating

the subject of a library of its own, and as it

had nearly enough money, the more enthu-

siastic were in favor of beginning to work, at

least on the plans. When he broached the

subject of their going to Mrs. Perkins, the

first thing that flashed through the mind of

the careful mother took form in the question :

" But what will we do with Pinkey while we
are gone ? I don't like to leave him here

alone in the house."

To her. Pinkey never seemed to grow a day
older and she felt that he was just as much in

need of her care as he had always been, a

view which, needless to say, Pinkey did not

share.
" If that boy is n't old enough to spend

one night here by himself no-w, he never will

be," replied Mr. Perkilis, forcibly, endeavor-

ing to disarm at once all objection on that

score.
" Besides," he continued, " what 's to hinder

that Morris boy from staying with him?
They '11 be pleased enough, for they always
seem contented together."

Mrs. Perkins made one or two more weak
objections, just to ease her own conscience,

but they were promptly set aside by her hus-

band. Neither cared to miss an excursion

that promised to afford such pleasure to all

fortunate enough to go.

Mr. Perkins believed in throwing boys on
their own responsibility and then holding them
strictly to account for their actions. Mrs.
Perkins believed, or at least seemed to beheve,
that boys should be watched over and cared
for, and thus kept out of mischief. Her creed

could well be summed up in the word " Pre-

vention," that of her husband in the word
" Cure."

Needless to say, Pinkey was delighted to

think he was to have the responsibility of
" keeping house " alone over night, in com-
pany with Bunny of course, and fairly strutted

about the house whenever the importance of

his charge was mentioned in his presence.

Bunny had been consulted and had obtained

the coveted permission to " stay all night."

At last the day for his parents' departure

arrived and Pinkey watched the preparations

for their going with constantly decreasing en-

thusiasm. Not until then had he realized how
lonesome it would be in the big house without

either of them. But he kept this gradual

oozing of his spirits to himself as well as he

could, not caring to mar the pleasure of their

holiday by any concern for him.

A heavy late-season snow had fallen during

the night, adding to the already generous

quantity which had lain on the ground for

weeks, and Pinkey was accorded the honor of

hitching " Old Polly " to the sleigh and driving

his father and mother to the railroad station

in time for the train. This important duty re-

vived his drooping spirits somewhat, and with

the thoughts of an extended swing about

town before returning " Old Polly " to the

stable, he kept up appearances pretty well.

But he experienced a few gulps of loneliness

when the conductor called out " All aboard
"

and his parents disappeared within the car

to wave their farewells through the windows

as the train pulled out.

To the numerous cautions and warnings

which had occurred to his mother at the last

moment, Pinkey had lent a heedful and at-

tentive ear and he started homeward with the

feeling that if he complied with all instruc-

tions and heeded all warnings, he must keep

to the straight and narrow path indeed.

He drove by Bunny's house and in answer

to his signal whistle Bunny came out and

joined him in the sleigh to enjoy a brief ride

before school-time. The depression due to

the departure of his parents had about dis-

appeared and he was alert to all the pleasures

of the ride they were having.

When Old Polly had been safely re-
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turned to her stall and amply supplit-d with

hay for her afternoon's munching, Pinkey and

Bunny started through the yard en route for

school. As they ploughed through the deep

snow which still covered the walks around

the house, a bright thought struck Pinkey. He
would surprise his parents on their return by

having the walks all nicely cleaned oflf. Sure-

ly that would show them that their confidence

in him had not been misplaced.
" I '11 tell you what let 's do, Runny," he

said as soon as he had conceived the idea,

PINKEY WAVING GOOD-BY TO HIS FATHER
AND MOTHER.

"just as soon as school 's out, let 's get a lot o'

the fellows and come down here and clean off

these walks and surprise father and mother

when they get back."

"That '11 be fine for you, .Pinkey," replied

Bunny thoughtfully, "but what if the other

fellows have walks of their own to clean off ?
"

" Oh well, they 've got theirs all cleaned off

by now, most likely. Ours would be, only

father did n't have time to hunt up ' Liberty

Jim ' this morning to get him to do it."

" I think 't would be fun," assured Bunny,
" and I 'd like to help surprise them. I guess

the other fellows ought to be glad to help too,

w^hen you think of the times you 've taken

them riding behind Old Polly."
" Yes, and we 've got a lot of dandy apples

in the cellar that we can eat while we 're

working. Father would n't mind that, I know,
'cause he 'd pay Jim more than the apples

cost, if he was to get him to come and do it."

Pinkey had a way of creating enthusiasm

among his fellows in any scheme which he
proposed.

When he called his companions about him
during recess and told them of his desire to

surprise his parents and how he had planned

doing it, he was so jubilant over the idea and
painted such a tempting picture of the fun

they would have that without one dissenting

voice they all agreed to hurry home and get

brooms and shovels and join in the snow
cleaning as soon as school should be dismissed.

The day happened to be Friday, and it was
the custom to dismiss school half an hour earlier

on that day, so the boys would have ample
time for their fun before dark. But in order

that no time should be lost, Pinkey set about

organizing his forces as soon as they had left

the schoolroom.
" BuHny," he said, when all those he had

invited to take part had gathered about him,
" you and Joe and ' Speck ' and ' Shorty ' will

get shovels and the rest of you will get brooms
and all meet down at my house as soon as

you can."

When Pinkey had thus delivered his in-

structions and had aroused a spirit of rivalry

among his helpers as to who should be the

first to report for duty, he set off homeward
to await their arrival.

"Speck" Nelson was the first to put in an

appearance, being especially desirous of earn-

ing Pinkey's approval. He was the most

recent addition to Pinkey's adherents, his

family having lately moved in from the country

in order that he and his two sisters might

have the benefit of the Enterprise Public

Schools. " Speck " had been so nicknamed im-

mediately on his arrival at school, on account

of the generous assortment of freckles which

adorned his coimtenance, and since that day

he had known no other name among the

boys.

Not far behind him came Shorty Piper, a

close second, and then came several together,

each armed with shovel or broom as Pinkey

had directed.

It was a Jolly party, and every one worked

like beavers. Pinkey passed the apples gen-

erously and offered the especially large ones

as prizes for those who should clear off a

certain amount of walk in the shortest time.

"Tell you what let 's do," said Bunny
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straightening up to rest his back, " let 's make a

big pile here and then climb up on the porch

and jump off into it."

" That 's what," chimed in Joe, " that '11 be

more fun than anything."
" And I '11 give three apples to the one who

jumps the farthest," added Pinkey, by way of

encouraging the idea.

In accordance with Bunny's proposition, a

large pile of snow steadily grew and grew

beside the walk at the corner of the porch

until it was higher than the head of any boy
in the crowd. When the job was finally com-
pleted and the walks were all swept clean

from front gate to stable, Pinkey and Shorty

went to the woodshed and got the ladder,

brought it up, and leaned it against the porch.

Pinkey was the first to ascend, and was
quickly followed by all the others, each in his

turn jumping high in the air and landing in

the pile of snow.

After this sport had grown somewhat
monotonous, Pinkey decided that he would
do something more daring, something really

worth while.
" I '11 give you fellows something to do, if

any of you dare do it," he shouted, and
climbed from the porch to the roof of his own
bedroom, which was still a few feet higher.

The roof was nearly level, being made of tin,

and was thus very easy to walk on. It was
also covered with several inches of snow.

" Just get up here and jump off," he taunted,
" this is a jump that is a jump."

With that remark made to urge his com-
panions to do likewise, Pinkey stepped back a

few paces, ran to the edge of the roof and
with a shout, leaped off into the pile of

snow.
" Gee ! but I 'd catch it if I was to walk on

a tin roof at my house," ventured Joe, a

shudder passing through his frame as he

thought of what had happened once when he
did so.

" Oh," replied Pinkey, " there 's so much
snow on the roof you could n't hiu-t it."

" I 'm gettin' wet, bein' in the snow so

much, and I don't believe I '11 jump any
more," said Joe by way of excusing his reluc-

tance to make such a high jump.
" I 'd try it but I might hurt my sore foot

again," said Putty Black, limping a few steps

for the first time. " I hurt it a little when I

jumped last time."

"Aw, what 's the use of being afraid,"

boasted Speck, approaching the ladder, " come
and do it. Just watch me take a jump! "

"That's what I say," volunteered Bunny,
following Sjieck's example.

They climbed to the tin roof and repeated

Pinkey's feat of jumping, though neither could

jump quite as far as he had. They jumped
not once, but several times, but none of their

remarks reflecting on the corn-age of the others

could tempt them to change their minds.

By this time it was growing dusk, and all

the boys except Bunny decided that it was
time to go home. Pinkey generously invited

any who could do so to remain and take supper

with him and Bunny, but none were free to ac-

cept theallm"ing invitation. So after filling their

pockets with the remainder of the apples and
e.xtracting from Pinkey a promise to take them
all a-riding on their hand-sleds behind Old
Polly the next day, they departed for home.

Pinkey and Bunny had supper together,

Emma, the maid, taking good care that they

should want for none of the dishes that Pinkey

especially liked. As soon as the meal was
over and her evening work was finished, she

went home for the night, as was her custom,

leaving the two boys alone in tlie house.

They spent the entire evening in Pinkey's

workshop, taking turns making the scroll-saw

hum and turning out wonderful e.xamples of

wall brackets, picture frames and easels and
putting them together.

Bedtime came all too soon, and in spite of

his own inclinations in the matter, Pinkey
decided that they must gtop and go to bed.

He had promised not to stay up late, and there-

fore he must not. Had his mother failed to

mention that point in her instructions, he
would have felt at liberty to stay up an hour or
so longer. So aboutjen o'clock they went to bed.
As might have been expected at that time

of the year, the weather had turned suddenly
warmer in the evening, and it was this change,
coupled with the effect of the afternoon's fun
on the tin roof that was responsible for the

danger lurking above their unconscious heads.
With the rise in temperature came a general

thawing of the snow outside, and as the water
formed by that on the roof sought its way to

the gutters and drain pipes, ill-luck took a
hand in the matter and directed a small part

of it toward a break in the seam between two
sheets of the tin roof of Pinkey's bedroom,
which break had been caused by the ceaseless

tramping over it during the afternoon.

Slowly but steadily, the small stream of

water found its way through the break in the

tin and trickled down on the plastering above
the boys' bed. Gradually it soaked through the
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plastering, spreading as it did so and loosening

the paper on the ceiling. As the paper became
moist, it expanded and as it expanded and
sagged down the space between it and the ceil-

ing became filled with

ice water.

Entirely innocent of

the catastrophe await-

ing them, Pinkey and
Bunny slept peacefully

on while the wall-paper

above them sagged,

lower and lower. At

last it could stretch no

more ; its limit was
reached, but that limit

was sufficient to hold

about two bucketfuls

of freezing cold water.

Suddenly the paper

burst with a dull tear-

ing sound and down
came the frigid deluge

squarely on top of the

sleeping boys.

The shock which
Pinkey and Bunny ex-

perienced can scarcely

be imagined. Each
uttered a piercing

yell and unconsciously

struggled to free him-

self from the covering

of bedclothes. In-

stantly the water rushed

beneath the blankets,

completely soaking

both boys from head
to foot and making the

bed a miniature pond
of ice water.

" What d' you think

you 're trying to do any-

way," shrieked Pinkey,

as soon as he could get

his breath, at the same
time freeing himself

from the entangling

mass of covers about

him.
" What 're you tryin'

drown me for," retorted Bunny, climbing out

of bed over the footboard, " nice way to treat

a fellow when he comes over to stay all night

with you."

Thus accusing each other of playing a mean
trick, the boys began a search for matches.

The room was chilly and in their scant cloth-

ing, drenched to the skin, it seemed that they

had never been so cold in their lives.

.\fter a while Pinkev found a box of

matches but he was shivering so that he could

hardly light the lamp. When he had finally

done so, he looked at Bunny and Bunny
looked at him. They were sorry sights and
neither could see any humor in the situation.

They both cast their eyes upward and there
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they saw the solution to the mystery. 'I'he

three dripping corners of wall paper, hanging
over the bed. told the story of what had be-

fallen them.

"What did it?" inquired Bunny, sadly.
" Water did it, what d' you s'pose," answered

Pinkey.
" Yes, but how did it get there, does the roof

leak?"
" Never did leak before, but it seems to

now."
The steady drip, drip from the eaves to the

ground told them that the snow outside was
melting rapidly, and Bunny made bold to

mention the fact.

" It 's thawing, Pinkey," he said, " and d' you
s'pose otu" tramping around up there this after-

noon had anything to do with making the

roof leak ?"

Pinkev thought for a minute over the possi-

bilities which Bunny's suggestion brought to

mind, and then he said :

—

" I 'm not s'posing anything right now ; I 'm

going to get some dry clothes," and without

further comment he turned to his bureau and
took therefrom enough articles to furnish both

himself and Bunny with dry clothing. He
was not in any mood to discuss the wet-

ting he had received nor to converse about

the probable cause of it.

The boys went to another room, and while

Bunny held the lamp, Pinkey got some dry

blankets. Pinkey had intended to suggest

sleeping there, but some strange noises caused

all such thoughts to leave his mind and together

the boys returned to Pinkey's room, each ex-

periencing a sense of relief as they closed and
locked the door behind them.

The remainder of the night passed slowlv

and none too comfortably. Bunny curled him-

self up on a sofa in the corner and Pinkey

tried to make the best of it in a big rocking

chair. Before long, however, both grew chilly

and got up and dressed themselves fully and
waited for morning to come. They slept a

little more, but very little, and when it began
to grow daylight, all effort toward further

sleep was abandoned.
When Emma came in time to get break-

fast she found both boys up and awaiting her.

To her questions as to why they had risen so

early, they gave indefinite replies, neither

caring to ha\e her laugh at the experience

which to them was anvthing but funny. Bunny

helped Pinkey do his chores but neither cared

to touch on the subject of their mishap, ex-

cept very lightly. Both knew that ii was their

running over the roof that had caused all the

trouble and as Pinkey was entirely to blame
for suggesting it, Bunny knew him well enough
not to remind him of that fact.

After breakfast. Bunny went home and as

soon as he was gone Pinkey climbed up on
the roof again and removed the snow which
remained, thus' putting a stop to the leaking

which had continued until that time.

Before train-time, Pinkey hitched Old
Polly to the sleigh and went to meet his

parents, stopping on the way to engage a
tinner to come and repair the leak in the

roof. He still had most of the hundred
dollars which he had received the previous

winter as a reward for finding the stolen gold

and out of this he intended to pay for the

tinner's services.

He met his father and mother at the sta-

tion, and was complimented for his thought-

fulness. When they arrived home they were
surprised to find how nicely the walks had
been cleaned off, and hopes of forgiveness

for the trouble the clean walks had caused
began to rise in Pinkey's breast.

Mr. Perkins went to his office before the

tinner came and as soon as he had gone,

Pinkey made a complete confession to his

mother concerning the events which had
brought about the untidy condition of his

room.
She could not find heart to scold him, ex-

cept mildly, when she realized how badly he

had fared already, but Pinkey did not feel so

sure that his father would take such a gener-

ous view of the matter.

A\'hen Mr. Perkins came home to dinner, he
was surprised to see the tinner at work on the

roof and lost no time in inquiring the neces-

sity for his presence. When he had heard the

story from Pinkey, with occasional remarks
from Mrs. Perkins which were offered by way
of excuses for her son, he was inclined at

first to be rather severe in spite of the dis-

astrous outcome for Pinkey. But on consid-

ering how completely his son had been pun-

ished already by his night's experience and
that he had done all that could possibly be

done to remedy matters, he decided that any
harshness on his part would add nothing to

a lesson already so dearly learned.



Jimmy the Ghost
(A Story of the Plains)

By Dorothy Jenks

" Father, how did Jimmy the Ghost get his

name ? " I asked.

"I '11 tell you," said the Colonel. And this

is the story he told— of a strange adventure.

One night, last December, I sent Jimmy on

'HE TOOK THE PAPERS, TUCKED THEM IN HIS BOOTS
ROUE OUT INTO THE STORM."

horseback to carry despatches to Captain Lit-

tle. It was snowing hard and the wind was
blowing. I,'

Just as he was 'sttirting out I said to him

:

"Jimmy, I have had re])orts from the scouts

that some bands of Indians under Red Horse

are roaming about between us and Captain

Little. Let me know if you see any."

He took the papers, tucked them in his boots

and rode out into the storm.

He rode along at a brisk trot, following the

trail, and wondering what he

should do when it became cov-

ered with snow.

He had been riding for about

an hour when he suddenly no-

ticed, through the falling snow',

a dark mass on the horizon. It

seemed to be moving slowly in

his direction. At first he thought

it was a herd of buffaloes, but

as it came nearer he saw it was
a party either of Indians or

white men.
What could he do if it proved

to be Indians ? He would be

taken prisoner and the valuable

despatches would be lost, to say

nothing of his life. He glanced

about for a place to hide, but

there was nothing except snow
for miles and miles.

He soon came to a snow-

drift and dismounting crouched

down behind it. The well-

trained horse at the word of

command lay down beside him.

Jimmy unbuttoned his cav-

alry' cloak and threw it over

the horse, so that in case

they should have to stay there

long the animal would not

freeze.

Sheltered from the piercing

wind and from the driving snow
Jimmv for the first time that

night was warm. He was not

to be left long undisturbed, for

soon above the howling of

the wind he heard, drawing nearer, Indian

voices. His danger at once became so im-

minent that he lay on the snow motionless,

scarcely daring to breathe. The voices

grew louder and louder until Jimmy could

hear everything they said. The snow was
436
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very damp and packed easily. He took

out his long knife and pushed the handle

through the snow-drift to the other side,

making a little hole through which he could

see the Indians without being seen by them.

At the head of the line rode the Indian

chief. He was almost a hundretl years old, but

he was more erect than any of his tribe. In

spite of this Jimmy could see he was suffering

intensely from the cold and exposure. When
the head of the column was just opposite

Jimmy it halted, and the Indians began an

earnest consultation as to whether they should

go on to their new cam]) or return to the one

they had left that day. Some were afraid

their chief would die before they could reach

their destination, for the new camp was still

many miles distant. The others said that if

they went back the White Chief and his

soldiers would attack them unprepared and
encumbered with baggage, squaws and chil-

dren. This last argument seemed most
forcible, as the Indians would prefer the death

of their chief to the total annihilation of their

tribe, which might be the result of an attack

now. So the whole column moved slowly

forward.

Jimmy then mounted and rode on. It had

grown so dark that Jimmy took out his com-
pass, but it slipped from his fingers and fell

into the snow. He got down from his horse

and searched for it painstakingly, but in vain

!

. He was lost on the great plains of North
Dakota, in the midst of a terrible snow-storm,

with hostile Indians not far away. He re-

mounted and rode forward, trusting to his

horse's sense of direction to lead him to

Captain Little's camp or home.
He had not gone far when he perceived a

dark line of tents. They appeared so suddenly

from behind a large divide that he was much
startled.

After walking a little nearer, he saw it was

an Indian encampment. Unless he could find

shelter from the snow before night, he and the

horse would surely perish. The camp was in

all probability the one which the Indians had
deserted, and so without further delay he went
toward the camp. He found it empty, and
chose the largest tepee for himself, putting the

horse into the next one. He lit a match and
cautiously entered. There were a few buffalo

robes at one side, a hard dirt floor and some
broken pottery. A huge, hideous-looking

mask hung on the wall. Jimmy was very

tired, so he rolled himself in the buffalo robes

and immediately fell asleep.

After he had slept for about an hour he be-

came conscious of a confused murmuring, at

what seemed some distance. The snow was
frozen on top and Jimmy heard the crunching

of it as the thin crust was broken by many
feet. He lay down and (piickly drew the

skins over him.

Finally the crunching ceaseil, and then a

wild dirge, half chanted, half sung, broke in

upon the strange silence, 'i'he voices of the

savages, harsh and weird, arose upon the still

night air. After the song and echoes had
died away there was a moment's pause. Then
Jimmy heard footsteps coming nearer, nearer,

nearer. Then the flap of the tepee opened,

and two Indians entered with the body of the

old chief, who had indeed perished in the biting

cold. They deposited their burden on the

ground and stood a moment muttering a peti-

tion to the Great Spirit . . . and then with-

drew.

Jimmy crept out from his blankets and ex-

amined the dead chief. He was wrapped in

a blanket ornamented with beads ; his hands
folded on his breast, his fine features calm and
fixed.

In a few minutes one of the Indians returned

and peered into the chief's tepee, but the next

moment he started back with the cry

:

" Mani'ye Itive—Wapagh" (he walks, he

comes, he comes, his spirit), and rushed head-

long into his tent.

The cry alarmed the camp, and the Indians

came pouring out of their wigwams. They
saw standing in the door of the tent what
they took to be the ghost of their chief, wear-

ing a huge, hideous mask I

While they were standing open-mouthed

with wonder and superstitious fear, the figure

spoke:
" Wanma Yanko yo, Wagik miye Wanagh "

(look at me, I am returned, I am the spirit).

" Hoshi hi " (he has come with a message),

murmured the crowd of Indians. "He Tuwe'
cha " (who can it be ?).

" Is it an evil spirit?," they said.

One of the Indians ran for the Pipe of

Peace, which it is their custom to offer any

one whom they think guilty of a crime. If

the suspected person accepts it he is declared

innocent, because they believe he would not

dare to accept it if guilty. The Indian soon

came back with the pipe.

One of the boldest of them took it from

him, and advanced toward the figure, holding

it out at some length, saying :
" Waku' Chan-

ompa " (I give him the pipe). The apparition
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stood motionless. There was a moment's
silence.

" It is an evil spirit," cried the Indians.
" We cannot stay in a haunted camp."
They scattered to their wigwams, shouting

:

" Wahken Wanagh " (mysterious ghost).

"ONK OF THE BOLDEST OF THE INDIANS .'^DV.'^NCED TOWARD THE
FIGURE HOLDING OUT THE PIPE OF PEACE."

They hastily packed up their few belongings
and deserted the camp crying

:

" ^Vahken Wanagh—Wahken \\'anagh."

Captain Little's camp was wrapped in slum-
ber. The sentinel pacing his lonely beat was
the only one awake. The captain had taken
off all the guards but this one, because of the

deep mass of snow and the intense cold.

As the man walked to and fro, he saw at

first nothing but a vast expanse of snow and
the vault of black sky which rose above it.

Hut after one or two rounds he thought he saw
a dark sjieck at a great distance.

At the next round it was bigger and he could
see that it was coming to-

ward him rapidly. H e be-

came alarmed.

He went to the cajitain's

tent, awoke him, and told

him what he had seen.

Little hurried out, spy-

glass in hand. The figure

was now in plain view and
they could see it was on
horseback. It looked ex-

actly like an Indian except
that it had an enormous
head, about four times as

large as usual.

•'Well! What! Why! Just

look ! Of all strange things

!

He lias taken his head ofT!
"

said the captain, the next
minute, astonished in spite

of himself.

Little handed the glass

around and each one .saw

what seemed to be an Indian
riding at full speed, holding
the enormous head in his

hand, and waving it with all

his might.

As the horseman, if .so it

was, drew nearer they could

see he had also a head of

ordinary size on his shoul-

ders. Then they saw him
throw off the large Indian

blanket which he wore, and
he appeared in the dress of

a white scout. Then the

cajitain said :

" Why, It is Colonel Bale's

scout, who is bringing des-

patches."

officers stood anxiouslv awaiting the

scout's arrival.

Jimmy, for it was he, rode up a few minutes
later, delivered the despatches, and then in

answer to numerous eager inquiries told

officers and men of his escape from the Indian
camp.
And from that day to this, he has been

called " limniv the Cdiost."
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THIRD PAPER-" SPOOL PLAYTHINGS"

BY LINA BEARD
" E.MPTV " spools which are of no use to

"grown-ups " and are generally thrown away
contain great possibilities in the way of amuse-
ment for children. You can show the little

ones how to build up the spools in various

ways and how to make charming little toys of

them. It is all so simple and interesting that

your enthusiasm will increase as you experi-

ment, leading you on from one thing to an-

other, until you find vourself enjoying the sport

almost as much as the children themselves. For

instance, quite an imposing suspension bridge

can be built with spools, as is here pictured.

A SUSPENSION BRIDGE.

Figure 1 shows that the piers can be built to

a good height and be solid and substantial.

All that is necessary for the work is a lot of

spools (they need not all be "empty") and
some pieces of pasteboard bo.v.

Stand three large-sized spools together

FIG. I. THF, SUSPENSIO.X BRIDGE.

439
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THE DIMNC TABLE.

forming a triangle with the point turned to face

the opposite pier. This group of three spools

is the foundation of one of the two columns
which together form one pier of the bridge.

About two inches distant and on a line with

the triangle of spools, stand a group of three

more spools, and build up each group into

a column four spools high. Figure 1 shows

how the column should look. Vou will need

two more columns for the opposite pier of the

bridge ; build them as you did the first, and
place the second pier exactly opposite to and
as far from the first as you desire the span

should reach ; say about fourteen inches.

Lay a strip of pasteboard about six inches

wide across from pier to pier, allowing the ends
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to rest on the piers, but not extend beyond the

outside end edges of the piers ; then if your

span is fourteen inches king, cut from a paste-

board box two more strips fourteen inches

long and of the same width as the span ; score

each strip across one end, one inch from the

edge, bend slightly and fit the bent edge of

each strip on one end of the bridge, allowing

the other end of the strip to extend away
from the pier and rest down on the fioor,

forming an incline approach to the bridge

proper as in Fig. 1. When your pasteboard

strips are well settled in place, continue

building up the piers on top of the pasteboard,

making each group of three spools two layers

high ; then build up one spool two layers high

FIG. 4.

on top of each of the four columns.

Complete the archway by spanning the two

columns of each pier with a narrow strip of

stiff white paper bent up into a point at the

center and out into a flap at each end (Fig. 4).

The flaps rest on top of the spools. The
photograph shows how the entire bridge

should look, and in the photograph the chil-

dren will find their old friend, the little lady

from the clothes-pin log-house, who is hurr)'-

ing across the bridge on her way home from

the pasteboard-box grocery store, and follow-

ing in her wake come Mr. Clothespin, the

chauffeur, and Mrs. Clothespin, the storekeeper.

A paper boat, under the bridge would make
the scene more realistic.

A DINING TABLE.

With eight spools and a piece of pasteboard

cut from a box you can help the children

make a fine dining table ; the legs of the

table are four columns of two spools

each, as you see in Fig. 2, and the chairs are

made of spools with bent pieces of card-

board pasted on top. The decorations of

the table are small spools with bright tissue

paper for flowers arranged at the four comers
of the table. The automobile man and the

grocery store keeper, having crossed the bridge

and arrived home, have taken their places at

the table and are ready for their dinner to be

served.

A TREE GARDEN.

Our next photograph shows the cheerful,

sunshiny garden where flowers and trees of

paper and spools form the little park where

the clothes-pin people go for recreation.

The trees are easy to make and are very

effective ; they are simply strips of paper

rolled hke a paper-lighter with the large ends

stuck into spools. Cut a strip of green

tissue paper fifteen inches long and five wide

;

then cut one third of the strip narrow, about

one inch wide, and fringe the remaining two
thirds (Fig. 5). With the thumb and first

finger of your right hand begin to roll the

corner as shown at A (Fig. 5). Continue

rolling and the fringe, which forms the foliage,

will stand out on the outside of the rolled

part or trunk of the tree. When you reach

the solid narrow part

of the paper strip, it

fwill roll into a smooth,

round stick, forming

the lower part of the

tree trunk. Paste the

last wrapped corner of

the paper roll in place

and clip the tree-trunk

off even across the bot-

tom edge ; then press it

into the hole in the

center of an empty
spool of ordinary size,

and there 's your tree !

You can vary the foli-

age by crimping the

P,P_ g fringe with knife or

scissors before the strip

is rolled into a tree and by having the fringe

of some much longer than that of others. If

you use different tones, tints, and shades of

green, running from very light to dark, and
make a lot of them varying in height, the

trees will look very pretty and they can form

a jungle where the children may place their
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toy wild animals ; or the trees might be a

playground or a grove where dolls can go for

a picnic.

Newspaper will do for trees if you Tiave no
tissue paper, but the colored trees are prettiest

and make a variety.

In the photograph of the group of trees

you will see a number of pots of flowers. The
flowers are disks and squares of different

bright-colored tissue paper, each one with its

center pinched together and twisted into a

stem-like piece (Fig. 6) which is pushed down
into a buttonhole twist spool. Around some
of the bushes a smaller square of green may
be used for foliage.

The children could make an extensive

A ROLLING SLED.

FIG. 7. OUTLINE OF THE ROLLING SLED.

flower garden by using a great number of

these short, flat .spools and bits of gay tissue

paper, and they will delight in arranging and
rearranging the pretty toys.

Make a sled of the shape of (Fig. 7) of stiff

cardboard— the lid of a pasteboard box will

do— cut it out and pierce two small holes

on each of the sides at the spots indicated on

s3
I Ifi, 8. THE ROLLING SLLIi.

Fig. 6 ; then insert two empty spools under
the top of the sled between the holes corres-

ponding on the two sides of the sled. Run
wooden toothpicks or slender sticks through
holes and spool, allowing the toothpick to

project outside on eacli side of the sled. As
caps to hold the toothpicks in place, slide a

small button-mold over each end of both

toothpicks. If the hole in the mold is rather

large, fill it with glue or strong paste, then

slide it on the stick. Allow the glue to dry

before experimenting with the sled. When
perfectly dry the little sled will be strong and
serviceable, and will go with great speed

down the incline of the bridge and half way
across the room, if the bridge is on the floor.

The dotted line on Fig. 8 shows just where
the ends of the spools come on the inside

of the bent-down sides of the sled.

A Kindergarten Orator

By Julia H. May

I WOULD like to speak.

But I don't know how ; .

So I '11 stop right here,

And make mv bow.



A VAUDEVILLE PERFORMANCE IN FAIRY-LAND.

"Will They Dare"
(See Frontispiece)

By F. S.

To-day the sheep dog is a permanent fixture

in the western states. He has shown himself

to be almost as necessary to the development

of this portion of our country, as the cow pony

has proved to be during the last forty or fifty

years.

Night and day. in summer heat and in

winter's cold, the sheep dog is on duty,— the

guardian and champion of his charges. Big

and staunch of build, well furred to withstand

cold and rain, with an especially heavy collar

of woolly hair in winter to protect his neck

from the fangs of savage neighbors, and pos-

sessed of a brain capable of reasoning out the

problems that confront him each day, he is

indeed well fitted for the part he has to play.

The dog shares with his master a life some-

what akin to that of the lighthouse keeper.

An ocean of hot, moving grass in summer, an

infinite expanse of cheerless rolling white in

winter is the only world he knows.

When roaring north winds bring snow and

ice to his domain, the sheep dog's tasks are

doubled. Winter is always a season of famine

among the people of the wild,— a time when
gaunt, famishing vi-olves venture down from

the hills to ravage the flocks. They make

quick, bold forays into the corrals, and de-

fence of the sheep depends almost solely on

the dog. A wolf and he are evenly matched
in weight and strength, but the dog battles

with the courage which a mother animal will

display when defending her young. Shoulder

against shoulder, fang to fang, they slash and
cut, till the death of one, or the arrival of the

sheep-herder puts an end to the combat.

Often a ewe will wander away from the

flock with her lambkin, and it is the dog's duty

to search them out, and stand guard till his mas-

ter may come to lead them back to a place of

safety. If a band of timber wolves happen
on the lonely trail, om- dog's fight will be a

short one, for they are strong and savage

fighters and would quickly overpower him.

The smaller and more cowardly prairie wolves,

or coyotes, shown in this month's frontispiece,

hesitate to attack at any time ; only courage

that comes with numbers will send them to

their prey.

And even when his loyal fighting brings the

dog close to death, the affectionate pat of his

master's hand or a kind word will be his only

reward. Yet this, after all, is the dearest desire

of his honest, faithful, loving heart.



" ' THIS ACORN TAKE
AS GL'ERDOX FOR YOl'R KINDLY DEED.'



By Mildred Howells

A goose-girl, so traditions tell,

Tending her feathered flock alone

Beside an ancient wishing-well,

Once met a wrinkled crone.

Baffled, she held its value small

Until the heralds, far and wide.

Proclaimed the Prince would give a ball

At which to choose his bride.

A draught the beldame begged her draw,

The maid complied, when, vision strange!

Into a fairy bright she saw
The aged good-wife change.

Who smiling said, " This acorn take

As guerdon for your kindly deed,

For it shall help you if you break

Its shell in hour of need."

Then vanished ; but the maid, though kind.

Was curious, so with a pin

She pierced the nut at once, to find

But emptiness within.

"What need," she thought, " could be more dire.

Than mine to go?-" so broke the nut,

Whose shell disclosed complete attire

Fit for a Princess; but—

,

Straight through each breadth of raiment rare.

Just where her prying pin-point went.

The goose-girl found, to her despair.

There showed a hopeless rent.

In vain the maid, to overcome
Her pin's fell work, her needle plied,

For while .she wrought and wept at home
The prince picked out his bride.

Alas that every future goose

So sacrificed should be.

By yielding to an idle mood
Of curiosity.



Hans the Innocent

Written and Illustrated by M. I. Wood

Once upon a time there was a woman called

Mrs. Stockchen and she had a son named Hans.
They lived together in a little cottage and they

had a hen and a cow.

One morning Mrs. Stockchen said to her son :

" Hans, my dear, will you take Cowslip, the cow,

to pasture, and remember not to be late for

supper." " Very well," said Hans, and he took

up his stick and started for the field.

The sun was very hot when he got there, and
seeing a row of five shady trees, he lay down
underneath them and fell asleep in two seconds.

He snored with his mouth open. Cowslip had
been watching him and when she saw his eyes

close, she said, " Now ! here 's my chance !
" and,

jumping over the fence, she ran away.

Hans stopped snoring and awoke at supper-

time. He looked for Cowslip, but she had dis-

appeared; he ran about calling for her, but she

did not come ; and at last he went home to his

mother with a very sad face and said: "Oh,
mother, Cowslip ran away while I was asleep.

I have looked for her and cannot find her any-
where."

" You lazy, careless, naughty, careless,

naughty, lazy Boy !

" cried Mrs. Stockchen.
" You have left my poor cow wandering all

alone. She will lose her way in the dark. Just

you go and find her this instant. You will get

no supper till you bring her back, or my name
is not Matilda Maria!"

Mrs. Stockchen had grown quite scarlet with

rage and she shook the soup-ladle at her son to

make him go faster. It was getting quite dark

by the time Hans reached the field again and
nowhere did he see any trace of the cow. He
did not know in what direction she had gone,

so he walked round and round the field, feeling

very miserable.

Just as ID o'clock was striking, Cowslip
stepped out from behind a tree, and kneeling at

Hans's feet, said in a choking voice, " I am really

very sorry, Hans." "Well," said Hans, " I am'
sorry too, but let us get home now." So they

set out, tired and rather cross.

But when they came within sight of the light

in their own cottage -window, they met two

soldiers who stopped them, and asked what

they were doing out so late. " We 're just go-

ing home," said Hans. " Why," said the soldiers

"you ought to have been there two hours ago."
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"Well, I couldn't help it," said Hans, "this He knocked oft" his hat in doing so, but then

cow ran awaj^ and I had to fetch her before go- Hans did n't care about a little thing like that,

ing home to supper."

"Boy!" said the soldiers, "you are not

speaking the truth, you have stolen the cow, and
you are very impertinent as well. We will

take you to prison."

They tied a rope round Hans's neck and

another round the cow's, and took them to

prison. They put Hans into a dungeon full of

horrid creatures, but they let poor Cowslip wan-
der about in the fields outside.

One morning when Hans was crying because
the door w^as locked and because the window
bars looked so strong. Cowslip heard him. She
came up beside the window, and standing on
her hind-legs she peeped in and said, " Hans,
my dear master, do you think that if I tried to

knock down the wall with my horns, you could
get out?" "I will tr)'," said Hans. It was
rather hard work for Cowslip, but at last she

made a big enough hole and Hans leaped out.

He jumped on her back, and away they

went, over fallen trees, stones, ditches, hedges.

everything. They came in sight of the cottage

at last, and the sound of their approach caused

Mrs. Stockchen to look out of the window.
When she saw who it was she fairly jumped for

joy and she rushed out at once to meet them.

Hans fell into his mother's arms. And they

all lived happily ever afterward.



At the County Fair in the Congo

FARMER HIPPO: "COME NOW, I 'VE BOUGHT MY TICKET, AND YOU MUST LET
ME GO UP WITH YOU i

"

"A Word to the Wise"
By Louise M. Laughton

Little owlet in the glen

I 'm ashamed of you
;

You are ungrammatical
In speaking as you do.

You should say, "To wlioni! To 7vlioi)i!
"

Not, "To ivlio! To who!"

Your small friend, Miss Katy-did,

May be grtv//, 't is true,

But you never hear /u-r say

"Katy A>/ She do/"

448



How Knives Cut
G. H. Claudy

With plioto-micrographs by tlie author

What makes a sharp knife cut, and a dull one

hard to use ? At first glance it would seem
that the thinner the sharp edge, the easier the

knife would cut, and in a measure, this is so,

yet there are exceptions. If you want to

carve a roast of meat and areotifered the choice

of a sharp carving knife or a sharp razor, ob-

viously you will choose the former. Yet the

naked eye can see that the edge of the carving

knife is much thicker than that of the razor.

When you come to the bone, it is not a knife,

no matter how sharp, that you want, but a saw,

as saws have very thick edges, provided with

teeth.

Another puzzle,—why, after a jien-knife is

carefully sharpened on a stone, will it some-

times hold its edge for a long time and, again,

get dull in a day ?

Almost without further words, the little

pictures answer these questions, once you
know what they are. They are photograplis

of knife edges, taken through a powerful mi-

croscope, which has magnified the edge so

much that it no longer seems a smooth edge
but a rough, irregular saw. And that is the

secret,—knives, no matter how carefully

sharpened, are little saws; the grinding away of

the steel, done by the stone, is not an even work,

but when the edge gets thin, is a process of

tearing away tiny bits of steel by the grit of the

stone. This tearing makes the teeth. A fine

stone makes fine teeth, a coarse stone coarse

teeth. A carving knife, used on meat, is

sharpened on a coarse stone or a steel, and has

coarse teeth, although its edge is thick. Its

action in parting the meat is more that of a

saw than a fine wedge. No matter how soft it

may be, it will not cut easily unless it is drawn
over the meat and not simply pressed down.
A razor, however, with its paper-like edge, will

cut into flesh with a simple pressure—it is a

wedge dividing the fibres of flesh just as a

wedge of iron divides the fibres of the log it

splits. But a razor is a saw, too, only, as it

is ground on the finest stones and later finished

with a leather strap, its teeth are very fine in-

deed,—hundreds and hundreds to the inch of

blade. In the original photo-micrograph, as I

made it, the bit of razor which was under the lens

was only one one-hundredth of an inch across,

and you can count as many as twenty-five irreg-

ular teeth in this space. Here, also, is the ex-

VoL. XXXIV.—57 4

planation of what some people consider a

fancy,—that one razor will cut better on a cer-

tain beard than another equally sharp. Ob-
viously, the tougher the beard, the finer the

teeth must be to cut without " pulling," and a
"pulling" razor is one which has teeth too
coarse for the hair it aims to shave.

When you sharpen a jack-knife on a grind-

stone and finish it up on an oil-stone, you have
a sharp edge for a while—for a loii^::; while, if

you have done the job rightly. But if you have
ground with the blade very flat on the stone

and the edge is, consequently, very thin indeed
near its edge, you will probably have made
what boys call a " wire-edge." One of the
photographs shows this wire-edge. The steel

has been cut into little saw teeth, it is true, but
they are so thin that they break easily—how
thin the steel is can be guessed from the little

holes in the edge which have been torn by
some extra large and sharp piece of grit in the

stone. A wire edge is very sharp, for a short

time, but the teeth break oft" with every use of
the knife and, before you know it, only a jagged

Till-; EDGE OK A NEWLY-IIONEU RAZOK-BLADE.
(Greatly Masnified.)

edge is left, which is neither sharp nor smooth.
Don't hold a knife flat on the stone—hold it

at an angle so that from an eighth to a quarter of
an inch of blade is being ground and when you
put it on the oil stone, hold at the same angle.
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This will give just as fine teeth, but they

will be thicker at their base than those made

A PROPERLY SHARPENED PEN-KNIFE.

the Other way—they will not break off so

quickly and consequently the knife will stay

sharp longer and may be given harder usage.

A saw, such as is used on wood, may be taken

as an exaggerated knife. When you see a car-

penter cut across the grain he -takes a finer

toothed saw than when he rips with the grain.

Across the grain, he meets with the resistance

of the fibres, which catch in the teeth ; 7vi//i

the grain there is less of this action and a

coarser tooth can be used with better results.

Knives are just the same,—a knife may be very
sharp for some work and very dull for others

—

for instance, the carver and the razor for the
meat cutting referred to at the beginning. The
carver is sharp for the meat, where much pres-

sure and little resistance are to be found, but
imagine trying to shave with one! Hair is

very tough, indeed, and, where so little pressure

can be used, as in shaving, the sharpest kind of a

knife is required—which means only with the

very finest and thinnest kind of teeth.

Have you ever cut yourself with a piece of

paper ? The edge of a piece of glazed paper
looks much like that of a knife under the micro-

scope. Of course, the little teeth have not the

strength of steel, but if the edge of the paper is

drawn swiftly over the finger without much
pressure, that peculiar property of matter called

inertia comes into play, and the tender teeth

have cut the flesh before they are broken. The
same property it is which allows a candle to be
shot through a one-inch plank, or permits a
bullet to pass through a pane of glass without
shattering it, leaving only a clean, round hole.

I wish I had space to show you some photo-

micrographs of the knives of insects ; certainly

they carry knives, some of them. The horse-

fly, for instance, has a ferocious set of lances

and, compared to them, a razor is as a saw to a
pocket-knife. The little teeth made by nature

are so small, so even and so sharp, it is no
wonder that the little insect can easily cut (bite)

his victims, without needing more pressure than
his tiny weight easily affords.

' WIRE EDGE ON A POCKET-KNIFE.
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A STORY FOR VERY LITTLE FOLK TO READ. NO WORD IN IT HAS
MORE THAN FOUR LETTERS

By A. L. Sykes

"I WANT to do just as I like," said Tiny Hare to his Mama one day

ran to the door of his home.
" What do you want to do, my dear?" she said.

"I do not know, but I want to do just as I Hke," said Tiny Hare.
' You may run out a wee bit of a

way, and run and jump and play in

the sun," said his Mama.
"I do not want to run and jump

and play. I want to do just as I hke,"

said Tiny Hare.

"You may eat the good food that

you can hnd near our home," said his

Mama, " but if you go far MAN may
get you, or DOG may eat you, or

HAWK ma)' fly away with you."
••

I do not want to eat the good
food that I can see here. I want to

do just as I like."

Papa Hare then said very low and
deep. " lVha( do you want to do, my
son ?

"

" I do not know," said Tiny Hare,

"but I want to do just as I like."

Then said Papa Hare, "Do not

wake me from my nap any more now.

and when the bie moon is high in

, as he

"SOON M.^N CAME BY."
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"HE SAW

HAWK FAR UP IN THE SKY.

the sky, and it is just like day, I will take you far out in

the wood, and you may run and jump and play and eat,

and be very safe, for MAN will be in his home, and
DOG in his, and HAWK in hers."

" I do not want to go out in the wood, and run and
jump and play when the moon is high in the sky. I

want to do just as I like."

" Do not wake me," said Papa Hare, and he shut his

eyes and put his ears down.
"Come here," said Mama Hare, "and

a tale of the cold time of the j-ear

when snow is over bush and tree and
our o-Qod food, and what came to the

hare who did just as his Mama told

him not to. -Step, step, step in the

snow he went till he came to the Red
Fire, and— "

" I do not want to hear the tale," said

Tiny Hare. " I want to do just as Hike."
" Do not wake me from my nap,

then," said his Mama, and she shut

her eyes and put her ears down.

Just then Tiny Hare saw^ a Wind Ball roll b)-. A W'ind Ball is the part

of one kind of a weed that is left when the weed does not grow any more,

and it is dry and like wool, and it can roll like a ball, and fly as fast as a bird.

" I can run as fast as you," said Tiny Hare. " I can do just as I like, and
I want to get you."

On went the Wind Ball, roll, roll, roll, and on went Tiny Hare, leap, leap,

leap. Just as he was near it, the W'ind
Ball rose into the air, and flew like a

bird, and on went Tiny Hare, jump,
jump, jump. Roll and fly, roll and
fly went the Wind Ball, and leap and
jump, leap and jump went Tiny Hare
till he was not able to run any more,

and his feet were sore. He lay down
to rest, but soon MAN came by, and
Tiny Hare ran into a hole in a tree,

and now how he did \\\^\\ that he w-as

at home !

By and by he came out to try to

hunt for his home, and DOG came by,

and Tiny Hare ran into a hole in a

wall, and how he did wish he was at

By and by he came out to try to hunt for his home, and he ran,

and he ran, and he ran ! And, by and by, he saw HAWK far up in the

sky, and Tiny Hare ran into a bush, and how he rf'/fl^ wish he was at home.

y**'.

'DOG CAME BY, AND TINY HARE
RAN INTO A HOLE."

home
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By and by he came out to tr\- to hunt for liis homc!, and Wind Iiall went
by once more.

"I can't get you, and 1 don't want to," said Tiny Hare, but the wind was
low, and Wind Ball went roll, roll, roll, slow, slow, slow, and Tiny Hare
went with it, limp, limp, limp, and by and by he saw his home. Tiny Hare
ran as fast as a hare with lame feet can run, and soon he went in and lav

down in the home by his Mama.
" I have not been good, Mama," he said ver)' low in her ear in a way that

a tiny hare has.

" Be good now, then," she said.

" I want to," said Tiny Hare, and then he said, " Do not wake me," and
he shut his e)-es, and put his ears down, and they all took a nap.

POOR. PATIF.NT ROVER ! WON'T SOMEBODY SAY "SPEAK!" SO HE CAN HAVE
TllF. I.I'MP OF Sl'O AR ?
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held in every baby's hand, five in one and five

in the other and be the baby ever so poor yet

he always has these ten playthings because,

yon know, he brings them with him.

But all babies do not know how to play

with them. They find out for themselves a

good many ways of playing with them but

here are some of the ways that a baby I used

to know got amusement out of his.

The very first was the play called " Ta-ra-

chese "
( Ta-rar-cheese ). It is a Dutch word

and there was a little song about it all in Dutch.

This is the way the baby I knew would play

it when he was a tiny little fellow.

His Mamma would hold her hand up and
move it gently around this way ( Fig. i ) sing-

ing "Ta-ra-chese, ta-ra-chese!" Baby would

look and watch awhile, and presently his little

hand would begin to move and five little play-

things would begin the play— dear, sweet little

chubby pink fingers— for I think you have

guessed these are every baby's playthings.

How glad Mamma is to find that her baby

has learned his first lesson!

Then he must learn," Pat-a-cake, pat-a-cake

Baker's man," ( Fig. 2 ) and " How big is

baby?" "So Big!"
And here are some other ways by which a

little sister's fingers may amuse the baby.
" This the church and this is the steeple, Open

the gates— there are all the good people."

{ Fig. 3 )

"Chimnev sweep — Oho! oho! Chimney
sweep! "

{ Fig. 4 )

" Put vour finger in the bird's nest. The
bird is n't home." ( Fig. 5 )

And then when the little finger is poked in,

a sly pinch is given by a hidden thumb and

babv is told, " The birdie has just come home !

"

i
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But you mustn't pinch hard, of course,

just enough to make baby laugh at

~ being caught.

/ And then there is the play of " Two men
sawing wood— onelittle boy picking up chips."

{ Fig. 6 ) The two finger men are moved up
and down and the httle boy finger works busily.

Everybody knows the rhyming finger-play :

" Here 's my Father's knives and forks, (Fig. 7)
" Here 's my Mother's table. (Fig. 8)
• Here 's my Sister's looking-glass, ( Fig. 9)
Ami Iiere 's the baby's cradle." ( Fig. 10 )

.\nother play is a little act in which three

persons are supposed to take part, and it has

come down from the old times of long ago.

The middle finger is the Friar. Those on
each side of him touch each other and make
the door, the little finger is the Lady and the

thumb is the Page. ( Fig. 11)

The Friar knocks at the door.

Friar. "Knock, Knock, Knock!"
Pdgt-. " Somebody knocks at the door

!

Somebody knocks at the door!"
Lady. " Who' is it? Who is it?"

Page. ( Going to door) "Who is it? Who
is it?"

Friar. " A Friar, a Friar."

Page. " A Friar, Ma'am, a Friar, Ma'am."
LaJy. "What does he want? What does

he want?"
Page. "What do you want, Sir? What do

you want, Sir?"

Friar. " I want to come in. I want to come
in."

Page. " He wants to come in, Ma'am.
He wants to come in."

Lady. "Let him walk in. Let him walk in."

Page. "Will you walk in, Sir? Will you
walk in?"

So in he pops and takes a seat.

When each player is supposed to speak he

or she must move gently, bending forward and
back and when the Friar is invited to enter,

the door must open only just far enough to

let him " pop in."

These are only some of the plays with which
the baby I knew used to be amused ; but they
will suggest others to parents and older brothers

and sisters. The baby cannot make all of these

things himself but he will be quite as much
interested when they are made by older hands.



ENGLISH SPARROWS
IN THE SNOW-COVERED BRAN

A PINE TREE.
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The birds are all social and gregarious in winter,
and seem drawn together by common instinct.

—

John Burroughs.

WHERE BIRDS SLEEP IN WINTER.
In zero weather, when the night is pitch

dark and there is a piercing wind driving a

biting snow, perhaps you have wondered, as I

have, to think how the httle wild birds could

manage to sleep and not freeze, nor be covered
up with the snow.

One stormy, winter night, while walking
through Central Park, New York City, I partly

answered the question. A branch of a large

pine tree swung close to, and a little above, a
street lamp. The branch and its twigs were
quite free from snow, the dense leaves or

"needles" forming a roof above them and
catching the snow which had quickly filled up
the spaces between the slender leaves. Here
and there, under the most cozy-looking of the

leaf-clusters, was a little group of English

sparrows looking as comfortable as could be.

They were somewhat disturbed by my pausing
to watch them, and a few left to find a perch
on some higher branch. Probably there were
scores of these sparrows in this tree ; for I was

able to examine only the branch near the light.

^\'ho knows but that every pine in the park,

and many a one in the woods as well, is a

very tenement for the birds ?

Edmund J. Sawyer.

THE MOUSE-FISH " OR
FISH."

SARGASSUM

The sea-weed that drifts in scattered masses
everywhere on the surface of the ocean, some-
times in mere handfuls, or again, as in the
" Sargasso Sea " covering hundreds of square

miles, is now and then brought on board ship,

perhaps by an accidental sweep of the deck
bucket, and furnishes a surprise to the pas-

senger who mav be curious enough to e.x'amine

it.

Each little cluster of this gulf-weed is likely

to have its colony of living creatures, and fishes,

crabs, shrimps, and shells may at times be

found amongst the leaves. The " Mouse-fish
"

pictured in the next column, is quite abundant
there, and sprawls awkwanlly about, using its

broad fins curiously like hands, showing little

disposition to swim as do other fishes, evqn

when placed in water free from sea-weed.

456
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This fish {Fierophryiie) is a member of a

group of a highly colored and curiously

marked family, called the Anteuitar'idac-, wliich

prefer the environment of the protecting sea-

weed, and find abundant food in their fellow

passengers in their drifting, floating home.

Their colors, closely matching the weed,

and the streaming antennae-like appendages

which distinguish them, make these flsh very

hard to detect amongst the leaves (unless some
movement betrays them), and no doubt give

them safety from possible enemies. They
may be driven for thousands of miles over the

seas by the currents and winds, and remain

unconscious of the extent of their travels un-

til some chance takes them into colder waters

and kills the sea-weed and its httle group of

inhabitants.

The fish from which our drawing was made
was captiu-ed by one of the naturalists of the

expedition of the Baltimore Geographical So-

ciety to the Bahama Islands, in the summer of

pan or a pail may be used, if a pond is not

within convenient reach.

The crystals may be easily seen in these

conditions, but to photograph them has been

THE MOL'SE FISH.

1903. It measures only three inches and the

largest of the group rarely reach more than

six or seven inches.

A. H. Baldwin.

ICE CRYSTALS : THEIR FORMATION AND
GROWTH.

While all ice is composed of crystals, they

are usually so completely fused together that

they become invisible, although they are beau-

tiful in appearance and interesting in their

formation and increase. To see these pro-

cesses, a good plan is to place a large looking-

glass under the water when it is beginning to

freeze. The mirror reflects the light from the

sky, and forms a background against which the

crystals may be seen by the naked eye. A
Vol. XXXIV.—5S-W.

FIG. I. THE BEGINNING FIG. 2. "LIKE BE.-\UTI-

OF .VN ICE CRYST.^L. FULLY BRANCHING CORAL."

difficult until recently, with our improved

apparatus. In general they, hke snow crystals,

tend to produce six points or rays, yet even

here there is a great variety of shape, six or

seven different types having been observed.

Once formed, they grow by attracting to

themselves the water particles (molecules) that

immediately surround them.

When first formed ihey are tiny things, flat-

tened, and hardly thicker than paper. These

usually start at the edges of the receptacle as

lance-iike outgrowths, but they soon branch

and become scalloped. It is interesting to

watch these lances slowly shoot outward, but

still more fascinating to study those produced

later within the free water. These first appear

as small, round discs, or as needles, afterward

passing through the more complex stages, to

become stars or hexagons, or to assume other

symmetrical shapes.

The most beautiful period of their existence

is the "ice flower" stage, when they show six

petal-like projections (Fig. 6).

The needle-like crystals grow by the forma-

FIG. 3- GERM
CRYSTALS.

FIG. 4. GERM
CRYSTALS GROWING

.\T THE EDGES.

tion of scallops and branches along both edges,

sometimes only on one side, when they develop

into a horseshoe shape (Fig. 1).

Other types become like beautifully branch-
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ing coral (Fig. 2). It wdiilil be interesting to

know the cause of these changes, but it is use-

less to guess. We can only admire and
wonder. Much is to be learned in this de-

ne 6. THE C0MP1,RTEI>
" ICE FLOWER."

rIG. 5. THE PUOGUESS IN
THE GROWTH AT Tllli

EDGES.
The si.x snow-crystal photographs are by W. A. Bentley.

partment of study by observation and experi-

ment.

Fig. 3 may be called germ crystals, since

they are the first formed of several types.

Fig. 4 shows the germ growing at the margins.

Fig. 5 is the same still further developed.

Fig. 6 is a beautiful form of "ice flower,"

already mentioned.

The subject is an attractive one, and may be

commended to those who are interested in

the study of natural objects, especially of those

that are not often seen, until the attention is

drawn to them by some person more familiar

with the hidden things of our beautiful world.

PHOTOGRAPHING THE STARS.

It is an easy matter merely to photograph
stars. No elaborate or expensive apparatus

is required. The trouble is to picture them

as points and not as streaks, for as the earth

rotates it carries the photographic apjiaratus

with it, and the light from the star makes a

line, while the astronomer wants a point. He
must therefore devise a machine that will

counteract the movement of the earth, and so

keep the light steadily in the same place on
the plate. Elaborate clockwork must turn

the lens "backwards" to keep it on the star,

and at the same rate as that at which the

earth moves " forward."

The mere act of photographing is not nuich

more difficult than a short exposure out of the

window of a moving car.

THE STARS GROUPED AROUND THE POLE STAR APPEAR
IN THE PHOTOGRAPH .\S .\RCS OF CIRCLES.

OTHER ST.VRS APPEAR IN THE PHUTOGRAI'II
AS NEARLY STRAIGHT LINES.

An astronomer at the great Yerkes Observa-

tory at Williams Bay, Wisconsin, says that,

" Many of the most important results of

astronomv . . . have been deri\-ed from the

use of an t)rdinary camera with just such a

lens as is found in the possession of thousands

of amateur photographers. If we take an

ordinary camera and point it on a clear night

toward the North Pole, it will be found after

an exposure of one or two hours that the

stars which lie near the pole have drawn arcs

of circles upon the plate. This is due to the

fact that the earth is rotating upon its axis at

such a rate as to cause every star in the sky

to appear to travel through a complete circle

once in twenty-four hours."

Our earth rotates, like a top, within the

celestial sphere on which stars are scattered

in every direction. A pin on the side of the

top would by its revolution make a straight
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scratch on an object held near it. A scries

of pins upward along the curved side would
make a series of circles in one revolution or

more.

I hope that some of our readers (especially

those having a camera with a lens admitting

much light) will try this on a clear, moonless

night. Let the exposure be for at least tive

minutes if the camera is pointed overhead,

and for at least one hour if directed toward
the Pole Star. The camera may be left out

all night if pointed at the pole, but must be
taken in just before daylight. The longer

the exposure the longer the star " scratches."

Develop the plate as long as possible.

A PLANT THAT AIMS ITS WEAPONS.
Dr. K. G. Le.witt has been studying the

thorns of the common red-berried thorn-tree,

known to scientists as Cni/iri^iis Crus-^:^ii//l.

He counted all the thorns on many branches

and found that there were many more pointing

downward than upward. On some branches

nearly all were pointed downward. He found

that the thorns started out about equally in

number on the upper and lower sides (as do
buds), but nearly all the thorns on the upper

side curved downward more and more as they

grew in length. This he regards as a note-

worthy fact. In an extended article in " The
Plant World" he says :

" Very few shoots, in normal plants, turn

their points downward. None of the shoots of

Crataegus do so except the thorns; and it is

The thorns are evident defenses against those

animals which in a wild state feed, or formerly

fed, upon the leaves— pricking their noses, lips.

TWIG OF THORN-TREE.
Shows most thorns pointing downward

very singular and interesting to find that these

branches, so highly modified in form, . . . differ

from all the other branches of the tree in their

physiology.
" What, then, is the usefulness to the tree of

the strong downward trend of these spurs?

The answer is doubtless to be found in the

browsing habits of certain foes of Crataegus.

THE COW ATTACKS THE TWIG FROM UNDER SIDE.

(Thus the twig is best protected.)

Both cuts on this page are from "The Plant World."

and tongues. But why should dowii-pointhig

thorns be better than others ? The Her-
bivorse whose depredations were of old the
' reason ' for the existeiice of the thorns in

Crataegus and allied plants were members of

the Bovidae and Cervidas— the ox and the deer

tribes. We may, therefore, perhaps get the

information we want from the domestic cow.

If we watch her as she feeds, we at once see

how important a part the tongue plays in

securing food. While the horse seizes his food

with his lips, the cow, on the other hand, con-

stantly makes use of the tongue in grazing. It

shoots out from right to left and with a quick,

sweeping, circular motion draws the grass in.

If a handful of clover is held toward a hungry

cow, she will reach for it with extended tongue

which, if necessary, may be protruded several

inches beyond the muzzle. The tip curves

around the desired food and the rough surface

helps to hold it. From constant use the tongue

becomes a strong and adept organ of prehen-

sion. Now note that in browsing, when such an

object as the depending branch of a tree is

sought, the protruded tongue curves upward,

and the branch is seized from beneath, as

shown in the illustration above. This is the

habit of the deer, as well as of the ox, kind ; and
this observation makes it plain that the ten-

dency of the spurs is a nice adaptation to their

protective function with a view to the foes to

be feared and the quarter from which attack is

to be expected.
" It is not unreasonable to surmise that Iiad

the browsing animals of northern temperate

regions— the home of Crataegus— been of the

horse kind, then the spurs of our plant would

have pointed at all angles indifferently."
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SWINGS ITS TAIL LIKE A PENDULUM.
C. William Beebe, Curator of Ornithology
at the New York Zoological Park, in his i scent

book, " Two IJird-Lovers in Mexico," gives

THE MOTJIOT SWINGING ITS TAIL LIKE A PENDULUM.

(Illustration used by courtesy of HoughtOD, Mifflin & Co.)

the following interesting account of the Mexi-
can motmot or pendulum bird :

—

The most remarkable characteristic of the birtJ is its

long tail, which is greenish blue in cole, while the

two central tail-feathers, longer than the others, are

bare of barbs for about an inch of their length, each

feather ending in a full-veined racket. The strange

thing about this ornament is the fact that it is produced
by the bird itself. When the young birds attain their

full plumage, the elongated pair of feathers in the tail

are perfect from base to tip. Guided apparently by
some instinct, each motmot begins to pick and pick at

these feathers, tearing off a few b.arbs at a time with its

bill. This is kept up until the tail is in the condition

which is shown in the photograph, and at each succeed-

ing moult the process is repeated The real

cause of the habit would be a most interesting one to

solve. In some of the birds which we saw the process

had just begun, only a few barbs being torn away. . . .

.... The motmot has a curious pendulum motion of

its tail— from side to side, and, more rarely, up and
down. When the bird blends so perfectly with its sur-

roundings that the eye f.iils to locate it, the horizontal

swing of its tail marks it out. This is not a true pen-

dulum motion, as the tail snaps to the highest point,

and is held there for a moment before being jerked to

the opposite side.

THE BOY OR THE DOG?
On page 113.3 of Nature and Science for

October, 1906, was an inquiry as to the " foot

of some small animal " found in a Boston
street. It was identified as the foot of a
woodchuck. A prize was offered for the most
reasonable and interesting imaginative story

on the subject, " How the Woodchuck's Foot
Went to Boston." All of the letters received

were "interesting"—some surprisingly so!—
but not all were " reasonable." From the let-

ters that filled both conditions the two follow-

ing seem to the editor of about equal interest

and originality, and in both respects a little

better than the others. Om- readers may take

their choice between the two letters. An in-

teresting book, the prize offered, has been
sent to each of the two writers.

GEORGE DROPPED IT.

BooNTON, New Jersey.
I"iEAR St. Nicholas: Once there was an old trapper

\\lio lived in the Adirondacks. Nobody knew his

name or his history. Tliey just called him "Sam."
He was about six feet tall, with sandy hair. He lived

in an old, dilapidated cabin up in the woods, earning

liis living by trapping, and serving as a guide to the

guests of the hotel not far away.

One day he made the acquaintance of a small boy,

liy the name of George Vanderhoof, who was staying

for tlie suruner at the hotel. This singular friendship

lasted all summer. One day Sam was going around
to look at his traps when George appeared, and went
along.

"Going away to-morrow," remarked George by
way of making conversation. Sam said nothing. So"n
they came to where three traps were set by a stumj'.

I'w.- vere unsprung, but one had the foot of some
aniuiUi.

"Woodchuck," grunted Sam. "Here, George,
want it ?

"

The next day George went home taking his wood-
chuck's foot with him in his hand, as his mother de-

cLared she " could never put that nasty thing in the

trunk." While crossing the street George wns
frightened by some horses and dropped the wood-
chuck's foot. He afterward looked, but did not find it.

Robert William.s (age ii years).

the dog ran off with it.

Sawkill, Pennsylvania.
Dear St. Nicholas : In the city of Boston lives a

taxidermist, who delights in collecting the skins of

various small animals and birds to stuff. Finally, the

desire seized him to possess a mounted woodchuck as

an interesting addition to his collection. He wrote to

a friend in the country, asking him to try and obtain

for him a woodchuck, skin it carefully, and send the

sliin to him. The friend, who was a trapper, soon
succeeded in capturing a fine specimen, which he
skinned according to his friend's direction, and soon
Sir Woodchuck— I mean his skin—was in an express

train, speeding his way over the iron rails to Boston.

When he reached his destination, the taxidermist
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was delighted, because it was such a fine skin, ahnost

faultless—save for one forepaw, which was slightly

torn at the wrist, sliowing where the woodchuck had
been imprisoned in the trap.

The taxidermist stood the skin, which was stretched

on a board, on a chair, while he left the room for a mo-
ment. On returning, he was just in time to see his

dog, on whom he had not reckoned, pulling at .and

worrying tlie skin as if he had a perfect riglit to do so.

The taxidermist struck at the dog with his stick, but,

dodging the blow, the dog ran out of the open door-

way, down the hall, and into the street, dragging with

him the skin. A stray dog, seeing another dog with

some treasure, ran after him, and caught the skin by
the weak forefoot. The foot came off, of course, and
away ran the second dog, with the foot, but he soon
stopped to determine the nature of his prize. Finding
it only an animal's paw, witii quite sharp claws and
very little meat, he left it, and walked off disgusted. So
this is how a woodchuck's foot came to be found in a

Boston street.

CliAKi.oTTE Si ARK (age 14 ycars).

SQUIRRELS EAT IVIUSHROOMS.

WlN.NIiTKA, ILI.I.NOIS.

Dear St. Nicholas:— I want to ask you if squirrels,

as a general thing, eat mushrooms. The gray squir-

rels about our house seem to eat them a great deal and
it cannot be because they have no nuts, as there are

plenty of oak and hickory trees around.

Yours truly,

Cakvi, S. Co.man.

Squirrels do not subsist wholly on nuts, as

seems to be the popular idea, but have a varied

diet. Ernest Ingersoll tells of the failure of

the crop of pine seeds upon which certain

Northwestern ground squirrels were accus-

tomed to feed

:

"In this extremity they turned to the mushrooms,
everywhere abundant, and were busy during all the

late autumn in gathering them. They w-ere too wise,

however, to store them underground, where they would
soon have rotted, but instead, deposited them in notches
and crotches of the lower branches of the forest trees,

where they dried in the open air and so kept in good
condition to be eaten. Their shriveling-up and the

shaking of the branches by the winds caused many to

fall, and these the squirrels industriously picked up
and tried to fasten more securely to the branches.

"This method of providing themselves with winter
food implied the necessity of their coming forth from
their undergound retreats, no matter how cold and
snowy the weather, whenever they wanted something
to eat, instead of having their larder indoors as is usual
with them ; and it would be interesting to know whether
they actually did so, or whether they failed to profit,

after all, by their seemingly sagacious prudence."

HOW TO CARE FOR CHAMELEONS.
Chamkleoxs can be kept alive for years by
making a frame to fit over a plant in a flower-

pot, and covering it with mosquito netting,

which must be long enough to tie with a string

about the pot. Keep the pot in the sunniest

window and water the plant every day through

the netting. You will be surprised to see how
eagerly the little creatures will drink the run-

ning water, after they get over their fear. Set

a wire fly-trap for flies which you can liberate

under the netting. The chameleons will not
be backward about helping themselves.

In winter they do not require much food,

but will relish a meal worm, occasionally, on
sunny days. Meal worms can sometimes be
got at the grain stores for the asking or can be
purchased at the bird stores, or small spiders

can be found in cracks and crannies, asleep

for the winter ; they may be frozen stiff if

found out of doors, but they revive in a warm
room.

Chameleons enjoy a place to sleep in nights

and winters. Take a piece of red flannel,

four inches wide and eight inches long ; roll it

"i».tn i!>,',' '
-'^*-

THK CHAMELEONS ON A PLANT COVERED BY
MOSQUITO NETTING.

over a stick as large round as your finger and
sew it while on the stick so that it will not

come unwound ; then slip off and run a wire
through it long enough to suspend it from one
of the branches on the plant. The chame-
leons will crawl into this cosy bed and go to

sleep.

Mrs. Orville Bassett.
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CALIFORNIA SEALS AT HOME.
The accompanying illustration of California

seals is from a photograph taken about three

SEALS ON A ROCK.

(From a photograph used by courtesy of the Santa Catalina Island Company.)

miles east of Avalon, Santa Catalina Islands.

Hundreds of these animals make their home
there during the entire year, and many of them
come into the bay at Avalon, where, a few
months ago, the editor of Natiu-e and Science

spent several days, and watched them catch-

ing fish for food and playing in the water.

The fishermen feed them for the amusement
of tourists.

Sea lions are easily tamed. Two companies
of trained seals have recently attracted much
public attention, one at a permanent place of

amusement in New York City, the other with

a travelin<r circus.

INCREASING INTEREST
STUDY.

IN NATURE-

Here is a letter from one of the grown up
friends of St. Nicholas, showing some phases

of the value, the ever-growing interest and the

enjoyment of nature-study

:

B.iTTLE Creek, Michigan.
Dear St. Nicholas : You may be interested in the

work of the nature club of this city, which was organized

seven years ago. We now have fifty members. We
hold meetings once a week during the winter, at which
talks are given on natural history subjects, followed by

discussions. We close our indoor meetings in the
spring and front that time until fall have frequent outings,

either singly or in small groups or go in a body. We
have arouseil much interest here in nature study.

We are to have a museum
-J established in connection

with our high school, and
tlie jiublic library commit-
tee are going to purdiase a

i good nature-library for us.

Our work has also re-

;
suited in the organization

;

of all the towns along the

Kalamazoo river into an
association called the Kala-
mazoo Yalley Nature Club.
In this are included the stu-

dents of the Western Michi-
gan Normal School at

Kalamazoo. We e.Kpect to

have frequent outings to-

gether the coming season.

Another good work that

Ave have accomplished is the

appointtnent of E. M. Brig-

ham, a well-known natural-

ist, as nature-study in-

structor, in the sanitarium

here. The Battle Creek
sanitarium is one of the

largest institutions of the

kind in the world, all the

time having from si.x hun-
dred to one thousand pa-

tients. Mr. Brigham has

been an extensive travr

eller in South America.
Every day, no matter what
the weather is, he takes a

big company of patients on a nature outing and upon
returning gives them a natural history talk. It is

jiroving a great success, and will spread nature study,

because the [latients having once become interested,

will go home and organize more clubs. This is the

first institution in the United States to adopt this in-

novation, and to employ a permanent nature instructor.

Of course the doctors of the institution have an object

in keeping the patients out doors in the fresh air as

much as possible.

Last summer our friend, Mr. Metcalf, took the mem-
bers of the club on an outing to a bee tree that he had
previously located, and illustrated to them how he cut

and lowered the top, saved and hived tlie bees and took

the honey from the cavity. Tlie members all brought
bread and butter and a knife with them and Mr.
Metcalf treated them all to fresh honey, having a honey
social. It was a very pleasant outing and an instructive

one. The members learned many things about bees.

Fraternally yours
Chas. E. Barnes,

President Battle Creek Nature Club.

"SEEING OUR BREATH."

lii.iioMFiELD, New Tersev.
Dear St. Nicholas:
cold days ?

Why do we see our breath on

Yours,
Douglas Lawrence.

AVe never see our breath. The cold con-
denses the moisture of our breath and makes it
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visible like a cloud. If you could look into

the boiler of an engine, you would see nothing,

although the boiler might be full of steam, be-

cause steam becomes visible only when it is

condensed into water-drops by cold. Clouds

are watery vapor condensed into drops by
cold air.

A NOVEL BLOOM ON AN OAK TREE.

Thk accompanying illustration is from a

photograph of a California oak-tree covered
by the vines of a double " Cherokee rose,"

with the roses in full bloom. The tree is on

the property of Mr. G. C. Hall, Alameda,
California; the photograph was taken by- Mr.
F. R. Ziel.

I first saw this rose-tree in full bloom as I

was riding with Mr. Fred T. Moore, Superin-

tendent of the schools in Alameda, who kindly

obtained the photograph for use in Nature
and Science.

It reminded me of a similarly novel combi-

nation that I once saw in a Connecticut apple

orchard. A tree growing in an angle of the

fence around a corn-field, in which pumpkins

luul also been planted, seemed to have a

peculiar attraction for the pumpkin vines, for

some of them had embraced the trunk, and
festooned the branches with great loops of

vigorous growth and ample leaves, w-hile the

yellow blossoms and the forming pumjikins

gave that apple-tree an appearance that would
have surprised it, if it could have looked at

itself, and which made me regret my inability

to picture the novel scene. This was before 1

learned how to make photographs.

Some country folk are fond of describing

the ignorance of the city people in regard to

the common events of country life. There is

a traditional and often repeated story of the

city boy who thought that potatoes grew on
trees, but if any city boy did think that, he
w^ill perhaps find it comforting to claim that

roses have been seen in bloom on oak-trees,

pumpkins dangling from the branches of an
apple tree, and, what is more astonishing, yet a

fact, that Luther Burbank has succeeded in

making potatoes grow on their own vines

above ground like tomatoes. These he calls
" aerial potatoes."

THE ROSEBUSH IN BLOOM IX THE BRA.NCHES OF A LIVE OAK.

Photograph by F. R. Ziel, .'Vlameda, Carifornia.
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THE LAND OF ROMANCE.
BY E. VIN'CENT MILLAY (.4GF. I4).

(Go/,i Badge.)

*' Show me the roadto Romance! " I cried, andhe raised

his head ;

" I know not the road to Romance, child. 'T is a warm,
bright way," he said,

" And I trod it once with one whom I loved,—with one
who is long since dead.

But now— I forget, —Ah! The way would be long
without that other one,"

And he lifted a thin and trembling hand, to shield his

eyes from the sun.

" Show me the road to Romance! " I cried, but she did

not stir.

And I heard no sound in the low ceil'ed room save the

spinning-wheel's busy whirr.

Then came a voice from the down-bent head, from the

lips that I could not see,

"Oh! Why do you seek for Romance ? And why do
you trouble me?

Little care I for your fancies. They will bring you no
good," she said,

"Take the wheel that stands in the corner, and get you
to work, instead."

Then came one with steps so light that I had not
heard their tread,

I know where the road to Romance is. I will show it

you," she s.aid.

She slipped her tiny hand in mine, and smiled up into

my face.

And lo! A ray of the setting sun shone full upon the

place.

The little brook danced adown the hill and the grass

S]")rang up anew.
And tiny flowers peeped forth as fresh as if newly

washed with dew.

A little breeze came frolicking by, cooling the heated
air.

And the road to Romance stretched on before, beck-
oning, bright and fair.

And I knew that just beyond it, in the hush of the

dying day.

The mossy walls and ivied towers of the land of Ro-
mance lay.

The breath of dying lilies haunted the twilight air.

And the sob of a dreaming violin filled the silence

everywhere.

JUST WITH LEAGUE MEMBERS.
Our verse and prose subjects this time were very popu-
lar. A great many contributions were received and they

were of a high order of merit. It was so difficult to se-

lect those which were not to be printed. The editor

felt a personal grievance in not Iieing allowed room
enough to print every one of the Roll of Honor No. I

contributions, and a number of those which were
crowded out were quite as good from the point of view
of merit as those selected for use. In such a case as

this the suitability of the contributions to the League
department has to be considered.

Indeed, this is a thing that must always be considered,

and one of the things that young authors, and old ones
too, have to learn. \ poem or a story may be ever so

good from the technical and artistic point of view and
yet not be adapted to every publication. In fact it may
be adapted to a very few publications. The League de-
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partment, for instance, being a part of the St. Nich-
olas Magazine, must be made suit.able to St. Nicholas
readers as well as to its contributors, for there are a vast
number of readers who enjoy the League who do not
even belong to it, but read it and look at the pictures

just as they would find pleasure in any other part of the
magazine. Very sad, very tragic, very romantic and
very abstruse work cannot often be used, no matter how
good it may be from the literary point of view, and
while the League editor certainly does not advocate the
sacrificeof artistic impulse to market suitability, he does
advocate .as a part of every literary education the study
of the market*s needs whereby fme may learn to offer

this or that particular nianuscri]it to just the periodical

most likely to give it welcome. .\nd the beginning of

this education may be acquired by considering the re-

quirements of the St. Nicholas League.
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prize

PRIZE WINNERS, NOVEMBER COMPETITION.

In iiiuUing tiie a\\ari.is, contributors' ages are con-

sidereil.

Verse. Gold badges, E. Vincent Millay (age 14),

100 Washington St., Canuleii. Me., ami Maiy Taft
Atwater (age 14), 2419 N. 33d St., Philadelpliia, I'a.,

and Elinor Babson (age 15), 138 St. Botolph St., Bos-
ton, Mass.

Silver badges, Katharine Putnam (age 17), Rush-
ford, Minn. ; George Amundsen (age 11), Detroit City,

Minn., and S. R. Benson (age

10), The Beacon, !• leet, llanip-

shire, Eng.
Prose. Gold badges, Ellice

D. von Dorn (age 14), 1669
Princeton Ct., St. Taul, Minn.,

and Gertrude Emerson (age

lb), 135 E. i;6th St., Chicago,

111.

Silver badges, Gla4ys M.
Douglass (age 13). 554 Ken,;

ton St.. Xew Bedford, Ma~-
Donald Malvern (age 9), Fa-.
Manor. Cochranville, Pa., ami
Natalie Hallock (age 15), St.

Gabriel's School, Peekskill,

N. V.

Drawing. Cash
Hester Margetson (ag

16), The Manor, Bleu-
bury, N. Didcot, Berk-

shire, Eng., and W.
Clinton Brown (age 17),

331 S. Pryn St., .\tlanta

Gold badge, Lucia E. Halsted
(age 14), Hotel Zeiger, El Paso,

Tex.

.Silver badges, Dorothy Ham-
ilton (age 12), 316 Pine St.,

Stevens Point, \ViN. ; Henrietta
Havens (age 14), Tivoli, \. V.,

and Marian Phelps van Buren
(age ID), 15 Prom, des .-\nglais, Nice, France.
Photography. Cash prize, Dorothy Arnold

(age 14), 465 State St., .Albany. N. Y.
Gold badge, Gertrude W. Richards (age 13),

163 Irving Ave., .S. Orange, X. J.

Silver b.adges, Gertrude A. Hochschild (age

12), 565 West End .\ve., N. V. City, and
Stephen C. Marschutz (age 8), 1333 S. Hope
St., Los .-Vngeles, Cal.

Wild Creature Photography. First prize,

"Bear," Tom. K. Richards (.age 14), 2136
W. Riverside, Spok.ane, Wash. Second prize,
" Wild Cat," Herbert S. Marschutz (age 12),

1333 S. Hope St., Los .Angeles, Cal. Third
prize, " Coe Moose," Warden McLean (age

16), I'ottstown, Pa. Fourth prize, "Gopher,"
Helen B. Walcott (age 12), 1743 22d St., Wash.

Puzzle-Making. Cash prize, E. Adelaide
(age 13), 552 East 87th St., Xew York City.

Gold badges, R. Utley (age 16), q Linden St

ronto, Canada, and Honor Gallsworthy (age 14),

caria, Harrogate, Yorkshire, Eni^lanil.

Silver badges, Eleanor V. Coverly (age 11). 107
Second St., Troy, X'. Y., ami Margaretta V. Whitney
(age 14), 146 E. Walnut Lane, Germantown, Pa.

Puzzle Ajiswers. Gold badge, Dorothy Hopkins
(age 17), 35 Ridgemont St., .A.llston, Mass.

Silver badge, Carolyn Hutton (age 15), 220 N. 15th

St., Richmond, Ind.

.. To-
.\ran-

THE LAND OF ROMANCE.

1)Y M.'\RV TAFT ATWATER (AGE I4).

( Gold Badge.
)

Around the nurs'ry fireside.

In the light of the embers red,

All of us children gatlier

Just before the time for bed,

—

Kitty and Dick and Holland,
Mary and Dot and Ned.

Watching the glowing embers.
And shivering at the dark.

We listen to the howling wind
Sweeping the leafless park.

We all pretend we 're someone
else,

—

Kitty is Joan of Arc,

Dick is Cceur de Lion,
Mary is Lorna Doone,
Dotty is Ellen Douglas,
Holland, bold Daniel Boone,
Xed is Sir Walter Raleigh,—
The evening 's gone too soon,

.And then we watch the embers
Changing from red to gray.

Our castles fall in ruins,

The spell dies slow away.
We change from knights and

ladies

To children of to-day.

F.AVORITE BOOK, AND
WHY.

BY GERTRUDE EMERSON (AGE l6).

(^Gold Badge.)

The subject is a difficult one. My eyes

roam over the shelves, resting on first

one volume and then another. I think

each in turn is my favorite, but every

time they come back to the same little

book— ".An Iceland Fisherman"— by
Pierre Loti. Yes! I certainly love

this above all the others. The first

half of the question, then, is answered,

"My Favorite Book," but "AVhy?"
that is the more difficult part.

The tale is the simple love-story of

an Iceland fisherman. Its characters

condense worlds of examples into one,

and it is because this book, which has

so much local color, is so universal,

that it is great. It cannot help but

appeal to all!

It is written in a style that shows the poet's passion-

ate love for the beauties of nature, and it engenders

like emotions in the reader. The descriptions of the

mysterious splendors of the Iceland skies, and the

solemn silences of the treacherous seas, make me yearn

with my whole heart and soul for I know not what.

When the terrible storm approaches, and " Great grey

sheets go hurrying past, continually replaced by others

coming from below the horizon, like shadowy hangings,

unwinding themselves forever as from an endless

reel," I am carried away with its wild fury. I sink with

the ship into the depths of the sea, to the bottom of

all, and rise again to the crest of the foaming waves. I

A HEADING. BV W. CLIN
TON BROWN, AGE 1 7.

(CASH PRIZE.)

D. C.

Hahn
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travel with Sylvestre in distant countries, and the

world seems to have gone out wlien he dies. I watch
the dead sun, with Yann, at midnight sending its rays

from afar across mysterious mirrors that reflect its pale,

pale light. I sink with Vann, struggling in the mighty

grasp of the Iceland seas, fighting against inevitable

fate.

From beginning to end, I live in the story. I forget

self and surroundings, until the book is finished—then
to dream of beautiful antl noble things.

This story is a Symphony of Fate, that

strikes to the roots of human pathos with the

old, old tragedy of love and death.

And this is why "An Iceland Fisherman"
is to me the most beautiful story in the world.

THE LAND OF ROMAN'CE.

BV ELINOR EABSON (AGE 15).

(Cold Badge.)

The sun sinks to rest in the golden west,

While flame-colored clouds glide to and fro,

The lake lies bright in the sunset light

;

In the Land of Romance 't is always so.

Through the wood path green, a knight is seen.
In thoughtful mood he rides, and slow.

His brow is high, and frank his eye;
In the Land of Romance 't is always so.

A maiden fair, with streaming hair.

He sees through the pathway fleeting go
From a giant grim, of mighty limbs ;

In the Land of Romance 't is always so.

Now the giant is slain, and the knight again
Through the verdant woodland rides, so slow

—

With the damsel fair, of the flowing hair;
In the Land of Romance 't is always so.

MV FAVORITE BOOK, AND WHY.
" LES MISERABLKS."

EV ELLRE D. VOX DORN (AGE I4).

{Gold Badge.)

I LIKE "Les Miserables"
because it is a masterpiece;
it has a definite aim, toward
the Ijetterment of French
society ; it is a book that

will live ; it is a strong
book.

The plot is wonderful in

its intricacy and in its faith-

fulness to human nature.

The conception is not only

wonderful, but is worked
out witli great force. Every-
thing tends toward the main
object of the book, except,

perhaps, the descriptions.

They would be out of

place in a mere novel, but
here, where Victor Hugo
endeavors to represent

French places and events,

they lend beauty to the

book. The description of

the battle of Waterloo is

considered the best ever

written.

To fulfil his purpose it was
necessary for Hugo to show
the condition of the lower
class in France. The un-

happy lives of the poor ; the multitudes of street child-

ren, the organized bands of criminals, into which these

children are almost sure to develop, all are vividly pre-

sented. Tliis is a mine whicit few men know of, and

AbH I'KUEJ

BV GEKTRTDE \V. RICHARDS, AGE (GOLD BADGE.)
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'A HRADING, BY LAURANCE B. SIEGFRIED, AGE 14.

into which those who do know hesitate or do not wish
to look, where these struggling creatures, crushed and
overjiowered by the weight of society, realizing the in-

justice of man, and hardened by it, exist.

lUit the especial reason for my liking the book, is the

(SILVER BADGE.)

character drawing it contains. All these things : a good
plot, remarkable descriptions, and a rare insight into

French society, would not make " Les Miserables" the

book it is if the characters were not so finely drawn. The
perfect goodness of the Bishop, the horribleness of the

Thenadiers, the unswervingness of Javert in doing

what he cimsidered his duty, all impress us. Jean
Valjean is the finest character in the book. His life is

a drama in itself for was it not ever a struggle between
right and wrong ? From sorrows and burdens innum-
erable, almost unbelievable in their poignancy, so ter.

rible that you can feel the man suffer, Jean Valjean

comes out unharmed, saved by his reverence for a man,
and his love fora little child. There is one great comfort.

His death, though hastened by a broken heart, is happy.

For a few moments, at last, he has peace. "The night

was starless and intensely dark : doubtless some immense
angel was standing in the gloom, with outstretched

wings, waiting for the soul."

THE L.\ND OF ROM.^NCE.

BY KATHARINE PUT.VAM (AGE 1 7).

{Sih'er Batigi\)

O.N' the bitter winter evenings,

In our parlor, bright and warm.
Where the crackling fire of birchwood

Bids defiance to the storm.

On the rug before the hearthstone

Lying spread out, there,—just so

—

Then I 'm in the Land of Romance
Reading "Tales of Long Ago."

Then I read of ghosts and witches

And of knights' heroic deeds,

How the sweet and gentle ladies

Ministered to all their needs
;

How they bravely rode to battle

With some token on the arm
Which in saving them from danger

Rivaled some old heathen charm.

Thus it is on winter evenings

When the ceaseless tem])est's wail

Rushes down the broad old chimney
And seems mingled with my tale.

And is lost in din of battle

And in clashes to and fro,

That I 'm in the Land of Romance
Reading "Tales of Long Ago."

NOTICE.—The St. Nicholas League always welcomes
suggestions concerning subjects and compeiitions.

Address. The Editor. BV GERTRUDE A. MOCHSCHILU, AGE 12

(SILVER BADGE.)
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THE LAND OF ROMANCE.

BV S. R. BENSON (AGE lO).

{Silver Bajge.)

Through the woods I wandered,
Gliding through tlie air

;

Many hours I squandered
Picking flowers there.

Now it is all over

—

It was but a dream ;

Oh ! that I could be there still,

Sitting by the stream.

MY FAVORITE BOOK, AND
WHY.

by gladys m. dotjglass
(age 13).

{Silver Badge.)

I HAVE read many interesting

books of many descriptions and
have enjoyed them

;
yet I select

as my favorite " Hans Brinker,"
by Mary Mapes Dodge. It is a
beautiful story of life in Holland.
Bits of history about the country,

the odd characteristics and cus-

toms of the people as a whole,
and the habits and auiusements
of the peasants and native I:)oys

and girls are told in a most delightful and interesting way.
When I re.ad the first chapter of this little book all

home surroundings slowly fade away and I find myself
on a frozen canal in Holland, skating with Hans and
t;retel Brinker. Through all the book I am with them.
I share their joys and sorrows. I am happier than little

tiretel when she wins the race and also the silver skates.

I feel sorry for tliem in their poverty. I am constantly
wilh the boys on their fifty-three mile skating trip from
Brock to The Hague. I enjoy with them the many
sights they see on the way, and agree with Ben. tlie

English boy, visiting his

cousin, Jacob Boot, that

some of tlie Dutch customs
are very odd.

All the characters in tlie

book are very interesting

to me. There is laughing,

careless Katrinka Flack
and generous and consider-

ate Hilda van deck.
whom all must love; hon-
est Peter van Holp, jolly

Jacob Boot and many
others. As I have said,

this book takes me directly

to Holland and to its jieople

and tliere I remain until I

reluctantly put it away to

attend to some task. Then
only, I realize that I am home, in the United States,

and not with Hans and Gretel. I have had a delight-

ful trip to Holland and gained much knowledge of its

people, — but best of all, tlie companionship of Hans
and Gretel, and all tlieir frientls. This is why I choose
as my favorite, " Hans Brinker."

St. Nicholas League

bear. bv tom k. richards, age i4.

(first prize, wild creature PHOTOGKAPHV. )

'WILD CAT. BV HERBERT A. MARSCHCTZ, AGE 12.

(second prize, wild CREATURE PHOTOGRAPHY.)

[JIarch,

THE LAND OF ROMANCE.

BY GEORGE AMUNDSE.V (AGE II).

{Silver Badge.)

The big sister swings in the ham-
mock.

Dreaming of knights of old,

Dreaming of beautiful ladies

.\nd of wonderful deeds untold.

Tliat 's her Land of Romance.

Billy stands on the platform,

\\'atching the train flash by.

Dreaming of wheels and levers.

And thewhistle's shriekingcry.

That 's his Land of Romance.

Nancy sits by the window.
Playing with dishes and toys,

Dreaming of pretty red tables,

.\nd her doll family's sorrows
and joys.

That 's her Land of Romance.

MV FAVORITE BOOK, AND
WHY.

BY NATALIE HALLOCK (AGE I5).

{Silver Badge.

)

You ask me, with rather a sor-

rowful smile, why this little ten-

cent book of ])oems is my favorite book. I am supposed
to be well taught, and I have read Shakspere, Dante
and all the learned men's works through, yet this little

book holds more teachings than all Shakspere and
Dante's works together. Why? Listen and I will tell you.

It was a few years ago, on the day before Christmas,

that a little blue-eyed girl, with light, golden curls, was
walking beside me. She was holding in one of her small

fists a dollar and a half, and with the other hand hold-

ing mine. She had saved every penny her father had
<:n\en hor for the last si.x months. Now she had ex-

actly enough money to buy
a book for me that I had
been wanting. She was
going to give it to me for

Christmas.
Crossing one of the main

streets near the store where
we were going we came
upon an old blind man
selling pencils. What did

my little companion do but
open the tightly-closed

hand, give one last fare-

well glance at the money
she had saved and ]?ut a

third of her bright money
in his box. Witliout wait-

ing for pencils in exchange,
she hurried on.

We were nearly in tlie store when a poor woman and
a little boy came up and asked us so pleading for helji

that I gave them some money. But this didnot content
my companion, and as if it would be hard to part with
her money if she looked at it, she dumped all the money
she had in her liand into that of the old woman's.
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When in the store we passed a cheap copy of the book
I wanted, my little companion stopped and I saw her

biing forth from her pocket ten cents she had saved up
extra to buy herself a ball with, and buy instead the book.

Do you now understand why this is my favorite

book ? This little book is the

emblem of unselfishness, and if

everybody had a favorite book
like this one, how happy we
should be.

THE L.A.ND OF ROM.XNXK.

BY STELLA BENSON (.AGE I4).

(Honor Member.')

Dow.N the dusty winding way
Long and white,

Winding, winding out of sight

;

What has raised yon dusty cloud.

Is it cows, or is it sheep.
Rousing nature from her sleep?

What can mean so large a crowd
On so hot a summer's day?

Bright beneath the sultry sky.
Waving plumes,
Knights, and ladies, squires, and

grooms.
Lovely maids with golden hair.

All the heroes that we know.
Singing sadly as they go,

Swarthy knights and children fair

See the heroes trooping by.

So they sadlv wind along

Till the last

'

Prancingcomes, and quick is past.

Thus is passing sweet romance.

THE LAND OF ROMANCE.
(For Small Boys.)

BY ANNIE LAURIE HII.I.YER (AGE 1 3).

{//onor Member.

)

X EITHER a lane nor fairy field-

Little lads are far too wise

—

A pantry shelf, the cook away
And—pies!

" GOPHER-
(FOrRTH PRIZE

HKLEN A. WALCOTT, AGE 12.

VILD CREATURE PHOTOGRAPH\.)

Barons, lords, and valiant knights
Tournaments, and noble fights

Shield and armor, spear and lance

Fade, as fades the dying song.

MV FAVORITE BOOK.

BY DONALD MALVERN (AGE 9).

{Silver Badge.)

Of all the books on my three

shelves the one I like best is the
** Sea Children " by Walter Rus-
sell. The book tells the story of

the doings of a band of children

living under the sea, having the

marks of the sea on their breasts.

It tells about a wonderful jewel

and mantle which they all wear
and which, if it was flashed at

any fish, that fish would die in-

stantly. It tells of how they

never grow old, but live on and
on, years and years. I like it

because it has a true description

of things that really are in the

sea, and because it has a fairy

story woven through it. Tlie

chapters I like best are The Battle

of the Black Gorge and The
Battle of the Silver Plains.

'cow MOOSE.
(THIRD PRIZE, W

Neither a lance nor " ladye

faire "

—

Shouts resounding in one's

ears,

A football field, a valiant race

And— cheers I

.\ tent, a band, a poster gay

—

'

' Ten cents ! All welcome any
time! "

-A. jovial crowd and—joy of

joys!—
-A.—dime!

No forest couch, no silken

lounge

—

Blankets soft and warm— oh,

bliss

—

A mother and her little son,

A—kiss

!

MY FAVORITE BOOK, AND
WHY.

BY AGNES LEE BRYANT (AGE I3).

M.'iNY people care for a sensa-

tional or an adventurous look and
then again many care for the

humorous or sentimental one,

but I have noticed that the book that wins the admira-

tion and regard of the person who reads the most, is

that book which is written in simple, everyday language,

and while the plot of the story may be very simple,

the manner in which it is w-rilten

compels the attention of the

reader.

iSly favorite book is "Little

\Aomen " and my favorite author,

Louisa May .Alcott. I have read

all of her books a great many
times, but think that "Little

Women " is by far her best work.
When I had finished reading it

for the first time, a friend told

me that the characters " Meg,"
"Jo," "Beth,'' and "Amy"
were Miss Alcott and her sisters,

and th.it at once awoke my in-

terest in the family, but when I

read " The Life, Letters, and

Journal of Louisa M. Alcott,"

I wished what I suppose almost

every English or American girl

has w'ished for many years, that

Miss Alcott were alive so that I

might go and see her.

But my reasons for liking the

book, while very easy to feel, are

rather hard to express, but it

- gives one a verv delightful,
BV WARDEN MC LEAN, AGE ID. » fa- 1 ' t, /

iLD CREATURE PHOTOGRAPHY.) homcy fceling, which very lew
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books do. It is also written in extremely good
English, although nearly every phrase is every-

day language, making it very easy for a child to

read and understand.

Inasmuch as Henry W. Longfellow w-as

called the poet of children, I think that Louisa

May .\lcott may be called the author for chil-

dren, and I, for one, most sincerely love and
admire the noble woman and her books— but

chiefly " Little Women.''

THE L.XND OF ROM.-\NCE
1!V M.WIl IIUDI.EV SH.'VCKELFORD (-^GE I 7).

(Honor Member.)

F.\R from the Winter's twilight, still and cold,

On wings of reverie, I crossed the seas.

And lo! the wintry woods were changed to gold,

Soft waving in the gentle .Autumn breeze,

Beside the ruins of a castle grand

I paused, and read upon a stone, by chance,

n^RCN
"A HEADl.NG." BV ROWLEY MURPHV, AGE 15. (HONOR MEMBER.)

These words (deep carved) ; "Here in this sunny land
Still live the memories of dead romance."

I passed beneath its portal, and my sight

Was dazzled, for within its stately hall

W^ere gathered lords and ladies, while the light

Of candles shed their luster over all.

Tliere walked brave knights, of true and noble worth,
There queens and princes met, with smiling glance

And jesters with their mimicry, made mirth
For kings, who ruled o'er Medieval France.

I saw the wine flow red as sun at noon,
-Vnd heard the minstrel tune his roundelay

lint when I sought to speak, then .all too soon,

The scene and castle faded quite away.
And in their stead, I saw the fire-light ghosts
Upon the walls, unite in mystic dance.

While loud without, the voice of Winter's hosts.

Recalled me from the dream-land of romance.

MV FAVORITE BOOK.
BY ESTHER G.VI.BRAITH (AGE I3).

Mv favorite book is a torn, old music book that has
certainly "seen better days." Its cover is worn, its

back is broken, and a good many pages are coming out,

but it is undoubtedly my favorite.

BV EAll EV HII.L MOORE, AGE I4.

Why? Because ft contains the pieces I

know and love best. In the evenings .after

my lessons are done, I open it and play.

"Traumerei," the" Spring Song," " Sere-

nade, "and others that seem like old friends.

They are not difficult nor elaborate but so

sweet and beautiful.

Dear old music book! For all the new
books and fine stories ever written I would
not exchange my True Favorite.

THE LAND OF ROMANCE.
liY JANE RHYS GRIFFITH (AGE 12).

• Come, come with me," said a fairy,

" And visit a far away land.

'T is the beautiful Land of Romance,
Where the little elves play on the sand;

Where the birds are always singing,

.\nd the bright sun ever shines,

.-\nd the air is sweetly scented.

With evergreen and pines.

Where the dwarfs are busily working,
And the fairies gaily dance.

Come, come, my dear, and you shall see.

The beautiful Land of Romance."

"A PET." BV JEANKETTE FLAGG, AGE 1=.
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*'PETS. BY THEOBALD FOKSTALL, AGF- 13. (hONO'^ MEMBKR.)

OUR FAVORITE BOOK, AND WIIV.
BY MARnUERITE MC CORD (aGK i6).

\Vhe.n" my mother was a little girl she spent one Christ-

mas vacation with her grandfather. Christmas morn-
ing her stocking hung over the fire-place filled with
knobby little bundles, and best of all a small blue book,
" The Cat's Party and Wandering Bunny." The book
was a source of great joy to her and years afterward to

me.

" Mistress Grimalkin so sleek and so hearty.

Once gave to her kittens a nice little party."

Oh I the excitement and tlie joy that this story caused.
How we envied the kittens their beautiful silk gown^
and grand bonnets! But alas! how cruel that the cook
should come in in the midst of tlie party and drive the
kittens away. And that "Miss Fluffy," the belle,

should get her tail pinched in the door, in the mad
scramble for liberty. It was dreadful. And " Sir

Thomas," her escort, had to jump through the window
to get away and in doing so ruined his velvet suit.

Oh! Oh! what a pity. But still "The Cat's Party"
was a loz'ely story in spite of all the mishaps.

"Wandering Bunny" was a tragedy to us. Many,
many tears were shed over it. Bunny got tired of

staying at home and set out

for London Town. It was
a hard journey. Alas!
Bunny never reached Lon-
don Town. He was'caught
in a trap, and a horrid
man took him and put him
in a hutch. There was a
picture of Bunny in the
hutch, with the tears on his

cheeks and a most mourn-
ful expression on his face.

It was such a sad picture.

.And oh ! dear ; what would
become of Bunny. One
day Bunny broke loose and
for a long time nothing was
heard of him, but finally,

and it was such a relief, we
found Bunny "safe at

home at last."

We loved this book. In
our childish imagination it

was real. The kittens were
as real people to us and their

joys and sorrows affected "iets." kv william card moore, age 13.
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us greatly. We saw Bunny, we felt as

lie felt, anil with cliildish simplicity

sorrowed with him.

I'lll'; LAND OF ROMANCE.
i:v KAllllilUNE UAVIS (age I4).

( Silver Badge IVhiney.

)

Far away in the Western Sea,
The border of the azure sky,—

Surrounded by the rippling waves.
The Sunset Islands lie.

.\t eventide the setting sun
Upon each fairy mountain's crest

Places a crown of rose and gold
Before he sinks to rest.

The fairy streamlets rippling flow

Betwixt bright me.idows strewn
with flow'rs,

'a pet. bv f. w. foster, age 17.

!-S-"'*r5ft<

sentinelWhile standing
beside,

The giant forest tow'rs.

Who is it dwells upon these

isles?

The beings who have
passed before

The eyes of man in prose
and song.

Live here forever more.

The Fancy Folk of mortal

man
Who 've jiictured been

before our eyes—
Truly a merry company

—

.Are gathered in the skies.

Scmetinies in Fancy's va-

grant dreams,

I 'm wafted by the sum-
mer breeze,

Unto that land of light and
song.

Beyond the azure seas.
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|H.A.B.'o6.

A in AI'iNG. BV HAKOl.n A. BREYTSPRAAK, AGE 15. (GOLD BADGE.) OMITTED FROM FORMER ISSUE.

IN THE LAND OF ROMANCE.
BY NAN.ME CLARK BARR (AGE l6).

{Honor Manhcr.')

Sweet were the dreams I dreameil there, long ago;
The portals of the world were opened wide

;

I knew the things the fairies know,
The mystery of morn and eventide.

Now, when my eager feet have weary
grown,
that the gates would open once again I

No bleak realities have shown
A path so sweet among the paths of

pain.

But none may enter who have lost their

trust

In the bright marvel of strange circum-

stance.

The years have strewn my heart with dust.

And banned youth's wondrous kingdom
of Romance.

MY FAVORITE BOOK, AND WHY.
BY I.UCILE G. PHILLIPS (AGE ID).

Fro.m the beginning of the story enti-

tled '* In the Closed Room," by Frances
Hodgson Burnett, I felt a thrill of pleas-

ure and interest which I had never before
known.
The way in which Judith learned to

love a cliild whom she had seen but once,
and then only ndien Judith, lost in the park, saw the
other child passing in a carriage, seemed toimpress'me
especially.

The end was so beautiful, so real, it seemed as

though it would net have been right to close the story
in any other way. Many stories are not so.

1 felt such pity for the spirit child's mother when
she came back to her home, and
I longed to comfort her as though
she were beside me. In fact,

in all the stories I read the char-

acters are all so real to me, I

seem to share their sorrow ami
grief, pleasures and happiness,
with them.
Although I have read this

book several times, each

time I found something new and interesting revealing
itself.

My books are to me what some pets are to their
owners ; and I always hate to ill-use a book, for it

seems to feel every touch, whether careless or gentle.

THE LAND OF ROMANCE.
BY NEILL C. WILSO.N (AGE 1 7).

{Honor Member.)

Sing me a song of the frontier line

In the days that were wild and free,

When the trail first led thro the fir and
pine.

And came to the sunset sea.

Sing me a song of the days gone by.

When the wilderness fashioned

men.
And the freedom bred of the outlawry

That never will come again.

Sing me a song of the days of old,

Of the days when the West was won,
When the trail first led to the land of

gold

And followed the setting sun.

Sing me a song of the times now gone,

Of the West and the early days,

When the wilderness yielded before the

dawn
That ushered in newer ways.

.MARCH.' BY MARIAN PHELPS
VAN BUREN, AGE lO.

(SILVER BADGE.)

HEADIMtj. BY ALMA WARD, AGE I3.

THE LAND OF ROMANCE. '

BY AILEEN HYLAND (AGE I3).

(Honor Aleiiiber. )

In Greece, the fair and far away,

Where Mount Olympus stately rose—
The home that the Immortals

chose

Upon its cloud-wrapped summit
gray-

Orpheus upon his lyre would
play,

.\nd sing of gods, strong-armed

and bold,

Of goddesses with hair of gold,

Of heroes known until this day.
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HEADING (honor member.)

He sang of how old Cheiron tauglit

The heroes of the Land of Greece
Jason, who, for the Golden Fleece

Beyond the Euxine waters sought

;

Asklepios, the cliild of thought,

Who, with strange herbs, cured dying
men.

And Heracles, who from its den
The mighty Cithaeron lion caught.

There Orpheus sang his roundelays,

Or solemn chants his grief to hide

While seeking for his vanished bride,

In passing o'er the stony ways.
Sad Orpheus no longer sings,

But found Eurydice, we trust,

—

All those of whom he sang are dust,

And cycles distant are those days.

iMV FAVORITE BOOK, AND WHY.

BY M.\RY GR..\H,\M liO.N.N'ER

(.A.GE 17).

Why do I love George Eliot's " Romola?"
Why does it appeal to me more than

many other books that I love deeply as

friends? Because every time I re-read

it, I love it better, and it grows more in-

teresting. It excels in vivid descriptive

powers ; in fact, I have often heard it said

that " Romola " would make a deliglitful

and excellent guide book to Florence.

To me, one of the most striking parts

of the book is the soul-stirring, ringing

pathos of the preaching of Savonarola,

sent, as it were, from God, to awaken the luxurious,

wicked people of Florence. The wealth and beauty of

their lives and surroundings

proved their ruin. Savonarola
strikes without pity at the hearts

of these sinful people. Every one
is touched by it, nay, impressed,

and some follow him wishing to

give up their past lives and lead

new, noble ones such as Savona-
rola's. But could they do it?

Could they stand the strain of a

noble life? No; tlieir prosperity

had ruined them, and with the

Vol. XXXIV.— 60.

choice between good and evil, they wished for the good,
and yet drifted into the evil. They could not stand the

hard, religious life Savonarola lay before them, and fin-

ally they killed the one person who had
tried to raise them from their lives of sin.

Tito possesses personal magnetism, yet

behind it all he has a deep, subtle nature.

He betrayed every trust, denied and left

his father to calamity, deceived the inno-

cent little Tessa and even his noble wife,

Romola.
Romola's character is beautiful. Her

steadfastness toward her dying father,

her sweetness and tenderness, combined
with a high and noble mind, make her

indeed a heroine, and yet she is human
and shows human instincts. Her thrill-

ing speech wi-.en she discovers how Tito

had deceived her father on his death-

bed, even made the sinful Tito quake.

Her fine character is shown at the last

when she brings comfort to Tessa and her

children, and leads a life full of self-sac-

rifice.

For these and many other reasons I

love " Romola," and in conclusion let

me say that if these few opinions of my
favorite book are worthy to be pub-

lished, may every one who has not read
" Romola," read it, and love it, too.

"MARCH. BY WOROTHV
HAMILTON, AGEi 12. (SILVER

BADGE.)

MY POOR LCST HAT.

BY ALBERTA A. HEl.NMULLER (AGE

I SAT on the sandy sea-shore

12).

One pleasant summer day.

When a breeze came from the ocean,

And blew my hat away.

BY HENRIETTA HAVENS, AGE I4.

(SILVER BADGE.)

I asked the waves to bring it back.

And they all shook their heads ;

I cried and cried and cried and
cried.

Until my eyes grew red.

My boat I took and sailed away.
And with me took my cat

;

I sailed and sailed the whole long;

day.

But never reached my hat.
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**A HEADING." BY LL'CIA E. HALSTEAD, AGE I4. (GOLD BADGE.)

THE ROLL OF HONOR. Herbert Smith
Mabelle Meyer

No. I. A list of those whose contributions would have been Inez Overell
used had space permitted. Doris Long

No. 2. A list of those whose work entitled them to encourage- Jean Louise

Lois Cloher
Virginia Rees Scully
Francis ^L Barranco
Agnes Mayo

VERSE I.

Doris F. Halman
Helen P. Estee
Elizabeth Page James Frances Michael
Lucie Clifton Jones
Carol S. Williams PROSE i.

Medora S. Ritchie
Mar>' Veula Westcott Florence ^L Moote

Margaret Bernhard
Dorothy Harvey
Lois Donovan
Alice S. Mathewson

Holcombe
Madeleine Hanson
Hope Lyons
Dorothy Gardner
Dorothy Barclay
Margaret R. Veich

Bernard Nussbaumer Ruth Dulty Crandall
Beatrice Birrell Fisher Louise Roberts
RitaCarmichael Plant Alice Nayler

Elizabeth A. Steer
Lucile Delight
Woodling

Dorothy Dunston
Constance Hyde

Smith
Jack B. Hopkins
Eleanor Johnson
Kenneth Orr Wilson
Elizabeth C. Beale

VERSE 2.

Henry Reiseman
Helen Peabody
Beatrice Treadway
Henrietta Slater
Conrad E. Snow
Grace H, Wolf
Dorothy Eddy
Rachel Estelle King
Louisa F. Spear
Marguerite Weed
Ethelwyn Harris
Laura Guy
Frances Lucille
Cregan

Carolyn Thompson
Gladys Nelson
L. Evelyn Slocum
Adolph Newmann
Elizabeth Toof
LesUe Lloyd Jones
Dorothy MacPherson
Jean Plant

Jasper N. Deeter
William R. Deeble
Edward G. Gay, Jr.

Gladys Anthony
White

Dorothy B. Sage
Elinor Clark
Margaret Sanderson
Budd

Dorothy Rhein
Helen Codling
Therese Bom
Dorothy Dwight
Isabel Creighton
Dorothy Buell
Helen English Scott
Marjorie Trotter
Isabel D. Weaver
Edna Anderson
Sarah Tobin
Emma Meyer
Ruth A. Spalding
Clara Bucher

Shanafelt
Elsie F. Weil
Helen Froeligh
Louise E. Grant
Carl H. Watson
Elizabeth Deeble
Helen Marie
Kountz

Geneva Anderson
Dorothy Grace
Gibson

Elizabeth Hiss

Doris E. Hodgson
Hazel Buckland
Sarah L. Pattee
Margaret Douglass
Gordon

Marie Adelaide
Caliban

Emily Howell
Arthur Kramer
Percy X. Binns
Allen Frank Brewer
Freda M. Harrison
Primrose Laurence
Lorena Bixby
Pauline Buell
Henry Resch
Harold C. Brown
Knowles Entrikin

PROSE 2.

Ehzabeth Black
Jean Gray Allen

Gertrude T. Cruser
Gertrude J. Shannon
Ruby Manley
Ethel B. Youngs
Eleanor W. Lewis
Catharine Emma
Jackson

Marian M. Buckley
Nan Pierson
Marion Kimball
Katherine E. Spear
Beatrice Brown
Elisabeth C. Solis

Lorrainne Ransom
Dorothy Quintard
Judith D. Barker
Isabel Robertson
Ward Reece Buhland
Eleanor Scott Smith
Ruth Bovden
Ida C- Kline
Juniata Fairfield

Catharine H. Straker Ehzabeth Pilsbry
Jean Russell
May Bowers
Dorothea Sothoron
Odenheimer

Marion S. OIney
Magdelene Craft
Adelaide Nicliols

James Boyd Hunter
Charlotte Newcomb
B. Webber

Dorothy C.
Seligman

Beatrice K.
Newcomer

Marjorie Miller
Ellen Low Mills .

K. H. Seligman
Marcellite Watson
Rosalie Waters
Louise Smith 'A STUDY. BV FLORINDA KIESTER, AGE 12

Andrew D. Kevitt
Cecil Isobel Walsh
Herman Hitchcock
Susan Evans Hart
Ruth H.Sharwell
Ruth E. Jones
Dorothy Butes
Kathryn Sutherlin
Julia Comstock
Marion Loftus
Mildred Wright
Helen Santmyer
Charlotte Hitchcock
Marion Hussey
Edna Wood
Emily Holmes
Robert W. Hobart
Creighton Boyd

Stanwood
Philippa Bruce
Josephine Schoff
George B. Parker
Ruth Pennington
Gretchen Pease
Alan Hendrie Beggs
Bruce Simonds
Olive Sheldon
Dorothy Dayton
Laura C. Simpson
Dorothy Mahar
James G. Brower
Margaret Barrette
Winifred Cook

DRAWING I.

Hazel Halstead
Margaret Dobson
Julian Tilton
E, Buchanan
Marie Lorimer
Henry Scott
Agnes Nicholson
Muriel E. Halstead
Gladys Nolan
Carl Zimmermann
Hortense Brj'lawski
Laura Rood
Michael J. Kopsco
RajTnond Rohn
Emily W. Browne
Rachel Bulley
Phyllis McVickar
Marie Begouen
Lydia Caroline Gibson
Gwendolyn Meichell
Katharine L. Havens
Roland D. Crandall
Clara Wade
Albert Mitchell
Man,' Argall Arthur
Emma Meyer
Martha Elhson
Marion D. Freeman
Winifred Hamilton
Jeanne DemStre
Gladys S. Bean
Eldon S. Lincoln
IdaF.Parfitt

Vivian Bowdoin
Beatrice Grant
Tennant

Priscilla Bohen
Lakin Baldridge
Rose T. Briggs
Doris Howland
Edward C. Thayer
Mary Ar\'ella

Tyler
Sidney L.

Altschuler
Esther Foss
Charlotte Gilder
Helena O'Brien
Hutton Wendover
Marion Agnes
Burns

Harold F. Weston
lanet L. Shontz
Ethel West
David B.
McLaughlin

Margaret Newton
Dorothj- Long
Mary B. Lamb

Allyn Cox
Esther Christensen
Isabel B. Scherer
Helen May Baker
Alice Paine
Margaret Jewell
Bertha C. Larrabee
Marian Rubins
Monica Lawrence
Evelyn Emma
Hard wick

Charlotte Waugh
Hazel Cockroft

DRAWING 2.

Rosamund Simpson
Elizabeth Schwarz
Carolyn W. Clarke
Max Rolnik
Ailsa Lesley
Abercrombie

Elmer Heffelfinger

PHOTOGRAPHS i.

Alfred C. Redfield
Margaret Hyland
Charles Dodge Hoag
Dorothy Evans
Eugene White, Jr.
Margaret A. Dole
Franc P. Daniels
Carleton B. Swift
Fred S. Mulock
Celestine C. Waldron
Josephine Sturgis
.Alice May Flagg
Robert E. Fithian
Marian Holloway
Henrj'S. HaU
E. D. Wall
John Edward Burke
Cornelia N. Walker
Rebecca Fordyce
Marjorie Walbridge
Brown

Frances Woodward
Margaret Hopson

PHOTOGRAPHS 2.

Edwin C. Brown
Barton H. Kelly
Harold P. Murphy
Marjorie Carpenter
Frances Blake
Jessie Atwood
Marion A. Wheaton
Conrad Nolan
Leila T. Haven
Sally G. Hawes
Elsie \\'orraser

Hilliard Comstock
Edward Sampson
Mildred H. Cook
Harrj- C. Lefeber
Shepard Barnes
Benjamin Cohen
William Bruce Carson
Judith S. Finch
Jean Muriel Batchelor
Marcus Acheson
Spencer

Dorothea Havens
Florence Rosalind
Spring

Edmonia M. Adams
Mary Addison Webb
Susan Jeannette
Appleton

Ada bharwell
William D. Stroud
Margaret Bullock
H. Ernest Bell

Katherine S. Cheppel
Allan L, Langley
Marv Thompson
Sarah P. Mendinhall
Anna Sanford Ward
Doris Virginia Powers
Sam M. Dillard
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Miriam Shepherd
Jeannette Langhaar
Margaret I'avis

Beatrice W-rral
Mary Turnure
Anna F. (ireenleaf

Josephine Duke
Anna W. Brewster
Christine Rowley

Baker
Arthur Minot Reed
Helen S. Wurstell
Coleman Sellers, 3d.

Helen Seaman
Elise F. Stern
Margaret Frances
Andrews

Margaret Boland
Winifred Campbell
Katharine McKelvey
Charlotte Provoost
Esther N. Ayer
Margaret Russell
Carroll Pierce
A. C. Davidson
Kenneth T. Bun-

Eugene M. Lamb
Lucia A. Warden
Margaret Colgate
Eleanor Gill

Clara Stoveken
Charles Horr
Marion R. Pell

Margaret Shuman
Dorothy Fox
Helen Holman
Sarah Swift Carter
Dorothy G. King
Josephine Hoey
Helen Batchelder
Alice Trimble
Harriet Mumford
H. Nelson Keene
Louise A. Bateman
Dugald C. Jackson
Lewina Ainsworth
Susan ^L Slye
P. D. Pemberton
A. Dorothy Shipley

PUZZLE I.

Agnes R. Lane

Arthur Albert
Myers

Elizabeth Palmer
Loper

Caroline C. Johnson
Pauline ^t. Dakin
Francis Wells
Miles Robinson
Dorothy P. Chester
Marion P. Hallock
Sydney Rutherford
Clara Carroll Earle
Benjamin 'I'ouster

Mildred D. Venawine

PUZZLES 2.

Mason Garfield

Mary E. Bohlen
r>' T. StarrMl ^

Clanna S. Hanks
Dorothy G.
Rutherford

David Lindberg
Carl Guttzeit

ANOTHER GOOD-BY FROM AN OLD PRIZEWINNER.
Washington, Ga.

Dear St. Nicholas League: In a few days I shall be eighteen

and then, alas, I will be too old to contribute any more, so the

picture I am sending this month will be my last to the League. Il

seems like a bombshell thrown at me, such good times I have had
in the League. It is a great consolation to me to know that some
day I may make use of my talent that has been so greatly

benefited and brought out by the League. Thankful, indeed, I

should say I am thankful, that the League was established, and I

sincerely hope that it may live long and prosper together with that

dear old magazine St. Nicholas.
Your devoted friend,

CORDNER S.MITH.

Other welcome letters have been received from Nancy Payson,

Charles Horr, Lewis P. Craig, Ruth Phillips. John E. Burke,

Jessie Metcalf, Nannie Bartlett, Lael Maera Carlock, Emmeline
Bradshaw, Cyril Hawken. Elizabeth H. Barnes. Arthur S. Fair-

banks, Prue K. Jamieson, Blaumont Shepherd, William Bohn,
Laura E. Simpson, Hilda Moss, Doris F. Halman, Jos. L. Lust-

berg, Elizabeth King, Eleanor Stinchcomb, Dorothy Winsor,

Theodore Gordon Ames, Henry S. Rogers, Grace Leslie Wilson,

Gladys Bowen, Esther B. Schmitt, Eunice L. Hone.

MtJH^^

A SPECIAL PRIZE OFFER
AMUSEMENTS FOR LITTLE FOLKS

As a special competition, just this month, the regular League
prizes will be awarded to members of the St. Nicholas League,

for the best suggestions for

RAINY-DAY AMUSEMENTS IN THE NURSERY
as described in the Editorial Notes on page 2S6 of the January
number and on page 477 of this number.
The ideas must not be taken from any book or periodical, and

must be either original with the Competitor, or have been in re-

peated successful use in the competitor's family. If the contribu-

tion need illustrations, finished drawings are not necessary if care-

fully made sketches or outlines are furnished. It is important that

the " ideas" may be carried out by the use of commonplace things

to be found in every household. Suggestions from parents and
older members of our readers' families will be gladly received ; and,

if found available and used, will be paid for.

PRIZE COMPETITION No. 89.

The St. Nicholas League awards gold and silver

badges each month for the best original poems, stories,

drawings, photographs, puzzles, and puzzle answers.

Also cash prizes of five dollars each to gold-badg» win-

ners who shall again win first place. "Wild Animal
and Bird Photograph " prize win-

hers winning the cash prize will

not receive a second badge.

Competition No. 89, and the

Special Prize Competition will

close March 20 (for foreign mem-
bers, March 25). The awards

will be announced and prize

contributions published in St.

Nicholas for July.
'tailpiece.

' A STUDY." BY VERA MARIE DEMENS, AGE 14. (HONOR MEMBER.)

Verse. To contain not more than twenty-four lines.

Title to contain the word " Celebration."

Prose. Story or article of not more than four hun-
dred words. Title to contain the word " Republic."

Photograph. -A.ny size, interior or exterior, mounted
or unmounted ; no blue prints or negatives. Subject

:

" Early Spring."

Drawing. India ink, very black writing-ink, or

wash (not color). Two subjects, " .\ Landscape"
(must be from nature), and a July Heading or Tailpiece.

(Books and Reading discontinued.)

Puzzle. Any sort, but must be accompanied by the

answer in full, and must be indorsed.

Puzzle answers. Best, neatest, and most complete
set of answers to puzzles in this issue of St. Nicholas.
Must be indorsed.

Wild Animal or Bird Photograph. To encourage
the pursuing of game with a camera instead of a gun.
For the best photograph of a wiki animal or binl taken

i}t its natural home : First Prize^ five dollars and League
gold badge. Second Prize, three dollars and League
gold badge. Third Prize, League gold badge. Foitrth

Prize, League silver badge.

RULES.

Any reader of St. Nicholas, whether a subscriber

or not, is entitled to League membership, and a League
badge and leaflet, which will be sent free.

Every contribution, of whatever kind, must bear the

name, age, and address of the sender, and be indorsed

as "original" by parent, teacher, or guardian, ivho

must be convinced beyond doubt tltat the contribution is

not copied but wholly the work and idea of the sender.

If prose, the number of words sliould also be added.

These things must not be on a separate sheet, but on
the contribution itself~\{ a manu-
script, on the upper margin ; if a
picture, on the margin or back.

Write or draw on one side of the

paper only. A contributor may
send but one contribution a month
—not one of each kind, but one
only. Address

:

„ The St. Nicholas Leazue.
BY ELEANOR D. BLODCETT, iuv uv. ». »v.m«»B ^vc»^..v,

AGE 10. Union Square, New York.



Curious Facts About the Figure Nine

Write down in a row all the numerals except

eight, thus :

12345679
Nowchoose any one ofthese numeralsand mul-

tiply it bv nine. Suppose w^e choose ttiio, which

multiplied by nine will of course give us eighteen.

Then multiply your row of figures by this,

12345679
18

98765432
12345679

222222222

The answer, you see, is all twos. If you had
chosen three the answer then would have been

all threes—and so on.

Another curious fact is that if you write down
any number in three figures and then reverse

those figures and subtract the lesser amount,

you will find that the middle figure of the

amount of the answer is always nine.

Try it thus, write . . . 763
Now reverse that . . . 367

396
Now reverse again, but this

time add the amount . 693

1089

Your answers will ahoays be the same, 1089

—except in one instance, if the first two figures

you write are alike and the last figure next in

regular order as 778 ; 887; 776; 998.

In that case you will get 99 for your answer,

but by again adding this, and then adding this

sum reversed you come back to your 1089.

Example :

776
Reversed 677 Subtracted

99
9.9 Added

Reversed 891 Added

E. T. Corbett.

Of the many curious results reached by the

various combinations of the number 9, the fol-

lowing is not least remarkable.

Take any number you please (provided the

number does not read the same backward as

forward) and, having written it down, write it

backward, that is, make the last figure of the

first the first figure of the second, and .so on,

so that the first figure of the first shall be the

last of the second ; subtract the lesser from the

greater, and multiply the remainder, or differ-

ence, by any number you please. From the

product thus obtained rub out any one figure

(provided the figure is not 9) and add together

the remaining figures, as if they were all units.

If the sum contains more than one figure, repeat

the operation, that is, add together the figures

of the sum as if they were all units, and continue

to thus repeat until the sum is expressed by a

single figure. The figure rubbed out will

always be what it is required to make 9 when
added to this final figure.

For instance suppose the sum of the figures of

the product when added together, after rubbing

out one figure, be 157; this, being expressed

by more than one figure, is again added—

i

and 5 and 7 make 13; this, again, being

likewise more than one figure, is again added

—

I and 3 make 4. Therefore the figure rubbed
out was 5 that being the number required to

make 9.

So, if the final figure be 6, the figure rubbed
out was 3; if the final figure be 2, the figure

rubbed out was 7 ; if the final figure be 9, the

figure rubbed out was o.

This result will never fail.

An amusing game can be built up on this.

One of a party, without knowing what were the

numbers used, or the figures rubbed out, by the

others, can instantly declare the latter, in each

case, upon being told what is the final figure of

the calculation.

William B. Whiting.

476



To the Parents of St. Nicholas Readers

EDITORIAL NOTE

Ox page 286 of the January number we called attention to a new series of articles intended for tlie

parents and caretakers of the younger members of the families of our readers. Our reasons for publishing

tliis set of papers entitled

" Hints and Helps for ' Mother,'—

Rainy-Day Amusements in the Nursery,"

were set forth in that editorial note. We think that those whose attention the notice has escaped would

be repaid by referring to it, as these articles are likely to prove very helpful in the nursery in keeping

the little ones amused when the usual recreations fail. The third of the series, "SPOOL PLAY-
THINGS " appears in this number.
We would also repeat that we should be very glad to receive from grown-up readers, or the older Sr.

Nicholas boys and girls, any suggestions for amusements and toys which they have invented or have

used and found useful.

The Letter-Box
Tacoma, Wash.

Dear St. Nicholas: Tacoma is a beautiful city,

with all its fine parks, schools, and buildings. I am go-

ing to tell you about Point Defiance Park. It has two
brown bears, one Alaskan grizzly, two monkeys, two
racoons, one fox, one coyote, one herd of deer and elk,

two peacocks, three eagles, four magpies, lots of pigeons

and hawks, a lovely greenhouse, -anda pavilion ; also, a

band-stand.

Tacoma has the longest wheat-warehouses in the

world. If you were here I would take you down ; but

as you are not, I will have to tell you. If you started from

the Eleventh Street bridge, you would see wheat, cotton,

tea, matting, bamboo poles, liquors, car-rails, cigarettes,

flour, and many other things. Boats are constantly go-

ing out or coming in.

The United States cable-ship Burnside has a crew of

P'ilipinos. These Filipinos htive a very funny way of

playing foot-ball. They have a ball made of straw,

which they kick up in the air, and when it comes down
they kick it up with their heel.

Your affectionate member,
Samuel Haskell.

Wayne, Pa.
Dear St. Nicholas: Every summer we go to Lake
Champlain. This year we had a very nice summer.
We went in swimming almost every day. We had a

rowboat that we went rowing in, and 1 forgot to tell you
that we had a little camp right on the shore. I always

woke very e.arly and read, and the book I liked best was
the " History of England." The story that I liked best

was " The Battle of Hastings." William the Conqueror
came over to conquer England. Harold, who was then

king, did not want to give in, so he fought. William
won, and Harold was killed. Good-by.

Your loving

Ethel Andrews (age 8).

Blackheath, Kent, England.
Dear St. Nicholas: I have not written to you be-

fore but thought perhaps you would like to hear a little

about our lovely trip to England. My real home is in

America, in California, but we have been over in England
for nearly six months. We are going home again in

November.
We have been to three seaside places, which I enjoyed

very much, Eastbourne, in Sussex, Sandown, in the Isle

of Wight, and Lowestoft, in Suffolk ; the latter is a

Large fishing place and it is most interesting watching

the fishing smacks with their reddish-brown sails going

in and out of the harbor. I enjoyed the bathing very

much there. We are in Devonshire for a week. We
went to Lynton first ; from there we drove by coach to

Ilfracombe, and from there to Bideford, so we would be

able to take a day's coaching trip to Clovelly. In

Clovelly they don't have any carriages, because it is

built on a hill, and only has, practically, one street,

which is very steep and very crooked and is made like

steps. It is a little fishing place and very picturesque.

We went to Hampton Court a few days ago and saw
all the old rooms with the beautiful paintings and the

beautiful old tapestry that is made of gold and silver

thread and took so long to make.

I was very interested in a letter in the October St.

Nicholas, where a girl wrote about Hampton Court.

We heard a different story about it from the one she

told. We heard that Cardinal Wolsey owned the palace

and wanted to get into the good graces of Henry VIII,

so he gave it to him as a present, but his majesty evi-

dently did not appreciate it as he turned Wolsty out of

the Court three years after. She said that King Henry
was jealous and made Wolsey give it to him. I do

not know which is correct.

It is supposed to be the most magnificent gift a subject

ever gave a sovereign.
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We have been to Madame Tussaud's and saw the won-
derful wax figures. They are very lifelike.

"Bit; ben," the great cfockin London, is sixty feet in

circumference, each minute marked on it being a foot

apart. It chimes every quarter of an hour.

We have been to Westminster Abbey, which is a very
wonderful old place.

We have also lieen to Blundeston and saw the house
called the " Kookery," where Charles Dickens wrote
" David Copperfield."

I have taken you for four years and have enjoyed your
stories from the first. I am very much interested in
" The Crimson Sweater." I hope there will be another
continued story as interesting as "From Sioux to

Susan."
I hope this letter will not be too long as I thought it

might prove interesting to the readers of St. Nicholas.
I remain your interested reader,

Dorothy Eleanor Westrup (age 13).

Washington, D. C.
Dear St. Nicholas: Seeing the article in St. Nich-
olas, by Mr. Gleeson, about the Harpy Eagle, I wish
to add a bit of information which the modest author
omitted— namely, that his painting of the "Harpy
Eagle," wliich I have seen, is beautifully like the real

eagle, and has exquisite coloration. It hangs at present
in the Keeper's Room, Zoological Gardens, and is not in

a public position.

I have taken your magazine for years, and I intend to

have my children take it. I liked " A Comedy in Wax"
very much, but I think that " Elinor Arden, Royalist,"
is my favoiite serial story. I remain.

Your sincere friend,

Mary T. Atw.\ter (age 12).

Fernandina, Fla.
Dear St. Nicholas : I have not seen many letters

from Florida in the Letter-Box, so I thought you might
like to get one from me.

I inclose a picture of the Seminole Indians living in
the Everglades ol Florida, which I took while on a visit

to Cutler, Florida, a town fifteen miles south of Miami.
They are the descendants of the Seminoles who massa-
cred my great-grandfather. Dr. Henry Perrine, at Indian
Key, in 1S41.

These Indians come up from the Everglades about
once a week to Cutler to get supplies, and they are
always delighted to have their pictures taken.

I enjoy you tremendously, especially the Books and
Reading department, the short stories, and the little

verses.

I would like to form a chapter here, but none of the
other children take St. Nicholas.
We have a horse, a cow, three cats, and a kitten.
Hoping you will live forever and ever, I am,

Your interested reader,

Jessie Pringle Palmer (age 14).

Southwood, Silverdale,
East Liberty, Wells, England.

Dear Sj'. Nicholas : I was most interested last year
in seeing in the magazine a story about our old clock in
Wells Cathedral. I have lived under the shadow of
it for the last four years, because my father is the chan-
cellor.

Your fond reader,

Agnes M. Holmes.

Negaunee, Mich.
Dear Sr. Nicholas: I live in the northern part of
Michigan. We have very cold winters here, and a great
deal of snow. Last winter I measured the snow in our
yard after a three days' thaw, and it measured between
three and four feet deep.

I have a black cat that I think a great deal of. Her
name is "Sunshine." When she is frisky she will jump
al)Out a foot and a half in the air to catch a paper on a
string. When she wants to get on my shoulder she
will run up my back.

I do not take St. Nicholas, but mv brother does. I

was very much interested in " Elinor Arden," and I

wished the story had not been so short.

Your interested reader,

Mildred A. Yates (age 13).

Lake George, N. V.
Dear St. Nicholas: This year we had some theatri-

cals at our house. We had two scenes from " Hiawatha "

—the departure and Hiawatha's wooing, and I was Min-
nehaha. There was also a dialogue from Austin Dobson,
and a play called "Alice Through the Wonder-Glass," a
mixture of both books. It was a benefit. I am always
wanting to have you arrive, because I love to read your
stories and funny|verses. I am reading " KibunDaizin,"
and I think it is very interesting.

Your faithful reader,

Cornelia Chapin (age 11).

Tours, France.
Dear St. Nicholas: I am an American, but I am
over here learning to speak French. I like it very
much, but I like America much better. We have two
little birds. One of them is a baby sparrow that we
picked up in the street. It is very tame, and will get
on my hand of its own accord. It eats egg in water—
a very strange diet, is n't it ? The other one is not a
baby, but we call him one. He is a canary, and his

name is Uncle Sain. At Rome in Cazenovia (where we
live in America) we have a bull terrier. Bimbo is his

name. He can do a great many tricks. And at break-
fast each morning he had a chair of his own. Well, I

must close now, dear St. Nicholas.
From your admiring friend,

Jane A. Gould (age 12).

Johnstown, Pa.
My Dear St. Nicholas : I have long wanted to sug-
gest to you that a good work might be done in the St.
Nicholas by influencing little girls to help to protect

the birds by not wearing feathers in their hats.

I have a little niece who feels very much interested in

the subject, and she often speaks to her friends about the

cruelty of killing so many birds. Strange to say, few of
them ever have thought anything about it.

Now when so much is being said and done to teach
children to love animals and to protect them, this subject

of the wholesale slaughter of birds ought to be impressed
upon the little girls. It seems perfectly hopeless to make
any reform with women, who will not stop to think what
a hat is made of if it is only becoming.
The St Nicholas is doing so much for our children

all over the world. Sincerely yours,

(Miss) Annie R. Price.

Interesting letters, which lack of space prevents our
printing, have also been received from NIargaret Murrish,
Helen De Puy, Evelyn Dunham, Marguerite Magruder,
Keith Robinson, Katharine W. McCoUin, Annette Ken-
nedy, Eleanor Hale Jones, Ronald R. Roggy, R. C.

Walker, Maurice H. Johnson, Bertha Stratton, Doro-
thea Obertieflfer, Katharine A. Wetherill.



ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN THE FEBRUARV NUMBER.

Diagonal. Lincoln. Cross-words : r. Lecture. 2. Dictate. 3.

Languor. 4. Drachma. 5. Nations. 6. Soberly. 7. Fifteen.

WnRD-Sgt'AREs : I. I. Organ. 2. Rouge. 3. Gules. 4.

Agent. 5. Nests. U. i. Olive. 2. Linen. 3. Inert. 4. Verve.
5. Enter.

Doi'BLE Acrostic. Initials. William Howard Taft; fourth
row, Theodore Roosevelt. Cross-words: i. Worthy. 2. Inches.

3. Legend. 4. Lemons. 5. Iridal. 6. Absorb. 7. Marred. 8.

Heresy, g. Oberon. 10. Widows. 11. Arbors. 12. Reason.
Direst. 14. Travel. 15. Appeal. 16. Fellow. 17. Tinted.

Overlapping Diamonds. I. i. M. 2. Pit. 3. Minor.
Ton. 5. R. II. I. M. 2. Vat. 3. Manor. 4. Top. ;.

III. I. R. 2. Nip. 3. River. 4. Pen. 5. R. IV. i. R.
Pap. 3. Razor. 4. Pod. 5. R.

Illl'stkated Zigzag. Candlemas, i. Chain. 2. Cameo.

3-

4-

R.

Charade. Pot-ate-o, potato.

Central Acrostic. Hans Brinker. Cross-words: i. Abhor.
2. Abate. 3. I>ingy. 4. Beset. 5. Habit. 6. Agree. 7. Agile.
8. Annex. 9. Maker. 10. Alert. 11. Array.

Combination Acrostic. From i to 9, Massage ; 2 to 10, Car-
pets: 3 to II, Throats; 4 to 12, Cantons; from 5 to 8, Tops, Pots,
Post, Stop.

Beheadings. David Garrick. i. A-dam. 2. D-are. 3.

A-verse. 4. H-ill. 5. E-den. 6. A-gain. 7. H-aunt, 8. T-rim.
9. G-rip. 10. M-ire. 11. S-care. 12. S-kill.

Nlimerical Enigma. " Nothing preaches better than the ant,

and she says nothing."

Diamonds Connected by a Square. I. i. C. 2. Nab. 3.

Canal. 4. Bah. 5. L. 11. i. E. _2. Ant. 3. Enter, 4. Tea.

Hands. 4. Candy.
9. Sword.

5. Camel. 6. Poker. 7. Lemon. 8. Lambs.
5. R. Ill

IV. I. E.

3. Aorta,

Habit. 2. Abada
2. Eat. 3. Eager, i

4. Etc. 5. A.

Bahar.
Ten. R.

Idaho. 5.

V. I. A. ;

Tarot.
Toe.

To OCR Puzzlers : Answers to be acknowledged in the magazine, must be received not later than the 15th of each month, and
should be addressed to St. Nicholas Riddle-bo.x, care of The Century Co., 33 E. 17th St., New York City .

Answers to all the Puzzles in the December Nuimber were received, before December 15th, from Elsie Lacie, and Gillie

—

Eugenie Steiner—James A. Lynd—Jo and I—Carroll B. Clark— " Queenscourt"—Kathryn I. Wellman—Nan and Caryl—Florence H.
Doan—Mary W. Ball—Louis Chick—Prue K. Jamieson—Florence Alvarez—Paul Johnson.

Answers to Puzzles in the December Nu.mber were received, before December 15th, from L. Kellogg, i—M. M. Howe, i

—

Carl Guttzeit, 3—M. McKinney, i—R. W. Bowen, i—E. L. Pollard, i—M. Wyman, i—H. Orbach, i—B. Orbach. i—Edith Bolter, 3

—

C S. Clements, i—M. Green, i—L. Murphy, i—D. Myrick, i—R. and E. Farwell, i—K. L. Wyllie, i— F. P. Wyllie, 1—A. Alexander,
1—N. Geddes, 1—D. Da\'is, i—Ormond Clark, 2—G. Brown, 1—Dorothy Cohn, 5—Stella Piatkowska, 5—L. Murphy, i.—M. l\Iagruder,
I—H. A. Ross, I— S. O. Shotter, i— S. McCormick, i—W. R. Craycroft, i— F. M. Sleeper, i—H. Q. Miller, 1—Harold Ruggles, 6—
Hazel Wyeth, 2 -Everest D. Haight, 2—R. B. Carney, i—Edna NIeyle, 6—R. B.Carney, j—M. L. Kendall, i—S. Piatt, i—R. Sichel,
I—Miriam Keeler, 5—W. A. Coulter, i—M. Cipperly, i—A. M. Stites, 1— L. D. Taussig, i—M. Frey, i

—"Jolly Juniors," 8—D. Bruce,
I— F. R. Vaeger, i—F. McAlpin, i—Donald Hall, 8—Mary S. Home, 2—"St. Gabriel's Chapter," 7—M. Hyland. i—F. Le Lacheur, i.

—

Margaret W. King, 8—Genevieve Alvord, 4—J. Delanoy, i—Howard J. Hill, 9—S. Baldwin, 3rd, i—M. Hunt, 9—R. L. Willard, i

—

E Russell, 7.

A PUZZLE IN NUMBERS.
{Silver Badge^ St. Nicholas League Competition.)

Take one hundred; add a cipher; add fifty; and add
five hundred. The result will be a prevalent disorder.

iMARGARETTA V. WHITNEY.

DOUBLE BEHEADINGS AND CURTAILINGS.
{Gold Badge, St. Nicholas League Competition.)

Example: Doubly behead and curtail a maliing

again and leave i. Genuine. 2. Of recent origin. 3.

(The last word reversed.) A kind of tumor.
Answer: Re-new-al. i. Real. 2. New. 3. Wen.

(The first might also have been "Lear,"— as the four

letters need not be taken consecutively.)

1. Doubly behead and curtail a falling back and
leave i. A prophet. 2. To lick up. 3. .V compan-
ion (slang).

2. Doubly behead and curtail in that respect and
leave i. To attenuate. 2. Before. 3. Earlier than.

3. Doubly behead and curtail whereupon and leave

I. .-Vn exclamation. 2. Sooner than. 3. Previously to.

4. Doubly behead and curtail employs and leave

I. Perceived. 2. Something commonly used by robbers
to induce silence. 3. To use the same.

5. Doubly behead and curtail an earthen rampart
and leave I. What telegraph messages are sometimes
written on. 2. To knock. 3. State of equality.

6. Doubly behead and curtail auditors and leave

I. A possessive pronoun. 2. Part of the verb to be.

3. An epoch.

7. Doubly behead and curtail a division of the
Roman army and leave i. Crippled. 2. Pinch. 3.

To fasten together.

8. Doubly behead and curtail authorized writings
securing privileges to some person or persons and leave

I. Gone by. 2. A number. 3. A snare.

When these have been correctly guessed and placed
in the above order, the third letters of the first eight

original words will spell the surnames of two great

generals. The first letters of the eight three-letter

words, before and after reversal, spell the same two
surnames.

R. utley.
LETTER PUZZLE.

18 2 20 4 "^ I

34 10 6 29 16 23

7 35 * 24 5 27
* 13 31 21 3° 15

36 9 32 22 12 *

14 II 3 25 33 8

17 26 28 19 ' *

Cross-words: i. A continent. 2. Pertaining to

Ionia. 3. To lessen the force or acuteness of. 4. To
regard with wonder or astonishment. 5. A broad piece

of defensive armor carried on the arm. 6. Explodes.
7. A groove.

When the following words have been rightly guessed
and written one below another, the letters represented
by the figures from i to 36 will spell a quotation from
Shakespeare.

WILLIAM ELLIS KEYSOR (Honor Member).
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WOKD-SQUAKE.
I. One who makes bread. 2. A feminine name. ;

Murders. 4. Striking effect. 5. Reposes.
PHILIP STONE (League Member).

ILiLUSTBATED PRIMAL ACKOSTIC.
":"7-—r---5r

When the seven objects in the above picture have
been rightly guessed and written one below another,

the initial letters, reading downward, will spell the

surname of a famous American. Designed by
LAURENCE RUST HILLS (League Member).

Papers." 9. A feminine character in "As You Like
Tt." 10. A masculine character in " Martin Chuzzle-
wit." II. A feminine character in "The Idylls of the
King." 12. A superannuated nobleman in " Dombey
and Son." 13. The son of Daedalus, drowned in the
Icarian Sea. 14. Partof the title of a book by Thackeray.
15. A wicked character in "Uncle Tom's Cabin."
16. A lawyer in "Pickwick Papers."

HONOR GALLSWORTHY.

CROSS-WORD ENIGMA.
Mv/irsi is in light, but not in sun

;

My second, in cracker, but not in fun

;

My third is in water, but not in milk ;

lily fourlh is in cotton, but not in silk

;

Myyf/M is in star, but not in moon

;

My sixth is in tiger, but not in coon ;

My sn'enth, in branch, but not in tree;

My eighth is in gnat, but not in flea

;

My ninth is in David, but not in Saul;
My tenth is in several, not in all.

My whole is a game very often played
Without the aid of club or spade.

MARY L. RUHL (League Member.)

ANAGBAJM ACROSTIC.
{Cash Prize, St. Nicholas League Competition.)

All the words described contain the same number of

letters.

Example: Transpose a sliding box in a case, to com-
pensate, a guard, and make contended. Answer,
drawer, reward, warder, warred.

I. Transpose to mourn, and make a shelf over a fire-

place, a loose garment, and pertaining to the mind. 2.

Transpose to ramble, and make a keeper, cautioned, and
a masculine name. 3. Transpose more precious, and

make a book for learners, to peruse again, and rose on

the hind legs. 4. Transpose rules as a king, and make
to give up, one who ratifies, and one who utters musical

sounds.

When the final word of each set of anagrams has

been correctly guessed, and all four words have been

written in a column, the initials will spell the name of

a god to whom the month of March is sacred.

E. ADELAIDE HAHN (Honor Member).

A NOTEI- SQUARE.
{Silver Badge, St. Nicholas League Competition.)

5 I 7

SINGLE ACROSTIC.
{Gold Badge, St. Nicholas League Competition.)

When the names have been rightly guessed and placed
in the order given, the primals will spell the title of a

book by Goldsmith. All the names have the same
number of letters.

I. A feminine character in "The Idylls of the King."
2. A feminine character in "Cymbeline." 3. A char-

acter in "The Old Curiosity Shop." 4. A king that

Tennyson writes about. 5. A feminine character in

"Ivanhoe." 6. A feminine character in one of Gold-
smith's books. 7. A char.acter in "Notre Dame de
Paris." 8. A masculine character in " Pickwick

From 3 to 4, a famous humorist ; from I to 2, be-

longing to a Quaker poet ; from 9 to 7, a means of con-

veyance ; from 9 to 4, twice ; from 9 to 6, a sign ; from

9 to 2, rows; from 9 to 8, to overtop other objects;

from 9 to 5, a ferocious animal.

Rim (si.K letters each). From i to 7, to bleach ; from

7 to 4, something used at the dinner table; from 4 to

6, a race ; from 6 to 2, sounds ; from 2 to 8, a cement

for metal ; from 8 to 3, without aim ; from 3 to 5, a

looking-glass ; from 5 to I, to go over again.

ELEANOR V. COVERLY.

THE DE VINNE PRESS, NEW YORK.
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SPRING WAKre
* ISABEL ECCLf:5T0Nl: M.AC KAY *

A Snowdrop lay in the sweet, dark ground.
'• Come out," said the Sun, "come out!

"

Bttt she lay quite still and she heard no sound
;

••Asleep I" said the Sun. "No doubt!"

The Snowdrop heard, for she raised her head.
•' Look spry," said the Sun, "look spry!

"

It 's warm," said the Snowdrop, "here in bed."
" O fie !

" said the Sun, " O fie !

"

" You call too soon, Mr. Sun, you do .'"

"No, no," said the Sun, "Oh, no.'"

"There 's something above and I can't see through."
'• It 's snow," said the Sun, "just snow."

" But I say, Mr. Sun, are the Robins here ?
"

" Maybe," said the Sun, "maybe ;

"

" There was n't a bird when you called last year."
•• Come out," said the Sun, "and see!

"

The Snowdrop sighed, for she liked her nap,

And there was n't a bird in sight,

But she popped out of bed in her white night-cap
;

•' That 's right," said the Sun, " that 's right!
"

And, soon as that small night-cap was seen,

A Robin began to sing.

The air grew warm, and the grass tiu-ned green.
" 'T is Spring !

" laughed the Sun. •'
't is Spring !

"

Copyright, 1907, by The CbNiiKv Co. All rights reserved.
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Abbie Ann
By George Madden Martin

Author of the " Enimv Lou" Stories

Illustrated by C. M. Relyea

Chapter XII

Miss Henrietta Owsley was invited for

the next day to Sunday dinner. Aunt Abbie,

Aunt Ann, and Abbie Ann were home from
Church when she got there.

Aunt Abbie's greeting was singular ; on

looking up and seeing Miss Henrietta in the

doorway, she said, " Henrietta Owsley, I have

been a wicked old woman."
Miss Henrietta Owsley did not move an

eyelid of her strong, portly face. " I have

been telling you so for some years," she said,

cheerfully and promptly.

Aunt Abbie took this with surprising meek-

ness. "I know you have," she said with

alarming humility, "but it seems that each

must travel his own road to repentance. There

are no short-cuts by way of another's experi-

ence, Henrietta."

Abbie Ann felt as if she were in Church

;

she had no idea what it was all about, but

then that made it the more like Church to

poor Abbie.

But promptly enough Aunt Abbie's every-

day manner returned.

"Henrietta." she said, decidedly, "you

must have this child's trunk packed to-mor-

row. It is the proper thing that she should

come to live with us while here."

Abbie Ann understood this, and held her

breath, and clutched the seat of the chair she

was on.

"Not at all," returned Miss Henrietta

Owsley, who was just as decided. "You for-

get the child has a father. She was brought

to me. I can allow no change unless ordered

by him."
"H'm," said Aunt Abbie Norris.

"And you forget," went on the relentless

Miss Henrietta, "that though you may be

ready to forgive, it does not follow that you

are forgiven."

Aunt Abbie's grim face changed. But she

held her own. "Henrietta Owsley," she said,

"you are the only person on earth who would

dare speak to me in that way. You know
you are."

" I think we 've always been distinguished

for plain speaking with each other, Abbie,"

said Miss Henrietta, good-humoredly. Then
she laughed and went on :

" However, I 've

never seen that it has done either of us much
good, as we seem to make a habit of never

taking the other's advice."

"H'm," said Aunt Abbie. And Aunt Ann
coming in. Aunt Abbie lapsed into silence, a

silence which, if violent tweakings of her

great nose meant anything, was filled with in-

ward thoughts of a disturbing nature.

At sun-down Miss Henrietta and her

youngest pupil, bag in hand, went home in

the carriage.

But Abbie Ann was not to be left to her

Maria long. School was not over the next

day, when Aunt Ann Norris appeared, tearful

and helpless.

She clung to the little niece who was
brought down by Miss Owsley, as to some-

thing of her own flesh and blood, but she

handed a note to Miss Owsley.

"Read it, dear Henrietta," she begged, her

bonnet all awry, her old hands tremulous,

"read it and tell me what it means! I went
down town, in fact, Henrietta, I may say.

Sister Abbie sent me down in the carriage to

match purple floss, and on my return.—read

it, Henrietta!—

"

Miss Henrietta took the proflFered note, and
read it calmly.

" Dear Ann," it set forth, "I am going on a jour-

ney. Do not worry about me. I am fully able to take

care of myself, but have taken Eliza to satisfy you. I

cannot say just when I shall return.

Your affectionate sister,

A. L. Norris."

"What does it mean, Henrietta?" begged
poor Miss Ann.

"It means what it says," responded the

practical Miss Henrietta.

"And what am I to do?" quavered the be-

wildered and forsaken Miss Ann.
"Go home and be comfortable," said the

other. "Your sister can take care of herself."

484
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"Dear Henrietta, am I to stay in that big

house alone?" And the poor old Miss Ann,
her eye-glasses dangling on their gold chain,

had hasty recourse to her pocket handkerchief.

"Sister Abbie," wept Miss Ann, "is most un-

kind ; she has no right to treat me with so

little confidence."

Miss Owsley gazed upon her lifelong

friend, Ann Norris. Was it fair that the sis-

ter's stronger will should have kept poor Ann
dependent thus? But born preceptress that

Miss Henrietta was, it was too late to begin

on Ann now. Then, with a smile, she said

:

her cheeks pinker with the pleasure of it, "and
it 's about you."

Miss Ann's nerves were none of the best.

"About me?" she returned, with alarm, "oh
Maria, what is it? I am quite prepared,

—

what has happened to Sister Abbie?"
Maria looked astonished. "It 's about

you," she said. " My Auntie says my Grandma
is glad I am rooming with Abbie Ann. She
says that Miss Ann Norris and my Grandma's
brother, Mr. Chedson Dudley Rowley, vv-ere

old friends."

Aunt Ann sat back in the carriage. Surely

' MISS ANN DREW HERSELF UP AND LOOKED FROM ONE SMALL F,\CE

TO THE OTHER."

"You may take little Abbie back with you,

if you wish," said Miss Owsley, "and send

her to school each morning."

Abbie Ann accepted this willingly enough.

She did not mind going with Aunt Ann, and
when she came down ready to go, a little

later, she brought Maria with her, that Aunt
Ann might know her. Even in her tearful

state, it was plain to see that Aunt Ann liked

the pink-cheeked Maria.

So. as Aunt Abbie failed to return that day,

or the next, they invited Maria to drive with

them in the afternoon and go home with them
to tea.

\\'hen they went for her. she came out

in her best dress and hat, with a letter in her

hand.

"It 's from my Auntie,'' she told Miss Ann,

she had heard, but she did not say a word,
only her old, gloved hands closed on her

lorgnette quite agitatedly and she looked off

out of the carriage window.
Presently her gaze came in to the two little

girls side by side on the seat opposite her.

They looked uncomfortable. What had Maria
said, what had she done?

Miss Ann Norris smoothed her dress in a

fluttered, timid way with her old hand. "Your
Aunt Abbie, Abbie Ann," she remarked, as

she had done once before, "is a strong charac-

ter ; a person of great discretion and reserve.

In this latter, my dears, I hope I resemble
her."

And Miss Ann drew herself up and looked
from one small face to the other, wistfully.

Was she only waiting for a little encourage-
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ment, to open her old heart to these two little

girls?

But the little girls did not know what to

say; embarrassed, each held the other's hand

and said nothing. And on Miss Ann Norris's

face lingered a look wistful and troubled, all

the way home.

She even forgot at dinner to worry, and

talked a good deal of the time when she and

Sister Abbie were young.

And afterward, old Miss Ann. far along

in her seventies, went to the piano. She

seemed to forget her little niece and Maria.

Her playing was hesitating and low, as if

the old fingers were hunting their w-ay, but it

made little Abbie Ann and Maria seek each

other's hands again.—they knew not why.

And presently Aunt Ann's old voice trem-

bled above the gliding runs and melody.

There was something left in the old tones

still.. It was years after that the little Abbie

Ann came upon and remembered the words

Aunt Ann Norris sang quaveringly:

—

"No. the heart that has truly loved never forgets

But as truly loves on to the close.

As the sunflower turns on her god when he sets

The same look which she turned when he rose."

When Aunt .A.nn arose from the piano, she

was just an old, old woman, older because of

the fineries which bedecked her. She called

Maria to her.

"Your Uncle Chedson." said Miss Ann to

Maria, "died when we were both twenty."

Soon after,that, Maria had to be sent home
in the carriage but the next afternoon they

went and got her again. Aunt Ann even held

Maria's hand in hers. It was plain to be seen

that Aunt Ann loved Maria. At first Abbie

Ann felt queer, but she could not be jealous

very long, for the very reason that she loved

Maria too.

Chapter XIII

It was the evening of that same day. Aunt
Ann and Abbie had gone up-stairs. more be-

cause Jennings began turning the lights out

than because it was late.

All the evening, too. Aunt Ann's conver-

sation had seemed to take a gloomy turn, as

if her mind were on Aunt Abbie. "There are

tragedies in every family, my dear," she told

her niece, "we had an Uncle ourselves whose
ship was scuttled by pirates."

Abbie Ann, preparing for bed, paused in

unbuttoning her shoe. Evidently something

dreadful had happened to the Uncle. " What 's

'scuttled,' Aunt Ann?" she inquired.

"Dear me," said Aunt Ann, smoothing her

dress, "really, Abbie Ann, I don't know that

I can exactly tell you. Sister Abbie would

know. I should say myself, it was a nautical

way of sinking a vessel, peculiar to pirates."

Abbie Ann pulled her shoe off. "What 's

pirates. Aunt Ann?"
Aunt Ann was quite fluttered. "Pirates,

my dear.
—

" but Aunt Ann never got farther

than to say she had heard they generally wore

ear-rings, wdien both paused

—

They heard the front door opening, then

heard voices

—

Abbie Ann's ears were sharp.—with one

shoe on, the other in her hand, she flew down-
stairs. Aunt Ann coming behind, quite tottery

from her week's anxieties.

" Father 1 Father I Father !" Abbie Ann went

calling.

And it was her Father and Eliza, putting

Aunt Abbie down into a chair very gently.

Abbie Ann rushed, frantic with joy,' to her

father, but Aunt Ann tearfully approached

Aunt Abbie.

"Now what 's the use of any heroics,

Ann?" Aunt Abbie, alarmingly erect, briefly

demanded. "There, keep away, no, I prefer

you would n't touch me, even a finger tip.

It 's lumbago."
Poor Miss Ann, thus waved off, took Mr.

Richardson's proffered hand, meekly.

"I went to ask John Richardson's pardon."

announced Aunt Abbie at this point, "and
I took cold in his draughty house, and he had

to bring me home."
And Aunt Abbie made a motion as though

to rise, and sank back.

"If he had not been an amiable man, he

might have told me these were long deferred

tweaks of conscience," said Aunt Abbie, with

grim humor; "but it is n't that; it 's his

draughtv halls and that Fabe creature's cook-

ing." But she was quite white about the lips,

nevertheless.

John Richardson, this time not at all like

the man with the dripping umbrella, set his

little half-shod daughter down, and detached

himself from Miss Ann.
"Get a glass of wine for Miss Norris,

Eliza." he said.

"Not at all," said Aunt Abbie, decidedly,

"that 's the last thing one needs in rheumatic

tendencies."

"Get a glass of wine, Eliza," said John
Richardson. "Please bring it immediately."
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Eliza disappeared, hat and wraps yet on,

but she came back with the wine.

"Voti need it. Vou are faint," said John

Then her eye fell on Abbie Ann, dangling
one shoe, and looking on, wonderingly.

"Child," she said, "come to me. Cornel"
Abbie Ann went. Aunt Abbie's eyes ranged

from the one-stockinged foot. up to the tum-
bled hair.

"Abbie Ann," she said, almost gently, cer-

tainly with surprising meekness, "I was such
a child as you once. John, if you '11 give me
your arm, to the top of the stairs, I '11 go to

" ABBIE ANN, RCSHED, FRANTIC WITH JOV, TO HER FATHER.'

Richardson, and held it to her lips. Aunt
Abbie sat straight. She had no idea of drink-

ing it. John Richardson held the wine, and
looked at her. Suddenly Aunt Abbie opened
her mouth and swallowed it meekly.

bed." Mr. Richardson assisted her up the

stairway, and bidding her good-night, returned

to the drawing-room and took his little daugh-

ter upon his knee. He had brought more than

himself for Abbie Ann, he had a letter for
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her in his pocket from Mr. McEwan. Abbie

Ann joyously seized and read it.

"There 's a verse," said Abbie Ann, "it

says, 'Lines to Miss Abbie Ann Richardson

on First Beholding her Great-Aunt.'
"

Abbie's Father looked doubtful, perhaps

apprehensive too. It is only fair to this gentle-

man to say he did not know the lines were

there when he brought the letter.

But Abbie was reading them

:

" Shake not your glory locks at me
That in the great-aunt I should see

The why that little Abbie Ann
So loves a feather or a fan.

And why the little Abbie's head
And temper too, should blaze so..., "

Abbie stopped suddenly. Her face was
scarlet ; so was her Father's, but for a different

reason. It never would have done to let his

little daughter know when she stopped read-

ing, how near he came to supplying that

rhyme.

"Abbie," he said, presently, "your Aunt
Abbie is desirous that you should make your

home here with her while going to school. I

have told her that for this year I want you
where you are. After that, I have promised

to leave it to you, whether you shall stay here

or not."

Abbie Ann listened. She even took it quite

cheerfully. "Anyhow, that 's a long way off,"

she reasoned.

Chapter XIV

Coal City is in the heart of very beautiful

mountains. In the summer-time, a wild little

river dashes over giant boulders and churns

itself to foam under rocky, laurel- and rho-

dodendron-grown banks. The country is full

of summer hotels and mineral springs.

One day in June a freight consignment

was put off on the platform of Coal City. It

seemed to consist of household comforts.

screens as for draughty halls, footstools, care-

fully wrapped mattresses.

A day later, the westward bound morning
sleeper drew up at Coal City. Mr. McEwan,
station-agent, ahead even of Mr. John Rich-

ardson, owner of the Black Diamond Mines,

received into his own hands, as it were, the

party handed off, one after another, by the

conductor ; a party consisting of an old lady,

a nodding bunch of mignonette in her bonnet

;

one maid, laden with bags and bundles, and
wearing the tolerant air of one conducting

and humoring a consignment of irresponsible

persons ; one little girl with pink, pink cheeks

and a trim little person, and another little

girl with eager eyes and red, red hair

—

Aunt Ann and Maria had come to Coal City

to pay a visit to Abbie Ann, and Eliza had
come to look after the party.

Aunt Abbie had declined the invitation,

hastily ; she did not seem to care for the mode
of life at Coal City; and Miss Henrietta had
declined likewise. She agreed, however, to

go and stay with her old friend Miss Abbie,

while Aunt Ann went.

"We have n't a bit of patience with each

other's ways," stated Miss Owsley, "but it

will be good discipline for us both."

Mr. McEwan receiving them from the con-

ductor handed them on to Mr. Richardson,

which brought him to .'Vbbie Ann at last.

As he lifted her off the step and set her on
the platform, he surveyed her, up and down.

Now it chanced she had on a blue linen dress,

and a big, flapping-brimmed, dark blue hat

with flowers. Mr. McEwan sur\-eyed her up
and down. Then his eyebrows lifted and his

glasses blinked. He shook hands with Ab-
bie Ann.

"Blue," said Mr. McEwan, "is true."

Abbie Ann looked up ; because of the sun
she blinked too.

" I have been true," said Abbie .^nn.

THE END.
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I am the squirrel of Central Park—
(Hurry, scurry, and hop !)

See me go rattling over the bark,

Up to the tree's tip-top !

High on the branches swinging, swinging,

Light and tight as the bird that 's winging;

Don't even envy the song he 's singing—
(Hurry, scurry, ^nd hop!)

1 am the squirrel of Central Park !

(Chatter, chatter, and cheep
!

)

Sometimes I peer through the leaves

mark
Prisoners here they keep.

Who 'd be a grizzly, mountains
high,

There under bolts and chains to

lie?

Gay little King ofthe Park am I

—

(Chatter, chatter, and cheep !
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Muramasa and Masamune
By Arthur Upson

In Old Nippon, long days gone by,
Black Muramasa's toil

Plunged bold and luckless samurai

In discord, strife, and broil.

He forged full many a noble blade,

But grief was all they brouglit,

For, every stroke his hammer played,

Sad Muramasa thought:

Tcnkii tainiii/ Tciiku taintn.'

Woe 's in the world ! Woe 's in tin-

world /

In Old Nippon long, long ago
Strong Masamune dwelt

;

He forged with many a mighty blow
Good blades that victory dealt.

Round sainiirai who bore his steel

Fair fruits of courage sprang,

For it was tempered bright and leal

While Masamune sang:

Teitku taihri .' Tnikii tailui .'

Joy 'j- in the world ! Joy 's in the

world J
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Pinkey Perkins: Just a Boy
By Captain Harold Hammond, U. S. A.

Illustrated by George Varian

HOW PINKEY ATTAINED THE UNEXPECTED

As is the case with all boys of his age in the

spring of the year, Pinkey Perkins cherished

a great fondness for kites, spending a large

part of his time after school hours and on

Saturdays either making them in his work-

shop or flying them out of doors. With sev-

eral of his companions, he could be seen

almost any day when there was a breeze blow-

ing, kite in hand, hurrying off to some vacant

lot where trees would not play havoc with

kite-strings, there to indulge in the favorite

amusement until supper-time.

The contests were very keen, each boy en-

deavoring to "get out" more string and at

the same time keep his kite higher in the air

than any of his competitors. Then after his

string was all paid out, each would "send
messages" to his kite, small squares of paper
with holes in the center, slipped on the string

and carried upward to the kite by the breeze.

Pinkey was a master at the art of kite-

making and kite-flying, seeming to know just

how and where to attach the string to a kite

to get the best balance, and just how much
tail to use to steady it.

But all this did not satisfy him. He wanted
something different, something every boy did

not have, and this desire took shape in a yearn-

ing for an enormous kite, one that should be

as tall as he was and one which he could send

up at night with a lantern on the tail, like the

one in the story in his school reader. After

wishing and dreaming for weeks that such a

kite were his, he finally came to the conclu-

sion that he might as well give it up. He
could not make it himself and even if Liberty

Jim should make it for him, he had no string

heavy enough to hold it in a breeze. So he

finally abandoned the idea of possessing the

fancied kite and decided that he must be con-

tent with the ones he had already.

One day Pinkey's notice, was attracted by

an advertisement in a magazine, wherein it

was stated that bird-kites, very natural and
lifelike, could be purchased for what seemed

a reasonable sum, at least a sum which fell

within his means. Here was something which,

although not what he had wanted, was differ-

ent and new. and something which none of

the boys had ever seen before. And what
made the idea of a bird-kite all the more
alluring its purchase would require no out-

lay for additional string since it could be

flown with heavy thread, of which, happily,

his mother had plenty.

Pinkey took Bunny into his confidence

and after much labor and many efforts the

boys, without assistance, wrote a letter order-

ing the kite, not failing to add the necessary

"P. S." asking that the kite be sent "just as

quick as possible," the last three words being

heavily underlined. Together they went to

the post-office and invested nearly all of

Pinkey's ready wealth in stamps to be for-

warded in payment for the kite.

Then came the long wait for the arrival of

the purchase.

They threw out all sorts of mysterious hints

among their friends about a surprise they had
in store for them, talking back ai»J forth to

each other in that aggravating w-ay boys have

when trying to arouse curiosity.

" Do you suppose it '11 come to-day, Pin-

key?" Bunny would say, as the homeward-
bound pupils were making their semi-daily

call at the post-office.

"Should n't wonder," Pinkey would reply,

"it 's about time it was coming, seems to me."
But a close scrutiny of his box would fail

to disclose the much-expected package.

"Aw, you fellows make me tired," Joe
Cooper would say. " I don't believe you 're

e.xpecting a package no more than nothing."

"Just listen to that, Pinkey," Bunny would
reply, delighted to have aroused curiosity.

"We '11 show them all right in a day or two,

won't we?"
After a week of waiting and hoping and

being forced to listen to many jokes about

the much-talked-of "something," which never

came, Pinkey and Bunny were delighted one

Friday afternoon to find a notice in Mr. Per-
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kins' box, saying "Call for package," which

package, sure enough, was addressed to

Pinkey.

Pinkey refused to open it, however, and,

accompanied by Bunny, bore it off homeward,

leaving the others filled with burning curiosity

as to what it might be.

"You fellows come down back of the Pres-

byterian Church," shouted Pinkey, after he

had gone some distance, "and bring your

kites, then we '11 show you what this is."

.\nd that was all the satisfaction he would

give.

The boys could hardly wait until they

opened the package, so anxious were they to

see the contents. As soon as they were alone

in Pinkey's yard, Bunny produced a knife and

hurriedly severed the string and in another

moment Pinkey drew forth the kite.

It was a beauty, and no mistake, the body

of bright green tissue paper covered with

black spots, pasted to a light bamboo frame-

work, and the wings similarly constructed and

detachable, though of brilliant red, going to

make up a most attractive combination.

"Ain't she a daisy I" cried Bunny, with

genuine delight, as Pinkey held the complete

article up for inspection. " I never dreamed

it 'd be that big."

"That 's what she is," agreed Pinkey, beam-

ing at the thought of such an unusual posses-

sion, "and I '11 bet she can fly, too."

"She 's a bird-kite sure enough," continued

Bunny, bubbling over with enthusiasm, "if

looks have 'anything to do with it." And off

they started to the field back of the church

—

Pinkey with two spools and Bunny with one

spool of strong linen thread which their

mothers had given them several days before.

"Here comes Pinkey." shouted Joe Cooper,

dropping the kite-tail he was untangling and
running toward the newcomers, followed by

the others.

"What 's that anyway?" shouted one.

"Where 'd you get that?" inquired another.

"Going to try to fly that thing?" "What 're

you going to use for a tail?" and many other

queries came from all sides, some serious and
some intended as jokes.

"Just wait and see what it is," answered
Pinkey, somewhat nettled, "I '11 bet you it '11

outfly any kite here, and it won't need any
tail either."

All the boys became deeply interested in the

new species of kite Pinkey had introduced, and,

after examining it carefully and commenting
on its appearance, insisted on seeing it fly.

Pinkey attached the end of one of the

spools of thread he had in his pocket to the

short string already on the kite and then bade

Bunny take it back some distance and hold it

as high above his head as possible. He felt

somewhat uncertain himself about the success

of the flight and grew uneasy when he thought

of the taunts that would greet him in case of

failure.

"Look out now, and gimme room to run,"

ordered Pinkey when Bunny had moved some

distance awav with the kite.

"IN ANOTHER MOMENT PINKEY DREW FORTH
THE KITE."

The crowd stood back waiting anxiously,

and when the breeze freshened a little Pinkey

shouted to Bunny to "let 'er go !" and started

on a run toward the center of the lot, looking

back as he ran and paying out thread as the

kite soared upward.

His concern about the kite not flying satis-

factorily proved to be unfounded. Like a

bird in reality, it mounted upward, swaying

slowly from side to side in the most lifelike

manner imaginable.

It happened that about the time Pinkey

was sending up his new bird-kite, to the great

satisfaction of himself and Bunny and to the

envy of some of the spectators. Miss Vance,

who lived on the corner of the block beyond

the church, was out feeding her chickens. Her

house could not be seen from where the boys

were, on account of other houses and trees,

neither could they be seen from her yard.
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It is no wonder then, that as Pinkey un-

wound two and finally three spools of thread,

and the new kite soared farther and farther

away, the chickens in his teacher's yard

should leave their food and set up a strange

"caw-cawing" and begin running around their

enclosure in a very disturbed state of mind,

if a chicken can be said to have a mind.

Neither is it strange that, as Aliss Vance's

alert eye roamed about for the cause of this

evident fear, she should perceive floating al-

most above her a strange and evil-looking

bird, making occasional downward swoops

which each time only served to increase the

terror in the hearts of her feathered bipeds.

Never before had a bird-kite flown over the

old-fashioned town, and it is doubtful if a

dozen persons knew there were such things.

—

surely Miss Vance did not. her fondness for

kites, if she ever possessed such a thing, being

long since forgotten.

After watching for a time the hawk, or

eagle, as she supposed the vigilant bird must

be. Miss Vance drove her excited flock into

their little house and carefully closed all

openings. Of late, she had occasionally

missed one or two of her choicest fowls and

here she believed, lay the solution of their

mysterious disappearance.

After enjoying the sport as long as they

dared, considering chores to be done at home
before supper, the boys slowly "took in" their

kites and allowed them to sink to the ground
in that way known only to experts which pro-

tects them from injury and entanglement.

This done, they separated into homeward-
bound groups, all agreeing to return the fol-

lowing morning for a long session.

As Putty Black and Shiner Brayley turned

the corner and started up the street which

ran past the teacher's house, they saw her

standing at her front gate engaged in conver-

sation with Jeremiali Singles.

Miss Vance had merely stopped Jeremiah

on his way to supper, and was consulting him
on the possibility of his killing the hawk, or

eagle that had threatened her chickens, in case

it appeared again.

"And now, Mr. Singles," she was inquir-

ing, "do you really suppose you can hit it

while it is flying around that way? It never

seemed—

"

."Can I hit it? Me hit an eagle on the

Ving?" exclaimed the pompous Jeremiah.

Why, madam, you evidently do not know

ny reputation as a hunter."

The school-teacher began to apologize for

asking such a needless question, but Tin Star

interrupted her again

:

"Of course you did n't know it. for I never

brag about myself, but I think I am not ex-

aggerating when I say I am far the finest

wing shot in Enterprise."

"Oh, I am so glad to know you will kill

it," said Miss Vance, with evident satisfac-

tion. " It has already caught four of my
nicest hens and I hate to think of losing any
more. To-morrow morning, then, without

fail."

"And Mr. Singles," called Miss Vance, as

she reached her front porch, "if you do kill

it, I will have it mounted and present it to

you as a souvenir of your marksmanship."

Jeremiah replied with some word of thanks

for this kind offer and went on his way home-
ward feeling much elated at the distinction

that might soon be his.

After breakfast next morning, Pinkey was
ready and waiting at the back gate by the

time Bunny came by for him to go kite-flying.

On the way, to the general meeting-place,

Pinkey and Bunny were joined by several

other boys, some of whom had heard of Pin-

key's new kite, but had not seen it.

Arrived at the field, those who had not seen

the new kite insisted that Pinkey send it up
first, so they could watch it without having to

attend to their own.
The breeze was blowing from the same

direction as it had been the afternoon before,

but was not as strong. With Bunny's assist-

ance, however, Pinkey had no difficulty in get-

ting his kite on the wing and soon it was
rising beautifully, soaring upward deliberately

and majestically and making • long sweeps

from side to side as it gradually floated far-

ther and farther away, and, as luck would
have it, approached nearer and nearer its for-

mer position above Miss Vance's yard. Ow-
ing to the light breeze, however, it hung lower

than it had the day before, but ;till not close

enough to lose any of its realistic appearance.

^^'hile the admiring crowd stood watching
and commenting on the perfection of the

make-believe bird, they were all startled by
the unmistakable and altogether unusual

sound of a gun-shot. This was immediately

followed by a second, and in another minute
by a third and fourth.

"What d' you s'pose is happening?" in-

quired Putty Black, nervously. "That 's

shooting, sure."

"Mad dog, maybe," suggested Joe. "Can't

shoot anything else inside the city limits."



THERE STOOD THE TEACHER AND THE TOWX-MARSHAL, GAZING
AT EACH OTHER 1\ MUTE AMAZEMENT."
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"Jerusalem! I hope not," ventured .Bunny,

anxiously. "S'pose he 'd come this way."

"Well, let 's go and see," said Pinkey

bravely. "That 's the way to find out what 's

up. If it was a mad dog. you 'd hear him
bark. Leave your kites here and I '11 just tie

the string o' mine to the fence till we come
back."

This seemed to be a sound suggestion and
forthwith the entire crowd rushed headlong

for the fence, and. as soon as Pinkey had
made his kite fast, hurried over and set off at

a brisk run in the direction of the shooting.

As he ran, Pinkey kept his eye on his kite in

order that he might know if anything went
wrong. Meanwhile the shooting continued at

intervals, but there were no other sounds to

be heard.

The school-teacher had noticed the ominous
bird of prey soon after it had reached its posi-

tion over her yard, and had soon discovered

Jeremiah coming up the street, armed with

his shot-gun.

"Hurry, Mr. Singles!" were the first words
Tin Star had heard as she came running to-

ward him. "It 's back and is flying around
over the chicken-yard again. Oh ! I do hope
you can shoot it."

"Leave that to me. Miss Vance," Jeremiah
had assured her calmly, and together the

excited Miss Vance and the confident Tin
Star proceeded to the slaughter of the hawk.

Jeremiah's first few shots had gone wide of

the mark, and he decided to wait until the

bird got closer. Therefore it was, that, not
having any firing to guide them, the boys were
unable to locate the source of the shots thev

had heard.

"It 's a chicken-hawk, all right." he had
assured the lady, during one of his pauses,
" I can tell by the shape of its wings and tail

;

and then a chicken-hawk is never seen to flap

its wings, but just floats around like a kite."

"But he does n't seem to be frightened,"

ventured Miss Vance.
"He thinks he 's too high for me to hit

him. but he does n't know me."

During this time the boys were hurrying
cross-lots back to their kite-flying and it was
while they were still hidden from \-iew by
some buildings that Tin Star proved his ex-

cellence as a marksman.
"My kite 's bu'sted," suddenly shouted Pin-

key in despair, "lookee. she 's coming down."
and all stopped to gaze at the falling object.

Even then, none of the boys imagined that

there was any connection between the shooting

and the injury to the kite.

"Let 's hurry and get it," cried Bunny, and
the boys again took up their breakneck pace,

each bent on being the first to get to Pinkey's

broken kite. As they dashed around the cor-

ner of the barn which adjoined Miss Vance's

chicken-yard, the sight that met their eyes

brought them to an abrupt and speechless halt.

There stood the teacher and the town-

marshal, gazing at each other in mute stupe-

faction and amazement, and each seeming to

blame the other for the ridiculous position

in which they found themselves. Between
them lay Pinkey's kite, one wing completely

gone and the paper body riddled with shot.

To make the scene all the more ludicrous,

the white thread which was attached to the

kite hung limp across Tin Star's shoulder

and stretched backward to the fence. Neither

he nor Miss Vance had yet been able to find

words appropriate to the situation.

The arrival of the boys stimulated Tin
Star to speech, but strange to say he addressed

his words to the school-teacher.

"Madam," said he. in his most lofty and
dignified manner, "you owe me fifty cents

for the ammunition I used to bring down this

bird. As for the value of the bird itself I

shall leave you to settle that with the owner."

And without another word, he brushed the

hateful thread from his shoulder and left the

premises immediately.

Miss Vance was visibly disturbed by the

unexpected turn things had taken and for a

few moments seemed at a loss what course to

pursue. Then her customary dignity returned

and she expressed her regrets at the wrecking
of the kite and enquired to whom it belonged.

"It 's mine," spoke up Pinkey bravely. "I

just got it yesterday but I guess it 's no good
any more now."

"I am really very sorry, Pinkerton." assured

his teacher with real regret in her voice, "to

have been the cause of your losing the kite,

but it was so lifelike I mistook it for a hawk
which I thought intended to carry off my
chickens, so I had Mr. Singles shoot it."

"Oh, that 's all right, ^iiss Vance," replied

Pinkey. with as good a show of unconcern as

he could muster, at the same time picking up
the remains of his broken kite, "

't is n't worth
much anyway and I 've got other kites)"

Miss Vance endeavored to get him to set a
value on his property, but he would not hear
of such a thing and insisted that tine loss
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amounted to practically nothing and that he

had had about all the fun there was in it, any-

how. In a few minutes, as soon as they could

do so, he and his companions withdrew and

returned to the open lot, where they enjoyed

talkiuL; over the scene thev had witnessed a

'here's something for you, PINKEV, said JIM

hundred times more than they had watching

the kite.

During the days that followed. Tin Star was

subjected to many a joke from those who
dared to mention to him the affair of the kite,

but never byword or action in his teacher's pres-

ence did Pinkey allude to the embarrassing inci-

dent. He would not, for anything in the world,

allow- her to know how deeply he felt his loss.

Vol. XXXIV. -63.

But she did not choose to let the matter

drop so easily. She had her own definite

ideas of justice, and believed in them, no
matter whether they entailed hardship or

pleasure, and in this case she resolved that

Pinkey should have his share of fair treat-

ment, and with inter-

est, if she could bring

it about.

Imagine Pinkey's sur-

prise when one after-

noon, almost a week
after the loss of the

kite. Liberty Jim, grin-

ning from ear to ear

and chuckling with de-

light, appeared at the

door of the woodshed
where Pinkey was split-

ting his evening's wood,

carrying in front of

him an enormous kite,

so wide that it almost

filled the doorway and
so tall that his beam-
ing countenance barely

showed above it.

"Here 's something
for you, Pinkey," said

Jim, before Pinkey
could speak.

"For me!" ex-

claimed Pinkey in

amazement.

"Yes," continued

Jim, "Miss Vance had
me make it to pay up
for the one Tin Star

shot, and here 's enough
fishing line to send it

Tip a half a mile, too.

She asked me what you
most wanted, and I

told her, and she had
me go ahead and make
it right away."

" Gee, but that 's fine,

Jim, and only to think

of her giving it to me. Why, it 's better than

a dozen bird-kites. It 's a beauty !"

"Why, she thinks the world of you, only

she does n't believe in telling you so."

"Well," commented Pinkey, as he came
outside to inspect his new possession more
closely, "what you say may be so, Jim, and
I hope it is, but you 're right about her not

believing in telling me so."
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The Sleeping Beauty

By Rhodes Campbell

Every boy and girl reader of St. Nicholas
has read in Grimm's fairy book the old tale

of "The Sleeping Beauty"; but I doubt if

one of them knows that nowadays there are

sleeping beauties, too, and that they often

wait years before they wake up, and that

sometimes they are asleep all their lives

!

Frances Copeland was a fortunate girl.

She had love, care, wealth, beauty; yet she

went about every day just as much asleep

as that girl of long ago. She did not know
she was asleep ; she would have been very

angry if any one had told her that she had

never waked up really in all her thirteen years !

Her parents overwhelmed the child with

every luxury and care. They could not bear

to punish or correct her ; they gave her every-

thing she wished for as far as they were able.

All their thoughts centered on her. And then

came a pause in this worship : Mrs. Copeland

was very ill, and the doctor ordered her at

once to Germany.
"How lovely!" said Frances to her father.

" I 've always wanted to go abroad. Inez

Fairchild is always crowing over being three

months in Paris, but when I 've been a year

in Germany she can't say a word!"
Mr. Copeland looked very uneasy and

troubled. " My dear, we must—ahem—the

doctor says that we must leave you behind.

He says that your mother must have absolute

quiet."

"But I sha'n't be left behind," declared

Frances. "Where could I stay?"

"Your mother has a dear old friend who
has consented to take you into her family

—

"

her father paused. But we pass over all the

objections, remonstrances, and pleading that

followed on the part of Frances.

In the course of a few days the little girl,

under the care of a friend, was set down at

the station of Fairfax, a little town in Ohio.

"Dear me!" thought Frances, looking

about; "I did n't know it was this bad. Such

a small town when I 've been used to a city

!

I don't believe there ever was a girl so cruelly

treated! And no one to meet me!"—but

here her thoughts were interrupted by a girl

near her own age wearing a gay Roman silk

toboggan toque.

She came straight toward Frances: "We

are a little late," she said, putting out her

hand and clasping the girl's reluctant one

warmly; "but Jack lost his rubbers, and glove

and cap, and we did have such a time ! I

am Elsie McKenzie. and I know you 're

Frances Copeland," she went on; "and Jack
is somewhere. Here he comes. He will see

to your trunk. Jack, why don't you hurry?"

Frances saw a large, overgrown boy with a

smiling, freckled face coming toward her.

"Where 's your check?" he asked. "And
do you want to walk or ride?"

"I might as well walk in such a small

place as this," Frances replied, ungraciously.

And as they turned down the first large

street she thought :
" I don't know what

Mamma was thinking of to send me here.

She said that she would n't trust me to any

one on earth but Adelaide McKenzie; but she

has n't seen her for years, and I know it 's

going to be too dreary for words."

After walking four or five blocks they en-

tered the gate of the little McKenzie home.

The sight of the small and not very attractive

cottage back in the yard was a surprise

to Frances. " I never dreamed they were so

poor," she thought; "why. Mamma's maid
lives in as nice a place as this. Think of a

year here! I shall write to Papa at once."

The front door opened, and a tall and very

handsome woman came out on the porch to

meet her. Her warm greeting and motherly
face thawed the ice forming about Frances'

whole being, and she managed to smile.

She drew her within, where in the living-

room a bright open fire burned. A tall girl

not unlike the mother came forward: "This
is Faith," and, a head peeping out from his

sister's gown, she added, "this is Dick."

"Elsie, take Frances to her room, and Jack
can carry the suit case. As I wrote your mother,

my dear, I cannot take any one as a formal
guest. You must be one of us, and take us as

we are. I shall love you dearly for your
mother's sake."

The cordial words of the mother followed

Frances up the stairs ; but she forgot them in

the dismay of finding her room so small and
simply furnished. " I wish they could see

mine," she thought, as Elsie asked to help her.

At home she would have thrown herself down
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in a frenzy of despair and anger, but strangers

were some restraint.

"Please leave me alone," she cried; " I must
be alone." And Elsie with a troubled face

slipped out of the door and closed it.

The supper was to Frances a long drawn-
out torment. She felt homesick, abused, and
full of a dull resentment. She wondered
where the father was, and then she heard Faith

sav to her mother in a low voice :
" Father

' BUT I SHA-N'T BE LEFT BEHIND, DECI-.'^RED
FRANCES."

says he would like his supper sent in to-night,"

and she saw a tray carried to another room.

Could it be that he was very ill ?

The table with its thriving fern for a center-

piece, its fresh linen and tasteful china, its

few pieces of handsome silver, its appetizing

food, the laughter and fun from the children,

were attractive and homelike, but Frances,

comparing it all with the luxuries of her own
home, and with her eyes dulled by the sleep of

which she was unconscious, saw only the dark
side of life.

The next day. being Saturday, was a busy

one for the McKenzies. To Frances the day

proved a series of shocks. They kept no maid
at all ; their father was almost blind ; they

were very poor!

The girl felt like a cat in a strange garret.

She heard laughter in the kitchen and ven-

tured out there. Faith, enveloped in a big

gingham apron, was rolling out bread and
rolls : Elsie, her sleeves rolled up, was wash-
ing dishes; and Jack was wiping them.
"Come in," called Faith, as she saw Frances

hesitating in the doorway. "We have to be
our own maids. I 'm afraid it 's lonely for

you." Frances came over to the table where
Elsie and Jack were. "Do you like to do it?"

she asked curiously.

"It 's Paradise to me." said Jack, with a

queer grimace, while Elsie shrugged her
shoulders: "I can't say I love it," she said,

"but we 're so glad to do our share to help
along. It 's such fun to think we 're big

enough to send Mother in to Daddv to read

to him, and be able to do the Saturday work
ourselves. We 've only learned since—since

—

Daddy's trouble, and since Greta left. Only
Faith knew some things before, so we 're real

proud that we 're of some account and not

dead-weights on Mother's hands."
To her utter astonishment it was after

eleven before she knew it. Then Mrs. Mc-
Kenzie came in. "I shall turn out my good
fairies now," she said. "I want to get dinner

alone. I have such pleasant things to think

about from my reading; and your father has

some new ideas for his article. Now run off,

and play till dinner." She drove them before

her, laughing. When Frances went to her
room she found it in perfect order. " I won-
der if Elsie did it. Perhaps I might make my
bed myself," she thought.

In the afternoon Elsie's friends came to see

Frances and they had such a pleasant after-

noon that when Frances went to bed that

night, she thought :
" I believe I won't write

Father to take me away yet ; but I never knew
such people before."

One day came invitations for Jack, Elsie,

and Frances to go to a party at Elsie's par-

ticular friend's—Janice Vernon's.

Frances, coming into the hall unexpectedly,

found Elsie talking to. Jack, her usually sunny
face downcast and decidedly cloudy.

Once she would have passed on, but she

felt a sudden and novel pain at seeing Elsie,

who was always thinking of her comfort, in

trouble herself.

"It 's nothing," declared Elsie; but Jack
blurted out :

" It 's her shoes. She has n't any
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to wear to the party but those, and they 're

pretty bad."

"Why, get some others. Don't they have

nice shoes here?" Frances asked, in surprise.

"Oh yes; but shoes cost money," said Jack,

in spite of Elsie's frowns.
'

' Oh !" Frances stopped short. She ran

back to her room. She took out her purse.

Then she put it back.
'

' Elsie would n't like

money: what can I do?" she thought anx-

iously. It was so new to her to think of

others. She ran to her trunk and took out

three pairs of slippers.
'

' The very thing
!"

she thought, catching up a pair of soft brown
ones. "They will match her brown dress,"

she said aloud, and ran to the hall.
'

' Do take

these," she said. "I 've several pairs." She

held out the slippers. Elsie's face flushed.

"You 're very kind," she said, "but Mother
does n't like us to borrow."

"Then keep them," said Frances.

"What are you to keep?" Mrs. McKenzie's

voice startled them. She stood in the door

smiling, while Frances explained.
'

' I think we shall have to break my rule

this time, Elsie," she said ;

'

' Frances is so

kind, and the slippers are so pretty."

Elsie followed her mother into the kitchen

and shut the door. "Mother, I don't want
Frances' slippers. I 'd rather stay at home.

Tack told her I had n't any, and she is so

—

so—"
"Kind." supplied her mother. -,-

'

' Well, she is now, but she says such horrid

things; she fairly ilings her riches in your

face. She thinks poor people are n't like her.

She—"
The mother drew the excited child toward

her :

'

' Don't let us be rude and ungrateful

just because we 're poor in money, Elsie," she

said.
'

' You 've done a great deal for Frances,

let her do something for you. She meant it

kindly, and it seems to me it would be foolish

and very unkind to refuse her loan of the slip-

pers and stay at home and let her go without
you to the party. There is a pride that is

wrong."
Elsie ran out of the kitchen and up the

back stairs to the little room she shared with
Faith. Later, her mother was n't surprised

to hear her say to Frances :

'

' Thank you so

much for the slippers, Frances; if it was n't

for you I 'd lose the party." And Frances
went off to her room that Saturday to dress

with a new, warm feeling in her heart.

Weeks and months passed and Frances was
conscious of an unusual stir and subdued ex-

citement throughout the little house. She
came upon Jack and Elsie in earnest consulta-

tion on the back stairs: she found Faith and
her mother in the kitchen talking earnestly;

yet at sight of her they changed the conver-

sation. Frances felt suddenly shut out and
aloof. It hurt her. It was Elsie who caught

sight of her expression one day and followed

her into her room.

"We 're in a big secret for Daddy," she

said at once. "We did n't want to bother you
with it. You see the time is very near for

Daddy's operation. It costs a lot, and we
have n't much. We 've tried to do without

and work at home ; but the sum has n't grown
enough yet. So Jack has been selling papers

out of school, and Faith has taken orders for

fancy work, and I 've been so anxious to work,

and now Mother is going to help me make
candy to sell to the hotel guests and other

folks. It 's only a little, but I want to help."

"And so do I," said Frances eagerly.

"^^hy can't I write to Papa to send a lot of

money, then you won't have to work?"
"Oh no!" said Elsie; then she added gen-

tly: " It is so kind, but Daddy is so proud he

would n't like it. He hopes he won't have to

borrow of any one, ever. But if we earn it,

it 's different."
'

' Then I shall earn something, too," said

Frances with a lump in her throat. "You
seem to think I don't care because I 've

money, but I do. You said you 'd make me
one of you, and you don't."

'

' Why, Frances ! of course we do. I did n't

think you 'd be interested
—

"

"No, you think I 'm cold and horrid.

Well, I can earn, too. I 'm going to do
something for your father, you see."

Nev'er before in all her life had Frances

been so determined to have her way ; but

what could she do? They would n't take

money, except her board; and how in the

world should she earn money? She lay

awake a whole hour for two nights wonder-
ing what she could do to even add a dollar

to the precious pile in Elsie's stocking. And
then the inspiration came. Like a flash she

remembered that Mrs. Blair, a busy mother
of five children, had declared that if she

could just get some one to make buttonholes

for her, she would gladly pay well for the

work. Now, since coming to Fairfax, Frances,

with Elsie, had taken lessons of Mrs. McKen-
zie on Saturdays, in buttonhole making and
darning, and where Elsie made great eyes

of the holes and darned well, Frances' but-
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tonholes were things of beauty and her darns

very ordinary. But would she have the cour-

age to ask for the work? And would she

give up hours of the precious Saturdays to

do it? The Frances of eight months before

would not have even given the project a

thought, but this was a different girl. This

new Frances, trembling in the knees, and with

a voice rather shaky, rang the Blairs' door-

bell that very day. But instead of a stern

repulse she found a woman eager and ready,

and she came away with a big bundle of chil-

dren's clothing in her arms.

It was hard work to go off Saturdays to

her room and work, but, as she said, it was n't

any harder than for Elsie. And when at the

end of the four weeks she laid four dollars

extra sum from an article of Mr. McKenzie's,
there was enough for the operation at Cin-
cinnati.

It would take too long to tell of its suc-

cess, the triumphant return of the husband
and father, the joy of the household.

All too soon C3me the day when Frances
was to join her parents in New York. She
realized with fresh surprise what a wrench
the leaving would cost her.

"I shall get ahead of them for once," she

thought ; and for several days before, she was
preparing gifts to be hidden in drawers and
closets to be found after her departure. She
found the most exciting diversion in planning

these surprises. The new book which Elsie

wanted, the inexpensive but pretty copy of

" FRA.NCES HEARD LAUGHTER IN THE KITCHEN, AND VENTURED OUT THERE.

in Elsie's hand, I doubt if Frances Copeland
was ever so happy in all her life before

!

^\'ith Mrs. jNIcKenzie's added sum from
the furnishing of home-made eatables, and an

Burne-Jones's "Hope" for Mrs. McKenzie,

and roller-skates for the boys, and for Faith

a collar—her own work.

And as the train rolled out of the station

I '^^
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Jack said to Elsie: "Well, she 's a pretty

nice girl, after all. I like her
;
yet I thought

when she came, she was a little snob I"

Later on, Frances was pouring forth her

experiences to her father and mother with

such an unusual enthusiasm that they looked

at her in amazement.

"I never knew people like the McKenzies!
Wh)', Father, they have n't any money, yet

nobody can pity them. They have* so much
besides. I can't tell what I mean ; but thev

that we can all go there next summer and take

a house. I 'd like it better than Newport."
"Why, Frances," said her father. in an

amazed voice, "you seem—

"

"Wakened up, Father, that 's the way I

feel. I did n't know much before— I don't

know much now, but I 'm learning. Elsie

says I ought to be the happiest girl with

so much, and I 'm going to be. Let us

hurry home and begin. I want to show
vou. Mamma, and Mrs. McKenzie that I do

'THE VERY THI.nl, i bHE THOCGHT, CATCHING UP \ PAIR OF
SOFT BROWN SLIPPERS.

"

have. I felt that I did n't amount to much.
Elsie is so happy, and spunky, and sweet ; and
Jack is blunt, but he 's kind, and so straight

;

and Faith is so pretty, yet not a bit vain, and
so smart, but not from books; and Dick is

cunning, though he is such a mischief and
tries me so ; and Mr. McKenzie is a real hero.

But I don't wonder. Mamma, that you love Mrs.
McKenzie. She 's the begt of all. I wanted
so much to see you both, but I just cried when
I left them. And, oh. Papa, do promise me

amount to something after all ! And oh, I

can't wait to tell you that I can make brown
bread, and buttonholes and" beds, and—and

—

gingerbread," said Frances, her eyes shining,

her face aglow.

Ah, the Sleeping Beauty was indeed awak-
ening ! The Prince to rouse her dormant soul

was a love and interest for others, and the fact

that outside of self is a world of care,

trouble, and joy, which even a girl may les-

sen or increase

!



By Frank J. Stillman

How many St. Nicholas readers know that

the first regular postage-stamps ever produced

bore the portrait of a woman ? Great Britain

was the pioneer in "stampdom," and it is

noteworthy that the photograph of the eigh-

teen-year-old Victoria, which adorned the first

postage-stamp, continued »to be the central

feature of every stamp issued by Great Britain

until nearly a year after the death of the good
Queen—a period of more than sixty years.

A similar policy was pursued in the issue of

stamps for the score or more colonies of Great

Britain, and, with but few exceptions, the stamps

have all borne the likeness of the girl Queen.
Canada followed the example of the mother-

country until 1897, at which time a jubilee series,

commemorative of the sixtieth anniversary of

Victoria's ascension upon the throne, was issued.

The stamps of this series were large, similar in

size and shape to the famous Columbian stamps
brought out by our postal department in 1893,
and portrayed the Queen as she appeared as a

girl in 1837, and as an aged woman in 1897.

The portraits appeared in two ovals, side by side,

upon each denomination of the series, from one
half-cent to $5.

Quite contrary to the desire of Queen Vic-

toria was that of Wilhelmina, Queen of the

Netherlands. In 1891 the postal authorities

brought out a new series of postage-stamps bear-

ing the likeness of Wilhelmina, then a child of

ten years. This series continued in use until the

coronation of Wilhelmina in iSgg, upon which
occasion new stamps depicting the young Queen
at the age of nineteen, appareled in her coro-

nation robes, and with a crown upon her shapely

head, were presented by the postal department

t6 the public.

The Spanish custom is similar to that of the

Netherlands. In 1889 a new series of stamps
portrayed the infantile Alphonso XIII, the baby
King of Spain, then three years of age. Eleven

years later a new series was issued bearing the

intelligent features of a fourteen-year-old boy
It is understood that this year, when King Al-'

phonso reaches his majority, still another series

of stamps will be produced which will depict

the Spanish King in all his glory as the ruler of

a nation.

The average person who, through ignorance,

is disposed to regard with compassion the harm-
less and, to him, useless hobby of the stamp-

collector, will no doubt be surprised to discover

how much of interest and instruction there is

in the pursuit of stamp-collecting. You will

invariably find that the school-boy who is also

a " stamp fiend " knows more of the geograjjhy

of the various countries, their rulers and distin-

guished citizens, than anyother pupil in theclass.

As is usually the case with an innovation, the

first postage-stamp was confronted at the outset

with ridicule ; in fact, the press of London made
a concerted and vigorous effort to kill off the

new postal arrival, even before permitting the

stamp to demonstrate its merits or its worthless-

ness. For example, one of the London papers

opened upon the first postage-stamp, issued in

1840, with comments in this fashion :

Consideiable diversion was created in the city to-

day by the appearance of the new penny post devices

;

bits of sticl<ing plaster about an inch square, for dab-

bing on letters. Withal, the citizens are rude enough to

believe that these bits of sticking plaster, each with a

head upon it which looks something like that of a girl but

nothing of a Queen, will not go down at one shilling

and one pence per dozen.

Prior to 1840, it was the custom to determine

the postage charges upon letters or parcels ac-
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cording to weight and distance to be despatched.

The amount was written upon the face of

the letter or parcel by the despatching post-

master, and, as a rule, the transportation fee

was collected from the one who received it.

It was the urgent need of a means to enable

senders of mail to prepay postage that resulted

in the invention of the stamp.

Not until 1847 did the United States bring

out its first postage-stamp. In the meantime,
however, news of the success of the experiment

in Great Britain had reached this country, and
in 1845 a number of postmasters in the United
States had postage-stamps manufactured at the

local printing-offices on their account, and at

their own expense, and used them upon such

letters as senders desired should be prepaid.

At first these " postmaster stamps," as they

were called, were not sold to the public. They
were kept on hand by the postmaster and affixed

to prepaid mail, thus giving notice that the

postmaster had received the amount called for.

These stamps are now very valuable: a ten-cent

stamp issued and signed by James M. Buchanan,
then postmaster of Baltimore, Maryland, sold

for $4000. This stamp is as innocent-looking

as a druggist's label : a plain bluish-white bit of

paper, two inches long and a trille more than

half an inch wide, having " 10 cents" printed

at the bottom, and bearing the signature of Mr.

Buchanan in the center.

It is a well-known fact that the smaller coun-

tries often have more numerous issues of stamps
than the larger nations. The republic of Co-
lombia, for example, with a population less than

that of Pennsylvania, has issued more than 1200

varieties ofpostage-stamps and envelops. Rus-
sia, with a population thirty times as great, has

issued less than 100 varieties. The United
States has produced approximately 1300 varie-

ties of postage-stamps, including envelops.

The smallest stamp ever issued is the half-

penny of Victoria, which is about the size of

half of one of our ordinary two-cent stamps, cut

lengthwise. The largest regular postage-stamp

is the five-pound Great Britain, two and a half

inches long and an inch and a half wide. In

the " si.xties " the United States issued a reve-

nue stamp of the denommation of $500, which
was almost as large as a postal card.

The postage-stamp of smallest face value is

the Spanish milesima, equal to one " twentieth
"

of one cent of our money. France issues a

one-centime stamp, equal to one fifth of one
cent, and Barbados a one-farthing stamp. The
United States has never issued a stamp of less

value than one cent. The postage-stamp of

highest face value is the Great Britain five-

pound, equivalent to $24.25. The United

Vol. XXXIV.—64.

States has no postage-stamp of a higher denom-
ination than $5, although a $1000 revenue
stamp was issued in 1897. Newspaper stamps,
however, run in value as high as ,$100.

Russia is the country that has made fewest

changes in its stamps. In nearly fifty years
Russia has brought out only eight tlistinctive

designs. The most extravagant in the produc-
tion of new designs are the Central American
republics. For example, Salvador, with a pop-
ulation of 825,000 and an area smaller than that

of New Jersey, issued a new and distinctive

series of postage-stamps each year between
1890 and 1900.

The smallest independent stamp-issuing
country is the principality of Monaco, situated

between France and Italy. Monaco has only
eight square miles of territory, with a popula-
tion of less than 15,000. Its stamps are beau-
tiful and much sought after by philatelists.

The republic of San Marino, in north-central

Italy, has thirty-two square miles of territory,

with a population of only xo,ooo, but issues

very attractive stam|)S.

The republic of Haiti easily takes first rank
in warlike dis|ilay upon its stamps. Its stamps
literally breathe war, with cannon, ammunition,
small arms, and flags prominently displayed.

On the contrary, the island colony of Nevis,
in the West Indies, the birthplace of Alexander
Hamilton, teaches peace andcharity. Itsstamps
depict the "good Samaritan" administering aid

and comfort to a fallen comrade.
A very complete menagerie may be formed

from a collection of postage-stamps having
animals, birds, and fish as the central figures.

The animals represented are : lion, tiger, ele-

phant, giraffe, jaguar, camel, hippopotamus, buf-

falo, bear, leopard, dog, kangaroo, deer, horse,

cow, llama, goat, monkey, donkey, beaver,
duckbill, seal, sable, gorilla, cobra, crocodile,

tortoise. The fowl family is represented by the
peacock, owl, heron, eagle, parrot, turkey, snipe,

swan, goose, quail, dove, huia-bird, emu, pheas-
ant, lyre-bird, apteryz, torea. Of fish there are

but two— the cod and carp. The insect king-

dom has one representative in the butterfly,

nestling in the coiffure of former Queen Liliuo-

kalani.

Among the oddities in stamp designs may be
mentioned that of Egypt, the stamps of this

country having, from the first, borne the bat-

tered head of the Sphinx, with the great pyra-
mids near by. All the stamps of Bremen,
Germany, have as the central figure a large

key. British Guiana has issued many different

series of stamps, but every one has as the prom-
inent feature a large three-master schooner.

Canada's first stamp bore the picture of a beaver
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in an oval. Stamps of China all depict snakes,

dragons and horrible and fanciful monsters,

while Corean stamps have as the noticeable

feature a design which looks like three tadpoles

curled up. Nearly all the stamps of Guatemala
give the place of honor to a large green parrot-

like mythical bird called a Quezal, or Quetzal;

while Nyassa, Africa's stamps run to lofty gi-

raffes and double-humped camels.

Just at the time of the assassination of King
Alexander, the Servian postal authorities were

bringing out a new series of stamps bearing the

portrait of the King in a circle. The sheets of

stamps were all run through the presses again,

and the portrait of the late King completely

obliterated by means of a heavy design printed

in black ink.

The United States, from the first, adopted a

policy of honoring Presidents, statesmen, and
military men by placing their portraits upon its

stamps. The first stamp issued was that bear-

ing the likeness of Benjamin Franklin, of the

value of five cents; and it is a singular fact that,

notwithstanding the numerous shiftings that

have occurred, Franklin's face has never disap-

peared from our stamp of lowest denomination

to this day.

The bust of George Washington adorned the

three-cent value in 1851, and, with the exception

of a single year, has since that time appeared
upon the stamp used for domestic-letter post-

age. In I S6g the Postmaster General switched

Washington to the six-cent stamp, substituting

upon the three-cent denomination a clumsy,

wide-stacked locomotive covering almost the

entire stamp. This series remained in use only

one year.

In 1873, when the departments each used dis-

tinctive postage-stamps instead of" penalty" en-

velops, a sheet of the two-cent denomination
for the navy was accidentally printed in green
ink, the correct shade being ultramarine. Copies
of this " error " now readily sell to philatelists

at $50 each, while copies of the correct color

may be had for twenty-five cents.

In printing the two-colored Pan-American
stamps in 1901, the pressman's assistant, who
takes the sheets from the press and transfers

them to piles, in a moment of absent-minded-

ness placed one of the sheets of the two-cent

denomination upon the pile, wrong end to,

after the red border had been printed. When
the second impression, the " Empire State Ex-
press," in black, was printed upon the sheet, the

train, of course, appeared upside down. The
mistake was not noticed, and the sheet, along
with hundreds of others, was sent to the post-

master at Brooklyn. Unused copies of this

stamp sell to stamp-collectors for $200 each;

and a copy of the four-cent Pan-American, a

sheet of which was reversed in a similar way,
with the automobile inverted, recently sold at

auction for $310.
The little island of Mauritius, off the east

coast of Africa, holds the record for having is-

sued the stamp selling for the highest price. A
copy of the two-penny stamp, issue of 1847, ^^'

cently sold for $7300 bid in at auction by a

gentleman said to have been the personal rep-

resentative of the Prince of Wales.

One of the postage-stamps of Nicaragua
played quite an important part in the discussion

of the interoceanic canal proposition during a re-

cent session of Congress. The advocates of the

Panama route presented senators with copies of

a Nicaraguan stamp depicting a harbor, docks,

and a belching volcano near by, as indicating

the hazard— in view of the awful ruin wrought
by Mount Pelee at Martinique— of constructing

a canal through a volcanic country. The Nic-

aragua route was defeated, and who shall say

that a postage-stamp did not contribute to the_

result ?

The island of Barbados issued a series of

stamps each of which depicts Neptune driving

a span of prancing steeds through the seas. An
artistic fleur-de-lis forms the central figure of the

stamps of Parma. From 1861 to 1896 all the

stamps of Greece bore the head of Mercury.

Early stamps of Cape of Good Hope were tri-

angular in shape, with Britannia, typical of
'• hope," reclining. The favorite design of the

postal authorities of Straits Settlements is a

monstrous tiger plunging through the jungle.

All the stamps of the Transvaal depict a stand

of flags, beneath which appears the familiar cov-

ered " trekking" wagon, or " prairie-schooner."

The Orange Free State started with a plain de-

sign,— a single orange-tree in the center, with

three powder-horns beneath,—and has never

changed it. Russia's few stamps have never been

adorned with the portrait of a person— simply

the arms of the royal house within an appropri-

ate border; while the stamps of South American
countries have borne portraits of presidents and
military men whose name is legion.

The central figure of the early Newfound-
land stamps was a thistle, and subsequent issues

have portrayed the codfish and seal, as well as

various members of the royal family. The
shaggy head of a Newfoundland dog covers

almost entirely the half-cent stamp of 1887.

The shilling stamp of New South Wales gives a

full-length picture of a kangaroo.

Until 1868, when the stamps of Italy were

adopted, the Roman States, a principality, used

distinctive stamps bearing the miter and crossed

keys. Every stamp issued by Western .\ustralia
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up to igoi, has represented a large and majestic

swan in its native element.

Perhaps the oddest design for a postage-stamp
was that adopted by the A'irgin Islands, a little

colony tifty miles east of Porto Rico, with an

area of fifty-eight square miles and a jiopulation

of less than 5000. Since the first issue in 1866
to the present day, the full-length figure of the

Virgin Mary has occupied the center of the

design. The figure is attired in flowing robes,

with a halo above her head casting rays of

light.

Canada's Christmas stamp was the philatelic

novelty of 1898. The design was large and
represented a map of the world, in three colors,

Canada and the British ])ossessions being printed

in red. At the bottom appeared the inscription,

" We hold a vaster empire than has been."

Panama's stamps are simply maps bringing

out protninently the isthmus.

The United States Post-office Department
has not adopted a number of schemes in oper-

ation in other countries. For five cents extra

Columbia will insure the delivery of a letter.

New Zealand has a life-insurance stamp, and
Columbia a " too late " stamp. Belgium even
issues a " Sunday stamp" as a courtesy to those
who believe in strict Sabbath observance. This
stamp is a very long one, horizontally per-

forated half an inch from the bottom. The
" coupon " thus formed bears the inscription

that the letter shall not be delivered on Sun-
day. Persons not entertaining such views as

to Sunday observance may tear ofl"and destroy
the coupon, and the letter will be delivered as

soon as received.

It is the law of the United States not to honor
a President or distinguished citizen by placing his

portrait upon stamps until after the death of the
person. The policy of Great Britain is precisely

opposite : with the death of the reigning sov-

ereign the likeness disappears.

Following the death of Queen Victoria, a new
series of stamps bearing the portrait of King
Edward was brought out as soon as the con-
tractors could prepare designs.

Stamp-collectors are a great source of income
to a number of small though independent coun-
tries. The latter issue frequently attractive series

of stamps primarily to sell to philatelists. The

stainps cost but a fraction of one per cent, of the
face value, and as they go into aliuims and are
never used for postage, the revenue from their

sale, which is considerable, is practically clear
profit.

It is estimated that the stocks of stamp-deal-
ers in the United States, Great Britain, Ger-
many, and France re])resent a cash value of

$5,000,000, and that the stamp-collectors re-

siding in these countries lumiber, as nearly as

can be approximated, two millions. The Czar
of Russia and the Prince of Wales, of Great
Britain, are enthusiastic philatelists.

Portugal, Malta, and the Virgin Islands have
issued postage-stamps strongly religious in de-
sign.

The five-shilling stamp of Malta has as the
central figure a large Maltese cross, and the
one-farthing stamp of 1900 gives a picture of the
shijjwreck of the apostle St. Paul upon the
island, then known as Melita.

The one-and-sixpence Virgin Island stamps
of the issue of 1866 illustrate the parable of the
ten virgins, five of whom were wise and five of
whom were foolish, the allegory being depicted
by means of the figure of a female in the center
of the stamp, with five miniature lamps ranged
vertically on either side.

The old adage, " It 's an ill wind that blows
nobody good," finds strong support in the re-

cent postal issues of the new republic of Panama.
When Panama declared her independence it

was, of course, necessary to abandon the use of
Colombian stamps; therefore, ]iending the prepa-
ration of a new series, orders were given that
the stamps of the Colombian Republic should
be overprinted " Republica de Panama."

Unfortunately— or rather, fortunately for

Panama, as it afterward turned out— the print-

ing-offices in Colon and Panama were illy fur-

nished with type, and in order that the words
" Republica de Panama " might be " set up " a
sufficient number of times to overprint a sheet
of the stamps, all the styles of type in the
offices were brought into requisition. As a con-
sequence a vast number of varieties, or " er-

rors," were produced, which were eagerly bought
by philatelists', and the treasury of Panama, then
short of cash, was enriched by thousands of
dollars of the money of stamp collectors.



A Stamp-Collecting Experience

By H. Hervey

Stamp-collecting has its ups as well as

downs. Successes come along occasionally

;

though the latter are not so frequent as one

could wish.

While stationed at Bangalore, in Mysore,

South India, I possessed only three unused
" Prince Edward Island " stamps. One day I

was informed by a stamp-scout of mine that a

certain native lad who attended a big school

across the road owned a complete set of thir-

teen — used J whereupon I resolved that if pos-

sible those stamps should change hands. The
lad was pointed out to me as he passed my gate

on his way to school; and I buttonholed him

that afternoon as he was going home. To
make myself more intelligible, I spoke in his

own style of broken English.
" I say, man, you keeping stamps— no ?

"

" Yes, sir."

" Got collection with you ?
"

" Yes, sir," feeling for a skimpy little book

jammed into the skimpy little pocket of his

skimpy little coat.

" I also keeping," I continued reassuringly.

" So come inside my house, man ; we will show
stamps."

Nothing loath, he accompanied me. I took

him into my "stamp room," and first causing

him to wash his hands, I gave him my four vol- •

umes to look at. He turned those pages with

awe ; his wide-open eyes bespoke the acme of

astonishment, while he frequently gave vent to

ejaculations of admiration. He possessed the

stamp-collector's fever, it was plainly to be seen.

" Fine, eh ? " I observed chuckhngly.

"Oh, my— yes, sir ! I never seeing collection

like this before !

"

Interested though the boy unmistakably was

in those books, his glances nevertheless wandered

about the room, and I noticed that they con-

stantly recurred to a gigantic paper kite rest-

ing in a corner. I had made it for some young
cousins who were living with us at the time.

The boy's whole soul apparently swung be-

tween my stamp-albums— worth much good
money— and that paper kite, to construct which

had cost me a few annas. I had the knack of

kite-building, and this one was six feet tall, pro-

portionately broad, and embellished with all

sorts of devices.

I looked through that young shaver's book,

and found that I had not been misinformed

;

for there, sure enough, were the thirteen Prince

Edwards— all used, lightly marked, perfect speci-

mens. True, they were bodily jammed on to

the grimy page with thick dabs of boiled rice

in lieu of gum ; but I saw that they could be
cleansed of this and other impurities. His
whole collection comprised about two hundred
stamps— the commonest of the common,
barring those thirteen.

" Got any duplicates for exchange, man ?
"

I queried.

He lugged from his rubbishy breeches pocket

a filthy envelop containing a few current

German, French, and Swiss, evidently wheedled
out of the Europeans whom he had chanced to

serve. No, the chap had nothing I wanted ex-

cept those Prince Edwards; but I hungered
after them.

" Where you getting these stamps, man .' " I

casually inquired, reverting to his book and in-

dicating the thirteen gems.
" First they was in my puppah's collection,

sir; how he getting them I don't know. When
our house take fire in Madras, and we throwing

things outside, my puppah's book coming in

pieces. I finding one page only— with these

stamps; rest lost or burn up. My puppah
never collecting again, and told me to keep."

" Your duplicates no use to me," I presently

observed ;
" but if you hke, I will give you

twenty-six stamps for your thirteen Prince

Edwards."
" No, sir."

I expected as much ; for, on looking through

my American volume, he must have seen how
poorly the island was represented. He was

quite right in sticking out for a more advan-

tageous deal.

" What, man ! I meaning that you can take

pick of twenty-six from my exchange-books."
" No, sir, cannot do."

"Thirty-nine, then,— three for one."

He shook his head ; I felt inclined to shake

him ; so would you, had you been in my place,

especially when I say that among my duplicates

there were scores of stamps equal in value to

his Prince Edwards : many of the rarer old

Spanish, for instance— a variety in which I was
particularly strong.

" Hang it, then, take fifty !

"

" No, sir," persisted the obstinate numskull,

pocketing his book and making a move. He
bobbed himself out, and was halt-way up the

carriage-drive when I sang out to him, " I say,

man, I will give a hundred !

"

He turned for a moment, again wagged that

508
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wooden head of his in dissent, and slowly went

on his way "unwillingly to school."

As I cast the matter over in my mind, it oc-

curred to me that peradventure the lad might be

tempted by other means; so nabbing him the

following- evening, I took him over to Gaunt's

shop, where they sold toys, cricket-kit, etc.,

and bade him help himself to twenty rupees'

worth of stuff in exchange for his Prince Ed-
wards. No ; he decHned ! I told him to take

the money if he preferred it — to spend as he

liked. No again ; he said he did n't want
money. In an exasperated frame of mind, I

left him. A few days later the boy appeared

same-like English fashion that I see in your
room, I will give off stamps."

Soh ! his frequent glances at that wretched

kite were now accounted for! His ambition

soared— not toward enriching his collection,

but toward acquiring the art of paper-kite manu-
facture ; and to learn that he would part with

those stamp treasures, which nothing else would
tempt him to give up !

For the next week the boy came to me regu-

larly every afternoon, and I taught him the

craft. At the end of that week,— during which
not a word had been said about stamps,— we
tried a kite of his own making. It flew beauti-

,y^-^

^i^''

" THE KITE FLEW BEAUTIFULLY, WHEREUPON THE BOY HANDED ME THOSE THIRTEEN
PRINCE EDWARD STAMPS."

shambling up the drive. I assumed an air of

serene indifference, although my heart went pit-

a-pat.
" Hullo, man, why you come ? " I said.

" I will give the stamps, sir, for— for— some-

thing," he faltered, looking uncommonly sheep-

isn and silly.

" Oh, go away, man! How many stamps I

wanting to give ! How many things I telling

you to take from Gaunt's shop ! How much
money I offering, and you refuse ! What non-

sense, man !

"

"I don't want stamps, sir; I don't want the

play-toys ; I don't want the money."
" What in the world do you want, then ? " I

vociferated, losing patience.
" If you will teach me how to make kite, sir.

fully; whereupon he handed me those thirteen

Prince Edwards without turning a hair, and
walked off, accompanied by my two gardeners,

carrying his kites and all materials employed
in the business, which had been gradually ac-

cumulating on my side-veranda during those

six days.

But delighted as I was with my " find,"—
and practically for nothing,— conscience began

to smite me ; so a day or so afterward I again

pounced on the lad and insisted upon his ac-

cepting several complete sets of Mexico, Antio-

quia, Argentina, and Costa Rica, which, after

much pressing, he selected from my duplicates.

I pointed out better ones ; but no, he was taken

by their size and color rather than by their value

to stamp-collectors.
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Fritzi

By Agnes McClelland Daulton
Author of " From Sioux to Susan."

Chapter I

THE MEETING

The (Jay had n't known its own mind twenty

minutes in succession. It had rained and
shined, sulked, and thought better of it, ever

since the sun came up ; but now, at five

o'clock in the afternoon, it seemed tired out

with its own indecision and had settled to a

steady downpour.
Sixth Avenue, overcast and gloomy, except

where the shop windows suddenly glared out

in the shadow, was filled with draggled shop-

pers scurrying along under dripping umbrel-

las. Out in the street, cars clanged and rat-

tled, automobiles honked and thumped, horses,

pelted unmercifully by the stinging drops,

champed their bits and pushed with their

heavy loads, unurged, into each opening of

the traffic, while overhead, roaring and ramp-
ing like huge beasts, the elevated trains thun-

dered to and fro.

In the midst of all this turmoil a pretty

little girl, very wet and forlorn, picked her

way across the street. A red tam-o'-shanter

draggled down over her curly head, her cloak,

half unbuttoned, flapped in the wind, her shoes

slushed drearily upon her wet feet ; but she

seemed too immersed in her own woebegone
thoughts to be aware of her discomfort. It

was only when the policeman at Twentieth
street plucked her from beneath a big dray

horse's nose, and tucking her under his arm
strode with her to the sidewalk, that she awoke
to her surroundings.

" There ! Trot along home to your mom-
mer," rumbled the officer, putting her down
on the curbing. "A minute more and I 'd

been after callin' an ambulance. You 're too

big a girl not to know better than to be get-

tin' under the horses' feet." Then suddenly
recognizing her in the wet gloom, his fat face

grew very kind, as he pulled her tam-o'-

s-hanter farther over her ears. "Why, bless

me, if it ain't Fritzi? Pretty gloomy in your

flat, I 'm thinkin'. Can't you wait a bit in

that door? I '11 be off me beat in half an
hour and I '11 take you home to the missus.

She 'd like nothin' better than cuddlin' yez,

and Pat and little Mary will be tickled to

death—yes, sure !"

Thank you, Mr. McCarty," replied Fritzi,

looking up gratefully, as two very salt drops

joined the rain on her cheeks; "but I guess I

won't to-night, for
—

"

^ "Don't want to, eh? You always was a

queer little duck. Well, Mrs. O'Brien will

look after you a bit and the madame will be
back before long. You better go home now,
out of the rain." The violent clanging of a

street car gong called him back to duty, and
Fritzi, feelingmore lonely and forlorn than ever,

stood gazing aimlessly about her in the rain.

WELCOME TO AM,

Fritzi read this sign once, twice, and the

third time, before the comfort of the message
found its way through her numbed brain to

her lonely heart. Those big gilt letters—once

so bright and glittering they seemed to shout,

now so faded and dim they but whispered

—

had been repeating their glad greeting before

the church door to the hurrying, heedless

passer-by for years; but to-day, as Fritzi said

the words over to herself, it seemed a living

voice calling, and so sweet was the invitation

that her impulsive feet carried her straight up
the stone steps, through the vestibule and into

the gentle, soothing quiet of the empty church.

There had been a wedding there that morn-
ing and the church sisters in their black gowns
and quaint white caps were carrying out the

tall candles, the great spikes of lilies, folding

away the white and gold, and putting again

into place the rich red velvet altar cloths.

From outside came faintly the rumble of traf-

fic and the splashing of the rain upon the

stained glass windows. The busy women, the

reverent hush, the sweet-faced angels that

smiled down at Fritzi from the windows, even

the silent organ where she fancied music whis-

pered in the stately pipes towering to the

ceiling, brought her a sense of companionship
as she nestled back in the corner of the high-

backed pew, and it was not until the sisters,

having accomplished their task, had turned

out the lights above the altar and glided away
in the gloom that loneliness once more swept

over her and, quite unconscious that a lady

had entered the pew and sat down beside her,

she sobbed aloud.
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That shuddering little gasp, followed by

another and another, had hardly startled the

quiet when to Fritzi's surprise an arm slipped

about her and she found herself gathered into

a warm, comforting embrace, while a soft

voice was saying

:

"There, there, honey! Cry it all out, and

then we will see what can be done."

At that loving touch all the pent-up grief

in Fritzi's motherless heart gave way, and

laying her curly head on that broad com-

fortable shoulder she sobbed out her sorrow,

until her tears ran dry, as childish tears must

and Fritzi looked up into the face that bent

so tenderly over her.

It had been the face of a famous beauty

down in Virginia years ago, and in spite of

the snowy hair that crowned it, the delicate

lines that etched it, and the double chin, it

was a beautiful face still.

Impulsive, beauty-loving Fritzi, with her

grief almost forgotten though the tears still

clung to her lashes, viewed the lady with awe.

She was not in the least like other women that

Fritzi had known, and the little girl felt that

even those radiant beings who swept by in

their carriages on Fifth Avenue were not so

rare nor so beautiful. Then suddenly Fritzi's

wilful tongue blurted out what Fritzi's admir-

ing eyes had been saying

:

"I think you are perfectly lovely!"

"Thank you, honey," the lady's eyes twin-

kled and her cheeks flushed a soft pink.

"That is honest flattery anyhow. None of us

grow so old nor—nor—so stout we do not like

to be told we are lovely. But would you mind
telling me, dear, what troubles you?"

Fritzi's eyes filled again, but she looked up

bravely w-ith a twisted little smile;

"I— I cried because Mattie went off and

left me. Mattie—they call her Madame
Lucile Sarti, but her real name is Mattie

Riggs and she makes dresses—and I live with

her. One of her ladies went off" on a trip and

wanted Mattie to go as her maid—and—Mat-

tie went off with her for a—for a month and

left me all alone in the flat, though she prom-

ised Mama Sims she 'd look after me."

"And who is Mama Sims?" asked the lady.

"Why I always lived with her after my own
mother died, and she was real good to me.

Papa Sims taught me to play on the violin

and I used to do a turn with him at the

theater. He died two months ago in the flat

just above Mattie's—we live just a block from

here—and Mama Sims had to go back to her

folks out to Indiana and take Buddy, he 's

her baby. She could n't afford to keep me any

longer, so Mattie took me—there was n't any-

body else— I was n't any relation to anybody,

you see. Mattie was good to me and I washed
the dishes and tidied up and have gone to

school every day. But she got this chance

and went right off, though I cried and cried.

She said Mr. McCarty—he 's a policeman,

and Mattie was good to them when their

Patsy had the fever—would look after me,

and Mrs. O'Brien,—she 's the janitor's wife,

but she 's got six children of her own. You
see— I was never

—

all alone before," added
Fritzi, with a catch in her breath. "Prince

Zanzabar— he 's a man I used to help with

his trained cockatoos, but I hated it, and

Mama Sims said I did n't need to do it any

longer ; besides I 'm too old now : I 'm

twelve. Then sometimes I went to Mr.

Key's studio and he made pictures of me.

He said they were for a little girls' mag-
azine, and sometimes he 'd tell me the stories

—-I did love that. But Mama Sims did n't

like that for me, either—but now— I 'm all

alone." Fritzi was quite out of breath, her

story had been pent up so ibng in her

lonely heart that it only needed the sympa-

thetic tears in the beautiful eyes that looked

down upon her to give her courage to pour

out all her trouble. "The Prince said he

would pay the rent till Mattie comes back,

but—but—the flat sort of chokes me, so I

—

so I
—

" and again Fritzi was sobbing.

"There, there, sweetheart," crooned the

lady, over and over again, stroking the curly

head, for she was deeply touched and greatly

perplexed. Should she take this little unknown
girl who seemed to have seen so much of the

wrong and coarseness of the world among
the children at home? Reason said "no,"

but her kindly heart said "yes." Suppose

this was one of the dear girls at home, mother-

less, neglected, alone

!

"There, dry your eyes now, dear," said the

big lady, for her mind was made up. "We
will go and get all your little duds now, for

I am going to take you home. There is

plenty of room in the Eyrie for one more

birdling and you shall stay with us until

Madame Sarti comes back. There, there

honey—

"

"Really and truly, may I go home with

you?" exclaimed Fritzi eagerly; "I will wash

the dishes and never break a single thing."

"Bless the child! Well, you see, dearie, I

come from Virginia where guests never wash

the dishes," laughed the lady, giving Fritzi
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a comforting kiss. "]iut \vc '11 find plenty to

do, never you fear, and now conic, wc must
by hurrying. I have been away so long that

they will be frightened about me at home, and
we have a long way before us not to mention
the ferrv ride."

rm:
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\

"TO FKITZI S SCRPRISE AN ARM SLIPPED ABOUT HER, AND SHE FOUND
HF.KSELF GATHEKF.D INTO A WARM, COMFORTING EMBRACE,"

Chapter II

THE HUNTERS

The lady had gone down-stairs to find Mrs.
O'Brien and explain that Fritzi was going on
a visit, and Fritzi was left to do her packing.
That did n't take as long as one would
imagine. There was nothing to put in the
shabby old telescope but a scarlet cashmere
gown, that she wore when she went walking
with Madame Sarti. .\ flimsy pink silk used
in her "turn" with Professor Sims and a black

Vol. XXXIV.— 65.

veh-ct boy's suit she had worn as Prince Zan-
zabar's poor little helper. There was nothing
else except the blue school dress, wet now to

the knees from her long tramp in the rain.

Fritzi from nece.ssity was of a practical

turn of mind and she did not like the thought
1 of wearing her best

red frock out into the

i rain ; the pink silk

gown also seemed
most unsuitable, and
the dripping, drag-

gled skirt of her
' school dress was an

unpleasant object

both to see and feel.

There was nothing,

\
then, I)ut the little

black velvet suit. It

was very warm and
comfortable and with
her long winter coat

buttoned over it, she

tb.ought no one would
^ be the wiser.

For Fritzi to think

was to act, and when
the lady returned fol-

lowed by the bare-

armed Mrs. O'Brien,

who was tagged in

I

her turn by half a

! dozen dirty children,

it was a cloaked and
hatted Fritzi who
greeted her, with the

:
telescope strapped and

' ready ; and laid beside

j
it was the little green

i baize bag that held
I her precious fiddle.

" Ready so quickly,

' child? Well, that is

good!" exclaimed the

lady, bustling in.

"Mrs. O'Brien says she is sure Madame Sarti

will be very glad to have you go home with

me. She has given me Madame's address and I

will write her at once, and to Mrs. Sims as

well. And then, too, Mrs. O'Brien, I want
you to please see Mr. McCarty and Prince

Zanzabar and tell them where Fritzi has

gone. I don't want them to think I have run

away with the child. Here 's my card and
address. And now, Fritzi, dear, say good-by

to your friends for we are very late." Fear-

lessly, happily, Fritzi went with the big lady
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out into the rain and darkness. Silently they
climbed the stairs to the elevated station;

there was a clink of money, the craunch of the
ticket-chopper and then as they stood upon
the jarring platform away toward the north
a pair of great green eyes began to glow and
glitter as the train came rushing toward them.
"South Ferry train," shouted the guard, and
away they swung, while below the city

growled and grumbled on in its unceasing toil.

"Is it very far to Virginia?" asked Fritzi

timidly of the lady, who sat shading her eyes
from the glare, but who rested a caressing
hand upon her shoulder.

"To Virginia? Oh, I see," replied the
lady, smilingly, "I said I came from Vir-
ginia, but now I live over on Staten Island,

in a big old house we call the Eyrie, because
it clings like an eagle's nest to the brow of a
hill, and you can see miles and miles across
the bay and on the other side far out to sea."

"Oh," sighed Fritzi happily. "I never saw
the real sea but once and that was when
Professor Sims had a week's engagement for

us at Coney Island ; but I had to play my
fiddle so many hours I was almost too tired

to do anything but sleep ; and besides I could
n't have a very good time on the beach be-

cause Mama Sims never let me play with
other children, no one except Buddy. You
see, she said my Mama was a real lady, and
she would n't want me brought up rudely."

"So I thought," mused the lady, looking

intently at the slender hands and the delicate

oval of the pretty face. " It is strange, child,

that your eyes and lashes are so black and
your hair so golden. I don't think I ever saw
so great a contrast."

Fritzi made no reply, but turned away her

face to hide the quick blush that mounted
painfully to her temples.

" Do you know anything about your family,

Fritzi?" questioned the lady as the train drew
into the station.

"Nothing except that my mother was hurt

on the street and died in the hospital when I

was a wee little girl. Mama Sims was a nurse

there and she took a fancy to me, and kept me
till Papa Sims died. She always said when
I got big, may be she could help me find my
father. But that is all 1 know."

Fritzi was so tired and sleepy she hardlv
knew how her feet followed down the stairs

and out into the sulking old ferry-boat.

Once there she settled comfortably in her

corner and soothed by the motion of the boat
sank into a dreamless sleep.

"Wake up, Fritzi. Wake up, honey."
Fritzi confused and bewildered started out of
her nap. The big lady was leaning over her
shaking her gently. "Wake up, dear. We
have reached Staten Island."

"Aunt Nancy Spear!" cried a merry voice,

as the big lady and Fritzi trailed slowly out
with the crowd. "Aunt Nancy Spear! We
have been scared perfectly green about you.
Here she is, Will! Come on Jo and Bert.
Here 's our wicked Aunty, just as sweet and
calm as if her wretched relatives had not been
suffering agonies over her for the last tw^o

hours!" Then, as Fritzi looked about ex-
pectantly for all these boys, just the prettiest

girl swooped down on the big lady, and an-
other prettier and another, the third, prettiest

of all, and last a rollicking, laughing- faced
boy. They fairly swarmed about Fritzi's

lady—she was kissed, and hugged, and patted,

all of which liberties she seemed to thoroughly
enjoy, for her cheeks grew very rosy and her
eyes very bright, as she greeted them one after
another.

"Hello, Aunty!" cried the boy. "Mother 's

almost had fits and we 've thought of chaining
Huldy and Uncle Christmas."

"Poor old Aunty," cooed the oldest girl.

"She 's just tired to death."

"And who on earth is this?" exclaimed the

youngest and prettiest girl, suddenly realizing

that the big lady had fast hold of a slender

little hand that belonged to a slender girl.

"Goodness gracious. Aunty, who is this you
are kidnapping?"

"I 've been waiting my chance, Jo, to in-

troduce my guest. This is Fritzi—now this is

funny, honey!" and Mrs. Spear looked smil-

ingly down at Fritzi; "but I reckon I forgot

to ask your last name."
"My real name," said Fritzi, flushing to the

roots of her golden mop, "is Elizabeth Fred-

erika Ottlie Pauline Von Saal, but they have
always called me Fritzi for short."

"Great guns!" muttered the boy, "I should
think she 'd need a memory guide to re-

member 'em."

"Well, my dears," went on Mrs. Spear in

her soft drawl. " Fritzi has come to make us

a nice long visit, and I want you all to

do your very best to help her have a good
time. This, Fritzi, is my oldest niece. Miss
Willis Hunter, and this next stair-step is

Roberta, and this is Johanna, my third niece,

and last, this is Albert, our one boy ; but an

extra lively one, to make up for a lack of

numbers. For short, as you say, they are
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Will, Rob, Jo and Bert. So you see how
nicely you fit in with your boy's name."
"We all have boys' names except Bert,"

broke in Jo, prancing up and down and grin-

ning wickedly. "When he 's silly, which is

pretty much all the time, we call him Alice."

"Wait 'til 1 get you home!" threatened the

boy.

"Peace, peace, you two!" rebuked \\'illis,

throwing a detaining arm about the neck of

each.

"Oh, that reminds me," laughed Rob, "that

Aunty never mentioned the most important

child of the family, Peace. She 's the baby
and just seven. She 's little

—

"

"But, oh my!" finished Jo, struggling to

escape Willis's embrace.
—"Mother ought to

have named her War instead of Peace. Wait
till you hear her scream and kick."

"And all this time," e.xclaimed Rob, seizing

the handle of Fritzi's telescope, "poor old

Uncle Christmas is sitting in the rain. Come
on, everybody."

"Here, let me help," cried Bert. "Why
what have you there?" he inquired, as Fritzi

resisted his effort to capture the green baize

bag. "Something precious?"

"My violin," explained Fritzi, smiling back
at him. "And, please, I never let anybody
carry it but myself."

"Oh, gee! Can you play? Now that 's

jolly! Did you hear that, Rob? We 've got

a new member for the orchestra. I hope
she '11 beat you all hollow, Joey, and take

you down a peg or two."

"Dat yo', Miss Nancy?" cried a voice as

they emerged laughing and chatting from the

ferry house. "Dat yo' Missy?"
A shabby old surrey, two shabby old horses

with a shabby old darky for a driver, stood

under the electric light in the rain. The
whites of the old man's eyes, his snowy hair

and beard, gleamed against the blackness of

his skin as he leaned out anxiously over the

side, with his persistent question.

"I 'm here. Uncle Christmas, safe and
sound," cried Mrs. Spear cheerily, "never felt

better in my life."

"Bress de Lord fur dat!" quavered the old

man. " Huldy an' me 's bin pliun skeered out

of our ol' brack skins."

"Just listen to Uncle Christmas," laughed
Rob as they all scrambled into the surrey.

"Come. Fritzi, cuddle down here with me
under this warm rug. Is n't this jolly?"

To Fritzi it was all like a wonderful dream
;

the drip-drop of the rain upon the carriage

top, the cozy warmth within ; the gay jokes,

the clatter and the laughter, as they jogged
along, plashing through pools, and slowly
mounting up and up, to where the Eyrie
waited them.

"Here we are!" shouted Bert, making a

trumpet of his hands, as the old surrey drew
up at the arched gateway in the high hedge,

where just beyond, the light from the open
door shone out across the wet pavement.
"Safe home !"

"Dat yo', Christmas?" queried a voice

from the veranda.

"Yaas, heah 's Miss Nancy, Huldy."
"Oh bress de Lord!" cried Huldy. "Heah

yo' is all of yo'. Come in, come in
!"

Up the steps they splashed and into the

wide cheery hall, so full of the atmosphere of

home and hospitality it seemed to waft the

spirit of it out into the night.

"Here, Huldy," said Mrs. Spear, pushing
Fritzi forward. "Here 's another baby for

you to cuddle. The child is so tired and worn
out she can't find her own buttons. Get her
out of her cloak and hat."

Willis's gentle hands removed the old tam-
o'-shanter, Rob took the fiddle from the little

listless hand ; Huldy undid with skilful fin-

gers buttons, one, two, three, four—and down
slipped the shabby old cloak.

"Suffering Moses!" cried Jo, as she caught
sight of the velvet suit, "she 's a boy!"

Next morning a sunbeam, having set all the

varnished buds of the horse-chestnut tree that

grew just outside of the open window aglit-

ter, threw a leg over the sill and hopped gaily

in. intent upon his morning business. He
painted the apple blossoms upon the wall

paper a brighter pink, swept the rose and gray
of the rug into warmer hues, polished the

little brass bed until it glittered like gold,

washed the white counterpane to snow, set a

halo about the yellow curly head upon the

pillow, and then in a merry twinkle darted
across the little freckled nose. The nose

wrinkled and winked, but it was of no use

;

the sunbeam had his inexorable duty to do,

so brushed across the closed eyelids. The lids

fluttered, then flew open and a pair of startled

black eyes looked out on the pretty room, now
flooded by a thousand sunbeams.

"Goodness gracious!" exclaimed Fritzi sit-

ting up in bed. "It 's heaven!"
In amazement Fritzi's glance swept the

room ; but it was not until it fell upon another

little bed, over the edge of which hung a long,
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heavy, tousled braid of red hair, that Fritzi

understood.

That braid she had seen before ; that could

belong to nobody but Joey Hunter, and
Fritzi cuddled down once more among her

pillows to think it out.

Could she, this dainty Fritzi. lying in the

luxury of a pretty lace-trimmed gown in this

beautiful room, be the same who so hopelessly

had crossed Sixth Avenue only the evening be-

fore? And yet this seemed the most-at-home,

the realest Fritzi after all, for far back in her

memory there was a dim picture of such an-

some beautiful dream, best of all had been
Mrs. Spear's visit to her bedside.

"Asleep Fritzi?" she had asked, softly, tip-

toeing in to lean over the little bed. "I 've

come to say good-night, dear."

"Oh, I 'm so glad," said Fritzi, smiling up
happily, "I can't go to sleep because it is so

beautiful," smoothing the little white pillow

lovingly. "I just /i?!'^ clean."

"Bless your heart, honey, you look like a
little lily-bud lying there ! But you must go
to sleep now and have a good rest. I want
you to promise me, Fritzi, not to tell Bert or

" ' SUFFERING MOSliS,' CRIEU JU, ' SHE 'S A KOV !
'

'

other dainty nest, of just such a sunny pretty

room, and there was a sweet somebody there

—

a woman, her mother—yes, and still more
dimly, a man, her father, and they had both

loved her. But when or where? Try as she

would she could recall no more: the outline

was too faint.

It had been so pleasant last night, like

Jo about Madame Sarti, Professor Sims and
the Prince. If they ask you about your home
tell them to come to me. Just forget all

about it if you can, dearie, and enjoy yourself

to the uttermost.
" Here 's a little kiss for you. my dear. Now

say your prayers, honey, and I wish you the

sweetest dreams. Good night."

(TV be continued.)
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In one of the quaint many-gabled houses

that stood on London Bridge during the reign

of Queen Mary, there Hved a httle lad named
Richard Hewett, or Dicky, as he was called

by all the boys and girls of the neighbor-

hood.
The house in which l)ick\- lived was on the

Southwark side of the bridge, right next the

drawbridge, which was almost midway be-

tween London and Southwark. Dicky's father

was a mercer, or merchant, as we would say

nowadays, and over the door of his neat shop
dangled one of the innumerable signs for which
London Bridge was famous— a white lion

boldly standing out on a scarlet ground.

Dicky was a jolly little fellow, ruddy-cheeked
and blue-eyed, and was ever ready for a game
of tag or "all-hid" with his boy and girl com-
panions.

Living so near the water, it was natural that

Dicky should be an exjiert swimmer. Among
all the lads on London Bridge none could tread

water better, or swim under water longer, than

Dicky Hewett. But, despite his propensity for

all kinds of mischief and innocent fun, he was
an industrious little chap, and conned his books
diligently.

It was Dicky's one ambition to become a great

man, and, as his father truly said, a good educa-

tion was the best means of attaining that end.

Master Hewett applauded Dicky's ambition,

and every week he laid away a portion of his

hard-earned wages to further his son's desire.

But the sum did not grow very rapidly, and

Dicky was often sore afraid that it never would
become large enough.

The earlv days of 1554 were stirring ones for

the entire city of London. Dissatisfaction ran

rife from one end of the town to the other.

Mary, who was at that time Queen of England,

had declared her intention of marrying Philip

of Spain, a step that did not by any means
meet with the approval of her subjects.

Week by week the discontent continued, until

at length, on a certain gray February day in

that memorable year, it culminated, and excite-

ment on the bridge reached fever-heat.

Early in the afternoon of that winter day
news reached the Mayor and sherifTs of London
town that Sir Thomas Wyatt, at the head of a

large band of stanch yeomen, was marching from
Deptford to Southwark, their purpose being to

enter London and seize the Queen, who, in spite

of the pleas of her counselors, persisted in her

intention of marrying Philip of Spain.

The Lord Mayor instantly issued orders that

every loyal subject should close and bar his shop
and stand ready to defend the bridge. The
gates at the Southwark end of the bridge were
closed and the drawbridge was raised to prevent

the enemy from gaining admission to the city.

The Hewetts, as we have seen, lived on the

Southwark side of the bridge, and when the

heavy drawbridge was rai.sed they were cut off

entirely from the protection of the Mayor's
forces. Then what an exciting time ensued on

the Southwark side of the bridge I Shutters were
fastened, doors barricaded, and all sorts of cum-
brous firearms placed in readiness. Then fol-

lowed an anxious period of watching and waiting.

At last, late in the afternoon, the dreaded Sir

Tliomas, with his two thousand burly men, ar-

rived before the bridge gates. He saw at a
glance that the Londoners were prepared to
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hold the bridge at all odds, and, observing the

ponderous cannon that gaped with iron mouths
on the other side of the raised drawbridge, he
evidently thought discretion the better part of

valor, for he fell back and waited before the

sturdy bridge gates.

Night fell, and the anxious shopmen on the

Southwark side, who were exposed to the im-

mediate attack of Wyatt's ruffians should they

force the gates, gathered determinedly around
their kitchen fires, never daring to take their

eyes from their trusty weapons. So the time

dragged and there was no move on the part of

the rebels.

As the night progressed and there still came
no cries of murder or noise of carnage, tlie

loyal merchants relaxed their vigilance, and at

the Sign of the White Lion, little Dicky Hewett,

tired enough, pretty well frightened, as you
may imagine, at last crept off to bed at his

father's behest.

But he could not sleep. Every little noise

seemed to assume enormous proportions, and
Dicky afterward was not ashamed to confess

that he more than once hid his head under the

bed-clothes.

At length he fell into a doze. Suddenly he

awoke with a start. Surely that was a tread on
the roof! He listened sharply. Yes; there it

was again, an unmistakable footstep on the

stone just outside his window. And. strange to

say, in the face of actual danger, Dicky did not

cover his head with the quilt. He quivered in

a strange fashion, and lay with wide-open eyes

staring at the lattice.

Of a sudden the window was cautiously

swung open (the windows at that time opened
like doors), and a man's head was thrust into

the room. The pale beams of the rising moon
lighted the room faintly, and Dicky almost held

his breath while he stared and stared. At last,

like a cat, a man crept into the little chamber.
Dicky caught a sudden glimpse of a giant-like

form and of a grim, bearded face, the sight of

which made him long to cry out, but the words
stuck in his throat. He gasped, but made
no outcry, and the tall man turned sharply to

two others who had by this time made their

way into the room.
" What was that ? " he whispered hoarsely, as

he approached the bed.

Instantly Dicky closed his eyes, and though
his heart very nearly stopped beating, he con-

trived to keep perfectly still. He knew that

the man was standing over him, and he could n't

help heaving a sigh of relief when he heard
him turn softly awav.

" 'T is but a lad, fast asleep," he heard the

man mutter to his companions. And then they

all three crept silently out of the room, and
once or twice Dicky heard the stairs creak as

they made their way to the lower floor.

Though badly frightened, Dicky's mind
worked rapidly, and no sooner had the last

creak of the stairs betokened that the marauders
had arrived below, than he threw off the bed-

covers, sprang out of bed, hurried into his

clothes, and followed.

The kitchen door was closed, and Dicky, in

his stocking-feet, had to grope along the narrow
passage that led up to it, like a midnight plun-

derer. He at length reached the door without

stumbling, and waited a moment with bated
breath.

There was not a sound from the kitchen, and
the lad's heart gave a queer jump as he realized

that perhaps the three ruffians had already

killed his fitther and mother. With a suppressed

sob, he crept closer and peeped through the

wide crack that cleft the heavy door exactly in
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twain from floor to ceiling. How great was
his joy when he saw that his parents were still

safe ! To be sure, the three rebels were aim-

ing their ungainly firearms directly at Master
Hewett and his wife, which plainly showed that

they were in danger; but Dick's mind was set

"A man's HEAD WAS Tllkl'ST INTO THE ROOM."

doubly at rest when the tallest and most vil-

lainous-looking of the three men observed :

" Prithee, good master, don't disturb thy-

self. Make no outcry, and we shall not harm
ye. Barney," as he turned to a sturdy young
fellow of scarce eighteen, " do you remain here,

while Cuthbert and myself have a peep at the

Lord High Admiral and our good Lord Mayor,
and find out what they are plotting between
them on the other side of the drawbridge.

Master Hewett, I trust you and your good
dame will keep silence."

'• 'T is treason to let you spy on the Lord
High Admiral and the worshipful Lord Mayor,"
Master Hewett returned. " But ye have us in

your power, and I give ye my word that we
will set up no clamor."

" Well said, my good mercer ! .\nd now,
Cuthbert, to business," and the tall, bearded
man, who was no other than Sir Thomas
Wyatt himself, stepped out of tlie door into

Master Hewett's sliop, followed by him whom
he called Cuthbert.

For a moment Dicky stood perplexed. Then,
like a flash, he realized what Wyatt and Cuth-

bert were about. They were spying upon the

sherift's men on the other side of the drawbridge,

for the purpose of discovering the plans of the

Lord Mayor. So much was clear to Dicky,

and he was also certain that the rebels had no
right to be about such business. He thought

ra]jidly for a time. He could not, of course,

prevent Wyatt from carrying out his plan, but

he coukl warn the Lord Mayor of the rebels'

movements.
And how do you suppose he did it ? You

have been told that Dicky was a perfect water-

rat, and of course he could dive and swim,
and now this accomplishment was to stand him
in good stead.

Dicky's hastily conceived plan was to climb

down the rough stone abutments of one of the

piers that supported the bridge, dive into the
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"HE SKULKED HERE AND THERE IN THE SHADOWS.

water, swim to the other side, and so admonish
the Lord Mayor that he was being spied upon.

Without hesitating another minute, Dicky
cautiously made his way to a side window,
opened the lattice, and clambered out.

He skulked here and there in the shadows cast

by the neighboring houses, and soon reached

the nearest pier. He wasted no time, but with

infinite care began the perilous descent. The
stone abutments were very cold, and his hands
and feet soon became numb, but with remark-

able grit he clutched and swung from one abut-

ment to another.

It was slow work, for it was dark, and the

brave little lad had to feel his way. Finally.

after what seemed like an hour to the shivering

Dicky, he eached the last abutment, and, after

clinging there a moment, he plunged, as silently

as possible, into the cold, dark river.

The water was like ice, but he gritted his

teeth and struggled on. It seemed as if he

never would reach the opposite shore; but at

length his feet touched bottom, and he rushed

gasping but thankful, out of the swirling water.

Five minutes later the Lord High Admiral

and his friend, the Lord Mayor of London, who
were conversing in low tones on the London
side of the drawbridge, were startled to behold a

dark, little form making its way through the ranks

of merry sherifis' men, who moved aside, mur-
muring in approbation. The story of Dicky's

plucky swim, and the reason for it, had spread

like wild-fire all along the bridge, and more
than once Dicky flushed with embarrassment as

some stout soldier clapj^ed him heartily on the

back and saluted him with words of |)raise.

" Whom have we here ? " the Lord Mayor
asked, as he surveyed Dicky's dripping figure.

" By my faith, 't is a lad, and he 's wet from
crown to toe," put in the Lord High Admiral.
" What is thy name, lad, and whence dost thou

come ?
"

His teeth chattering, Dicky replied with a

deep curtsey and the respect which his mother
had taught him was due to those of exalted

station :

•'They call me Richard Hewett, sir, so it

please you."
" And what dost want. Master Richard ? " the

Lord Mayor incjuired in a kindly tone, as he
threw his own heavy cloak around Dicky's shiv-

ering form. " So; that is better, is it not ? " he
asked, withasmilethatdidmuch todispel Dicky's

fear of such a great and much-dreaded man.
Briefly, and with still chattering teeth, the lad

told his tale. The great gentlemen listened

' hkii:flv, and with ch.\ttering teeth,
lad told his tale."
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carefully until he had finished. Then quoth the

Lord High Admiral to the Lord Mayor

:

" Faith, sir, this will bear investigation."

With which the two dignitaries, followed by
one of the sheriffs, crept softly to the edge of

the drawbridge. All three strained their eyes,

and, sure enough, on the opposite side of the

wide chasm they distinguished the dim figures

of Sir Thomas Wyatt and his companion, well

concealed in the shadows of the White Lion.

As soon as they realized that they were dis-

covered, the two conspirators made a wild dash

for safety and succeeded in escaping.

Great excitement prevailed for a time
;
guards

were instantly placed near the edge of the draw-

bridge, and when at last calm settled down upon
the Lord Mayor's forces, his Lordship turned

to Dicky, and clapping him gently on the back,

said :
" My lad, thou hast done excellent service

to-night. 'T is such lads as thou that make the

bold, brave men of England. And now, Master

Richard, you are surely chilled after your swim,

and had better hie to bed. Everybody on Lon-

don Bridge is thy debtor this night, and any-

body will be right glad to give thee a couch, I

wot. Gregory," he called to the call sheriff,

" you will see that Master Hewett is warmly
housed until morning."

But the Lord High Admiral, with a courteous

wave of the hand, addressed the Mayor.
" Not so fast, sir," he observed. " The boy

should certes have some reward for his valor."

" My word, yes," the Mayor returned ap-

provingly. " Tell me, my lad, how can we pay

thee for thy service ? Dost want a new doublet

and hosen ? Or a fine warm cloak, perchance ?

Speak out, boy ; needst have no fear."

" My Lord," stammered Dicky, as he went
very red. " I want no reward for my service. I

did it not for a reward, but to save the bridge

and my home."
" Bravely said, my modest little fellow,"

growled the Admiral. " Natheless, thou shalt be

requited for thy pluck. Now, get thee to

bed."

Early next morning, Dicky learned with

thanksgiving that Sir Thomas Wyatt and his men
had marched away during the night ; and though
they actually did effect an entrance into London
town at another point, the rebel forces were soon

put down, and peace was restored to the city.

One afternoon, not a week later, a gorgeous

coach, drawn by four splendid black horses,

rumbled across London Bridge and drew up

before the White Lion. And who do you
suppose stepped out of the coach ? No less a
personage than the Lord Mayor himself, re-

splendent in a cloak that fairly dazzled the
spectators, and with him came a slim, grave
old man, neatly clad in somber black.

Dicky saw the twain enter the shop and im-
mediately fled. But his father, with all due
honor, approached the Mayor and bowed deeply
before him.

"It gives me great pleasure to greet thee,

Master Hewett," the Lord Mayor said. " I also

wish to compliment you on your brave little

son, who did us a most worthy service a few
nights since. Where is Master Richard ?

Methought I saw him disappear through yon
door as I entered your shop."

Much against his inclinations, Dicky was at

length persuaded to face the Lord Mayor, who
made much of him ; and after praising him
till the poor lad's cheeks flamed with embar-
rassment, he presented his sober-faced com-
panion.

" Master Richard, this is Master William
Debow, a famous scholar, who has come to

superintend your education. Nay, nay; cease

thy blushing, lad. I have made inquiry among
thy neighbors, and find that thou art a brave,

good boy, and that thy ambition is to become a

learned man. 'T is an ambition worthy of so

plucky a lad, and in appointing Master Debow
thy mentor, I am but repaying a service which
all London Bridge doth laud most prodigiously.

How say you, lad ? Dost think all this praise will

turn thy head ? " And the Lord Mayor slyly

pinched Dicky's cheek.

At first Dicky could only stammer and blush

more than ever, but he finally succeeded in ex-

pressing his gratefulness to the Mayor; and
after more conversation with Master Hewett
and his good wife, the genial gentleman de-

parted.

The grave, silent old scholar, Master Debow,
remained at the White Lion for many a day

;

and under his admirable tutelage, Dicky made
rapid progress in his studies. In his seven-

teenth year he entered the famous Univer-

sity of Oxford ; and when, several years later,

he finished his course, he became a lawyer of

great renown, and during the reign of " Good
Queen Bess," when the armies of England and
Spain were fighting for supremacy, Richard

Hewett took a prominent part in a perilous

campaign in Holland, and was knighted for

valor on the field of battle.

Vol.. XXXIV.—66.
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THE LAMP
iV7= ®

A FIREFLY LAMP.

Next to its useful-

ness for heating

and -cooking, the

greatest use of fire

is to furnish hght

to drive away
darkness. Man is

not content, hke

birds and brutes,

to go to sleep at

the setting of the

sun. He takes a

part of the night-

time and uses it for work or for travel or for

social pleasures, or for the improvement of his

mind, and in this way adds several years to

life. He could not do this if he were com-

pelled to grope in darkness. When the great

source of daylight disappears he must make light

for himself, for the sources of night-light— the

moon and stars and aurora borealis and light-

ning are not sufficient to satisfy his wants. In

this chapter we shall follow man in his efforts

to conquer darkness, and we shall have the

story of the lamp.

We may begin the story with an odd but in-

teresting kind of lamp. The firefly or light-

ning-bug which we see so often in the summer
nights was in the earliest time brought into

service and made to shed its light for man.

Fireflies were imprisoned in a rude box— in the

shell of a cocoanut, perhaps, or in a gourd

—

and the light of their bodies was allowed to

shoot out through the numerous holes made in

the box. We must not despise the light given

out by these tiny little creatures. " In the

mountains of Tijuca," says a traveler, " I have
read the finest print by the light of one of these

natural lamps (fireflies) placed under a common
glass tumbler, and with distinctness I could tell

the hour of the night and discern the very small

figures which marked the seconds of a little

Swiss watch."

Although fireflies have been used here and
there by primitive folk, they could hardly have
been the first lamp
Man's battle with dark

ness really began with

the /I'ri/i, which was
lighted at the fire in the

cave or in the wigwam
and kept burning for

purposes of illumina

tion. A burning stick

was the first lamp (Fig

2). The first improve
ment in the torch was
maile when slivers or

splinters of resinous or

oily wood were tied

together and burned.

We may regard this as

a lamp which is all

wick. This invention

resulted in a fuller and
clearer light, and one
that would burn longer

than the single stick. A further improvement
came when a long piece of wax or fatty sub-

stance was wrapped about with leaves. This

FIG. 2. A BURMiNG STICK
W.\S THE FIRST LAMP.
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was something like a candle, only the wick

(the leaves) was outside, and the oily sub-

stance which fed the wick was in ihc

center.

In the course of time it was discovered

that it was better to smear the grease on

the outside of the stick, or on the outside

of whatever was to be burned ; that is, that

it was better to have the wick imide.

Torches were then made of rope coated

with resin or fat, or of sticks or splinters

smeared with grease ; here the stick re-

sembled the wick of the candle as we know
it to-day, and the coating of fat corres-

ponded to the tallow or paraffin. Rude
candles made of oiled ,/,

rope or of sticks smeared

with fat were invented

in primitive times, and
they continued to be

used for thousands of

years after men were

civilized. In the dark

ages — and they were

dark in more senses than

one— torch-makers be-

gan to wrap the central stick first with flax or

hemp and then place around this a thick layer

of fat. This torch gave a very good light, but

about the time of Alfred the Great (900 a. d.)

another step was taken : the central stick was
left out altogether, and the thick layer of fat or

wax was placed directly around the wick of

twisted cotton. All that was left of the origi-

nal torch— the stick of wood— was gone. The
torch had developed into the caiidk. The
candles of to-day are made of better material

than those of the olden time, and they are

much cheaper
;

yet in principle they do not

differ from the candles of a thousand years

ago.

I have given the development of the candle

first because its forerunner, the torch, was first

used for lighting.

But it must not ^^\'0/

be forgotten that ^-sffv'S^^^"^ ,/ ^ '

along with the '^lEkviS^Bfci&^^N ^'

torch there was
used, almost from
the beginning,

another kind of

lamp. Almost as

soon as men discovered that the melted fat

of animals would burn easily— and that was
certainly very long ago— they invented in a

rude form the lamp from which the lamp of

AN ETUrsCAN LAMP 2500 YEARS OLD.

A SHELL FILLED WITH OIL
AND USED AS A LAMP.

to-day has been evolved. The cavity of a

shell or of a stone, or of the skull of an

animal, was filled with melted fat or oil,

and a wick of flax or other fibrous material

was laid upon the edge of the vessel. The
oil or grease passed up the wick by capil-

lary action,* and when the end of the wick

was lighted it continued to burn so long

as there were both oil and wick. This was

the earliest lamp. As man became more
civilized, instead of a hollow stone or a

skull, an earthen saucer or bowl was used.

Around the edge of the bowl a gutter

or spout was made for holding the wick.

In the lamp of the ancient Greeks and Ro-
mans thereservoirwhich

held the oil was closed,

although in the center

there was a hole through

which the oil might be

poured. Sometimes one

of these lamps would
have several spouts or

nozles. The more wicks

a lamp had, the more
light it would, of course,

give. There is in the museum at Cortona, in

Italy, an ancient lamp which has sixteen nozles.

This interesting relic was used in a pagan

temple in Etruria

more than twenty-

five hundred years

ago.

Lamps such as

have just been de-

scribed were used

among the civilized

peoples of the an-

cient world, and
continued to be

used through the

middle ages far

into modern times.

They were some-

times very costly

and beautiful, but

they never gave a

good light. They
sent out an unpleasant odor, and they were so

smoky that they covered the walls and furniture

with soot. The candle was in every way better

than the ancient lamp, and after the invention

of wax tapers— candles made of wax— in the

thirteenth century, lamps were no longer used

by those who could afford to buy tapers. For
ordinary purposes and ordinary people, how-

AN ANCIENT LAMP.

* Hold the end of a dry towel in a basin of water and watch the water rise in the towel. It rises by capillary action.
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AN OLD DUTCH LAMP.

ever, the lamp con-

tinued to do service,

but it was not im-

proved. The eight-

eenth century had
nearly passed, and
the lamp was still

the unsatisfactory,

disagreeable thing it

had always been.

Late in the eight-

eenth century the

improvement came.
In 1783 a ^

man named
Argand, a

Swiss physician residing in London, in-

vented a lamp that was far better than

any that had ever been made before.

What did Argand do for the lamp? Ex-
amine an ordinary lamp in which coal-

oil is burned. The chimney protects

the flame from sudden gusts of wind and
also creates a draft of air,* just as the

fire-chimney creates a draft. Argand's
lamp was the first to have a chimney.
Look below the chimney and you will

see open passages through which air

may pass upward and find its way to the

wick. Notice further that as this draft

of air passes upward it is so directed

that when the lamp is burning an extra

quantity of air plays directly upon the

wick. Before Ar-

gand, the wick re-

ceived no supply

of air. Now notice

— and this is very

important — that

the wick of our

modern lamp is flat

or circular, but
thill. The air" in

abundance plays

upon both sides of

the thin wick, and
burns it without

making smoke.
Smoke is simply

half-burned parti-

cles (soot) of a

burning substance.

The particles pass

off half burned be-

cause enough air

THE G.AS JET.

^"^-^^

has not been sup-

plied. Now Ar-

gand, by making
the wick thin and
by causing plenty

of air to rush into

the flame, caused
all the wick to be
burned and thereby

caused it to burn

with a white flame.

After the invention of Argand, the art of

lamp-making improved by leaps and by bounds.

More progress was made in twenty years

after 1783 than had been made in

twenty centuries before. New burners

were invented, new and better oils were

used, and better wicks made. But all

the new kinds of lamps were patterned

after the Argand. The lamp you use at

home may not be a real Argand, biit it

is doubtless made according to the prin-

ciples of the lamp invented by the Swiss

physician in i 783.

Soon after Argand invented his lamp,

William Murdock, a Scottish inventor,

showed the world a new way of lighting

a house. It had long been known that

fat or coal, when heated, gives off a vapor

or gas which burns with a bright light.

Indeed, it is always a gas that burns,

and not a hard substance. In the can-

dle or in the lamp the flame heats the

oil which comes up to it through the wick and

thus causes the oil to give off a gas. It is this

gas that burns and gives the

light. Now Murdock, in

1797, put this principle to a

good use. He heated coal

in a large vessel, and allowed

the gas which was driven off

to pass through mains and

tubes to different parts of his

house. Whenever he wanted

a light he let the gas escape at

the end of the tube in a small

jet and lighted it. Here
was a lamp without a wick.

Murdock soon extended his

gas-pipes to his factories, and
lighted them with gas. As
soon as it was learned how
to make gas cheaply, and conduct it safely

from house to house, whole cities were rescued

from darkness by the new illuminant. A con-

* Light a short piece of candle and place it in a tumbler, and cover the top' of the tumbler. The experi-

ment teaches that a flame must have a constant supply of fresh air and will go out if the air is shut off.

THE CANDLE

AN ARGAND LAMP.
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siderable part of London was lighted by gas in

1815. Baltimore was the first city in the

United States to be lighted by gas. This was

in 182 1.

The gas-light proved to be so much better

than even the best of lamps, that in towns

and cities almost everybody who could aiTord

to do so laid aside the old wick-lamp and

burned gas. About 1876, however, a new
kind of light began to appear. This was the

electric light. The powerful (7/-^-light, made by

the passage of a current of electricity between

two carbon points, was the first to be invented.

This gave as much light as a hundred gas-jets

or several hundred lamps. Such a light was

exxellent for lighting streets, but its painful

glare and its sputtering rendered it unfit for use

within doors. It was not long, however, beforL*

an electric light was invented which

could be used anvwhere. This was

the famous Edison's iticandescent or glow
lamp, which we see on every hand. Edi-

son's invention is only a few years old, yet

there are already more than twenty million

incandescent lamps in use in the United States

alone.

The torch, the candle, the lamp, the gas-light,

the electric light,— these are the steps of the

development of the lamp. And how marvelous

a growth it is ! How great the triumph over

darkness! In the beginning a piece of wood
burns with a dull flame, and fills the dingy

wigwam or cave with soot and smoke ; now, at

the pressure of a button, the house is filled with

a light that rivals the light of day, with not a

particle of smoke or soot or harmful gas. Are
there to be further triumphs in the art of light-

inc? Are we to have a light that shall drive

out the electric light? Time only

can tell.

A Double Surprise

By F. s.

(See Frontispiece)

The Mother Fox dropped the fat marmot
she had been carrying and barked three times,

— softly. Almost instantly four young foxes,

woolly, sheep-like little fellows, came tumbling

out from the inner den and their mother led

them into the World.

A few hundred yards below the den, a well-

used deer-trail zigzagged around the hillside.

To this trail the old fox made her way, the

young ones romping awkwardly behind.

Where a weasel had dodged under a

shelving rock the Mother Fox crouched for a

moment, eager-eyed,—her family, intent on
what lay beyond, pursuing their way along

the trail. A little further on, the most active

of the youngsters paused whining, half

baffled, with his foremost feet resting on a big

rock that barred his way, and, as he stood un-

decided, suddenly a terrifying apparition

loomed up before him. Truly, a grizzly is

the very image of death to smaller animals

and to the tiny fox-cub this one appeared

of mountainous proportions. No wonder
then that he tumbled backward among his

brothers and sisters with a lusty cry of fear

!

But on the instant, another wonderful thing

happened, when the Mother Fox came bound-
ing along the path, and with no thought for

herself leaped between this mighty creature

and her young— the hair on her back bristling

thickly, her fangs turned against the ponder-
ous animal that could, .had he so desired, have
crushed her with a touch. And why he did

not do so,—who can tell? Perhaps he was
gorged with eating, or possibly, he was even
startled for the moment and so allowed them
to escape.

The fact remains that the Indian youth
who viewed this little drama from a distance,

saw the Mother Fox lead hef family back to

the home-den in safety. There, in a very

short time they were growling baby growls

and over the body of a young jack rabbit, who,
poor fellow, had no mother to watch over him.



Mother Goose Continued

By Anna Marion Smith

<^
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(Kind a sonrf o* sixpence
Pocket fUl of rye ;

IbLir-and-iwenty bluckbirdi
Baked in a pie .

When i]ie pie was opened
The birds be<}an to $ino

Was not this a dainty dish
To set before the KinO ?

The Kin^ -was inbis countin^-liouje
Counting out his money ; C ~
The Queen was j'n -the parlor,

Eatinij bread and honey.
The maid wa> in the gEO-dcn

Han_^Ing, out the cJothes

When along came a blatKbircLi

y'Vid nipped, o/"
'

Sing a song o' sixpence

A pocket full of rye
;

I know another blackbird

Baked in a pie.

The maid it was who baked it

With all her migh t and main,

Resolved there 'd be one
blackbird

That should n't nip again.

I love little pussy, her coat is iovvarni,
And if r don't hurt her, she'll do tne no harm

I'll sit by the fire, and ^ive her some feed ,

Ajid pussy will love me because I am ^ood

.

I never will dress her again, that is sure.

Her scratches, you see, are not easy to cure.

And I find that it takes much more time than

you 'd guess,

To sew up the rents in my dolly's best dress.

I 'd give a good deal, if it was n't for that,

To see how she 'd look in my dolly's new hat.

But no, I '11 not try it, you never can tell

;

And politeness is best till one's scratches get

well.

526
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" Because,'' said he, " wise men like me,
Who travel round about,

And keep their eyes, and use them well,

May find some people out.

And if they also use their ears,

And hark what hearsay brings,

They 're likewise pretty sure to hear

Some very funny things."

ThiS& S$ Ae way i® 2^®4"l®Fa 'iawira , ,

See saw, steady and slow

!

Other places there are, I know.
But they are not worth the trouble to go.

For Boston people have told me so.

I bought a little carriage

And took him outtoride.

And yet with all my efforts

He was n't satisfied,

neverwould have married.

Now this I do declare,

—

If I 'd supposed a hus-

band
Was such an awful care.

(K)ag> a vsism oro ©two* Uefeora

TJhere was a man in our iown ,

-And he \vas wondroui v/ise

He jumped into a bramble bixsh

y\T»d scratclied out both his eyes .

y\.nd when he saw his eyes were oirt
,

WilK cJl Wis mioht emd main
He jumped into anolher bush
y\.nd scratched <hen\ in agaitv . >,

This clever man then hastened on

And bought a pair of shears.

But when he tried to cut with them,

He snipped off both his ears.

And when he heard his ears were off,

('T was told him o'er and o'er).

He seized the shears and snipped them
back

As thev had been before.



Our Hundred-Year-Old Military Academy

H. Irving Hancock

In the month of March, 1907, the United
States Mihlary Academy at West Point was
exactly one hundred and five years old. It is

not only one of the oldest military academies
in the world, but is admittedly the best, its

graduates reaching a higher degree of effi-

ciency during the four years' course than is

attained anywhere else.

To George Washington must be given the

credit of causing the first steps to be taken to-

ward the founding of a national military acad-

emy. In 1794, while serving his second
term as President, Washington succeeded in

having Congress create the grade of cadet in

the army. West Point was chosen as the best

army post at which cadets could be trained, for

the reason that it was then the most important

station of the artillerists and engineers. The
cadets of those days did not pass entrance

e.xaminations, and the standard of proficiency

in studies did not amount to the tenth part of

what is exacted nowadays. A smattering of

engineering, mathematics, and artillery practice

was all that was deemed necessary.

On March 16, 1802, an act of Congress was
approved that provided for an actual national

military academy. By virtue of that act, five

officers were detailed for instruction, and ten

cadets were appointed. On July \ of the same
year the academic term began. .Other acts of

Congress, in 1803 and again five years later,

increased the number of students to nearly two
hundred. Yet very few cadets were appointed,

no especial provision was made for their hous-

ing, and those who did attend had great diffi-

culty in securing adequate means of study or

livelihood. And bad as this start was, matters

became rapidly worse.

Then came the reaction caused by the alarm
of finding ourselves a second time at war with
the mother-country. Congress hastily reorgan-

DRESS PARADE. "SH<, THE I'AKAUE Is lOKMEU."

ized the academy, and provided for the appoint-

ment, maintenance, instruction, and pay of a

corps of two hundred and fifty cadets. Many
additional courses of study were ordered, and
more strict requirements were prescribed for

young men who wished to graduate into the

army. But Major Sylvanus Thayer who be-

came superintendent in 181 7 was the first

chief of the academy to insist upon a wide
knowledge of mathematics as being absolutely

necessary to the making of a capable young
officer.

Beginning with the sway of Major Thayer,
the general system of the studies and training

of the cadet were much as they are to this day.

About the only changes that have been made
in the courses of study are those required by
advances in the art of war and the general

knowledge that is required of an officer. In

the first place, an officer must be a man of alert

mind. He must be able to see things accu-

rately, to form his judgment at once, and to act

with precision and safety. It is for this reason

that the study of mathematics has always been
insisted upon as the most important feature of

the course at West Point ; for the training that

comes from a thorough study of algebra, geom-
etry, and trigonometry is believed to provide

the surest route to quick brain action.

To-day the law provides for five hundred

and eleven cadets : one to be appointed from

each congressional district, one from the Dis-

trict of Columbia and from each Territory,

two " at large " from each State, and thirty to

be appointed "at large" by the President.

The senators are allowed to nominate the two
528
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" at large " candidates from each State. Each
cadet is expected to serve four years at the

academy, although some of them, on account
of deficiency in one study or another, are turned

back for one year. A congressman may appoint

only when a vacancy exists from his district.

Tlie young candidate who passes the best

mental examination in reading, writing, and
spelling, arithmetic, algebra, English grammar,
composition and literature, geography, ordinary

history and physiology and hygiene, then re-

ceives the nomination, provided his physical

examination shows him to be in sound health.

Appointments are generally made a year ahead
of the time of admission to the academy.
After the nomination is made the candidate is

allowed to go before an army examining board

as near as possible to his home.
In nearly every case the boy who wishes to

go to West Point must put in a year or two of

especially strenuous study in order to be able

to pass the entrance examination. That is

nothing compared with what is before him in

case he succeeds in entering the academy.
West Point is the worst possible place for a

lazy or stupid boy. He is aroused at six o'clock

in the morning, has a stated number of minutes

in which to wash and dress himself, a few more
minutes in which to aid his room-mate in setting

the little apartment to rights.

Let the boy who wishes to go to ^^'est Point

gaze around his room at home and see how it

looks. Then let him understand that at the

academy a scrap of paper on the floor, or any
other untidiness, will bring about a punishment
that affects his standing in his class. As quickly

as he can possibly get his room tidy, the bugle

sounds to call him to breakfast. That over,

he marches to recitation. The schoolmasters

at West Point, who are all army officers, are

looked upon as being the most strict in the

country. No cadet is allowed to make the

excuse that he has not been able to prepare his

lesson. He must be prepared for all that his

instructors require of him. Nor can he hope to

escape unnoticed, for each class is divided into

sections of about eight young men each, and
the recitations last from an hour to an hour and
a half each. Between 8 a.m. and i p.m. the

time is evenly divided between study and re-

citation.

At one o'clock the battalion . of cadets

marches to the mess-hall for dinner, after which
a few minutes are allowed for "recreation."

At two o'clock studies and recitations are re-

sumed until four o'clock. This is followed bv

an hour and twenty minutes of drill, after

which comes dress-parade. Soon after this is

finished, at six-thirty, the young men march to

supper. From seven to ten they spend the time
in their rooms in cadet barracks at hard study.

At ten o'clock " taps " sounds, and immediately
every young man must have his lights out and
be in bed. During the twenty-four hours he
has eight hours of sleep, with sixteen hours of

study, recitation, drill, the time allowed for

meals, and eighty minutes devoted to " recrea-

tion." A boy who likes ease and indolent

comfort would do better to stay away from
West Point. Soldiers who can endure hard
mental and bodily work are wanted there.

When Saturday comes around the cadet has
his afternoon and evening to devote to his

own pleasure, unless he is backward in his

studies or has broken some of the regulations.

In the former case he spends his afternoon and
evening with his books. If he has been found
guilty of a breach of discipline he is likely to

have to spend his afternoon walking across the

quadrangle inside of " barracks " in full uniform
and with rifle and bayonet. During twenty-

four hours a day, for seven days in the week,
he must eat, walk, study, recite, and in fact do
everything, according to inflexible rules. He
must observe every regulation, be punctual to

the minute in every duty, and obey every order
given him by an ofl^cer. There is no favoritism

shown, whether the young man be the son of a
millionaire or of a day-laborer.

The course of study is indeed severe ; but
at the same time the physical well-being is

guarded. Between gymnasium work, drills,

marches, and absolutely regular hours of sleep,

the cadet is a hard-worked but healthy young
man.
From the ist of June to the ist of September

the cadets go into camp. During this period

text-books are dropped, and the work bears

directly upon drill and tactics. The life now
is all out of doors, but the young men are

required to rise a half-hour earlier than when
in barracks. Cadets who have spent two years

at the academy are allowed a two months'
furlough for a home visit.

Life at West Point is made up of an abun-
dance of hard work and very little play ; but

this is the sort of life that develops the man
who can endure the hard, exhausting, nerve-

racking and body-wrecking strain of a campaign
in the field. Such men were Grant, Sheridan,

Sherman, Robert E. Lee, and " Stonewall

"

Jackson— all distinguished West Point cadets.

Vol. XXXIV.— 67.



How a Cadet Learns to Shoot

Written by Lieut. Henry J. Reilly, U. S. A., while a Cadet at West Point

COMMENCE FIRING.

A Cadet has his first full course of target

practice in his " yearling " camp, that is, during

his second summer at the Academy, when,

having been at West Point a year, he no

longer is a " plebe " but at last an upper class-

man. This course is one in rifle practice,

—

pistol and artillery practice coming later. It

is true that in his plebe year he has sighting

and aiming drills, also gallery practice and

firing at two and three hundred yards on the

range ; but all this is to prepare him for the

real work, which, as said before, comes in his

" yearling " camp.

RIFLE PR.\CTICE.

To start out with there are four kinds of

fire ; slow, timed, rapid and skirmish. In the

first you liave one minute per shot at a bull's-

eye target, that is a target with a black

bull's-eye in the middle and two rings around

it, a hit in the bull's-eye counting five, one
inside the first ring four, inside the second
three, and anywhere else on the target two

—

of course a miss counts zero. There are

three sizes of these targets, the smallest being

used at two and three hundred, the medium at

five and six hundred and the largest at eight

hundred and a thousand yards. In the pic-

same targets as in slow fire, except that you
are given thirty seconds in which to fire five

shots. In rapid fire you have twenty seconds

in which to fire five shots, and for every car-

tridge of the five not fired five is subtracted

from your score. The target is a black life-

sized figure of a man kneeling ; it pops up from
behind the butts, stays up twenty seconds and
pops down again just like a man jumping up
from behind a log and back again. The last

kind of fire, the skirmish, is the most exciting

of all, because more like a real fight, and every

BEHIND THE ' BUTTS. A C.VDET M.\KK-
ING .\ TARGET.

tare of a cadet marking a target you may see

what the smallest looks like, the others are not

much larger. In timed fire you fire at the

one must be equipped in heavy marching or-

der, i.e., with blanket-roll, haversack and can-

teen, besides rifle and ammunition. As you
run down the plain, stopping now and then to

fire at those black figures, way down at the

other end, it is easy to imagine that they are

Moros or Indians ; and some mornings when
it has rained the night before and there are

little ponds all over the flats, you can imagine

that you are with the " Ninth " at Tientsin and
that they are Chinese. In this fire each man
has two targets, one the life-size figure of a

man kneeling, a hit on w-hich counts four, the
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other of a man lying down, and liiuing this

target coiuits five, as it is, of course, a more
difficult siiot than the other.

In this fire you are allowed thirty seconds
at all ranges except two hundred, where vou

^K1KMI>]1 FIRING AT 400 YARDS.

can have but twenty. You are in skirmish

line, and run the last half of each advance,
lying, sitting or kneeling at each range, as

suits you best, firing two shots at six and five

hundred yards ; three at four hundred and three

hundred and fifty ; and five each at three and
two hundred. The reason you must know how-

to shoot so rapidlv at these short ranges is be-

cause you are so near the enemy now, that if

you don't kill a lot of them before they kill

you, you will have no one left to charge with

and your attack will be a failure.

The firing is divided into three courses,
" Marksman's," " Sharpshooter's," and " Ex-
pert Rifleman's." You have to qualify in the

lowest of these before you can take the next,

and quah'fying is not easy. A cadet first takes

what is called instruction practice, firing ten

shots, slow fire, standing, at two hundred ; five

kneehng and five sitting, at three hundred

:

and ten, lying, at five and at six hundred
yards. He fires the same number in the same
positions, rapid fire at two and three hundred
yards. He then has two skirmish runs. When
he has finished all tlris he fires his record

course, which is the same as the instruction.

If he makes 60 per cent, of the possible total

he becomes a marksman and takes the sharp-

shooter's course, which is ten, lying, at eight

hundred and ten at a thousand and ten rapid

fire at five hundred. If he makes 60 per cent,

of the possible total on this, he becomes a

sharpshooter, and takes the expert rifleman's

course in which he fires ten shots at two,

three, antl six hundred, five slow fire and five

timed fire, anil ten shots slow fire at a thousand
yards. He also has one skirmish run. To
qualify he has to make 68 per cent. One
summer four first-classmen qualified as sharp-
shooters and were decorated before the whole
battalion drawn up under arms, in full dress,

at a monthly inspection and muster.

The targets are marked by cadets behind
the butts, who put up a white disk for a five,

a red for a four, white with a black cross for a
three, black for a two and a red flag for a miss.

.\ cadet is very fond of the white and natur-

ally dreads the black.

As the cadets who mark the targets sit

in the pit and hear the bullets strike the
wooden butts and the rocks above them and
see the splinters of wood and rock fly and the

branches and leaves of trees drop, they some-
times wonder how they would feel if they
were out there, exposed to that fire ; and they
hope that when the day comes on which they
hear " Commence firing " in earnest it mav
thrill them as it does now on the target range
and during manoeuvres.

At the end of his second year the cadet
goes on his one and only furlough, so there is

no target practice for him this year, but the
summer after, when he is a first-classman, he
not only goes all through the rifle courses
again but also has pistol practice and practice
with the field guns.

PISTOL PR.4CTICE.

First he has pistol practice, dismounted,
firing ten shots at fifteen, twenty-five and fiftv

yards without time limit, and then the same
with a time limit of thirty seconds for each
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five shots. All this at a bull's-eye target, are thirteen to be made altogether. The first

Next he fires at fifteen and twenty-five yards, five are instruction practice and are made at a

ten shots at each, in bunches of five, with ten

seconds allowance for each five ; this at a

life-size standing figure so arranged that it

faces him during the ten seconds only. Quite

a number of men make fifty out of fifty at

rapid fire at fifteen yards. That is if you

were standing in front of them at fifteen or

twenty yards they would put five holes in you

in generally quite a little less than ten

seconds. The record practice, dismounted, is

just the same, with the exceptions that there

is no fire without time limit and no timed fire

at fifteen yards.

Next comes the mounted pistol practice,

both harder and more exciting than that tn\

foot ; harder because while the target for the

first part of the practice is the same size as be-

fore, the cadet is mounted on a galloping

l.VER PR.\CTICE.

horse ; more exciting, as anything on horse-

back is, because there is more dash to it. The
targets, five in number, are set up in hne at

intervals of twenty yards. The cadet mounted
and armed with a revolver rides at a gallop

down the front of the targets firing once at

each of them. This is called a run and there

distance of five yards, first with the target on

the right, then on the left, then the right front,

left front and lastly the right rear, that is, he

has to turn in his saddle and fire towards his

right and rear.

The remaining eight runs constitute record

practice. For the first five the targets are in

the same positions as for the five instruction

runs, but at a distance of ten yards. The
tarcrets used in all runs mentioned so far, are

PRACTICE.

life-size figures of an infantryman standing,

and are made of steel frames covered with

paper. A hit above the waist coimts two,

below, one. For the eleventh and twelfth

runs the targets are life-size figures of a

cavalryman mounted, and are fired at at a

distance of fifteen y-ards, for one run on the

right and for the other on the left. For the

thirteenth and last run the same kind of

targets are used as in the eleventh and
twelfth, but two only, instead of five. They
are placed in line, forty yards apart. The
cadet rides down the line at a distance of
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fifteen yards firing five shots at the two

targets, distributing them as he pleases, but

has to fire witliin a distance commencing with

>/j.mAM>*^ ^auAJI\al«

WATCiiiNi; THi; siikai'm;i, hi umim:

a point twenty yanls before the first target is

reached and ending twenty yards beyond the

second.

ARTILLERY PRACTICE.

For four days in August the first-classman

has target practice with the 3.0-inch fieldpiece.

At seven o'clock the battery starts out with

cadets acting as everything except captain.

They Iiave had lots of drill both as drivers and
cannoneers, so all know what to do. The
battery winds its way up the pass leading to

Cornwall, a historic town burnt by the British

during the Revolution, and, when several miles

out, is halted. The captain shows the chiefs-

of-section the ground he has picked out to go

in battery on, tells them where he wants the

guns, and points out the target. While the

chiefs-of-section are having their guns put in

position, the chief-of-caissons takes the cais-

sons to the rear where they are out of sight.

Then as the battery is to be gone all morning,

the horses are unhitched and unharnessed, the

harness and saddles placed in proper order on

the chests and poles of the gun and caisson

limbers, and the horses tied to a picket line,

stretched from wheel to wheel of the caissons.

The first day, before the practice com-
mences, the captain explains the method of

finding the range, and shows the cadets how
to prepare shrapnel for firing by pulling out

the safety plug and punching the time fuse.

The safety plug is a plug of wire in the top of

the fuse. As long as it is there, the shrapnel

can't explode. The time fuse is a fuse so ar-

ranged that by punching it in one of a number
of holes the shrapnel will explode a number of

seconds after leaving the gun, corresponding

to the hole punched.

The range is not known, so they estimate

it, that is, guess at it, load a gun with shell,

fix the sight at the range estimated, and fire.

The shell on hitting the ground bursts, and the

smoke from the burst shows where it hit. The
first shot was short, so they try again, this

time to make it go over, which it does. Now
they know the range to be between the first

two used, so it is soon found. After this

shrapnel is used. This is a shell filled with

powder and bullets, the bullets being so

arranged that when the shrapnel explodes they

spread out like water out of a watering pot,

covering a space over two hundred yards long

and a hundred wide for a range of 3300
yards, as the range decreases the space in-

creases. This is kept up all morning, all tak-

ing turns at the dififerent positions. Every
once and a while some cadet gunner can't re-

sist the temptation to set the time fuse so that

the shrapnel explodes at the target, instead of

in front, as it should. Of course this tears the

target all to pieces, and there is a wait until a

new one can be fixed. In the picture in the

first column of this page you can see a shrap-

nel bursting in front of the target.

At about noon the firing is stopped and all

go back of the line of caissons to where some

soldiers have been preparing a lunch, generally

of pork and beans, bread and coffee, or some-
thing similar, (always bread and coflfee how-
ever). The cadets, who have brought their

haversacks and canteens with them, get in
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line, meat pans in one hand, tin cup in the

other, and as they go by an improvised table,

generally a rock, the cooks deal out the food.

When all are through, the horses are saddled

and harnessed, the teams hitched in and the

guns limbered, everything being done by
cadets. The battery then returns to camp.

,
<2u.ioJt

You may say :

" But four days is not enough
time in which to learn to shoot." No, it is not

;

but it gives a cadet the chance to actually

do that which he will learn the following

winter from a book. And then you must re-

member that he has many things to learn and
only four years in which to learn them all.

CE.'VSE FIRING.

By Trevi's Waters
By Georgiana Homer

HE Roman moon was
at its full as a group
of merry folk came
from out an olden

doorway and fell into

file on the bordering

walk.

Luggage had been
labeled and strapped

for the morning start,

and now, true to tradition, these out-bound
travelers were bent on emptying their pockets

of pennies into Trevi. For the time-worn
legend tells that he,who loves Rome but leaves

it, must make pilgrimage to the fountain of

Trevi on the evening before he departs, and
cast into the waiting water a coin which is

supposed to guarantee that on some happy
future day he will return to Rome.
Down somber streets they went where the

star-shine was shut out by palaces that almost

met overhead, around shadowy corners, fear-

some of nights and black with history. Then
into the moon-swept square and, here, on the

soundless midnight, fell the clear splash of

Trevi's waters.

White and serene the fountain stood like a
waiting altar, and, for a moment, laughter

and chatting were hushed as all gathered
about the marble brim.

Then "splash! splash 1
" went the pennies

or the "centesimi," amid much merriment.

But one there was who was far from merry
—a girl in her early teens.

She had dipped into her pocket with the

rest and had drawn forth a silken purse which
she had forgotten to empty. A goodly suni

and the glint of gold shone through the

meshes so closely clasped in her unwilling

hand.

"What, all this!" and the little American
tightened her hold.

The great sculptured Neptune looked down
from his height at the maiden, whose up-
ttirned face was as fair and pouting as a sea

nymph's, but she felt no awe of the Sea-King's
trident. She was peering into a possible

future which might hold for her no enchant-
ing Rome with its sparkling fountains where
the waters always played, and where life was
brimful of wonders.

Many of the visitors around her drank of

the sweet water, touched by the thought that

even two thousand years before, men had
quenched their thirst at its generous spring.

And then they threw their pennies into the

great fountain.

Shutting her eyes that she might not behold
the sacrifice, the young American girl threw
purse and treasm^e into the large basin. A
ripple, and it was hers no more.

The loss was nearer than the joyous return

to Rome which it foretold, and the following

morning, as the train carried her northward,

who shall say that in the sunshine, she did

not repent ?

On that same morning, the dawn saw its usual

eager crowd of street boys fishing away at the

sacred spot for the pennies of Trevi.

One was a lad of fourteen, ragged as the

rest, dark-eyed and sunny-faced—and he it

was who captured the well-filled purse.

He opened it, and when there shone into
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his amazed eyes the glitter of goUl. lie It was a key that opened to him an un-

clutched his treasure and scampered away to known world and he was wild with glee.

a spot where he rould safely examine this Carefully he tucked away the purse and

^ ' CAREFULLY HE TLXKEU AWAY THE PURSE AND HURRIED HOME.

marvel. The most secret of nooks it must
be, or he might lose it all.

No gems of story were as dazzling as these

gleaming coins, as, one by one, they rolled into

his hand. Like the mythical gold of the Rhine,

this heap sent its rich glow upward into the

heart of the ragged boy and he sang for joy.

hurried home. For he had a home—without

father, mother, brother or sister, but not lack-

ing in afifection. In this lowest story of a

medieval palace lived a kindly woman ^vho

had taken the boy when he was left alone,

and had fotind room in heart and household for

one more. To this home he ran in glad haste.
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In a sunny corner, not far from his home,

sat a slender girl, dark-haired and of gentle

beauty. Large dark eyes she had, too, wide

open but sad, for no joy could enter them
from the world without. She was blind.

" O, little sister, what thinkst thou ? I have

gold. Hark!" And the boy jingled it

merrily-

Startled, the listener said :

—
" AVhere didst

thou get it Filippino ? Tell me quickly."

•'OH, LITTLE SISTER, SAID FILIPPO
OOLD. "

"In Trevi. Just think! it is ours, ours!"
" Thine, dear Filippo, for, listen, thou

shouldst not part with what may help thee to

skill in workmanship. So shalt thou gain

more gold and become a great man."
This was a new outlook and the lad grew

grave. The thought was sweet. "With money
earned, he could brighten life for this dear
friend and beloved playmate.

Suddenly a great gladness broke over his

earnest face and his eyes filled with tears, as

he leaped to her side.
" Little sister, little sister, thou shalt see I

This shall buy thee back thine eyes!" The
joy of the face uj)turned to his in its listening

way made the boy's heart throb. Then with

sudden sadness came the answer: "It can
never be, Filippo. Only the good God can

give me back my eyes."

"Yes, it can be. Here is gold, so much, a

heap ! It will pay the doctors who can do
w-onderful things; and, O little sister, when
thou canst see again— " and a sob, manly and
heartfelt, choked the loving words.

And so the mother found them, trembling

with the new hope. The impetuous boy ran

to her. " See, see how much is here 1 Will it

not bring back her dear eyes ?
"

She had no thought of refusing his noble

gift. From his great love had come the gen-

erous impulse and it was sacred.

The story was told, and the three sat close,

while the mother's heart beat as warmly for

the orphaned lad as for her own.

FiLippo's faith found fulfilment. Light

was given back to the tender eyes by patient

skill and merciful time. -And when the physi-

cians heard of the wonderful gold, they re-

fused to take it, and said that it was clear as

Trevi's own shining pool that some far-seeing

lover of childhood had furnished it as the

golden keystone for Filippo s own fortune.

All this made a pretty story to be told and
re-told in Rome, and it lingered as a twilight

tale for travelers.

And in a far-after time the American girl

who had paid such heavy toll to Trevi, stood

again by its waters.

They rippled in the breeze and their sun-

laden laughter seemed the liquid glint of her

golden coins rising to welcome her back to

Rome.
She smiled at the fancy. But was it not,

indeed, the gladsome spirit of the gold that

danced before her in the dawn, rejoicing that

love had widened its ways into such far-faring

beneficence.

It was the hour of morning devotion, and,

even as she stood there, a whispered blessing

bound her to two who knelt together in grateful

happiness before their humble household

shrine.

And above them hung an empty silken

purse, which she recognized as the one she

had thrown into the fountain. But she did

not know that its meshes were heavy w-ith

prayers purer than any gold.



;::3ISCHIEF was a cunning

little fellow from the

very first day that I saw
him. Such a round,

plump little body, such

short, clumsy legs, and

_^ such a roguish face
;
just

the one of all his nine brothers and sisters about

whom to write a story, and so you shall hear

of his preparations for the long journey upon
which he went when he was two months old.

His playmates were sent away, one by one,

until at last he was left all alone, with only the

mastiff Rex for a companion, and a most for-

lorn little pup he was, running about all day

long, trying to keep up with his new protector.

One morning in January, the weather being

very severe. Mischief was taken into the

kitchen to live, and a happier dog than he

could not be imagined, trotting about after

the cook and housemaid from morning until

And of course. Mischief knew about it. How
could he help it, when the whole household

were so sorry to have him go ? And accord-

night, chasing the cats, stealing towels and

brushes— in fact, attending to all the mischief

that came in his way.

One day, about two weeks after he came
into the house to hve, a letter came from Mil-

waukee saying that he, too, must be sent off.
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ingly he began to make ready for the long

journey he was so soon to take.

As he sat by the range, evidently trying to

make up his mind what to take with him, his

first thought was of the old coat he had had as

a bed ; so he crossed the room, took the coat
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in his mouth, and with his paws scratched it

up into a bundle.

Then he thought of his milk-dish. Of
course he must take that, for how could he

drink from any other dish than the shiny one

given him by the cook two weeks before ? So

he took that between his teeth and put it be-

side the coat. And the stove-hook, why not

take that? No one seemed to be using it

just at the moment. And a gelatin-box that

had just been emptied, would it not be nice

to pack his new collar in ?

So he ran tumbling across the floor for the

box, and back again for the string, when just

then a pair of mittens caught his eye, and in

tliis cold weather the mittens would be a com-
fort on so long a journey, so they were added
to the collection under the table. And Mis-

chief was just thinking he was about ready to

start, when the very thing he most dreaded to

leave behind him ran across the floor— the

little yellow kitten ; why could she not go with

him, and then the journey would not seem so

long ? Accordingly, he ran after her, caught

her by the neck, and tried to put her down
with his other baggage ; but the kitten could

not understand what Mischief meant, and
scratched and spit in a way that plainly said

she would not accompany him.

Poor Mischief lay down in despair, and.

after his hard morning's work, took a long

nap, only waking in time for his dinner. The
next day he was put into a warm box, carried

to the station, and after a three days' joiu-ney

arrived in Milwaukee, happy, well, and de-

lighted with his new master, apparently quite

forgetting his little mistress whom he left in

her New Hampshire home.
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By Helene H. Boll

The Princess Windischgratz is the grand-

daughter of the Emperor of Austria. When she

was but about eleven years old she was known
and loved as " the little Princess Elizabeth."

There lived a baker in the city of Vienna
whose wife was particularly fond of the little

Princess Elizabeth. This baker's wife had,

in 1 894, a tiny white dwarf dog given her,

which was so small that, when full-grown, it

could sit on a lady's hand, just as you see it in

the picture. So small a dog had never been
seen before, and people often came to the house
on purpose to look at it.

It was Christmas eve. The baker's wife

dressed herself in her Sunday best, put the

dog in a basket hned with pink satin, and
went to the palace where Elizabeth lived. No
stranger was allowed to go mto the palace e.\-

cept by permission. She showed the dog to

the guards, and they were so delighted with

it that they managed to get her into the pal-

ace, and when once in, it was not very diffi-

cult to obtain permission from the court

authorities to see Princess Stephanie, the mother
of the little Princess Elizabeth.

" Your Royal Highness," said the baker's

wife, " I hope that you will allow me to pre-

sent a little gift to your daughter this Christ-

mas eve "
; and then she uncovered the basket

with the tiny white dog in it.

Was n't the Princess Stephanie delighted

with it? And of course the little Princess

Elizabeth was. She loved it more than any
of the rich gifts which she received for Christ-

mas. The dog remained very small and never

grew to be more than five inches high.

Talks with Nature

By Nixon Waterman

I think you 're quite funny," I said

To the River, " For while you 've a bed
You 're awake night and day,

And run on, yet you stay

;

And your mouth is so far from your head.

I said to the Hill :
" I '11 allow

You have a most wonderful brow.

But you 've such a big foot

That you never can put

On a shoe of the style they use now."

I said to the Tree: "You are queer;
Your trunk is all packed but I fear

You can't leave until spring

When—a curious thing!—
You must still remain standing right here."

To a green red Blackberry I said

:

" I know you are green when you 're red

And you 're red when you 're green.

But to say what I mean
Is enough to befuddle one's head."
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Short Cuts to the History Lesson

THREE TIMES THREE BROTHERS
ON THE FRENCH THRONE.

By Elizabeth F. Parker.

When I was at school, my teacher, who was
quite a remarkable historian, called my atten-

tion to a somewhat curious coincidence in the

history of France, which was of much assistance

to me afterward in placing various personages

and events. Perhaps the boys and girls of the

present day have already made this discovery,

but lest they have not, I am going to tell them
what my teacher told me.

It is simply this : That since France became
a kingdom by itself, under Hugh Capet, three

brothers have ruled in succession at three dif-

ferent times, and after each of these groups of

royal brothers a family with a new name has

come upon the throne.

The first time this trio of brothers occurred was

in 1314, when, at the death of Philip IV, called

" le Bel," his son Louis X became king. In two
years he was followed by his brother Philip V,

who reigned but six years, and then came the

third brother, Charles IV.

The three were the last of the direct Capet

line, and were succeeded by the first Valois

king, their cousin, Philip VI.

The next group of three brothers ended the

reign of the Valois family. They were the

sons of Henry II, who died in 1559, and their

mother was Queen Catharine de Medici. The
first was Francis II, who was king only a year,

and who is remembered more because he was
the first husband of Mary, Queen of Scots, than

for any other reason. The second was Charles

IX. These two brothers had both been very

young, boys of fifteen and ten, when they were

made kings. The third, Henry III, had grown

up before his turn came, but he was killed by

Jacques Clement, a monk, in 1589, and Henry
of Navarre, the first Bourbon king, came to the

throne under the title of Henry IV.

The three brothers came again after nearly

two hundred years, when in 1774 Louis Xv''

died, leaving three grandsons. The first of

these to rule was the unfortunate Louis XVI.
You all know of his queen, Marie Antoinette,

and how he and his wife were both beheaded,

and their poor little son, the Dauphin, who
would have been Louis XVII had he come to

the throne, died of hard treatment in prison, and

the two brothers, who were to be kings later,

had to keep away in exile. It was a long time.

and they were old men before they were
crowned, because France went through many
changes first as a republic and then under the

Directory, then under Napoleon Bonaparte as

First Consul, and afterward Emperor. But the

Battle of Waterloo was fought and Napoleon
was sent to St. Helena, and the two remaining
Bourbon brothers, first Louis XVIII and then
Charles X had their short reigns. And so

ended the straight line of Bourbons, for after

them came Louis Philippe of the house of Or-
leans, who no longer called himself King of

France, but " King of the French."
So here we have : the three capet

BROTHERS :

1314-

1316.

1322.
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THE EASY "E'S."

By Tudor Jenks.

"The trouble is," said Marian, '' that there

are so many Edwards and Henrys! Those old

kings and queens of England went right on
naming their boys ' Edward,' or ' Henry,' as if

there was n't another name to be had."
" Why need that trouble you ? " her father

asked, with a smile.

" Because we have our English History ex-

amination soon, and I am trying to learn the

order of the kings and queens," Marian an-

swered. " 1 get the Edwards and Henrys all

in a jumble."
" How about the memory rhymes ?

"

" I can't keep them clear in my mind," said

Marian. "That 'First William the Norman'
is very good, 1 think, e.xcept that the hnes just

after the first two are easily confused."

Her father put down his newspaper, and
reached out his hand. " Give me your book,"

said he, " and some paper and a pencil. I '11

see whether I can't make up something you can
remember. Meanwhile, go on with another
lesson."

He w^ent into the library, and Marian went
to work upon her algebra.

She had finished her algebra and written

quite a long composition when her father re-

turned, bringing a large sheet of paper upon
which appeared the following diagram:

THE EASY "E'S."
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Queer Fuel

By Crittenden Marriott

How many people, I wonder, ever pause to

consider that their bodies are merely machines
to do work, furnaces in which necessary fuel is

burned, workshops in which worn-out parts are

supplied, and store rooms in which fuel and
food are laid away for use when needed.

Further, like any other piece of apparatus the

body works better under certain circumstances

:

its fires burn better with fuels of certain sorts,

mixed in certain proportions and it cannot

keep in perfect condition unless furnished with

proper materials.

Man thinks he eats because he is hungry ; he

really eats because his body is crying out for

building materials with which to repair the

waste that is always going on, and for fuel to

keep itself warm—and it is rather " finicky " as

to the supply it wants for each of these pur-

poses. At a pinch, it can use almost anything

digestible for either, but it groans and com-
plains, and jnmishes its unfortunate possessor

if it is not properly treated.

What the body considers proper treatment is

not always that which the palate or the sense of

taste considers such. In fact, the palate is the

spoiled child of the house ; he is always de-

manding things that are not good for him, and
like other spoiled children, the more he is in-

dulged, the more he demands. Sometimes he
can make things very unpleasant, for he may
refuse to permit any food to pass the portal

where he stands on guard, and hence may
bring the whole machinery to a standstill. As
a rule, however, if treated firmly, he will give in

and work for the good of all.

" Savoury " food pleases the palate and causes

a greater flow of the various juices and ferments

and so promotes digestion. It is therefore a

good thing within proper limits, but what the

body really needs is ^^protdn " and heat.

" Protein " is a word with which few of us are

familiar ; we are familiar enough with the

thing, however, and it is really impossible to

talk about these matters without using one or

two scientific words. The lean of meat, the

white of eggs, the gluten of wheat are all

mostly protein, and we all know how necessary

a supply of one or more of these, or of similar

things, is to us, if we do not wish to suffer Irom
hunger or from need of nourishment.

While protein can be used for heating, if

necessary, its natural use is for repairing pur-

poses, and for this end the body needs one-

fourth of a pound a day. Different amounts

are required for old and for young, for men and
for women, for those living in cold and for

those living in hot climates, for laborers and for

clerks, but '-( pound is the right amount for a

full-grown man hving' in a temperate climate

and doing moderately active work.

So much for repairing; now for heat. The
body, one will say, needs a definite amount of

this too. Scientific men have ascertained

through countless experiments, the amount nec-

essary for the average man and have found that

it is equal to 3,050 " calories " of heat. ( Dear
me, there goes another unusual word!) A
"calorie" is the amount of heat that will raise

the temperature of about one pound of water
four degrees Fahrenheit. Sugar, starch, and
fats are ideal fuels, though protem will bum
well, if necessary. Nothing, however, will take

the jilace of protein as a rebuilding material.

What the body needs, then, is a daily supply
of one-fourth of a pound of protein and
enough sugar, starch, and fat to supply it with

3,050 calories of heat. This is an average for

the year, of course. In our climate, the

ration, especially the fuel ration, should be
varied with the seasons.

True, certain other elements also are needed
by the body, but they are required in very
minute quantities, and are so widely distrib-

uted in nature, that their supply is always
assured. On the other hand, any food which
supplies protein and fuel in different propor-

tions than these, is not perfect ; if it supplies

too much heat to the right amount of protein,

it is wasteful, if nothing worse ; if it supplies too

much protein to too little heat, it compels the

body to use some of the protein for fuel, which
throws an undue strain on the digestion and
will probably result in disease sooner or later.

As most of us know, the price of food has

little relation to its value to our bodies, how-
ever much it may have to our taste. The
larger part of the price of the costlier foods is

due to their fine appearance, or their pleasant

flavor, or their rarity. Tenderloin of beet is

less nutritious than shoulder, but it costs more,
as you will find out if you go to buy it ; and so

with many other articles.

Then again, some foods are more digestible

than others, as we have all proved again and
again, generally when we have eaten some-
thing particularly nice. We live, of course,

not on what we eat but on what we digest.

During the last eight or ten years, scientific
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men have been hard at work finding out the

facts in regard to all the commoner articles of

food ; and these facts have been set forth in

huge tables of figures that it makes one's head

ache merely to look at. They contain some
interesting facts, however, if one has the

patience to dig them out.

Ordinary white bread, for instance, is about

one-third water, one-twelfth pmtein, and one-

half other digestible matters. If all were used

as fuel, a pouiul of bread would sup|)ly 1,200

calories ; two and a half pounds per day will

supplv 3,000 calories, about the amount re-

quired. If the protein in the bread be used for

its usual purpose of rebuilding, leaving the

other digestible substances for fuel, three

pounds of bread would furnish just a trifle

more of both fuel and protein than is required

in a temperate climate by a man doing

moderately active muscular work. Bread

alone, then, is theoretically very nearly a

perfect or " balanced " diet—though three

loaves a day would certainly stir that bad boy.,

the palate, to rebellion.

If a man lived on bread alone he would eat,

in a lifetime of seventy years, about 75,000

pounds ; or say, he would devour a loaf 30 feet

high by 10 feet sijuare, which would cost him
about $4,000.

But living wholly on lean meat would be a

good deal worse than livmg wholly on bread.

To do this, a man would have to eat three and
one-half pounds a day to supply himself with

needed food, and would not thrive then as he

would on bread. One and a half pounds of

meat would sup])ly him all the protein needed,

but would yield, in addition, only about one

thousand calories of heat. To make up the

balance, two pounds more of meat must be

eaten, all of it for fuel. Meat is a very poor

fuel, and to burn two pounds of it a day would
throw a heavy strain on the digestion and
probably lead to disease. Fancy eating three

and a half pounds of meat a day !

Living on lean meat alone, a man would eat,

in seventy years, an ox about thirty-five feet

long, fifteen feet high and twelve feet thick,

supposing it to consist of solid meat without

bones. This would weigh about 90,000

pounds and cost about $15,000.
Thus, bread alone worries the palate and is

in time refused ; meat alone furnishes too much

protein and not enough heat ; candy, pastry,

and the like sujjply too much heat, which must
be laid away in fat in the body's storehouse or

be worked oft' in nervous energy. No one of

the three is good without the others.

On the other hand, a mixed diet makes
things a great deal better all around. One
pound of bread, one and one-third pounds of

lean meat, and one-sixth of a pound of butter

daily would supply almost the e.xact ideal pro-

portions. In seventy years, this would run to

25,000 pounds of bread, 33,000 pounds of

meat and 4,000 pounds of butter—62,000
pounds in all, costing, say, $9,000.

If a man lived wholly on fisli, he would re-

quire eleven pounds a day, or 275,000 pounds
in a lifedme—say, a fish 70 feet long by 30
deep by 10 thick. If he lived on rice alone,

he would have to eat three pounds a day, or

75,000 pounds in a lifetime—an amount which
would furnish him with about 50 per cent, more
heat than he had any use for. By combining
fish and rice, however, as the Chinese do, in the

proijortion of one pound of the former and two
of the latter, he could live very well. The
relative cost in this country would be about

$30,000 for fish alone, and $6,000 for rice alone.

The two combined would, of course, cost

much less than the fish alone.

His hardest time, however, would be when
he tried to live on green vegetables or fruits

alone, avoiding bread and beans, both of which
play such a part in vegetarian bills of fare. Of
ordinary vegetables, such as beets, cabbages,

tomatoes, and the like, he would have to eat 20

pounds daily. Of fruits, he would have to eat 30
pounds daily, and even of potatoes, 15 pounds.

On the other hand, two pounds of rye

bread, two pounds of potatoes, and a taste of

fat, either animal, or vegetable, make a very

cheap, well-balanced ration, costing only about

$1,500 in a lifetime. Thousands of Russian

peasants live on just such a diet.

As I said before, all these estimates are for a

man iloing moderately active muscular work in

a tem|)erate climate. A man doing hard

muscular work requires about one-fifth more
and a man in an office about one-fifth less.

Boys require only one-half as much at six

years of age and nine-tenths as much at

sixteen. Women generally require one-fifth

less than men of equal activity.

Vol. XXXIV.-69.
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FOURTH PAPER-THE "ALWAYS DIFFERENT" STORY

BY ELIZABETH FLINT WADE
" Oh, dearie me I

" said little Polly as she

stood looking into the rain-soaked garden, "I

wish it did n't rain, I want to play out of

doors."
" When I was a little girl and there came a

rainy day," said Aunt Katie, "my mother used

to tell me this verse,

'* * When the rain comes tumbling down
In the country or the town,
All good little girls and boys.

Stay at home and mind their toys.'
"

" But I don't want to play with my toys,"

said Polly.

" Neither do I," added Rob, " this is the

second day it has rained and I am tired of

them."
" Well, then I will read you a story if you

like," replied their Aunt. " Don't you want to

hear ' Alice in Wonderland' ?
"

" But I 'm tired of it. Aunt Katie," said Polly.

" I love the story, but the people in it always

do the same things every time you read the

book. Why do they make stories the same ?

I would like one that was always different.

Don't they make them that way, Aunt Katie ?
"

" Well, well," said Aunt Katie, " you re-

mind me of the little girl I used to be. I

liked things ' different,' too, and my mother
made me a story that is never the same, no
matter how many times you read it. I will

get it. I have it in my ' Keepsake Box.'
"

Aunt Katie left the room and presently

returned with a small book of yellowish faded

paper, and a little box.

"The story is called 'Fanny Frivol; Her
Adventures in the Wood ; At the Fair ; At the

School; At the Picnic; In the Meadow; By
the Brook ; At the Circus ; In Grandfather's

Barn ; and At the Party.' AVhich adventure
would you like to hear first ?

"

" The one by the brook," said Polly and
Rob in one breath ; and Polly's eyes sparkled

as she added, " I love to play by the brook! "

" Very well," said Aunt Katie. " Take this

box. In it you will find slips of paper on
which words are printed. I will read the

story and when I stop and hold up my finger

you must draw a slip of paper from the box
and read what it says on it ; and the next time

Rob will draw and read— each in turn."

This is the story that Aunt Katie read of

Fanny Frivol's Adventure by the Brook, and
the words in it printed in capitals are those

which Polly and Rob read from the slips of

paper which they drew one by one from the

box

:

"May I go and play by the brook ?" said

Fanny Frivol to her Grandmother.
Her Grandmother nodded her head on which

was a large—GREEN BOTTLE.—
" Yes, but don't wet your feet, and take a

—

LONG WOODEN SWORD— to shield you
from the sun."

On her way she met Tommy and Topsy
546
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Turvey carrying a-PLATE OF CHEESE.
— When P'anny saw them she said,

—

" Come and plav with me bv the brook. I

have a—BOTTLE OF INK— to catch fish

with, a-BAG OF CLOTH ESPINS-to
build a bridge, and we can hunt for crabs

under stones."

Tommy and Fanny turned over stones, but

Topsy Turvey, who always did things wrong,

turned hers under. Fanny found a big

—

LEMON PIE— under a stone but the others

found nothing.
" There are no crabs here," said Fanny

;

"let us fish.' Tommy and Fanny threw their

lines in the brook but Topsy threw hers out.

Fanny caught a— DUSTING CLOTH,—but

the others caught nothing.
" Let us build a bridge," said Fanny.

"Tommv you bring a— DISH OF ICE
CREAM -and Topsy a—YELLOW BOWL
— and we shall soon have it done."

" What is that in the water ? " said Tommy.
Fanny pulled it out and found it was a—

SEWING MACHINE.—
" I will take it home to Grandmother," said

Fannv, " and she will make me a—WINDOW
CURTAIN— of it."

They were now tired and hungry and sat

down to rest on a big—WHITE BEAR,—
and when Fannv opened her lunch-bo.x, out

fell a—DOORBELL-and a-TIN SOL-
DIER— instead of the nice cakes her Grand-
mother had given her.

" Never mind," said Fanny, " I have some
cookies in my pocket," but when she took them
out she found thev had changed into a

—

JAPANESE LANTERN.—
Just then the sun went down and thev

started for home, but Topsy ran backward
and fell over a-FAT PIG.—

"I am so hungry I could eat a—KITCHEN
TOWEL," said Fanny, but when she went to

the supper table there was nothing there but

a—ROLLING PIN-and a-BLACK KIT-
TEN.—
When she went to her room she found a—

BROWN TEAPOT— on her bed, and in

every chair a big—RED HEN.

—

" Dear me," said Fanny as she laid her tired

head on a—STRAWBERRY SHORTCAKE
— which she found in place of her pillow.
" What a funny time I have had at the brook.

When I go to the picnic to-morrow, with
Tommy and Topsy Turvey, I wonder what
strange things will happen there."

How Polly did laugh over Fanny Frivol's

Adventure by the Brook ! And they read it over
again and nothing happened as it did before.

Fanny pulled a MERRY-GO-ROUND out

of the brook, and for their lunch they had a
PAIR OF SHEARS and a WAX DOLL.
Aunt Katie explained how the story was

made. Words were left out of the story and
written on slips of paper and when one came
to a place where a word was left out, one of

the slips of paper was read. As the slips of

paper were drawn without looking at them,

the words read were always different or came
in different places each time the story was
read.

"The next rainy day," said Aunt Katie,

"we will read the Adventures of Fanny in

Grandfather's Barn."

Perhaps some other little Pollys and Rob-
bies would Hke to read the story which is al-

ways different, so here is the list of words
which these young folks found in the box, and
you can print them for yourself on slips of

paper. Or, better still, you can make up more
amusing lists of your own.
Long Ladder. Paper of Pins. Window

Curtain. Loaf of Bread. Pound of Butter.

Sewing Machine. Box of Beads. Pink Shoe.

Green Bottle. Paint Brush. Comb with no
Teeth. Dusting Cloth. White Bear. Red
Hen. Fat Pig. Plate of Cheese. Black
Kitten. Basket of Apples. Letter Box.

Pound of Candy. Japanese Lantern. Kitchen
Towel. Rubber Ball. Croquet Set. Merry-
Go-Round. Yellow Bowl. Bottle of Ink.

Brown Teapot. Strawberry Shortcake. Lemon
Pie. Rocking Chair. Tall Clock. Door-
bell. Bag of Clothespins. Dish of Ice

Cream. Rolling Pin. Baking Tin. Chicken
Pie. Pepper Box. Wax Doll. Glass of

Soda Water. Pair of Shears. Paint Box.
Tin Soldier. Long Wooden Sword. Folding
Fan. Pair of Gloves. Jumping Jack. Choco-
late Cake.

When the rainy days came Polly heard
about all the other Adventures of Fanny
Frivol, and if you ever meet Polly she will be
glad to tell them to you.



The Puzzled Thermometer
By Cornelia Walter McGleary

I live, serenely, out of doors,

—

In snow, in sunshine, and in rain,

—

Securely fastened up on high

Beside the blind and window-pane.

And from my little corner, I

Can look upon the world below

;

At children playing in the street,

And people going to and fro.

I sometimes wish that I could rest,

—

But there 's no time for me to shirk !

Though everyone may sleep at night,

Thermometers must keep at work.

I think that people are so queer

—

For when I see them going past

In summer-time they move so slow,

And in the winter go so fasti

Pray, tell me what the reason is.

It 's not the way /act at all;

For when it 's warm I race along,

And when it 's cold I fairly crawl

!
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By John H. Jewett

The little Toy- Bears of this story

Were orphans, and left all alone,

Without any father or mother,

Without any home of their own ;

—

Not a playmate had they ever

known.

And Rogue said that he could teach

Bouncer,

The brown one, to bounce all

alone;

—

Then the Story-Bird heard Boun-
cer trroan.

Till a lady once found these Toy-Bearkins
Shut up in a box in a store,

And carried them home to the children,

To be little orphans no more
Each one in a box in a store.

The Bearkins were so glad and thankful

To have a good home to call theirs,

And two lively children to play with.

They almost forgot they were Bears,

And behaved more like children than

Bears.

The children were brother and sister.

Whose pet names were "Rogue" and
"Our Tot";

Their other names when they were
christened,

The Story-Bird may have forgot,

Or liked better, " Rogue" and " Our
Tot."

They called their pets " Bouncer" and
" Gretchen "

;

The white one, Tot claimed for her own,
549

'EACH ONE IN A BOX IN A STORE."
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Those Bearkins were dandled and
petted

Until they forgot they were toys;

The children too, came near for-

ofettingf

To make as much racketty-

noise,

As some of the neighborhood
boys.

And now comes the rest of the story

The Story- Bird told me one day,

Of Bearkins that played they were
children.

When the children were not

there to play,

—

And Bearkins could have their

own way. 'THOSE BEARKINS WERE DANDLED AND PETTED.

The Almost Drowned Bearkins

One day when alone in the pla) - The Bearkins played going in swim-
room

—

ming
While Rogue and Our Tot were By calling the Bath-tub a pool;

—

at school. So glad they were not sent to

school.

They frolicked and splashed in the

Bath-tub,

And thought it great fun there, no

doubt.

Until they were soaked through and
chilly.

And then found they could not get

out,

—

Their legs were too short to get out.

And while they were scrambling and
panting,

Until they both thought they were
drowned,

Their squealing was heard by the

nurse-maid.

Who ran to the bath-room and
found

Those Bearkins, so scared and
'most drowned.

THI-.V I KdLU IvED AND SPLASHED IN THE
BATH TIB."
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The maid hun_<;' them up in the sun-

shine,

Like clotlieson a clothes-line, to dry

And there they were found by the

children

—

Who tried not to lau^rh or to cry

—

At Bearkins hung up there to dry.

That evening at bed-time those Bear-

kins

Although o-ettino- dry, were still

damp.
Both outside and in, and so mussy,
They went to the kitchen to camp,

On a rug, where they made a

Bear-camp.

The Bearkins were dry in the morning,
And promised they 'd both keep

awa)'

From Bath-tubs for ever and ever,

And try some new kind of a play ;

—

The Bird says they did, the ne.xt

day. THE MAID HLNC THEM UP IN THE SUNSHINE.

W-'
\^,

A Riddle Rhyme
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Till. l'KAIKIi;-DOGS.

" I have frequently seen such inhabitants pop out of their holes when a train, that has just passed over them,

was scarcely a hundred feet awav."
"These 'dogs' remind one of eastern woodchucks, but they are more social with one another, and more active.

INTERESTING OBSERVATIONS OF
PRAIRIE-DOGS.

In far-away Montana is one of the largest

prairie-dog cities to be found in America. The
inhabitants of this rodent metropohs have be-

come so accustomed to passing trains, that they
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sufficient to complete the needed repairs, so

retiring a few feet from the burrow, he loosened

a quantity of earth with his fore feet. While

digging, little pellets of dirt stuck to his claws,

so that he was compelled frequently to stop

work and bite off the particles. Then, facing

the burrow, he began to throw the dirt towards

it with the back of his fore feet, just as a boy
would scoop sand along with his hands, but as

the dirt reached the spot where it was needed,

he used his nose to push it in place. The tamp-

ing process was then repeated and more dirt

was added until all the damaged spots in the

dike had been repaired.

The frost had loosened the inside walls of the

burrow "at its mouth and the dirt was gradually

crumbling away, so this too had to be repaired

at once. While doing so, the little workman was

out of sight most of the time, but I occasionally

caught a glimpse of his head bobbing back and

forth as he hammered the walls hard with his

nose.

It was getting late, and as I arose to leave,

there was great excitement in the dog metrop-

olis. Shrill, quick-repeated calls, which in

prairie-dog language meant, " run for the house,

boys, here comes a ' bogie man,' " were heard

everywhere. Prairie-dogs scurried for the near-

est hole and several plunged into the same

burrow. Beyond the panic-stricken area, sen-

tinels stationed on their mounds in true prairie-

dog attitude, passed the danger signal to their

comrades on the outskirts of the city.

I walked over to inspect the work I had been

watching. The dike was rounded symmetrically

and packed firm, while the inside walls were

covered thick with tiny nose-prints, little inden-

tations that looked as though a boy had care-

fully kneaded the earth with his knuckles.

J. Alden Loring.

THE PORCUPINE FISH.

The picture in the next column is that of a
" Cirrhosomus turgidus," and it surely looks like

it. In its normal condition it is not unlike a

common black bass of fresh water. The body
is inclosed in a sack capable of great distension

and is not attached to it except at the head
and tail. This skin or sack is covered with

spines varying in length, hard and smooth as

ivory and sharp as needles. When it is caught

or when any danger threatens it, it imme-
diately inflates itself to several times its usual

size, by short inspirations, the inflation being

by absorption of water if the fish is submerged,

and by air if it is at the surface. Scratching

it underneath, or rapping it lightly will cause

Vol. XXXIV.— 70-71.

it to discharge its load through the mouth and
gills, and then inflate again ; and this opera-

tion may be repeated several times in succes-

sion.

This envelope when not inflated does not

shrink close to the real fish body, but wraps
itself by even folds, like accordion pleats

around the circumference, the spines lying

flat along the body. At the head where the

thin skin is fairly attached, the spines are

shorter, thicker and remain standing upright

in one position.

This fish has no teeth, but the jaws, upper

and lower, are notched, like a saw; there are

no scales. When the body is removed and
the skin dried it becomes as hard and tough as

parchment.

If it be true that big fish feast upon small

ones, this one must be a tough article of break-

fast food. When a voracious shark comes in

THE POKCiriNE FISH.

sight, the porcupine fish swells himself to full

size, wags his tail in a friendly way and
chuckles in glee at the prospect of fooling the
" hold-up" chap. The shark, seeing the fat,

juicy morsel, prepares for a dainty fish dinner,

takes him in at one gulp, and gets nothing but a

mouthful of sharp pins and a dose of salt water.

What is the porcupine fish good for? Not
for eating, surely. To man it is simply a

curiosity. When the fish is killed and the skin

dried in its di.stended condition, it can be

turned into a fancy lantern by making an

opening at the top and inserting a small elec-

tric globe , which when turned on shines with

a mild light through the eyes and mouth and
almost transparent skin, bringing out the fish

shape very nicely.

Porcupine fish are usually caught by the

net, but occasionally the fisherman may be

lucky enough to induce one to take a hook.

W. J. Handy.
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MUSICAL WAVES.
Wk removed the front from a Steinway

grand piano and photographed the interior.

The strings you will see are arranged like those

IIIL l.MKKIOl; Ol' A CK.\ND PIANO.

By an interesting reflection, the black keys appear to be very
much longer than they actually are.

The illustration is used by the courtesy of Steinway & Sons.

of a harp. The longest strings were three or

four feet long and the shortest about two
inches. The longest strings were thick and
wound with wire. The shortest were thin. The
longest were loose so that we could pull them
back and forth, but the short strings were very
tight. When we struck the first key at the left

hand end of the piano, it moved a hammer
against the longest string and produced a very
low tone. When we struck the key at the other

end of the piano its hammer struck the shortest

string and it produced a very high tone. The
piano is like a harp shut up in an elegant case.

In both instruments the long, thick and loose

strings produce the low tones and the short,

thin and tight strings produce the high tones.

We pushed down the " soft " pedal and
this moved all the hammers nearer to the

strings, so that no matter how hard we struck

the keys their hammers moved onlv a little,

and hence were able to move the strings only

a little. Loudness depends upon making the

strings vibrate widely

.

We could see the longest string vibrate

when it was struck hard and we could feel

its vibrations with our finger tips. The
vibrations were too rapid for us to count
but we were told that the longest string on
that piano always vibrated about twenty-six

times a second whether it was struck hard or

gently, and that the shortest string vibrated

more than four thousand times a second
whenever it was struck.

The strings of a violin are all the same
length, but the player changes the length of

the .sounding portion by his fingering. Like

the piano however, the violin has some strings

thicker and looser than others and the former

give the lower tones.

As we may produce waves in water by
swinging our arms back and forth, so these

.\ IIAKP.

The photograph is used by the courtesy of Carl Fischer.

Strings of piano, violin, etc., by swinging back

and forth send out waves in the air. These

air waves sound as music in our ears. They
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travel about a mile in five seconds. The

longest string on the piano therefore sends

out (twenty-six times five) one hundred and

thirty waves to the mile. Each wave is there-

fore about forty feet long. The shortest string

on the piano sends out waves between three

and fom- inches long. Thus the piano pro-

duces at the same time long and short waves

in the air. The ocean in like manner may be

stirred by great waves and litde ripples at the

same time. In both cases some waves help

each other while some interfere.

Professor John F. Woodhull.

an apparently larger moon.

S.\N Francisco, California.

Dear St. Nicholas: I have noticed that some-

times the full moon is larger than at other times. What
is the cause of this ?

Vour friend,

Martha Weber.

I think that the principal cause of the ap-

parent enlargement at the horizon is that we
can then compare it with objects whose dis-

tance is appro.ximately known to us. The ap-

parent enlargement vanishes when we look at

the moon through a piece of glass smoked
sufficiently to cut off our view of objects on the

earth. Professor Malcolm McNeill.

The sky looks to the eye not like a true

hemisphere but like a flattened vault, so that

the estimates of distances for all objects near

the horizon are apt to be too large. The sun

and moon, when rising or setting, look to most

persons much larger than when overhead ; and

the Dipper Bowl, when underneath the pole,

seems to cover a much larger area than when
above it When a heavenly

body is overhead there are no intervening

objects by which we can estimate its distance

from us, while at the horizon we have the

wluole landscape between us and it.

Professor C. A. Young.

Professor W. H. Pickering thinks that this

comparison with trees and houses on the

horizon is not the only reason nor the chief

one. Our older readers will be interested in

his explanation of " our estimates of size de-

pending on angular altitude of the object."

See his book " The Moon," page 79.

By the way, how large does the full moon
seem ? Some claim as large as a cart wheel,

others as large as the end of a barrel,

others as large as a silver dollar. Professor

Pickering calls attention to the fact that

(looked at with one eye) " It can always be

concealed behind a lend pencil held at arm's

length."

CORN GROWING ON THE ROOF.

Last summer, a corn plant, growing on the

roof of my house until the stem was about

three feet in length, attracted much attention

from those who passed l)y in the street. The

A CORN PLANT GROWING ON A ROOF.

roof is the favorite resting-place for a flock of

pigeons that make their home in the laboratory

loft in the back yard, and one of them, I sup-

pose, carried the grain and dropped it in the

corner by the rain trough. There it sprouted

in some slight accumulation of dust, the roots

holding it in position by branching out under

the shingles. Its growth was made possible

only by the abundance of rain, which fell in

showers nearly every day for a month; for,

when an entire day of sunshine came, the

lower leaves began to wilt, and the plant at

once assumed a forlorn appearance. I de-

cided that then or never was the time to obtain

a photograph, and the accompanying picture

is the result. Although the photograph was

taken from the ground, the effect is fairly

good, because I used a telephoto lens of high

power.

The next day continued warm and fair, and

my poor litde corn plant fell over the edge

of the roof, wilted, dried and dead.
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A ROBIN'S NEST BUILT IN
ORIOLE'S NEST.

AN

In the summer of 1903. while visiting my
mother at Lowville. N. Y., I saw a robin fly

to an oriole nest huih the previous year in a

small .slender maple in front of the house and

THK ePPER PART (SAUCER Sli\ri I. \\l> -.IhiUING
THE EGG) IS THE ROBIN'S NEbT. THE TA.NGLEU

LOWER PORTION IS THE ORIGINAL
oriole's NEST.

on investigation it was found she had built

her nest directly upon that of the oriole. The
nests were cut down and photographed. Only
one robin's egg shows in the picture but there

were three in the nest. The oriole's nest was
in a very unusual location. The tree had
been recently transplanted from a dense grove
and consequently the trunk was very tall and
slender and the top very small. The nest was
suspended from a small limb close to the

main trunk. E. C. Hough.

catnip and "pussy willov/s."

Boston, Mass.\chusetts.
Dear St. Nicholas ; Will you please tell me why
kittens are so fond of catnip and also of pussy willows?

Your interested reader,

SlSAN J. Appleton.

Cats are fond of catnip for two reasons.

The aromatic odor is agreeable to them, and
when eaten the herb is stimulating to their

digestive organs.

I have never before heard the suggestion

that cats eat " pussy willows." If cats are for

any reason-fond of " pu.ssy willows," it is news
to me.— ^Y. T. Hornadav.

We do not think that cats would eat pussy
willows only as they would eat any green
thing in the spring. Catnip is not craved by
all cats ; some cats will not touch it, while

others are passionately fond of it. It has a
very curious effect on some cats, making them
temporarily almost vicious. Catnip is a nerve

excitant.— C. H. Jones, Editor "The Cat
Journal."

The term " pussy willow" is applied to nearly

all members of the willow family Salicaceae

because the seed parts (aments) are covered
with long glossv hairs. Aments of the willow

(also of poplar, chestnut, oak, hickory, etc.) are

often called catkins because of the resemblance
in shape to a cat's tail.

the size of minnows and the extreme
age of fishes.

Armour, S. D.
Hear St. Nicholas: Will you please tell me how
lung minnows live and how large they grow?

Your devoted reader,

Bayard Boylax, Jr. (age 12).

Your inquiry implies a knowledge of fishes

which many grown people do not have. Min-
nows are not simply the young of larger fishes, as

is often believed, but constitute a special family,

very numerously represented in the United
States. Some of the members are onh' an inch

or two long when full growm, others attain a

large size, but the great majority of them are

under six inches. The horned dace, or fall-fish,

familiar to the boys of the Eastern States, is

the largest "minnow" in that section; it

reaches a length of eighteen inches. In the

rivers of the Pacific coast there are some co-

lossal " minnows," one of them— the so-called

Sacramento pike— attaining a length of five

feet. A familiar member of the minnow fam-

ily is the carp. It has been stated that carp

have lived to be one hundred to one hundred
and fifty years old, but definite instances of

such longevity are rare.

The normal length of life of our common
small minnows probably rarely exceeds four or

five years, and may be much shorter ; but there

are few satisfactory observations on this point.

No general rule can be laid down regarding

the age of fishes or the relation between age
and size. It is known that the sahnons of the

Pacific coasts, which enter the rivers in such
immense shoals, live to be four or five years

old, and then invariably die after once laying

their eggs. One Japanese fish dies when one year
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old. On the west coast of Europe there occurs

a small fish whicli is like an annual j)lant— that

is, all the individuals die each year, and only

the eggs— i.e., the seed— remain to produce

the ne.xt season's croj). H. ^^. Smith.

THE ABSENCE OF FEAR IN WILD
BIRDS.

A REiM.\RKABLE instance of the absence of

fear in a woodcock, one of the wildest

of the wild birds, on her eggs at nesting

time, is recorded by two nature lovers at

Battle Creek, Michigan. Last spring Harry
S. Parker and C. C. Dell, members of the

Nature Club, were taking an outing and
making a study of birds, when they accidentally

discovered a woodcock upon her nest. Mr.

Dell approached this usually shy bird ; the

woodcock did not take flight ; he walked still

nearer and the bird did not even move. Sur-

prised, Mr. Dell walked directly to the nest

and placed his fingers underneath the bird.

The latter sat unconcernedly upon her eggs

even candidly stating that they did not be-

lieve the story.

"Seeing is believing," said Mr. Parker, who
is an artist, and so the ne.xt morning, armed
with a camera, and accompanied by Mr.
Dell, he visited the nest, and Mr. Dell re-

peated the exploit of placing his hand beneath
the bird, and she again refused to take

flight. Meanwhile Mr. Parker took a fine

photograph of the bird sitting upon Mr. Dell's

fingers. After developing the plate, he in

triumph exhibited the finished picture to the

sportsmen of the city, who acknowledged that

it showed an incident in woodcock life of

which they had never heard, and would not

have believed if they had not seen the photo-

graph, which was indisputable evidence.

Charles Emmett Barnes.

AVhile this experience is astonishing it is

not exceptional. Many other naturalists have
had similar experiences with wild birds that are

^\ \ "'33Pf5
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A SIMPLE TURTLE TRAP.

Any stout box about eighteen or twenty-

four inches square and eighteen inches deep
will answer the purpose. Bore a few holes

A TL'RTLE TKAP SET IN A SMALL POND.

in the bottom and sides for water circulation,

nail an inchned board as a gang plank on
one side extending from the water to about
over the center of the box.

The box should be weighted with stones
to keep it level, leaving only about six inches
above the water. The trap is then ready to

anchor in any convenient place in the pond
or lake.

The turtles in selecting a fine spot in which
to sun themselves will invariably crawl to the
highest point of the gang plank, directly over
the center of the trap. It is then necessary
only to throw a stone from a distance in order
to make a good splash near the trap. The
turtles becoming frightened will .slip off the
gang plank into the trap.

The writer has caught many turtles ni this

manner in a very short time.

W. L. Bedell.

where are frogs in winter?
Newton, Mass.

Dear St. Nicholas : Will you please tell me where
the frogs go in winter? I have heard that they freeze
in the ice, and in the spring, when the ice breaks up,
they come to life again. Will you please tell me if that
is so? Your friend,

Barbara Wellington (age ii years).

In the late fall, frogs betake themselves to

water and bury themselves in the mud out of

reach of frost. Here they lie in a dormant
condition until the next spring. The general

vital activities of the animal run down so low
that httle expenditure of energy is required to

maintain life. There is need, therefore, for

only a small amount of oxygen, and skin respi-

ration then suffices. Diu-ing the whole winter
the frog does not breathe air with the lungs.

The temperature of the body sinks until it is

only a few degrees above that of the surround-
ing earth. As the frog takes no food during
this time, it must keep up its vital activity at

the expense of material stored in its tissues.

. . . Frogs have little power of withstanding
extreme cold, for the reason that they have no
means of keeping their temperature very much
above that of their surroundings, and their

tissues consequently become frozen. On the

other hand, they can withstand a reduction of

their own bodily temperature far below the

point which would be quickly fatal to any
wariB-blooded animal. They may be even
frozen in ice for a short time and subsequently

recover if gradually thawed out.

—

Samuel J.

Holmes, Ph.D., in "The Biology of The
Frog."

THE PERSISTENCE OF LIFE IN INSECTS.

Sollsbyvii.le, California.
Dear St. Nicholas : We found an insect and put it

in the cyanide jar and left it there about twenty minutes.
When it was taken out a pin was stuck through the
insect and it was pinned in a cigar box. After four

days it was seen to move. At first we thought we
imagined the motion but on looking closer we saw
that the insect moved unmistiikably. How could

this be ?

Your interested reader,

Evelyn Burrill.

The instance noted is not especially unusual,

since the persistency of life with insects is

often very extraordinary. For example, a

writer in the "American Naturalist" in 1897
stated that he had known an Ephydra larva to

live for three days in a solution of formalin.

In " Nature" for 1893 Mr. J. Adams mentions

a mite whose eggs survived the boiling point in

water. The vitality of insects in gases of dif-

ferent kinds is mentioned in the " .American

Naturalist " for 1882. Mr. E. A. Schwarz, of

Washington, D. C, has written a long paper

on the comparative vitality of insects in cold

water, in which he showed that many land in-

sects would live for many days in sea water.

The resistance of insects to cold is well under-

stood. Mr. E. W. Doran, in the "Canadian
Entomologist " for 1892, reported having found
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young specimens of the mole-cricket swim-

ming in an ice-covered pond in January when
the ice was broken. Many insects of different

orders can be frozen soHdly in ice, and revive

when tliavved out. It is a well-known fact that

after the loss of a head or still greater injury

some insects will not only retain their vitality

for a considerable time, but will act naturally.

A crane-fly will leave half of its legs in the

hands of a boy who has endeavored to catch

it, and will fly here and there with as much
agility and unconcern as if nothing had hap-
pened to it ; and an insect impaled upon a pin

will often devour its prey with as much avidity

as when it has perfect liberty. This is

especially noticeable with dragon flies. A
common European cock-chafer will walk
about with apparent indifference after having
been practically cut in two by some bird. A
bumblebee with its abdomen removed will eat

honey with greediness. An ant will walk about
for some time when deprived of its head. The
head of a wasp will attempt to- bite after it is

separated from the rest of the body, and the

abdomen, under similar circumstances, will at-

tempt to sting.

These instances suffice to show that the vi-

tality of insects is infinitely greater than that

of warm-blooded animals.— L. O. Howard,
Chief of Bureau of Entomology, Washington,
D. C.

In view of the astonishing persistence of

life, it is not strange that our scientists are

sometimes puzzled to know how to get rid of

certain insect pests.

VARIOUS BROODS OF CICADAS.

WiNNETKA, Illinois.
Dear St. Nicholas: Will you please tell me
whether the seventeen-year locusts only come once in

seventeen years? And also if they all come the same
year. Your constant reader,

Ruth H. Matz.

There are many broods of the cicadas in the United
St.^tes, so that they appear in different localities in

different years. New York State has five well-marked
broods; one in the western counties is due in 1917: a
large brood on Long Island and near Rochester will

appear in igiq: another on Long Island in 1906: an-
other in the Hudson River Valley in ign. The differ-

ent appearances of some of these broods have been
noted and studied for more than a century. — " Ways of

the Six-footed." (Mrs. Comstock.)

In Bulletin No. 44 "The Periodical Cicada"
United States Department of Agriculture, you
will find an interesting account of various

broods of locusts in the United States.

Each brood appears after an
seventeen years, but the time of

varies with different broods.
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A REMARKABLE FUNGUS.
I w.\s following an old wood road and paused
for a moment to enjoy the beauty of the sun-

flecked pathway ; a bit of orange color attracted

my attention. On closer examination I found
a slim, club-shaped object about an inch long
that appeared to be the cap of a small fungus.

It reminded me of the spadix of a calla-lily.

Wondering from what source this strange little

parasite had been getting its food, I poked
away the decaying leaves from the short stem
and found to my great astonishment that the

small, branching roots of this remarkable fun-

gus were embedded in the head of a brown
chrysalis about an inch in length. The chrys-

alis had lost its plumpness and was light to

the touch, plainly showing that while it had
served as a host for the little parasite a
wonderful transformation had taken place.

Mother Natm-e had changed the organs of an
insect into this odd little orange-colored
fungus.

I have never seen this species described
and believe that it belongs to the same genus

*"\^^:rr-?-^i^-

the remarkable fungus.

See the intereMing description of this fungus in " The Century
Dictionary " under " Cordyceps." Also see " The Bulrush Cater-
pillar," page 394 of St. Nicholas for March, 1887.

as the little cone-shaped species discovered by
Gibson in moss and described by him in his

chapter about " The Wonderful Fungus Tribe
"

in " Sharp Eyes."

W. C. Knowles.
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BV liLAN'CHE LEEMI.NG (AGE l6).

(^Cas/i Prise.)

At night when all is dark and still,

Quaint moon-men dance upon the sill;

And queer fantastic shadows fain

Fall zig-zag on my counterpane.

The gentle breezes breathing deep
Stir softly all the leaves in sleep.

But though the casement 's open wide
To let in all the great outside,

Of goblin witches I 've no fear,

For mirrored in the brooklet clear,

From where he 's perched in maple tree.

The moon is taking care of me.

Several months ago we asked Honor Members to send
in their photographs in order that we might see how
our gold and cash prize winners look. We often wonder
how they look and we would like to know. We asked
that the pictures sent should be taken as nearly at the

time of the prize-winning as possible, that we wanted
those of old Honor Members as well as of new. Well,
we have already received a number of these pictures, and
we are not disappointed. They are pictures of young
people who look as if they might achieve success, espe-

cially in the League competitions. They will make a

most interesting collection, one we shall be proud to

look back upon in later years.

But there is one thing perhaps we forgot to say. We
wish the pictures signed, on the front, if possible, w-ith

the sender's autograph. And we not only wish the pic-

tures of Honor Members, but of those members who

mmm^
"a heading." BV LUCIA L. HALSTEAD, ACE 15.

(ho.n'or member.)

have outgrown the League, and who, though they
failed to achieve the highest League honors, h.ave per-

severed and are continuing their work and winning suc-
cess in the wider professional fields. There are a good
many of these, for it may easily happen that one's art

and literary development is slow in coming, and the boy
or girl who could not win a League badge prize may,
after the League age limit, make such a strong and
sudden growth that the greater prizes which the world
awards, are gathered with no uncertain hand. We are

especially interested in these old friends.

A few League members do not seem to understand
what an Honor Member is. An Honor Member is one

' A HEADING. BV VERA MARIA DE.^IENS, AGE 15.

(CASH PRIZE.)

who has a gold badge or a cash prize or both, and the

title usually follows the name of such a member when a

subsequent contribution of such a member is used in

the League department, especially when such a con-
tribution is considered up to the League prize standard.

The Honor Members have the most of the League
this month. . The greater number of good drawings and
poems are by old friends, and this is not because we
wish to fill up the department with their work— fond of

it as we are—but because for this particular number it

was better than the most of the other work received, and
as we have often said before, the League must be
edited for those who enjoy reading and looking at it as

well as those who write and draw for it.

A closing word to the artists. Do not draw your
pictures the size you expect them to appear in the mag-
azine, but about twice as big. They are photographed
down to the size we want them, and they gain by reduc-

tion, if the reduction is not too great.

PRIZE WINNERS, DECEMBER COMPETITION.

In making the awards, contributors' ages are con-

sidered.

Verse. Cash prize, Blanche Leeming (age i6).

Woods Park, Michigan City, Ind.

Gold badge, Catharine D. Brown (age 17), Barre,

Mass.
Silver badge, Margaret L. Brett (age 17), St.

Gabriel's School. Peckskill. X. V.

Prose. Gold badges, Mary Graham Bonner (age 1 7),

7 Kent St., Halifax, N. S. : Gertrude J. Shannon
Cage 15), St. Gabriel's School, Peckskill. X. V., and

Corinne J. Gladding (age 16), 23 N. Mosby Ave.,

Memphis, Tenn.

360
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Silver badges, Horace Clark (age 17), abg Algoma

St., Oshkosh, Wis.; Marion B. Phelps (age 13),

258 Main St.. Nashua, X. II., anil Florence Wood-

worth Wright (age 9), 703 ISioad St., Providence,

R I

Drawing. Cash prize. Vera Maria Demens (age 15),

1 149 W. 28th St., I.OS Angtlcs. Cal.

GoM badge, J. B. Stenbuck (age 15), 422 DeKalb

Ave., Brooklyn, N. V.

Silver badges, Elizabeth Tyler (age 14), 39 Grey

Cliff Kd., Newton Center, Mass., and E. Allena

Champlin (age 14), 151 Lancaster St., Albany, N. \.

Photography. Gold badge, Ruth Duncan (age 13),

Gadsden. -\la.

Silver badges, EleanorGill (age 12). 1106 Water St.,

Meadville, Pa. : Helen Hudson (age 14), 243 Ridge

Ave.. Ben Avon, I'a.. and Anna A. Flichtner (age 15),

140 Montrose Ave.. Soulli 1 hange, N. J.

Wild Creature Photography. First prize, " \ oung

Crows," bv Phoebe Warren (age 13), 645 Fairmount

Ave St. Paul, Minn. Second prize, " \ oung Herrmg

Gull," T. H. McKittrick, Jr. (age 17), Hackley Upper

School, Tarrvtown. N. V. Third prize, "Flicker,

Feeding Young," by Alfred C. Redfield (age 16),

Wavne. Pa.

Puzzle-Making. Gold badge Mary Parker (age

14). Ilolliston, Mass., and Arthur Minot Reed (age

12), Ss4 Clinton Kd., Brookline. Mass.

SilVer badges. Robert E. Naumburg (age 14), The

C-.unnery, Washington, Conn., and Ronald Martin

Foster (ac^e 10), 4S0 McDonough St., Brooklyn, N. \ .

Puzzle" Answers. Gold badge, Mary W. Ball

(age 14), 75 Corning St., Cliarleston, S. C.

Silver badge, Florence H. Doan (age 13), 47 >•

Irvington Ave., Indianapolis, Ind.

HEART OF YOUTH.

BY CATHARINE D. BROWN
(.\GE 17).

(Co/</ Bai/gf.)

I PLUCKED ablushing, hall-

blown rose

With petals velvet-red.

And gazed into its crimson

depths

That sweetest fragrance

shed.

When lo'. a tiny, merry

sprite

Thrust fortli a saucy

face!

A peal of silvery laughter

gay
Rang out in fairy space.

Then up he sprang, with

carol blithe.

And tossed his sunny

hair

;

He danced a tripping,

dainty step.

In truth, a picture fair.

Ambition's seal was on his

brow
And truth shone in his

eyes

.\ tender sweetness touched his lips

Of hope that never dies.

" Who art tliou, elf? " I cried, amazed,

"So sweet and bright, forsooth?
"

" Some call me Love," the lad replied,

" My name is Heart-of-Youth."

MY F.VYORITE POE.M, AND WHY.

UY M.\KV GRAH.IM RONNER (AGE 1 7).

(Go/d Ba,/gi.)

There is a noted painting by Sir Joshua Reynolds,

called " Simplicity." It is a picture of a little girl who

charms you by her absolute simplicity. The same could

be said of Tennyson's " Enoch Arden " which is a suc-

cession of beautiful pictures, not painted by the brush,

but by the pen. In addition to this charm is its de-

lightful simplicity.
" Enoch .^rden " could be divided into four scenes.

The first describes the little sea-port town with the chil-

dren Annie Lee, Philip Ray and Enoch Arden, playing

" house " on the beach, where Annie agrees to be little

wife to both. Later we see how this promise is ful-

filled.

In the second scene; Enoch .\rden, who has grown

into m.anhood, tells Annie of his love for her. Enoch

and Annie live liappily together for seven years, when

hardships befall Enoch and duty bids him undertake a

long vovage in order to support his little family. Be-

fore he leaves, he sells his well-loved boat and starts a

little store for .Annie.

In the third scene, Annie fails in the store, and

Philip helps her in many ways, finally entreating her

to become his wife. C)ne night a dream convinces her

that Enoch is in heaven and she marries Philip ;
but

'THE CHILD." BY RL TH DUNCAN, AGE 13. ItiOLD BADGE.)
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To win a twenty-five yard
dash—

Oil, for that future <lay!

I'ij play at golf, or row a
scull,

He longed to do in truth

i hese numerous courageous
sports

For he had—heart of

vouth.

.MV FAVORITE POEM,
AND WHY.

'children.' BV ELEANOR GILL, AGE 12. (SILVER BADGE.)

she never is quite h.appy, although Philip is a kind,

Io\'ing husband. In the meantime, Enoch has had many
hardships, but at last lie is rejoicingly homeward bound.
What is the end of this voyage? The fourth scene

is tlie saddest: in which Enocli, in his impressive

prayer, tells of his sorrow when he, unseen, \\-itnesses

his family in Philip's home. His brave resolve, " Not
to tell her, never to let her know," keeps him up, but

finally he breaks down, and on his death-bed tells

Miriam Lane the story of his life, blessing all, even
Philip. Three nights later he
dies, crying out, *'-\sail! Asail!

I am saved."

The pathos in this story of the

self-sacrificing Enoch Arden is

what makes me love it above all

other poems. Many critics think

that the last three lines of the

poem are unnecessary, but I

think Tennyson understands his

characters and their characteris-

tics when he says :
—

" So passed the strong heroic soul

away.

KnA when they buried him the
little port

Had seldom seen a costlier

funeral."

THE HEART OF VOUTH.
MARC^RET L.

. (.-\r.F. 17).

{Silver Bade, •)

He longed to play at foot-ball.

And to drive Dad's fiery steeds.

To hold the wheel in Jack's
machine,

Strike matches on his tweeds ;

To smoke cigars and puff blue rings
And to become in truth

A man— of twenty-one or more,
For he had the heart of youth.

He wished to be a sophomore,
So jolly and blase

—

IIY OERTRIIIJE J. S11.\.\.N'0.N

(AGE 15;.

{GIfId Badge.)

My favorite poem is not by
a great author or a great

man, yet it is known far and
wide in every country. Al-

most every child knows it

well and loves it too. And it is none other than, "The
Night before Christmas !

" Does any one blame me for

liking it so much?
I remember so well (for I am not ver)' old now) how

every Christmas eve we children would sit before the fire

with Mama and she would read this poem to us in her
sweet musical voice. We would sit at her feet and
stare into the fire while she chanted the magic spell

over us. Our faces grew warmer and warmer ; we could
just see the still house— not a thing stirring ; we saw the

snow, the sleigh and the rein-

deer, Prancer, Dancer, Vixen and
all the rest pulling it, and old

Santa all bundled up controlling

them \\'ith a twitch of the rein.

We could see him stop at our
house and bring in a big sack
with all the things inside that we
had written to ask him for. Had
we been good enough for him to

bring all the things we wanted?
Anyway we'd see the next morn-
ing. Here the poem came to an
end and we came back to earth as

our vision vanished.
" Now hurry to bed children,"

Mama would say, " So .as to give

Santa ample time to come. " Into
bed we got and were tucked in.

And in our dreams we saw Santa
— toys and sugar plums ; also

longed for the morrow. The
reason I like this poem so is

because I was so happy when it

was read to me.

THE HEART OF YOUTH.
l;V NEII.L C. WILSON (AGE 1 7).

{Honor Member.')

JlST to live life ! To feel the thrill

Of youth, and hope, and energy,
To face the world with quiet will

Like tempered steel that must be free,

To face tile flush of victory strong,

To meet defeat at duty's call.

To bear distress, if need be, long,

To sacrifice, if need be, all!

Ss LHILDREN. BY ANNA A. t-LICHTNEK
AGE 15. (SILVER BADGE.)
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Just to live life! With purpose wrought,
To find success in work done well,

To seek advice in things untaught,

To see in fame its_empty shell.

To struggle hard for what is just,

To seek in each reverse a gain,

To bear success without the lust

Of empty conquest in its train.

Just to live life! With hands to do,

With strength to bear, with will to be,

With fortitude to wait and view.

With power in sincerity,

With honor and with open heart.

And courage tliat cannot dispel.

To live, to be, is but the part

To face the world, and face it well.

MV FAVORITE POEM, AND WHY.
BY CORI.N'XE J. GLADDING (AGE l6).

{Co/,/ Badge.)

The "Elegy Written in a Country Churchyard," by
Thomas Gray, is my favorite poem. I think it is one
of the most beautiful and perfect poems in our language.

It was written at a period of English literature when
love for man and nature was taking the place of the in-

tellectual and classical elements of the period before.

The author, Thomas Gray, was born in London in

1 716. We are told that he was a very learned man, and
became a professor at Cambridge, but we like to think

of him best as the poet. He did not write very much,
but what he did write was excel-

lent. Matthew Arnold says,
" He is the scantiest and frailest

of classics in our poetry, but he is

a classic."

For seven long years Gray
labored upon the '* Elegy," and
he perfected it until it became a
' flawless gem of English litera-

ture." If we examine every line,

we shall find it perfect. Gray
wished to tell simple truths in this

poem, and rejected the verse

:

" There scattered oft, the earlie^

of the year.

By hands unseen, are shad-

ows of violets found :

The redbreast loves to build and
warble there,

And little footsteps lightly

print the ground."

One may still see at Stoke

Pogis the little church, and the

churchyard, where "the rude

forefathers of the hamlet sleep."

It looks very much as it did dur-

ing the poet's life-time, except

that a new steeple has replaced

the "ivy-mantled tower." Beneath the oriel-window

of the little church Gray is buried, near where he used

to walk and dream on summer evenings.

THE HEART OF YOUTH.
BY STEI.I.A BENSON (AGE 14).

{Honor Member.')

Borne upwards on its gold and silver wings'

Rises the Heart of Youth,

With its fond hopes and sweet imaginings.

"children." bv HELEN HUDSON, ACE I4. (SILVER BADGE.)

It wanders through this sordid world, nor
brings

To mind the hard, undecorated truth ;

And future cares and sorrows left behind
Are spurned, because the Heart of Youth is

blind.

MY FAVORITE POEM.

BY

'CHILDREN

FRANCES WOODWORTH
WRIGHT (AGE 9).

{Si/ver Badge.)

Mv favorite poem is a hard thing
for me to tell about. If you had
asked me to tell about my favorite

school I could have done it better.

When I was a little girl I liked

Stevenson's poems, and espe-

cially "I have a little shadow that

L;oes in and out with me." But
now I like " Hiawatha," and
" Evangeline."

I could call '" Evangeline " my
favorite poem if I did understand
it better. I have not yet finished

it.

The reason why I could have
told about my favorite school is

because I have never been to

any school except one and it is

the school up in the country of

West Wrentham.
My teacher was very good to me

and she gave me a nice report

card.

She had my class read " Evangeline."
There are thirteen scholars in the summer and eleven

in the winter.

My teacher has been to the land of Evangeline.
We hope some day to go.

I don't believe many of the League members have
been to a country school.

When I am up in West Wrentham I can almost

imagine being in the woods that Hiawatha and Nokomis
were in.

The reason why I like " Evangeline " is this : it makes
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"children." (NORWAY.) BY K.^TH.\RINE H. STOL'T, AGE I5.

me think of my summer home. While there is no
ocean it is so quiet. The owls hoot in the night and
the whippoorwills call. The birds sing in the day time,

and the squirrels run about. It is all so peaceful and
pleasant.

THE HEART OF YOUTH.
BY GERTRUDE EMERSON (AGE l6).

(Honor Member.)

The summer wind sighed softly in the pine,

And swayed the quaint old garden flowers fair.

That bowed their graceful heads, the phlox was there.

The mignonette, and twining eglantine;

And in their midst I sat, that day just nine.

And like a child w^ithout a thought or care,

With tiny pinafore, and curling hair,

I played the flowers were my children fine.

But now that day has passed beyond recall.

The morn of life is turned into the night.

The wheat grows but its full, and then must fall.

And so I pass from darkness now to light:

And though my life had days of sun and show'rs
My heart is like the child's among the flow'rs.

MY FAVORITE POEM, AND WHY.
BY HORACE CLARK (aGE 17).

(Silver Badge.)

When I was in the fourth grade in the elementary
school we had a principal who was a young man, fresh

from college. He must have strongly believed in the

memory method of teaching for he liad all the pupils of

the two higher grades of the school learn several long
poems, and among these was Gray's ** Elegy Written in

a Country Churchyard." I can remember how we hated
this work. But we had it to do, and we learned the

poem so thoroughly that even now I can recite nearly

every verse.

It was drudgery to learn the poem then, because we
could not understand it, and we did not realize its

meaning. But now, after a few years, we see the good
in it. Every little while I think of it. Sometimes I

find myself stopping and repeating a verse or two of it.

I feel the sentiment of the poem and have come to love

it. Possibly it is because I know it better than any
other work of the kind, but I do not think so.

This poem has always been very popular, and
its influence has been very great. No one may
tell how many it may have inspired to some great

act, and how many it may have restrained from
(.loing an evil one.

The poem breathes of common things. It is

full of lessons for every one. It teaches us the
respect for the worthy poor, which so many of

us lack. It warns the proud not to take thought
to themselves, and not to feel above the more
humble, who are their brothers.

It is a poem of such high merit that it has
become a classic, and it will always take high
rank as long as there is an English Litera-

ture.

Two of the stanzas which have impressed me
most, follow. They are often quoted, and there

is much truth in them.

Let not amljition mock their useful toil.

Their homely joys and destiny obscure,

Nor grandeur hear with a disdainful smile.

The short and simple annals of the poor.

The boast of heraldry, the pomp of power.
And .ill that beauty, all that wealth e'er gave,

Alike await the inevitable hour ;

The paths of glory lead bat to the grave.

CHILDREN. BY EMILY P. GOSSLER, AGE 13.

THE HEART OF YOUTH.
BY DORIS F. HALMAN (AGE II).

{Siher Badge Winner.)

The heart of youth is blithe and gay,

Singing through the livelong day
;

Drowning sorrow^ in its mirth
;

Happy the day when it had its birth!

In the heart of youth adventure lies.

To make discoveries great it tries ;

Wanting to travel o'er the earth

;

Happy the day when it had its birth!

In the heart of youth ambition lies,

Trying to fame's great height to rise;
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tiling in this closet is the mug in whicli the cider
'• simmered slow."
The motlier's room opens out of the Uilclion

and has a large four poster bed with hand-made
linen and (]uilts. This room is about two
indies above the level of the Uitchen because of

a ledge, w'liich, in those days was easier to build

over than to blast out.

There is also a " best room," where are more
old pieces of china, a sampler worked by **the

little girl who went above liim," and many old

and valued pieces of furniture.

But I have told you only about the house.

Tiiere is an old-fashioned garden, a grove, a

brook, a barn and many other delightful places.

No wonder Whittier loved his old home.
I hope this piece of colonial property will

always be preserved, but even though it may be
destroved by time, the poem, AVhittier's " Snow-
bound," will live.

''YOUNG CKOWS." BY PHOEBE WARREN, AGE 13. (FIRST PRIZE,

WILD CREATL'RE PHOTOGRAPHY.)

Trying always to prove its worth;

Happy the day when it had its birth!

In the heart of youth the love-light lies,

A little spark that never dies ;

Faithful, though wand'ring o'er the earth
;

JIappy the day when it had its birth!

Staid is the heart of tlie old and gray,

While the heart of youth is light and gay;

Drowning sorrow in its mirth ;

Happy the day when it had its birth!

MV FAVORITE POEM.

BV M.'iRION B. PHELPS (AGE I3).

{Sik'er Badge.)

The poem which has always appealed to me the most is

Whittier's beautiful "Snowbound." The lines are so

simply expressed that I can understand them quite

fully, but they are so full of thoughts and pictures that

there is a fresh one every time I take it up.

So when I found myself actually looking at the birth-

place of Whittier and the scene of the poem I was very

desirous of going into the old

house.

We found that upon paying a

small sum we would be allowed

to fulfil our wishes.

The house was quite as inter-

esting as the poem pictures it, for

it is kept in the same condition

by a colonial society.

We went through a small hall,

into the large kitchen or living

room. The most of one side is

taken up by the immense fire-

place. In it are the old crane,

the kettles .and the andirons with

their ** straddling feet." Nearby
is Whittier's old desk at which
he wrote his first poem. There
is also a china closet where most
of Mrs. Whittier's china is pre-

served. The most interesting

Lost or damaged League button.'^ will be
replaced free on application.

* FLICKER FEEDING YOUNG." BY ALFRED C.

REDFIELD, AGE 16. (THIRD PRIZE, WILD
CREATURE PHOTOGRAPHY.)

YOUNG HERRING GULL. BY T. H. MCKITTRICK, JR., AGE 17.

(SECOND PRIZE, WILD CREATURE PHOTOGRAPHY)

THE HEART OF YOUTH.
An Exclamatory Poem.

11 V M.\RJORIE Y. BETTS (AGE 1 7).

{Honor Member. )

Youth 's at your heart now!
Soon 't will depart. Now,
Now is the start! Now
The time to enjoy.

With both hands grasp pleasure—
Xor time heed, nor measure,
But fast hold thy treasure!

Ere long 't will cloy.

.\ge comes so quickly.

Feeble and sickly;

Pleasure then, fickly.

Will have passed on.
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'A HEADING, BV E. ALLENA CHAMPLIN, AGE I4. (SILVER HADCE.)

A meadow cold and dreary,
A lad both cross and weary,
< jreen apples and an apple-

tree,

A voice that crietli,

" Happy nie! "

Obstinacy !

A tliouglit of supper in

his mini!,

A thought of Father's cane
behind

;

And yet another voice T

hear,

A voice that crieth, " 1

don't care!
"

Despair!

Just for a minute
Life lasts, and in it

Joy, though you win it,

Is—and is gone.

Happiness reckoned
You yours? Grief beckoned

—

Gone in a second.

Lost in a breath.

Glad youth, a laughing boy!
Blissful love! Careless joy ;

Age with a broken toy !

In the end Death!

MV FAVORITE POEM, AND WHY.

BY ROBERT W. HOBART (AGE 9).

{Siher Badge JJ'iiniey.)

Mv favorite poem is " Old Ironsides " by Oliver Wen-
dell Holmes. It is one of the first poems I ever learned
by heart.

The reason I like this poem is because it is historic

and patriotic.

" Old Ironsides " is the name given the old frigate,

Constitution, which was launched at Bos-
ton, on .September 20, 1797. She became
famous during the war of 1S12.

" Old Ironsides " was to be destroyed
and the people felt strongly about it, and
Oliver Wendell Holmes wrote this poem
about 1S30, and it was published in the
Boston newspapers at that time.

It is now published in a book with
many other poems of his.

The government has used $100,000
to take care of the hulk of "Old Iron-

sides " so she will not be destroyed.

I hope every boy and girl in the League
will read " Old Ironsides."

STUDY.
TYLER,

A little lad, a little sad,

A little bed, a curly head,
A thought that, if he lived or died.

Would Mother hear that voice inside?

Repentance I

MY FAVORITE POEM.

BY KNOWLES ENTRIKIN (AGE 1 5).

SoMEO.NE has said "First impressions are lasting."

This is no doubt true. Certainly it is so in my first

impression of Hiawatha.
The first poem I ever had read to me after the age of

"Solomon Grundy," "Mother Goose" and nursery
rhymes, was Longfellow's "Song of Hiawatha." As
for understanding it, I did not, but the musical swing
and rhythm of the poem pleased me in the same way
that a piece of music appeals to one.

The mysterious Indian names so soft and beautiful,

please the mind while they baffle the tongue. Then
too there is a fairy-storiness about it that appeals to the
imaginative while the human companionship with na-

ture is portrayed in such a fascinating way that one can
see in the elements the personalities of human beings.

And yet amongst the misty imaginings of the poet
there is woven a beautiful story of a human life.

Born "by the shores of Gitche Gumee," Hiawatha
passed his childhood and

" Of all beasts he learned the language,

Learned their names and all their

secrets.

Talked with tliem when 'er he met them.

Called them ' Hiawatha's Brothers.' "

How he grew to manhood, struggled

and fasted, and at last won the " Laugh-
ing Water, Minnehaha" for a wife, is

sung in the measures of this Indian sym-
phony.
Then came the famine, the death of

Minnehaha, the coming of the white man
and at last the death of Hiawatha. Thus
it is ended.

BY ELIZABETH
AGE 14. (SILVER
BADGE.)

THE HEART OF YOUTH.

BY DORIS .\EEL (.\GE 1 7).

A LITTLE lad, and yonder school,

.\ meadow green, and broken rule,

.\n outward voice that crieth, "No!

.\n inward voice that crieth, " Go! "

Conscience!

' Thus departed Hiawatha,
Hiawatha, the Beloved,

In the glory of the sunset.

In the purple mists of evening,

To the regions of the home-wind
Of the Northwest wind, Keewaydin,
To the Islands of the Blessed,

To the kingdom of Ponemah,
To the land of the Hereafter."
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THE HEART OF YOUTH.

ELEANOR RANDOLPH CHAPIN (aGIC I4).

(floiioy Mimliir.)

There 's a sigh of the wind in tlie stormy night

As it rustles tlie leaves, and the falling rain

Chases the twinkling stars away
And patters against the window-pane,

While the flames on the hearth witliin leap high,

Sparkling and bright, toward the starless sky.

Gazing into the dancing flames,

.\s she lies in the circle of ruddy light,

Forgetful of wind and the driving rain.

Or else in the dark and stormy night,

A child rehearses a happy morn
'Neath a summer sky, midst the waving corn.

The fields are gay with buttercups
;

A bird is trilling a gladsome song

;

And down in the shade of the orchard trees

A brooklet merrily flows along.

The grasses whisper as they sway

;

The child is singing at her play.

Without the pouring rain has ceased to fall

:

The raging storm is swiftly passing by

The tardy moon is climbing to its place

To drive the hurrying storm clouds from the sky

:

And one by one the stars begin to peep.

'T is still within : the child is fast asleep.

MY FAVORITE POEM.

BY ARTHUR KRAMER (.\GE I4).

I HAVE few single favorites in anything, but I have

good many favorites among poems.

It is not the rhyme of the poem that I like

as the thought in which it is written.

Yet the rhyme plays some part, for it

poem musical to the ear ; while, without

it, it is only musical to the mind.

Sometimes when I read a poem it takes
.

such a hold on me that I cannot get it

out of my head for days. Indeed I do

not try to, for if there is anything I like

to do, it is to think about or to read some
favorite poem.
There are two poems that lately ap-

peared in the League department, both

written by the same person, that have a

peculiar fascination for me. They may
be ranked among my favorites.

Some little poem, straight from the

writer's heart, is the one I like-in prefer-

ence to the ones that are dashed off in

the hurry of the moment.
When I saw " My Favorite Poem "

announced, I said to myself, " Here 's an easy sub-

ject." But now that I come to write it, I find that it is

not so easy to write about it, as it is to think about it.

If I could shape some of my unworded thoughts,

maybe I could write better, but as it is, it is hard to

express just what constitutes my favorite poem.

nuch

iiakes tlie

"study of a child. LVDIA C. GIBSON, AGE 14.

IN THE ORCHARD.
BY ELEANOR JOHXSO.N (AGE 8).

(Siher Badge- Winner.)

The soft winds are sighing, the butterflies flying.

O'er the orchard, adrift in the fresh balmy air,

with smile so entrancing,And Summer comes dancin

That field and lane blossom with flowers so fair.

STfDV. BY
KNAI'I'

Please read the League Introduction concerning the

photographs wanted of League Honor members.

Now Autumn approaching, on Summer encroaching,
Tho' the fruit in the orchard still hangs on each

bough.
The leaves are all burning, to red and gold turning.

And gorgeous in coloring Autumn reigns now.

The children are singing, the Yuletide bells ringing.

The world now is touched by Winter's cold hand.
No butterflies flutt'ring, no birds, songs are utt'ring,

Tho' Christmastide joy is abroad in the land.

With fruit trees perfuming the world with their

blooming.
Comes the happiest season of all the glad year.

The robin's sw-eet calling, upon the ear falling,

Is a herald, to tell us, that Springtime is here.

THE STORY OF THE .STARS.

BY CEt.IA C. HIGGINS (AGE l6).

0.\ one of the quaintest and oldest of

the streets in Philadelphia there stands
a little' old brown house with a gabled
roof. Within this house, about a hun-
dred and fifty years ago something of

great consequence to the future of the
country took place.

There had been several flags used
during the Revolution, one especially of

a rattlesnake coiled, with its head lifted,

which had the motto, " Don't Tread on
Me; " but this was not universally used.

-•\nother flag had been made out of a
red petticoat for the red stripes, a sheet
for the white ones and a man's blue shirt

for the background of the stars. But this was not set-

tled for the national flag until after the war. When
Washington was president he went to this little house
where a certain woman called Betsy Ross lived, and
.asked her to make a silk flag of red and white in stripes

with an oblong piece of blue in the left corner in which
there were to be set thirteen white stars with si.\ points.

But Miss Betsy Ross thought that she could cut five-

pointed stars more easily so she made them with five

points. When Washington saw it he liked the five-

pointed stars better and never changed them. So by
one woman's will the flag of a country was changed.

EDITH ROWL.^ND
AGli 14.
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THE FOREST.

BY WILBUR K. BATES (AGE I4).

'Mid sweetest scent of balmy spruce and pine,
Here might we rest and dream from hour to hour,
'Neath canopy of leaves and hanging vine.

Absorbed by some sublime and unseen power.

On either hand the oak holds high his head,
The woodland Hower sends up a fragrant smell.
A mirror lake by woodland springlets fed
Begins the brook that trickles through the dell.

Here fanned by balmy breezes blithe we rest,

Devouring priceless beauty all around

;

Here drink we deep of nature at her best.

And see what glory springs from lowly ground.

How stately strike the branches 'cross the sky,
How well the green stands out against the blue.
How proud the oak lifts up his head on high,
How sweet the floweret cups the pearly dew.

On, on, through all the ages stands the wood.
The oak will stand when we have ceased to be.

To man the forest is an heirloom good—
A noble symbol of eternity !

TO NEW READERS
The St. Nicholas League is an organization of

St. Nicholas readers. Its aims are recreation,

intellectual improvement, and the protection of

the oppressed, whether human beings or dumb
animals. Gold, silver, and cash prizes are

awarded for meritorious achievement. The
membership is free, and a badge and full instruc-

tions will be sent on application.

[.\PRIL,

A FAMILY TRADI-
TION.

BY K.\THRYN SPRAGUE DE
WOLF (AOE 16).

{Honor Member.)

The spirit which made
Huguenots of his forebears,

compelling them to leave
their once lovely France,
their possessions, and sadly
divided kindred, was doubt-
less identical with that

which so influenced my
greatgrandfather, "Hubert
de Wolff, born in Amster-
dam, Holland, 1767," ac-

cording to our family
record.

Independence ! That
was his dearest desire.

This was a stirring period
in the history of the
Netherlands, but Hubert's
parents probably would
have continued a quite

tranquil existence if there

had not been that irrepres-

sible yearning for freedom
in their son. Doubtless
meek old Mynheerde Wolff
had to often "take it"

from madame because he came of a democratic family.

Two years before he supposedly reached the "age of
discretion," Hubert fell a victim to Napoleon's many
assurances that he would free Holland. Poor boy, he
was early to learn that people do not always keep
their promises. One evening when each little Hans
and Gretel had long since repeated bedtime prayers,
Hubert, with about half a dozen equally trusting com-
rades, fired with the noble idea of saving Holland,
opened the city gates — and Napoleon entered. Hubert
could not stand the deceits of "the Little Corporal,"
and soon he sadly departed for America. It was a wild
move, breaking his mother's he.art and leaving his

father's sore indeed, .^t the landing an acquaintance
asked why he came. A torrent of emotions rose within
the youth, liut the only word that escaped him was the
soul-satisfying " Liberty !

"

Hubert's ambition soon became akin to "Yankee
push," and his business success in the new world was
far greater than it would have been in Holland. Re-
turning to Holland in 1S23, he stayed long enough to

grow homesick for the States. The good King Wil-
liam was an unconventional neighbor, and he and Mr.
de Wolf often dined together. Once the easy-going
sovereign asked Hubert his opinion of America. In-

stantly came the respectful but frank reply, "I 'd rather
vote for one President of the United States of America
than dine with a dozen kings." It is recorded that this

astonishing Declaration of Independence m.ade no dif-

ference in their friendship. Hubert died in 1847, leav-

ing his descend.ants a quaint picture painted in 1771 by
his " Father Willem." It hangs in our dining-room.

THE FROZEN BROOK.
BY GIBBS MANSFIELD (AGE 7).

" Ah, me!" said once a frozen brook.
" Ah, me! ah, me!

Ah, me! kind Nature, freeze me not!

Ah, let my rippling waters run!
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" My heart beats babbling in the stream

—

And birds and fishes on the wing-
To reach the ocean giant strong;

And he, with outstretched arms,

To reach my little babbling heart!"

" Ah, let me not hear that again,"

Said Mother Nature, sternly.
" I '11 freeze you to the very water's edge,

And then kind Winter, with his arms so

strong.

Will bear thy heart along."

A FAMILY TRADITION.

BY CLARA P. POND (AGE I4).

Long ago, when Massachusetts and Connecticut were
very young, and differently divided from the way they

are now, a little river received the name of "Bride
Brook " in a curious and interesting way.

In summer it was a pretty stream, flowing round

and about an occasional Indian wigwam, twisting and
turning through the thick woods ; but at this particular

time it was covered with ice and snow, and the trees

were bare and the ground white.

One cold, bright day in the winter of sixteen hundred
and forty-six, a quaint wedding scene was enacted on
its banks, many miles from human habitation — except-

ing an Indian wigwam near by.

It was on this day that the occupants of the wigwam
were much surprised by the arrival of a small group of

white people clad in soft gray garments.

They were mostly men, for only two women could

be seen.

One was a sweet-faced young girl, unwilling to be
separated from a tall man, who was more demonstrative

toward her than most Puritans were wont to be.

The man was Jonathan Rudd, and he was that morn-
ing to marry the gentle Mary who kept so close to him
and followed every step he took.

The bridal party came from Saybrook, because no
one there was qualified to perform the ceremony.

John Winthrop, who was commissioned for Massa-
chusetts only, had proposed to meet them on the bor-

ders of the two colonies; and it was there, on the

bank of this little river, that he, accompanied by some
friends from New London, found Jonathan Rudd, his

bride Mary, and her sister awaiting him.

It took but a short time to get everything arranged,

for little needed to be done; and in the untrampled

snow— the white below, and the intense blue of the sky
above—the ceremony was performed.

Jonathan Rudd stood with one arm protectingly

thrown about the modest Mary, while John W^inthrop

stood in front of them, the few friends grouped behind;

and no other eyes beheld them save those of the In-

dians who, open-mouthed in wonderment, peered out

from behind the wigwam door, while the bright sun
looked down from above as if to pronounce a benedic-

tion upon them.

Jonathan Rudd and his wife Mary are my own ances-

tors.

MY FAVORITE KNIGHT.
BY JULIA M. WILSON (AGE 12).

Long ago in the days of Queen Elizabeth there lived a

brave man named Walter Raleigh.

One day the queen and her maids were crossing the

streets when they came to a puddle. Walter Raleigh

was passing with a purple silk coat on. He saw the

queen and her maids trying to step over the puddle.

Vol. XXXIV.—72.

Then he took off his coat and laid it over the puddle
so Queen Elizabeth could pass.

Then the queen said to one of her maids, " Who is

that fine gentleman? " The maid said,*'Thatis Walter
Raleigh." So the next day the queen sent for him and
made him Sir Walter Raleigh. My favorite knight^

Sir Walter Raleigh, was not like the other knights who
were always fighting and killing each other. He was
always polite and trying to do some good to every one»

that is why I like him.

heading. by j. b. stenbuck, age 15.

(gold badge).

Medford, Mass.
^EAR St. Nicholas League: Now that my
Cash Prize has come, I think you could not find

a girl more delighted than 1 am. I cannot tell

you how much the League has meant to me;
but I have learned from it that faithful work is

not without its reward, for after four years of trying I received my
Gold Badge last Christmas, and now my Cash Prize is here.

I have seldom tried as hard for anything as I have tried for the
rewards in the League, and I have never gained anything that I

care more for.

I have improved much in the expression of my thoughts, and
even in the thoughts themselves. It hardly seems possible that

such an improvement could have been made in only five years, and
I want to thank you as much for the help that you have given me
as for the prizes.

My only regret is that I have but one year more in which to write

for the League—but one year more in which to try to become an
" Honor Member," a thing which I look forward to almost as much
as I looked forward to the gaining of the other prizes.

Thanking you again for my Cash Prize, I am
Sincerely your friend,

Gladys M. Adams.

Saint Gabriel's School, Peekskill, N. Y.
Dear St. Nicholas:

I cannot express how I thank you

—

My gratitude ne'er could be told

—

It 's one of my choicest possessions,
The beautiful medal of gold !

I wish you success, merry paper,
(I deem that success has been mine),

St. Gabriel's always enjoys you
And thinks you are ever so fine

!

My first and my last declarations.

And all of my statements between
Are thanks for awarding the medal
To Annie L. Hillyer, fifteen.

FROM ONE WHO HAS TRIED.

Highland Falls, N. Y.
Mv dear St. Nicholas : I was very much surprised to get a prize

for.my puzzle, and I am as proud of my silver badge as anybody could

be. I have tried a good many things before this, and succeeded in

having one of my photographs published in the May number. I

was very pleased then, but I am overjoyed now that I have won
a prize.

I was very sorry to hear of the death of Mrs. Dodge. I hope the

St. Nicholas, which is dear to the hearts of so many boys and girls,

will be continued, although without her guidance, and that it will

be the most popular children's magazine for many years to come.
With many thanks for my pretty badge. I remain.

Yours very sincerely,

Virginia Livingston Hunt.
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FROM HAWAII.

Waialee, Oahu.
Mv DEAR St. Nicholas : It is vacation

now. We go ridinEc. swimming, and we
went up the mountains for land-shells.

My brother, DeWitt, found quite a rare

shell called an " Apex."
DeWitt and his chum Dexter have

made a boat. They have been sailing

quite a lot.

Early this morning they went out be-

yond the reef, and they caught two
squids.

Agnes, my little sister, and I went with
them in the boat in our fish-pond.

1 hope to enter the eighth grade next
term, I am.

Your loving reader,

Muriel L. Gibson.

'^1

I
I

'il

t:^^i'ii III I

'A HEADING. BV AGNES I. PRIZEB, AGE 9.

Fritchlev, England.
Dear St. Nicholas: I want to thank you very much indeed for
the cash prize which I received a few days ago.

It was a surprise to me when I looked at the League to find that
it had been awarded to me.
Our September St. Nicholas came very late indeed, I don't

know why, and before it arrived I was constantly receiving post-
cards from American members who said they had seen my name in
the St. Nicholas, which was a great puzzle to me.
And I think that I ought to mention here that I do not collect

postals and so have no use for the great number I receive. At
first I started sending cards back but more and more came as I got
nothing, and in fact lost by the exchange. I simply had to stop. I

hope vou will print this letter as I am afraid the American members
will tnink me so rude and unkind.

I like the St. Nichol.\s magazine very much and always look
fonvard to the day it comes.

I have a sweet little baby sister who is just learning to walk.
She is so pretty and clever and can talk so nicely.

I am very interested in the serials and I am waiting eagerly for

the next number.
Again thanking you for the prize, I remain

Your interested reader,
Phyllis Mary Sargent.

Keokik, Iowa.
Dear St. Nicholas League: The Senior German class of
Keokuk High School was sleepily conjugating'and ardently long-

ing for something to happen—and it did ; for a note came to the
girl by the window, announcing that she had been awarded the
cash prize for verse.

I am not going to say that you have raised me to the heights of

my ambition, but you have given me a " lift " to the first turning
on the road that leads to success, and if it were not for that friendly
aid, I might never struggle further on the path.
For over two years my name has appeared somewhere in your

pages every month; even be-

fore that, I wTote quite regu-
larly, and my labor has been
amply rewarded. You have
given all the honors in your
power, and now I shall con-
tinue to contribute, to show
that it is not the prizes but
the pleasure and education
vou give, which draw us
League members so closely
together.

It is a very proud and
happy girl who closes this,

her last prize-winner letter,

with a greeting to all those
other young people, whose
work has helped to enable her
to sign herself,

Your honor member,
Nannie Clark Babr

(age 15).

L.MVTON, O. T.
Dear St. Nichol.\s: I have
never written to you before,

but have often wanted to. I

have read many letters written

to you.
I live in a very nice coimtr>'.

It is very seldom cold here.

The town where I live has

______ very pleasant places around
it

'a study.*' by rush parshall Fort Sill is four miles from
BROWN, age 15. here- Il was founded in i86q

and all its houses and places where the
soldiers sleep are built of stone.
We have Indians in our town every

day. Some dress in blankets and some
dress like civilized people. The little

children are c impelled to go to the Indian
school one mile from Lawton. The
Comanche and Apache are the only In-
dians around here. Geronimo, the noted
Apache prisoner of war, can be seen most
any day. I am.

Your interested reader.

Fr.\nces Schultzk (Age 13).

Marlborough, England.
Dear St. Nicholas: I have taken
you for five years, but have only written
to you once before. I belong to the
League but I am afraid I have been very
idle, but from now on I am going to send
in every month for the drawing com-
petitions I hope, for I shall not be able

to be in the League very much longer. I am verj' fond of draw-
ing and I think seeing other boys' and girls' drawings has helped
me a lot. I think you are far better than any English children's
magazines. I liked the long stories you had one year complete in
one number very much.

I would like an American correspondent of about my own age
(15-^4) who would write me nice long letters. My address is
" Applegarth," Ogbourne St. George, Marlborough, Wilts,
England.

Believe me, your interested reader,
Lucy Pedder.

Other welcome letters have been received from Etta Thompson,
Marie Ruebel, Mirabelle Summy, Dorothy' Butes, Helen E. Patten,
Mary Villeponteaux Lee, Annette Burr, Dora J. Winn, Samuel R.
Bailey, 2nd., Isabel Oldham, Josephine Taj-lor, Arthur P. Cald-
well, jr., Arthur Kramer, Alphonse De Carre, Marion Martin,
Mary Burnett, Richard Ho'se, Maude J. Hayden, Aida Lucille

Getz. Lillie Garmany, Rosalind E. Weissbein, Frances H. Jackson,
Kathr\'n Maddock, Jamie Affleck.

"study. by KATHLEEN BUCHANAN, AGE II.

THE ROLL OF HONOK.
No. I. A list of those whose work would have been used had

space permitted.

No. 2. A list of those whose work entitles them to encouragement.

VERSE I.

Laurence G. Evans
Marjorie C Paddock Frances Lucille
Llizabeth Page James Creean
May Bowers

_^ Elizabeth Toof

Florence Short Carol Thompson
Aileen Hyland Helen E. Seckirson
Arthur Albert Myers Marguerite Wessels"

' " Bertha Walker
Josephine Freund

Nannie Clark Barr Adoiph Newmann
Annie Laurie Hillyer ^^^^ Havemier
Lthelwyn Harris Darden
?u^7d^v"""'P^''^^'^- E. Jenkinson
Ethel B. Young
Primrose Snow
Emmeline Bradshaw
Gladys Nelson
Lucile Delight
Woodling

Kathleen C. Betts
Grace Cobleigh
Corinne Benoit
Grace H. Wolf
Dorothy Darling

Miles
Margaret Goldthwait phyllis Ackermann
Margaret Budd

_ Eleanor Mead
Lillie G. Menary
Edward Frances
Casey

Dorothy Freeman
Alice Hopson

E. Babette Deutsch
Eleanor Johnson

VERSE 2.

Twila A. .McDowell

Clara Louise Jones

PROSE I.

Irene Bowen
Constance Helen
Peabody

Helen Marie Kountz
Nan Pierson
Marion Stephens
Lizzie M. Perkins
Eunice BurrStebbins
Morris E. Bishop'
Dorothea Dandridge
Jeannette Woodbrook
Sanford

Mildred B. Lissner
Elizabeth Deeble
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Helen Leslie
Follansbec

Pauline Buell

Freda M. Harrison
Elsie F. Weil
Willa Morton
Roberts

DRAWINGS 2.

Margaret Bennett
Isobel Maxwell
IrmaA. Hill

Molly Thayer
Norman S. Willison

Gladys M. Mason
Charles Billings

Mildred Maiden

PHOTOGRAPHS 2.

Ruth Dulty Crandall V. B. Reeves Harris Helen Peabody
W. D. Home, Jr.

Catherine Whipple
Pew

Dorothy E. Bates
Ada Morde
Bessie Lee
Edward Brophy

Marian Rubins
Edward J, Hesse
Theodore Tiffany
Agnes Nicholson
Hazel Halstead
Joan Mackenzie
A. Reynolds Exkel

Dorothy BHss Usher Margaret Erskine
David A. Woodc
Ellen Low Mills

Marjorie Harrison
Ida C. Kline
Grace Bradford de
Wolf

Eleanor D. Grubb
Alice Virginia
Dawson

Ernestine CobeiTi

Edith Solis

Helen Gertrude
Braley

Dorothy Lawrence
Greene

Otto H. Freund
Samuel Sinberg

PROSE 2.

Edna F. Browning
Grace M. Smith
Ruth A. Dittman
Marguerite McCord
Elizabeth Burton

Bassett

Beatrice Fr>-e

Beatrice Smith
Carrol Scudder
Williams

Edward G. Gay, Jr.

Emily Howell
Annie M. Hubbard
Dorothy Rhein
Dorothy H. Carr
James J. Porter

Mildred Nason
John R. Shields

Ruth Montgomery
Delia E. Arnestein
Carol F. Cotton
Frances Sladen
Bradley

Edward Mclsaacs
Alfred Kench
Gretchen Pease
Helen H. Potter

Donald Muriihy

Susanne Howe
Helen May Baker
Helen Aldis Bradley
Edward Carrington
Thayer

Caroline Bergamenn
Margaret Gale
Myron Hardy

Dorothy Foster
Harriette Dexter
Louise Hooker
F. Walton Brown
John Orth
Alice Nielsen
Anna Corning
Gladys Bailey
Fannie M, Stern
Clara Williamson
Sheila St. John
John Leeming, Jr.

Howard L. Seaman;
Frederick PhilUppi
Marie Demetre
Mary D. Buttemer

Marion Agnes Burns Elsie J. Wilson
Donald Tayler
Florence Ann
Cushman

Rudolph Krause
Hortense Brj'lawski

George Lyman
Phyllis McVickar
Catherine Snell

Helen Maxwell
Alma Ward
Helen Sewell Heyl
Abram Podelfsky

J. Donald
McCutcheon

Helena O'Brien
Maria Bullitt

Dorothy L. Dade
Rachel Field
Margaret E. Kelsey
Henry Scott

Muriel E. Halstead
Elizabeth Hicks
Mally Lord

Louise Marie Orth
Josephine AL
Holloway

Fred Dohrmann
Donald K. Hudson
Catharine Emma
Jackson

Ida V. Demarest
Sam M. Dillard

Donald C. Armour
Dorothy Williams
Marjorie S.

Harrington
Allan L. Langley
Marcus Acheson
Spencer

Marion R. Pell

Margaret B. Quick

J. D. Townsend
Margaret F. Holmes
Virginia Whilmore
Edward H. Leete
W. Eugene Delaney

Emma C. M- Meyer Edward S. Bristol

Mary Aurilla Ji"»nes Thaddeus C. Field

Eleanor W. Sheldon William Dow Harvey
Katharine G. Havens Charles Merwin
Anita Brown
Eldon S. Lincoln
Sybil Emerson
Francis D.
Whittemore

Howe
Dorothy Evans
Gretchen Wolle
Imogen Baldwin
Elsie F. Stem

Rebecca A. Duhring Imogen Baldwin
Ruth Maurer
Blanche Kerns
Edward E. Hazlelt
Emily W. Browne
Enid A. Cutting
Julia Wilcox Smith
Laura Guy

Eleanor McCandless Mayme Lois Jones
George Dexter
Sensabaugh

Olivia A. Forster

Carol Nichols
Emily Benson
Frank Coulson
Pinkerton

Seymour A. Woolner
Jean Gray Allen

DRAWING I

W. S. Etheridge
Elizabeth Eckel
Marj' Powel
Reginald C. Foster

Dorothy Hanvey
Elizabeth Hoffman
Sarah Parkins Madill
Irving Cain
Julia Stell French
Ruth M. Adt
Fldward Clark
Erhardt G. Schmitt
Olivia Avery
Helen Frances
Batchelder

John R. Coffin

Dorothea Thompson Josephine Hoey
Emily Wellington Josephine Stdrgis

Dorothy Quincy
Applegate

Bessie B. StjTon
Florence Gardiner
Michael Kopsco
E. B. Williams
Dorothy Douglas
Charlotte Waugh
Thomas Cutter
Catharine B.
Hillyard

Atherton Kingsley
Dunbar

Helen Clark
Alice W. Nash
Henry Trowbridge
Sylvia Harding

Dorothy Langhaar
Elizabeth Andrews
Malcom Keeler
Elizabeth Hearing
Elsie S. Church
Helen B. Walcot
Leslie P. Dodge
Charlotte Eugenie
Williams

Laura C Simpson
Lewis Wallace, Jr.

PUZZLES I

R. Utley
Caroline C. Johnson
E. Adelaide Hahn
Erma Bertha Mixson
Dorothy Klein Ross
Elizabeth Beale
Robert L. Rankin
Catherine D.
Mackenzie

Bancroft Brown
Medora S. Ritchie
Arthur A. Scott

PUZZLES 2

Robert L. Moore
Marcellite Watson
Lawrence D. Seymour
Stanton Garfield
Milton Crowell
Charlotte E, Benedict

Mabel Alvarez
Hazel Cockroft
Elizabeth Schwarz
Florence Billings

Marion Tiffany
Dora Guy
Ralph B. Thompson PHOTO-
Marian Walter GRAPHS i.

Hilde yon Thielmann
Florence Anderson Dorothy Phillips

Katherine Dulcebella Frederic S.

Barbour Clark, Jr.

E. Buchanan Dorothy Marsh
Margaret B. Edwin C. Brown
Richardson George N. Palmer

Theresa Jones. John M. Garfield

PRIZE COMPETITION No. go.

The St. Nicholas League awards gold and silver

badges each month for the best original potms, stories,

drawings, photographs, puzzles, and puzzle answers.

Also cash prizes of five dollars each to gold-badge win-

ners who shall again win first place. "Wild Animal
and Bird Photograph " prize-winners winning the cash

prize will not receive a second badge.

Competition No. go will close April 20 (for foreign

members April 25). The awards will be announced
and prize contributions published in St. Nicholas for

August.

Verse. To contain not more than twenty-four lines.

Title to contain the word " Vacation."

Prose. Story or article of not more than four hun-

dred words. Title to contain the word " Journey.

"

Photograph. Any size, interior or exterior, mounted
or unmounted ; no blue prints or negatives. Sub-

ject, " A Vacation Memory."

Drawing. India ink. very black writing-ink, or wash
(not color). Two subjects, " Vacation Friends," and

an August Heading or Tailpiece. (Books and Read-

ing discontinued.)

Puzzle. Any sort, but must be accompanied by the

answer in full, and must be indorsed.

Puzzle Answers. Best, neatest, and most complete

set of answers to puzzles in this issue of St. Nicholas.
Must be indorsed.

Wild Animal or Bird Photograph. To encourage

the pursuing of game with a camera instead of a gun.

For the best photograph of a wild animal or bird taken

in its natural home: First Prize, five dollars and

League gold badge. Second Prize, three dollars and
League gold badge. Third Prize, League gold badge.

Fourth Prize, League silver badge.

RULES.
Any reader of St. Nicholas, whether a subscriber

or not, is entitled to League membership, and a League
badge and leaflet, which will be sent free.

Every contribution, of whatever kind, must bear the

name, age, and address of the sender, and be indorsed as
" original " by parent, teacher, or guardian, who must l>e

convinced be\ond doubt that the contribution is not copied,

but w'holly the work and idea of the sender. If prose,

the number of words should also be added. These things

must not be on a separate sheet,

but on the contribution itself̂ \i

a manuscript, on the upper mar-

gin ; if a picture, on the margin

or back. Write or draw on one

side of the paper only. A con-

tributor may send but one con-

tribution a month—not one of

each kind, but one only.

Address :

The St. Nicholas League,

Union Square, New York.
'TAILPIECII." by MOLLY THAYER, AGE 9.



Editorial Note

SPECIAL ANNOUNCEMENT
We have the pleasure this month of announcing

Three New Serial Stories

for the remaininc

St. Nicholas.
six numbers of this Volume of

"TOM, DICK AND HARRIET"

is a delightful new story by

Ralph Henry Barbour,

Author of " The Crimson Sweater." It will begin in

the May number, and all St. NICHOLAS readers will

be glad to know that the " Harriet " of the story is

their friend " Harry " of The Crimson Sweater, and
that Roy, Chub, and other boys of that stirring story

will also appear in the new serial. It will begin in

the May number.

Girl readers especially will welcome the new serial

" FRITZI "

By Agnes McClelland Daultox,

Author of " From Sioux to Susan." The charming
little heroine of this story is introduced to our readers

in this present number of St. Nicholas, which
contains the first instalment of the serial. It will be
continued until the end of the Volume in October.
The third serial is a shorter story—to appear in

three numbers— beginning next month. It is a very
picturesque and entertaining historical story of the

time of bluff Prince Hal and his famous jester, Will
Somers. It is written by

Mary Catharine Lee,

Author of "A Quaker Girl of Nantucket" "Lois
Mallet's Dangerous Gift," etc. This story will be
illustrated throughout by Mr. Reginald Birch.

The Letter-Box
Buckingham, P. Quebec, Can.

Dear St. Nicholas: I have belonged to the League
for four years. I have not written very often for the

competitions and nobody could have been more sur-

prised or flelighted than 7 was when my story was
printed in the October number, igo6.

A couple of weeks ago my father surprised me by

asking if I had got the January St. Nicholas, as he

would like to see it. When it came, I gave it to him,

and we had great fun trying to guess what he was read-

ing, and decided it must be " Racketty-Packetty

House," but I peeped over his shoulder and it was

"The New Boy at Hilltop." He enjoyed it so much
that I hunted up my old numbers of "The Crimson

Sweater " and he is going to read it.

I have framed Mrs. Dodge's picture and have it

hanging up in my room.
I am afraid this letter is getting too long, so I will

bid you good-bye.

Your faithful reader,

Jessie Maclaren.

Lucerne, Switzerland.
Dear St. Nicholas: This is the third year I have

taken your delightful magazine and I like it more and

more every time that I open its pages. I think the

stories published in it are lovely ; I am very fond of

boys' stories, especially "The Crimson Sweater" and
" The New Boy at Hilltop." I also like " Pinkey Per-

kins " very much.
I have an aunt who lives in England. She has a

beautiful old home there, three hours from London, in

Northamptonshire. I go there every year to visit her.

in the Autumn. I have a pony there which I ride every
day, and I go out hunting once a week. It is lots of

fun, especially as my pony (" Prince" is his name),
is very keen about it and kicks and rears a good deal

when he sees the fox or hounds. He doesn't like other

horses, so if one comes near him he tries to kick him,
as if to say :

" You get out of my way
; you haven't got

any business here."

If Prince hears another horse galloping behind him,
he at once starts off and tries to keep ahead of him. I

think he would be an excellent racer.

Hoping you will always have much success, I am,
your devoted reader.

Dorothy Ward (age 12).

My Dear St. Nicholas: I would like to tell

how much I enjoy your stories. I took you for

three years but now I get bound volumes at the end of

every year.

It is snowing and blowing outside now, — a regular

Kansas blizzard.

When I was in ohl Mexico, several years ago, I saw
Maximilian's golden co.ich, and also went all through

the castle of Chepultepec.

It was very interesting. I hope I can go there

again soon, as my two sisters live there. The flowers

are beautiful, roses, violets, sweet peas, of every de-

scription. When I arrived there I was given a huge
bunch of pink, white, and yellow American Beauty
roses and violets. The roses numbered to 190.

Yours very sincerely,

Ruth K. Wilson (age 13).
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Newton Centre, Mass.

Dear St. Nicholas: I received tlie three dollars for

my " wriggle " a few days ago, and was delighted, es-

pecially as it was the first time I had ever had the cour-

age to try the advertising competitions. However it

sliall not be the last time. Your check came, or rather
the St. Nicholas, saying I had received a prize, only
a few days after Christmas, so I counted it among my
gifts.

I think the covers of St. Nicholas for the last tliree

months have been very pretty, especially the November
one (the little girl feeding the dogs).

I have three dogs, though the casual observer would
say I had but one. Their names are " Trouble," " Less
Trouble " and " No Trouble at All." "Trouble" is a
•real, live Airedale terrier, who, thougli he is the dearest
dog in the world, often lives up to his name; "Less
Trouble " is a setter puppy made of china ; and " No
Trouble at All " is, well, I can't well explain, as In
doesn''t exist.

I fear I am making this letter too long. Thanking
you very much for the prize, I am.

Yours truly,

Katharine L. Havens (age 14).

Edgartown, Mass.

Dear St. Nicholas : I am very fond of you ; my
favorite stories are "The Crimson Sweater" and
" From Sioux to Susan." Just as soon as I get a
new number, I rush to my friend's and we read it to-

gether. My friend's favorite is " The Crimson
Sweater," while I prefer "From Sioux to Susan." My
friend is very fond of paper dolls, and I am rather good
at drawing and painting, so I made a set of paper-dolls
to represent the various characters in the two stories.

So far, we have "Chub" Eaton, Virginia Clayton,
Sue Roberts, and Thad Clayton. Every time a new
dress of Sue's or Virginia's was described, I had
to rush off home and paint one like it. The
most striking of all of Sue's dresses is her Indian
outfit, and that is truly gorgeous.
We should have been terribly disappointed if " Sue "

had grown to be too much reformed. Half her charm
and piquancy lies in her tomboy ways.

Yours,
Doris Hu.\ford.

New York City.

Dear St. Nicholas : I began to take you about
a year ago. I did not subscribe to you then but
bought you every month. Last Christmas the mother
of a little friend of mine gave me a subscription to

you. I cannot thank her enough.
My sisters used to take you when they were little,

and I take great pleasure in reading the old numbers.
I am very sorry that they did not have the benefit of

the League though they say that they enjoyed " Jack-
in-the-Pulpit " very much.

I collect postal cards and have over 560.
As we are at present living in an apartment, my

only pet is a canary.

His name is Billy.

Hoping that your success as a children's magazine
may grow with your ever increasing number of readers,

I am, your constant reader and contributor,

Lois Donovan (age 13).

Nice, France.
Dear S-j-. Nicholas: I am not a subscriber to your
magazine, but my mother buys it for me every month
in each dilTerent place where we may be siglitseeing.

I am not clever enough to write stories or draw pictures,
but I enjoy reading and seeing what other children do.
I have been through the streets of Pompeii, took kodak
pictures of the forum and some of the houses, and the
new street they were excavating. I went to the top of

Vesuvius just before the eruption last year, but I could
not see much because the fumes choked me bailly ; and I

have ridden in gondolas in Venice, and I saw the won-
derful glass blowers at Murano and had a vase made for

a souvenir. Will you send me a League badge and
leaflet ? Your interested reader.

Helen M. Muchlive (ageg^^).

Denver, Colo.
Dear St. Nicholas: My home is in Madison, Wis-
consin. We are spending the year in Denver. A few
miles from Denver there is a United States military es-

tablishment called Fort Logan.
At Fort Logan the officers live in houses. The soldiers

are furnished with a bed, a canteen, a knapsack, and a
gun or a sword. When away from camp the soldiers
are provided with tents. At Fort Logan I saw a dress
parade. I also saw some soldiers decorated for their
good shooting. The ambulance and supply \\'ngons are
ready to start to the scene of battle thirty minuies after

they I eceive the order. The mess-room is something like
a dining-room in a restaurant. The soldiers eat their
meals in the mess-room.

Yours very truly,

Frederick Richter (age 9).

Kansas City, Mo.
Dear St. Nicholas : I have been very much in-

terested in reading in the March number a story of a
spider which succeeded in getting a " thousand leg"
up to his lair. The reason I was so interested in the
story was because I had once watched a spider catch a
fly in the same way.

I enjoy reading your magazine very much.
I am eleven years old.

Yours truly,

Helen Margaret Somerville.

Greenwich, Conn.
Dear St. Nicholas: I have never written to you be-
fore, but I have had your magazine ever since I was a
baby. I am eight years old.

I made a whole family of clothespin dolls. My little

sister Frances and I had a clothespin doll parade. They
are easy to make and a great deal of fun. I made the
box store also.

Your friend,

Eleanore McFadden.

Other letters, which lack of space prevents our print-

ing, have been received from Norman Penney, F.

Churchill Whittemore, Jr., Dorothy Colby, Robert B.

Carney, Margery K. Smith, Angus A. Morrison, Marie
Goler, Miriam Lee Stout, John Mosher, Hester Barnes,
Irene Taylor, Ruby E. Bond, Katharine Woolsey, Pau-
line Beckwith, Sarah D. Estrada, Gladys S. Sawyer,
Margaret Ortman, Adelia Bernhard, Grace P. Whit-
man, Marion Snyder, May Piorkowska, David J. Ort-
man, Beatrice Grant Tennant, and Eleanor M. Cofran.



Jancy Byrd Turner..

This is the luindsome Cooky

Afan,
Fri'sh and bro'iun from tlu

hiikiitir^han.

But cook was careless

came to hann
And lost a beautifnl cooky

Then hefellfrom the baby's

heedless hand
And broke a leg, so he could

not stand.

Kitty, the puss, was a hun-
gry cat

And the other arm went to

make her fat.

The poor last leg in an evil hour
Under a chair was ground tofour.

Then Tommy took "Cooky Man" to bed.

And durins the niirht he lost his head.

ffere V ho'w he 'II look when the children

wake—
Just like a common sugar cake.

Is n't it sad ? Be careful, then.

With the dear littlefrail little Cooky Men /

SKIPPING ROPK TIME HAS COME AGAIN.
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QjaeHiODlP BOX
ANSWERS TO PUZZLES IN THE MARCH NUMBER.

A Puzzle in Numbers. C-o-l-d.

Double Behe.\dings and Curtailings. Lee, Grant, i. Re-
lap-se, seer, lap, pal. 2. Th-ere-in, thin, ere, ere. 3. Wh-ere-at,
what, ere, ere. 4. En-gag-es, seen, gag, gag. 5. _Pa-rap-et, tape,

rap, par. 6. He-are-rs, hers, are, era. 7. Ma-nip-le, lame, nip,

pin. 8. Pa-ten-ts, past, ten, net.

Letter Puzzle. "A friend should bear a friend's infirmi-

ties." I. Africa. 2. Ionian. 3. Deaden. 4. Admire. 5. Shield.

6. Bursts. 7. Riffle.

Word-Square.
3. Rests.

Bake Alice. KiUs.

Illustrated Primal Acrostic. Webster.
2. Earth. 3. Banjo. 4. Shirt. 5. Table. 6. Easel. 7. Ruler.

^4. Eclat.

Watch.

Single Acrostic. Vicar of Wakefield, i. Vivien. 2. Imogen.
3. Codlin. 4. Arthur. 5, Rowena. 6. Olivia. 7. Frollo. 8.

Weller. 9. Audrey. 10. Kettle. 11. Elaine. 12. Feeni.\. 13.

Icarus. 14. Esmond. 15. Legree. 16. Dodson.

Cross-Word Enigma. Lawn tennis.

Anagram Acrostic. Mars. i. Lament, mantel, mantle,
mental. 2. Wander, warden, warned, Andrew. 3. Dearer,
reader, reread, reared. 4. Reigns, resign, signer, singer.

A Novel Square. From 3 to 4, Mark Twain. 1 to 2, Whit-
tier's. 9 to 7, train ; 9 to 4, twain : q to 6, token ; 9 to 2, tiers ; 9
to 8, tower: 9 to 5, tiger: Rim. From i to 7, Whiten: 7 to 4,

napkin ; 4 to 6, nation : 6 to 2, noises; 2 to 8, solder; 8 to 3, ran-

dom : 3 to 5, mirror ; 5 to 1, review.

To OUR Puzzlers : Answers to be acknowledged in the magazine, must be received not later than the 15th of each month, and
should be addressed to St. Nicholas Riddle-box, care of The Century Co., 33 East Seventeenth St., New York City.

Answers to all the Puzzles in the January Number were received, before January 15th, from Frances Hunter—Caroline C.
Johnson—W. and H. Beaty—James A. Lynd—Helen Sherman Harlow— Francis Edmonds Tyng, Jr.—Eugenie Steiner—Edna Meyle

—

jo and I
—"Jolly Juniors"—Erma Quinby—Frances Bosanquet—Harry Elger, Jr.—Lois "rreadwell— Elena Ivey—William H. Bart-

lett—Louis Chick—Cornelia Crittenden—Emily Smith—" Queenscourt "—Paul Johnson—Sydney Rutherford— St. Gabriel's Chapter

—

Harriet Scofield.

Answers to Puzzles in the January Number were received, before January isth, from E. L. Wood, i—J. Lazarus, i—
-M. Thacker, i—R. Wj'se, i—R. Livingston, i—J. Carter, i— S. Gilbreath, i—No name. Marietta, 3—S. Blaisdell, i—R. J. Wright, i—
C. I. Stewart, i—H. Kottak, i—E. Banning, i—C. Backus, i—C. Eaton, i—C. Crittenden, i—W V. Silverberg, i—C. Caldwell, i—
R. Clark. I—Marion B. Dyer, 2—D. Doan, i—R. Blair, i—F. Sedgwick, i—H. L. George, i—H. Siegel, i—D. M. Fargo, i— E. D
Smith, I— I. B. Howland, i—M. Wells, i— H. Hodge, i—S. Smith, i—Harold Heming. 11—L. Harrington, i—G. B. Helm, t—C. Slater,
I—M. Richmond, i—H. V. Sprowls, i—J. Little, i—George N. Harman, 6—L. Harrington, i—Ralph L. Fulton, S—H. Townsend, i—
E. H. Northrup, i—S. H. Cook, 7—L. Marshall, 1—Dorothy A. Spear, 11—M. M. McKinney, i—E. Scribner, i—F. Scribner, i

—

R. B. Carney, I— Ellen E.Williams, 10—FrankUn Mohr, 7—T. Soule, 1—H. Bucksbaum. i—K. C. Shanks, i—C. Holstrom. i—W. S.
Dai'enport. i—Harriet Jackson, 7—Milon Hedrick, 6—C. Guttzeit, 1—No name, endorsed Mrs. L. Carr. Jr.,9—P Flint i—N. Moe, i—
A. B. Miller, I—F. C. Wallace, i—C. W. Cutler, i—Keith Henney, 10—L. Saylor, i—E. and E. Wallace, i—M. Barrotte, i—Carolyn
Button, S—J. R. Tatum, i—E. vender Born, i—B. Outcalt, i—B. and B. D. Heath, 2.

RIDDLE.
Change 6 to a different system of notation, add a

monarch, and make an old Norseman.
PHILIP G. CAMMANN (age lO).

INTEKSECTING WOKDS.

3 5 7

Fro.m I to 2, in that place; from 3 to 4, to subdue;
from 5 to 6, to alarm suddenly ; from 7 to 8, to go
over again.

Included Square (across): i. To smite gently.
2. Before. 3. Consumed. Downward, i. A veg-
etable. 2. Skill. 3. A term used in golf.

AGNES R. LANE (Honor Member).

NOVEI, ACROSTIC.
(Sillier Badge, St. Nicholas League Competition.)

All of the words described contain the same number
of letters. When these have been rightly guessed and

written one below another, the initials will spell the
name of a famous frigate, and another row of letters

will spell the country by which it was owned.
Cross-words: i. To number. 2. A rightful pro-

prietor. 3. To whinny. 4. A glossy fabric. 5. Lar-
ceny. 6. A country of Asia. 7. Peevish. 8. To
loosen. 9. To annoy 10. To bury. 11. Open to
view. 12. A month oi the Jewish ecclesiastical year.

RONALD MARTIN FOSTER.

CHARADE.
(Silver Badge, St. Nicholas League Competition.)

You must keep 'jam firsts open, at home and in school

;

My second can carry desk, table and stool

;

My thirii is a farmer's useful tool.

My Mhol( is a book by a writer well-known,
And to many of you this book has been shown.

ROBERT E. NAUMBERG.

WORD-SgUARES.
I. I. Vast. 2. A military firearm. 3. Frequently. 4.

Watchful. 5. Bruises.

II. I. To brag. 2. A fur-bearing animal. 3. To
make reparation. 4. Understanding. 5. Found in

every park.

C. C. JOHNSON AND A. R. ECKEL.
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X*/

This differs

from the ordi-

numerical enigma in that

words forming it are pic-

I instead of described.

The answer, consisting of

fifty-seven letters, is a

quotation from Shaks-

pere.

NOVEL ACROSTIC.
I 2

lO

9
* # 3

^ * # 4

7 6

Cross-words : i. A
common abbreviation. 2.

A portent. 3. Soda ash.

4. Pertaining to a layman. 5. An e.\clamation.

From I to 10, the children's patron saint.

E. ADELAIDE HAHN (Honor Member).

DIAGONAL.
All the words described contain the same number of

letters. When rightly guessed and written one below

another, the diagonal (beginning at the upper, left-hand

letter and ending with the lower, right-hand letter) will

spell the name of a famous poet.

Cross-words: i. An evil spirit. 2. A young street

Arab. 3. A sweet substance. 4. Stale. 5. To strike.

FOETICAX NUMEKICAL ENIGMA.
I AM composed of sixty letters and form a quotation

from Buhver Lytton.

My 39-1-56-30-19 was a famous Norwegian dramatic

poet. My 40-36-47-52-56-25-11 was a famous poet who
was a friend of Sir Philip Sidney. My 60-5-21-33-14

was a celebrated Italian poet. My 44-5S- 1
7-2-48 was

the greatest poet of antiquity. My 28- 15-35-8-50-37

was a great German poet. My 40-15-12-32-54-4-27 was
one of the Lake poets. My 43-58-26-60-56-41-46-6-9

was an English poet who was very poor. My 17-23-

13-22-15-38 was a blind poet. My 24-42-49-53-10-59 is

a surname borne by a German geographer and also by

a German philosopher. My 34-31-57-45-7-58-29-3-18

was a writer of poetic prose. Sly 16-51-41-20 is what
many poets win. My 54-55 is a pronoun.

FRANK L. WHITE (League Member).

MTTHOLOGICAX
DIAGONAL.

(GoUi^Badge, St. Nicholas League
Competition.)

All the words described con

tain the same number of let

ters. When rightly guessed and written

one below another, the diagonal (be-

ginning at the upper, left-hand letter and
ending with the lower right-

hand letter) will spell the

name of the brother of Aga-
memnon.
Cross-words: i. A king

of Caria. 2. The slayer

of the Calydonian boar. 3.

An epithet of Apollo. 4.

The wife of Admetus. 5.

The wife of LHysses. 6. The Commander of the

Carthaginian fleet in the first Punic war. 7. A king

of Argos. 8. The father of ^neas.
ARTHUR MINOT REED.

DOUBLE ZIGZAG.

{Gold Badge, St. Nicholas League Competition.)

..13..
o
. o
o

From i to 2, a famous novelist ; from 3 to 4, one of

his best books.

Cross-words: i. A Mohammedan place of worship.

2. A kind of paper used in testing for acids or alkalies.

3. To save. 4. Faints. 5. Used in a winter sport.

6. The founder of a line of Frankish kings. 7. Drove

to a distance from the hand. 8. To retreat. 9. Not
easily controlled. 10. To declare. 11. Destitute of

feathers. 12. Part of a harness. 13. To catch or in-

volve in contradictions. 14. A long step.

MARY PARKER.

THE DEVINNE PRESS, NEW YORK.
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